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DEDICATION

[iN THE THIRD EDITION]

TO HIS GRACE

EDWARD, LORD ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY.

MY LORD ARCHBISHOP,

Nearly forty years ago, under encouragement from

your venerated predecessor Archbishop Howley, and with the

friendly help of his Librarian Dr. Maitland, I entered upon the

work of collating manuscripts of the Greek New Testament by

examining the copies brought from the East by Professor

Carlyle, and purchased for the Lambeth Library in 1805.

I was soon called away from this employment ZKUV atnovri ye

0ujuo&amp;gt;
to less congenial duties in that remote county, wherein

long after it was your Grace s happy privilege to refresh the

spirits of Churchmen and Churchwomen, by giving them pious

work to do, and an example in the doing of it. What I have

since been able to accomplish in the pursuits of sacred criticism,

although very much less than I once anticipated, has proved,

I would fain hope, not without its use to those who love Holy

Scripture, and the studies which help to the understanding of

the same.

Among the scholars whose sympathy cheered and aided my
Biblical labours from time to time, I have had the honour of

including your Grace; yet it would be at once unseemly and

fallacious to assume from that circumstance, that the principles

of textual criticism which I have consistently advocated have
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approved themselves to your judgement. All that I can look

for or desire in this respect is that I may seem to you to

have stated my case fairly and temperately,, in earnest contro

versy with opponents far my superiors in learning and dialectic

power, and for whom, in spite of literary differences, I enter

tain deep respect and true regard.

My Lord, you have been called by Divine Providence to the

first place in our Communion, and have entered upon your

great office attended by the applauses, the hopeful wishes, and

the hearty prayers of the whole Church. May it please God to

endow you richly with the Christian gifts as well of wisdom as

of courage : for indeed the highest minister of the Church of

England, no less than the humblest, will need courage in the

coming time, now that faith is waxing cold and adversaries are

many.

I am, my Lord Archbishop,

Your obliged and faithful servant,

F. H. A. SCBIVENER.

HENDON VICARAGE,

Whitsuntide, 1883.



PREFACE TO FOURTH EDITION.

AT the time of the lamented death of Dr. Scrivener a new

edition of his standard work was called for, and it was supposed

that the great Master of Textual Criticism had himself made

sufficient corrections and additions for the purpose in the margin

of his copy. When the publishers committed to me the task

of preparation, I was fully aware of the absolute necessity of

going far beyond the materials placed at my disposal, if the book

were to be really useful as being abreast of the very great pro

gress accomplished in the last ten years. But it was not till

I had laboured with absolute loyalty for some months that

I discovered from my own observation, and from the advice

of some of the first textual critics, how much alteration must

at once be made.

Dr. Scrivener evidently prepared the Third Edition under

great disadvantage. He had a parish of more than 5,500 inhabi

tants upon his hands, with the necessity of making provision for

increase in the population. The result was that after adding

125 pages to his book he had an attack of paralysis, and so

it is not surprising that his work was not wholly conducted

upon the high level of his previous publications. The book has

also laboured under another and greater disadvantage of too

rapid, though unavoidable, growth. The 506 pages of the

First Edition have been successively expanded into 626 pages

in the Second, 751 in the Third, and 874 in the Fourth; while

the framework originally adopted, consisting only of nine

chapters, was manifestly inadequate to the mass of material

ultimately gathered. It has therefore been found necessary, as
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the work proceeded, to do violence, amidst much delicate

embarrassment, to feelings of loyalty to the author forbidding

alteration. The chief changes that have been made are as

follows :

The first intention of keeping the materials within the

compass of one volume has been abandoned, and it has been

divided into two volumes, with an increase of chapters in each.

Instead of 2,094 manuscripts, as reckoned in the third

edition under the six classes, no less than 3,791 have been

recorded in this edition, being an increase of 236 beyond the

3,555 of Dr. Gregory, without counting the numerous vacant

places which have been filled up.

Most of the accounts of ancient versions have been rewritten

by distinguished scholars, who are leaders in their several

departments.

The early part of Volume I has been enriched from the

admirable book on Greek and Latin Palaeography, by Mr. E.

Maunde Thompson, who with great kindness placed the proof-

sheets at my disposal before publication.

Changes have been made in the headlines, the indexes, and

in the printing, and sometimes in the arrangement, which will,

I trust, enable the reader to find his way more easily about

the treatise.

And many corrections suggested by eminent scholars have

been introduced in different places all through the work.

A most pleasing duty now is to tender my best thanks to the

Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of Salisbury and the Rev. H. J.

White, M.A., for the rewriting of the chapter on Latin Versions

by the latter under Dr. John Wordsworth s supervision, with

help from M. Samuel Berger; to the Rev. G. H. Gwilliarn, B.D.,

Fellow of Hertford College, now editing the Peshitto for the

University of Oxford, for the improvement of the passages upon
the Peshitto and the Curetonian

;
the Rev. H. Deane, B.D., for

additions to the treatment of the Harkleian
;
and the Rev. Dr.

Walker, Principal of St. John s Hall, Highbury, for the results

of a collation of the Peshitto and Curetonian ;
to the Rev. A. C.

Headlam, M.A., Fellow of All Souls College, for a revision of the
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long chapter upon Egyptian Versions ;
to F. C. Conybeare, Esq.,

MA late Fellow of University College, for rewriting the sec-

tions on the Armenian and Georgian Versions; to Professor

Margoliouth, M.A., Fellow of New College, for rewriting the

sections on the Arabic and Ethiopic Versions; to
the_!

J M. Bebb, M.A., Fellow of Brasenose College, for rewriting the

section upon the Slavonic Version; to Dr. James W.

Assistant-Professor in the Johns Hopkins University or rewrit

ing the section on the Anglo-Saxon Version, through Mr. White s

kind offices ;
to E. Maunde Thompson, Esq., D.C.L LL.D, I- .S.A,

&c for kindness already mentioned, and other help, and

Warner, Esq., SLA, of the Manuscript Department of the Brit

Museum, for correction of some of the notices of cursive M,

belon&amp;lt;nn&amp;lt;* to the Museum, and for other assistance ;
to J. I

Harrfs, Esq., M.A., Fellow of Clare College and Reader in

Palaeology in the University of Cambridge, for much help of

varied nature ;
to Professor Isaac H. Hall, Ph.D., of New York

City, for sending and placing at my disposal many of h,s pu

cations ;
to the lamented Professor Bensly, for writing me a letter

upon the Syriac Versions; to the Eev. Nicholas Pocock, M.A.,

of Clifton, for some results of a collation of F and G of St. Paul ;

to Professor Bernard, D.D., Trinity College, Dublin, for a paper

of suggestions ;
to the Rev. Walter Slater, M.A., for preparing

Index II in Vol. I ;
and to several other kind friends, for assis-

tance of various kinds freely given. The generosity
of scholars

in communicating out of their stores of learning is a ,

pleasing feature in the study of the present day. Whatevei

Lay be my own shortcomings-and I fear that they have been

enhanced by limitations of time and space, and through t

effects of ill-health and sorrow-the contributions enumerated

cannot but render the present edition of Dr. Scriveners gn

work eminently useful to students.

9, BKADMORE KOAD, OXFORD,

January 17, 1894.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTENTS OF THE

LITHOGRAPHED PLATES 1
.

PLATE I opposite page 29

1. (i) Alphabet from the Rosetta Stone [B.C. 196], a specimen of capitals.

2. (2) Alphabet from Cod. Sinaiticus )

} specimens of uncials.
3. (3) Alphabet from Cod. Alexandrmus )

PLATE II 32

1. (4) Alphabet from the Cotton Fragment (Evan. N) and Titus C. xv [vi],

2. (5) And from Cod. Nitriensis (Evan. R, Brit. Mus. Add. 17,211).

PLATE III 34

1. (6) Alphabet from Cod. Dublinensis (Evan. Z).

2. (7! From Brit. Mus. Harl. 5598 (Evst. 150), [A. D. 995].

3. (8) From Brit. Mus. Burney 19 (Evan. 569).

Note that above psi in 2 stands the cross-like form of that letter as

found in Apoc. B [viii].

PLATE IV 90

1. (9) Extract from Hyperides Oration for Lycophron, col. 15, 1. 23, &c.

( firepiSov Aoyot, ed. Babington, 1853). Dating between B.C. 100

to A.D. 100, on Egyptian papyrus, in a cursive or running hand.

Kvvraa nva roiv
-no\\ir&amp;lt;av

aSitcus 8eo|^ai V[uav Kai TOJI
|

Kai avriftoXui

Kt\\tvffat KafjLf KaXfffai \TOVS awtpowraff &amp;gt;
. See pp. 44, 51.

2. (10) Extract from Philodemus irepl KaKiuv (Herculanensium wluminum

quae supersunt, fol., Tom. 3, Col. xx. 11. 6-15). See pp. 30, 33.

ovTo)3iro\vp.a9tararovapoa\a yop(vofji.(vov oierat iravra
\

SwaaOai yivca-

CKfiv Kai troi\(iv ovx oiov tavrov off evioia\ov5(v TI
&amp;lt;poiparat Ka.Ttxcav \

Kai ov avvopcav on jro\\a Set\rat rpi&rjs av /cat a/rto TTJCT av\rr]ff yivrjTai

ptOoSov Ka8a\TTfp TO. ryff TroirjriKrja p-fprj KCU
\

Sion irtpi rova TTO\V-

fj.a6fia\.

1

Unfortunately, it did not occur to us till after the work was nearly all in type
to transfer the Lithographed Plates to places opposite the pages which they chiefly

illustrate, and that in consequence a few expressions in the text ought to be

altered. The advantage of this arrangement appears to be so great as to over

balance the slight inaccuracies alluded to, which cannot now be removed. The

plates and their references will, it is hoped, be found easily from the explanations
here given.
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3. (n a
) Cod. Friderico-August. [iv], 2 Sam. vii. 10, 11, Septuagint :

atavrov KaOcaff ap\\r]ff KOI
a&amp;lt;f&amp;gt; rjfjifpoj \

cuv (raa Kpiraff \

em rov \aov

fjiov |

joA Kai ramvoj\ffa airavraff rovs
| t\6povff aov Kai

\ av^rjaca Of

Kai 01
\.

4. (nb
) Cod. Sinaiticus, N [iv], Luke xxiv. 33-4 : T*} &amp;lt;apa

virtarpe\\fjav

tiff ifpovffa\\rjfj.
1 Kai fvpov rj\0poiffnevovff rovff

\

(vSe/co. Kai rova
\
aw

avroiff \tyo .

5. (n c
) Cod. Sin., i Tim. iii. 16, ro rqa (vaefttiaa

\ fivffrrjpiov off e with a

recent correction. See II. 391. There are no capital letters in

this Plate.

PLATE V ............. 98

1. (12) Cod. Alexandrinus, A [v], Gen. i. 1-2, Septuagint. These four

lines are in bright red, with breathings and accents 2
. Hence

forth capital letters begin to appear. v dpxn firoiijaev 6 6a rbv

bv\pavov Kai rfjv *yr\v TJ 8 777 rpr a 6\paroa KO.I aKaraffKfvaffroa
\

Kai

aKoroff firdvca rrja afBvffffov.
|

2. (13) Cod. Alex., Acts xx. 28, in common ink. See II. 37. UpofffXfre

tavroiff Kai iravTi TCU
|
iroifU ifa tv ca i)/iacr TO in/a ro

\ ayiov eOero

fmffKoirovff-
1 Troifj.aifeiv rrjv eKKXrjaiav \

rov KV TJV irtpititoirjaaTO Sia
\

rov ai/zaros rov iSiov
\

3. (14) Cod. Cotton., Titus C. xv, Evan. N, with Ammonian section and
Eusebian canon in the margin. John xv. 20 : rov \oyov ov

\

ejoj fnrov v fj.iv OVK (ffnv
\

SovXoff /J.iciJ \

rov KV avrov.

PLATE VI ............. 145

1. (15) Cod. Burney 21 [A.D. 1292], Evan. 571. See p. 257. John xxi.

17-18 : trpofiara fjiov apriv a.p.r)v Xifta aoi
\ ort^avturfpoff, f^wwvfff

(\avrov KOI trepifirarrja 6-nov TJO(\\(V orav Se ^rjpaarja, eKT(v(Tff\

2. (16) Cod. Arundel 547, Evst. 257 [ix or x]. See p. 345. The open work

indicates stops and musical notes in red. John viii. 13-14 :

AiiTfti 61
&amp;lt;papiaai \

01 + av Ttfpl atavrov
\ naprvptTff fy (J.ap\rvpta aov

OVK ea\nv d\r)6rjff + dnt\

3. (17) Cod. Nitriensis, R of the Gospels, a palimpsest [vi], Luke v. 26 :

aov rov Ov
\
Kai fn\t]aOr]\aav &amp;lt;po@ov \e\yovrea on\.

PLATE VII ............. 153

1. (18) Cod. Dublin., Z of the Gospels, a palimpsest [vi] from Barrett.

Matt. xx. 83-4 : avoifwaiv 01
o&amp;lt;p6a\\jj.oi Tjfuav \ C.Tr\a^xViff^flff 8e o

iff
| rjif/aro rcav o(i/j.araj \ avrajv Kai fvOuff\.

2. (19) Cod. Cyprius, K of the Gospels [ix], John vi. 52-8 : epaxovro bvv

irpoa d\\r]\ovff 61 iovSaioi \(\yovr(a~ iruiff Svvarai ovroff fffuv rfjv

adp\Ka Sovvai
&amp;lt;payfif

eiirtv bvv dvroTff 6 iff
d|. It has the

Ammonian section in the margin ( s = 66), and a flourish in the

place of the Eusebian canon. See p. 137.

1 In later manuscripts Proper Names are often distinguished by a horizontal

line placed over them, but no such examples occur in these Plates.
2 The reader will observe throughout these specimens that the breathings and

accents are usually attached to the first vowel of a diphthong.
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PLATE VIII 105

(20) Cod. Vaticanus, B of the Gospels, Acts and Epistles [iv], taken from

Burgon s photograph of the whole page. Mark xvi. 3-8 :
\&amp;gt;.iv

TOV \i0ov (K rrjs \ Ovpaa TOV f^vrj/jLtiov \

Kai dvapXeipacrai 6eca\povatv

OTI dvaKfKv\\iffTai 6 \i0off rfV yap \ piyaa ff&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;6Spa
Kai (\\0ovffai (iff TO

jj.vT)fj.t i\ov fioov vfavtffKov
\ KaOrjutvov evToiff

\

S(IOHT TJtpi

aTo\f]v \(vnr)v \

KO.I f^t6a^.0r)6r](rav \

6 Si \tyti avraia

fieiaOf Iv r)Tft\T rov vafaprjvov TO
| fffTavpuntvov r)ytp\0r] OVK

t ffTiv uSe iSe
\

6 TOTTOO oirov f6r]Ka. \

dvTov d\\a virdytre \

eiirare

Totff fM0rjTaiff |
dvTov tcai TJ -rrtrpoj |

on trpodyti V/J.5.S tiff
\ TT\V

ya\i\diav tKei dv\ruv oipeaOf KaGuff (i\irev vfuv KO.I t(\0ov\ffat etyvyov

diro TOV
| (wrjuftov (i\tv yap |

dvrdff rpop.oa /cat tK araaia KO.L ovSevl

6v\8tv fiirov
f&amp;lt;po@ovv\To yap : Here again, as in Plate IV, no capital

letters appear. &quot;What follows on the Plate is by a later hand.

PLATE IX 137

1. (21) Cod. Par. Nat. Gr. 62, Evan. L of the Gospels [viii], as also

3 (23) below, are from photographs given by Dean Burgon : see

pp. 133-4. In the first column stands Mark xvi. 8 with its

Ammonian section (ffA-y 233) and Eusebian canon
(
=

2) : Kai

ie\0ovffai
t\&amp;lt;pvyov

diro TOV
\ fj.vrip.fiov + ft\xfv 5 auras rpo\fJ.oa KO!

(Karaatia
\

KOI ovStvt ovStv
|
fiirov +

f&amp;lt;po$ovv\ro ydp + In the

second column, after the strange note transcribed by us (II.

388), fffrrjv Se Kai
\

ravra
&amp;lt;p(po\fj.tva fj.era ro

\ ((pofiovvro \ yap + |

Avaardff SI irpoji\ irpcari] craftParv+ (ver. 9) Xi much resembles

that in Plate XI, No. 27.

2. (22) Cod. Nanianus, Evan. U, retraced after Tregelles. Burgon

(Guardian, Oct. 29, 1873) considers this facsimile unworthy of

the original writing, which is even, precise, and beautiful.

Mark v. 18 : &quot;Bdvroa avrov
\

tiff TO ir\oio
\ irap(Ka\fi dv\rbv &

dai/jio\via0eiff iva. The Ammonian section (^ = 48) is in the

margin with the Eusebian canon (B, in error for H) underneath.

The v on the other side is by a much later hand. See p. 149.

3. (23) Cod. Basil, of the Gospels, Evan. 1 [x?]. Seep. 190. Luke i. 1, 2

(the title : evayy([\iov~\ Kara \OVKOLV : being under an elegant

arcade) : tirfioTjirtp iro\\ol tirfxtiprjaav dvardgaaOat \ Sirjyqffiv irepi

TUV irfir\i]p0(poprjfjifvojv \
tv fjiuv trpay^aroiv . KaOus irapedoffav fip.1 \

61 dnapxrjff avruirrai Kai viujpfrai yevoptvoi \.
The numeral in the

margin must indicate the Ammonian section, not the larger

K(j)d\aiov (see p. 57)-

PLATE X . 121

1. (24) Cod. Ephraemi, C, a palimpsest [v], from Tischendorf s facsimile.

The upper writing [xii ?] is TOV TTJV irKrjOvv TUV \
e/j.uv dp.apTr]fM \\

ffofiai olSa OTI //era TI]V yvwffiv rj/Mprov. Translated from St.

Ephraem the Syrian. The earlier text is i Tim. iii. 15-16 : w/i

Tijff a\T]0fiaff |

Kat Ofj.o\oyovfj.evuff [teya CVTIV TO TTJG (vffe@eiaa

fj.v ffTijpiov 6a
t&amp;lt;pavepoj0T]

fv aapxc toiKaiojOr] tv irvl. For the

accents, &c., see p. 123.
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2. (25) Cod. Laud. 35, E of the Acts [vi], Latin and Greek, in a sort of

stichometry. Acts xx. 28 : regere |

ecclesiam
|

domini
1 1
woipivw \

rrfv fKK\rjo-iav \

rov KV. Below are specimens of six letters taken

from other parts of the manuscript. See p. 169.

3. (26) Matt. i. 1-3, Greek and Latin, from the Complutensian Polyglott,

A.D. 1514. See II. 176.

PLATE XI ............. 131

1. (27) Cod. Basil., Evan. E [vii], from a photograph given by Dean

Burgon, Mark i. 5-6 : Tlpocr avrov. irdaa
-fj

HovSaia
\ x.apa. Kai ol

iepoffo\vp?TO.f |

KCU tfiaiTTi^ovTO iravrtff,
\

kv rw iopSdvr) TTOTa/iui u|ir

dvrov . (ofj.oXoy6v(j.(\voi rda d/j.apriaff avrwv
\

H? Se & iwdvvrjff

tvo~e8vfj.(voff. The harmonizing references will be found under

neath, and some stops in the text (see p. 48). The next two

specimens are retraced after Tregelles.

2. (28) Cod. Boreeli, Evan. F [viii-x], Mark x. 13 (Ammonian section only,

pf = 106) . Kcu trpoffffpfpov I

aura) TraiSia
|

iv aiprjrai dv\r!av bi 8^

fj.a6r/\rdi kirfripucav \.

3. (29) Cod. Harleian. 5684, Evan. G [x], Matt. v. 30-1 :

re rrjff \f.
| ppr]Br) 8t &quot;Ori ta

\

ai^ diro\var] TTJV |

dvrov
| ap (dpxty stands in the margin of the new Lesson.

4. (30) Cod. Bodleian., A of the Gospels [x or ix], in sloping uncials,

Luke xviii. 26, 27, and 30 : aavrta KO.I T/cr,
|

Swarai ffajOijvai
\

u

5e la. tintv
||
TOVTOJ KCU tv

\

rla aiwvi TU&amp;gt; fp\xof^fvoj faty \.
See

p. 160.

PLATE XII ............. 134

1. (31) Cod. Wolfii B, Evan. H [ix], John i. 3S-40 : TOIKT dr

\f-ftt duTofff + Tf falreire + 61 8e . kitrov dvrw + pa.@Bfi b \fje\rai

fp/j.rjvtvofJ.tvov 8i8aaica.\ irov
fj.(\veiff + \f~fei dvrotff + fp\jQt xai

t5eT + ^\|. Retraced after Tregelles : in the original the dark

marks seen in our facsimile are no doubt red musical notes.

2. (32) Cod. Campianus, Evan. M [ix], from a photograph of Burgon s.

John vii. 53 viii. 2 : Kai tiropfiiOrjaav tKa\aroa : Its rov OIKOV
\

dvrov iff St firopev\dr] eia TO opoff TWV ( XaiSiv opOpov Se ira\.

Observe the asterisk set against the passage.

3. (33) Cod. Emman. Coll. Cantab., Act. 53, Paul. 30 [xii]. See p. 288.

This minute and elegant specimen, beginning Rom. v. 21, x&quot;

rov KV fjntuv and ending vi. 7, SfSiKaioirat d, is left to exercise

the reader s skill.

4. (34) Cod. Ruber., Paul. M [xl. Seep. 184. 2 Cor. i. 3-5: irapaK^rjaeua-

6 napaKaXuv \ fip.aa km irdfft] TTJL 6\lif/ei her rb
\

SwaffOat fj^da

napa.Ka\eiv \

rovs kv -irdarj 6\ uf/ti Sid rfjs Tra\paK\^afcaff 3)a irapt-

Ka\ov/u.( 6a dvrol VTTO rov Ov. on KaOuff
\

.

5. (35) Cod. Bodleian., Evan. F of the Gospels [ix]. See p. 155. Mark viii.

33 : iriarpaipdff Kai ISaii rova /M\0r]rdo~ dvrov. etreriftrjffev rut
\

irerpcj \tyajv. viraye omaca (if |.
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PLATE XIII ............. 343

1. (36) Parham. 18, Evst. 234 [A.D. 980], Luke ix. 34: yovroa iytvero

ve\&amp;lt;pf\r)
tcai eireatdafffv

\

dvTovff
e&amp;lt;po!3r]0rjffd\.

Annexed are six

letters taken from other parts of the manuscript.
2. (37) Cod. Burney 22, Evst. 259 [A.D. 1319]. The Scripture text is

Mark vii. 30 : /3e/3A7;/V ov k\n\ TTJV K\ivr]v % \

TO Saip.6viov tf\\f)-

\v8uff : The subscription which follows is given at length in

p. 43, note 3.

3- (38) Cod. Monacensis, Evan. X [ix], retraced after Tregelles. See p. 152.

Luke vii. 25-6 : rioia
fnj.&amp;lt;pieffpft&amp;gt;ov

ioov 61
\

kv i\n.a.-ria\ua tv8oa KOI

Tpu\&amp;lt;pi) vira.px.ovTfa tv Toicr @aai\fi
\

oia tialv d\\a TI ct\r]\v6a |.

4- (39) Cod. Par. Nat. Gr. 14, or Evan. 33 : from a photograph of Burgon s.

See p. 195. Luke i. 8-11 : ei rfjs etyrjuepiaa dvTov tvavTi TOV KV

Kara TO tOoff rrjs itpartlaff. e\axfv TOV dvp.ia\aai flfff\6uv tls TOV

vaov TOV KV . KOI TTO.V TV irXrjOoff ijV Trep \aov irpoaevxofJitvov to&amp;gt; TTJ \

wpa TOV 6vfj.tdiM.Toff . u(f)0T) Sf dvTW af~f(\os KV eaTUff fKotiwv TOV

OvfftaffTrjpiov, TOV Ov\.

5. (40) Cod. Leicestrensis, Evan. 69, Paul. 37 [xiv]. Seep. 202. i Tim. iii.

16 : TTJS e&amp;lt;T6/3e(?}tas fiv&amp;lt;rrf)piav
6 6a

t(f&amp;gt;av(puj6r)
(v aap\K

tv irvtviMTC u&amp;lt;p0Tj dyy(\ois \ (KT]pvxOri fv tOvtaw (irls evOr] Iv KU

PLATE XIV. Contains specimens of open leaves of the two chief bilingual

manuscripts .......... 124

1. (41) Cod. Claromontanus or Paul. D (i Cor. xiii. 5-8), p. 173.

2. (42) Cod. Bezae or Evan, and Act. D (John xxi. 19-23}, p. 124. Observe

the stichometry, the breathings, &c., of the Pauline facsimile

(which we owe to Dean Burgon s kindness). These codices, so

remarkably akin as well in their literary history as in their

style of writing and date (vi or v), will easily be deciphered by
the student.

3. (43 Cod. Rossanensis or Evan. 2 (p. 163), is one of the most interest

ing, as it is amongst the latest of our discoveries. Our passage

is Matt. vi. 13, 14 : irovrjpov OTI
\

aov effTiv
77 Pa\ai\tia teat

rj

ov\va(ua Kai
77 5o|a tia rover aiai\vaff a/jLrjv. \

.av yap a&amp;lt;prjT( \

TOKT

avotff ra
\ TrapatTTCDfMTa \

. In the margin below the capital is

the Ammonian section /x5 (44) and the Eusebian canon r (66) :

avota is an abbreviation for dvdpwnois. All is written in silver

on fine purple vellum.

PLATE XV ............. 166

Cod. Beratinus or Evan.
f&amp;gt;,

Matt. xxvi. 19-20 : aw avvtTafctv \

UVTOIS is at

rfToiiw.aav TO
\ -naffxa \ Ofiias 5e fevoufvrjs avt\KiTO fj.(Ta TOJV

|

oajofKa ftaOrj\TW KOI aia8i\. Observe the reference given for

the paragraph to the Ammonian section and Eusebian canon

on the left : aoO = 279, 5 = 4. The MS. is written in two columns,
and the initial letters of each line are exhibited on the right,

with Am. and Eus., aira = 279, and j8 = 2
;
which as in the other

case are in a different hand.
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ADDENDA ET COEEIGENDA.

Pages 1-224, passim, for reasons given in Vol. II. 96 note, for Memphitic read

Bohairic ; for Thebaic read Sahidic.

P. 7, 1. 25, for Chapter XI read Chapter XII.

P. 14, 1. 20, for Chapter X read Chapter XI.

P. 87, 1. 19, for Synaxaria read Menologies.

P. 119, 11. 11 and 12 from bottom, for 93 read 94
; for Memoranda in our

Addenda read ingenious argument in n. 1.

P. 149, Tf Horner, add now in the Bodleian at Oxford.

P. 214, 1. 3 from bottom, for 464 read iv. 64.

P. 224, Evan. 250, 1. 3, for p. 144 read p. 150.

P. 226, Evan. 274, 1. 2 from end, for Chapter IX read Chapter XII.

P. 255, 1. 6 from bottom, for Bibl. Gr. L. read Bibl. Gr. d.

P. 335, 1. 1, for 41 read 4.

P. 343, 1. 12, for Ev. 1 (2) read Ev. 1 (1).





TEXTUAL CRITICISM. 5

since that great genius was so strangely contemptuous of the

praise of posterity, that even of the few plays that were

published in his lifetime the text seems but a gathering from

the scraps of their respective parts which had been negligently

copied out for the use of the actors.

7. The design of the science of TEXTUAL CRITICISM, as applied
to the Greek New Testament, will now be readily understood.

By collecting and comparing and weighing the variations of the

text to which we have access, it aims at bringing back that

text, so far as may be, to the condition in which it stood in the

sacred autographs ;
at removing all spurious additions, if such

be found in our present printed copies ;
at restoring whatsoever

may have been lost or corrupted or accidentally changed in the

lapse of eighteen hundred years. We need spend no time in

proving the value of such a science, if it affords us a fair

prospect of appreciable results, resting on grounds of satisfactory

evidence. Those who believe the study of the Scriptures to be

alike their duty and privilege, will surely grudge no pains when
called upon to separate the pure gold of God s word from the

dross which has mingled with it through the accretions of so

many centuries. Though the criticism of the sacred volume is

inferior to its right interpretation in point of dignity and

practical results, yet it must take precedence in order of time :

for how can we reasonably proceed to investigate the sense of

holy writ, till we have done our utmost to ascertain its precise

language ?

8. The importance of the study of Textual criticism is

sometimes freely admitted by those who deem its successful

cultivation difficult, or its conclusions precarious ;
the rather as

Biblical scholars of deserved repute are constantly putting forth

their several recensions of the text, differing not a little from

each other. Now on this point it is right to speak clearly and

decidedly. There is certainly nothing in the nature of critical

science which ought to be thought hard or abstruse, or even

remarkably dry and repulsive. It is conversant with varied,

curious, and interesting researches, which have given a certain

serious pleasure to many intelligent minds
;

it patiently gathers
and arranges those facts of external evidence on which alone it

ventures to construct a revised text, and applies them according
to rules or canons of internal evidence, whether suggested by
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experience, or resting for their proof on the plain dictates of

common sense. The more industry is brought to these studies,

the greater the store of materials accumulated, so much the

more fruitful and trustworthy the results have usually proved ;

although beyond question the true application even of the

simplest principles calls for discretion, keenness of intellect,

innate tact ripened by constant use, a sound and impartial

judgement. No man ever attained eminence in this, or in any
other worthy accomplishment, without much labour and some

natural aptitude for the pursuit ;
but the criticism of the Greek

Testament is a field in whose culture the humblest student may
contribute a little that shall be really serviceable

;
few branches

of theology are able to promise, even to those who seek but

a moderate acquaintance with it, so early and abundant reward

for their pains.

9. Nor can Textual criticism be reasonably disparaged as

tending to precarious conclusions, or helping to unsettle the

text of Scripture. Even putting the matter on the lowest

ground, critics have not created the variations they have dis

covered in manuscripts or versions. They have only taught
us how to look ascertained phaenomena in the face, and try to

account for them ; they would fain lead us to estimate the

relative value of various readings, to decide upon their respec

tive worth, and thus at length to eliminate them. While we
confess that much remains to be done in this department of

Biblical learning, we are yet bound to say that, chiefly by the

exertions of scholars of the last and present generations, the

debateable ground is gradually becoming narrower, not a few

strong controversies have been decided beyond the possibility of

reversal, and while new facts are daily coming to light, critics of

very opposite sympathies are learning to agree better as to the

right mode of classifying and applying them. But even were

the progress of the science less hopeful than we believe it to be,

one great truth is admitted on all hands
;

the almost complete
freedom of Holy Scripture from the bare suspicion of wilful

corruption; the absolute identity of the testimony of every
known copy in respect to doctrine, and spirit, and the main

drift of every argument and every narrative through the entire

volume of Inspiration. On a point of such vital moment I am

glad to cite the well-known and powerful statement of the great
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Bentley, at once the profoundest and the most daring of English
critics : The real text of the sacred writers does not now (since

the originals have been so long lost) lie in any MS. or edition,

but is dispersed in them all. Tis competently exact indeed in

the worst MS. now extant
;
nor is one article of faith or moral

precept either perverted or lost in them
;
choose as awkwardly

as you will, choose the worst by design, out of the whole lump
of readings. And again : Make your 30,000 [variations] as

many more, if numbers of copies can ever reach that sum : all

the better to a knowing and a serious reader, who is thereby
more richly furnished to select what he sees genuine. But even

put them into the hands of a knave or a fool, and yet with the

most sinistrous and absurd choice, he shall not extinguish the

light of any one chapter, nor so disguise Christianity, but that

every feature of it will still be the same V Thus hath God s

Providence kept from harm the treasure of His written word,

so far as is needful for the quiet assurance of His church and

people.

10. It is now time for us to afford to the uninitiated reader

some general notion of the nature and extent of the various

readings met with in manuscripts and versions of the Greek

Testament. We shall try to reduce them under a few distinct

heads, reserving all formal discussion of their respective char

acters and of the authenticity of the texts we cite for the next

volume (Chapter XI).

(1) To begin with variations of the gravest kind. In two,

though happily in only two instances, the genuineness of whole

passages of considerable extent, which are read in our printed

copies of the New Testament, has been brought into question.

These are the weighty and characteristic paragraphs Mark xvi.

9-20 and John vii. 53 viii. 11. We shall hereafter defend

these passages, the first without the slightest misgiving, the

second with certain reservations, as entitled to be regarded
authentic portions of the Gospels in which they stand.

(2) Akin to these omissions are several considerable inter

polations, which, though they have never obtained a place in

the printed text, nor been approved by any critical editor, are

1 Remarks upon a late Discourse of Free Thinking by Phileleutherus

Lipsiensis, Part i, Section 32.
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supported by authority too respectable to be set aside without

some inquiry. One of the longest and best attested of these

paragraphs has been appended to Matt. xx. 28, and has been

largely borrowed from other passages in the Gospels (see below,

class 9). It appears in several forms, slightly varying from each

other, and is represented as follows in a document as old as the

fifth century:
But you, seek ye that from little things ye may become

great, and not from great things may become little. Whenever

ye are invited to the house of a supper, be not sitting down in

the honoured place, lest should come he that is more honoured

than thou, and to thee the Lord of the supper should say, Come

near below, and thou be ashamed in the eyes of the guests.

But if thou sit down in the little place, and he that is less than

thee should come, and to thee the Lord of the supper shall say,

Come near, and come up and sit down, thou also shalt have

more glory in the eyes of the guests V
We subjoin another paragraph, inserted after Luke vi. 4 in

only a single copy, the celebrated Codex Bezae, now at Cam

bridge : On the same day he beheld a certain man working on

the sabbath, and said unto him, Man, blessed art thou if thou

knowest what thou doest
;
but if thou knowest not, thou art

cursed and a transgressor of the law.

(3) A shorter passage or mere clause, whether inserted or not in

our printed books, may have appeared originally in the form of

a marginal note, and from the margin have crept into the text,

through the wrong judgement or mere oversight of the scribe.

Such we have reason to think is the history of I John v. 7, the

verse relating to the Three Heavenly Witnesses, once so earnestly

maintained, but now generally given up as spurious. Thus too

Acts viii. 37 may have been derived from some Church Ordinal :

the last clause of Rom. viii. 1
(/U.T)

Kara (rap/cot itepLitarovcriv, oXXa

Kara Trueujxa) is perhaps like a gloss on rols tv Xpio-nS Irja-ov : flKrj

in Matt. v. 22 2 and dyauos in i Cor. xi. 29 might have been

inserted to modify statements that seemed too strong: rfj
d

1 I cite from the late Canon Cureton s over-literal translation in his Remains
of a very antient recension of the four Gospels in Syriac, in the Preface to

which (pp. xxxv-xxxviii) is an elaborate discussion of the evidence for this

2 But see Dean Burgon s The Revision Revised, pp. 358-361.
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fiT) TrciOfo-Oat. Gal. iii. 1 is precisely such an addition as would

help to round an abrupt sentence (compare Gal. v. 7). Some

critics would account in this way for the adoption of the

doxology Matt. vi. 13
;
of the section relating to the bloody

sweat Luke xxii. 43, 44
;

and of that remarkable verse,

John v. 4 : but we may well hesitate before we assent to their

views.

(4) Or a genuine clause is lost by means of what is technically

called Homoeoteleuton (ojuotoreAeuroy), when the clause ends in

the same word as closed the preceding sentence, and the tran

scriber s eye has wandered from the one to the other, to the

entire omission of the whole passage lying between them. This

source of error (though too freely appealed to by Meyer and

some other commentators hardly less eminent than he) is

familiar to all who are engaged in copying writing, and is far

more serious than might be supposed prior to experience. In

I John ii. 23 6
o/u,oAoywi&amp;gt;

TOV vibv Kal TOV Trarepa ex et i &amp;gt;s omitted

in many manuscripts, because TOV Trarepa exet had ended the

preceding clause : it is not found in our commonly received

Greek text, and even in the Authorized English version is

printed in italics. The whole verse Luke xvii. 36, were it less

slenderly supported, might possibly have been early lost through
the same cause, since vv. 34, 35, 36 all end in a^e^o-erat. A safer

example is Luke xviii. 39, which a few copies omit for this

reason only. Thus perhaps we might defend in Matt. x. 23

the addition after
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;evyere

ei? rrjv a\\r]v of KO.V ev
rfj erepa biutKuxnv

yerf els rr/z; aAA?ji; (erepay being substituted for the first

).
the eye having passed from the first (euyere eij rr/v to the

second. The same effect is produced, though less frequently)

when two or more sentences begin with the same words, as in

Matt, xxiii. 14, 15, 16 (each of which commences with oval

v/xu&amp;gt;),
one of the verses being left out in some manuscripts.

(5) Numerous variations occur in the order of words, the sense

being slightly or not at all affected
;
on which account this

species of various readings was at first much neglected by
collators. Examples abound everywhere : e. g. ri /iepo? or juepos

u Luke xi. 36
; ovo^an Avaviav or Avaviav ovo^an Acts ix. 12

;

tyvxpos OVT ^eoros
1 or eor6? OI&amp;gt;T \l/v)(p6s Apoc. iii. 16. The order

of the sacred names
lrj&amp;lt;rovs Xpto-ro s is perpetually changed,

especially in St. Paul s Epistles.
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(6) Sometimes the scribe has mistaken one word for another,

which differs from it only in one or two letters. This happens

chiefly in cases when the uncial or capital letters in which the

oldest manuscripts are written resemble each other, except in

some fine stroke which may have decayed through age. Hence

in Mark v. 14 we find ANHIT6IAAN or AIIHITeiAAN
;

in

Luke xvi. 20 HAKHM6NOC or EIAK&MeNOC
;
so we read Aam8

or Aa/3t8 indifferently, as, in the later or cursive character, /3 and

v have nearly the same shape. Akin to these errors of the eye
are such transpositions as 6AABON for GBAAON or 6BAAAON,
Mark xiv. 65 : omissions or insertions of the same or similar

letters, as 6MACC12NTO or 6MAC&NTO Apoc. xvi. 10 : AFAA-
AIAC0HNAI or AFAAAIA0HNAI John v. 35 : and the dropping
or repetition of the same or a similar syllable, as 6KBAAAONTA-
AAIMONIA or 6KBAAAONTATAAAIMONIA Luke ix. 49;
OYA6A6AOHACTAI or OTA6AOHACTAI 2 Cor. iii. 10

;
AIIA-

HeEeAexeTO or AneHCAexeXO i Pet. iii. 20. It is easy to

see how the ancient practice of writing uncial letters without

leaving a space between the words must have increased the risk

of such variations as the foregoing.

(7) Another source of error is described by some critics as

proceeding ex ore dictantis, in consequence of the scribe writing
from dictation, without having a copy before him. One is not,

however, very willing to believe that manuscripts of the better

class were executed on so slovenly and careless a plan. It seems

more simple to account for the itacisms l or confusion of certain

vowels and diphthongs having nearly the same sound, which

exist more or less in manuscripts of every age, by assuming that

a vicious pronunciation gradually led to a loose mode of ortho

graphy adapted to it. Certain it is that itacisms are much more

plentiful in the original subscriptions and marginal notes of the

writers of mediaeval books, than in the text which they copied

from older documents. Itacisms prevailed the most extensively

from the eighth to the twelfth century, but not by any means

during that period exclusively: indeed, they are found frequently
in the oldest existing manuscripts. In the most ancient manu

scripts the principal changes are between t and a, at and e,

1 The word fjTaKiffnos or IraKifffMs is said to have been first used by Cassiodorus

(A. D. 468-560 ?). See Migne, Patr. Lat. t. 70, col. 1128.
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though others occur : in later times rj i and et, 77
ot and u, even o

and CD, rj and e, are used almost promiscuously. Hence it arises

that a very large portion of the various readings brought together

by collators are of this description, and although in the vast

majority of instances they serve but to illustrate the character

of the manuscripts which exhibit them, or the fashion of the age
in which they were written, they sometimes affect the gram
matical form (e.g. eyeipe or eyetpcu Mark iii. 3; Acts iii. 6;

passim : iSere or et8ere Phil. i. 30), or the construction (e. g.

lacroojuai or icitro/zai Matt. xiii. 15 : ov
/U.TJ ri/iTjo-rj or ov /XT) Ti/xrjo-et

Matt. xv. 5 : iva
K.avQr\&amp;lt;Tu&amp;gt;iiai

or Iva
Kat&amp;gt;0T?&amp;lt;To/xcu

1 Cor. xiii. 3,

compare i Pet. iii. 1),
or even the sense (e. g. traipois or erepois

Matt. xi. 16 : /zero 6icoy/xa&amp;gt;z; or, as in a few copies, juera 8tcoy/xoy

Mark x. 30 : Kav^acrOai brj ov cruju^epei or Kav^acrdai 8et* ov
(ru/^&amp;gt;epei

2 Cor. xii. 1 : on, ^prjcrros 6 Kvpto? or ou x.ptoros 6 Kvptos

I Pet. ii. 3). To this cause we may refer the perpetual inter

change of f]p.ls and v/xeis, with their oblique cases, throughout
the whole Greek Testament : e. g. in the single epistle of

i Peter, ch. i. 3
;
12

;
ii. 21 bis

;
iii. 18

;
21

;
v. 10. Hence we

must pay the less regard to the reading rmertpov Luke xvi. 12,

though found in two or three of our chief authorities : in Acts

xvii. 28 T&V Ko0 i7/xay, the reading of the great Codex Vati-

canus and a few late copies, is plainly absurd. On the other

hand, a few cases occur wherein that which at first sight

seems a mere itacism, when once understood, affords an excellent

sense, e.g. KaOaptfav Mark iii. 19, and may be really the true

form.

(8) Introductory clauses or Proper Names are frequently

interpolated at the commencement of Church-lessons (irept/coTrcu),

whether from the margin of ordinary manuscripts of the Greek

Testament (where they are usually placed for the convenience

of the reader), or from the Lectionaries or proper Service Books,

especially those of the Gospels (Evangelistaria). Thus in our

English Book of Common Prayer the name of Jesus is intro

duced into the Gospels for the 14th, 16th, 17th, and 18th Sundays
after Trinity ;

and whole clauses into those for the 3rd and

4th Sundays after Easter, and the 6th and 24th after Trinity
1

.

To this cause may be due the prefix enre 8e 6 Kiynos Luke

1 To this list of examples from the Book of Common Prayer, Dean Burgon

( The last twelve verses of St. Mark s Gospel Vindicated p. 215) adds the Gospels
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vii. 31
;

KOI arpa^ety irpos TOVS /iza^Tjras enre Luke x. 22
;
and

such appellations as dSeA^oi or TGK.VOV Tijuo tfee (after o-i) 8e in

2 Tim. iv. 5) in some copies of the Epistles. The inserted

prefix in Greek Lectionaries is sometimes rather long, as in the

lesson for the Liturgy on Sept. 14 (John xix. 6-35). Hence the

frequent interpolation (e.g. Matt. iv. 18; viii. 5; xiv. 22) or

changed position (John i. 44) of Irjo-oti?. A peculiarity of style

in i, 2 Thess. is kept out of sight by the addition of Xptoros

in the common text of i Thess. ii. 19
;

iii. 13 : z Thess.

i. 8, 12.

(9) A more extensive and perplexing species of various

readings arises from bringing into the text of one of the three

earlier Evangelists expressions or whole sentences which of

right belong not to him, but to one or both the others 1
. This

natural tendency to assimilate the several Gospels must have

been aggravated by the laudable efforts of Biblical scholars

(beginning with Tatian s Ata reo-crapooy in the second century)
to construct a satisfactory Harmony of them all. Some of these

variations also may possibly have been mere marginal notes in

the first instance. As examples of this class we will name els

Heravoiav interpolated from Luke v. 32 into Mark ii. 17 : the

prophetic citation Matt, xxvii. 35 u a
TrArjpcoflfj

K. r. A. to the

end of the verse, unquestionably borrowed from John xix. 24,

although the fourth Gospel seldom lends itself to corruptions of

this kind. Mark xiii. 14 TO prjdev into AaznrjA. TOV Trpo^rov, is

probably taken from Matt. xxiv. 15 : Luke v. 38 KCU a/^oVepoi

&amp;lt;yvvTr]f)ovvTai from Matt. ix. 17 (where d^orepoi is the true

reading) : the whole verse Mark xv. 28 seems spurious, being
received from Luke xxii. 37. Even in the same book we observe

an anxiety to harmonize two separate narratives of the same

event, as in Acts ix. 5, 6 compared with xxvi. 14, 15.

(10) In like manner transcribers sometimes quote passages
from the Old Testament more fully than the writers of the New
Testament had judged necessary for their purpose. Thus e

for Quinquagesima. 2nd Sunday after Easter, 9th, 12th, and 22nd after Trinity,

Whitsunday, Ascension Day, SS. Philip and James, All Saints.
1 Dean Alford (see his critical notes on Luke ix. 56 ;

xxiii. 17) is reasonably

unwilling to admit this source of corruption, where the language of the several

Evangelists bears no close resemblance throughout the whole of the parallel

passages.
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T&amp;lt;3 orctyiari avT&v KCU Matt. XV. 8 : Idcracrdat TOVS crvvrf-

Tr\v Kapbtav Luke iv. 18 : avrov ciKovo-ea-fle Acts vii. 37 :

ov \l/ev$oiJ.apTvpricrci,$ Rom. xiii. 9 : rj /3oAi8i Kararoeu0?](rerat Heb. xii.

20, and (less certainly) /ecu KarecrrTjo-as avrbv tTrt ra epya r&v -^fiputv

&amp;lt;rov Heb. ii. 7, are all open to suspicion as being genuine portions

of the Old Testament text, but not also of the New. In Acts xiii.

33, the Codex Bezae at Cambridge stands almost alone in adding
Ps. ii. 8 to that portion of the previous verse which was unques

tionably cited by St. Paul.

(11) Synonymous words are often interchanged, and so form

various readings, the sense undergoing some slight and refined

modification, or else being quite unaltered. Thus e^rj should be

preferred to el-nev Matt. xxii. 37, where eurey of the common
text is supported only by two known manuscripts, that at

Leicester, and one used by Erasmus. So also o^driav is put for

o&amp;lt;0aA|u&amp;lt;3y
Matt. ix. 29 by the Codex Bezae. In Matt. xxv. 16

the evidence is almost evenly balanced between eTrou/o-ey and

fKfp?&amp;gt;r](Tev (cf. ver. 17). Where simple verbs are interchanged
with their compounds (e.g. juerp?^?jcrerai with

Matt. vii. 2
;

ereAecrez; with crvvTe\ea-ev ibid. ver. 28
;

with /caraKaterat xiii. 40), or different tenses of the same verb

(e. g. eiArj^cos with
\a/3u&amp;gt;v

Acts xiv. 24
; ctz/^eorTj/ce with dvTCffnj

2 Tim. iv. 15), there is usually some internal reason why one

should be chosen rather than the other, if the external evidence

on the other side does not greatly preponderate. When one of

two terms is employed in a sense peculiar to the New Testament

dialect, the easier synonym may be suspected of having origi

nated in a gloss or marginal interpretation. Hence caeteris

paribus we should adopt iK.aio(rvvr]v rather than eAeTj/xocrwrji; in

Matt. vi. 1
; eo-KuAjueVot rather than eKAeAujueWt ix. 36

;
d6S&amp;gt;ov

rather than SIKOIOZ; xxvii. 4.

(12) An irregular, obscure, or incomplete construction will

often be explained or supplied in the margin by words that are

subsequently brought into the text. Of this character is e/xe/z-

\lravTo Mark vii. 2
;
8eaa0cu rj/ias 2 Cor. viii. 4

; ypa$a&amp;gt;
xiii. 2

;

7rpocrAa/3o{5 Philem. 12 (compare ver. 17), and perhaps rj\ov i Tim.

vi. 7. More considerable is the change in Acts viii. 7, where the

true reading 7roAAot...&amp;lt;o)z;r/ /xeyaArj e^pxoiro, if translated with

grammatical rigour, affords an almost impossible sense. Or an

elegant Greek idiom may be transformed into simpler language,
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as in Acts xvi. 3 ^beirrav yap iravres (m
r

EAAr7i&amp;gt;
o Trarrjp avrov

for ^Seicray yap cnravTes rov Trarepa avrov on &quot;EAArjy

similarly, Tvyyavovra is omitted by many in Luke x. 30
;
com

pare also Acts xviii. 26 fin. ;
xix. 8, 34 init. The classical /ueV

has often been inserted against the best evidence : e. g. Acts

v. 23 : xix. 4, 15
;

i Cor. xii. 20
; 2 Cor. iv. 12

;
Heb. vi. 16. On

the other hand a Hebraism may be softened by transcribers, as

in Matt. xxi. 23, where for kXQovTi avr&amp;gt; many copies prefer the

easier fXOovros CLVTOV before TrpoarjXdev cwrw
8t8a&amp;lt;r/&amp;lt;oyn,

and in

Matt. xv. 5
;
Mark vii. 12 (to which perhaps we may add Luke

v. 35), where /ecu is dropped in some copies to facilitate the sense.

Hence KCU ot avdpaTioi may be upheld before ot TTOL^VCS in Luke
ii. 15. This perpetual correction of harsh, ungrammatical, or

Oriental constructions characterizes the printed text of the

Apocalypse and the recent manuscripts on which it is founded

(e. g. rr]v yvvaina Ie^a/3r)A TT)Z&amp;gt; Aeyoway ii. 20, for
fj Aeyou&amp;lt;ra).

(13) Hence too arises the habit of changing ancient dialectic

forms into those in vogue in the transcriber s age. The whole

subject will be more fitly discussed at length hereafter (vol. ii.

c. x.) ;
we will here merely note a few peculiarities of this kind

adopted by some recent critics from the oldest manuscripts,
but which have gradually though not entirely disappeared in

copies of lower date. Thus in recent critical editions
Ka&amp;lt;ap-

vaovfji, Maddaios, reWtpes, tvaros are substituted for

MarOalos, reVo-apes, Zvvaros of the common text
;
OVTMS (not

is used even before a consonant
; i]KBa^v, ?/A0are, rjA0ay,

are preferred to ?/A^op.ey, r/A0ere, ?jA0oi&amp;gt;, yevopevos : fKaOepicrdr], &amp;lt;rvv-

{jjTelv, Xrifj.\l/oiJ.aL to fKaOapicrdr], crvfyrelv, Ar^o/mi : and v (peA-

KVO-TLKOV (as it is called) is appended to the usual third persons of

verbs, even though a consonant follow. On the other hand the

more Attic TrepnreTrcm/Ket ought not to be converted into Trcpie-

TTf7ra.TriKi in Acts xiv. 8.

(14) Trifling variations in spelling, though very proper to be

noted by a faithful collator, are obviously of little consequence.

Such is the choice between KCU eyw and Kayw, tav and av, ev0eW

and fvdvs, Mtovo-fjs and Mcocr?}?, or even between Trparroim and

TTpacrcroDcrt, between e^So/c^aa, evKaipovv and r/vboK^cra, rjw/ccupow.

To this head may be referred the question whether dAAci *, ye, 8^,

1 The oldest manuscripts seem to elide the final syllable of d\\a before nouns,
but not before verbs : e. g. John vi. 32, 39. The common text, therefore, seems
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re, fj.Td, irapa &c. should have their final vowel elided or not

when the next word begins with a vowel.

(15) A large portion of our various readings arises from the

omission or insertion of such words as cause little appreciable
difference in the sense. To this class belong the pronouns

avrov, avTu, avratv, avTols, the particles ovv, 8e, re, and the inter

change of ovSe and ovre, as also of /cat and 8e at the opening of

a sentence.

(16) Manuscripts greatly fluctuate in adding and rejecting

the Greek article, and the sense is often seriously influenced

by these variations, though they seem so minute. In Mark ii.

26 (nl A/3ta0ap apx^peco? in the time that Abiathar was high

priest would be historically incorrect, while em A/3ta0ap TOV

dpxiepeW in the days of Abiathar the high priest is suitable

enough. The article will often impart vividness and reality

to an expression, where its presence is not indispensable : e. g.

Luke xii. 54 TT\V ve(f)t\r)v (if TT\V be authentic, as looks probable)
is the peculiar cloud spoken of in i Kings xviii. 44 as por

tending rain. Bishop Middleton s monograph ( Doctrine of

the Greek Article applied to the Criticism and Illustration of

the New Testament
), though apparently little known to certain

of our most highly esteemed Biblical scholars, even if its

philological groundwork be thought a little precarious, must

always be regarded as the text-book on this interesting subject,

and is a lasting monument of intellectual acuteness and exact

learning.

(17) Not a few various readings may be imputed to the

peculiarities of the style of writing adopted in the oldest manu

scripts. Thus nPOCTeTArMNOTCKAIPOTC Acts xvii. 26 may
be divided into two words or three

;
KAITAFIANTA ibid. ver. 25,

by a slight change, has degenerated into Kara Travra. The

habitual abridgement of such words as 0eoy or Kvpto? some

times leads to a corruption of the text. Hence possibly comes

the grave variation OC for 0C i Tim. iii. 16, and the singular

reading ro&amp;gt; Katpu govAeuozrres Rom. xii. 11, where the true word

was first shortened into KPCO 1
, and then read as I^Pou,

wrong in Rom. i. 21
;

iv. 20
; v. 14

;
viii. 15

;
i Cor. i. 17 ;

vi. 11
;
ix. 27 ;

xiv.

34
;

i Pet. ii. 25 ;
Jude 9. Yet to this rule there are many exceptions, e. g. Gal.

iv. 7 dAAd ufos is found in nearly all good authorities.
1 Tischendorf indeed (Nov. Test. 1871), from a suggestion of Granville Penn
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1^ being employed to indicate KAI in very early times 1
. Or

a large initial letter, which the scribe usually reserved for a

subsequent review, may have been altogether neglected : whence

we have n for Ort before orevTJ Matt. vii. 14. Or , placed
over a letter (especially at the end of a line and word) to

denote v, may have been lost sight of
;

e. g. XlQov jueya Matt,

xxvii. 60 in several copies, for MEFA. The use of the symbol

ffi, which in the Herculanean rolls and now and then in Codex

Sinaiticus stands for irpo and Trpoa- indifferently, may have pro
duced that remarkable confusion of the two prepositions when

compounded with verbs which we notice in Matt. xxvi. 39
;

Mark xiv. 35
;
Acts xii. 6

;
xvii. 5, 26; xx. 5, 13

;
xxii. 25. It

will be seen hereafter that as the earliest manuscripts have

few marks of punctuation, breathing or accent, these points

(often far from indifferent) must be left in a great measure to

an editor s taste and judgement.

(18) Slips of the pen, whereby words are manifestly lost or

repeated, mis-spelt or half-finished, though of no interest to

the critic, must yet be noted by a faithful collator, as they will

occasionally throw light on the history of some particular copy
in connexion with others, and always indicate the degree of care

or skill employed by the scribe, and consequently the weight
due to his general testimony.

The great mass of various readings we have hitherto at

tempted to classify (to our first and second heads we will recur

presently) are manifestly due to mere inadvertence or human

frailty, and certainly cannot be imputed to any deliberate in

tention of transcribers to tamper with the text of Scripture.

We must give a different account of a few passages (we are

glad they are only a few) which yet remain to be noticed.

(19) The copyist may be tempted to forsake his proper

in loc. , says, KTPIft) omnino scribi solet Ko), and this no doubt is the usual form,

even in manuscripts which have \PU lr
l
v

&amp;gt;

as weH as \QJ iv, for \piarw Irjffov. Yet

the Codex Augiensis (Paul. F) has xpv in i Cor. ix. 1.

1

Especially, yet not always, at the end of a line. Kcu in naip6s is actually

thus written in Cod. Sinaiticus (N\ i Mace. ix. 7 ;
xv. 33

;
Matt. xxi. 34

;

Rom. iii. 26; Heb. xi. 11; Apoc. xi. 18. So Cod. Sarravianus of the fourth

century in Deut. ix. 20, Cod. Eossanensis of the sixth (but only twice in the

text), the Zurich Psalter of the seventh century is Ps. xcvii. 11
;
cvi. 3

;
cxvi. 5,

and the Bodleian Genesis (ch. vi. 13) of about a century later. Similarly, atvijx

is written KVTJV in Cod. B. 2 John 5.
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function for that of a reviser, or critical corrector. He may
simply omit what he does not understand (e. g. Sewepo-TrpojTw

Luke vi. 1
;

TO papTvpiov i Tim. ii. 6), or may attempt to get
over a difficulty by inversions and other changes. Thus the

IwvTriptov spoken of by St. Paul i Cor. xv. 51, which rightly

stands in the received text Trdvres n\v ov

be dAAayrjcro/xe^a, was easily varied into TTCLVTZS

ov TT. 8e dA., as if in mere perplexity. From this source must

arise the omission in a few manuscripts of vlov Bapa^iov in

Matt, xxiii. 35
;

of lepejuiou in Matt, xxvii. 9
;
the insertion

of aAAou CK before OvcnaaT-qpiov in Apoc. xvi. 7
; perhaps the

substitution of T&amp;lt;H? Trpo^TJrats for Ho-cua TW Trpo^^rrj in Mark i. 2,

of OVTTCO avaftatva) for OVK ava(3aLva) in John vii. 8, and certainly

of TpiTT] for eKTTj in John xix. 14. The variations between Tep-

yevriv&v and
Vabapr]vu&amp;gt;v

Matt. viii. 28, and between Br)9a(3apd

and BriOaviq John i. 28, have been attributed, we hope and

believe unjustly, to the misplaced conjectures of Origen.
Some would impute such readings as Ix 00^ f r fyov-tv Rom.

v. 1
; (/&amp;gt;ope&amp;lt;TO)/^ei&amp;gt;

for $opeVo/zei&amp;gt;
i Cor. xv. 49, to a desire on the

part of copyists to improve an assertion into an ethical ex

hortation, especially in the Apostolical Epistles ;
but it is at

once safer and more simple to regard them with Bishop Chr.

Wordsworth (N. T. T Cor. xv. 49) as instances of itacism : see

class (7) above.

(20) Finally, whatever conclusion we arrive at respecting the

true reading in the following passages, the discrepancy could

hardly have arisen except from doctrinal preconceptions. Matt.

xix. 17 Tt
p.

Aeyet? ayaOov ;
oi&amp;gt;6et? aya6os el

p;r) ety, 6 0eos or Tt

fie epcora? irepl rov ayadov ;
etj eortv 6 ayaflo s : John i. 18 6

Hovoyevris vlos or fj.ovoyevi]s 0eo? : Acts xvi. 7 TO TTvevfAO. with

or without the addition of Iqrrou : Acts xx. 28 TT]V e/cKATjo-tay

TOU eou or rip tKK\rjoriav TOV Kvi&amp;gt;iov : perhaps also Jude ver. 4

beo-TTorriv with or without QedV. I do not mention Mark xiii. 32

ovoe 6 vlos, as there is hardly any authority for its rejection now
extant

;
nor Luke ii. 22, where TOU Katfapio-^oO avrrjs of the

Complutensian Polyglott and most of our common editions is

supported by almost no evidence whatever.

11. It is very possible that some scattered readings cannot

be reduced to any of the above-named classes, but enough has

VOL. i. c
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been said to afford the student a general notion of the nature

and extent of the subject
1

. It may be reasonably thought
that a portion of these variations, and those among the most

considerable, had their origin in a cause which must have

operated at least as much in ancient as in modern times, the

changes gradually introduced after publication by the authors

themselves into the various copies yet within their reach. Such

revised copies would circulate independently of those issued

previously, and now beyond the writer s control
;
and thus be

coming the parents of a new family of copies, would originate

and keep up diversities from the first edition, without any fault

on the part of transcribers 2
. It is thus perhaps we may best

account for the omission or insertion of whole paragraphs or

verses in manuscripts of a certain class [see above (I), (2), (3)] ;

or, in cases where the work was in much request, for those

minute touches and trifling improvements in words, in con

struction, in tone, or in the mere colouring of the style [(5), (11),

(12)], which few authors can help attempting, when engaged on

revising their favourite compositions. Even in the Old Testa-

1 My departed friend, Dr. Tregelles, to whose persevering labours in sacred

criticism I am anxious, once for all, to express my deepest obligations, ranged
various readings under three general heads : substitutions ; additions; omissions.

Mr. C. E. Hammond, in his scholarlike little work, Outlines of Textual Criticism

applied to the N. T., 1876, 2nd edition, divides their possible sources into

Unconscious or unintentional errors, (1) of sight; (2) of hearing ; (3) of memory :

and those that are Conscious or intentional, viz. (4) incorporation of marginal

glosses ; (5) corrections of harsh or unusual forms of words, or expressions ;

(6) alterations in the text to produce supposed harmony with another passage,
to complete a quotation, or to clear up a presumed difficulty ; (7) Liturgical
insertions. While he enumerates (8) alterations for dogmatic reasons, he adds

that there appears to be no strong ground for the suggestion that any such

exist (Hammond, p. 17). Professor Roberts ( Words of the New Testament

by Drs. Milligan and Roberts, 1873) comprehends several of the foregoing
divisions under one head : Again and again has a word or phrase been slipped
in by the transcriber which had no existence in his copy, but which was due to

the working of his own mind on the subject before him. His examples are

epxerat inserted in Matt. xxv. 6 ; Idovffa in Luke i. 29
; i/irep -fjiiuv in Rom. viii. 26

(Part i. Chap. i. pp. 5, 6).
2 This source of variations, though not easily discriminated from others, must

have suggested itself to many minds, and is well touched upon by the late

Isaac Taylor in his History of the Transmission of Antient Books to modern

times, 1827, p. 24. So Dr. Hort, when perplexed by some of the textual

problems which he fails to solve, throws out as an hypothesis not in itself

without plausibility, the notion of a first and a second edition of the Gospels,
both conceivably apostolic (Gr. Test. Introduction, p. 177).
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ment, the song of David in 2 Sam. xxii is evidently an early
draft of the more finished composition, Ps. xviii. Traces of the

writer s curae secundae may possibly be found in John v. 3, 4 ;

vii. 53 viii. 11
;

xiii. 26; Acts xx. 4, 15; xxiv. 6-8. To this

list some critics feel disposed to add portions of Luke xxi xxiv.

12. The fullest critical edition of the Greek Testament hitherto

published contains but a comparatively small portion of the

i
whole mass of variations already known ;

as a rule, the editors

, neglect, and rightly neglect, mere errors of transcription. Such

things must be recorded for several reasons, but neither they,
nor real various readings that are slenderly supported, can

j

produce any effect in the task of amending or restoring the

sacred text. Those who wish to see for themselves how far the

common printed editions of what is called the textus receptus
differ from the judgement of the most recent critics, may refer

if they please to the small Greek Testament published in the

series of Cambridge Greek and Latin Texts 1
,
which exhibits

in a thicker type all words and clauses wherein Kobert Stephen s

edition of 1550 (which is taken as a convenient standard) differs

from the other chief modifications of the textus receptus (viz.

Beza s 1565 and Elzevir s 1624), as also from the revised texts

of Lachmann 1842-50, of Tischendorf 1865-72, of Tregelles

1857-72, of the Kevisers of the English New Testament (1881),

and of Westcott and Hort (1881). The student will thus be

enabled to estimate for himself the limits within which the text

of the Greek Testament may be regarded as still open to

discussion, and to take a general survey of the questions on

which the theologian is bound to form an intelligent opinion.

13. The work that lies before us naturally divides itself into

three distinct parts.

I. A description of the sources from which various readings
I are derived (or of their EXTERNAL EVIDENCE), comprising

(a) Manuscripts of the Greek New Testament or of por
tions thereof.

(6) Ancient versions of the New Testament in various

languages.

1 Novum Testamentum Textus Stephanie! A. D. 1550 . . . curante F. H. A,

Scrivener. Cantabr. 1877 (Editio Major, 1887).

C Z
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(c) Citations from the Greek Testament or its versions

made by early ecclesiastical writers, especially by
the Fathers of the Christian Church.

(d] Early printed or later critical editions of the Greek

Testament.

II. A discussion of the principles on which external evi

dence should be applied to the recension of the sacred volume,

embracing

(a) The laws of INTERNAL EVIDENCE, and the limits of

their legitimate use.

(6) The history of the text and of the principal schemes

which have been proposed for restoring it to its

primitive state, including recent views of Com

parative Criticism.

(c) Considerations derived from the peculiar character

and grammatical form of the dialect of the Greek

Testament.

III. The application of the foregoing materials and principles

to the investigation of the true reading in the chief passages
of the New Testament, on which authorities are at variance.

In this edition, as has already been explained in the preface,

it has been found necessary to divide the treatise into two

volumes, which will contain respectively

I. First Volume : Ancient Manuscripts.
II. Second Volume: Versions, Citations, Editions, Prin

ciples, and Selected Passages.

It will be found desirable to read the following pages in

the order wherein they stand, although the chief part of

Chapters VII-XIV of the first volume and some portions else

where (indicated by being printed like them in smaller type)
are obviously intended chiefly for reference, or for less searching
examination.



CHAPTER II.

GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE GREEK MANUSCRIPTS OF

THE NEW TESTAMENT.

1 S the extant Greek manuscripts of the New Testament
t*-

supply both the most copious and the purest sources of

Textual Criticism, we propose to present to the reader some

account of their peculiarities in regard to material, form, style of

writing, date and contents, before we enter into details respecting

individual copies, under the several subdivisions to which it is

usual to refer them.

1. The subject of the present section has been systematically

discussed in the Palaeographia Graeca (Paris, 1708, folio) of

Bernard do Montfaucon [1655-1741
1

],
the most illustrious

member of the learned Society of the Benedictines of St. Maur.

This truly great work, although its materials are rather too

exclusively drawn from manuscripts deposited in French libraries,

and its many illustrative facsimiles are somewhat rudely en

graved, still maintains a high authority on all points relating to

Greek manuscripts, even after more recent discoveries, especially

among the papyri of Egypt and Herculaneum, have necessarily

modified not a few of its statements. The four splendid volumes

of M. J. B. Silvestre s Paleographie Universelle (Paris, 1839-

41, &c. folio) afford us no less than 300 plates of the Greek

writing of various ages, sumptuously executed
; though the

accompanying letter-press descriptions, by F. and A. Champollion

Fils, seem in this branch of the subject a little disappointing;

nor are the valuable notes appended to his translation of their

work by Sir Frederick Madden (London, 2 vols. 1850, 8vo)

sufficiently numerous or elaborate to supply the Champollions
defects. Much, however, may also be learnt from the Hercu-

1 In this manner we propose to indicate the dates of the birth and death of

the person whose name immediately precedes.
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lanensium voluminum quae supersunt (Naples, 10 torn. 1793-

1850, fol.); from Mr. Babington s three volumes of papyrus

fragments of Hyperides, respectively published in 1850, 1853

and 1858
;
and especially from the Prolegomena to Tischendorf s

editions of the Codices Ephraemi (1843), Friderico-Augustanus

(1846), Claromontanus (1852), Sinaiticus (1862), Vaticanus

(1867), and those other like publications (e.g. Monumenta sacra

inedita 1846-1870, and Anecdota sacra et profana 1855) which

have rendered his name perhaps the very highest among scholars

in this department of sacred literature. What I have been able

to add from my own observation, has been gathered from the

study of Biblical manuscripts now in England. To these

sources of information may now be added Professor Watten-

bach s Anleitung zur griechischen Palaeographie second

edition, Leipsic, 1877, Gardthausen s Griechische Palaeographie,

Leipsic, 1879; Dr. C. R. Gregory s Prolegomena to the eighth

edition of Tischendorf, and especially the publication of The

Palaeographical Society Greek Testament, Parts I and II,

Leipsic, 1884, 1891, Facsimiles of Manuscripts and Inscriptions

edited by E. A. Bond and E. M. Thompson, Parts I-XII,

London, 1873-82, and a Manual on Greek and Latin Palaeo

graphy from the hands of Mr. E. Maunde Thompson, of

which the proof-sheets have been most kindly placed by the

accomplished author at the disposal of the editor of this work,
and have furnished to this chapter many elements of enrich

ment. It may be added, that since manuscripts have been

photographed, all other facsimiles have been put in the shade :

and in this edition references as a rule will be given only to

photographed copies.

2. The materials on which writing has been impressed at

different periods and stages of civilization are the following :

Leaves, bark, especially of the lime (liber), linen, clay and

pottery, wall-spaces, metals, lead, bronze, wood, waxen and

other tablets, papyrus, skins, parchment and vellum, and from

an early date amongst the Chinese, and in the West after the

capture of Samarcand by the Arabs in A. D. 704, paper
manufactured from fibrous substances 1

. The most ancient

manuscripts of the New Testament now existing are composed
of vellum or parchment (membrana), the term vellum being

1 Greek and Latin Palaeography, Chaps. II, III.
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j. strictly applied to the delicate skins of very young calves, and

;j; parchment to the integuments of sheep and goats, though the

II terms are as a rule employed convertibly. The word parch-
I ment seems to be a corruption of charta pergamena, a name
I first given to skins prepared by some improved process for

I Eumenes, king of Pergamum, about B. c. 150. In judging of the

I date of a manuscript on skins, attention must be paid to the

I quality of the material, the oldest being almost invariably
I written on the thinnest and whitest vellum that could be

|j procured ;
while manuscripts of later ages, being usually

I composed of parchment, are thick, discoloured, and coarsely

| grained. Thus the Codex Sinaiticus of the fourth century is

I made of the finest skins of antelopes, the leaves being so large,

I that a single animal would furnish only two (Tischendorf, Cod.

I Frid.-August. Prolegomena, 1). Its contemporary, the far-

I famed Codex Vaticanus, challenges universal admiration for the

I beauty of its vellum : every visitor at the British Museum can

I observe the excellence of that of the Codex Alexandrinus of the

fifth century : that of the Codex Claromontanus of the sixth

century is even more remarkable : the material of those purple-

dyed fragments of the Gospels which Tischendorf denominates

N, also of the sixth century, is so subtle and delicate, that some

persons have mistaken the leaves preserved in England (Brit.

Mus. Cotton, Titus C xv) for Egyptian papyrus. Paper made of

cotton l

(charta bombycina, called also charta Damascenes from

its place of manufacture) may have been fabricated in the

ninth 2 or tenth century, and linen paper (charta proper) as

early as 1242 A. D.
;
but they were seldom used for Biblical

manuscripts sooner than the thirteenth, and had not entirely

displaced parchment at the era of the invention of printing,

about A. D. 1450. Lost portions of parchment or vellum

manuscripts are often supplied in paper by some later hand
;

1 Recent investigations have thrown douhts on the accuracy of this view
;
and

a careful analysis of many samples has proved that, although cotton was

occasionally used, no paper that has been examined is entirely made of that

substance, hemp or flax being the more usual material. Maunde Thompson,

p. 44.

3 Tischendorf (Notitia Codicis Sinaitici, p. 54) carried to St. Petersburg
a fragment of a Lectionary which cannot well be assigned to a later date than

the ninth century, among whose parchment leaves are inserted two of cotton

paper, manifestly written on by the original scribe.
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but the Codex Leicestrensis of the fourteenth century is

composed of a mixture of inferior vellum and worse paper,

regularly arranged in the proportion of two parchment to three

paper leaves, recurring alternately throughout the whole volume.

Like it, in the mixture of parchment and paper, are codd. 233

and Brit. Mug. Harl. 3,161 the latter however not being a

New Testament MS.

3. Although parchment was in occasional, if not familiar, use

at the period when the New Testament was written
(TO. /3i/3Ata,

pAXuTTa ras /ne/u./3paz;as 2 Tim. iv. 13), yet the more perishable

papyrus of Egypt was chiefly employed for ordinary purposes.

This vegetable production had been used for literary purposes
from the earliest times. Papyrus rolls are represented on the

sculptured walls of Egyptian temples/ The oldest roll now
extant is the papyrus Prisse at Paris, which dates from 2500 B.C.,

or even earlier, unless those which have been lately discovered

by Mr. Flinders Petrie reach as far, or even farther, back J
. The

ordinary name applied in Greek to this material was x^PTr1^

(2 John 12), though Herodotus terms it /3v/3Aos (ii. 100, v. 58),

and in Latin charta (2 Esdr. xv. 2
;
Tobit vii. 14 Old Latin

Version). Papyrus was in those days esteemed more highly than

skins : for Herodotus expressly states that the lonians had been

compelled to have recourse to goats and sheep for lack of byblus
or papyrus ;

and Eumenes was driven to prepare parchment
because the Alexandrians were too jealous to supply him with

the material which he coveted 2
. Indeed, papyrus was used far

beyond the borders of Egypt, and was plentiful in Rome under

the Empire, being in fact the common material among the

Romans during that period : and as many of the manuscripts
of the New Testament must have been written upon so perishable
a substance in the earliest centuries since the Christian era, this

probably is one of the reasons why we possess no considerable

copies from before the second quarter of the fourth century.

Only a few fragments of the New Testament on papyrus remain.

We find a minute, if not a very clear description of the mode of

preparing the papyrus for the scribe in the works of the elder

Pliny (Hist. Nat. xiii. 11, 12). The plant grew in Egypt, also

1 Ten Years Digging in Egypt, pp. 120, &c.
2 Greek and Latin Palaeography, p. 35

; Pliny, Nat. Hist. xiii. 11.
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in Syria, and on the Niger and the Euphrates. Mainly under

Christian influence it was supplanted by parchment and vellum,

which had superior claims to durability, and its manufacture

ceased altogether on the conquest of Egypt by the Mohammedans

(A.D. 638).

4. Parchment is said to have been introduced at Rome not

long after its employment by Attalus. Nevertheless, if it had

been in constant and ordinary use under the first Emperors,
we can hardly suppose that specimens of secular writing would

have failed to come down to us. Its increased growth and

prevalence about synchronize with the rise of Constantinopolitan
influence. It may readily be imagined that vellum (especially

that fine sort by praiseworthy custom required for copies of

Holy Scripture) could never have been otherwise than scarce

and dear. Hence arose, at a very early period of the Christian

era, the practice and almost the necessity of erasing ancient

writing from skins, in order to make room for works in which

the living generation felt more interest, especially when clean

vellum failed the scribe towards the end of his task. This

process of destruction, however, was seldom so fully carried

out, but that the strokes of the elder hand might still be traced,

more or less completely, under the more modern writing. Such

manuscripts are called codices rescripti or palimpsests (TraAi/i-

\l/r](TTa
J

),
and several of the most precious monuments of sacred

learning are of this description. The Codex Ephraemi at Paris

contains large fragments both of the Old and New Testament

under the later Greek works of St. Ephraem the Syrian : and

the Codex Nitriensis, more recently disinterred from a monastery
in the Egyptian desert and brought to the British Museum,

comprises a portion of St. Luke s Gospel, nearly obliterated,

and covered over by a Syriac treatise of Severus of Antioch

against Grammaticus, comparatively of no value whatever.

It will be easily believed that the collating or transcribing of

palimpsests has cost much toil and patience to those whose

loving zeal has led them to the attempt : and after all the

true readings will be sometimes (not often) rather uncertain,

1
Nam, quod in palimpsesto, laudo equidem parcimoniam. Cicero, Ad

Diversos, vii. 18, though of a waxen tablet. Maunde Thompson, p. 75.
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even though chemical mixtures (of which the most harmless is

probably hydrosulphuret of ammonia
)
have recently been applied

with much success to restore the faded lines and letters of these

venerable records.

5. We need say but little of a practice which St. Jerome 1

and others speak of as prevalent towards the end of the fourth

century, that of dyeing the vellum purple, and of stamping
rather than writing the letters in silver and gold. The Cotton

fragment of the Gospels, mentioned above (p. 23), is one of the

few remaining copies of this kind, as are the newly discovered

Codex Rossanensis and the Codex Beratinus, and it is not unlikely

that the great Dublin palimpsest of St. Matthew owes its present

wretched discoloration to some such dye. But, as Davidson

sensibly observes, the value of a manuscript does not depend
on such things (Biblical Criticism, vol. ii. p. 264). We care for

them only as they serve to indicate the reverence paid to the

Scriptures by men of old. The style, however, of the pictures,

illustrations, arabesques and initial ornaments that prevail in

later copies from the eighth century downwards, whose colours

and gilding are sometimes as fresh and bright as if laid on but

yesterday
2

, will not only interest the student by tending to

throw light on mediaeval art and habits and modes of thought,

but will often fix the date of the books which contain them

with a precision otherwise quite beyond our reach.

6. The ink found upon ancient manuscripts is of various

colours 3
. Black ink, the ordinary writing fluid of centuries

(fjifXav, atramentum, &c.) differs in tint at various periods and

in different countries. In early MSS. it is either pure black

or slightly brown
;

in the Middle Ages it varies a good deal

according to age and locality. In Italy and Southern Europe
it is generally blacker than in the North, in France and Flanders

1 Habeant qui volunt veteres libros, vel in membranis purpureis auro

argentoque descriptos. Praef. in Job. Inficiuntur membranae colore purpureo,
aurum liquescit in litteras. Epist. ad Eustochium.

2 Miniatures are found even as early as in the Cod. Rossanensis (2) at the

beginning of the sixth century.
3 This paragraph which has been rewritten, has been abridged from Mr. Maunde

Thompson s Greek and Latin Palaeography, pp. 50-52, to which readers are

referred for verification and amplification.
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it is generally darker than in England ;
a Spanish MS. of

the fourteenth or fifteenth century may usually be recognized

by the peculiar blackness of the ink. Deterioration is observable

in the course of time. The ink of the fifteenth century par

ticularly is often of a faded grey colour. Inks of green, yellow,

and other colours, are also found, but generally only for

ornamental purposes. Red, either in the form of a pigment
or fluid ink, is of very ancient and common use, being seen even

in early Egyptian papyri. Gold was also used as a writing
fluid at a very early period. Purple-stained vellum MSS. were

usually written upon in gold or silver letters, and ordinary
white vellum MSS. were also written in gold, particularly in

the ninth and tenth centuries, in the reigns of the Carlovingian

kings. Gold writing as a practice died out in the thirteenth

century : and writing in silver appears to have ceased con

temporaneously with the disuse of stained vellum. The ancients

used the liquid of cuttle-fish. Pliny mentions soot and gum
as the ingredients of writing-ink. Other later authors add

gall-apples : metallic infusions at an early period, and vitriol

in the Middle Ages were also employed.

7. While papyrus remained in common use, the chief instru

ment employed was a reed (/caAa/xos 3 John ver. 13, canna), such as

are common in the East at present : a few existing manuscripts

(e.g. the Codd. Leicestrensis and Lambeth 1350) appear to have

been thus written. Yet the firmness and regularity of the

strokes, which often remain impressed on the vellum or paper
after the ink has utterly gone, seem to prove that in the

great majority of cases the stilus made of iron, bronze, or other

metal, or ivory or bone, sharp at one end to scratch the letters,

and furnished with a knob or flat head at the other for purposes
of erasure, had not gone wholly out of use. We must add to

our list of writing materials a bodkin or needle (acus), by means
of which and a ruler the blank leaf was carefully divided,

generally on the outer side of the skin, into columns and lines,

whose regularity much enhances the beauty of our best copies.

The vestiges of such points and marks may yet be seen deeply
indented on the surface of nearly all manuscripts, those on one

side of each leaf being usually sufficiently visible to guide the

scribe when he came to write on the reverse. The quill pen
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probably came into use with vellum, for which it is obviously
suited. The first notices of it occur in a story respecting

Theodoric the Ostrogoth, and in a passage of Isidore s Origines
1

(vi. 13).

8. Little need be said respecting the form of manuscripts,

which in this particular (codices) much resemble printed books.

A few are in large folio
;

the greater part in small folio or

quarto, the prevailing shape being a quarto (quaternio or quire)

whose height but little exceeds its breadth
;
some are in octavo,

a not inconsiderable number smaller still : and quires of three

sheets or six leaves, and five sheets or ten leaves (Cod. Vati-

canus), are to be met with. In some copies the sheets have marks

in the lower margin of their first or last pages, like the signatures

of a modern volume, the folio at intervals of two, the quarto at

intervals of four leaves, as in the Codex Bezae of the Gospels
and Acts (D), and the Codex Augiensis of St. Paul s Epistles (F).

Not to speak at present of those manuscripts which have a

Latin translation in a column parallel to the Greek, as the

Codex Bezae, the Codex Laudianus of the Acts, and the Codices

Claroinontanus and Augiensis of St. Paul, many copies of every

age have two Greek columns on each page ; of these the Codex

Alexandrinus is the oldest : the Codex Vaticanus has three

columns on a page, the Codex Sinaiticus four. The unique

arrangement
2 of these last two has been urged as an argument

1 Greek and Latin Palaeography, p. 49.

2 Besides the Cod. Sinaiticus, the beautiful Psalter purchased by the National

Library from the Didot sale at Paris has four columns .Mr. J. Rendel Harris),

and besides the Cod. Vaticanus, the Vatican Dio Cassius, the Milan fragment of

Genesis, two copies of the Samaritan Pentateuch at Nablous described by
Tischendorf (Cod. Frid.-Aug. Proleg. 11\ the last part of Cod. Monacensis 208

(Evan, 429), and two Hebrew MSS. Cod. Mon. Heb. 422, and Cod. Reg. Heb. 17.

are arranged in three columns. Tischendorf has more recently discovered a similar

arrangement in two palimpsest leaves of Wisdom and Ecclesiasticus from which
he gives extracts (Not. Cod. Sinait. p. 49) ;

in a Latin fragment of the Pentateuch,
the same as the Ashburnham manuscript below, seen by him at Lyons in 1843

;
in

a Greek Evangelistarium of the eighth century, and a Patristic manuscript at

Patmos of the ninth (^ibid. p. 10) ;
so that the argument drawn from the triple

columns must not be pressed too far. He adds also a Turin copy of the Minor

Prophets in Greek (Pasinus, Catalogue, 1749), and a Nitrian Syriac codex in the

British Museum quern circa finem quarti saeculi scriptum esse subscriptio

testatur i^Monum. sacra inedita, vol. i, Proleg. p. xxxi\ To this not slender

list Mr. E. Maunde Thompson enables us to annex B. M. Addit. 24142, a Flemish

Latin Bible of the eleventh century. The late Lord Ashburnham in 1868
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for their higher antiquity, as if they were designed to imitate

rolled books, whose several skins or leaves were fastened

together lengthwise, so that their contents always appeared in

parallel columns
; they were kept in scrolls which were unrolled

at one end for reading, and when read rolled up at the other.

This fashion prevails in the papyrus fragments yet remaining,
and in the most venerated copies of the Old Testament preserved
in Jewish synagogues.

9. We now approach a more important question, the style

of writing adopted in manuscripts, and the shapes of the several

letters. These varied widely in different ages, and form the

simplest and surest criteria for approximating to the date of the

documents themselves. Greek characters are properly divided

into majuscules and minuscules, or by a subdivision of the

former, into Capitals, which are generally of a square kind, fitted

for inscriptions on stones like E
; Uncials, or large letters J

,
and a

modification of Capitals, with a free introduction of curves, and

better suited for writing, like 6
;
and Cursives, or small letters,

adapted for the running hand. Uncial manuscripts were written

in what have frequently been regarded as capital letters, formed

separately, having no connexion with each other, and (in the

earlier specimens) without any space between the words, the

marks of punctuation being few : the cursive or running hand

comprising letters more easily and rapidly made, those in the

same word being usually joined together, with a complete

system of punctuation not widely removed from that of printed
books. Speaking generally, and limiting our statement to Greek

manuscripts of the New Testament, Uncial letters or the

Literary or Book-hand prevailed from the fourth to the tenth,

or (in the case of liturgical books) as late as the eleventh

century ;
Cursive letters were employed as early as the ninth

or tenth century, and continued in use until the invention of

printed his Old Latin fragments of Leviticus and Numbers, also in three

columns, with a facsimile page ;
and the famous Utrecht Psalter, assigned by

some to the sixth century, by others to the ninth or tenth, is written with three

columns on a page.
1

Uncialibus, ut vulgo aiunt, literis, onera magis exarata, quam codices,

Hieronymi Praef. in Job. From this passage the term uncial seems to be derived,
uncia an inch) referring to the size of the characters. Yet the conjectural reading
initialilus will most approve itself to those who are familiar with the small Latin

writing of the Middle Ages, in which i is undotted, and c much like t.
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printing superseded the humble labours of the scribe. But

cursive writing existed before the Christian era : and it seems

impossible to suppose that so very convenient a form of penman

ship could have fallen into abeyance in ordinary life, although
few documents have come down to us to demonstrate the truth

of this supposition.

Besides the broad and palpable distinction between uncial

and cursive letters, persons who have had much experience in the

study of manuscripts are able to distinguish those of either

class from one another in respect of style and character
;
so that

the period at which each was written can be determined within

certain inconsiderable limits. After the tenth century many
manuscripts bear dates, and such become standards to which

we can refer others resembling them which are undated. But

since the earliest dated Biblical manuscript yet discovered

(Cursive Evan. 481, see below Chap. VII) bears the date

May 7, A.D. 835, we must resort to other means for estimating

the age of more venerable, and therefore more important, copies.

By studying the style and shape of the letters on Greek

inscriptions, Montfaucon was led to conclude that the more

simple, upright, and regular the form of uncial letters
;
the

less flourish or ornament they exhibit
;
the nearer their breadth

is equal to their height ;
so much the more ancient they ought

to be considered. These results have been signally confirmed

by the subsequent discovery of Greek papyri in Egyptian tombs

especially in the third century before the Christian era
;
and

yet further from numerous fragments of Philodemus, of Epicurus,
and other philosophers, which were buried in the ruins of

Herculaneum in A.D. 79
( Fragmenta Herculanensia/ Walter

Scott). The evidence of these papyri, indeed, is even more

weighty than that of inscriptions, inasmuch as workers in stone,

as has been remarked, were often compelled to prefer straight

lines, as better adapted to the hardness of their material,

where writings on papyrus or vellum would naturally flow

into curves.

10. While we freely grant that a certain tact, the fruit of

study and minute observation, can alone make us capable of

forming a trustworthy opinion on the age of manuscripts ;
it is

worth while to point out the principles on which a true
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judgement must be grounded, and to submit to the reader a few

leading facts, which his own research may hereafter enable him

to apply and to extend.

The first three plates at the beginning of this volume represent

the Greek alphabet, as found in the seven following monuments:

(1) The celebrated Rosetta stone, discovered near that place

during the French occupation of Egypt in 1799, and now in the

British Museum. This most important inscription, which in the

hands of Young and Champollion has proved the key to the

mysteries of Egyptian hieroglyphics, records events of no

intrinsic consequence that occurred B. c. 196, in the reign of

Ptolemy V Epiphanes. It is written in the three several forms

of hieroglyphics, of the demotic or common characters of the

country, and of Greek Capitals, which last may represent the

lapidary style of the second century before our era. The

words are undivided, without breathings, accents, or marks of

punctuation, and the uncial letters (excepting I for zeta)

approach very nearly to our modern capital type. In shape

they are simple, perhaps a little rude
;

rather square than

oblong : and as the carver on this hard black stone was obliged
to avoid curve lines whenever he could, the forms of E, E and 2
differ considerably from the specimens we shall produce from

documents described on soft materials. Plate I. No. (1).

(2) The Codex Friderico-Augustanus of the fourth century,

published in lithographed facsimile in 1846, contains on forty-

three leaves fragments of the Septuagint version, chiefly from

I Chronicles and Jeremiah, with Nehemiah and Esther complete,

in oblong folio, with four columns on each page. The plates are

so carefully executed that the very form of the ancient letters

and the colour of the ink are represented to us by Tischendorf,

who discovered it in the East. In 1859 the same indefatigable

scholar brought to Europe the remainder of this manuscript,
which seems as old as the fourth century, anterior (as he thinks)
to the Codex Vaticanus itself, and published it in 1862, in

facsimile type cast for the purpose, 4 torn., with twenty pages

lithographed or photographed, at the expense of the
1

Emperor
Alexander II of Russia, to whom the original had been presented.

This book, which Tischendorf calls Codex Sinaiticus, contains,

besides much more of the Septuagint, the whole New Testament
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with Barnabas Epistle and a part of Hermas Shepherd annexed.

As a kind of avant-courier to his great work he had previously

put forth a tract entitled Notitia Editionis Codicis Bibliorum

Sinaitici Auspiciis Imperatoris Alexandri II susceptae (Leipsic,

1860). Of this most valuable manuscript a complete account

will be given in the opening of the fourth chapter, under the

appellation of Aleph (N), assigned to it by Tischendorf, in the

exercise of his right as its discoverer. Plate I. No. 2.

(3) Codex Alexandrinus of the fifth century (A). Plate I.

H ((4) Codex Purpureus Cotton. : N of the Gospels ^ f ,,
) v of the

g ( (5) Codex Nitriensis Rescriptus, R of the Gospels / sixth
. centurv
K ( (6) Codex Dublinensis Rescriptus, Z of the Gospels /

-s

3 I (7) Evangelistarium Harleian. 5598, dated A. D. 995.
PH

The leading features of these manuscripts will be described

in the fourth and fifth chapters. At present we wish to

compare them with each other for the purpose of tracing, as

closely as we may, the different styles and fashions of uncial

letters which prevailed from the fourth to the tenth or eleventh

century of the Christian era. The varying appearance of cursive

manuscripts cannot so well be seen by exhibiting their alphabets,

for since each letter is for the most part joined to the others in

the same word, connected passages alone will afford us a correct

notion of their character and general features. For the moment
we are considering the uncials only.

If the Rosetta stone, by its necessary avoiding of curve lines,

gives only a notion of the manner adopted on stone and not in

common writing, it resembles our earliest uncials at least in

one respect, that the letters, being as broad as they are high,

are all capable of being included within circumscribed squares.

Indeed, yet earlier inscriptions are found almost totally destitute

of curves, even O and being represented by simple squares,

with or without a bisecting horizontal line (see theta, p. 35
)
1

.

1 The Cotton fragment of the book of Genesis of the fifth century, whose poor
shrivelled remains from the fire of 1731 are still preserved in the British Museum,
while in common with all other manuscripts it exhibits the round shapes of O
and 0, substitutes a lozenge O for the circle in phi, after the older fashion (&).
Phi often has much the same shape in Codex Bezae

;
e. g. Matt. xiii. 26, Fol. 42 &,

1. 13, and once in Codex Z ^Matt. xxi. 2tj, Plate xlviii).
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The Herculanean papyri, however (a specimen of which we
have given in Plate iv. No. 10), are much better suited than

inscriptions can be for comparison with our earliest copies of

Scripture
1

. Nothing can well be conceived more elegant than

these simply-formed graceful little letters (somewhat diminished

in size perhaps by the effects of heat) running across the volume,

thirty-nine lines in a column, without capitals or breaks between

the words. There are scarcely any stops, no breathings, accents,

or marks of any kind
; only that &amp;gt; , &amp;lt; or t&amp;gt; are now and then

bund at the end of a line, to fill up the space, or to join a word

&amp;gt;r syllable with what follows. A very few abbreviations occur,

uch as rfi in the first line of our specimen, taken from

hilodemus Trepl K.O.K.I&V (Hercul. Volum. Tom. iii. Col. xx.

6-15), the very manuscript to which Tischendorf compared
is Cod. Friderico-Augustanus (Proleg. 11). The papyri,

uried for so many ages from A. D. 79 downwards, may probably
e a century older still, since Philodemus the Epicurean was

he contemporary and almost the friend of Cicero 2
. Hence

rom three to four hundred years must have elapsed betwixt the

late of the Herculanean rolls and that of our earliest Biblical

manuscripts. Yet the fashion of writing changed but little

luring the interval, far less in every respect than in the four

Centuries which next followed, wherein the plain, firm, upright
nd square uncials were giving place to the compressed, oblong,

rnamented, or even sloping forms which predominate from the

eventh or eighth century downwards. While advising the

eader to exercise his skill on facsimiles of entire passages,

specially in contrasting the lines from Philodemus (No. 10) with

hose from the oldest uncials of the New Testament (Nos. 11-

4; 17; 18; 20; 24); we purpose to examine the several

Iphabets (Nos. 1-7) letter by letter, pointing out to the student

hose variations in shape which palaeographers have judged the

fest criteria of their relative ages. Alpha, delta, theta, xi, pi,

mega, are among the best tests for this purpose.

Alpha is not often found in its present familiar shape, except in

1 Our facsimile is borrowed from the Neapolitan volumes, but Plate 57 in the

aleographie Universelle
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i\o5r]nov irepi fj.ovancrj has the advantage of colours for

ving a lively idea of the present charred appearance of these papyri.
2 Cicero de Finibus, Lib. ii. c. 35. The same person is apparently meant in

rat. in Pisonem, cc. 28, 29.

VOL. I. D
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inscriptions, where the cross line is sometimes broken into an angle
with the vertex downwards (A). Even on the Rosetta stone the left

limb leans against the upper part of the right limb, but does not

form an angle with its extremity, while the cross line, springing not

far from the bottom of the left limb, ascends to meet the right about half

way down. Modifications of this form may be seen in the Herculanean

rolls, only that the cross line more nearly approaches the horizontal,
and sometimes is almost entirely so. The Cod. Frid.-August.

1 does not

vary much from this form, but the three generating lines are often

somewhat curved. In other books, while the right limb is quite straight,
the left and cross Hue form a kind of loop or curve, as is very observable

in the Nitrian fragment R, and often in Codd. Alex., Ephraemi, Bezae,
the newly discovered Rossanensis, and in the Vatican more frequently
still, in all which alpha often approximates to the shape of our English a.

And this curve may be regarded as a proof of antiquity ; indeed

Tischendorf (Proleg. Cod. Sin. p. xxx, 1863) considers it almost peculiar
to the papyri and the Coptic character. Cod. N (which is more recent

than those named above) makes the two lines on the left form a sharp

angle, as do the Cotton fragment of Genesis (see p. 32, note 1) and Cod.

Claromontanus, Plate xiv. No. 41, only that the lines which contain

the angle in this last are very fine. In later times, as the letters

grew tall and narrow, the modern type of A became more marked,
as in the first letter of Arundel 547 (No. 16), of about the tenth

century, though the form and thickness seen in the Cod. Claro

montanus continued much in vogue to the last. Yet dlplia even ia

Cod. Claromontanus and Cotton Genesis occasionally passes from the

angle into the loop, though not so often as in Cod. A and its com

panions. Cod. Borgianus (T), early in the fifth century, exaggerated
this loop into a large ellipse, if Giorgi s facsimile may be trusted. Ini

Cod. Lauclianus E of the Acts and Cureton s palimpsest Homer too

the loop is very decided, the Greek and Latin a in Laud. (No. 25)

being alike. Mark also its form in the papyrus scrawl No. 9 (from
one of the orations of Hyperides edited by Mr. Babington), which mayl
be as old as the Rosetta stone. The angular shape adopted in Cod.

(Nos. 6, 18) is unsightly enough, and (I believe) unique.

Beta varies less than Alpha. Originally it consisted of a tall

perpendicular line, on the right side of which four straight lines
arej

so placed as to form two triangles, whereof the vertical line comprise^
the bases, while a small portion of that vertical line entirely separates
the triangles (). This ungraceful figure was modified very earlyj
even in inscriptions. On the Rosetta stone (No. 1) the triangles are

rounded off into semicircles, and the lower end of the vertical curved.

Yet the shape in manuscripts is not quite so elegant. The lower

curve is usually the larger, and the curves rarely touch each other.

1 We prefer citing Cod. Frid.-August., because our examples have be&amp;lt;

actually taken from its exquisitely lithographed pages ;
but the facsimile of pai

of a page from Luke xxiv represented in Tischendorfs Cod. Sinaiticus, froi

which we have borrowed six lines (No. 11 b), will be seen to resemble exactly

the portion published in 1846.
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Such are Codd. ANB.Z, Rossanensis (sometimes), and the Cotton

Genesis. In the Herculanean rolls the letter comes near the common
: cursive /3 ;

in some others (as Cod. Rossanensis at times) its shape is

quite like the modern B. When oblong letters became common, the

top (e.g. in Cod. Bezae) and bottom extremities of the curve ran into

straight lines, by way of return into the primitive shape (see No. 36,

dated A.D. 980). In the very early papyrus fragment of Hyperides
it looks like the English R standing on a base (No. 9, 1. 4). But
this specimen rather belongs to the semi-cursive hand of common life,

than to that of books.

Gamma in its simplest form consists of two lines of equal thick

ness, the shorter so placed upon the longer, which is vertical, as to

i make one right angle with it on the right side. Thus we find it in

: the R-osetta stone, the papyrus of Hyperides, the Herculanean rolls,

and very often in Cod. A. The next step was to make the horizontal

line very thin, and to strengthen its extremity by a point, or knob,
as in Codd. Ephraemi (No. 24), RZ : or the point was thus strengthened
without thinning the line, e. g. Codd. Vatican., Rossanensis, N and
most later copies, such as Harl. 5598 (No. 7) or its contemporary
Parham 18 (No. 36). In Cod. Bezae (No. 42) gamma much resembles

the Latin r.

Delta should be closely scrutinized. Its most ancient shape is an

equilateral triangle, the sides being all of the same thickness (A).
Cod. Claromontanus, though of the sixth century, is in this instance

as simple as any : the Herculanean rolls, Codd. Vatican., Sinait., and
the very old copy of the Pentateuch at Paris (Colbert) or Cod. Sar-

ravianus and Leyden, much resemble it, only that sometimes the

iHerculanean sides are slightly curved, and the right descending stroke

.of Cod. Vatican, is thickened. In Cod. A begins a tendency to prolong
the base on one or both sides, and to strengthen one or both ends

!by points. &quot;We see a little more of this in Cod. Rossanensis and in

the palimpsest Homer of the fifth century, published by Cureton. The
habit increases and gradually becomes confirmed in Codd. Ephraemi
(No. 24), the Vatican Dio Cassius of the fifth or sixth century, in

Cod. R, and particularly in N and E of the Acts (Nos. 4, 14, 25).
In the oblong later uncials it becomes quite elaborate, e. g. Cod. B
lof the Apocalypse, or Nos. 7, 21, 36. On the Rosetta stone and in

the Cod. Bezae the right side is produced beyond the triangle, and
is produced and slightly curved in Hyperides, curved and strongly
minted in Cod. Z.

Epsilon has its angular form on the Rosetta marble and other inscrip
tions in stone; in the oldest manuscripts it consists as an uncial of a

semicircle, from whose centre to the right of it a horizontal radius

.s drawn to the concave circumference. Thus it appears in the Hercu-

.anean rolls (only that here the radius is usually broken off before it

neets the circle), in Codd. Frid.-August., Vatican., the two Paris

Pentateuchs (Colbert-Leyden fifth century, Coislin. sixth) and the
Cotton Genesis. In Cod. Alex, a slight trace is found of the more
recent practice of strengthening each of the three extremities with

D 2
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knobs, but only the radius at times in Cod. Rossanensis. The custom

increases in Codd. Ephraemi, Bezae, and still more in Codd. NRZ,
wherein the curve becomes greater than a semicircle. In Hyperides

(and in a slighter degree in Cod. Claromon. No. 41) the shape almost

resembles the Latin e. The form of this and the other round letters

was afterwards much affected in the narrow oblong uncials : see Nos.

7, 16, 36.

Zeta on the Rosetta stone maintains its old form (IE), which is

indeed but the next letter reversed. In manuscripts it receives its

usual modern shape (Z), the ends being pointed decidedly, slightly,

or not at all, much after the manner described for epsilon. In old

copies the lower horizontal line is a trifle curved (Cod. R, No. 5), or

even both the extreme lines (Cod. Z, No. 6, and Cod. Augiensis
of St. Paul). In such late books as Parham 18 (A. D. 980, facsim.

No. 36) Zeta is so large as to run far below the line, ending in a kind

of tail.

Eta does not depart from its normal shape (H) except that in

Cod. Ephraemi (No. 24) and some narrow and late uncials (e. g. Nos.

7, 36) the cross line is often more than half way up the letter. In

a few later uncials the cross line passes outside the two perpendiculars,
as in the Cod. Augiensis, twenty-six times on the photographed page of

Scrivener s edition.

TJieta deserves close attention. In some early inscriptions it is

found as a square, bisected horizontally ( )
On the Rosetta stone

and most others (but only in such monuments) it is a circle, with a

strong central point. On the Herculanean rolls the central point is

spread into a short horizontal line, yet not reaching the circumference

(No. 10, 1. 8). Thence in our uncials from the fourth to the sixth

century the line becomes a horizontal diameter to a true circle (Codd.

Vatican., Sinait., Codd. ANRZ, Ephraemi, Claromont., Rossanensis,
and Cureton s Homer). In the seventh century the diameter began
to pass out of the circle on both sides : thence the circle came to be

compressed into an ellipse (sometimes very narrow), and the ends of

the minor axis to be ornamented with knobs, as in Cod. B of the

Apocalypse (eighth century), Cod. Augiensis (ninth century), LX of

the Gospels, after the manner of the tenth century (Nos. 7, 16, 21,.

36, 38).

Iota would need no remark but for the custom of placing over ifc

and upsilon, when they commence a syllable, either a very short

straight line, or one or two dots. After the papyrus rolls no copy
is quite without them, from the Codex Alexandrinus, the Cotton
Genesis and Paris-Leyden Pentateuch, Cod. Z and the Isaiah included
in it, to the more recent cursives

; although in some manuscripts they
are much rarer than in others. By far the most usual practice is to

put two points, but Cod. Ephraemi, in its New Testament portion,
stands nearly alone with the Cotton Genesis (ch. xviii. 9) in exhibiting
the straight line

;
Cod. Alexandrinus in the Old Testament, but not

in the New, frequently resembles Codd. Ephraemi and the Cotton
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Genesis in placing a straight line over iota, and more rarely over

upsilon, instead of the single or double dots
;

Cod. Sinaiticus employs
two points or a straight line (as in Z s Isaiah) promiscuously over both

vowels, and in Wake 12, a cursive of the eleventh century, the former

frequently pass into the latter in writing. Codd. Borgianus (T) and
Claromont. have but one point ;

Codd. N and Rossanensis have two for

iota, one for upsilon.

Kappa deserves notice chiefly because the vertex of the angle
formed by the two inclined lines very frequently does not meet the

perpendicular line, but falls short of it a little to the right : we observe

this in Codd. ANH, Ephraemi, Rossanensis, and later books. The

copies that have strong points at the end of epsilon &c. (e. g. Codd.

NR and AZ partly) have the same at the extremity of the thin or

upper limb of Kappa. In Cod. D a fine horizontal stroke runs a little

to the left from the bottom of the vertical line. Compare also the initial

letter in Cod. M, No. 32.

Lambda much resembles alpha, but is less complicated. All our

models (except Harl. 5598, No. 7), from the Rosetta stone downwards,
have the right limb longer than the left, which thus leans against its

side, but the length of the projection varies even in the same passage

(e. g. No. 10). In most copies later than the Herculanean rolls and
Cod. Sinaiticus the shorter line is much the thinner, and the longer

slightly curved. In Cod. Z (Nos. 6, 18) the projection is curved

elegantly at the end, as we saw in delta.

Mu varies as much as most letters. Its normal shape, resembling the

English M, is retained in the Rosetta stone and most inscriptions, but at

an early period there was a tendency to make the letter broader, and not

to bring the re-entering or middle angle so low as in English (e.g. Codd.

Vaticanus and Sinaiticus). In Cod. Ephraemi this central angle is

sometimes a little rounded: in Codd. Alex, and Parham 18 the lines

forming the angle do not always spring from the top of the vertical

lines: in Arund. 547 (No. 16) they spring almost from their foot,

forming a thick inelegant loop below the line, the letter being rather

narrow: Harl. 5598 (No. 7) somewhat resembles this last, only that the

loop is higher up. In the Herculanean rolls (and to a less extent in the

Cotton Genesis) the two outer lines cease to be perpendicular, and lean

outwards until the letter looks much like an inverted W (No. 10). In
the papyrus Hyperides (No. 9) these outer lines are low curves, and the

central lines rise in a kind of flourish above them. Mu assumes this

shape also in Cod. T, and at the end of a line even in Codd. Vaticanus

and Sinaiticus. This form is so much exaggerated in some examples,
that by discarding the outer curves we obtain the shape seen in Cod.

Z (Nos. 6, 18) and one or two others (e.g. Paul M in Harl. 5613,
No. 34), almost exactly resembling an inverted pi. So also in the

Isaiah of Cod. Z, only that the left side and base line were made by one

stroke of the pen.
Nu is easier, the only change (besides the universal transition from

the square to the oblong in the later uncials) being that in a few cases
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the thin cross line does not pass from the top of the left to the bottom of

the right vertical line as in English (N), but only from about half-way
or two-thirds down the left vertical in the Cotton Genesis, Codd. A,

Rossanensis, Harl. 5598 (No. 7), and others; in Codd. KNR Parham 18

it often neither springs from the top of one, nor reaches the foot of the

other (Nos. 4, 5, lib, 12, 36) ;
while in Cod. Claromont. (No. 41) it is

here and there not far from horizontal. In a few cursives (e.g. 440
Evan, at Cambridge, and Tischendorf s lo^ or 61 of the Acts), H and N
almost interchange their shapes : so in Evan. 66 and Wake 34 at the

end of a line only.

Xi in the Rosetta stone and Herculanean rolls consists of three

parallel straight lines, the middle one being the shortest, as in modern

printed Greek : but all our Biblical manuscripts exhibit modifications of

the small printed ,
such as must be closely inspected, but cannot easily

be described. In the Cotton Genesis this xi is narrow and smaller than

its fellows, much like an old English 3 resting on a horizontal base which
curves downwards : while in late uncials, as B of the Apocalypse, Cod.

Augiensis (1. 13 Scrivener s photographed page), and especially in Parham
18 (No. 36), the letter and its flourished finial are continued far below

the line. For the rest we must refer to our facsimile alphabets, &c.

The figures in Cod. Frid.-August. (Nos. 2, 1 1 a, 11. 3, 8) look particularly

awkward, nor does the shape in Cod. Rossanensis much differ from

these. In Cod. E, the Zurich Psalter of the seventh century, and
Mr. W. White s fragment Wd

,
xi is the common Z with a large horizontal

line over it, strengthened by knobs at each end.

Omicron is unchanged, excepting that in the latest uncials (No. 16, 36)
the circle is mostly compressed, like theta, into a very eccentric ellipse.

Pi requires attention. Its original shape was doubtless two vertical

straight lines joined at top by another horizontal, thinner perhaps but

not much shorter than they. Thus we meet with it on the Rosetta

stone, Codd. R, Vatican., Sinaiticus, Ephraemi, Claromontanus, Laud, of

the Acts, the two Pentateuchs, Cureton s Homer, and sometimes Cod. A
(No. 12). The fine horizontal line is, however, slightly produced on

both sides in such early documents as the papyri of Hyperides and

Hei-culaneum, and in the Cotton Genesis, as well as in Cod. A occa

sionally
1

. Both extremities of this line are fortified by strong points in

Codd. N and Rossanensis, and mostly in Cod. A, but the left side only
in Cod. Z, and this in Cod. Bezae occasionally becomes a sort of hooked
curve. The later oblong pi was usually very plain, with thick vertical

lines and a very fine horizontal, in Arund. 547 (No. 16) not at all

produced; in Harl. 5598 (No. 7) slightly produced on both sides; in

Parham 18 (No. 36) produced only on the right.

Rho is otherwise simple, but in all our authorities except inscriptions
is produced below the line of writing, least perhaps in the papyri and

1 Cod. A is found in the simpler form in the Old Testament, but mostly with
the horizontal line produced in the New.
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Cod. Claromont., considerably in Codd. AX (Nos. 12, 38), most in Parhara

18 (No. 36): Codd. N, Rossanensis, and many later copies have the

lower extremity boldly bevelled. The form is P rather than P in Codd.

NA. In Cod. D a horizontal stroke, longer and thicker than in kappa,
runs to the left from the bottom of the vertical line.

Sigma retains its angular shape (C or 2) only on inscriptions, as the

Rosetta, and that long after the square shapes of omicron and theta were
discarded. The uncial or semicircular form, however, arose early, and to

this letter must be applied all that was said of epsilon as regards terminal

points (a knob at the lower extremity occurs even in Cod. K, e.g. Acts ii.

31), and its cramped shape in later ages.

Tau in its oldest form consists of two straight lines of like thickness,
the horizontal being bisected by the lower and vertical one. As early as

in Cod. Sinaiticus the horizontal line is made thin, and strengthened on
the left side only by a pointer small knob (Nos. 3, 11): thus we find it

in Cod. Laud, of the Acts sometimes. In Cod. Alex, both ends are

slightly pointed, in Codd. Ephraemi, Rossanensis, and others much more.

In Cod. Bezae the horizontal is curved and flourished
;
in the late uncials

the vertical is very thick, the horizontal fine, and the ends formed into

heavy triangles (e.g. No. 16).

Upsilon on the Rosetta stone and Herculanean rolls is like our Y, all

the strokes being of equal thickness and not running below the line : nor

do they in Hyperides or in Codd. XZ and Augiensis, which have the

upper lines neatly curved (Nos. 6, 9, 18, 38). The right limb of many
of the rest is sometimes, but not always curved

;
the vertical line in

Codd. Vatican, and Sinaiticus drops slightly below the line
;
in Codd. A,

Ephraemi, Cotton Genesis, Cureton s Homer, Laud, of the Acts and
Rossanensis somewhat more

;
in others (as Codd. Bezae NR) considerably.

In the subscription to St. Matthew s Gospel, which may be by a somewhat
later hand, a horizontal line crosses the vertical a little below the curved

lines in Cod. Rossanensis. In later uncials (Nos. 7, 36) it becomes

a long or awkward Y, or even degenerates into a long V (No. 16) ; or, in

copies written by Latin scribes, into Y reversed. We have described

under iota the custom of placing dots, &c. over upsilon. But in

Tischendorf s Leipzig II. (fragments from Numbers to Judges of the

seventh or eighth century) upsilon receives two dots, iota only one.

Once in Cod. Z (Matt. xxi. 5) and oftener in its Isaiah a convex semi

circle, like a circumflex, stands over uj)silon.

Phi is a remarkable letter. In most copies it is the largest in the

alphabet, quite disproportionately large in Codd. ZL (Paris 62) and others,

and to some extent in Codd. AR, Ephraemi, Rossanensis, and Claromont.

The circle (which in the Cotton Genesis is sometimes still a lozenge, see

above, p. 32, note 1), though large and in some copies even too broad

(e.g. No. 18), is usually in the line of the other letters, the vertical line

being produced far upwards (Cod. Augiens. and Nos. 16, 41), or down
wards (No. 10), or both (No. 36). On the Rosetta stone the circle is

very small and the straight line short.
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Chi is a simple transverse cross (X) and never goes above or below the

line. The limb that inclines from left to right is in the uncial form
for the most part thick, the other thin (with final points according to the

practice stated for epsilon), and this limb or both (as in Cod. Z) a little

curved.

Psi is a rare but trying letter. Its oldest form resembled an English
V with a straight line running up bisecting its interior angle. On the

Rosetta stone it had already changed into its present form (^), the curve

being a small semicircle, the vertical rising above the other letters and

falling a little below the line. In the Cotton Genesis psi is rather taller

than the rest, but the vertical line does not rise above the level of the circle.

In Codd. ANR and Rossanensis the under line is prolonged : in R the two
limbs are straight lines making an angle of about 45 with the vertical,

while oftentimes in Hyperides and Cod. Augiensis (Scrivener s/&amp;gt;Aoo^ro^,

11. 18, 23) they curve dmvnwards; the limbs in N and R being strongly

(slightly in Rossanensis) pointed at the ends, and the bottom of the

vertical bevelled as usual. In Cod. B of the Apocalypse, in Evan.
OWdH, and even in Hyperides, the limbs (strongly pointed) fall into

a straight line, and the figure becomes a large cross (No. 7). In Evan.
66 the vertical is crossed above the semicircle by a minute horizontal

line.

Omega took the form H, even when omicron and theta were square ;

thus it appears on the Rosetta stone, but in the Hyperides and Hercu-
laneum rolls it is a single curve, much like the w of English writing, only
that the central part is sometimes only a low double curve (No. 10, 1. 6).
In the Cotton Genesis, Codd. Vatican., Sinaiticus, Alex., Ephraemi, Bezae,

Claromont., Nitriens., Rossanensis
,
there is little difference in shape,

though sometimes Cod. Vatican, comes near the Herculanean rolls, and
Cod. Alex, next to it : elsewhere their strokes (especially those in the

centre) are fuller and more laboured. Yet in Cod. N it is often but
a plain semicircle, bisected by a perpendicular radius, with the ends of

the curve bent inwards (No. 14, 1. 2). In the late uncials (Nos. 7, 16) it

almost degenerates into an ungraceful W, while in Cod. Augiensis (photo

graph, 1. 1 8) the first limb is occasionally a complete circle.

These details might be indefinitely added to by references to

other codices and monuments of antiquity, but we have employed
most of the principal copies of the Greek Testament, and have
indicated to the student the chief points to which his attention

should be drawn. Three leading principles have perhaps been

sufficiently established by the foregoing examples :

First, that the uncials used in writing differ from the capitals
cut in stone by the curved shapes which the writing hand

naturally adopts
1

.

Secondly, that the upright uncials of square dimensions

1 See Maunde Thompson s Greek and Latin Palaeography.
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are more ancient than those which are narrow, oblong, or

leaning
l

.

Thirdly, that the simpler and less elaborate the style of

writing, the more remote is its probable date.

Copies of a later age occasionally aim at imitating the fashion

of an earlier period, or possibly the style of the older book from

which their text is drawn. But this anachronism of fashion

may be detected, as well by other circumstances we are soon to

mention, as from the air of constraint which pervades the whole

manuscript : the rather as the scribe will now and then fall into

the more familiar manner of his contemporaries ; especially
when writing those small letters which our Biblical manuscripts
of all dates (even the most venerable) perpetuall}

7 crowd into the

ends of lines, in order to save space.

11. We do not intend to dwell much on the cursive hand

writing. No books of the Greek Scriptures earlier than the

ninth century in this style are now extant 2
, though it was

prevalent long before in the intercourse of business or common
life. The papyri of Hyperides (e. g. No. 9) and the Herculanean

rolls, in a few places, show that the process had then com

menced, for the letters of each word are often joined, and

their shapes prove that swiftness of execution was more aimed

at than distinctness. This is seen even more clearly in a

petition to Ptolemy Philometor (B. c. 164) represented in the

Paleographie Universelle (No. 56). The same great work
contains (No. 66) two really cursive charters of the Emperors

1 Codd. B of Apocalypse,
a A (No. 30) of the Gospels, and Silvestre s No. 68,

all of about the eighth century, slope more or less to the right ;
Cod. T (No. 35) of

the ninth century, a very little to the left. Tischendorf assigns to the seventh

century the fragments comprising Leipzig II. (see p. 39), though they lean much
to the right (Monum. sacra ined. torn, i, pp. xxx-xxxiv, 141-176). and those of

Isaiah (ibid. pp. xxxvi. xxxvii, 187-199).
a The earliest cursive Biblical manuscript formerly alleged, i.e. Evan. 14, on

examination proves to have no inscription whatever. On folio 392, in a com

paratively modern hand, is rather uncouthly written k^pouprj vncrjtpopov @a&amp;lt;n\tvov-

TOJ A. Z. What the initials A. Z. stand for I do not know. (Dean Burgon,

Guardian, Jan. 15, 1873.) The claim of priority for Cod. 14 being thus disposed
of (though it must be noted that Dr. C. K. Gregory refers it without doubt to the

tenth century), we may note that Cod. 429 of the Gospels is dated 978, Cod. 148

of the Acts 984, Cod. 5? 994, and A, written partly in cursives, and partly in uncials

is of the ninth century. But the date May 7, 835 A. D. is plainly visible on

Cod. 481, which is therefore indisputably the earliest.
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Maurice (A. D. 600) and Heraclius (A.D. 616). Other instances

of early cursive writing may be found in two Deeds of Sale,

A.D. 616, and 599, a Manumission in 355, an Official Deed in 233,

a Deed of Sale in 154, in Aristotle on the Constitution of Athens,

about 100, in a Farm Account in 78-79, in a Keceipt in A.D. 20,

in the Casati contract in B.C. 114, in a Letter on Egyptian Con

tracts in 146, a Treasury Circular in 170, in a Steward s letter

of the third century B.C., in various documents of the same

century lying in the British Museum, at Paris, Berlin, Leyden,
and elsewhere, of which the oldest, being amongst the papyri

discovered by Dr. Flinders Petrie at Gurob is referred to B. c. 268,

and the Leyden papyrus to 260 1
. Yet the earliest books of a later

age known to be written in cursive letters are Cod. 481 (Scholz

461, dated A.D. 835) the Bodleian Euclid (dated A.D. 888) and

the twenty-four dialogues of Plato in the same Library (dated

A.D. 895)
2

. There is reason to believe, from the comparatively
unformed character of the writing in them all, that Burney 19

in the British Museum (from which we have extracted the

alphabet No. 8, Plate
iii),

and the minute, beautiful and

important Codex 1 of the Gospels at Basle (of which see a

facsimile No. 23), are but little later than the Oxford books,

and may be referred to the tenth century. Books copied after

the cursive hand had become regularly formed, in the eleventh,

1 See Maunde Thompson, Greek and Latin Palaeology, chap. x. pp. 130, &c.,

and chap. viii. pp. 107, &c
;
Notices et Extracts des MSS. de la Bibliotheque

Imperiale, Paris, plate xxiv. no. 21, pi. xlviii. no. 21 ter, xlvi. no. 69, e, xxi. no.

17, xiii. no. 5, xl. no. 62, xviii. 2, pi. xliv
;

Cat. Gr. Papyri in Brit. Mus.

Palaeograph. Soc. ii. pi. 143, 144, Mahaffy, Petrie Papyri, pi. xiv, xxix. &c.

(Cunningham Memoirs of R. Irish Academy).
2 At the end of the Euclid we read eypacprj x (lPL ffretyavov K\rjpiicov f^rjvi atirrffji-

Ppiaji ivS. frfi Koapov r T
j&amp;gt; (KTrjaan^v apeOas varpevs rrfv jrapovaav /3ip\iov : of

the Plato, typa&amp;lt;prj \eipi ita
Ka\\iypa&amp;lt;{&amp;gt;ov fvrvx&amp;lt;us apeOrj SiaKovcai irarpti vo/jLicf/jaruv

@vavTifow SfKa Kai rpicav P.TJVI votpfipioJi ivSiKTiavos id trfi Koff;wv ri/5 /JaaiAeias

AeocToy rov
&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;t\o\v

viov @aai\(tov TOV aetfiviarov. It should be stated that these

very curious books, both written by monks, and indeed all the dated manuscripts

of the Greek Testament we have seen except Canonici 34 in the Bodleian (which
reckons from the Christian era, A.D. 1515-6), calculate from the Greek era of the

Creation, September 1, B.C. 5508. To obtain the year A.D., therefore, from

January 1 to August 31 in any year, subtract 5508 from the given year ;
from

September 1 to December 31 subtract 5509. The indiction which usually

accompanies this date is a useful check in case of any corruption or want of

legibility in the letters employed as numerals. Both dates are given in Evan.

558, viz. A. M. 6938, and A. D. 1430.
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twelfth and thirteenth centuries, are hard to be distinguished by
the mere handwriting, though they are often dated, or their age
fixed by the material (see p. 23), or the style of their illumina

tions. Colbert. 2844, or 33 of the Gospels (facsim. No. 39), is

attributed to the eleventh century, and Burney 21 (No. 15)
x

,
is

dated A.D. 1292, and afford good examples of their respective

dates. Beta
(1.

1 letter 4), when joined to other letters, is barely

distinguishable from upsilon
2

;
nu is even nearer to mu

;
the

tall forms of eta and epsilon are very graceful, the whole style

elegant and, after a little practice, easily read. Burney 22

(facsimile No. 37) is dated about the same time, A. D. 1319, and

the four Biblical lines much resemble Burney 21 3
. In the

fourteenth century a careless style came into fashion, of which

Cod. Leicestrensis (No. 40) is an exaggerated instance, and

during this century and the next our manuscripts, though not

devoid of a certain beauty of appearance, are too full of arbitrary
and elaborate contractions to be conveniently read. The

formidable list of abbreviations and ligatures represented in

Donaldson s Greek Grammar (p. 20, third edition)
4
originated at

this period in the perverse ingenuity of the Greek emigrants in

the West of Europe, who subsisted by their skill as copyists;

1 The writer of Burney 21 (r
8
&quot;)

A.D. 1292 (Evan. 571), &amp;lt;5 raireivos

ayi&amp;lt;uir(TpiT7)s ra\a KO.I tca\\ijpa.(pos as he calls himself (that is, as I once supposed,
monk of the Convent of Sancta Petra at Constantinople, short-hand and fair

writer), was the scribe of at least five more copies of Scripture now extant :

Birch s Havn. 1, A.D. 1278 (Evan. 234) ; Evan. 90, A.D. 1293
;
Evan. 543, A.D.

1295
;

Scholz s Evan. 412, A.D. 1301 ; Evan. 74, undated. To this list Franz

Delitzsch (1813-1890) (Zeitschr. f. luth. Theol. 1863, ii, Abhandlungen, pp.

217, 218) adds from Matthaei, Synaxarion in Mosc. Syn. Typograph. xxvi. A.D. 1295,

and recognizes Hagios Petros, the country of Theodores, as a town in the Morea,
on the borders of Arcadia, from whose school students have attended his own
lectures at Erlangen.

* Hence in the later uncials, some of which must therefore have been copied
from earlier cursives, B and T (which might seem to have no resemblance) are

sometimes confounded : e.g. in Parham 18 (A. D. 980), v for 0, Lul&amp;lt;o vi. 34
;

for v,

John x. 1, especially where /3 begins or ends a line : e. g. Evan. 5
.),
John vii. 35.

Evan. 59 has /3 for v very often, yet there is no extra trace that it was copied
from an uncial.

3 The full signature not easily deciphered is ireXftuOi] rb napbv a-ftov fva-y^f\tov

Kara rty rov lavvovapiov /j.r]i&amp;gt;bs rijy [?] a) n (fxpovias. Presuming that r is

suppressed before u K this is 6827 of the Greeks, A.D. 1319.
*
Compare also Buttmann s Greek Grammar (Robinson s translation) p. 467 ;

Bast

in (Schaefer s Gregorius Corinthius) tabb. ad fin.; Gardthausen, Palaeographie,

p. 248, &c.
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and these pretty puzzles (for such they now are to many a fair

classical scholar), by being introduced into early printed books 1
,

have largely helped to withdraw them from use in modern times.

12. We have now to describe the practice of Biblical

manuscripts as regards the insertion of t forming a diphthong
with the long vowels eta and omega, also with alpha long,

whether by being ascript, i. e. written by their side, or subscript,

i. e. written under them. In the earliest inscriptions and in the

papyri of Thebes i ascript (the iota not smaller than other

letters) is invariably found. In the petition to Ptolemy
Philometor (above, p. 41) it occurs four times in the first line,

three times in the third: in the fragments of Hyperides it is

perpetually though not always read, even where (especially with

verbs) it has no rightful place, e. g. ercot K&amp;lt;H aim/3oAoot (facsimile

No. 9, 11. 3, 4) for atrw /cat cum/3oA&amp;lt;S.
A little before the Christian

era it began to grow obsolete, probably from its being lost in

pronunciation. In the Herculanean Philodemus (the possible

limits of whose date are from B. c. 50 to A. D. 79) as in Evann.

556, 604 (Matt. ii. 12, 13), it is often dropped, though more

usually written. In Codd. Vaticanus and Sinaiticus it is

probably not found, and from this period it almost disappears
from Biblical uncials 2

;
in Cureton s Homer, of the fifth or

perhaps of the sixth century, i ascript is sometimes neglected,

but usually inserted
;
sometimes also i is placed above H or II,

an arrangement neither neat nor convenient. With the cursive

character t ascript came in again, as may be seen from the

subscriptions in the Bodleian Euclid and Plato (p. 42, note 1).

The semicursive fragment of St. Paul s Epistles in red letters

(M of St. Paul, Plate xii No. 34), used for the binding of Harleian

5613, contains t ascript twice, but I have tried in vain to verify

Griesbach s statement (Symbol. Grit. ii. p. 166) that it has t

subscript bis tantum aut ter. I can find no such instance in

1 Thus the type cast for the Royal Printing Office at Paris, and used by
Robert Stephen, is said to have been modelled on the style of the calligrapher

Angelus Vergecius, from whose skill arose the expression he writes like an

angel. Codd. 296 of the Gospels, 124 of the Acts, 151 of St. Paul are in his hand.
a Yet Tischendorf (N.T. 1859, Proleg. p. cxxxiii) cites rjiStaav from Cod. Bezae

(Mark i. 34), V\OH (Luke xxiii. 31) from Cod. Cyprius, wi from Cod. U (Matt.

xxv. 15) and Cod. A (Luke vii. 4). Add Cod. Bezae irarpcaiov Acts xxii. 3, Scrive

ner s edition, Introd. p. xix. Bentley s nephew speaks of t ascript as in the first

hand of Cod. B, but he seems to have been mistaken.
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these leaves. The cursive manuscripts, speaking generally,

either entirely omit both forms, or, if they give either, far more

often neglect than insert them. Cod. 1 of the Gospels exhibits the

ascript i. Of forty-three codices now in England which have been

examined with a view to this matter, twelve have no vestige of

either fashion, fifteen represent the ascript use, nine the subscript

exclusively, while the few that remain exhibit both indifferently
1
.

The earliest cursive copy ascertained to exhibit i subscript is

Matthaei s r (Apoc. 50 2

[x]), and after that the Cod. Ephesius

(Evan. 71), dated A. D. 1160. The subscript i came much into vogue

during the fifteenth century, and thuswas adopted in printed books.

13. Breathings (spiritus] and accents 2 were not applied

systematically to Greek Texts before the seventh century. But

a practice prevailed in that and the succeeding century of

inserting them in older manuscripts, where they were absent

primd manu. That such was done in many instances (e. g.

in Codd. Vatican, and Coislin. 20.2 or H of St. Paul) appears

clearly from the fact that the passages which the scribe who
retouched the old letters for any cause left unaltered, are

destitute of these marks, though they appear in all other places.

Cod. N exhibits breathings, apparently by the original scribe, in

Tobit vi. 9
;
Gal. v. 21 only. The case of Cod. Alexandrinus is

less easy. Though the rest of the book has neither breathings

(except a few here and there) nor accents, the first four lines of

each column of the book of Genesis (see facsimile No. 12), which

are written in red, are fully furnished with them. These marks

Baber, who edited the Old Testament portion of Cod. A, pro

nounced to be by a second hand (Notae, p. 1) ;
Sir Frederick

Madden, a more competent judge, declares them the work of the

original scribe (Madden s Silvestre, Vol. i. p. 194, note), and

after repeated examination we know not how to dissent from his

view 3
. So too in the Sarravian Pentateuch of the fifth century

1 In B C iii. 10 (dated 1430), the whole manuscript being written by the same

hand, we have t ascript twenty-five times up to Luke i. 75, then on the same page

t subscript in Luke i. 77 and eighty-five times afterwards : the two usages are no

where mixed. In Evan. 558, subscript and ascript are mixed in the same page,

Luc. i. 75, 77.
3 The invention of breathings, accents, and stops is attributed to Aristophanes

of Byzantium, 260 B.C.

3 See below vol. ii. c. ix. 9. note, end. Dr. Scrivener appears not to have

formed a positive opinion, which indeed in some of these cases is hardly possible.
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we read TONYN (Lev. xi. 7) by the first hand. The Cureton

palimpsest of Homer also has them, though they are occasionally

obliterated, and some few are evidently inserted by a corrector ;

the case is nearly so with the Milan Homer edited by Mai
;
and

the same must be stated of the Vienna Dioscorides (Silvestre,

No. 62), whose date is fixed by internal evidence to about A. D.

500. In the papyrus fragment of the Psalms, now in the British

Museum, the accents are very accurate, and the work of the

original scribe. These facts, and others like these, may make us

hesitate to adopt the notion generally received among scholars

on the authority of Montfaucon (Palaeogr. Graec. p. 33), that

breathings and accents were not introduced primd many, before

the seventh or eighth century ; although up to that period, no

doubt, they were placed very incorrectly, and often omitted

altogether. The breathings are much the more ancient and

important of the two. The spiritus lenis indeed may be a mere

invention of the Alexandrian grammarians of the second or third

century before Christ, but the spiritus asper is in fact the

substitute for a real letter (H) which appears on the oldest

inscriptions ;
its original shape being the first half of the H (h),

of which the second half was subsequently adopted for the lenis

(H). This form is sometimes found in manuscripts of about the

eleventh century (e.g. Lebanon, B. M. Addit. 11300 or kscr
,
and

usually in Lambeth 1178 or dscr
)

ed. of 1550, but even in the

Cod. Alexandrinus the comma and inverted comma are several

times substituted to represent the lenis and asper respectively

(facsimile No. 12) : and at a later period this last was the ordinary,

though not quite the invariable, mode of expressing the breath

ings. Aristophanes of Byzantium (keeper of the famous Library
at Alexandria under Ptolemy Euergetes, about B.C. 240), though

probably not the inventor of the Greek accents, was the first to

arrange them in a system. Accentuation must have been

a welcome aid to those who employed Greek as a learned,

though not as their vernacular tongue, and is so convenient and

suggestive that no modern scholar can afford to dispense with its

familiar use : yet not being, like the rough breathing, an essen

tial portion of the language, it was but slowly brought into

general vogue. It would seem that in Augustine s age [354-430]
the distinction between the smooth and rough breathing in the

manuscripts was just such a point as a careful reader would
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mark, a hasty one overlook l
. Hence it is not surprising that

though these marks are entirely absent both from the Theban

and Herculanean papyri, a few breathings are apparently by the

first hand in Cod. Borgianus or T (Tischendorf, N. T. 1859,

Proleg. p. cxxxi). One rough breathing is just visible in that

early palimpsest of St. John s Gospel, Ib or N b
. Such as appear,

together with some accents, in the Coislin Octateuch of the

sixth or seventh century, may not the less be primd manu
because many pages are destitute of them

;
those of Cod. Claro-

montanus, which were once deemed original, are now pronounced

by its editor Tischendorf to be a later addition. Cod. N, the

purple fragment so often spoken of already, exhibits primd
manu over certain vowels a kind of smooth breathing or slight

acute accent, sometimes little larger than a point, but inserted on

no intelligible principle, so far as we can see, and far oftener

omitted entirely. All copies of Scripture which have not been

specified, down to the end of the seventh century, are quite

destitute of breathings and accents. An important manuscript
of the eighth or ninth century, Cod. L or Paris 62 of the Gospels,

has them for the most part, but not always ; though often in the

wrong place, and at times in utter defiance of all grammatical
rules. Cod. B of the Apocalypse, however, though of the same

age, has breathings and accents as constantly and correctly as

most. Codices of the ninth century, with the exception of three

written in the West of Europe (Codd. Augiensis or Paul F,

Sangallensis or A of the Gospels, and Boernerianus or Paul G,

which will be particularly described afterwards), are all ac

companied with these marks in full, though often set down
without any precise rule, so far as our experience has enabled

us to observe. The uncial Evangelistaria (e. g. Arundel 547 ;

Parham 18
;
Harleian 5598), especially, are much addicted to

prefixing the spiritus asper improperly ; chiefly, perhaps, to

words beginning with H, so that documents of that age are but

slender authorities on such points. Of the cursives the general

tendency is to be more and more accurate as regards the accentua-

1 He is speaking (Quaestion. super Genes, clxii) of the difference between

fidfiSov avrov and pd@5ov avrov, Gen. xlvii. 31. Fallit enim eos verbum Graecum,

quod eisdem literis scribitur, sive ejus, sive suae : sed accentus [he must mean the

breathings] dispares sunt, et ab eis, qui ista noverunt, in codicibus non contem-

nuntur (Opera, Tom. iv. p. 53, ed. 1586, Lugdun.) ; adding that suae might be

expressed by eavrov.
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tion, the later the date : but this is only a general rule, as some

that are early are as careful, and certain of the latest as

negligent, as can well be imagined. All of them are partial

to placing accents or breathings over both parts of a word com

pounded with a preposition (e. g. 7rto-wdai), and on the other

hand often drop them between a preposition and its case (e. g.

14. The punctuation in early times was very simple. In the

papyri of Hyperides there are no stops at all, in the Herculanean

rolls exceeding few : Codd. Sinaiticus and Vaticanus (the latter

very rarely by the first hand) have a single point here and there

on a level with the top of the letters, and occasionally a very
small break in the continuous uncials, with or (as always in

Cod. P of the sixth century) without the point, to denote a pause
in the sense. Codd. A N have the same point a little oftener ;

in Codd. C Wa
(Paris 314) Z and the Cotton Genesis the single

point stands indiscriminately at the head, middle, or foot of the

letters, while in E (Basil. A. N. iii. 12) of the Gospels and B of

the Apocalypse, as in Cod. Marchalianus of the Prophets (sixth

or seventh century), this change in the position of the point

indicates a full-stop, half stop, or comma respectively. In Cod. L,

of the same date as Codd. E and B (Apoc.), besides the full point
we have the comma (::.)

and semicolon (::), with a cross also for

a stop. In Codd. Y a
(of about the eighth century) the single

point has its various powers as in Cod. E, &c., but besides this

are double, treble, and in Cod. Y quadruple, points with different

powers. In late uncials, especially Evangelistaria, the chief

stop is a cross, often in red (e. g. Arund. 547) ;
while in Harleian

5598 | seems to be the note of interrogation
l

. When the con

tinuous writing came to be broken up into separate words (of

which Cod. Augicnsis in the ninth century affords one of the

earliest examples) the single point was intended to be placed
after the last letter of each word, on a level with the middle of

the letters. But even in this copy it is often omitted in parts,

and in Codd. AG, written on the same plan, more frequently
still. Our statements refer only to the Greek portions of these

1 In the Gale Evangelistarium (Trin. Coll. Camb. O. 4. 22) the interrogative
clause is set between two such marks in red. Hence it seems not so much a stop

as a vocal note. In the Armenian and Spanish languages the note of interroga
tion is set before the interrogative clause, and very conveniently too.
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copies ;
the Latin semicolon

(;)
and the note of interrogation (?)

occur in their Latin versions. The Greek interrogation (;)
first

occurs about the ninth century, and (,) used as a stop a little later.

The Bodleian Genesis of this date, or a little earlier, uses
(,)

also

as an interrogative : so in later times B-C. iii. 5 [xii], and Evan.

556 [xii]. In the earliest cursives the system of punctuation
is much the same as that of printed books : the English colon (:)

not being much used, but the upper single point in its stead 1
.

In a few cursives (e. g. Gonville or 59 of the Gospels), this upper

point, set in a larger space, stands also for a full stop : indeed

() is the only stop found in Tischendorf s lou or 61 of the Acts

(Brit. Mus. Add. 20,003) : while
(;)

and () are often confused in

440 of the Gospels (Cantab. Mm. 6. 9). The English comma,

placed above a letter, is used for the apostrophus, which occurs

in the very oldest uncials, especially at the end of proper names,

or to separate compounds (e. g. era- op&amp;lt;pavi(r8evTes
in Cod. Clarom.),

or when the word ends in or p (e. g. &amp;lt;rap
in Cod. B, dvyarrjp

in Codd. Sinait. and A, x^p in Cod. A, oxnrep in the Diosco-

rides, A.D. 500), or even to divide syllables (e. g. o-upiy yas in Cod.

Frid.-August., -n-oA Aa, KareaTpap- /xein;, avay ytXi in Cod. Sinai-

ticus). In Cod. Z it is found only after aXA. and fie0, but in Z s

Isaiah it indicates other elisions
(e. g. CTT).

This mark is more

rare in Cod. Ephraemi than in some others, but is used more or

less by all, and is found after e, or oux, and a few like words,

even in the most recent cursives. In Cod. Bezae and others it

assumes the shape of &amp;gt; rather than that of a comma.

15. Abbreviated words are perhaps least met with in Cod.

Vatican., but even it has Ba, KO-, to-, x&quot;j
^va f r Qeos, Kvpios,

Irja-ovs, xpicrTos, Trvevpa, &c. and their cases. The Cotton Genesis

has 6ov ch. i. 27 by a later hand, but 0eou ch. xii. 38. Besides

these Codd. Sinaiticus, Alex., Ephraemi and the rest supply

avoo; ovvocr, Trrjp (irp Cod. Sarrav. Num. xii. 14, &C., TTTTJP Cod.

1 The earliest known example of the use of two dots occurs in the Artemisia

papyrus at Vienna (Maunde Thompson, p. 69), and other early instances are

found in a letter of Dionysius to Ptolemy about B.C. 160, published by the

French Institute, 1865, in Papyrus grecs du Musee du Louvre, &c. torn, xviii.

2e ptie, pi. xxxiv, pap. 49, and in fragments of the Phaedo of Plato discovered

at Gurob. The same double points are also occasionally set in the larger spaces
of Codd. Sinaiticus, Sarravianus, and Bezae, but in the last-named copy for the

most part in a later hand.

VOL. I. E
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Kossanensis), /Irjp, iA^ or ir^Aju,
or tA/u, or IT//J, (teAp, Cod. Sarrav.),

irjX or urA or to-yjA, 806, and some of them crrjp for acar^p, vcr

6

for vios, vapvos for irapdevos (Bodleian Genesis), crpcr for oraupos :

Cod. L has we&quot;, and Cod. Vatican, in the Old Testament

and ~Trpa- occasionally, t&amp;lt;rA and tArj/x or iA|u, often l
;
Evan. 604 has

ar]p for 0-cor?7p, and e0z&amp;gt; for e0ycoi&amp;gt;

2
. Cod. Bezae always writes at

length avOpuiTos, /XTJTTJP, vios, crooTTjp, ovpavos, 8auet8, tcrparjA,

iepoucraA?7ju, ;
but abridges the sacred names into XP^J &quot;7&quot;

3 &c. and

their cases, as very frequently, but by no means invariably, do

the kindred Codd. Augiens., Sangall., and Boerner. Cod. Z

seldom abridges, and all copies often set vios in full. A few dots

sometimes supply the place of the line denoting abbreviation

(e. g. do- Cotton Genesis, avoa- Colbert. Pentateuch). A straight

line over the last letter of a line, sometimes over any vowel,

indicates N (or also M in the Latin of Codd. Bezae and Claro-

mont.) in all the Biblical uncials, but is placed only over

numerals in the Herculanean rolls : KX , T\, and less often Q-\ for

KCU (see p. 16, note 1), -rat, -Oat. are met with in Cod. Sinaiticus

and all later except Cod. Z : 8 for ov chiefly in Codd. L,

Augiensis, B of the Apocalypse, and the more recent uncials.

Such compendia scribendi as m in the Herculanean rolls (above

p. 33) occur mostly at the end of lines : that form, with MT
(No. 11 a, 1. 4), and a few more even in the Cod. Sinaiticus

;
in

Cod. Sarrav. M stands for both JU.GU and /aot ;
in Cureton s

Homer we have II s for novs, C s for -o-as and such like. In later

books they are more numerous and complicated, particularly in

cursive writing. The terminations for 09,
~

for
i&amp;gt;,

^
or

vv

for

ov,
&quot;

for at?, *- for coy or co or cos,
? for rjs,

v for ov are familiar ;

besides others, peculiar to one or a few copies, e. g. 77 for rr in

Burney 19, and Burdett-Coutts i. 4, h for av, b for ep,
~

for a,

-o for ap in the Emmanuel College copy of the Epistles (Paul 30,

No. 33), and : for a, C or &quot; for av,
y for a? in Parham 17 of the

Apocalypse. Other more rare abridgements are ss for et? in

Wake 12, v (Burdett-Coutts I. 4) or &amp;lt; or a for ev,
&quot;

for i and
6 for eo- (B-C. iii. 37), 7 for ecr and -e for &amp;lt;re and | for r/jcr (B-C.

1
Abbot, ubi supra.

*
Hoskier, Cod. 604, p. xiii.

s Even Codex Sinaiticus has ITJU and iv in consecutive lines (Apoc. xxii. 20, 21),

and xpv Rom. vii. 4.
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ii. 26), r?for rat and for coo- (B-C. iii. 42), A^for rjy (B-C. iii. 10),

ti for 10- and 3 or $ for ovv (B-C. iii. 41), A for iv or eari,
&quot; for ay,

&quot;*

or d
for ots,

^ for a?,
n or * for ois,

T for re or -re? or rrjy or

TOV,
&quot;

for eiv, f for ous or co? (Gale O. iv. 22). The mark &amp;gt; is

not only met with in the Herculanean rolls, but in the Hyperides

(facsimile 9, ]. 6), in Codd. Vaticanus and Sinaiticus, the two

Pentateuchs, Codd. Augiensis, Sangall. and Boernerianus, and

seems merely designed to fill up vacant space, like the flourishes

in a legal instrument *.

16. Capital letters of a larger size than the rest at the

beginning of clauses, &c. are freely met with in all documents

excepting in the oldest papyri, the Herculanean rolls, Codd.

Vaticanus, Sinaiticus, the Colbert Pentateuch, Isaiah in Cod. Z,

and one or two fragments besides 2
. Their absence is a proof

of high antiquity. Yet even in Codd. Vaticanus, Sinaiticus, and

Sarravianus, which is the other part of the Colbert Pentateuch

(in the first most frequently in the earlier portions of the Old

Testament), the initial letter stands a little outside the line of

writing after a break in the sense, whether the preceding line

had been quite filled up or not. Such breaks occur more regu

larly in Codex Bezae, as will appear when we come to describe

it
3

. Smaller capitals occur in the middle of lines in Codd. Bezae

and Marchalianus, of the sixth and seventh centuries respectively.

Moreover, all copies of whatever date are apt to crowd small

1 See below p. 64, note 4.

2
Fragmenta pauca evangelii Johannis palimpsesta Londinensia [Evan. Ib or

Nb
]. In ceteris haec fere tria : Dionis Cassii fragmenta Vaticana vix enim qui

in his videntur speciem majorum litterarum habere revera differunt item frag

menta palimpsesta [PhaSthontis] Euripidis Claromontana et fragmenta Menandri

Porphiriana (Tischendorf, Cod. Vatic. Proleg. p. xviii, 1867).
3 The English word paragraph is derived from the Trapajpa^ai, which are often

straight lines, placed in the margin to indicate a pause in the sense. Professor

Abbot, ubi supra, p. 195, alleges not a few instances where these dashes are thus

employed. A specimen is given in Scrivener s Cod. Sinaiticus, facsimile 3 : see

his Cod. Sin., Introduction, p. xl and note. Thus also they appear in Cod.

Sarravianus (Tischendorf, Mon. sacra ined. vol. iii. pp. xiv, xx). In Cod Bezae

f is set in the margin forty-nine times by a later hand, and must be designed
for the same purpose, though the mark sometimes occurs where we should hardly
look for it (Scrivener, Cod. Bezae, Introduction, p. xxviii and note). In Cod.

Marchalianus the dash stands over the capital at the beginning of a line, or over

the first letter where there is no capital. Lastly, in Codd. Vatic, and Sinait. p is

sometimes set in the middle of a line to indicate a paragraph break, followed by
^ in the margin of the next line.

E 2
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letters into the end of a line to save room, and if these small

letters preserve the form of the larger, it is reasonable to

conclude that the scribe is writing in a natural hand, not an

assumed one, and the argument for the antiquity of such a docu

ment, derived from the shape of its letters, thus becomes all the

stronger. The continuous form of writing separate words must

have prevailed in manuscripts long after it was obsolete in

common life: Cod. Claromont., whose text is continuous even in

its Latin version, divides the words in the inscriptions and

subscriptions to the several books.

17. The stichometry of the sacred books has next to be

considered. The Greeks and Romans measured the contents of

their MSS. by lines, not only in poetry, but also artificially

in prose for a standard line of fifteen or sixteen syllables,

called by the earliest writers ITTO?, afterwards orixos
1

. Not

only do Athanasius [d. 373], Gregory Nyssen [d. 396], Epi-

phanius [d. 403], and Chrysostom [d. 407] inform us that

in their time the Book of Psalms was already divided

into O-TIXOI, while Jerome [d. 420?] testifies the same for the

prophecies of Isaiah
;
but Origen also [d. 254] speaks of the

second and third Epistles of St. John as both of them not

exceeding one hundred o-nxoi, of St. Paul s Epistles as consisting
of few, St. John s first Epistle as of very few (Euseb. Hist. Eccles.

vi. 25, cited by Tischendorf, Cod. Sinait., Proleg. p. xxi, note 2,

1863). Even the apocryphal letter of our Lord to Abgarus is

described as oAiyoorixou \i-iv, TroXv^wdfj-ov 5e 7ricrroA^s (Euseb.
H. E. i. 13): while Eustathius of Antioch in the fourth century
reckoned 135 orixot between John viii. 59 and x. 41. More

general is the use of the word in Ephraem the Syrian [d. 378],
Orav Se avayLVdtxrKrjs, CTrt/xeAws /cat e/xTrorco? dmyiz/axrKe, tv TroAAr/

Karaorao-a biep^o^vos rov VTLX.OV (torn. iii. 101). As regards the

1 Many other examples of the use of arixoi and versus in this sense will be
found in that admirable monument of exact learning, now so little read, Prideaux

Connections, An. 446. Stichometry can be traced back to nearly a century before

Callimaclms, who (B.C. 260) has been credited with the invention (Palaeography,
p. 79). The term aTi^ot, like the Latin versus, originally referring whether to

rows of trees, or to the oars in the trireme (Virg. Aen. v. 119), would naturally
come to be applied to lines of poetry, and in this sense it is used by Pindar

(firtwy o&quot;r&amp;lt;x Pyth. iv. 100) and also by Theocritus (~fpa\pov KOI r65f ypd^na, TO aot

aP^iu Idyl, xxiii. 46), if the common reading be correct.
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Psalms, we may see their arrangement for ourselves in Codd.

Vaticanus and Sinaiticus, wherein, according to the true prin

ciples of Hebrew poetry, the verses do not correspond in metre

or quantity of syllables, but in the parallelism or relationship

subsisting between the several members of the same sentence or

stanza 1
. Such tmxoi were therefore not space-lines, but sense-

lines/ It seems to have occurred to Euthalius, a deacon of

Alexandria, as it did long afterwards to Bishop Jebb when he

wrote his Sacred Literature, that a large portion of the New
Testament might be divided into crriyoi on the same principles :

and that even where that distribution should prove but artificial,

it would guide the public reader in the management of his voice,

and remove the necessity for an elaborate system of punctuation.

Such, therefore, we conceive to be the use and design of

stichometry, as applied to the Greek Testament by Euthalius 2
,

whose edition of the Acts and Epistles was published A.D. 490.

Who distributed the OTIXOI of the Gospels (which are in truth

better suited for such a process than the Epistles) does not

appear. Although but few manuscripts now exist that are

written oToixr?8oV or OTIXT/JOW? (a plan which consumed too much
vellum to become general), we read in many copies, added usually
to the subscription at the foot of each of the books of the New
Testament, a calculation of the number of crriyoi it contained,

the numbers being sufficiently unlike to show that the arrange
ment was not the same in all codices, yet near enough to prove
that they were divided on the same principle

3
. In the few docu

ments written a-Tixyp&s that survive, the length of the clauses is

very unequal; some (e.g. Cod. Bezae, see the description below

1 That we have rightly xinderstood Epiphanius notion of the &amp;lt;mxt is evident

from his own language respecting Psalm cxli. 1, wherein he prefers the addition

made by the Septuagint to the second clause, because by so doing its authors

a\&amp;lt;jj\(i&amp;gt;rov iiroiTjcrav ruv orixov : so that the passage should run O Lord, I cry
unto Thee, make haste unto me

||
Give ear to the voice of my request, rijs Se^o-foi?

l*ov to complete the rhythm. This whole subject is admirably worked out in

Suicer, Thesaur. Eccles. torn. ii. pp. 1025-37-
2 In the Epistles of St. Paul, Euthalius seems to have followed a Syrian writer.

Gregory, Prolegomena, p. 113 ; Zacagnius, Collectanea Monumentorum Veterum

Ecclesiae, Rome, A.D. 1698, pp. 404, 409.
3 At the end of 2 Thess., in a hand which Tischendorf states to be very ancient,

but not that of the original scribe, the Codex Sinaiticus has an\cav ptr [180 ; the

usual number is 106] : at the end of Rom., i Cor., i Thess., and the Catholic

Epistles, there is no such note
;
but in all the other Pauline Epistles the cmx*

are numbered.
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and the facsimile, No. 42) containing as much in a line as might
be conveniently read aloud in a breath, others (e.g. Cod. Laud, of

the Acts, Plate x. No. 25) having only one or two words in a line.

The Cod. Claromontanus
(
facsim. No. 41) in this respect lies

between those extremes, and the fourth great example of this

class (Cod. Coislin. 20.2, H of St. Paul), of the sixth century, has

one of its few surviving pages (of sixteen lines each) arranged
literatim as follows (i Cor. x. 22, &c.): eo-juey vavTa juoi eeori [

aAA ov &quot;navTa
&amp;lt;n;/i&amp;lt;epei

|

TTavra juoi eeorii; aAA ov vavTa ot/co8ojaet j

{j.r)$ei(T TO eavrov (jf]\(ob necessitatem spatii) retrco
]

aAAa TO rou

erepou |

Tray TO v /za/ceAAco TTCO
| (ob necessitatem) Aov/xeyoy

\

eo-0ieTe

[j,r]bev ava
\ K.pivu&amp;gt;vrts

8ta TTJV
\
crvvfLbrjcriv

\

TOV yap KV rj yr\ /cai

TO TrArj I pcojua OUT???. Other manuscripts written cmxrjp&s are

Matthaei s V of the eighth century (though with verses like

ours more than with ordinary o-Tt^ot), Bengel s Uffenbach 3 of

St. John (Evan. 101), Alter s Forlos. 29 (36 of the Apocalypse),

and, as it would seem, the Cod. Sangallensis A. In Cod.

Claromontanus there are scarcely any stops (the middle point

being chiefly reserved to follow abridgements or numerals), the

stichometry being of itself an elaborate scheme of punctuation ;

but the longer O-TL^OL of Cod. Bezae are often divided by a single

point.

18. In using manuscripts of the Greek Testament, we must

carefully note whether a reading is primd manu (*) or by some

subsequent corrector (**). It will often happen that these last

are utterly valueless, having been inserted even from printed

copies by a modern owner (like some marginal variations of the

Cod. Leicestrensis)
1

,
and such as these really ought not to have

been extracted by collators at all
; while others by the second

hand are almost as weighty, for age and goodness, as the text

itself. All these points are explained by critical editors for each

document separately ;
in fact to discriminate the different cor

rections in regard to their antiquity and importance is often the

most difficult portion of such editor s task (e.g. in Codd. Bezae
and Claromontanus), and one on which he often feels it hard to

satisfy his own judgement. Corrections by the original scribe, or

1 So the margin of Gale s Evan. 66 contains readings cited by Mill and his

followers, which a hand of the sixteenth century took, some of them from the
Leicester manuscript, others from early editions.
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by a contemporary reviser, where they can be satisfactorily

distinguished, must be regarded as a portion of the testimony of

the manuscript itself, inasmuch as every carefully prepared copy
was reviewed and compared (dire/SA^ry), if not by the writer

himself, by a skilful person appointed for the task (6 biopd&v,

6
8top0o&amp;gt;T?7?),

whose duty it was to amend manifest errors, some

times also to insert ornamental capitals in places which had been

reserved for them
;
in later times (and as some believe at a very

early period) to set in stops, breathings and accents
;
in copies

destined for ecclesiastical use to arrange the musical notes that

were to guide the intonation of the reader. Notices of this kind

of revision are sometimes met with at the end of the best

manuscripts. Such is the note in Cod. H of St. Paul : eypa\l/a

/cat ee0ejU7?y Trpoo- TO ev Kaio-apta avTLypa(pov Trjcr /Si/SAiotfr/K^o- TOV

ayiov riap.(piAou, the same library of the Martyr Pamphilus to

which the scribe of the Cod. Frid.-August. resorted for his model 1
;

and that in Birch s most valuable Urbino-Vatican. 2 (157 of the

Gospels), written for the Emperor John II (1118-1143), wherein

at the end of the first Gospel we read Kara Mardalov eypd(pr) xa.1

avTefiXj)6r] e r&v tv tepocroAu/xois
1 TraAaiwu avTiypafyav rutv tv ayuo

opei [Athos] aTTOKet/xeVcoy : similar subscriptions are appended to

the other Gospels. See also Evan. A. 20, 164, 262, 300, 376
;

Act. 15, 83, in the list of manuscripts below.

1 The following subscription to the book of Ezra (and a very similar one

follows Esther) in the Cod. Frid.-August. (fol. 13. 1), though in a hand of the

seventh century, will show the care bestowed on the most ancient copies of the

Septuagint : AvTf@\r/dr] -npoa ttaXaiwraTov \iav avrifpatyov StSiopOca/jifvoi/ x flP l TOV

aytov papTVpoff Tla^(pi\ov onep avnjpa&amp;lt;pov npoa TCU re\et virocrr]/j.fictjffia riff iStoxdpoff

avrov vTifKfiTo fxovaa OVTCUCT fi.tTt\T)H(pdr) KOI SiopOuOr) vpoa TO tair\a oipiffvova

Avrtuvtvoa avrtfiaXev IIafj.&amp;lt;pi\oa SiopO&xra. Tregelles suggests that the work of the

SiopOajT?is or corrector was probably of a critical character, the office of the dvn-

fla\\cai&amp;gt; or comparer being rather to eliminate mere clerical errors (Treg. Home s

Introd., vol. iv. p. 85). Compare Tischendorf, Cod. Sinait. Proleg. p. xxii.



CHAPTER III.

DIVISIONS OF THE TEXT, AND OTHER PARTICULARS.

WE have next to give some account of ancient divisions of the

text, as found in manuscripts of the New Testament ;
and

these must be carefully noted by the student, since few copies are

without one or more of them.

1. So far as we know at present, the oldest sections still

extant are those of the Codex Vaticanus. These seem to have

been formed for the purpose of reference, and a new one always
commences where there is some break in the sense. Many,

however, at least in the Gospels, consist of but one of our modern

verses, and they are so unequal in length as to be rather incon

venient for actual use. In the four Gospels only the marginal
numerals are in red, St. Matthew containing 170 of these divi

sions, St. Mark 62, St. Luke 152, St. John 80. In the Acts of the

Apostles are two sets of sections, thirty-six longer and in an older

hand, sixty-nine smaller and more recent *. Each of these also

begins after a break in the sense, but they are quite independent
of each other, as a larger section will sometimes commence in

the middle of a smaller, the latter being in no wise a subdivision

of the former. Thus the greater T opens Acts ii. 1, in the middle

of the lesser /3, which extends from Acts i. 15 to ii. 4. The first

forty-two of the lesser chapters, down to Acts xv. 40, are found

also with slight variations in the margin of Codex Sinaiticus,

written by a very old hand. As in most manuscripts, so in Codex

Vaticanus, the Catholic Epistles follow the Acts, and in them

also and in St. Paul s Epistles there are two sets of sections, only
that in the Epistles the older sections are the more numerous.

The Pauline Epistles are reckoned throughout as one book in the

1 Simile aliquid invenitur in codice Arabico epp. Pauli anno 892, p. Chr.,

quern ex oriente Petropolin pertulimus. Tischendorf, Cod. Vat. Proleg. p. xxx.

n. 3.
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elder notation, with however this remarkable peculiarity, that

though in the Cod. Vatican, itself the Epistle to the Hebrews
stands next after the second to the Thessalonians, and on the

same leaf with it, the sections are arranged as if it stood between

the Epistles to the Galatians and Ephesians. For whereas that

to the Galatians ends with 58, that to the Ephesians begins
with 70, and the numbers proceed regularly down to 93,

with which the second to the Thessalonians ends. The Epistle
to the Hebrews wThich then follows opens with 59

;
the last

section extant
( 64) begins at Heb. ix. 11, and the manuscript

ends abruptly at Kada ver. 14. It plainly appears, then, that the

sections of the Codex Vaticanus must have been copied from

some yet older document, in which the Epistle to the Hebrews

preceded that to the Ephesians. It will be found hereafter

(vol. ii) that in the Thebaic version the Epistle to the

Hebrews preceded that to the Galatians, instead of following it,

as here. For a list of the more modern divisions in the Epistles,

see the Table given below. The Vatican sections of the Gospels
have also been discovered by Tregelles in one other copy, the

palimpsest Codex Zacynthius of St. Luke (S), which he published
in 1861.

2. Hardly less ancient, and indeed ascribed by some to

Tatian the Harmonist, the disciple of Justin Martyr, is the

division of the Gospels into larger chapters or
Ke&amp;lt;paAaia majora *.

It may be noticed that in none of the four Gospels does the first

chapter stand at its commencement. In St. Matthew chapter A
begins at chap. ii. verse 1, and has for its title TTC/H TU&amp;gt;V payav : in

St. Mark at chap. i. ver. 23 vrept TOV 8at/xoznb/Wz;ov : in St. Luke
at chap ii. ver. 1 irepl 77/9 aVoypa^r/s- : in St. John at chap. ii. ver. 1

Trept TOV ev Kava ya/zou. Mill accounts for this circumstance by

supposing that in the first copies the titles at the head of each

Gospel were reserved till last for more splendid illumination,

and were thus eventually forgotten (Proleg. N. T. 355) ;
Gries-

bach holds, that the general inscriptions of each Gospel, Kara

Mardalov, Kara Mdpnov, &c., were regarded as the special titles of

the first chapters also. On either supposition, however, it would

1 Lat. breves, or rirXoi : but TIT\OS means properly the brief summary of the

contents of a
Kt&amp;lt;}&amp;gt;d\a.ioi&amp;gt; placed at the top or bottom of a page, or with the

(/&amp;gt;dAata

in a table to each Gospel. The
K{&amp;gt;.

minora = Ammonian Sections.
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be hard to explain how what was really the second chapter came

to be numbered as the first; and it is worth notice that the

same arrangement takes place in the KtfyaXaia (though these are

of a later date) of all the other books of the New Testament

except the Acts, 2 Corinth., Ephes., i Thess., Hebrews, James,

i and 2 Peter, i John, and the Apocalypse : e. g. the first chapter

of the Epistle to the Romans opens ch. i. ver. 18 Hp&rov juera TO

Trpooifjuov, Trept K/H(rea&amp;gt;s rrjs Kara tdvatv rS&amp;gt;v ov (f)V\a(r(T6vTu&amp;gt;v
TO,

0u&amp;lt;riKd
.

But the fact is that this arrangement, strange as it may seem, is

conformable to the practice of the times when these divisions

were finally settled. Both in the Institutes and in the Digest of

Justinian the first paragraph is always cited as pr. (i.
e. prin-

cipium, TrpooLfj-Lov, Preface), and what we should regard as the

second paragraph is numbered as the first, and so on throughout
the whole work \

The rirXoi in St. Matthew amount to sixty-eight, in St. Mark

to forty-eight, in St. Luke to eighty-three, in St. John to

eighteen. This mode of division, although not met with in

the Vatican and Sinaitic manuscripts, is found in the Codices

Alexandrinus and Ephraemi of the fifth century, and in the

Codex Nitriensis of the sixth, each of which has tables of

the rtVXot prefixed to the several Gospels : but the Codices

Alexandrinus, Rossanensis, and Dublinensis of St. Matthew, and

that portion of the purple Cotton fragment which is in the

Vatican, exhibit them in their usual position, at the top and

bottom of the pages. Thus it appears that they were too

generally diffused in the fifth century not to have originated at

an earlier period ; although we must concede that the ntfyaXaiov

spoken of by Clement of Alexandria (Stromat. i) when quoting
Dan. xii. 12, or by Athanasius (contra Arium) on Act. ii, and

the Capitulum mentioned by Tertullian (ad Uxorem ii. 2) in

reference to i Cor. vii. 12, contain no certain allusions to any

specific divisions of the sacred text, but only to the particular

paragraphs or passages in which their citations stand. Except
that the contrary habit has grown inveterate 2

,
it were much to be

desired that the term rtrAot should be applied to these longer

1 This full explanation of a seeming difficulty was communicated to me inde

pendently by Mr. F. W. Pennefather of Dublin, and Mr. G. A. King of Oxford.
2 And this too in spite of the lexicographer Suidas : TtrXos

8ia&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;tpft Kf&amp;lt;pa\aiov

teal 6 fj.iv MarOaios TIT\OVS x H, Kf&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;d\aia.
81 rve . And of Suicer, s. v.
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divisions, at least in the Gospels ;
but since usage has affixed the

term /ce^aAcua to the larger chapters and sections to the smaller,

and rtrAot only to the subjects or headings of the former, it would
be useless to follow any other system of names.

3. The Ammonian Sections were not constructed, like

the Vatican divisions and the rtrAot, for the purpose of easy

reference, or distributed like them according to the breaks in the

sense, but for a wholly different purpose. So far as we can

ascertain, the design of Tatian s Harmony was simply to present
to Christian readers a single connected history of our Lord, by
taking from the four Evangelists indifferently whatsoever best

suited his purpose
1

. As this plan could scarcely be executed

without omitting some portions of the sacred text, it is not

surprising that Tatian, possibly without any evil intention,

should have incurred the grave charge of mutilating Holy
Scripture

2
. A more scholar-like and useful attempt was subse

quently made by Ammonius of Alexandria, early in the third

century [A.D. 2^0], who, by the side of St. Matthew s Gospel,
which he selected as his standard, arranged in parallel columns,
as it would seem, the corresponding passages of the other three

Evangelists, so as to exhibit them all at once to the reader s eye;
St. Matthew in his proper order, the rest as the necessity of

abiding by St. Matthew s order prescribed. This is the account

given by the celebrated Eusebius, Bishop of Caesarea, the Church

1 O lariavos, ffvvcufxidv nva xal awaycay^v OVK oi5 oircas TUV tvayyt\tcav avvOtis,

TO Sid Teffadpojv TOVTO Trpoacavuf^aaev b nai vapd naiv elaen vvv (ptperai. Euseb. Hist.

Eccl. iv. 29.

2 Ainbros. in Prooem. Luc. seems to aim at Tatian when he says Plerique
etiam ex quatuor Evangelii libris in unum ea quae venenatis putaverunt asser-

tionibus convenientia referserunt. Eusebius H. E. iv. 29 charges him on report
with improving not the Gospels, but the Epistles : rov 51 dnoffru^ov

&amp;lt;pacrl To\nrjcrai

Tivas avrov
fj.tTa&amp;lt;ppdaai (pwds, us tirt8iopOoti/j.tvov avrwv TT)V rfjs &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;pdaeajs avvTafciv.

Dr. Westcott s verdict is rather less favourable than might have been anticipated :

The heretical character of the Diatessaron was not evident on the surface of it,

and consisted rather of faults of defect than of erroneous teaching (History of

the Canon, p. 354). From the Armenian version of Ephraem the Syrian s

Exposition of Tatian s Harmony, printed in 1836, translated in 1841 by Aucher
of the Melchitarist Monastery at Venice, but buried until it was published with

notes by Moesinger in 1876, a flood of light is thrown upon this question, and it

is now clear that Tatian habitually abridged the language of the passages which
he combined ^Hort, Gk. Test. Introduction, p. 283J, and that apparently in

perfect good faith.
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historian, who in the fourth century, in his letter to Carpianus,

described his own most ingenious system of Harmony, as founded

on, or at least as suggested by, the labours of Ammonius *. It

has been generally thought that the /ce^aAcua, of which St. Mat

thew contains 355, St. Mark 236 2
,
St. Luke 342, St. John 232,

in all 1165, were made by Ammonius for the purpose of his

work, and they have commonly received the name of the Am-

monian sections: but this opinion was called in question by

Bp. Lloyd (Nov. Test. Oxon. 1827, Monitum, pp. viii-xi), who

strongly urges that, in his Epistle to Carpianus, Eusebius not

only refrains from ascribing these numerical divisions to Am
monius (whose labours in this particular, as once seemed the

case with Tatian s, must in that case be deemed to have perished

utterly), but he almost implies that they had their origin at the

same time with his own ten canons, with which they are so

intimately connected 3
. That they were essential to Eusebius

scheme is plain enough ;
their place in Ammonius parallel

Harmony is not easily understood, unless indeed (what is

nowhere stated, but rather the contrary) he did not set the

passages from the other Gospels at full length by the side of

St. Matthew s, but only these numerical references to them 4
.

s fitv o A\fav&ptvs, iro\\rjv, us duos, (j&amp;gt;i\ovoviav
KCU airnvS^v

TO aid Teaadpcav TJJUV Ka.Ta\i\onrtv fvayytXiov, T&amp;gt; Kara Mardaiov ras ofioipujvovs TWV

KonrSjv (vayjf\iaTwv irfpiKonds TrapaQds, us ( dvdyxrjs av/j.pfji cu TOV TTJS d/co\ou0&amp;lt;as

dpfj.ov TUIV rpiwv oia(p6apfjvai, oaov tirl TU
v&amp;lt;pft TTJS avayvwfffOJS. &quot;Iva. oe ffetfoptvott

ai

TOV TUV KOITTUV Si oKov ffajftaTus re ai tlp/iov, fiStvai t\ois TOVJ oiKdovs tuaarov

tvaf^((\iarov TOTTOVS, fv ofs Kara ruiv avruiv rivt\9r)crav (pi\a\rjdoos tlltttv, l TOV TTOVT]-

/xaro? TOV irpoftprj/j.tvov dvopbs tl\T}&amp;lt;pus a&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;opnds ( taking the hint from Ammonius
as Dean Burgon rightly understands the expression^, tca9 iripav ptOooov tcavovas

StKa TOV dpiGfiov Bifxdpad ffoi rovy imoTfTayufvovs. Epist. ad Carpian. initio.

I have thankfully availed myself on this subject of Burgon s elaborate studies in

The Last Twelve Verses of St. Mark, pp. 125-132 ;
295-312.

2 This is the number given for St. Mark by Suidas and Stephen. It is an

uncertain point : thirty-four manuscripts give 233, reckoning only to xvi. 8
;

while thirty-six give 341. See Burgon Twelve Last Verses, p. 311.
3 I subjoin Eusebius own words (Epist. ad Carpian.) from which no one would

infer that the sections were not his, as well as the canons. AVTTJ plv ovv 17
iSiv

VTroTfTayfj.fi Oiv KOLVOVCUV vtroQeais
rj

8e aatprjs ai/Toiv 811777707?, taTiv ijoe. E&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

tKacnw

TUIV Tfaadpcav evafyt\i(tiv dpi6fj.6s TJS -irp6neiTai Kara [lepos, dpxuptvos dtro TOV irpwTov,

eiTa SfVTtpov, xal Tpirov, KOI KaOegTJs irpoiwv di o\ov ptXP 1 TOV TA.owy TOV &i/3\iov [the

sections]. Ki# tKaarov 5t dpiO/Aw viroffrjuttuffis Sid Ktvi dfidpecas irpoKtiTai [the canons],

or)\ovaa iv iroiw TUJV 0Ka KOVOVQIV KtifUVOt 6 dpi9fj,os TV*f)(&Vti,
*
Something of this kind, however, must be the plan adopted in Codex E

(see Plate xi. No. 27) of the Gospels, as described by Tregelles, who himself

collated it. [It has] the Ammonian sections ;
but instead of the Eusebian
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There is, however, one ground for hesitation before we ascribe

the sections, as well as the canons, to Eusebius
; namely, that

not a few ancient manuscripts (e. g. Codd. FHY) contain the

former, while they omit the latter. Of palimpsests indeed it

might be said with reason, that the rough process which so

nearly obliterated the ink of the older writing, would completely
remove the coloured paint (Kivvdfiapi.s, vermilion, prescribed by
Eusebius, though blue or green is occasionally found) in which

the canons were invariably noted
;
hence we need not wonder

at their absence from the Codices Ephraemi, Nitriensis (R),

Dublinensis (Z), Codd. IWb of Tischendorf, and the Wolfenbuttel

fragments (PQ), in all which the sections are yet legible in ink.

The Codex Sinaiticus contains both
;
but Tischendorf decidedly

pronounces them to be in a later hand. In the Codex Bezae

too, as well as the Codex Cyprius (K), even the Ammonian

sections, without the canons, are by later hands, though the

latter has prefixed the list or table of the canons. Of the oldest

copies the Cod. Alex. (A), Tischendorf s Codd. Wa
0, the Cotton

frag. (N), and Codd. Beratinus and Rossanensis alone contain

both the sections and the canons. Even in more modern cursive

books the latter are often deficient, though the former are

present. This peculiarity we have observed in Burney 23, in

the British Museum, of the twelfth century, although the Epistle

to Carpianus stands at the beginning ;
in a rather remarkable

copy of about the twelfth century, in the Cambridge University

Library (Mm. 6. 9, Scholz Evan. 440), in which, however, the

table of canons but not the Epistle to Carpianus precedes ;
in

the Gonville and Caius Gospels of the twelfth century (Evan. 59),

and in a manuscript of about the thirteenth century at Trinity

canons there is a kind of harmony of the Gospels noted at the foot of each page,

by a reference to the parallel sections of the other Evangelists. Home s Introd.

vol. iv. p. 200. Yet the canons also stand in the margin of this copy under the

so-called Ammonian sections : only the table of Eusebian canons is wanting.

The same kind of harmony at the foot of the page appears in Cod. Wd at Trinity

College, Cambridge, but in this latter the sections in the margin are not accom

panied by the canons. Tischendorf states that the same arrangement prevails

in the small fragment T b at St. Petersburg ;
Dean Burgon adds to the list Codd.

M. 262, 264 at Paris, and conceives that this method of harmonizing, which he

regards as far simpler than the tedious and cumbersome process of resorting to

the Eusebian canons (ubi supra, p. 304), was in principle, though not in details,

derived to the Greek Church from early Syriac copies of the Gospels, some of

which still survive (p. 306).
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College, Cambridge (B. x. 17)
1

. These facts certainly seem to

indicate that in the judgement of critics and transcribers, what

ever that judgement may be deemed worth, the Ammonian

sections had a previous existence to the Eusebian canons, as

well as served for an independent purpose
2

.

In his letter to Carpianus, their inventor clearly yet briefly

describes the purpose of his canons, ten in number. The first

contains a list of seventy-one places in which all the four

Evangelists have a narrative, discourse, or saying in common :

the second of 111 places in which the three Matthew, Mark,

Luke agree : the third of twenty-two places common to Matthew,

Luke, John : the fourth of twenty-six passages common to

Matthew, Mark, John : the fifth of eighty-two places in which

the two Matthew, Luke coincide : the sixth of forty-seven places

wherein Matthew, Mark agree: the seventh of seven places

common to Matthew and John : the eighth of fourteen places

common to Luke and Mark : the ninth of twenty-one places in

which Luke and John agree : the tenth of sixty-two passages of

Matthew, twenty-one of Mark, seventy-one of Luke, and ninety-

seven of John which have no parallels, but are peculiar to a

single Evangelist. Under each of the 1165 so-named Ammonian

sections, in its proper place in the margin of a manuscript, is

put in coloured ink the number of that Eusebian canon to

which it refers. On looking for that section in the proper table

or canon, there will also be found the parallel place or places in

the other Gospels, each indicated by its proper numeral, and so

1 To this list of manuscripts of the Gospels which have the Ammonian
sections without the Eusebian canons add Codd. 38, 54, 60, 68, 117 ;

Brit. Mus.

Addit. 16184, 18211, 19389 ;
Milan Ambros. M. 48 sup. ;

E. 63 sup. ;
Burdett-

Coutts i. 4
;
u. 18

;
262

;
in. 9. Now that attention has been specially directed to

the matter, it is remarkable howmany copies have theAmmonian sectionswithout

the corresponding Eusebian canons under them, sometimes even when (as in

Codd. 572, 595, 597) the letter to Carpianus and the Eusebian tables stand at the

beginning of the volume. To the list here given must now be added Codd. O,

T, 185, 187, 190, 193, 194, 207, 209, 214, 217, 367, 406, 409, 410, 414, 418, 419,

456, 457, 494, 497, 501, 503, 504, 506, 508, 518, 544, 548, 550, 555, 558, 559, 564,

573, 575, 584, 586, 591, 592, 601, 602, 620 : in all seventy-one manuscripts.
2 No doubt they do serve, in the manuscripts which contain them and omit

the canons, for marks of reference, like in kind to our modern chapters and
verses ;

but in consequence of their having been constructed for a wholly differ

ent purpose, they are so unequal in length (as Burgon sees very clearly,

pp. 297, 303), that they answer that end as ill as any the most arbitrary
divisions of the text well could do.
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readily searched out. A single example will serve to explain
our meaning. In the facsimile of the Cotton fragment (Plate v.

No. 14), in the margin of the passage (John xv. 20) we see

Py
l ,

where PA0 (139) is the proper section of St. John, T (3)

the number of the canon. On searching the third Eusebian

table we read MT.
Ij,

A. vrj, IH. pA0, and thus we learn that the

first clause of John xv. 20 is parallel in sense to the ninetieth

(^) section of St. Matthew (x. 24), and to the fifty-eighth (z^) of

St. Luke (vi. 40). The advantage of such a system of parallels

to the exact study of the Gospels is too evident to need

insisting on.

4. The Acts of the Apostles and the Epistles are also divided

into chapters (Ke^dAcua), in design precisely the same as the

/ce$dAaia or uVAoi of the Gospels, and nearly like them in length.

Since there is no trace of these chapters in the two great
Codices Alexandrinus and Ephraemi, of the fifth century (which

yet exhibit the urAoi, the sections, and one of them the canons),

it seems reasonable to assume that they are of later date. They
are sometimes connected with the name of Euthalius, deacon of

Alexandria, afterwards Bishop of Sulci 1
, whom we have already

spoken of as the reputed author of Scriptural stichometry

(above, p. 53). We learn, however, from Euthalius own

Prologue to his edition of St. Paul s Epistles (A. D. 458,) that the

summary of the chapters (and consequently the numbers of the

chapters themselves) was taken from the work of one of our

wisest and pious fathers 2
,

i. e. some Bishop that he does not

wish to particularize, whom Mill (Proleg. N. T. 907) conjectures

to be Theodore of Mopsuestia, who lay under the censure of the

Church. Soon after 3 the publication of St. Paul s Epistles, on

1 Sulci in Sardinia is the only Bishop s see of the name I can find in Carol.

a Sancto Paulo s Geographia Sacra (1703), or in Bingham s Antiquities, Bk. ix.

Chapp. II, VII. Home and even Tregelles speak of Sulca in Egypt, but I have

searched in vain for any such town or see. Euthalius is called Bishop of Sulce

both in Wake 12 (infra, note 4), and in the title to his works as edited by
L. A. Zacagni (Collectanea Monument. Veter. Eccles. Grace, ac Latin., Rom.

1698, p. 402). But one of Zacagni s manuscripts reads 2ov\Krjs once, and he

guesses yt\xT
J near Syene, which appears in no list of Episcopal sees.

3 KaO eKaffTTjv tmarohfiv irpoTdontt&amp;gt; TTJV TWV Kf&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a\ai&amp;lt;av (Kdecrif, tvl roiiv
OfO(f&amp;gt;ojTa.T(uv

Tivl KOI &amp;lt;piKo\piaroiv iraripctiv ^fjiuv irfT

3 A.VTIKV. STJTO is his own expression.
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the suggestion of one Athanasius, then a priest and afterwards

Patriarch of Alexandria, Euthalius put forth a similar edition of

the Acts and Catholic Epistles
l

,
also divided into chapters, with

a summary of contents at the head of each chapter. Even these

he is thought to have derived (at least in the Acts) from the

manuscript of Pamphilus the Martyr [d. 308], to whom the

same order of chapters is ascribed in a document published by
Montfaucon (Bibliotheca Coislin. p. 78) ;

the rather as Euthalius

fairly professes to have compared his book in the Acts and

Catholic Epistles with the copies in the library at Caesarea

which once belonged to Eusebius the friend of Pamphilus
2

.

The Apocalypse still remains. It was divided, about the end of

the fifth century, by Andreas, Archbishop of the Cappadocian

Caesarea, into twenty-four paragraphs (Ao yoi), corresponding to

the number of the elders about the throne (Apoc. iv. 4) ;
each

paragraph being subdivided into three chapters (xe^aAaia)
3

. The

summaries which Andreas wrote of his seventy-two chapters
are still reprinted in Mill s and other large editions of the Greek

Testament.

5. To Euthalius has been also referred a division of the Acts

into sixteen lessons
(avayva&amp;gt;(rLs)

and of the Pauline Epistles

into thirty-one (see table on p. 68) ;
but these lessons are

quite different from the much shorter ones adopted by the

Greek Church. He is also said to have numbered in each Epistle
of St. Paul the quotations from the Old Testament 4

,
which are

1 E. g. in Wake 12, of the eleventh century, at Christ Church, the title at the

head of the list of chapters in the Acts is as follows : EvOa\iov firiaKoirov COV\KTJS
ttcQfais Kpa\ai(uv TOJV Ilpa(ajv araXrjaa (-tfcra) irpos A6a.va.aiov erriaKOirov AXfav8ptias.

2 In Wake 12 certain of the longer Kf(pd\aia are subdivided into fifpiKal

viroSiatptous in the Acts, i Peter, i John, Romans, i, 2 Corinthians, Colossians,
2 Thessalonians, i Timothy, Hebrews only. For a similar subdivision in the

Gospels, see Evan. 443 in the list of cursive MSS. given below.
3 Aid TT)V rpiufprj TJV (iKoai Teffffapcuv Trpfa/UvTfpcw viruaraffiv, aw/j.a.TOS KCLI ^v^rfi Kal

nvevnaTos. See Matthaei, N. T. Gr. et Lat. vii. 276, note 4.
4 Many manuscripts indicate passages of the Old Testament cited in the New

by placing &amp;gt; (as in Codd. Vatican. Wd
, &c., but in Sinait. more rarely), or =J, or

some such mark in the margin before every line. Our quotation-marks are

probably derived from this sign, the angle being rounded into a curve. Compare
the use of

&quot;

in the margin of the Greek Testament of Colinaeus, 1534, and
Stephen s editions of 1546, -49, -50, &c. Evan. 348 and others have -X-. In Codd.

Bezae, as will appear hereafter, the words cited are merely thrown a letter or
two back in each line.
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still noted in many of our manuscripts, and is the first known to

have used that reckoning of the OTIXOI which was formerly
annexed we know not when to the Gospels and Epistles, as well

as to the Acts. Besides the division of the text into O-TI^OL or

lines (above, p. 52) we find in the Gospels alone another division

into p^ara or
/57j&amp;lt;m? sentences/ differing but little from the

IXOI in number. Of these last the precise numbers vary in

different copies, though not considerably: whether that variation

arose from the circumstance that ancient numbers were repre

sented by letters and so easily became corrupted, or from

a different mode of arranging the ortxoi and p^ara adopted by
the various scribes.

6. It is proper to state that the subscriptions

appended to St. Paul s Epistles in many manuscripts, and retained

even in the Authorized English version of the New Testament,

are also said to be the composition of Euthalius. In the best

copies they are somewhat shorter in form, but in any shape they
do no credit to the care or skill of their author, whoever he may
be. Six of these subscriptions, writes Paley in that masterpiece
of acute reasoning, the Horae Paulinae, are false or improbable ;

that is, they are either absolutely contradicted by the contents of

the epistle [i Cor., Galat., i Tim.], or are difficult to be reconciled

with them [i, i Thess., Tit.].

The subscriptions to the Gospels have not, we believe, been

assigned to any particular author, and being seldom found in

printed copies of the Greek Testament or in modern versions,

are little known to the general reader. In the earliest manuscripts
the subscriptions, as well as the titles of the books, were of the

simplest character. Kara MaOdalov, Kara Mdpnov, &c. is all that

the Codd. Vaticanus and Sinaiticus have, whether at the begin

ning or the end. EvayyeAtoy Kara Mardalov is the subscription to

the first Gospel in the Codex Alexandrinus
; evayyeAtoz; Kara

dpKov is placed at the beginning of the second Gospel in the

same manuscript, and the self-same words at the end of it by
Codices Alex, and Ephraemi : in the Codex Bezae (in which
St. John stands second in order) we merely read evayyeAtof Kara

MaOOalov ereAeVflry, apteral eiayyeAtoy Kara
Iu&amp;gt;dvvriv. The same is

the case throughout the New Testament. After a while the titles

become more elaborate, and the subscriptions afford more
VOL. I. F
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information, the truth of which it would hardly be safe to vouch

for. The earliest worth notice are found in the Codex Cyprius

(K) of the eighth or ninth century, which, together with those of

several other copies, are given in Scholz s Prolegomena N. T.

vol. i. pp. xxix, xxx. ad fin. Matthaei : To Kara MarflaToy

(vayyt\Lov f^o66r] iiif CLVTOV eV tepocroAv/xot? //era \povovs rj [oKra&amp;gt;]

r??? TOV XpioTou dyaArji/recos. Ad Jin. Marci : To Kara

tvayyeAtoy fe$6dr] //era \povovs 0Ka TTJS rou Xptorou di

Those to the other two Gospels exactly resemble St. Mark s, that

of St. Luke however being dated fifteen, that of St. John thirty-

two years after our Lord s Ascension, periods in all probability

far too early to be correct.

7. The foreign matter so often inserted in later manuscripts
has more value for the antiquarian than for the critic. That

splendid copy of the Gospels Lambeth 1178, of the tenth or

eleventh century, contains more such than is often found, set off

by fine illuminations. At the end of each of the first three

Gospels (but not of the fourth) are several pages relating to them

extracted from Cosmas Indicopleustes, who made the voyage
which procured him his cognomen about A.D. 522; also some

iambic verses of no great excellence, as may well be supposed. In

golden letters we read: ad Jin. Matth. i&amp;lt;ntov on ro Kara Marflatoi/

vayyeAtoi&amp;gt; e/3pat8t SiaAeKrau ypcuptv vir avTov tv lepoucraA?)//, e^toodrj

fp[jirii tvdr] 8e VTTO iwavvov e^Tjyeirai 8e TT\V Kara avOpwirov TOV ~^v

yevecriv, KafloTiv avdputno^opfbov roSro ro evayyeAioy. The last clause

alludes to Apoc. iv. 7, wherein the four living creatures were

currently believed to be typical of the four Gospels
1
. Ad fin.

Marc. IcrTtov OTL TO Kara Map/coy ei/ayyeAtoy inrriyopevOr] into Ilerpou

fv
pu&amp;gt;p.r]L eTTotTjo^aro 8e rr)y dp)(?ji&amp;gt;

airb TOV Trpo(pr]TiKOv Aoyou TOV e

v\l/ovs eTTtoWos rou Hcratou&quot; rr/y 7jrrepcortK7)y etKOi/a rou evayyeAtou

SfLKvvs. Ad fin. Luc. IcTTtov on ro Kara AOVKO.V euayye Atoy v~

VTIO ITa^Aou ey paj//T/t are 8e tepartKou ^apaKTrjpos v

1 The whole mystery is thus unfolded (apparently by Cosmas) in Lamb. 1178,

p. 159 : Kai yap TO \tpovfilp TiTpairpuaajTra Kal ra trpuacaira avrtav tl/cuvts TTJS

vpafftcneias TOV viov TOV 6fov TO jdp opoiov XfOVTi, TO t/j.-rrpa.KTOV KOI pSaffi\tKoi&amp;gt; Kai

fftf/AOViKOV [John i. 13] \apaKTt]p-fi TO St o^oiov /joff^ut, TTJV IfpovpyiKrjv Kai

l(paTtKi)v [Luke i. 8] Ifupavifcr TO 6e dvOpw-noaSts, TTJV oapKoiaiv [Matt. i. 18]

StaypcKfxt. TO Se opoiov derail, TTJV kitHpoiTtjffiv TOV d-yiov trvtvuaTos [Mark i. 2]

(f*&amp;lt;p&amp;lt;ivi&amp;lt;i.
More usually the lion is regarded as the emblem of St. Mark, the

eagle of St. John.
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cnro Za^apiov TOV tepeW 6vfj.i,u&amp;gt;vTos ?/paro. The reader will desire

no more of this.

8. The oldest manuscript known to be accompanied by
a catena (or continuous commentary by different authors) is the

palimpsest Codex Zacynthius (H of Tregelles), an uncial of the

eighth century. Such books are not common, but there is a very
full commentary in minute letters, surrounding the large text

in a noble copy of the Gospels, of the twelfth century, which

belonged to the late Sir Thomas Phillipps (Middle Hill 13975,
since removed to Cheltenham), yet uncollated

;
another of St.

Paul s Epistles (No. 27) belongs to the University Library at

Cambridge (Ff. 1. 30). The Apocalypse is often attended with

the exposition of Andreas (p. 64), or of Arethas, also Archbishop
of the Cappadocian Caesarea in the tenth century, or (what is

more usual) with a sort of epitome of the two (e.g. Parham
No. 17), above, below, and in the margin beside the text, in

much smaller characters. In cursive manuscripts only the subject

(i&amp;gt;7ro0ecris

&amp;gt;

), especially that written by Oecumenius in the tenth

century, sometimes stands as a Prologue before each book, but

not so often before the Gospels or Apocalypse as the Acts and

Epistles. Before the Acts we occasionally meet with Euthalius

Chronology of St. Paul s Travels, or another A^roS^ia Uav\ov.

The Leicester manuscript contains between the Pauline Epistles
and the Acts (1) An Exposition of the Creed and statement of

the errors condemned by the seven general Councils, ending with

the second at Nice. (2) Lives of the Apostles, followed by an

exact description of the limits of the five Patriarchates. The

Christ Church copy Wake 12 also has after the Apocalypse some

seven or eight pages of a Treatise Hep! rS&amp;gt;v ayuoy /cat OIK.OV^VIK.(^V

&amp;lt;rvv6ba&amp;gt;v, including some notice nepl TOTTLK&V a-vvobav. Similar

treatises may be more frequent in manuscripts of the Greek

Testament than we are at present aware of.

9. We have not thought it needful to insert in this place

either a list of the rirAot of the Gospels, or of the KefyaXaia of

the rest of the New Testament, or the tables of the Eusebian

canons, inasmuch as they are all accessible in such ordinary
books as Stephen s Greek Testament 1550 and Mill s of 1707,

1710. The Eusebian canons are given in Bishop Lloyd s Oxford

F 2
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TABLE OP ANCIENT AND MODERN DIVISIONS OF THE
NEW TESTAMENT.

The Ammonian
Kec(&amp;gt;a\aia in the Gospels vary from the normal number in

many copies, especially in SS. Matthew and Mark, but not considerably. The
dvajvuff^ara of the Gospels set down in column seven are also given in Mendham,
Evan. 562. See p. 75, note 1.
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Greek Test, of 1827 &c. and in Tischendorfs of 1859. We
exhibit, however, for the sake of comparison, a tabular view of

Ancient and Modern Divisions of the New Testament. The
numbers of the pr^jLara and orixoi in the Gospels are derived

from the most approved sources, but a synopsis of the variations

of manuscripts in this respect has been drawn up by Scholz,

Prolegomena N. T. vol. i. Cap. v, pp. xxviii, xxix l
. A computa

tion of their number, as also of that of the avayvuxr^aTa, is often

given in the subscription at the end of a book.

10. On the divisions into chapters and verses prevailing in

our modern Bibles we need not dwell long. For many centuries

the Latin Church used the Greek rtrAot (which they called

breves} with the Euthalian KvpaXaia, and some of their copies

even retained the calculation by ort^oi: but about A.D. 1248

Cardinal Hugo de Sancto Caro, while preparing a Concordance,
or index of declinable words, for the uhole Bible, divided it into

its present chapters, subdividing them in turn into several parts

by placing the letters A, B, C, D &c. in the margin, at equal
distances from each other, as we still see in many old printed

books, e.g. Stephen s N. T. of 1550. Cardinal Hugo s divisions,

unless indeed he merely adopted them from Lanfranc or some

other scholar, such as was very probably Stephen Langton the

celebrated Archbishop of Canterbury, soon took possession of

copies of the Latin Vulgate ; they gradually obtained a place
in later Greek manuscripts, especially those written in the West

of Europe, and are found in the earliest printed and all later

editions of the Greek Testament, though still unknown to the

Eastern Church. They certainly possess no strong claim on our

preference, although they cannot now be superseded. The

chapters are inconveniently and capriciously unequal in length ;

occasionally too they are distributed with much lack of judge-

1 The numbers of the Gospel or/xot in our Table are taken from the uncial

copies Codd. GS and twenty-seven cursives named by Scholz : those of the prj/Mtra

from Codd. 9, 13, 124 and seven others. In the prj^ara he cites no other varia

tion than that Cod. 339 has 2822 for St. Matthew : but Mill states that Cod. 48

(Bodl. 7) has 1676 for Mark, 2507 for Luke (Proleg. N. T. 1429). In Cod. 56

(Lincoln Coll.) the ava~^vijj(jp.ara of St. Matthew are 127, of St. Mark 74, of St. Luke
130 (Mill).

In the ffrixoi, a few straggling manuscripts fluctuate between 3397 ? and 1474

for Matthew
; 2006 and 1000 for Mark

; 3827 and 2000 for Luke
;
2300 and 1300

for John. But the great mass of authorities stand as we have represented.
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ment. Thus Matt. xv. 39 belongs to ch. xvi, and perhaps

ch. xix. 30 to ch. xx
;
Mark ix. 1 properly appertains to the

preceding chapter ;
Luke xxi. 1-4 had better be united with

ch. xx, as in Mark xii. 41-44
;
Acts v might as well commence

with Acts iv. 32
;
Acts viii. 1 (or at least its first clause) should

not have been separated from ch. vii
;
Acts xxi concludes with

strange abruptness. Bp. Terrot (on Ernesti s Institutes, vol. ii.

p. 21) rightly affixes i Cor. iv. 1-5 to ch. iii. Add that i Cor.

xi. 1 belongs to ch. x
;

2 Cor. iv. 18 and vi. 18 to ch. v and

ch. vii respectively : Col. iv. 1 must clearly go with ch. iii.

In commendation of the modern verses still less can be said.

As they are stated to have been constructed after the model of

the ancient cmxoi (called versus in the Latin manuscripts),

we have placed in the Table the exact number of each for every
book in the New Testament. Of the o-nxot we reckon 19241 in

all, of the modern verses 7959 1
,
so that on the average (for we

have seen that the manuscript variations in the number of OTIXOI

are but inconsiderable) we may calculate about five OTIXOI to

every two modern verses. The fact is that some such division is

simply indispensable to every accurate reader of Scripture ;
and

Cardinal Hugo s divisions by letters of the alphabet, as well as

those adopted by Sanctes Pagninus in his Latin version of the

whole Bible (1528), having proved inconveniently large, Robert

Stephen, the justly celebrated printer and editor of the Greek

Testament, undertook to form a system of verse-divisions, taking
for his model the short verses into which the Hebrew Bible had

already been divided, as it would seem by Rabbi Nathan, in the

preceding century. We are told by Henry Stephen (Praef.

Concordantiae) that his father Robert executed this design on

a journey from Paris to Lyons inter equitandum
2

;
that is, we

1 Our English version divides 2 Cor. xiii. 12 of the Greek into two, and unites

John i. 38, 39 of the Greek. The English and Greek verses begin differently in

Luke i. 73, 74 ; vii. 18, 19. Acts ix. 28, 29
;
xi. 25, 26

;
xiii. 32, 33

;
xix. 40, 41

;

xxiv. 2, 3. 2 Cor. ii. 12, 13
; v. 14, 15 ;

xi. 8, 9. Eph. i. 10, 11
;

iii. 17, 18.

Phil. iii. 13, 14. i Thess. ii. 11, 12. Heb. vii. 20, 21
;
x. 22, 23. i Jo. ii. 13, 14.

3 Jo. 14, 15. Apoc. xii. 18 or xiii. 1
; xviii. 16, 17. In a few of these places

editions of the Greek vary a little. The whole subject of the verses is discussed

in Dr. Ezra Abbot s tract De Editionibus Novi Testament! Graece in versuum

quos dicunt distinctione inter se discrepantibus 1882, included in the Prole

gomena for Tischendorfs N. T., eighth edition, pp. 167, &c.
2 I think it would have been better done on one s knees in the closet, is
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presume, while resting at the inns on the road. Certain it is

that, although every such division must be in some measure

arbitrary, a very little care would have spared us many of the

disadvantages attending that which Robert Stephen first pub
lished at Geneva in his Greek Testament of 1551, from which

it was introduced into the text of the Genevan English Testa

ment of 1557, into Beza s Greek Testament of 1565, and thence

into subsequent editions. It is now too late to correct the

errors of the verse-divisions, but they can be neutralized, at

least in a great degree, by the plan adopted by modern critics,

of banishing both the verses and the chapters into the margin,
and breaking the text into paragraphs, better suited to the

sense. The fiericopae or sections of Bengel
l

(whose labours

will be described in their proper place) have been received with

general approbation, and adopted, with some modification, by
several recent editors. Much pains were bestowed on their

arrangement of the paragraphs by the Revisers of the English
version of 1881.

11. We now come to the contents of manuscripts of the Greek

Testament, and must distinguish regular copies of the sacred

volume or of parts of it from Lectionaries, or Church-lesson

books, containing only extracts, arranged in the order of Divine

Service daily throughout the year. The latter we will consider

presently: with regard to the former it is right to bear in mind,

that comparatively few copies of the whole New Testament

remain
;
the usual practice being to write the four Gospels in

one volume, the Acts and Epistles in another : manuscripts of

the Apocalypse, which wT
as little used for public worship, being

much rarer than those of the other books. Occasionally the

Gospels, Acts, and Epistles form a single volume ; sometimes

the Apocalypse is added to other books
;

as to the Pauline

Epistles in Lambeth 1186, or even to the Gospels, in a later hand

(e.g. Cambridge University Libr. Dd. 9. 69: Gospels No. 60,

dated A.D. 1297). The Apocalypse, being a short work, is often

Mr. Kelly s quaint and not unfair comment (Lectures on the Minor Prophets,

p. 324). unless, as is not unlikely, he copied what was done before.

1 Novum Testamentum Graecum. Edente Jo. Alberto Bengelio. Tubingae
1734. 4to. The practice of the oldest Greek manuscripts in regard to paragraphs
has been stated above (p. 49, note 2\ and will be further explained in the next

section under our descriptions of Codd.
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found bound up in volumes containing very miscellaneous matter

(e.g. Vatican. 2066 or B; Brit. Mus. Harleian. 5678, No. 31
;
and

Oxon. Barocc. 48, No. 28). The Codex Sinaiticus of Tischendorf

is the more precious, in that it happily exhibits the whole New
Testament complete : so would also the Codices Alexandrinus and

Ephraemi, but that they are sadly mutilated : no other uncial

copies have this advantage, and very few cursives. In England

only five such are known, the great Codex Leicestrensis, which

is imperfect at the beginning and end
;

Butler 2 (Evan. 201)

Additional 11837, dated A.D. 1357, and (Evan. 584) Additional

17469, both in the British Museum; Canonici34 (Evan. 488) in

the Bodleian, dated A.D. 1515-16. Additional MS. 28815 (Evan.

603, and Paul 266, and Apoc. 89) in the British Museum and

B-C. II. 4 at Sir Roger Cholmely s School, Highgate, are

separated portions of one complete copy. The Apocalypse in

the well-known Codex Montfortianus at Dublin is usually con

sidered to be by a later hand. Besides these Scholz enumerates

only nineteen foreign copies of the whole New Testament l
;

making but twenty-four in all, as far as was then known, out

of the vast mass of extant documents.

12. Whether copies contain the whole or a part of the

sacred volume, the general order of the books is the following :

Gospels, Acts, Catholic Epistles, Pauline Epistles, Apocalypse.

A solitary manuscript of the fifteenth century (Venet. 10, Evan.

209) places the Gospels between the Pauline Epistles and the

Apocalypse
2

;
in the Codices Sinaiticus, Leicestrensis, Fabri

(Evan. 90), and Montfortianus, as in the Bodleian Canonici 34,

the copy in the King s Library Brit. Mus. (Act. 20), and the

1 Coislin. 199 (Evan. 35) ; Vatic. 2080 (Evan. 175) ;
Palat. Vat. 171 (Evan.

149) ; Lambec. 1 at Vienna (Evan. 218) ;
Vatic. 1160 (Evan. 141) ;

Venet. 5

(Evan. 205) ;
its alleged duplicate Venet. 10 (Evan. 209) ;

Matthaei k (Evan. 241) ;

Moscow Synod. 380 (Evan. 242) ; Paris, Reg. 47 (Evan. 18) ; Reg. 61 (Evan. 263) ;

Vat. Ottob. 66 (Evan. 386); Vat. Ottob. 381 (Evan. 390) ; Taurin. 302 (Evan. 339) ;

S. Saba, 10 and 20 (Evan. 462 and 466) ;
Laurent. 53 (Evan. 367) ;

Vallicel. F. 17

(Evan. 394) ; Phillipps 7682 (Evan. 531) ; perhaps Scholz ought to have added

Venet. 6 (Evan. 206) which he states to contain the whole New Testament,

Proleg. N. T. vol. i. p. Ixxii. In Evan. 180 all except the Gospels are by a later

hand. Add (Evan. 622) also copies at Poictiers, Ferrara, and Toledo. Lagarde

(Genesis, pp. 7, 8) describes another copy at Zittau, collated by Matthaei in

1801-2, apparently unpublished.
a I presume that the same order is found in Evan. 393, whereof Scholz states

sec. xvi. continet epist. cath. paul. ev. Proleg. N. T. vol. i. p. xc.
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Complutensian edition (1514), the Pauline Epistles precede the

Acts. The Pauline Epistles stand between the Acts and the

Catholic Epistles in Phillipps 1284, Evan. 527
;
Parham 71. 6,

Evan. 534; Upsal, Sparfwenfeldt 42, Acts 68
;
Paris Reg. 102 A,

Acts 119; Reg. 103 A, Acts 120. In Oxford Bodl. Miscell. 74

the order is Acts, Oath. Epp., Apocalypse, Paul. Epp., but an

earlier hand wrote from 3 John onwards. In Evan. 51 Dr. C. R.

Gregory points out minute indications that the scribe, not the

binder, set the Gospels last. In the Memphitic and Thebaic the

Acts follow the Catholic Epistles (see below, vol. ii, chap. iii).
The

Codex Basiliensis (No. 4 of the Epistles), Acts Cod. 134, Brit.

Mus. Addl. 19388, Lambeth 1182, 1183, and Burdett-Coutts in. 1,

have the Pauline Epistles immediately after the Acts and before

the Catholic Epistles, as in our present Bibles. Scholz s Evan.

368 stands thus, St. John s Gospel, Apocalypse, then all the

Epistles; in Havniens. 1 (Cod. 234 of the Gospels, A. D. 1278)
the order appears to be Acts, Paul. Ep., Cath. Ep., Gospels ;

in

Ambros. Z 34 sup. at Milan, Dean Burgon testifies that the

Catholic and Pauline Epistles are followed by the Gospels ;
in

Basil. B. vr. 27 or Cod. 1, the Gospels have been bound after the

Acts and Epistles ; while in Evan. 1 75 the Apocalypse stands

between the Acts and Catholic Epistles; in Evan. 51 the binder

has set the Gospels last : these, however, are mere accidental

exceptions to the prevailing rule 1
. The four Gospels are almost

invariably found in their familiar order, although in the Codex

Bezae (as we partly saw above, p. 65) they stand Matthew,

John, Luke, Mark 2
;

in the Codex Monacensis (X) John, Luke,

1 Hartwell Home in the second volume of his Introduction tells us that in

some of the few manuscripts which contain the whole of the New Testament the

books are arranged thus : Gospels, Acts, Catholic Epistles, Apocalypse, Pauline

Epistles (p. 92, ed. 1834). This statement may be true of some of the foreign
MSS. named in p. 69 note, but of the English it can refer to none, although
Wake 34 at Christ Church commences with the Acts and Catholic Epistles,

followed by the Apocalypse beginning on the same page as Jude ends, and the

Pauline Epistles on the same page as the Apocalypse ends. The Gospels, which
come last, may have been misplaced by an early binder.

2 This is the true Western order (Scrivener, Cod. Bezae, Introd. p. xxx and

note), and will be found in the copies of the Old Latin a
lt

a2 , b, e, fiy ff.2 , i, n, g, r

to be described in vol. ii, and in the Gothic version. In Burdett-Coutts 11. 7,

p. 4, also, prefixed to the Gospels, we read the following rubric-title to certain

verses of Gregory Nazianzen : \v 6avfMTa
-

irapa fia-rOaioi ioiawTj rt Kal \OVKO. Kal

K.T.\.
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Mark, Matthew (but two leaves of Matthew also stand before

John), also in the Latin &; in Cod. 90 (Fabri) John, Luke,

Matthew, Mark ;
in Cod. 399 at Turin John, Luke, Matthew,

an arrangement which Dr. Hort refers to the Commentary of

Titus of Bostra on St. Luke which accompanies it
;

in the

Curetonian Syriac version Matthew, Mark, John, Luke. In

the Pauline Epistles that to the Hebrews immediately follows

the second to the Thessalonians in the four great Codices

Vaticanus, Sinaiticus, Alexandrinus, and Ephraemi
*

: in the

copy from which the Cod. Vatican, was taken the Hebrews

followed the Galatians (above, p. 57). The Codex Claromon-

tanus, the document next in importance to these four, sets

the Colossians appropriately enough next to its kindred and

contemporaneous Epistle to the Ephesians, but postpones that

to the Hebrews to Philemon, as in our present Bibles : an

arrangement which at first, no doubt, originated in the early

scruples prevailing in the Western Church, with respect to the

authorship and canonical authority of that divine epistle.

13. We must now describe the Lectionaries or Service-books

of the Greek Church, in which the portions of Scripture publicly

read throughout the year are set down in chronological order,

without regard to their actual places in the sacred volume. In

length and general arrangement they resemble hot so much the

Lessons as the Epistles and Gospels in our English Book of

Common Prayer, only that every day in the year has its own

proper portion, and the numerous Saints days independent

services of their own. These Lectionaries consist either of

lessons from the Gospels, and are then called Evangelistaria or

Evangeliaria (evayyeAtorcipia)
2

;
or from the Acts and Epistles,

termed Praxapostolos (Trpagairoa-ToXos) or Apostolos
3

: the general

name of Lectionary is often, though incorrectly, confined to the

latter class. A few books called a7rooroAoei;ayyeA.ia have lessons

1 Tischendorf cites the following copies in which the Epistle to the Hebrews

stands in the same order as in Codd. ^ABC, H [Coislin. 202], 17, 23, 47, 57,

71, 73 aliique. Add 77, 80, 166, 189, 196, 264, 265, 266 (Burdett-Coutts n. 4).

So in Zoega s Thebaic version. Epiphanius (adv. Haer. i. 42) says : aXAa 5 avri-

&quot;tpatpa (=x T^v vpos iPpaiovs SeKarrjv, irpo ruiv Svo TOJV irpbs TipuQeov KOI lirov. So

Paul 166, 281, and also Bp. Lightfoot s MSS. of the Memphitic except 7 and 16.

In the Thebaic it follows 2 Cor. See below.
2
They are also termed Eva-yftXia evidently a popular, as well as a misleading

name. 3
Suicer, s. v.
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taken both from the Gospels and the Apostolic writings. In

Euchologies, or Books of Offices, wherein both the Apostolos and

the Gospels are found, the former always precede in each Office,

just as the Epistle precedes the Gospel in the Service-books of

Western Christendom. The peculiar arrangement of Lectionaries

renders them very unfit for the hasty, partial, cursory collation

which has befallen too many manuscripts of the other class, and

this circumstance, joined with the irksomeness of using Service-

books never familiar to the habits even of scholars in this part

of Europe, has caused these documents to be so little consulted,

that the contents of the very best and oldest among them have

until recently been little known. Matthaei, of whose elaborate

and important edition of the Greek Testament (12 torn. Riga

1782-88) we shall give an account hereafter, has done excellent

service in this department ;
two of his best copies, the uncials

B and H (Nos. 47, 50), being Evangelistaria. The present

writer also has collated three noble uncials of the same rank,

Arundel 547 being of the ninth century, Parham 18 bearing date

A.D. 980, Harleian 5598, A.D. 995. Not a few other uncial

Lectionaries remain quite neglected, for though none of them

perhaps are older than the eighth century, the ancient character

was retained for these costly and splendid Service-books till

about the eleventh century (Montfaucon, Palaeogr. Graec. p. 260),

before which time the cursive hand was generally used in other

Biblical manuscripts. There is, of course, no place in a Lectionary
for divisions by &amp;lt;&amp;lt;e&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;aA.cua,

for the so-called Ammonian sections,

or for the canons of Eusebius.

The division of the New Testament into Church-lessons was,

however, of far more remote antiquity than the employment of

separate volumes to contain them. Towards the end of the

fourth century, that golden age of Patristic theology, Chrysostom

recognizes some stated order of the lessons as familiar to all his

hearers, for he exhorts them to peruse and mark beforehand the

passages (-TreptKOTrat
:

) of the Gospels which were to be publicly
read to them the ensuing Sunday or Saturday

2
. All the infor-

1 This was the word for a lection or lesson, and Suicer tells us that dvdfvcaais

and dvdjvcaapa were employed as equivalents. But in modern textual criticism,

dvafvuffpara is used to signify the marks indicating lections, which are found in

the margin or at the head or foot of pages, or the computation of their number
which is often appended at the end of a book. See pp. 68, note 1, 69.

2
Chrysost. in Joan. Horn, x Kara piav aafiPdruv ij ai Kara, adpfiarov. Traces
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mation we can gather favours the notion that there was no great

difference between the calendar of Church-lessons in earlier and

later stages. Not only do they correspond in all cases where

such agreement is natural, as in the proper services for the

great feasts and fasts, but in such purely arbitrary arrangements
as the reading of the book of Genesis, instead of the Gospels,

on the week days of Lent
;

of the Acts all the time between

Easter and Pentecost 1
;
and the selection of St. Matthew s history

of the Passion alone at the Liturgy on Good Friday
2

. The

earliest formal Menologium, or Table of proper lessons, now
extant is prefixed to the Codex Cyprius (K) of the eighth or

ninth century ;
another is found in the Codex Campianus (M),

which is perhaps a little later
; they are more frequently found

than the contrary in later manuscripts of every kind
;
while

there are comparatively few copies that have not been accom

modated to ecclesiastical use either by their original scribe or

a later hand, by means of noting the proper days for each lesson

(often in red ink) at the top or bottom or in the margin of the

several pages. Not only in the margin, but even in the text

itself are perpetually interpolated, mostly in vermilion or red

ink, the beginning (apx 7
?
or aPx] anc^ ending (reAos or re

A
)
of each

lesson, and the several words to be inserted or substituted in

order to suit the purpose of public reading ;
from which source

(as we have stated above, p. 11) various readings have almost

unavoidably sprung : e.g. in Acts iii. 11 TOV laOtvros x.u)Xov of the

Lectionaries ultimately displaced O.VTOV from the text itself.

of these Church-lessons occur in manuscripts as early as the fifth and sixth

centuries. Thus Cod. Alexandrinus reads Rom. xvi. 25-27 not only in its

proper place, but also at the end of ch. xiv where the Lectionaries place it

(see p. 84). Codex Bezae prefixes to Luke xvi. 19 elntv 8 /mi ertpav Trapa@o\r)v,

the proper introduction to the Gospel for the 5th Sunday in St. Luke. To

John xiv. 1 the same manuscript prefixes Kal fiirfv rots ^aOrjTaTs CLVTOV, as does

our English Prayer Book in the Gospel for May 1. Even T A.OS or TO rtXos, which

follows aVtxe* in Mark xiv. 41 in the same manuscript and other authorities,

probably has the same origin.
1 See the passages from Augustine Tract, vi. in Joan.

;
and Chrysost. Horn,

vn ad Antioch.
; Horn. LXIII, XLVII in Act. in Bingham s Antiquities, Book xiv,

Chap. in. Sect. 3. Chrysostom even calls the arrangement TMV iraripccv o

vuftos. The strong passage cited from Cyril of Jerusalem by Dean Burgon

(Last Twelve Verses of St. Mark, p. 195) shows the confirmed practice as

already settled in A.D. 348.
2
August. Serm. CXLIII de Tempore. The few verses Luke xxiii. 39-43,

John xix. 31-37 are merely wrought into one narrative with Matt, xxvii,

each in its proper place. See p. 85.
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We purpose to annex to this Chapter a table of lessons

throughout the year, according to the use laid down in Synaxaria,

Menologies, and Lectionaries, as well to enable the student to

compare the proper lessons of the Greek Church with our own,
as to facilitate reference to the manuscripts themselves, which

are now placed almost out of the reach of the inexperienced.
On comparing the manner in which the terms are used by
different scribes and authors, we conceive that Synaxarion

((Tvvadpiov) is, like Eclogadion, a name used for a table of daily
lessons for the year beginning at Easter, and that these have

varied but slightly in the course of many ages throughout the

whole Eastern Church
;
that tables of Saints day lessons, called

Menologies, (jur^oAoyioz;), distributed in order of the months from

September (when the new year and the indiction began) to

August, differed widely from each other, both in respect to the

lessons read and the days kept holy
l
. While the great feasts

remained entirely the same, different generations and provinces
and even dioceses had their favourite worthies, whose memory
they specially cherished

; so that the character of the menology

(which sometimes forms a larger, sometimes but a small portion
of a Lectionary) will often guide us to the country and district

in which the volume itself was written. The Parham Evange-
listarium 18 affords us a conspicuous example of this fact :

coming from a region of which we know but little (Ciscissa in

Cappadocia Prima), its menology in many particulars but little

resembles those usually met with 2
.

14. It only remains to say a few words about the notation

adopted to indicate the several classes of manuscripts of the

Greek Testament. These classes are six in number
;
that con-

1 Besides this special meaning, Synaxarion was also employed in a general
sense for any catalogue of Church-lessons, both for daily use and for Saints

days.
* This was naturally even more the case in countries where the Liturgy was

not in Greek. Thus in the Calendar of the Coptic Church translated from

the Arabic by Dr. S. C. Malan (1873), the only Feast-days identical with those

given below (pp. 87-89) are Sept. 14
;
Oct. 8 ;

Nov. 8, 13, 14, 17, 25, 30 ; Dec. 20,

24, 25, 29
;
Jan. 1, 6 (the Lord s Baptism^, 22 ;

Feb. 2, 24
;
March 25

; April 25
;

May 2
;
June 19, 24, 29

; July 22 ; Aug. 6, 25. Elsewhere the day is altered,

even if the festival be the same
; e.g. St. Thomas Day is Oct. 6 with the Greeks,

Oct. 23 with the Copts ;
St. Luke s Day (Oct. 18), and the Beheading of the

Baptist (Aug. 29), are kept by the Copts a day later than by the Greeks, since

Aug. 29 is their New Year s Day.
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taining the Gospels (Evangelia or Evan.}, or the Acts and

Catholic Epistles (Act. and Oath.), or the Pauline Epistles (Paul.),

or the Apocalypse (Apoc.), or Lectionaries of the Gospels (Evange-
listaria or Evst.), or those of the Acts and Epistles (Apostolos or

Apo&t.). When one manuscript (as often happens) belongs to

more than one of these classes, its distinct parts are numbered

separately, so that a copy of the whole New Testament will

appear in four lists, and be reckoned four times over. All

critics are agreed in distinguishing the documents written in the

uncial character by capital letters ;
the custom having originated

in the accidental circumstance that the Codex Alexandrinus

was designated as Cod. A in the lower margin of Walton s

Polyglott. Lectionaries in uncial letters are not marked by

capitals, but by Arabic numerals, like cursive manuscripts of all

classes 1
. Of course no system can escape some attendant evils.

Even the catalogue of the later manuscripts is often upon its

first appearance full of mis-statements, of repetitions and loose

descriptions, which must be remedied and supplied in subsequent

examination, so far as opportunity is granted from time to time.

In describing the uncials (as we purpose to do in the two

next chapters) our course is tolerably plain ;
but the lists that

comprise the last eight chapters of this volume, and which

respectively detail the cursive manuscripts and the Lectionaries

of the Greek Testament, must be regarded only as an approxima
tion to what such an enumeration ought to be, though much

pains and time have been spent upon them : the comparatively
few copies which seem to be sufficiently known are distinguished

by an asterisk from their less fortunate kindred.

For indeed the only method of grappling with the perplexity

produced by the large additions of manuscripts, especially of the

cursive character, which constant discovery has effected during
late years, is to enumerate arithmetically those which have been

supplied from time to time, as was done in the last edition of this

work, carefully noting if they have been examined by a com

petent judge or especially if they have been properly collated.

In the Appendix of the third edition, the late Dean Burgon
continued his work in this direction by adding a list of some

1 This system was introduced by Wetstein (N. T. 1751-52V Mill used to cite

copies by abridgements of their names, e.g. Alex. Cant. Mont. &c.
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three hundred and seventy-four cursives, besides the others with

which he had previously increased the number before known.

That list, as was stated in the Postcript to the Preface, awaited

an examination and collation by competent persons. Such an

examination has been made in many instances by Dr. C. R.

Gregory, who also, whether fired by Dean Burgon s example as

shown in his published letters in the Guardian or not, has in

his turn added with most commendable diligence in research

a very large number of MSS. previously unknown. Some more

have been added in this edition, but much work is still required

of scholars, before this mass of materials can be used with effect

by Textual students.



APPENDIX TO CHAPTER III.

SYNAXARION AND ECLOGADION OF THE GOSPELS AND APOSTOLIC
WRITINGS DAILY THROUGHOUT THE YEAR.

|
Gathered chiefly from Evangelist. Arund. 547, Parham 18, Harl. 5598, Burney 22,

Gale O. 4. 22, Christ s Coll. Camb. F. 1. 8, compared with the Liturgical notes in

Wake 12, and those by later hands in Cod. Bezae (D\ Use has been made

also of Apostolos B-C. in. 24, B-C. in. 53, and the Euchology, or Book of Offices,

B-C. in. 42.]

Ex TOV Kara laavfrjv [Arundel 547]

TTJ d-yia at fifya\ri Ki/pta/q) rov itaa-^a.

Easter-day John i. 1-17. Acts i. 1-8.

2nd day of Easter

week (rfjs 8ia.KivTjaiiJ.ov) 18-28.

3rd Luke xxiv. 12-35.

4th John i. 35-52.

5th iii. 1-15.

6th (Tretpaff/cevj?)
ii. 12-22.

7th (aappdTa) iii. 22-33.

12-26.

ii. 14-21

38-43.

iii. 1-8.

ii. 12-36.

iii. 11-16.

AfTnraffx or 1st Sunday
after Easter (TOV 0a&amp;gt;/aa,

B-C. in. 42) xx. 19-31.

2nd day of 2nd

v. 12-20.

Kvpiatcrj 7 or 2nd after Easter

(TUJV fjLvpocpopaii ,
B-C. in. 42)

Mark xv. 43 xvi. 8.

2nd day of 3rd

week John iv. 46-54.

3rd vi. 27-33.

4th (6th, Gale) 48-54.

5th

6th

(4th, Gale)

40-44.

vi. 1-7.

8 vii. 60.

viii. 5-17.

18-25.

26-39.

vpiaKTi b or 3rd Sunday after

Easter (TOV irapaXvrov sic,

B-C. in. 42) John v. 1-15. Acts ix. 32-

vi. 56-69.

vii. 1-13.

35-39. 40 ix. 19.

2nd day of 4th

week

3rd

4th

B-C. m. 42) 14-30.

5th viii. 12-20.

6th (TrapaffKevTJ) 21-30.

7th (aa.pp6.Tca) 31-42.

Kvptatcfj t or 4th Sunday
after Easter (r?}y aa/^a-

peirioos )
iv. 5-42.

2nd day of 5th

week viii. 42-51.

3rd 51-59.

4th vi. 5-14.

5th ix. 39 x. 9.

6th (irapaffKtvr/) x. 17-28.

7th (aaWdry) 27-38.

vpiaKy T or 5th Sunday
after Easter (TOV

Tv&amp;lt;p\oty
ix. 1-38.

2nd day of 6th

week xi. 47-54.

3rd xii. 19-36.

x. 1-16.

21-33.

xiv. 6-18.

x. 34-43.

44 xi. 10.

xii. 1-11.

xi. 19-30.

xii. 12-17.

25 xiii. 12.

xiii. 13-24.

xiv. 20-27

(-xv. 4,B-C.

m. 24).

xv. 5-12.

85-41.

xvi. 16-34.

xvii. 1-9.

19-27.

7th(&amp;lt;raj3dTtt))xv.l7
xvi.l. 19-31. 4th 36-47. xviii.22-28.
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5th \va\riifxajs, Ascension Day
Matins, Mark xvi. 9-20.

Liturgy, Luke xxiv.36-53. Acts i. 1-12.

6th (irapaaKtvri] John xiv. 1-10

(11, Gale, Wake 12). xix. 1-8.

7th (ffaPpdry ) 10-21 (om.

18-20, Gale). xx. 7-12.

Kvpiaicri g or 6th Sunday
after Easter ruv dyiuv TIT; ira-ripuv kv

NiKoia. xvii. 1-13. 16-38.

2nd day of 7th

week xiv. 27 xv. 7. xxi. 8-14.

3rd xvi. 2-13. 26-32.

4th 15-23. xxiii. 1-11.

5th 23-33. xxv. 13-19.

6th
(irapacr/fetij5) [1.

xvii. 18-26. xxvii.l-xxviii.

7th (&amp;lt;7a/3aTa/) xxi. 14-25. xxviii.1-31.

Kvptaicy rfjs irfVTrjKoarfjs

Whitsunday
Matins, xx. 19-23.

Liturgy, vii. 37 viii. 12 \ ii. 1-11.

Etf TOV Kara. MarOaiov.

2nd day of 1st week Tr} ktravpiov rfjs -nw-

Matt, xviii. 10-20. Eph. v. 8-19.

3rd iv. 25 v. 11.

4th 20-30.

5th 31-41.

6th
(jrapaffKivfj} vii. 9-18.

7th (aafipdroj) v. 42-48. Rom. i. 7-12.

KvptaKJ a rav

ayicav -navrcav

2nddayof2nd
week

3rd

4th 11-23.

5th viii. 23-27.

6th (irapaffKfvfi} ix. 14-17.

7th (aapftdrcu} vii. 1-8.

x. 32-33 : ) ,

37 38
Heb X1 - 33-

3/ ~38
( xii. 2.

xix. 37-30 ;

vi. 31-34
;

vii. 9-14. Rom. ii. 1-6.

vii. 15-21. 13, 17-27.

28 iii. 4.

iii. 4-9.

9-18.

iii. 19-26.

KvpLdKrj Matt.iv. 18-23. Rom. ii. 10-16.

2nd day of 3rd

week ix. 36 x. 8. iv. 4-8.

3rd 9-15. 8-12.

4th 16-22. 13-17.

5th 23-31. 18-25.

6th (TiapaaKfvfi} 32-36 ;xi.l. v. 12-14.

7th (aaflflaTcv)

vii. 24 viii. 4. iii. 28 iv. 3.

KvpiaKr) y
2nd day of 4th

week

3rd

4th

5th

6th (TrapaffKevfi)

7th
(ffd)3/3dTa&amp;gt;)

vi. 22-23.

xi. 2-15.

16-20.

20-26.

27-30.

xii. 1-8.

viii. 14-23

v. 1-10.

15-17.

17-21.

vii. 1.

(om. 19-22, Gale). vi. 11-17.

q? 5 viii. 5-13. vi. 18-23.

2nd day of 5th

week xii. 9-13. vii. 19-viii.3.

3rd 14-16
;
22-30. viii. 2-9.

4th 38-45. 8-14.

5th xii. 46 xiii. 3. 22-27.

6th (napacrK(vrj) 8-12. ix. 6-13.

7th (ffappdrw] ix. 9-13. viii. 14-21.

Kvpiaicri e viii. 28 ix. 1. x. 1-10.

2nd day of 6th

week

3rd

4th

5th

xiii. 10-23.

24-30.

31-36.

36-43.

6th (napaffKtvri)

ix. 13-19.

17-28.

29-33.

ix. 33
; x.

12-17.

44-54. x. 15 xi. 2.

7th ix. 18-26.

&amp;lt;T ix. 1-8.

2nd day of 7th

week xiii. 54-58.

3rd xiv. 1-13.

4th xiv. 35 xv. 11.

5th 12-21.

6th (irapaffitevti ) 29-31.

7th (ffappdra) x. 37-xi. 1.

ix. 1-5.

xii. 6-14.

xi. 2-6.

7-12.

13-20.

19-24.

25-28.

xii. 1-3.

i The pericope adulterae John vii 53-viii. 11 is omitted in all the copies we know on the feast of
Pentecost, Whenever read it was on some Saint s Day (vid. infra, p. 87, notes 2, 3).
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Kvpia/cfj 77
xiv. 14-22. I Cor. i. 10-18.

2nd day of 9th

week xviii. 1-11. Rom. xv. 17-25.

3rd xviii. 18-20 (al. 22) ;

xix. 1-2
;
13-15. 26-29.

4th xx. 1-16. xvi. 17-20.

5th 17-28. i Cor. ii. 10-15.

6th (irapaaKivrj} xxi. 12-14 ;

17-20. 16 iii. 8.

7th (aaPQarca) xv. 32-39. Rom.xiv.6-9.

VLvpiaicr, 6 xiv. 22-34. iCor.iii.9-17-

2nd day of 10th

week xxi. 18-22. 18-23.

3rd 23-27. iv. 5-8.

4th 28-32. v. 9-13.

5th 43-46. vi. 1-6.

6th (irapaaitfvTJ} xxii. 23-33. 7-11.

xvii. 24 xviii. 1. Rom. xv. 30-33.

Kvpiaicrj i xvii. 14-23. i Cor. iv. 9-16.

2nd day of llth

week xxiii. 13-22.

3rd 23-28.

4th 29-39.

5th xxiv. 13 (14, Wake 12
;

15 Cod. Bezae) -28.

6th (irapaffKfvri) 27-35 (33

Sch. and Matt.) ;
42-51. vii. 35.

7th (&amp;lt;raj3/3aTQj)
xix. 3-12. i. 3-9.

x. 2-12.

vi.20-vii.7.

vii. 7-15.

Kvpiaicfi ta xviii. 23-35.

Matt. xix. 16-26. i Cor. xv. 1-11.

2nd day of 13th

week Mark iii. 6-12.

E/c rov Kara.

2nd day of 12th

week Mark i. 9-15. vii. 37 viii. 3.

3rd 13-21.

4th 20-27.

5th 28-35.

6th (irapaffKivft} iv. 1-9.

7th (aappdraf)

Matt. xxii. 15-22.

x. 14-23.

31 xi. 3.

xi. 4-T2.

13-23.

31. xii. 6.

ii. 6-9.

Matt. xxi. 33-42. i Cor. xvi. 13-24.

2nd day of 14th

week Mark iv. 10-23. xii. 12-18.

3rd 24-34. 18-26.

4th 35-41. xiii.8 xiv. 1.

5th v. 1-20 (al.17). xiv. 1-12.

6th (irapaffKfvfi v. 22-24 ; 35-vi. 1. 12-20.

7th (ffaPP&ry)

Matt, xxiii. 1-12. iv. 1-5.

Matt. xxii. 2-14. 2 Cor. i. 21 ii. 4.

2nd day of 15th

week Markv. 24-34. i Cor. xiv. 26-33.

vi. 1-7. 33-40.

7-13. xv. 12-20.

30-45. 29-34.

45-53. 34-40.

3rd

4th

5th

6th (irapaffKfvri)

7th (aafiQcnca)

Matt. xxiv. 1-13 (om. 10-12, Gale).

iv. 7 v. 5

Matt. xxii. 35-40. 2 Cor. iv. 6-11

(15, B-C. m. 24).

2nd day of 16th

week Mark vi. 54 (al. 56)

vii. 8. i Cor. xvi.-3-18J

3rd 5-16. 2 Cor. i. 1-7.

4th 14-24. 12-20.

5th 24-30. ii. 4-15.
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6th (trapaaKivri) viii. 1-10. 15 iii. 3. [Kvpianrj iT(16th) Matt. xxv. 14-30

7th (aaW&Tu) (29, Gale). 2 Cor. vi. 1-10 .

Matt. xxiv. 34-37 ;
42-44.

&amp;lt;ra00dTy ig (17th) Matt. xxv. 1-13.

i Cor. x. 23-28. Kvpiaxfi * (17th) Matt. xv. 21-28].

J IvBiKTov TOV vtov

trovs, ijyovv TOV (vayyt\i-

ffTov \OVKO. [Arund. 547,

Parham 18].

En TOV KCLTO, \ovxav [Christ s

Coll. F. 1. 8].

2nd day of 1st

week Luke iii. 19-22.

3rd 23 iv. 1.

4th 1-15.

5th 16-22.

6th (irapao-K(vri) 22-30.

7th (oa^artu) 31-36.

V. 111.

2nd day of 2nd

week iv. 38-44.

3rd v. 12-16.

4th 33-39.

5th vi. 12-16 (al. 19).

6th (irapaaKivri) 17-23.

7th aa/SpaTa}. v. 17-26.

KvpiaKy $ v. 31-36.

2nd day of 3rd

week 24-30.

3rd 37-45.

4th vi. 46 vii.l.

5th vii. 17-30.

6th (jrapaaKtvrj) 31-35.

7th
(&amp;lt;ra/3/3dTo&amp;gt;)

v. 27-32.

y vii. 11-16.

2nd day of 4th

week 36-50.

3rd vii. 1-3.

4th 22-25.

5th ix. 7-11.

6th (-rrapaaKtvy) 12-18.

7th (aaPQdTca) vi. 1-10.

5 Luke viii. 5-8,

9-15.
2nd day of 5th

week ix. 18-22.

3rd 23-27.

4th 43-50.

5th 49-56.

6th (irapaaKivrf) v. 1-15.

7th (o-a00dTy) vii. 1-10.

Kvpiaicfi t xvi. 19-31.

2nd day of 6th

week x. 22-24.

3rd xi. 1-10 (Mt.).

4th 9-13.

5th 14-23.

6th
(trapaaKtvrj) 23-26.

7th (aa@@dTy) viii. 16-21.

Kvpia/trjT viii. 27 (26, Gale)

-35; 38-39.

2nd day of 7th

week xi. 29-33.

3rd 34-41.

4th 42-46.

5th 47 xii. 1.

6th (trapaaKivrf) xii. 2-12.

7th
(&amp;lt;ra/3dTw) ix. 1-6.

Kvpia/frj f viii. 41-56.

2nd day of 8th

week xii. 13-15
; 22-31.

3rd xii. 42-48.

4th 48-59.

5th xiii. 1-9.

6th (trapaaicevri) 31-35.

7th (ffap0dTy} ix. 37-43.

Kvpia/cf) if x. 25-37.

2nd day of 9th

week xiv. 12-51.

3rd Luke xiv. 25-35.

4th xv. 1-10.

5th xvi. 1-9.

6th (napaaKevri)

xvi. 15-18
;
xvii. 1-4.

7th
(&amp;lt;raj3dT&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;)

ix. 57-62.

Kvpia/cf) 6 xii. 16-21.

2nd day of 10th

week xvii. 20-25.

3rd xvii. 26-37 ;
xviii. 18.

4th xviii. 15-17 ; 26-30.

5th 31-34.

6th (irapacriefvfi) xix. 12-28.

7th (ffaQpdTy) x. 19-21.

KvpiaKTJ i xiii. 10-17.

2nd day of llth

week xix. 37-44.

3rd 45-48.

4th xx. 1-8.

5th 9-18.

6th (irapanKtvri] 19-26.

7th
((ra/30dTu&amp;gt;)

xii. 32-40.

Kvptaicy ia xiv. 16-24.

2nd day of 12th

week xx. 27-44.

3rd xxi. 12-19.

4th xxi. 5-8 ; 10-11 ; 20-24.

5th xxi. 28-33.

6th (TtapaaKtvrf)

xxi. 37 xxii. 8.

7th (aaftpdrcu) xiii. 19-29.

t@ xvii. 12-19.

2nd day of 13th

week Mark viii. 11-21.

3rd 22-26.

4th 30-34.

5th ix. 10-16.

l Lessons for the week in B-C. in. 24 are (2) 2 Cor. iii. 4-12. (3) iv. 1-6. (4) 11-18. (5) v. 10-15.
(6) 15-21.

G 2
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6th (napaaKtvrj}

Mark ix. 33-41.

7th (&amp;lt;raj3/3aTo;)

Luke xiv. 1-11.

KvptaKrj &amp;lt;7

Luke xviii. 18-27.

2nd day of 14th

week Mark ix. 42. x. 1.

3rd x. 2-11.

4th H-16.

5th 17-27.

6th (napaffK(vr)) 24-32.

7th (cra/S/Saroj)

Luke xvi. 10-15.

KvpiaK?) i5 Luke xviii. 35-43.

[2nd day of 15th

week Mark x. 46-52.

7th

Luke xviii. 1-8.

3rd xi. 11-23.

4th 22-26.

5th 27-33.

6th (napaffKivrj) xii. 1-12.

7th (ffaftpdra)

Luke xvii. 3-10.

KvpiaKrj it Luke xix. 1-10.

2nd day of 16th

week Mark xii. 13-17.

3rd 18-27.

4th 28-34.

5th 38-44.

6th (napaa Ktvrj) xiii. 1-9.

vpiaKri iT (of the Publican)

Luke xviii. 9-14].

Apost. 2 Tim. iii. 10-15

(B-C. in. 42).

2nd day of 17th

week Mark xiii. 9-13.

3rd 14-23.

4th 24-31.

5th xiii. 31 xiv. 2.

6th (rrapaffKfvy) xiv. 3-9.

7th (aa$fta.T(u)

Luke xx. 46 xxi. 4.

Kvptatcfj j (of the Canaanitcss) Matt. xv.

21-28.

ffaPPary trpb TTJS diroKptca, Luke xv. 1-10.

KvpiaKrj Ttpu rrjs a-noKpiu (of the Prodigal)

Luke xv. 11-32. i Thess. v. 14-23

(i Cor. vi. 12-20, B-C. in. 42).

2nd day of the week of the

Carnival Mark xi. 1-11. 2 Tim. iii. 1-10.

3rd xiv. 10-42. iii. 14 -iv. 5.

4th 43 xv. 1. iv. 9-18.

5th xv. 1-15. Tit. i. 5-12.

tjth (irapao-Ket/jJ) xv. 20 ;
22 ; 25 ;

33-41.

Tit. i. 15-ii. 10.

7th (&amp;lt;ra/3j3aTa))
Luke xxi. 8-9 ; 25-27 ;

33-36 ;
i Cor. vi. 12-20 (2 Tim. ii.

11-19, B-C. in. 24).

KvpiaKri 7775 drtoKpfO) Matt. xxv. 31-46.

i Cor. viii. 8 ix. 2 (i Cor. vi. 12-20,

B-C. m. 24).

2nd day of the week of the cheese-eater

Luke xix. 29-40
;

xxii. 7-8 ;
39. Heb.

iv. 1-13.

3rd xxii. 39 xxiii. 1. Heb. v. 12-vi. 8.

4th deest.

5th xxiii 1-33
;
44-56. Heb. xxii. 14-27.

6th (irapaaKevrj) deest.

7th (aaPPdrca) Matt. vi. 1-13. Rom. xiv.

19-23
;
xvi. 25-27.

KvpiaKrj ri)s rvpo&amp;lt;pd*fov
Matt. vi. 14-21.

Rom. xiii. 11 xiv. 4.

Tlavvvxs rs cryt

Vigil of Lent (Parh., Christ s) Matt. vii.

7-11.

luv vrjffTfiwv (Lent).

&amp;lt;ra/3/3aT&amp;lt;w
a

Mark ii. 23 iii. 5. Heb. i. 1-12.

John i. 44-52. Heb. xi. 24-40.

iii. 12-14.

i. 10 ii. 3.

x. 32-37.

iv. 14 v. 6.

vi. 9-12.

13-20.

ix. 24-28.

11-14.

8

5

ffappdry & Mark i. 35-44.

Kvpta/cfi ii. 1-12.

oa^/la. i 14-17.

KviaKri y viii. 34 ix 1.

vii. 31-37.

ix. 17-31.

aaiipdra f viii. 27-31.

K.vpiaKrj e x. 32-45.

aafifidrta &amp;lt;f (of Lazarus)

John xi. 1-45. xii. 28 xiii. 8.

KvpiaKrj T TUV BaiW, Matins, Matt. xxi.

1-11
; 15-17 \_tls Trjv \iTr)i&amp;gt;,

Mark x.

46 xi. 11, Burney 22]. Liturgy, John

xii. 1-18. Phil. iv. 4-9.

2nd

3rd

T?7 dyia f^eyd\rj (Holy Week).

( Matins, Matt. xxi. 18-43.

( Liturgy, xxiv. 3-35.

( Matins, xxii. 15 xxiv. 2.

( Liturgy, xxiv. 36 xxvi. 2.
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/ Matins, John (xi. 47-53 (al

4th J 56 ) Gale
)
xiL 17 (al - 19)~

j
47 (al. 50).

Liturgy, Matt. xxvi. 6-16.

!

Matins, Luke xxii. 1-36 (39,

Gale).

Liturgy, Matt. xxvi. 1-20.

Evayye\iov TOV vnrrfjpos, John xiii. 3-10.

Matt. xxvi. 21-39
;
Luke xxii. 43. 44

;

Matt. xxvi. 40 xxvii.2. i Cor. xi. 23-32.

EvayytXia ruv ayitav ird6(av iv xv (Twelve

Gospels of the Passions).

(1) John xiii. 31 xviii. 1. (2) John xviii. 1-

28. (3) Matt.xxvi.57-75. (4) John xviii.

28 xix. 16. (5) Matt, xxvii. 3-32. (6)

Mark xv. 16-32. (7) Matt, xxvii. 33-

54. (8) Luke xxiii. 32-49. (9) John xix.

25-37. (10) Mark xv. 43-47. (11) John

xix. 38-42. (12) Matt, xxvii. 62-66.

xv. 1-41. (6) Luke xxii. 66 xxiii. 49.

(9) John xix. 16 (al. 23 or xviii. 28)-
37.

TT; dyia irapaffKevrj (Good Friday) tls rrjv

\tiTovpytav (effiTfpas, B-C. in. 42).

Matt, xxvii. 1-38 ; Luke xxiii. 39-43
;

Matt, xxvii. 39-54
; John xix. 31-37 ;

Matt, xxvii. 55-61. i Cor. i. 18 ii. 2.

To) dyica KOI ntyaKu ffafifidry (Easter

Even).

Matins, Matt, xxvii. 62-66. i Cor. v. 6-8

(Gal. iii. 13, 14, B-C. in. 24).

Evensong, Matt, xxviii. 1-20. Rom. vi.

3-11 (\tirovpy. Matt, xxviii. 1-20, tant-

pas Rom. vi. 3-11, B-C. in. 42).

Evayyf\ia TWV wpuiv TTJS dyias irapa/j.ovijs

(Night-watches ofVigil of Good Friday).

Hour (1) Matt, xxvii. 1-56. (3) Mark

Evayyt\ta avaardaifM tcaOivd (rid. Suicor

Thes. Eccles. i. 1229), eleven Gospels,
used in turn, one every Sunday at

Matins, beginning with All Saints Day
(B-C. in. 42). In some Evst. these

are found at the end of the book.

(1) Matt, xxviii. 16-20. (2) Mark xvi.

1-8. (3) ib. 9-20. (4) Luke xxiv. 1-12.

(5) ib. 12-35. (6) ib. 36-53. (7) John
xx. 1-10. (8) ib. 11-18. ^9) ib. 19-31.

(10) John xxi. 1-14. (11) ib. 15-25.

We have now traced the daily service of the Greek Church, as derived from
the Gospels, throughout the whole year, from Easter Day to Easter Even, only
that in Lent the lessons from the 2nd to the 6th days inclusive in each week
are taken from the book of Genesis. The reader will observe that from Easter
to Pentecost St. John and the Acts are read for seven weeks, or eight Sundays.
The first Sunday after Pentecost is the Greek All Saints Day, their Trinity Sunday
being virtually kept a fortnight earlier

;
but from the Monday next after the day of

Pentecost (Whit-Monday) St. Matthew is used continuously every day for eleven
weeks and as many Sundays. For six weeks more, St. Matthew is appointed for
the Saturday and Sunday lessons, St. Mark for the other days of the week. But
inasmuch as St. Luke was to be taken up with the new year, the year of the

1 In B-C. in. 42 all the Gospels for this day run into each other without break, e. g. John xiii.

3-17 being read WHO tenore. Just so in the same manuscript stands the mixed lesson for Good
Friday evening.
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indiction [Arund. 547], which in this case must be September 24 l

,
if all the lessons

in Matthew and Mark were not read out by this time (which, unless Easter was

very early, would not be the case), they were at once broken off, and (after proper

lessons had been employed for the Sunday before and the Saturday and Sunday
which followed 2 the feast of the Elevation of the Cross, Sept. 14) the lessons from

St. Luke (seventeen weeks and sixteen Sundays in all) were taken up and read on

as far as was necessary : only that the 17th Sunday of St. Matthew (called from the

subject of its Gospel the Canaanitess} was always resumed on the Sunday preceding

that before the Carnival (irpb TTJS a7rop w), which is also named from its Gospel

that of the Prodigal, and answers to the Latin Septuagesima. Then follow the Sunday
of the Carnival (airoKptca) or Sexagesima, that of the Cheese-eater (rvpotyayov} or Quinqua-

gesima, and the six Sundays in Lent. The whole number of Sunday Gospels in

the year (even reckoning the two interpolated about September 14) is thus only

fifty-three, the Canaanitess coming twice over : but in the Menology or Catalogue of

immoveable feasts will be found proper lessons for three Saturdays and Sundays
about Christmas and Epiphany, which could either be substituted for, or added

to the ordinary Gospels for the year, according as the distance from Easter in one

year to Easter in the next exceeded or fell short of fifty-two weeks. The system

of lessons from the Acts and Epistles is much simpler than that of the Gospels :

it exhibits fifty-two Sundays in the year, without any of the complicated arrange

ments of the other scheme. Since the Epistles from the Saturday of the 16th

week after Pentecost to the Sunday of the Prodigal could not be set (like the rest)

by the side of their corresponding Gospels, they are given separately in the

following table 3
.

KvpiaKy if 2 Cor. vi. 1-10. Kvpiatcrj no! Gal. ii. 16-20.

aaPPdrcv if i Cor. xiv. 20-25. oappdrw K@ 2 Cor. v. 1-10 (1-4 in

Kvpiaicri i 2 Cor. vi. 16 viii. 1. B-C. in. 24).

ffaPPdrai IT]
i Cor. xv. 89-45. KvpiaKrj K$ Gal. vi. 11-18.

Kvpiajeri ir)
2 Cor. ix. 6-11. cafiPdrw xy 2 Cor. viii. 1-5.

aaPParca iO i Cor. xv. 58 xvi. 3. KvpiaKrj / Eph. ii. 4-10.

Kvpia/crj iO 2 Cor. xi. 31 xii. 9. aaP$a.Tw 5 2 Cor. xi. 1-6.

aafiPdrca K 2 Cor. i. 8-11. KvpiaKy 5 Eph. ii. 14-22.

KvpiaKTj K Gal. i. 11-19. aaPPdry Kt Gal. i. 3-10.

tea 2 Cor. iii. 12-18. Kvpiatcfj Kt Eph. iv. 1-7.

1 The more usual indiction, which dates from Sept. 1, is manifestly excluded by the following
rubric (Burney, 22, p. 191, and in other copies) : Aeo^ yiviaVKf if on apxerat 6 AOUKOS aj/ayii/ucr/ceo-fJai

anb Tij? KvpiaxTJs /licro rrfv vi//w&amp;lt;7ii/

- Tore yap /cat r) icrv/ixepia [i. e. i&amp;lt;n)/pta] ytVerai, o KdAeZrai viov eros.

*H on aTrb TO? [TTJS] Ky TOV creirrffiftpiov o Aov/cas avayivuHTKeTai,
2 The lesson for the Sunday after Sept. 14 is the same as that for the 3rd Sunday in Lent.
a The ordinary lessons for week days stand thus in B-C. in. 24. Week if . (2) 2 Cor. iii. 4-12.

(3)iv. 1-6. (t)ll-lS. (5) v. 10-15. (6)15-21. if. (2) vi. 11-16. (3) vii. 1-11. (4)10-16. (5) viii. 7-11.

(fi) 10-21. trj .
(&amp;gt;)

viii. 20 ix. 1. (3) ix. 1-5. (t) 12 x. 5. (5) 4-12. (6) 13-18. 16 . (2) xi. 5-9. (3) 10-18.

(t) xii. 10-14. (5) 14-19. (6) 19 xiii. 1. K . (2) xiii. 2-7. (3) 7-11. (4) Gal. i. 18 ii. 5. (5) ii. 6-16.

(6) ii. 20 iii. 7. /ca . (2) iii. 15-22. (3) 28 iv. 5. (t) iv. 9-14. (5) 13-26. (6) 28 v. 5.
&amp;lt;c|3

. (2) v. 4-14.

(3) 14-21. (4) vi. 2-10. (5) Eph. i. 9-17. (6) 16-23. icy. (2) ii. 18 iii. 5. (3) 5-12. (4) 13-21. (5) iv. 12-16.

(6) 17-25. icfi . (2) v. 18-26. (3) 25-31. (4) 28 vi. 6.
(:&amp;gt;)

7-11. (6) 17-21. ice . (2) Phil. i. 2. Hiat codex

usque ad A . (1) i Thess. i. 6-10. (3) 9 ii. 4. (4) 4-8. (5) 9-14. (6) 14-20. Aa . (2) iii. 1-8. (3) 6-11.

(4)11 iv. 6. (5)7-11. (6)17 v. 5. A/3 .
(&amp;gt;)

v. 4-11. (3)11-15. (1)15-23. (5) 2 Thess. i. 1-5. (6) 11 ii. 5.

Ay . (2) ii. 13 iii. 5. (3) 3-9. ( t) 10-18. (5) i Tim. i. 1-8. (ti) 8-14. AS . (2) i Tim. ii. 5-15. (3) iii. 1-13.

(+) iv. 4-9. (5) 14 v. 10. (6) 17 vi. 2. Ae . (2) vi. 2-11. (8) 17-21. (4) 2 Tim. i. 8-14. (5) 14 ii. 2.

O) 22-26.
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cafifiarai /cT

~K.vpia.KTj T
oa.fifia.Ttp K

KvpiaKrj

aa.fifia.Tca KT\

~K.vpia.KT) KTJ

cafiParca tcO

~K.VplO.KTJ Kd

aafifiaTca X

KvpiaKy X

aa.fifia.TCi&amp;gt; Xa!

Gal. iii. 8-12.

Eph. v. 8-19.

Gal. v. 22 vi. 2.

Eph. vi. 10-17.

Col. i. 9-18.

2 Cor. ii. 14 iii. 3.

Eph. ii. 11-13.

Col. iii. 4-11.

Eph. v. 1-8.

Col. iii. 12-16.

Col. i. 2-6.

KvptaKTj Xa

aafifia.Tci&amp;gt; Xfi

KvpiaKy Xfi

aa.fificiTca \y

KvpiaKrj Xy

aafifiaTcu X8

KvpiaKTj X5

aa.fifia.TC}&amp;gt;
Xe

Kvpiaicf/ Xe

aafifiarca XT

2 Tim. i. 3-9.

Col. ii. 8-12.

i Tim. vi. 11-16.

i Tim. ii. 1-7.

as Kvp. Xa. (2 Tim. i.

3-9 in B-C. in. 24).

1 Tim. iii. 13 iv. 5.

2 Tim. iii. 10-15.

1 Tim. iv. 9-15.

2 Tim. ii. 1-10.

2 Tim. ii. 11-19.

ON THE MENOLOGY, OK CALENDAR OF IMMOVEABLE FESTIVALS AND
SAINTS DAYS.

We cannot in this place enter very fully into this portion of the contents of

Lectionaries, inasmuch as, for reasons we have assigned above, the investigation

would be both tedious and difficult. All the great feast-days, however, as well as

the commemorations of the Apostles and of a few other Saints, occur alike in all the

books, and ought not to be omitted here. We commence with the month of September

(the opening of the year at Constantinople^, as do all the Lectionaries and Synaxaria
we have seen .

Sept. 1. Simeon Stylites, Luke iv. 16-22 ;

Col. iii. 12-16 (i Tim. ii. 1-7, B-C.

in. 53).

2. John the Faster, Matt. v. 14-19

(Wake 12). (John xv. 1-11. Parham

18.)

8. Birthday of the Virgin, 6fOT6Kos,

Matins, Luke i. 39-49, 56 (B-C. in.

24 and 42). Liturgy, Luke x. 38-

42 ;
xi. 27, 28 ;

Phil. ii. 5-11.

KvptaKij irpo TTJS in{/uj(T(ciJs,
John iii.

13-17 ;
Gal. vi. 11-18.

14. Elevation of the Cross, Matins, John

xii. 28-36. Liturgy, John xix. 6-35

(diff. in K and some others) ;
i Cor.

i. 18-24.

/ nerd \ John viii. 21-30
;

aafifiaT? i Cor. i. 26-29.

Markviii.34 ix.l;

Gal. ii. 16-20.
Kvpuum

18. Theodora 2

,
John viii. 3-11 (Parham).

24. Thecla, Matt. xxv. 1-13
;

2 Tim. i.

3-9.

Oct. 3. Dionysius the Areopagite, Matt,

xiii. 45-54
;
Acts xvii. 16 (19, Cod.

Bezae) 34 (16-23, 30, B-C, in. 24)

(diff. in K).

6. Thomas the Apostle, John xx. 19-31 ;

i Cor. iv. 9-16.

8. Pelagia, John viii. 3-11 3
.

9. James son of Alphaeus, Matt. x.

1-7, 14, 15.

18. Luke the Evangelist, Luke x. 16-

21
;
Col. iv. 5-9, 14, 18.

23. James, 6
d8(\&amp;lt;p66eos,

Mark vi. 1-7 ;

James i. 1-12.

Nov. 8. Michael and Archangels, Matins,

Matt, xviii. 10-20. Liturgy, Luke

x. 16-21 ;
Heb. ii. 2-10.

13. Chrysostom, Matins, John x. 1-9.

1 In the Menology, even Arund. 547 has firjin creirTe/j.f)pita a apx^i r&amp;gt;)s
IvSiKTOv. So Burn. 22 nearly.

2 Theodosia in Codex Cyprius (see p. 73), with the cognate lesson, Luke vii. 36-50, which lesson is read

in Gale for Sept. 16, Euphemia and in Evst. 261 (B.M. Addit. 11,840). In Burdett-Coutte n. 7, John viii.

8-11 is used els fxeroi/oovfTas : B-C. II. 30 adds K&amp;lt;X! ywouewf.
3 So Cod. Cyprius, but the Christ s Coll. Evst. removes Pelagia to Aug. 31, and reads John viii. 1-11.
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Liturgy, Johnx. 9-16 ;
Heb.vii. 26

viii. 2.

Nov. 14. Philip the Apostle, John i.

44-55
;
Acts viii. 26-39.

16. Matthew the Apostle, Matt. ix.

9-13
;

i Cor. iv. 9-16.

17- Gregory Thaumaturgus, Matt. x.

1-10 (Wake 12) ;
i Cor. xii. 7, 8,

10, 11.

25. Clement of Rome, John xv. 17 xvi.

1 ; Phil. iii. 20 iv. 3.

30. Andrew the Apostle, John i. 35-

52 ;
i Cor. iv. 9-16.

Dec. 20. Ignatius. o Ototyopos, Mark ix.

33-41 ;
Heb. iv. 14 v. 6 (Rom. viii.

28-39, B-C. m. 24).

Saturday before Christmas, Matt. xiii.

31-58 (Luke xiii. 19-29, Gale) ;
Gal.

iii. 8-12.

Sunday before Christmas, Matt. i. 1-

25 ; Heb. xi. 9-16 (9, 10, 32-40,

B-C. m. 24).

24. Christmas Eve, Luke ii. 1-20 ;

Heb. i. 1-12. Upoeupna, i Pet. ii.

10 (B-C. m. 24).

25. Christmas Day, Matins, Matt. i.

18-25. Liturgy, Matt. ii. 1-12
; Gal.

iv. 4-7.

26. tis rrjv crwaiv TT}S dtorunov, Matt. ii.

13-23 ; Heb. ii. 11-18.

27. Stephen \ Matt. xxi. 33-42 (Gale) ;

Acts vi. 1-7.

Saturday after Christmas, Matt. xii.

15-21
;

i Tim. vi. 11-16.

Sunday after Christmas, Mark i. 1-8 ;

Gal. i. 11-19. The same Lessons for

29. Innocents (Gale).

Saturday -npb ruv (puTcav, Matt. iii. 1-6
;

i Tim. iii. 13 iv. 5.

Sunday irpb TUV
(JXVTOJV, Mark i. 1-8 ;

i Tim. iii. 13 iv. 5 (2 Tim. iv. 5-8,
B-C. in. 24).

Jan. 1. Circumcision, Luke ii. 20, 21,
40-52

;
i Cor. xiii. 12 xiv. 5.

5. Vigil of etotyavia, Luke iii. 1-18
;

i Cor. ix. 19 x. 4.

, r ,
. ,, ,

Matins, Mark / Titus ii.

11-14

(B-C.m.
i 9-11

Liturgy, Matt.

iii. 13-17. ... , ,
Viii. 4-7;

7. John, 6 irpoSpoftos, John i. 29-34.

Saturday /nra rci tpura, Matt. iv. 1-11 ;

Eph. vi. 10-17.

Sunday ^fra TO.
&amp;lt;pwra,

Matt. iv. 12-17 ;

Eph. iv. 7-13.

16. Peter ad Vincula, John xxi. 15-19

(B-C. in. 42).

22. Timothy, Matt. x. 32, 33, 37, 38 ;

xix. 27-30 ;
2 Tim. i. 3-9.

Feb. 2. Presentation of Christ, Matins,
Luke ii. 25-32. Liturgy, Luke ii.

22-40
;
Heb. vii. 7-17.

3. Simeon 6 0fo56xos and Anna, Luke

ii. 25-38
;
Heb. ix. 11-14.

23. Polycarp, John xii. 24-36,

Matins, Luke vii.

18-29 (17-30, B-C.

m. 42).

Liturgy, Matt. xi.

5-14
;

2 Cor. iv.

6-11.

March 24. Vigil of Annunciation, Luke
i. 39-56 (Gale).

25. Annunciation, Luke i. 24-38 ; Heb.

ii. 11-18.

April 23. St. George, Matins, Mark xiii.

9-13. Liturgy, Acts xii. 1-11 (Cod.

Bezae)
2

.

25. (Oct. 19, B-C. m. 24). Mark the

Evangelist, Mark vi. 7-13 ;
Col. iv.

5, 10, 11, 18.

30. James, son of Zebedee, Matt. x.

1-7, 14, 15.

May 2. Athanasius, Matt. v. 14-19
;
Heb.

iv. 14. v. 6.

8. (Sept. 26, B-C. in. 42). John, o

6e6\oyos, John xix. 25-27 ; xxi. 24,

25
;

i John i. 1-7 (iv. 12-19, B-C.

m. 42).

21. Helena, Luke iv. 22, &c., Evst. 298.

26. Jude the Apostle, John xiv. 21-24.

24. Finding of the

Head of John

the Baptist

The Proto-martyr Stephen is commemorated on August 2 in Evst. 3 (Wheeler 3).
2 The same Saint is commemorated in the fragment of a Golden Evangelistarium seen at Sinai by the

Eev. E. M. Young in 1864, and in B-C. in. 42 as jxeyoAoMaprvs o Tpcmcuotfxipo! ; which (Evst. 286) is
described in its place below.
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June 11. Bartholomew and Barnabas the

Apostles, Mark vi. 7-13 ;
Acts xi.

19-30.

19. Jude, brother of the Lord, Mark vi.

7-13, or (vajy(\iov diroffroXiKov (Matt.
x. 1-8? June 30).

24. Birth of John the Baptist, Luke i.

1-25
; 57-80

; Rom. xiii. 11 xiv. 4.

29. Peter and Paul the Apostles, Matins,
John xxi. 15-31. Liturgy, Matt. xvi.

13-19
;
2 Cor. xi. 21 xii. 9.

30. The Twelve Apostles, Matt, x. 1-8.

July 20. Elijah, Luke iv. 22, &c., Evst.

229.

22. Mary Magdalene, 77 pvpofpopos, Mark
xvi. 9-20

;
2 Tim. ii. 1-10.

Aug. 1. TWV aytcav naKKa.flaicvv, Matt. x.

16, &c., Evst. 228 and others.

i Matins, Luke ix. 29-3&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

Aug. 6.
Transfi-J

or Mark ix. 2-9.

guration
j
Liturgy, Matt. xvii.

I 1-9
;
2 Pet. i. 10-19.

15. Assumption of the Virgin, Luke x.

38-42 (Gale, Codex Bezae).
20. Thaddaeus the Apostle, Matt. x.

16-22
;

i Cor. iv. 9-16.

25. Titus, Matt. v. 14-19 (Gale) ;
2 Tim.

ii. 1-10.

29. Beheading of John the Baptist,

Matins, Matt. xiv. 1-13. Liturgy.

Mark vi. 14-30
;

Acts xiii. 25-32

(39, B-C. m. 24).

Ei s ra tfKaivta, Dedication, John x. 22

(17, Gale) 28 (Gale, Cod. Bezae) ;

2 Cor. v. 15-21
;
Heb. ix. 1-7.

At Cambridge (Univ. Libr. n. 28. 8) is a rare volume containing the Greek Gospel
Church -Lessons, 0efoi/ ical Itpuv tvay-yt\iov, Venice, 1615-24, once belonging to Bishop
Hacket : also the Apostolos of a smaller size. Another edition appeared in 1851,
also at Venice.

For a comparison of the Greek with the Coptic Calendar, see p. 77, note 2. For
the Menology in the Jerusalem Syriac Lectionary, see Vol. n, Chap. i.
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on his subsequent visit in 1853, could he gain any tidings of the

leaves he had left behind
;

he even seems to have concluded

that they had been carried into Europe by some richer or more

fortunate collector. At the beginning of 1859, after the care of

the seventh edition of his N.T. -was happily over, he went for a

third time into the East, under the well-deserved patronage of

the Emperor of Russia, the great protector of the Oriental

Church
;
and the treasure which had been twice withdrawn

from him as a private traveller, was now, on the occasion of

some chance conversation, spontaneously put into the hands of one

sent from the champion and benefactor of the oppressed Church.

Tischendorf touchingly describes his surprise, his joy, his mid

night studies over the priceless volume
( quippe dormire nefas

videbatuT
) on that memorable 4th of February, 1 859. The

rest was easy ;
he was allowed to copy his prize at Cairo, and

ultimately to bring it to Europe, as a tribute of duty and

gratitude to the Emperor Alexander II. To that monarch s wise

munificence both the larger edition (1862), and the smaller of the

New Testament only (1863), are mainly due.

The Codex Sinaiticus is 13 inches in length by 14 inches

high, and consists of 346| leaves of the same beautiful vellum

as the Cod. Friderico-Augustanus which is really a part of it

whereof 199 contain portions of the Septuagint version, 147J

the whole New Testament, Barnabas Epistle, and a con

siderable fragment of Hernias Shepherd. It has subsequently

appeared that the Russian Archimandrite (afterwards Bishop)

Porphyry had brought with him from Sinai in 1845 some pieces of

Genesis xxiii, xxiv, and of Numbers v, vi, and vii, which had been

applied long before to the binding of other books 1
. Each page

comprises four columns (see p. 27), with forty-eight lines in each

column, of those continuous, noble, simple uncials (compare Plate

iv. 11 a with 11 b). The poetical books of the Old Testament,

1 These fragments were published by Tischendorf in his Appendix Codd.

eel. Sin. Vat. Alex. 1867. They consist of Gen. xxiii. 19 xxiv. 4
; 5-8 ;

10-14
;

17, 18 ; 25-27 ; 30-33
; 36-41

;
43-46

;
Num. v. 26-30 ;

vi. 5, 6, 11, 12, 17, 18
;

22-27 ;
vii. 4, 5, 12, 13

; 15-26. Another leaf of the same manuscript, containing
Lev. xxii. 3 xxiii. 22, was also found at Sinai by Dr. H. Briigsch Bey, of

GOttingen, and published by him in his Neue Bruchstiicke des Codex Sinaiticus

aufgefunden in der Bibliothek des Sinai Klosters, 1875, but is not, after all,

part of Cod. X. Another morsel, containing Gen. xxiv. 9, 10, and 41-43, now
at St. Petersburg, really belongs to it.
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however, being written in OTIXOI, admit of only two columns

on a page (above, p. 52). In the Catholic Epistles the scribe

has frequently contented himself with a column of forty-seven
lines 1

. The order of the sacred books is remarkable, though

by no means unprecedented. St. Paul s Epistles precede the

Acts, and amongst them, that to the Hebrews follows 2 Thess.,

standing on the same page with it (p. 74). Although this manu

script has hitherto been inspected by few Englishmen (Tre-

gelles, however, and Dean Stanley were among the number),

yet its general aspect has grown familiar to us by the means of

photographs of its most important pages taken for the use of

private scholars 2
,
as well as from the facsimiles contained in

Tischendorf s several editions. Breathings and accents there

are none except in Tobit vi. 9, and Gal. v. 21, as has been

already mentioned : the apostrophus and the single point for

punctuation are entirely absent for pages together, yet

occasionally are rather thickly studded, not only in places

where a later hand has been unusually busy (e.g. Isaiah

i. 1 iii. 2, two pages), but in some others (e. g. in 2 Cor. xii. 20

there are eight stops). Even words very usually abridged

(except da-, K&amp;lt;T, in-, x&amp;lt;r,
Trva which are constant) are here written in

full though the practice varies, Trarrjp, utos, ovpavos,

we find io-pa?]A , tcrA, or irjA : iepoucraArj/z , i?]/x, lAju, i7]A/z .

Tischendorf considers the two points over iota and upsilon

(which are sometimes wanting) as seldom from the first hand :

the mark
&amp;gt;,

besides its rather rare marginal use in citations

(see p. 64, note 4), we notice in the text oftener in the Old

Testament than in the New. Words are divided at the end

of a line : thus K in OTK, and X in OTX are separated
3

. Small

1 J. Rendel Harris, New Testament Autographs, Baltimore (without date),

an original and ingenious contribution to textual criticism
;
as is the Origin of

the Leicester Codex (1887) Camb. Synd. by the same author, Fellow of Clare

College, and Reader in Palaeography at Cambridge. Curious results in Brad-

shaw s spirit. Identity of hand with Caius Psalter.
2
Abbot, Comparative Antiquity of the Sinaitic and Vatican Manuscripts,

p. 195. Dean Burgon surrendered the position maintained in The Last Twelve
Verses of St. Mark.

3 It has been suggested that this strange mode of division originated in the

reluctance of scribes to begin a new line with any combination of letters which
could not commence a Greek word, and to end a line with any letter which is

not a vowel, or a liquid, or a, or 7 before another consonant, except in the case

of Proper Names (Journal of Sacred Literature, April 1863, p. 8). Certainly
the general practice in Cod. N bears out the rule thus laid down, though a few
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letters, of the most perfect shape, freely occur in all places,

especially at the end of lines, where the superscript (see p. 50)
is almost always made to represent N (e. g. seventeen times in

Mark i. 1-35). Other compendia scribendi are K for KOI, and HN
written as in Plate i. No. 2 1

. Numerals are represented by
letters, with a straight line placed over them, e.g. p. Mark i. 13 1

.

Although there are no capitals, the initial letter of a line which

begins a paragraph generally (not always) stands out from the

rank of the rest, as in the Old Testament portion of Cod. Vati-

canus, and less frequently in the New, after the fashion of

certain earlier pieces on papyrus. The titles and subscriptions
of the several books are as short as possible (see p. 65).
The TirAot or /ce^dAcua majora are absent

;
the margin con

tains the so-called Ammonian sections and Eusebian canons,
but Tischendorf is positive that neither they nor such notes as

trrixuv PTT (see p. 53, note 3) appended to z Thessalonians,
are by the original scribe, although they may possibly be due
to a contemporary hand. From the number of o/xotor&cura
and other errors, one cannot affirm that it is very carefully
written. Its itacisms are of the oldest type, and those not con
stant

; chiefly i for et, and 8e and e, and much more rarely 77

and v and 01 interchanged. The grammatical forms commonly
termed Alexandrian occur, pretty much as in other manuscripts
of the earliest date. The whole manuscript is disfigured by
corrections, a few by the original scribe, or by the usual com

parer or biopOuTrjs (see p. 55) ; very many by an ancient and

elegant hand of the sixth century (N
a
),
whose emendations are of

great importance ;
some again by a hand but little later (N

b
) ;

far the greatest number by a scholar of the seventh century
(N

c

).
who often cancels the changes introduced by N a

; others

by as many as eight several later writers, whose varying
styles Tischendorf has carefully discriminated and illustrated by
facsimiles 2

.

instances to the contrary occur here and there (Scrivener, Collation of Cod.
Sinaiticus, Introd. p. xiv, note). Hort refers it to a grammatical rule not to
end a line with OVK or o^x, or a consonant preceding an elided vowel, as air

,
ovb .

New Testament in Greek, p. 315.
1 But MI ]NH, for

firj, vrj occur even in the Septuagint Cod. Sarravianus,
also of the fourth century, in which copy numerals are quite constantly ex

pressed by letters.
3
Tischendorf, however, describes N&quot; as et formis et atramento primam
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The foregoing considerations were bringing even cautious

students to a general conviction that Cod. N, if not, as its en

thusiastic discoverer had announced, omnium antiquissimus
in the absolute sense of the words, was yet but little lower in

date than the Vatican manuscript itself, and a veritable relic of

the middle of the fourth century the presence in its margin of

the sections and canons of Eusebius [d. 340?], by a hand nearly
if not quite contemporaneous, seems to preclude the notion of

higher antiquity
1 when Constantine Simonides, a Greek of

manum tantum non adaequans, and its writer has been regarded by some as

little inferior in value to the first scribe. Thus Dr. Hort (Introd. p. 271), calling

him the corrector proper, states that he made use of an excellent exemplar,
and the readings which he occasionally uses take high rank as authority. Hort

considers Nb as mixed, N c as still more so.

1 I am indebted for the following Memoranda on Cod. N to the kindness of the

Dean of Derry and Raphoe.

i. It is demonstrable that the Eusebian Sections and Canons on the margin
are contemporaneous with the text. For they are wanting from leaves 10 and

15. Now these leaves are conjugate ;
and they have been (on other grounds)

noted by Tischendorf as written not by the scribe of the body of the N. T., but by
one of his colleagues (

D ) who wrote part of the 0. T. and acted as Diorthota

of the N. T. It thus appears that, after the marginal numbers had been

inserted, the sheet containing leaves 10 and 15 was cancelled, and rewritten by
a contemporary hand. The numbers must therefore have been written before

the MS. was completed and issued.

ii. The exemplar whence these numbers were derived, differed considerably

from that which the text follows. For, in some cases, the sectional numbers

indicate the presence of passages which are absent from the text. E. g. St. Matt.

xvi. 2, 3, which is sect. 162, is wanting ;
and 162 is assigned to ver. 4, while the

wrong canon (5 for 6) betrays the presence in the canonizer s exemplar of the

passage omitted by the scribe. The same is true of St. Mark xv. 28 (in which case

the scribe is D ).

iii. The scribe who wrote the text was unacquainted with the Eusebian sections.

For the beginning of a section is not marked, as in A and most subsequent MSS.,

by a division of the text and a larger letter. On the contrary the text is divided

into paragraphs quite independent of the Eusebian divisions, which often begin
in the middle of a line, and are marked merely by two dots (:) in vermilion,

inserted no doubt by the rubricator as he entered the numbers in the margin.
The fact that the numbers of the sections as well as of the canons (not as in

other MSS. of the Canons only) are in vermilion, points the same way.
iv. From the above it follows, (1) That while Cod. N proves the absence from

its exemplar of certain passages, its margin proves the presence of some of them
in a contemporaneous exemplar ; (2) that while on the one hand the Eusebian

numbers, coeval with the text, show that the MS. cannot be dated before the

time of Eusebius, on the other hand the form of the text, inasmuch as it is

not arranged so as to suit them, and as it differs from the text implied in them,
marks for it a date little, if at all, after his time certainly many years earlier

than A.

v. As regards the omission of the verses of St. Mark xvi. 9-20, it is not correct to
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Syme, who had just edited a few papyrus fragments of the

New Testament alleged to have been written in the first

century of the Christian era, suddenly astonished the learned

world in 1862 by claiming to be himself the scribe who had

penned this manuscript in the monastery of Panteleemon on

Mount Athos, as recently as in the years 1839 and 1840.

The writer of these pages must refer to the Introduction to his

Collation of the Codex Sinaiticus (pp. Ix Ixxii, 2nd edition,

1867) for a statement of the reasons which have been uni

versally accepted as conclusive, why the manuscript which

Simonides may very well have written under the circumstances

he has described neither was nor possibly could be that vener

able document. The discussion of the whole question, however,

though painful enough in some aspects, was the means of

directing attention to certain peculiarities of Cod. N which

might otherwise have been overlooked. While engaged in

demonstrating that it could not have been transcribed from a

Moscow-printed Bible, as was Cod. Simoneidos (to borrow the

designation employed by its author), critics came to perceive
that either this copy or its immediate prototype must have

been derived from a papyrus exemplar, and that probably of

Egyptian origin (Collation, &c. pp. viii*
; xiv; Ixviii), a confir

mation of the impression conveyed to the reader by a first

glance at the eight narrow columns of each open leaf (p. 28).

The claim of Simonides to be the sole writer of a book which
must have consisted when complete of about 730 leaves, or

1460 pages of very large size (Collation, &c. p. xxxii), and that

too within the compass of eight or ten months 1

(he inscribed on

assert that Cod. N betrays no sign of consciousness of their existence. For the

last line of ver. 8, containing only the letters TOfAp, has the rest of the space

(more than half the width of the column) filled up with a minute and elaborate

arabesque executed with the pen in ink and vermilion, nothing like which
occurs anywhere else in the whole MS. (O. T. or N. T.), such spaces being
elsewhere invariably left blank. By this careful filling up of the blank, the

scribe (who here is the diorthota D ), distinctly shows that the omission
is not a case of non-interpolation,&quot; but of deliberate excision. John Gwynn,
May 21, 1883.

1 He would have written about 20,000 separate uncial letters every day.

Compare the performance of that veritable Briareus, Nicodemus 6 fcYo?, who
transcribed the Octateuch (in cursive characters certainly) now at Ferrara

(Holmes, Cod. 107), beginning his task on the 8th of June, and finishing it

the 15th of July, A. D. 1334, working very hard as he must have done indeed

(Burgon, Guardian, Jan. 29, 1873).
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his finished work, as he tells us, the words Si/.iamSou TO oXov

epyov], made it important to scrutinize the grounds of Tischen-

dorf s judgement that four several scribes had been engaged

upon it, one of whom, as he afterwards came to persuade him

self, was the writer of its rival, Codex Vaticanus 1
. Such an

investigation, so far as it depends only on the handwriting, can

scarcely be carried out satisfactorily without actual examination

of the manuscript itself, which is unfortunately not easily

within the reach of those who could use it independently ;
but

it is at all events quite plain, as well from internal considera

tions as from minute peculiarities in the writing, such as the

frequent use of the apostrophus and of the mark &amp;gt; (see above,

p. 50) on some sheets and their complete absence from others

(Collation, &c. pp. xvi-xviii
;

xxxii
; xxxvii), that at least

two, and probably more, persons have been employed on the

several parts of the volume 2
.

It is indeed a strange coincidence, although unquestionably it

can be nothing more, that Simonides should have brought to the

West from Mount Athos some years before one genuine fragment
of the Shepherd of Hermas in Greek, and the transcript of

a second (both of which materially aided Tischendorf in editing

the remains of that Apostolic Father), when taken in connexion

with the fact that the worth of Codex Sinaiticus is vastly

enhanced by its exhibiting next to the Apocalypse, and on the

same page with its conclusion, the only complete extant copy,

besides the one discovered by Bryennios in 1875, of the Epistle of

Barnabas in Greek, followed by a considerable portion of this

1 This opinion, first put forth by Tischendorf in his N. T. Vaticanum 1867,

Proleg. pp. xxi-xxiii, was minutely discussed in the course of a review of that

hook in the Christian Eemembrancer, October 1867, by the writer of these pages.

Although Dr. Hort labours to show that no critical inferences ought to be

drawn from this identity of the scribe of Cod. B with the writer of six conjugate
leaves of Cod. N (being three pairs in three distinct quires, one of them con

taining the conclusion of St. Mark s GospeP, he is constrained to admit that

the fact appears to be sufficiently established by concurrent peculiarities in

the form of one letter, punctuation, avoidance of contractions, and some points
of orthography (Introduction, p. 213). The internal evidence indeed, though

relating to minute matters, is cumulative and irresistible, and does not seem
to have been noticed by Tischendorf, who drew his conclusions from the

handwriting only.
2 Prothero (Memoir of H. Bradshaw, pp. 92-118) reprints a letter of Bradshaw

from Guardian, Jan. 28, 1863, worth studying : Simonides died hard, and to the

very end was supported by a few dupes of his ingenious mendacity. (p. 99.)
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self-same Shepherd of Hernias, much of which, as well as of

Barnabas, was previously known to us only in the Old Latin

translation. Both these works are included in the list of books

of the New Testament contained in the great Codex Claromon-

tanus D of St. Paul s Epistles, to be described hereafter, Barna

bas standing there in an order sufficiently remarkable
;
and their

presence, like that of the Epistles of Clement at the end of

Codex Alexandrinus (p. 99), brings us back to a time when
the Church had not yet laid aside the primitive custom of read

ing publicly in the congregation certain venerated writings
which have never been regarded exactly in the same light as

Holy Scripture itself. Between the end of Barnabas and

the opening of the Shepherd are lost the last six leaves of

a quaternion (which usually consists of eight) numbered 91

at its head in a fairly ancient hand. The limited space would

not suffice for the insertion of Clement s genuine Epistle, since

the head of the next quaternion is numbered 92, but might suit

one of the other uncanonical books on the list in Cod. Claromon-

tanus, viz. the Acts of Paul and the Kevelation of Peter.

With regard to the deeply interesting question as to the critical

character of Cod. N, although it strongly supports the Codex

Vaticanus in many characteristic readings, yet it cannot be said

to give its exclusive adherence to any of the witnesses hitherto

examined. It so lends its grave authority, now to one and now
to another, as to convince us more than ever of the futility of

seeking to derive the genuine text of the New Testament from

any one copy, however ancient and, on the whole, trustworthy,
when evidence of a wide and varied character is at hand.

A. CODEX ALEXANDRINUS in the British Museum, where the

open volume of the New Testament is publicly shown in the

Manuscript room. It was placed in that Library on its forma

tion in 1753, having previously belonged to the king s private

collection from the year 1628, when Cyril Lucar, Patriarch of

Constantinople (whose crude attempts to reform the Eastern

Church on the model of Geneva ultimately provoked the un

toward Synod of Bethlehem in 1672 1

),
sent this most precious

1 A more favourable estimate of the ecclesiastical policy of Cyril (who was
murdered by order of the Sultan in 1638, aet. 80) is maintained by Dr. Th. Smith,
Collectanea de Cyrillo Lucario, Patriarcha Constantinopolitano, London 1707.

VOL. I. H
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document by our Ambassador in Turkey, Sir Thomas Roe,

as a truly royal gift to Charles I. An Arabic inscription,

several centuries old, at the back of the Table of Contents on

the first leaf of the manuscript, and translated into Latin in

another hand, which Mr. W. Aldis Wright recognizes as Bentley s

(Academy, April 17, 1875), states that it was written by the

hand of Thecla the Martyr
l

. A recent Latin note on the first

page of the first of two fly-leaves declares that it was given
to the Patriarchal Chamber in the year of the Martyrs, 814

[A.D. 1098]. Another, and apparently the earliest inscription, in

an obscure Moorish-Arabic scrawl, set at the foot of the first page
of Genesis, was thus translated for Baber by Professor Nicoll of

Oxford, Dicatus est Cellae Patriarchae in urbe munita Alexan

dria. Qui eum ex ea extraxerit sit anathematizatus, vi avulsus.

Athanasius humilis (Cod. Alex. V. T., Prolegomena, p. xxvi,

note 92). That the book was brought from Alexandria by Cyril

(who had been Patriarch of that see from 1602 to 1621) need

not be disputed, although Wetstein, on the doubtful authority of

Matthew Muttis of Cyprus, Cyril s deacon, concludes that he

procured it from Mount Athos. In the volume itself the

Patriarch has written and subscribed the following words :

Liber iste scripturae sacrae N. et V. Testamenti, prout ex

traditione habemus, est scriptus manu Theclae, nobilis foeminae

Aegyptiae, ante mile [sic] et trecentos annos circiter, paulo post
Concilium Nicenum. Nomen Theclae in fine libri erat exaratum,
sed extincto Christianismo in Aegypto a Mahometanis, et libri

una Christianorum in similem sunt reducti conditionem. Ex-

tinctum ergo est Theclae nomen et laceratum, sed memoria et

traditio recens observat/ Cyril seems to lean wholly on the

Arabic inscription on the first leaf of the volume : independent

testimony he would appear to have received none.

This celebrated manuscript, the earliest of first-rate import
ance applied by scholars to the criticism of the text, and yielding
in value to but one or two at the utmost, is now bound in

four volumes, whereof three contain the Septuagint version of

1 I.e. Memorant hunc Librum scriptu fuisse ma-nu Theclae Martyris. On
the page over against Cyril s note the same hand writes videantur literae ejusdS

Cyrill : Lucar : ad Georgium Episco Cant [Abbot] ;
Harl : 823, 2. quae extant

in dementis Epistolis ad Corinthios editionis Colomesii Lond. 1687 8 page
854 &c.
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the Old Testament almost complete
1

,
the fourth volume the New

Testament with several lamentable defects. In St. Matthew s

Gospel some twenty-five leaves are wanting up to ch. xxv. 6

i4p\ff0, from John vi. 50 iva to viii. 52 KCU av 2 two leaves are

lost, and three leaves from 2 Cor. iv. 13 e7noreu&amp;lt;ra to xii. 6 e

cfjiov. All the other books of the New Testament are here entire,

the Catholic Epistles following the Acts, that to the Hebrews

standing before the Pastoral Epistles (see above, p. 74). After

the Apocalypse we find what was till very recently the only
known extant copy of the first or genuine Epistle of Clement of

Rome, and a small fragment of a second of suspected authenticity,
both in the same hand as the latter part of the New Testament.

It would appear also that these two Epistles of Clement were

designed to form a part of the volume of Scripture, for in the

Table of Contents exhibited on the first leaf of the manuscript
under the head H KAINH AIA0HKH, they are represented as

immediately following the Apocalypse : next is given the num
ber of books, OMOT BIBAIA, the numerals being now illegible ;

and after this, as if distinct from Scripture, the eighteen Psalms

of Solomon. Such uncanonical works
(i8io&amp;gt;u/col ^aX/xot . . .

aKavovivTo. /3t/3X6a) were forbidden to be read in churches by the

59th canon of the Council of Laodicea (A.D. 363 1) ;
whose 60th

canon, which seems to have been added a little later, enumerates

the books of the N. T. in the precise order seen in Cod. A,

only that the Apocalypse and Clement s Epistles do not stand

on the list.

This manuscript is in quarto, 12| inches high and 10 broad,

and consists of 773 leaves (of which 639 contain the Old Testa

ment), each page being divided into two columns of fifty or

fifty-one lines each, having about twenty letters or upwards in

a line. These letters are written continuously in uncial charac-

1 Not to mention a few casual lacunae here and there, especially in the early

leaves of the manuscript, the lower part of one leaf has been cut out, so that

Gen. xiv. 14-17 ;
xv. 1-5 ; 16-20 ;

xvi. 6-9 are wanting. The leaf containing
i Sam. xii. 20 xiv. 9, and the nine leaves containing Ps. 1. 20 Ixxx. 10 (Engl.)
are lost.

2 Yet we may be sure that these two leaves did not contain the Pericope

Adulterae, John vii. 53 viii. 11. Taking the Elzevir N. T. of 1624, which is

printed without breaks for the verses, we count 286 lines of the Elzevir for the

two leaves of Cod. A preceding its defect, 288 lines for the two which follow

it
; but 317 lines for the two missing leaves. Deduct the thirty lines containing

John vii. 53 viii. 11, and the result for the lost leaves is 287.

H 2
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ters, without any space between the words, the uncials being
of an elegant yet simple form, in a firm and uniform hand,

though in some places larger than in others. Specimens of

both styles may be seen in our facsimiles (Plate v, Nos. 12, 13) \

the first, Gen. i. 1, 2, being written in vermilion, the second,

Acts xx. 28, in the once black, but now yellowish-brown ink of

the body of the Codex. The punctuation, which no later hand

has meddled with, consists merely of a point placed at the end

of a sentence, usually on a level with the top of the preceding

letter, but not always ;
and a vacant space follows the point at

the end of a paragraph, the space being proportioned to the

break in the sense. Capital letters of various sizes abound at

the beginning of books and sections, not painted as in later

copies, but written by the original scribe in common ink. As

these capitals stand entirely outside the column in the margin

(excepting in such rare cases as Gen. i. 1), if the section begins

in the middle of a line, the capital is necessarily postponed till

the beginning of the next line, whose first letter is always the

capital, even though it be in the middle of a word (see p. 51).

Vermilion is freely used in the initial lines of books, and has

stood the test of time much better than the black ink : the first

four lines of each column on the first page of Genesis are in this

colour, accompanied with the only breathings and accents in

the manuscript (see above, pp. 45, 46). The first line of St. Mark,
the first three of St. Luke, the first verse of St. John, the opening
of the Acts down to t, and so on for other books, are in ver

milion. At the end of each book are neat and unique orna

ments in the ink of the first hand : see especially those at the

end of St. Mark and the Acts. As we have before stated this

codex is the earliest which has the Ke^aAcua proper, the so-

called Ammonian sections, and the Eusebian canons complete.
Lists of the /cec/mAaja precede each Gospel, except the first, where

they are lost. Their titles stand or have stood at the top of the

pages, but the binder has often ruthlessly cut them short, and

committed other yet more serious mutilation at the edges. The

1 An excellent facsimile of A is given in the Facsimiles of the Palaeographical

Society, Plate 106 ; others in Woide s New Testament from this MS. (1786), and in

Baber s Old Test. (1816). Two specimens from the first Epistle of Clement are

exhibited in Jacobson s Patres Apostolici, vol. i. p. 110, 1838 (1863) ;
and one

in Cassell s Bible Diet. vol. i. p. 49.
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places at which they begin are indicated throughout, and their

numbers are moreover set in the margin of Luke and John.
The sections and Eusebian canons are conspicuous in the margin,
and at the beginning of each of these sections a capital letter is

found. The rest of the New Testament has no division into

Kf(f)dkata, as was usual in later times, but paragraphs and capitals
occur as the sense requires.

The palaeographic reasons for assigning this manuscript to

the beginning or middle of the fifth century (the date now very

generally acquiesced in, though it may be referred even to the

end of the fourth century, and is certainly not much later)

depend in part on the general style of the writing, which is at

once firm, elegant and simple ; partly on the formation of certain

letters, in which respect it holds a middle place between copies
of the fourth and sixth centuries. The reader will recall what
we have already said (pp. 33-40) as to the shape of alpha, delta,

epsilon, pi, sigma, phi, and omega in the Codex Alexandrinus.

Woide, who edited the New Testament, believes that two hands

were employed in that volume, changing in the page containing
i Cor. v vii, the vellum of the latter portion being thinner and

the ink more thick, so that it has peeled off or eaten through
the vellum in many places. This, however, is a point on which

those who know manuscripts best will most hesitate to speak

decidedly \

The external arguments for fixing the date are less weighty,
but all point to the same conclusion. On the evidence for its

being written by St. Thecla, indeed, no one has cared to lay

much stress, though some have thought that the scribe might

belong to a monastery dedicated to that holy martyr
2

,
whether

1 Notice especially what Tregelles says of the Codex Augiensis (Tregelles

Home s Introd. vol. iv. p. 198), where the difference of hand in the leaves

removed from their proper place is much more striking than any change in

Cod. Alexandrinus. Yet even in that case it is likely that one scribe only was

engaged. It should be stated, however, that Mr. E. Maunde Thompson, who

edits the autotype edition, believes that the hand changed at the beginning

of St. Luke, and altered again at i Cor. x. 8. His reasons appear to us pre

carious and insufficient, and he seems to cut away the ground from under him

when he admits (Praef. p. 9) that sufficient uniformity is maintained to make

it difficult to decide the exact place where a new hand begins.
2

Tischendorf, Septuagint, Proleg. p. Ixv, cites with some approval Grabe s

references (Proleg. Cap. i. pp. 9-12) to Gregory Nazianzen [d. 389], three of

whose Epistles are written to a holy virgin of that name (of course not the
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the contemporary of St. Paul be meant, or her namesake who
suffered in the second year of Diocletian, A.D. 286 (Eusebius de

Martyr. Palaestin. c. iii). Tregelles explains the origin of the

Arabic inscription, on which Cyril s statement appears to rest, by

remarking that the New Testament in our manuscript at present

commences with Matt. xxv. 6, this lesson (Matt. xxv. 1-13) being

that appointed by the Greek Church for the festival of St. Thecla

(see above, Menology, p. 87, Sept. 24). Thus the Egyptian who
wrote this Arabic note, observing the name of Thecla in the

now mutilated upper margin of the Codex, where such rubrical

notes are commonly placed by later hands, may have hastily

concluded that she wrote the book, and so perplexed our Biblical

critics. It seems a fatal objection to this shrewd conjecture, as

Mr. E. Maunde Thompson points out, that the Arabic numeration

of the leaf, set in the verso of the lower margin, itself posterior

in date to the Arabic note relating to Thecla, is 26 1
;
so that the

twenty-five leaves now lost must have been still extant when
that note was written.

Other more trustworthy reasons for assigning Cod. A to the

fifth century may be summed up very briefly. The presence of

the canons of Eusebius [A.D. 268-340?], and of the epistle to

Marcellinus by the great Athanasius, Patriarch of Alexandria

[300 1-373], standing before the Psalms, place a limit in one

direction, while the absence of the Euthalian divisions of the

Acts and Epistles (see above, p. 64), which came into vogue very
soon after A.D. 458, and the shortness of the viroypatjiai (above,

p. 65), appear tolerably decisive against a later date than A.D. 450.

The insertion of the Epistles of Clement, like that of the treatises

of Barnabas and Hernias in the Cod. Sinaiticus (p. 92), recalls

us to a period when the canon of Scripture was in some par
ticulars a little unsettled, that is, about the age of the Councils of

Laodicea (363 ?) and of Carthage (397). Other arguments have

been urged both for an earlier and a later date, but
the}*&quot; scarcely

deserve discussion. Wetstein s objection to the name eoroKos as

martyr), to whose itapOevuv at Seleucia he betook himself, the better to carry
out his very sincere nolo episcopari on the death of his father Gregory, Bishop of

Nazianzus : TlpSirov fj.tv tf\0ov eh 2,(\(v/eeiav
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;iryas |

Toy irapOtvuva rfjs doiSifiov

Koprjs |

eVAas- K.T.\. De vita sua.
1 The last Arabic numeral in the Old Testament is 641, the first in the New

Testament 667.
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applied to the Blessed Virgin in the title to her song, added to

the Psalms, is quite groundless : that appellation was given to

her by both the Gregories in the middle of the fourth century

(vid. Suicer, Thesaur. Eccles. i. p. 1387), as habitually as it was
a century after: nor should we insist much on the contrary

upon Woide s or Schulz s persuasion that the rpurayiov (aytos

6 0eos, aytos Io~xyp6s, ayto? aQavaros] would have been found in

the TJ^VOS fuOivos after the Psalms, had the manuscript been

written as late as the fifth century.
Partial and inaccurate collations of the New Testament portion

of this manuscript were made by Patrick Young, Librarian to

Charles I \ who first published from it the Epistles of Clement

in 1633: then by Alexander Huish, Prebendary of Wells, for

Walton s Polyglott, and by some others 2
. The Old Testament

portion was edited in 1707-20, after a not very happy plan,
but with learned Prolegomena and notes, by the Prussian

J. E. Grabe, the second and third of his four volumes being

posthumous.
In 1786, Charles Godfrey Woide, preacher at the Dutch

Chapel Royal and Assistant Librarian in the British Museum,
a distinguished Coptic scholar [d. 1790], published, by the aid

of 456 subscribers, a noble folio edition of the New Testament

from this manuscript, with valuable Prolegomena, a copy of the

text which, so far as it has been tested, has been found reasonably

accurate, together with notes on the changes made in the codex

by later hands, and a minute collation of its readings with the

common text as presented in Kuster s edition of Mill s N. T.

(1710). In this last point Woide has not been taken as a model

by subsequent editors of manuscripts, much to the inconvenience

of the student. In 1816-28 the Old Testament portion of the

1
Very interesting is Whitelock s notice of a design which was never carried

out, under the date of March 13, 1645. The Assembly of Divines desired

by some of their brethren, sent to the House [of Commons] that Mr. Patrick

Young might be encouraged in the printing of the Greek Testament much

expected and desired by the learned, especially beyond seas
;
and an ordinance

was read for printing and publishing the Old Testament of the Septuagint

translation, wherein Mr. Young had formerly taken pains and had in his hand,
as library keeper at St. James s, an original Teeta [sic] Bible of that trans

lation (Memorials, p. 197, ed. 1732).
2 MS Alexand ra accuratissime ipse contuli, A. D. 1716. Rich: Bentleius.

Trin. Coll. Camb. B. xvii. 9, in a copy of Fell s Greek Testament, 1675, which
contains his collation. Ellis, Bentleii Critica Sacra, p. xxviii.
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Codex Alexandrinus was published in three folio volumes at the

national expense, by the Rev. Henry Hervey Baber, also of the

British Museum, the Prolegomena to whose magnificent work

are very inferior to Woide s, but contain some additional informa

tion. Both these performances, and many others like them

which we shall have to describe, are printed in an uncial type,

bearing some general resemblance to that of their respective

originals, but which must not be supposed to convey any

adequate notion of their actual appearance. Such quasi-

facsimiles (for they are nothing more), while they add to the

cost of the book, seem to answer no useful purpose whatever
;

and, if taken by an incautious reader for more than they profess

to be, will seriously mislead him. In 1860 Mr. B. H. Cowper

put forth an octavo edition of the New Testament pages in

common type, but burdened with modern breathings and

accents, the lacunae of the manuscript being unwisely supplied

by means of Kuster s edition of Mill, and the original paragraphs

departed from, wheresoever they were judged to be inconvenient.

These obvious faults are the more to be regretted, inasmuch as

Mr. Cowper has not shrunk from the labour of revising Woide s

edition by a comparison with the Codex itself, thus giving to his

book a distinctive value of its own. An admirable autotype
facsimile of the New Testament was published in 1879, and

afterwards of the Old Testament, by Mr. E. Maunde Thompson,
then the Principal Keeper of Manuscripts, now the Principal

Librarian, of the British Museum.

The Codex Alexandrinus has been judged to be carelessly

written
; many errors of transcription no doubt exist, but not

so many as in some copies (e.g. Cod. N), nor more than in others

(as Cod. B). None other than the ordinary abridgements
are found in it (see pp. 49-50) : numerals are not expressed by
letters except in Apoc. vii. 4; xxi. 17: t and v have usually
the dots over them at the beginning of a syllable. Of itacisms

it may be doubted whether it contains more than others of

the same date : the interchange of L and et, rj
and t, e at, are the

most frequent ;
but these mutations are too common to prove

anything touching the country of the manuscript. Its external

history renders it very likely that it was written at Alexandria,

that great manufactory of correct and elegant copies, while

Egypt was yet a Christian land : but such forms as
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, yXOav, Zvaros, eKadtpicrOri, and others named by Woide,
are peculiar to no single nation, but are found repeatedly in

Greek-Latin codices which unquestionably originated in Western

Europe. This manuscript is of the very greatest importance to

the critic, inasmuch as it exhibits (especially in the Gospels) a text

more nearly approaching that found in later copies than is read

in others of its high antiquity, although some of its errors are

portentous enough, e.g. 6v for iu in John xix. 40. This topic,

however, will be discussed at length in another place, and we
shall elsewhere consider the testimony Codex A bears in the

celebrated passage i Tim. iii. 16.

B. CODEX VATICANUS 1209 is probably the oldest large vellum

manuscript in existence, and is the glory of the great Vatican

Library at Rome. To this legitimate source of deep interest

must be added the almost romantic curiosity which was once

excited by the jealous watchfulness of its official guardians.
But now that an acquaintance with it has been placed within

the reach of scholars through the magnificent autotype edition

issued by the authorities of the Vatican, it may be hoped that

all such mystic glamour will soon be left with the past.

This book seems to have been brought into the VaticanO

Library shortly after its establishment by Pope Nicolas V in

1448, but nothing is known of its previous history
1

. It is

entered in the earliest catalogue of that Library, made in

1475. Since the missing portions at the end of the New
Testament are believed to have been supplied in the fifteenth

century from a manuscript belonging to Cardinal Bessarion, we

may be allowed to conjecture, if we please, that this learned

Greek brought the Codex into the west of Europe. It was

taken to Paris by Napoleon I, where it was studied by Hug in

1809. Although this book has not even yet been as thoroughly

collated, or rendered as available as it might be to the critical

student, its general character and appearance are sufficiently well

known. It is a quarto volume, arranged in quires of five sheets

or ten leaves each, like Codex Marchalianus of the Prophets
written in the sixth or seventh century and Cod. Rossanensis of

1 See Bibliotheque du Vatican au Xme
siecle, par Eugene Miintz et Paul

Fabre, Paris. Thorn. 824 Lat., 400 Gr.
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the Gospels to be described hereafter, not of four or three

sheets as Cod. N, the ancient, perhaps the original, numbering
of the quires being often found in the margin. The New
Testament fills 142 out of its 759 thin and delicate vellum

leaves, said to be made of the skins of antelopes : it is

bound in red morocco, being 10^ inches high, 10 broad,

4^ thick. It once contained the whole Bible in Greek, the

Old Testament of the Septuagint version (a tolerably fair repre

sentation of which was exhibited in the Koman edition as early

as 1587 1

), except the books of the Maccabees and the Prayer of

Manasses. The first forty-six chapters of Genesis (the manuscript

begins at TroAiy, Gen. xlvi. 28) and Psalms cv cxxxvii, also the

books of the Maccabees, are wanting. The New Testament is

complete down to Heb. ix. 14 Kada : the rest of the Epistle

to the Hebrews (the Catholic Epistles had followed the Acts,

see p. 74), and the Apocalypse, being written in the later hand

alluded to above. The peculiar arrangement of three columns on

a page, or six on the opened leaf of the volume, is described by

eye-witnesses as very striking: in the poetical books of the

Old Testament (since they are written
&amp;lt;mxr?p&amp;lt;3?) only two

columns fill a page. Our facsimile (Plate viii, No. 20) com

prises Mark xvi. 3 fjuv rov XiOov to the end of verse 8, where

the Gospel ends abruptly ;
both the arabesque ornament and

the subscription KATA MAPKON being in a later hand (for M
see p. 37). All who have inspected the Codex are loud in

their praises of the fine thin vellum, the clear and elegant

hand of the first penman, the simplicity of the whole style of

the work : capital letters, so frequent in the Codex Alexan-

drinus, were totally wanting in this document for some centuries.

In several of these particulars our manuscript resembles the

Herculanean rolls, and thus asserts a just claim to high antiquity,

which the absence of the divisions into Ke^aAata, of the sections

and canons, and the substitution in their room of another scheme

of chapters of its own (described above, p. 56), beyond question

1 The Epistle of Cardinal Carafa to Sixtus V, and the Preface to the Reader

by the actual editor Peter Morinus, both of which Tischendorf reprints in full

(Septuagint, Proleg, pp. xxi xxvii), display an amount of critical skill and
discernment quite beyond their age, and in strange contrast with the signal

mismanagement in regard to the revision of the Latin Vulgate version under
the auspices of the same Pope.
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tend very powerfully to confirm. Each column contains

ordinarily forty-two lines 1
, each line from sixteen to eighteen

letters, of a size somewhat less than in Cod. A, much less than

in Cod. N (though they all vary a little in this respect), with no

intervals between words, a space of the breadth of half a letter

being left at the end of a sentence, and a little more at the

conclusion of a paragraph ; the first letter of the new sentence

occasionally standing a little out of the line (see pp. 51, 93). It

has been doubted whether any of the stops are primd manu,
and (contrary to the judgement of Birch and others) the breathings
and accents are now universally allowed to have been added

by a later hand. This hand, referred by some to the eighth

century (although Tischendorf, with Dr. Hort s approval, assigns

it to the tenth or eleventh 2
), retraced, with as much care as such

an operation would permit, the faint lines of the original writing

(the ink whereof was perhaps never quite black), the remains of

which can even now be seen by a keen-sighted reader by the

side of the thicker and more modern strokes
; and, anxious at

the same time to represent a critical revision of the text, the

writer left untouched such words or letters as he wished to

reject. In these last places, where no breathings or accents and

scarcely any stops
3 have ever been detected, we have an oppor

tunity of seeing the manuscript in its primitive condition,

before it had been tampered with by the later scribe. There

are occasional breaks in the continuity of the writing, every

1 In Pentateuch, Joshua, Judges, Ruth, and i Kings i. 1 xix. 11, there are

forty-four lines in a column
;
and in 2 Paralip. x. 16 xxvi. 13, there are

forty lines in a column.
2 The writer of the Preface to the sixth volume of the Roman edition of 1881

(apparently Fabiani), is jubilant over his discovery of the name of this retracer

( eruditissimi et patieritissimi viri, as he is pleased to call him, p. xviii) in

the person of Clement the Monk, who has written his name twice in the book

in a scrawl of the fifteenth century. But mere resemblance in the ink is but

a lame proof of identity, and Fabiani recognizes some other correctors, whom
he designates as B*, posterior to the mischievous instaurator.

3 Hug says none, but Tischendorf (Cod. Frid.-Aug. Proleg. p. 9) himself

detected two in a part that the second scribe had left untouched
;
and not a very

few elsewhere (N. T. Vatican. Proleg. pp. xx, xxi, 1867) ; though a break often

occurs with no stop by either hand. In the much contested passage Rom. ix. 5,

Dr. Vance Smith ( Revised Texts and Margins, p. 34, note*), while confidently

claiming the stop after aapKa in Cod. A as primd manu, and noticing the space
after the word in Cod. Ephraemi (C), admits that in the Vatican the originality
of the stops may be doubtful. In the judgement of Fabiani, vix aliqua primo
exscriptori tribuenda (Praef. N. T. Vat. 1881, p. xviii).
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descent in the genealogies of our Lord (Matt, i, Luke iii
1

),
each

of the beatitudes (Matt, v), of the parables in Matt, xiii, and

the salutations of Rom. xvi, forming a separate paragraph ;
but

such a case will oftentimes not occur fur several consecutive

pages. The writer s plan was to proceed regularly with a book

until it was finished : then to break off from the column he was

writing, and to begin the next book on the very next column.

Thus only one column perfectly blank is found in the whole

New Testament 2
,
that which follows tfyofiovvro yap in Mark

xvi. 8 : and since Cod. B is the only one yet known, except

Cod. N, that actually omits the last twelve verses of that

Gospel, by leaving such a space the scribe has intimated that

he was fully aware of their existence, or even found them in

the copy from which he wrote. The capital letters at the

beginning of each book are likewise due to the corrector,

who sometimes erased, sometimes merely touched slightly,

the original initial letter, which (as in the Herculanean rolls)

is no larger than any other. The paragraph marks (usually

straight lines, but sometimes /~ 3
)
are seen quite frequently in

some parts ;
whether from the first hand is very doubtful. The

note of citation &amp;gt;

3 is perpetual, not occasional as in Cod. N.

Fewer abridgements than usual occur in this venerable copy
:i

.

The formation of delta, pi, clii
;
the loop-like curve on the left

side of alpha ;
the absence of points at the extremities of

sigrtia or epsilon ;
the length and size of rho, upsilon, phi, all

point to the FOURTH century as the date of this manuscript.

The smaller letters so often found at the end of lines preserve

1 The publication of the Roman edition (1868-81) enables us to add (Abbot,
uU supra, p. 193) that the blessings of the twelve patriarchs in Gen. xlix are in

separate paragraphs numbered from A to IB, that the twenty-two names of the

unclean birds Deut. xiv. 12-18, twenty-five kings in Josh. xii. 10-22, eleven

dukes in i Chr. i. 51-54, each stand in a separate line. In Cod. X, especially

in the New Testament, this arrangement ari\r)pSas is much more frequent
than in Cod. B, although the practice is in some measure common to both.

2 The Roman edition (1868-81) also makes known to us that in the Old

Testament two columns are left blank between Nehemiah and the Psalms,
which could not have been otherwise, inasmuch as the Psalms are written

aTi\r)pws with but two columns on a page. Between Tobit and Hosea (which
book stands first of the Prophetical writings) a column is very naturally left

blank, and two columns at the end of Daniel, with whose prophecy the Old

Testament concludes. But these peculiarities obviously bear no analogy to the

case of the end of St. Mark s Gospel.
3 See above, pp. 49-51.
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the same firm and simple character as the rest
;
of the use of

the apostrophus, so frequent in Codd. N, A and some others,

Tischendorf enumerates ten instances in the New Testament

(N. T. Vatican. Proleg. p. xxi). whereof four are represented in

the Roman edition of 1868, with two more which Tischendorf

considers as simple points (Acts vii. 13, 14).

Tischendorf says truly enough that something like a history

might be written of the futile attempts to collate Cod. B, and

a very unprofitable history it would be. The manuscript is first

distinctly heard of (for it does not appear to have been used for

the Complutensian Polyglott
1

) through Sepulveda, to whose

correspondence with Erasmus attention has been seasonably
recalled by Tregelles. Writing in 1533, he says.

f Est enim

Graecum exemplar antiquissimum in Bibliotheca Vaticana. in quo

diligentissime et accuratissime literis majusculis conscriptum

utrumque Testamentum continetur longe diversum a vulgatis

exemplaribus : and, after noticing as a weighty proof of

excellence its agreement with the Latin version (multum
convenit cum vetere nostra translatione) against the common
Greek text (vulcratam Graecorum editionem), he furnishes

Erasmus with 365 readings as a convincing argument in sup

port of his statements. It would probably be from this list

that in his Annotations to the Acts, published in 1535, Erasmus

cites the reading Kai-ba, ch. xxvii. 16
( quidam admonent is

the expression he uses), from a Greek codex in the Pontifical

Library, since for this reading Cod. B is the only
r known Greek

witness, except a corrector of Cod. N. It seems, however, that

he had obtained some account of this manuscript from the Papal
Librarian Paul Bombasius as early as 1521 (see Wetstein s

Proleg. N. T.. vol. i. p. 23). Lucas Brugensis, who published
his Notationes in S. Biblia in 1580, and his Commentary on

the Four Gospels (dedicated to Cardinal Bellarmine) in 1606,

made known some twenty extracts from Cod. B taken by
Werner of Nimeguen ;

that most imperfect collection being the

only source from which Mill and even Wetstein had any

acquaintance with the contents of this first-rate document.

1 The writer of the Preface to the Roman edition (vol. vi. Praef. p. 9, 1881)

vainly struggles to maintain the opposite view, because the Cardinal, in his

Preface to the Complutensian N. T., speaks about adhibitis Vaticanis libris,

as if there was but one there.
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More indeed might have been gleaned from the Barberini

readings gathered in or about 1625 (of which we shall speak
in the next section), but their real value and character were not

known in the lifetime of Wetstein. In 1698 Lorenzo Alexander

Zacagni, Librarian of the Vatican, in his Preface to the Collec

tanea Monumentorum Veterum Eccles., describes Cod. B, and

especially its peculiar division into sections, in a passage cited

by Mill (Proleg. 1480). In 1669 indeed the first real collation

of the manuscript with the Aldine edition (1518) had been

attempted by Bartolocci, then Librarian of the Vatican
;
from

some accident, however, it was never published, though a tran

script under the feigned name of Giulio a Sta. Anastasia

yet remains in the Imperial Library of Paris (MSS. Gr.

Supplem. 53), where it was first discovered and used by Scholz

in 1819, and subsequently by Tischendorf and Muralt, the latter

of whom (apparently on but slender grounds) regards it as the

best hitherto made
;
others have declared it to be very im

perfect, and quite inferior to those of Bentley and Birch. The

collation which bears Bentley s name (Trin. Coll. B. xvii. 3,

in Cephalaeus N. T. 1524) was procured about 1720 by his

money and the labour of the Abbate Mico, for the purpose of

his projected Greek Testament. When he had found out its

defects, by means of an examination of the original by his

nephew Thomas Bentley in 1726, our great critic engaged the

Abbate Rulotta in 1729 for forty scudi (Bentley s Correspon

dence, p. 706) to revise Mice s sheets, and especially to note the

changes made by the second hand. Rulotta s papers came to

light in 1855 among the Bentley manuscripts in the Library of

Trinity College, Cambridge (B. xvii. 20), and have lately proved
of signal value 1

;
Mice s were published in 1799 at Oxford, by

Henry Ford, Lord Almoner s Reader in Arabic there (1783-

1813), together with some Thebaic fragments of the New
Testament, in a volume which (since it was chiefly drawn from

Woide s posthumous papers) he was pleased to call an Appendix
to the Codex Alexandrinus. A fourth collation of the Vatican

MS. was made about 1780 by Andrew Birch of Copenhagen,
and is included in the notes to the first volume of his Greek

Testament 1788, or published separately in three volumes which

1 Rulotta s labours are now printed in Bentleii Critica Sacra by Mr. A. A.

Ellis, 1862, pp. 121-154.
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were issued successively 1798 (Acts, Cath. Epp., Paul.), 1800

(Apoc.), and 1801 (Evans). Birch s collation does not extend

to the Gospels of St. Luke and St. John, and on the whole is less

full and exact than Mico s. In 1810, however, when, with the

other best treasures of the Vatican, Codex B was at Paris, the

celebrated critic J. L. Hug sent forth his treatise de Antiquitate
Vaticani Codicis Commentatio, and though even he did not

perceive the need of a new and full collation when he examined

it in 1809, he has the merit of first placing it in the paramount
rank it still holds as one of the oldest and most venerable of

extant monuments of sacred antiquity. His conclusion respecting
its date, that it is not later than the middle of the fourth century,
has been acquiesced in with little opposition, though Tischendorf

declares rather pithily that he holds this belief non propter

Hugium sed cum Hugio (Cod. Ephraem. Proleg. p. 19). Some
of his reasons, no doubt, are weak enough

l
;
but the strength of

his position depends on an accumulation of minute particulars,

against which there seems nothing to set up which would suggest
a lower period. On its return to Eome, this volume was no

longer available for the free use and reference of critics. In

1843 Tischendorf, after long and anxious expectation during
a visit to Rome that lasted some months, obtained a sight of it

for two days of three hours each 2
. In 1844 Edward de Muralt

was admitted to the higher privilege of three days or nine hours

enjoyment of this treasure, and on the strength of the favour

published an edition of the New Testament, ad jidem codicis

principis Vaticani, in 1846. Tregelles, who went to Rome in

1845 for the special purpose of consulting it, was treated even

worse. He had forearmed himself (as he fondly imagined) with

recommendatory letters from Cardinal Wiseman, and was often

1 Thus the correspondence of Codex B with what St. Basil (c. Eunom. ii. 19)

states he found in the middle of the fourth century, kv rots rraAcuofs ruv O.VTI-

7pd&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;ajj/,
in Eph. i. 1, viz. rofy ovaiv without iv Ecpfffa, though now read only in

this and the Sinaitic manuscript primd manu, and in one cursive copy (Cod. 67)

secundd manu, seems in itself of but little weight. Another point that has been

raised is the position of the Epistle to the Hebrews. But this argument can

apply only to the elder document from which the Vatican MS. was taken, and
wherein this book unquestionably followed that to the Galatians. In Cod. B it

always stood in its present place, after 2 Thess., as in the Codices cited p. 74, note.
2 Besides the twenty-five readings Tischendorf observed himself, Cardinal Mai

supplied him with thirty-four more for his N. T. of 1849. His seventh edition

of 1859 was enriched by 230 other readings furnished by Albert Dressel in 1855.
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allowed to see tho manuscript, but hindered from transcribing

any of its readings
1

.

What the Papal authorities would not entrust to others,

they had at least the merit of attempting and at length ac

complishing themselves. As early as 1836 I ishop Wiseman

announced in his Lectures on the Connection between Science

and Revelation, vol. ii. pp. 187--191, that Cardinal Mai, whose

services to classical and ecclesiastical literature were renowned

throughout Europe, was engaged on an edition of the Codox

Vaticanus, commenced under the immediate sanction of Pope
Leo XII (IHy^-Jii)). As years passed by and no such work

appeared, adverse reports and evil surmises began to take the

place of hope, although the Cardinal often spoke of his work as

already finished, only that ho desired to write full Prolegomena
before it should appear. In September 1854 he died, honoured

and ripe in years ;
and at length, when no more seemed to be

looked for in that quarter, five quarto volumes issued from the

Roman press in 1857, the New Testament comprising the fifth

volume, with a slight and meagre preface by the Cardinal, and

a letter to the reader by Carolus Vercellono, Sodalis Barnabites,

which told in a few frank manly words how little accuracy wo
had to expect in a work, by the publication of which he still

persuaded himself ho was decorating Mai s memory nova usque

gloria atquo splondidiore corona (torn. i. p. iii).
The cause of

that long delay now required no explanation. In fact so long
as Mai lived the edition never would have appeared; for though
he had not patience or special skill enough to accomplish his

task well, he was too good a scholar not to know that he had

done it very ill. The text is broken up into paragraphs, the

numbers of the modern chapters and verses being placed in the

margin; the peculiar divisions of the Codex Vaticanus (MC p. 56)

sometimes omitted, sometimes tampered with. The Greek type

employed is not an imitation of the uncials in the manuscript

(of which circumstance we do not complain), but has modern

stops, breathings, accents, t subscript, &c., as if the venerable

document were written yesterday. As regards the orthography

1

Thoy would not lot mo opon it, ho adds, without searching my pocket,

and depriving mo of pon, ink, and papor. . . It I looked at a passage too long tho

two prrluti would snatch tho book out from my hand. Trogollos, Louturo on tho

Historic Evidence of the N. T., p. 84.
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it is partially, and only partially, modernized
; clauses or whole

passages omitted in the manuscript are supplied from other

sources, although the fact is duly notified l
;
sometimes the

readings of the first hand are put in the margin, while those of

the second stand in the text, sometimes the contrary: in a word,
the plan of the work exhibits all the faults such a performance
well can have. Nor is the execution at all less objectionable.

Although the five volumes were ten years in printing (1828-38),
Mai devoted to their superintendence only his scanty spare

hours, and even then worked so carelessly that after cancelling
a hundred pages for their incurable want of exactness, he was
reduced to the shift of making manual corrections with moveable

types, and projected huge tables of errata, which Vercellone has

in some measure tried to supply. When once it is stated that

the type was set up from the common Elzevir or from some
other printed Greek Testament, the readings of the Codex itself

being inserted as corrections, and the whole revised by means of

an assistant who read the proof-sheets to the Cardinal while he

inspected the manuscript ; no one will look for accuracy from

a method which could not possibly lead to it. Accordingly,
when Mai s text came to be compared with the collations of

Bartolocci, of Mico, of Rulotta, and of Birch, or with the

scattered readings which had been extracted by others, it was
soon discovered that while this edition added very considerably
to our knowledge of the Codex Vaticanus, and often enabled us

to form a decision on its readings when the others were at

variance
;

it was in its turn convicted by them of so many
errors, oversights, and inconsistencies, that its single evidence

could never be used with confidence, especially when it agreed
with the commonly received Greek text. Immediately after the

appearance of Mai s expensive quartos, an octavo reprint of the

New Testament was struck off at Leipsic for certain London

booksellers, which proved but a hasty, slovenly, unscholarlike

performance, and was put aside in 1859 by a cheap Roman
edition in octavo, prepared, as was the quarto, by Mai, prefaced

by another graceful and sensible epistle of Vercellone *. This

1 Tho groat gap in tho Pauline Epistles is filled up from Vatic. 1761 (Act. 158,

Paul. 192) of the eleventh century.
a Other editions of the Vatican N. T. appeared at Ratisbon

;
at Leyden (1860)

by A. Kuenon and C. G. Cobet, with a masterly Preface by the latter
;
and at

VOL. I. I
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last edition was undertaken by the Cardinal, after sad experience
had taught him the defects of his larger work, and he took good
care to avoid some of the worst of them : the readings of the

second hand are usually, though not always, banished to the

margin, their number on the whole is increased, gross errors are

corrected, omissions supplied, and the Vatican chapters are

given faithfully and in full. But Mai s whole procedure in this

matter is so truly unfortunate, that in a person whose fame

was less solidly grounded, we should impute it to mere helpless

incapacity
1

. Not only did he split up the paragraphs of his

quarto into the modern chapters and verses (in itself a most

undesirable change, see above, p. 70), but by omitting some

things and altering others, he introduced almost as many errors

as he removed. When Dean Burgon was permitted to examine

the Codex for an hour and a half in 1860, on consulting it for

sixteen passages out of hundreds wherein the two are utterly at

variance, he discovered that the quarto was right in seven of

them, the octavo in nine : as if Mai were determined that

neither of his editions should supersede the use of the other.

Dean Alford also collated numerous passages in 1861 2
,
and his

secretary Mr. Cure in 1862, especially with reference to the

several correcting hands : in errorem quidem et ipse haud raro

inductus, is Tischendorf s verdict on his labours. Thus critics

of every shade of opinion became unanimous on one point, that

Berlin (1862) by Philip Buttmann, furnished with an Appendix containing the

varying results of no less than nine collations, eight of which we have described

in the text, the ninth being derived from Lachmann s Greek Testament (1742,

1850), whose readings were all obtained second-hand. Tischendorf does not

much commend the accuracy of Buttmann s work.
1

Angelus Mai, quamquam, ut in proverbio est, tv rvfyXuv tru\ti fXapvpos

flaaiXfi/cuv, non is erat cui tanta res recte mandari posset : Kuenen and Cobet,
N. T. Vat. Praef. p. 1. Tischendorf too, in his over querulous Responsa ad

Calumnias Romanas &c., 1870, p. 11, is not more than just in alleging Ange-
lum Maium in editionibus suis Codicis Vaticani alienissimum se praebuisse ab

omni subtiliore rei palaeographicae scientia, ac tantum non ignarum earum legum
ad quas is codex in usum criticum edendus esset. The defence set up for Mai
in the Preface to the Roman volume of 1881, was that he intended to produce only
a new edition of the authentic Septuagint of 1586-7, chiefly for the use of

Greek-speaking Catholics.
2 The Dean himself on Feb. 20, 1861, and for four subsequent days. went

twice over the doubtful passages and facsimilized most of the important various

readings, in spite of much opposition from the Librarian, who * insisted that

our order from Antonelli, although it ran
&quot;per verificare,&quot; to verify passages,

only extended to seeing the Codex, not to using it. (Life by his Widow,
pp. 310, 315.)
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a new edition of the Codex Vaticanus was as imperatively
needed as ever

;
one which should preserve with accuracy all

that the first hand has written (transcriptural errors included),

should note in every instance the corrections made by the

second hand, and, wherever any one of the previous collators

might be found in error, should expressly state the true reading.

It would have been a grievous reproach had no efforts been

made to supply so great and acknowledged a want. Early in

1866, Tischendorf again visited Rome, and when admitted into

the presence of Pope Pius IX, boldly sought permission to edit

at his own cost such an edition of Cod. B as he had already

published of Cod. N. The request was denied by his Holiness,

who obscurely hinted his intention of carrying out the same

design on his own account. Tischendorf, however, obtained

permission to use the manuscript so far as to consult it in

such parts of the New Testament as presented any special

difficulty, or respecting which previous collators were at

variance. He commenced his task February 28, and in the

course of it could not refrain from copying at length twenty

pages of the great Codex nineteen from the New Testament,

and one from the Old. This licence was not unnaturally

regarded as a breach of his contract, so that, after he had used

the manuscript for eight days, it was abruptly withdrawn from

him on March 12. An appeal to the generosity of Vercellone,

who had been entrusted with the care of the forthcoming edition,

procured for him the sight of this coveted treasure for six days

longer between March 20 and 26, the Italian being always

present on these latter occasions, and receiving instruction for

the preparation of his own work by watching the processes

of a master hand. Thus fourteen days of three hours each,

used zealously and skilfully, enabled Tischendorf to put forth

an edition of Cod. B far superior to any that preceded it
l

. The

Prolegomena are full of matter from which we have drawn

freely in the foregoing description, the text is in cursive type,

the nineteen pages which cost him so dearly being arranged in

their proper lines, the remainder according to columns. Much
that ought to have been noted was doubtless passed over by
Tischendorf for mere pressure of time

;
but he takes great

1 Novum Testamentum Vaticanum post Angeli Mail aliorumque imperfectos
labores ex ipso codice edidit Ae. F. C. Tischendorf. Lipsiae, 4to, 1867.

I 2
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pains to distinguish the readings of the original writer or his

Slogan-??? (see p. 55)
l

,
both of whom supplied words or letters

here and there in the margin or between the lines 2
, from the

corrections of a second yet ancient scribe (B
2

),
and those of

the person (B
3
)
who retraced the faded writing at a later period

3
.

One notion, taken up by Tischendorf in the course of his

collation in 1866, was received at first with general incredulity

by other scholars. He has pronounced a decided opinion,

not only that Codd. N and B are documents of the same

age, but that the scribe who wrote the latter is one of the

four [D] to whose diligence we owe the former. That there

should be a general similarity in the style of the two great

codices is probable enough, although the letters in Cod. N are

about half as large again as those of its fellow, but such as are

aware of the difficulty of arriving at a safe conclusion as to

identity of penmanship after close and repeated comparison of

one document with another, will hardly attach much weight to

the impression of any person, however large his experience,

who has nothing but memory to trust to. Tregelles, who has

also seen both copies, states that Cod. N looks much the fresher

and clearer of the two. Yet the reasons alleged above, which

are quite independent of the appearance of the handwriting,
leave scarcely a doubt that Tischendorfs judgement was correct.

The Roman edition, projected by Vercellone and Cozza

1 To his hand Tischendorf assigns seven readings, Matt. xiii. 52
;
xiv. 5

;
xvi. 4

;

xxii. 10
;
xxvii. 4. Luke iii. 1 (bis), 7. For some six centuries after it was written

B appears to have undergone no changes in its text except from the hand of the
&quot;

corrector,&quot; the &quot;second hand&quot; (Hort, Introd. p. 270). What then of B2
?

2 It must surely be to these, the earliest scribes, that Cobet refers when he

uses language that would not be at all applicable to the case of B2 or B3
: In

Vaticano duorum librorum veterum testimonia continentur, et nihilo plus in

prima manu quam in secunda inest auctoritatis ac fidei. Utriusque unaquaeque
lectio ex se ipsa spectanda ponderandaque est, et si hoc ages, modo hanc modo
illam animadvertes esse potiorem. Hoc autem in primis firmiter tenendum

est, non esse secundae manus lectiones correctoris alicujus suspiciones aut

conjecturas, sive illae sunt acutiores sive leviores, sed quidquid a secunda manu

correctum, mutatum, deletum esse Maius referat, id omne haud secus atque
id quod prior manus dederit, perantiqui cujusdam Codicis fide nixum esse.

(,N. T. Vat. Praef. p. xxvi.)
3 It may be mere oversight that in Matt, xxvii. 4 he does not say in 1867

of what hand the marginal SIKCUOV is : in his eighth edition (1865) he adjudges
it to B2

. In Matt. xxiv. 23 niarfvrjTf and ver. 32 ddpvr] he gives to B3 in 1867

what he had assigned to B2 in 1865. The Roman Commentary gives no light in

the other places, but assigns mffTevrjre to B2

,
B3

.
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under the auspices of Pius IX, was designed to consist of six

volumes, four containing the Old Testament, one the New,
another being devoted to the notes and discrimination of correc

tions by later hands. The New Testament appeared in 1868 l
,

a second volume in 1869, containing the text from Genesis to

Joshua
; three more have since completed the Old Testament

(1870, 18/1, 1872). The learned, genial, and modest Vercellone

(b. 1814) died early in 1869, so that the later volumes bear on

their title-page the mournful inscription Carolum Vercellone

excepit Caietanus Sergio Sodalis Barnabites as Cozza s associate.

These editors fared but ill whether as Biblical critics or as general

scholars, under the rough handling of Tischendorf, whom the

wiser policy of Vercellone had kept in good humour, but whose

powers his successors greatly undervalued. There seems, how

ever, to be no great cause, in spite of their adversary s minute

diligence in fault-finding (Appendix N. T. Vatic. 1869, p. xi,

&c.)
2

,
for doubting their general correctness, although they

persist in placing on the page with the rest of their text read

ings which are known or credibly stated to be of decidedly
later date, in spite of the incongruousness of the mixture

of what was original with matter plainly adscititious 3
. Thus

in the Roman edition
a8eA$o)i&amp;gt; pov TU&amp;gt;V Matt. xxv. 40,

imputed by Tischendorf to B2 and B3
,
stands in the margin

just in the same way as o ya/xo? Matt. xxii. 10, which he refers

to the first hand. But this is only one instance of a lack of

judgement which deforms every page of their performance :

e.g. Matt. xix. 12
;
xxiii. 26

;
37

;
xxv. 16

;
xxvii. 12

;
13

;
45

;

xxviii. 15
;
Acts xv. 1 : all which places exhibit, undistinguished

from emendations of the original scribe or his corrector, readings

1 Bibliorum Sacrorum Graecus Codex Vaticanus, Auspice Pio IX Pontificc

Maximo, collatis studiis Caroli Vercellone Sodalis Barnabitae, et Joseph! Cozza

Monachi Basiliani editus. Romae typis et impensis S. Congregationis de Propa

ganda Fide, square folio, 1868.
2 The feeble rejoinder of the Roman editors was followed up in 1870 by

Tischendorf s Responsaad Calumnias Romanas, &c., the tone of which pamphlet
we cannot highly praise.

3 This practice is plainly confessed to in the Preface to the volume of 1881

(p. xvi) without any consciousness of the fatal mistake which it involves :

Facies libri Vatican! repraesentata est [ut] ea primum omnia apparerent, quae
a priore codicis notario profecta adhuc manifesto perspiciuntur, turn ea tantum
a posterioribus sive emendatoribus, sive instauratoribus commutata adderentur,

quae sine scripturae confusione legi possent.
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in the margin or between the lines which Tischendorf asserts

to belong mostly to B3
,
a few to B2

.

1

At length, after baffling delays only too readily accounted

for by the public calamities of the Papal state, the concluding

volume of this sumptuous and important work was published

late in 1881. Sergius had now retired through failing eye

sight, and his place was taken by Henricus Canonicus Fabiani,

Cozza (who is now Abbot of the Grotta Ferrata at Tusculum

near Frascati, the chief seat of the monks of the Greek order

of St. Basil) still holding the second place. From the laudatory

tone in which the latter is spoken of (p. xiv), it would seem

that the Preface was written by his new colleague, who

acknowledges the help of U. Ubaldi and the Basilian monk
Ant. Rocchi, all three adjutoribus et administris miratis

equidem se tantis viris adjutores et successores datos (p. xv).

This Preface consists of twenty-two pages, and contains

almost nothing that is interesting to the critic, much that

displays superficial and newly-acquired acquaintance with

the whole subject. Fabiani assigns the end of the fourth

century as the date of the manuscript, regarding it as only

a few years older than the Sinaitic copy
2

,
whose discovery he

1 In i Cor. vii. 29 Vercellone joins ianv and TO closely, but Tischendorf

leaves a space between them, with a middle point, which he expressly states to

be primd manu. Again, in ver. 34 Vercellone joins ^e/if/worat with the following

/cat. Tischendorf in 1867 (but not in his last edition of the N. T.) interposes

a point and space. In these minutiae Vercellone, who was not working against

time, may be presumed to be the more accurate of the two. The editors of the

sixth volume have no note at either place. Tischendorf detects an error of

Vercellone, eirt for d\f Heb. ix. 1, but this has been corrected by the hand in

some copies of the Roman volume, as also in the Commentary.
2 His reasons for regarding the Sinaitic manuscript as the younger (see p. 89,

note 2) are valid enough so far as they go (Praef. p. vi) : its initial letters stand

out more from the line of the writing ; abridgements of words are fewer and less

simple ;
it contains the Ammonian sections and Eusebian canons instead of the

antiquated divisions of its rival, and the text is broken up into smaller para

graphs. Tregelles, who had seen both copies, used to plead the fresher appear
ance of the Sinaitic, contrasted with the worn look of the Vatican MS. ; but then

its extensive hiatus proves that the latter had been less carefully preserved.

Eusebius sent to Constantino s new city (Euseb. Vit. Const. Lib. iv) ittv-

TTJKOVTO. atufnaria. iv
Si&amp;lt;p6fpcus (c. 36)... \v iro\VT(\uis fjffKrjfjifi ois rtv^fai rpiaad KCLI

rerpacrffa (c. 37) : on which last words Valesius notes, Codices enim membra-
nacei ferfe per quaterniones digerebantur, hoc est quatuor folia simul compacta,
ut terniones tria sunt folia simul compacta. Et quaterniones quidem sedecim

habebant paginas, terniones vero duodenas.&quot; But now that we have come to

know that Cod. B is arranged in quires of five sheets (see p. 105), that manu
script will hardly answer to the description rpiaaa KOI rtrpaaad (see p. 27, note 1)
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hails without a vestige of ungenerous jealousy : Quorum tale

est demum par, ut potius liber Vaticanus gaudere debeat quod
tarn sui similem invenerit fratrem, quam expavescere quod
aemulum (p. viii). Since that time a splendid edition has been

issued of the New Testament in 1889, and the Old in 1890,

under the care of the Abbate Cozza-Luzi, in which the whole

is beautifully exhibited in photograph : so that all students

can now examine for themselves the readings and characteristics

of this celebrated manuscript with all but the advantage which

is given in an examination of the original vellum itself (Novum
Testamentum e Codd. Vat. 1209, &c. Rom. 1889, 4to): and

gratitude is duo from all textual scholars to the authorities of

the Vatican.

Those who agree the most unreservedly respecting the age of

the Codex Vaticanus, vary widely in their estimate of its critical

value. By some it has been held in such undue esteem that its

readings, if probable in themselves, and supported (or even

though not supported) by two or three other copies and versions,

have been accepted in preference to the united testimony of all

as Cod. X does. Indeed Canon Cook (Revised Version, &c., p. 162) objects

to Valesius explanation altogether, on the ground that his sense would rather

require rpitrKua xal rtrpa-rr\ua, and that the rare words rpiaaa. (
three by three )

and rtrpaffffa ( four by four ) exactly describe the arrangement of three columns

on a page in Cod. B, and four on a page in Cod. N. The Canon has since

observed that the same view is maintained by O. von Gebhardt ( Bibel-text in

Herzog s Real-Encyklopiidie, Leipsic 1878, second edition). On the other hand
Archdeacon Palmer, in an obliging communication made to me, comparing the

words TTfVTrjicovTa aoj^ana kv
8i&amp;lt;p0fpais tyKaTaaiavois (c. 36) with (v 7roA.tiTfA.oij f/airr]-

fttvois revx.eaiv rpiaaa KOI rtrpaaaa. Siairf^avruv T//J.UJV, and interpreting Eusebius

compliance (c. 37) by means of Constantino s directions (c. 36), is inclined to

refer rpiaaa. teal rerpaaaa. to ffajpaTia, as if it were we sent abroad the collections

[of writings] in richly adorned cases, three or four in a case. It will probably

be thought that the expression is on the whole too obscure to be depended on for

any controversial purposes. It is safer to argue that if the sections and canons

extant in Cod. N be by a contemporary hand (see p. 93, and Dean Gwynn s

Memoranda in our Addenda for that page), that circumstance, the great antiquity
of the manuscript considered, will confirm the probability of Eusebius con

nexion with it. Eusebius agrees also with N in omitting 77 wvA?;, Matt. vii. 13, and

knew of copies, not however the best or with his approval, which inserted i)erafou

before rov trpotprjrov in Matt. xiii. 35 : N being the only uncial which exhibits

that reading. So again Eusebius after Origen maintains the impossible number
tKCLTov trjKovra of X and a few others in Luke xxiv. 13. Dr. C. R. Gregory, Prole

gomena, pp. 347, 348, inclines to the belief that B and N were among the fifty

MSS. sent by Eusebius to Constantino about A.D. 331-2. Canon Cook s entire

argument (Revised Version of the First Three Gospels (1882), pp. 160-165) should

be consulted.
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authorities besides : while others, admitting the interest due to

age, have spoken of its text as one of the most vicious extant.

Without anticipating what must be discussed hereafter we may
say at once, that, while we accord to Cod. B at least as much

weight as to any single document in existence, we ought never to

forget that it is but one out of many, several of them being nearly

(and one quite) as old, and in other respects not less worthy of

confidence than itself. One marked feature, characteristic of this

copy, is the great number of its omissions, which has induced

Dr. Dobbin to speak of it as presenting an abbreviated text of

the New Testament : and certainly the facts he states on this

point are startling enough
l

. He calculates that Codex B leaves

out words or whole clauses no less than 330 times in Matthew,
365 in Mark, 439 in Luke, 357 in John, 384 in the Acts, 681

in the surviving Epistles ;
or 2,556 times in all. That no small

proportion of these are mere oversights of the scribe seems

evident from the circumstance that this same scribe has repeatedly
written words and clauses twice over, a class of mistakes which

Mai and the collators have seldom thought fit to notice, inasmuch

as the false addition has not been retraced by the second hand,

but which by no means enhances our estimate of the care

employed in copying this venerable record of primitive Chris

tianity
2

. Hug and others have referred the origin of Codex B to

Egypt, but (unlike in this respect to Codex A) its history does

not confirm their conjecture, and the argument derived from

orthography or grammatical forms, is now well understood to

be but slight and ambiguous
3

. Dr. Hort, on no very substantial

1 Dublin University Magazine, Nov. 1859, p. 620. Even Bishop Lightfoot,
a strong and consistent admirer of the manuscript, speaks of its impatience of

apparently superfluous words (Epistle to the Colossians, p. 316). Dr. Hort

(Introduction, p. 235) pleads that such facts have no bearing on either the

merits or the demerits of the scribe of B, except as regards the absolutely

singular readings of B, whereas multitudes of these omissions are found in

other good documents.
2 Dean Burgon cites four specimens of such repetitions : Matt. xxi. 4, five

words written twice over
; ib. xxvi. 56-7, six words

;
Luke i. 37, three words or

one line
; John xvii. 18, six words. These, however, are but a few out of many.

Nor is Tischendorf s judgement at variance with our own. Speaking of some

supposed or possible gross errata of the recent Roman edition, he puts in the

significant proviso tamen haec quoque satis cum universa scripturae Vaticanae

vitiositate conveniunt (Appendix N. T. Vaticani, 1869, p. xvii).
3 The latest Roman editors incline to an Egyptian origin, rather than one

suggested in Magna Graecia, but the only fresh reason they allege can have very

slight weight, namely, that two of the damaged leaves have been repaired by
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grounds, is inclined to surmise that B and N were both written

in the West, probably at Rome (Introduction, pp. 265-7).

C. CODEX EPHRAEMI, No. 9, in the Royal Library of Paris, is

a most valuable palimpsest containing portions of the Septuagint
version of the Old Testament on sixty-four leaves, and fragments
of every part of the New on 145 leaves, amounting on the whole

to less than two-thirds of the volume l
. This manuscript seems

to have been brought from the East by Andrew John Lascar

[d. 1535], a learned Greek patronized by Lorenzo de Medici
;

it

once belonged to Cardinal Nicolas Ridolphi of that family, was

brought into France by Queen Catherine de Medici of evil

memory, and so passed into the Royal Library at Paris 2
. The

ancient writing is barely legible, having been almost removed

about the twelfth century to receive some Greek works of

St. Ephraem, the great Syrian Father [299-378]. A chemical

preparation applied at the instance of Fleck in 1834, though it

revived much that was before illegible, has defaced the vellum

with stains of various colours, from green and blue to black and

brown. The older writing was first noticed by Peter Allix

pieces of papyrus. The learned Ceriani of Milan believes that Cod. B was
written in Italy, Cod. N in Palestine or Syria (Quarterly Review, April, 1882,

p. 355 j. The supposed Eusebian origin of both has been already stated.
1 As this manuscript is of first-rate importance it is necessary to subjoin a full

list of the passages it contains, that it may not be cited e silentio for what it does

not exhibit : Matt. i. 2 v. 15 ;
vii. 5 xvii. 26 ;

xviii. 28 xxii. 20 ;
xxiii. 17

xxiv. 10
; xxiv. 45 xxv. 30

;
xxvi. 22 xxvii. 11

;
xxvii. 47 xxviii. 14 : Mark i.

17 vi. 31
; viii. 5 xii. 29

; xiii. 19 xvi. 20 : Luke i. 2 ii. 5 ; ii. 42 iii. 21
;

iv. 25 vi. 4
;
vi. 37 vii. 16 or 17 ;

viii. 28 xii. 3
;
xix. 42 xx. 27 ;

xxi. 21 xxii.

19
; xxiii. 25 xxiv. 7; xxiv. 46-53 : John i. 1-41

;
iii. 33 v. 16

; vi. 38 vii.

3
; viii. 34 ix. 11

; xi. 8-46 ; xiii. 8 xiv. 7 ;
xvi. 21 xviii. 36 ;

xx. 26 xxi. 25 :

Acts i. 2 iv. 3 ;
v. 35 x. 42 ;

xiii. 1 xvi. 36 ; xx. 10 xxi. 30 ;
xxii. 21 xxiii.

18
; xxiv. 15 xxvi. 19

;
xxvii. 16 xxviii. 4 : James i. 1 iv. 2 : i Pet. i. 2 iv.

6 : 2 Pet. i. 1 i John iv. 2 : 3 John 3-15 : Jude 3-25 : Rom. i. 1 ii. 5
;

iii. 21 ix.

6
;
x. 15 xi. 31

;
xiii. 10 i Cor. vii. 18 ;

ix. 6 xiii. 8 ;
xv. 40 2 Cor. x. 8 : Gal.

i. 20 vi. 18 : Eph. ii. 18 iv. 17 : Phil. i. 22 iii. 5 : Col. i. 1 i Thess. ii. 9 :

Heb. ii. 4 vii. 26 ; ix. 15 x. 24
; xii. 15 xiii. 25 : i Tim. iii. 9 v. 20

;
vi. 21

Philem. 25 : Apoc. i. 2 iii. 19 ;
v. 14 vii. 14

;
vii. 17 viii. 4

;
ix. 17 x. 10

;
xi. 3

xvi. 13
; xviii. 2 xix. 5. Of all the books only 2 John and 2 Thess. are entirely

lost
; about thirty-seven chapters of the Gospels, ten of the Acts, forty-two of the

Epistles, eight of the Apocalypse have perished. The order of the books is indi

cated, p. 74.
2 The following Medicean manuscripts seem to have come into the Royal

Library by the same means
; Evan. 16, 19, 42, 317. Act. 12, 126. Paul. 164. It

appears therefore that Cod. C was not one of the manuscripts bought of Marshal
Strozzi (Pattison, Life of Is. Casaubon, p. 202), which were only 800 out of the

4,500 which belonged to the Queen (ibid. p. 204).
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nearly two centuries ago ;
various readings extracted from it

were communicated by Boivin to Kuster, who published them

(under the notation of Paris 9) in his edition of Mill s N.T.,

1710. A complete collation of the New Testament was first

made in 1716 by Wetstein, then very young, for Bentley s pro

jected edition, for which labour (as he records the fact himself)

he paid Wetstein ^50. This collation Wetstein of course used

for his own Greek Testament of 1751-2, and though several

persons subsequently examined the manuscript, and so became

aware that more might be gathered from it, it was not until

1843 that Tischendorf brought out at Leipsic his full and noble

edition of the New Testament portion ;
the Old Testament he

published in 1845. Although Tischendorf complains of the

typographical errors made in his absence in the former of these

two volumes, and has corrected them in the other, they probably

comprise by far the most masterly production of this nature up
to that date published ;

it is said too that none but those who
have seen Codex C can appreciate the difficulty of deciphering

some parts of it
1

,
in fact, whatever is not patent at first sight.

The Prolegomena are especially valuable ; the uncial type does

not aim at being an imitation, but the facsimile faithfully

represents the original, even to the present colour of the ink.

In shape Codex C is about the size of Cod. A, but not quite

so tall ; its vellum is hardly so fine as that of Cod. A and

a few others, yet sufficiently good. In this copy there is but one

column in a page, which contains from forty to forty-six lines

(usually forty-one), the characters being a little larger than those

of either A or B, and somewhat more elaborate 2
. Thus the points

at the ends of sigma, epsilon, and especially of the horizontal

line of tan, are more decided than in Codex A
; delta, though

not so fully formed as in later books, is less simple than in A,

the strokes being of less equal thickness, and the base more

1
Bp. Chr. Wordsworth (N. T. Part iv. p. 159) reminds us of Wetstein s state

ment (Bentley s Correspondence, p. 501) that it had cost him two hours to read

one page ;
so that his 50 were not so easily earned, after all. This collation is

preserved in Trinity College Library, B. xvii. 7, 9.

a Dr. Hort, with his ever ready acuteness, draws certain inferences to be

discussed hereafter from the fact that a displacement in the leaves of the

exemplar wherefrom the Apocalypse in Cod. C was copied, which the scribe

of C did not notice, proves it to have been a book of nearly 120 small leaves,

and accordingly that it formed a volume either to itself or without con

siderable additions (Introduction, p. 268).
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ornamented. On the other hand, alpha and pi are nearer the

model of Codex B. Iota and upsilon, which in Cod. A and

many other copies have two dots over them when they com
mence a syllable, and are sometimes found with one dot, have

here a small straight line in their place (see p. 36). There are

no breathings or accents by the first hand : the apostrophus is

found but rarely, chiefly with Proper names, as 5a . The uncial

writing is continuous
;
the punctuation of Cod. C, like that of A

and B, consisting only of a single point, mostly but not always

put level with the top of the preceding letter
;
wherever such

a point was employed, a space of one letter broad was usually
left vacant : these points are most common in the later books

of the N.T. The Kec/mAcua are not placed in the upper margin of

the page as in Cod. A, but a list of their rtrAot preceded each

Gospel : the so-called Ammonian sections stand in the margin,
but not at present the Eusebian canons

; though, since lines of

the text written in vermilion have been thoroughly washed out,

the canons (for which that colour was commonly employed)

may easily have shared the same fate (see p. 61). There is no

trace of chapters in the Acts, Epistles, or Apocalypse, and both

the titles and subscriptions to the various books are very simple.

Capital letters are used quite as freely as in Cod. A, both at the

commencement of the (Ammonian) sections, and in many other

places. All these circumstances taken together indicate for

Cod. C as early a date as the fifth century, though there is

no sufficient cause for deeming it at all older than Cod. A.

Alexandria has been assigned as its native country, for the very
insufficient reasons stated when we were describing A and B.

It is carefully transcribed, and of its great critical value there is

no doubt ;
its text seems to stand nearly midway between A and

B, somewhat inclining to the latter. Two correctors have been

very busily at work on Cod. C, greatly to the perplexity of the

critical collator : they are respectively indicated by Tischendorf

as C**, C***. The earliest, or the second hand, may have been

of the sixth century, and his corrections are for some cause

regarded by Dr. Hort as almost equally valuable for critical

purposes with the manuscript itself: the second corrector, or

the third hand, is perhaps of the ninth century, and he

revised such portions as were adapted to ecclesiastical use,

inserting many accents, the rough breathing, and some vocal
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notes. By him or more probably by a fourth hand (who did

not change the text, but added some liturgical directions in the

margin) small crosses were interpolated as stops, agreeably to

the fashion of their times.

D OP THE GOSPELS AND ACTS, CODEX BEZAE GRAECO-LATINUS,

belongs to the University Library at Cambridge, where the open
volume is conspicuously exhibited to visitors in the New
Building (Nn. n. 41). It was presented to the University in

1581 by Theodore Beza, for whom and his master Calvin the

heads of that learned body then cherished a veneration which

already boded ill for the peace of the English Church J
. Between

the Gospels (whose order was spoken of above, pp. 72-4)
and the Acts, the Catholic Epistles once stood, of which only
a few verses remain in the Latin translation (3 John ver. 1115),
followed by the words epistulae Johannis III explicit, incipit

actus apostolorum, as if St. Jude s Epistle were displaced or

wanting. There are not a few hiatus both in the Greek and

Latin texts 2
. The contents of this remarkable document were

partially made known by numerous extracts from it, under the

designation of /3 ,
in the margin of Robert Stephen s Greek

Testament of 1550, whose account of it is that it was collated

for him in Italy by his friends (TO 8e j3 tori TO ev IraAuz VTTO T&V

fmerepcav avTij3\rj6fv &amp;lt;i Aa&amp;gt;y. Epistle to the Reader)
3

. It is not

very easy to reconcile this statement with Beza s account pre-

1
Very remarkable is the language of the University in returning thanks for

the gift : Nam hoc scito, post unicae scripturae sacratissimam cognitionem, nullos

unquam ex omni memoria temporum scriptores extitisse, quos memorabili viro

Johanni Calvino tibique praeferamus. Scrivener s Codex Bezae, Introd. p. vi.

2 Matt. i. 1-20
;

vi. 20 ix. 2
;

xxvii. 2-12 : John i. 16 iii. 26 : Acts viii.

29 x. 14
; xxi. 2-10

; 15-18 (though Ussher, Mill, Wetsteiu and Dickinson

cite several readings from these verses, which must have been extant in their

time); xxii. 10-20; 29 xxviii. 31 in the Greek: Matt. i. 1-11; vi. 8 viii.

27 ; xxvi. 65 xxvii. 1 : John i. 1 iii. 16 : Acts viii. 20 x. 4
;
xx. 31 xxi. 2 ;

7-10 ;
xxii. 2-10

; xxii. 20 xxviii. 31 in the Latin. The original writing has

perished in the following, which are supplied by a scribe of not earlier than

the ninth century : Matt. iii. 7-16 : Mark xvi. 15-20 : John xviii. 14 xx. 13

in the Greek: Matt. ii. 21 iii. 7 : Mark xvi. 6-20 : John xviii. 2 xx. 1 in the

Latin. A fragment, containing a few words of Matt. xxvi. 65-67 (Latin) and

xxvii. 2 (Greek), (Fol. 96, Scrivener), was overlooked by Kipling.
3 It is surprising that any one should have questioned the identity of Cod. D

with Stephen s /3 . No other manuscript has been discovered which agrees with

& in the many singular readings and arbitrary additions in support of which it

is cited by Stephen. That he omitted so many more than he inserted is no

argument against their identity, since we know that he did the same in the
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fixed to the manuscript and still extant in his own cramped

handwriting, wherein he alleges that he obtained the volume in

1562 from the monastery of St. Irenaeus at Lyons (
oriente ibi

civili bello
),
where it had long lain buried

( postquam ibi in

pulvere diu jacuisset ).
This great city, it must be remembered,

was sacked in that very year by the infamous Des Adrets, whom
it suited to espouse for a while the cause of the Huguenots ;

and

we can hardly doubt that some one who had shared in the

plunder of the abbey
l

conveyed this portion of it to Beza,

whose influence at that juncture was paramount among the

French Reformed 2
.

case of his a (the Complutensian Polyglott) and rf (Codex L, Paris 62). The

great inaccuracy of Stephen s margin (the text is much better revised) is so

visible from these and other well-ascertained instances that no one ought to

wonder if is alleged occasionally (not often) for readings which D does not

contain. On a careful analysis of all the variations imputed to & by Stephen,

they will be found to amount to 389 in the parts written in the original hand,
whereof 309 are alleged quite correctly, forty-seven a little loosely, while in eight
instances corrected readings are regarded in error as from the original scribe.

Of the twenty-five places which remain, all but three had been previously dis

covered in other copies used by Stephen, so that /3 in their case has been
substituted by mistake for some other numeral. One of the three remaining
has recently been accounted for by Mr. A. A. Vansittart, who has found xal

irtpiffaevOrjfffrai added to SoQ-fjaeTai avrw (Luke viii. 18 from Matt. xiii. 12) in

Stephen s 6 or Coislin 200 at Paris (No. 38, of the Gospels). I do not find &
cited by Stephen after Acts xx. 24, except indeed in Rom. iii. 10 (with a ), in

manifest error, just as in the Apocalypse xix. 14 t (No. 6 of the Gospels), which
does not contain this book, is cited instead of it

;
or as ia is quoted in xiii. 4,

but not elsewhere in the Apocalypse, undoubtedly in the place of tr
7

; or as i$- , which
had broken off at xvii. 8, reappears instead of it in xx. 3. In the various places
named in the last note, wherein the Greek of Cod. D is lost, /3 is cited only at

Matt, xxvii. 3, beyond question instead of
r\ ;

and for fart of the reading in

Acts ix. 31, 8 (to which the whole rightly belongs) being alleged for the other

part. In John xix. 6, indeed, where the original Greek is missing, /3 is cited,

but it is for a reading actually extant in the modern hand which has there

supplied Codex D s defects.
1 Us s emparerent des portes et de tous les lieux forts . . . non pas sans leur

impietes et barbaries accoutumees envers les choses saintes (Mezeray, Hist,

de France, torn. iii. p. 87, 1685). Accordingly, travellers are shown to this day
the bones of unclean animals which the Huguenots, in wanton mockery, then

mingled with the presumed remains of St. Irenaeus and the martyrs of Lyons.
2 One cannot understand why Wetstein (N. T. Proleg. vol. i, 30) should have

supposed that Beza prevaricated as to the means whereby he procured his manu
script. He was not the man to be at all ashamed of spoiling the Philistines,
and the bare mention of Lyons in connexion with the year 1562 would have
been abundantly intelligible scarce twenty years afterwards. It is however
remarkable that in the last edition of his Annotations (1598) he nowhere calls

it Codex Lugdunensis, but Claromontanus (notes on Luke xix. 26
;
Acts xx. 3) ;

for, though it might be natural that Beza, at eighty years of age and after the
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Beza in his editions of the Greek Testament published in

158.2, 1589, and 1598, made some occasional references to the

readings of his manuscript. Archbishop Whitgift borrowed it

from Cambridge in 1583, and caused a poor transcript to be

made of its Greek text, which he bequeathed to Trinity College

(whereof he had been Master), in whose Library it still remains

(B. x. 3).

Patrick Young, of whom we have heard in connexion with

Cod. A (p. 103 and note 1), sent extracts from Cod. D to the

brothers Dupuy at Paris, through whom they reached Morinus

and Steph. Curcellaeus. An unusually full collation was made
for Walton s Polyglott (Tom. vi, Num. xvi, 1657) by pious

Archbishop Ussher, who devoted to these studies the doleful

leisure of his latter years. Mill collated and Wetstein tran

scribed (1716) this document for their great editions of the

Greek Testament, but they both did their work carelessly ;
and

though Bentley was allowed to keep it at home for seven

years, his notices of its readings, as represented by Mr. Ellis

(Bentleii Critica Sacra, pp. 2-26), or preserved in Stephen s

N.T. of 1549 (Trin. Coll. B. xvii. 4), were put to no practical

use. The best collation by far was made about 1732 by John
Dickinson of St. John s College for John Jackson of Leicester,

with whose other books it came into Jesus College Library

(0. 0. 2), where it has lain neglected. But a manuscript

replete as this is with variations from the sacred text beyond all

other example could be adequately represented only by being

published in full ; a design entrusted by the University of

Cambridge to Dr. Thomas Kipling, Senior Wrangler in 1768

and afterwards Dean of Peterborough [d. 1822], whose { Codex

Theodori Bezae Cantabrigiensis 1793, 2 vols. fol. (in type

imitating the original handwriting much more closely than in

Cod. A and the rest), is a not unfaithful transcript of the text 1
,

lapse of so long a time, should confound the Lyons copy with his own Codex
Claromontanus of St. Paul s Epistles (D) ; yet the only way in which we can

account for the Codex Bezae being collated in Italy for Stephen, is by adopting
Wetstein s suggestion that it was the actual copy ( antiquissimum codicem

Graecum ) taken to the Council of Trent in 1546 by William a Prato, Bishop of

Clermont in Auvergne, to confirm the Latin reading in John xxi. 22 sic eum volo,*

which D alone may seem to do. Some learned man
(i&amp;gt;no

roiv f^itrfpoiv &amp;lt;pi\oiv
does

not well suit his son Henry) might have sent to Robert Stephen from Tren the

readings of a manuscript to which attention had been thus specially directed.
1 Not more than eighty-three typographical errors have been detected in
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though the Prolegomena too plainly testify to the editor s

pitiable ignorance of sacred criticism, while his habit of placing
the readings of the several later hands (very loosely dis

tinguished from each other) in the text, and those of the first

hand in the notes (a defect we have also noted in the Roman
editions of Cod. B), renders his volumes very inconvenient for

use. Let Kipling be praised for the care and exact diligence

his work evinces, but Herbert Marsh [1757-1839] was of all

Cambridge men of that period the only one known to be com

petent for such a task. In 1864 the present writer was aided

by the Syndics of the Cambridge Press in publishing an edition

of Codex Bezae in common type, illustrated by a copious Intro

duction and critical notes, to which work the reader is referred

for fuller information respecting this manuscript.
The Codex Bezae is a quarto volume 10 inches high by

8 broad, with one column on a page, the Greek text and its

Latin version being parallel, the Greek on the left, or verso of

each leaf, and the Latin on the right, opposite to it, on the recto

of the next. Notwithstanding the Alexandrian forms that

abound in it as much as in any other copy, and which have

been held by some to prove the Egyptian origin of Codd. ABC,
the fact of its having a Latin version sufficiently attests its

Western origin. The vellum is not quite equal in fineness

to that of a few others. There are thirty-three lines in every

page, and these of unequal length, as this manuscript is arranged
in OTIXOI, being the earliest in date that is so (see p. 53). The

Latin is placed in the same line and as nearly as possible in the

same order as the corresponding Greek. It has not the larger

/ce&amp;lt;/)aAcua
or Eusebian canons, but only the so-called Ammonian

sections, often incorrectly placed, and obviously in a later hand

of about the ninth century. The original absence of these divi

sions is no proof that the book was not at first intended for

ecclesiastical use (as some have stated), inasmuch as the sections

and canons were constructed for a very different purpose (see

above, pp. 59-63), but is another argument for its being copied
in the West, perhaps not far from the place where it rested so

long. Other proofs of its Occidental, perhaps of its Gallican origin,

especially that derived from the style of the Latin version, are

Kipling throughout his difficult task, whereof sixteen are in his Annota

tions, &c.
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collected in Scrivener s edition (Introd. pp. xxxi, xl xlv). The
characters are of the same size as in C, larger on the whole than

in AB, but betray a later age than any of these, although the

Latin as well as the Greek is written continuously, excepting
that in the titles and subscriptions of the several books (as in

Codd. DH of St. Paul) the words are separated. This copy has

paragraph divisions of unequal length peculiar to itself 1
. They

are indicated by placing the initial letter out in the margin,
that letter being usually of the same size with the rest, though
sometimes a little larger. Cod. D appears to be the earliest

which exhibits larger letters after a pause in the middle of

a line; but these are not very frequent. Instances of each

case may be noticed in our facsimile (No. 42), wherein the shapes
of kappa, rho and phi, as indicated before (pp. 32, note 1, 37,

39), are very observable. The Greek and Latin writing on the

opposite pages are much like each other in appearance, the Latin

letters being round and flowing, not square as in codices a little

earlier in date, such as the Medicean and Vatican fragments of

Virgil. This manuscript has been corrected, first by the original

penman with a light stroke made by a pen nearly empty ;
after

him by not less than eight or nine different revisers, some nearly
coeval with the Codex itself, others not many centuries old.

The changes they have made, especially when they employed
a knife to scrape away the primitive reading, render too many
places almost illegible. The first scribe often used a sponge to

wash out his error before the ink was well dried in (see p. 27).

In addition to the single point about three-fourths of the height

of a letter up, which often subdivides the ort^oi in both languages

(facsimile, No. 42, 1. 9) the coarse late hand which inserted the

Ammonian sections placed double dots
(:)

after the numerals, and

often inserted similar points in the text, before or over the first

letter of a section. Each member of the genealogy in Luke iii

forms a separate o-nxos, as in Cod. B : quotations are indicated

by throwing the commencement of the lines which contain

them, both Greek and Latin, about an inch back or less

1 In St. Luke 136 (143 Lat.) : in what remains of St. Matthew 583 (590 Lat.),

of St. Mark 148, of St. John 165 (168 Lat. ), of the Acts 235. The later irapaypa^ai,

indicated by /&quot; (see p. 51, note 3), though forty-five out of the forty-nine are

firmly and neatly made, and often resemble in colour the ink of the original

scribe, can be shown to be full four centuries later (Scrivener, Cod. Bezae, Introd.

p. xxviii).
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(e.g. Matt. xxvi. 31
; Mark i. 2, 3

;
Acts ii. 34, 35

;
iv. 25,

26). The first three lines of each book, in both languages,
were written in bright red ink, which was also employed in

the alternate lines of the subscriptions, and in other slight

ornaments. The traces of the scribe s needle and lines (see

p. 27) are very visible, the margin ample, and the volume on

the whole in good keeping, though its first extant page (Latin)
is much decayed, and it is stained in parts by some chemical

mixture that has been applied to it. The portions supplied by
a later hand are of course in the uncial Greek and cursive Latin

characters usual at the dates assigned to them. The liturgical

notes in the margin of the Saturday and Sunday lessons

(avva-yvoa-[j.a is the form often used) are in thick letters, of a yet
later date than the Ammonian sections. A few others for the

great Feasts and Fast days occur
; and, in a hand of about

the twelfth century, lessons for the Festivals of St. George and

St. Dionysius, the patron saints of England and France, as

may be seen in the table of Menology.
The vellum employed for Codex Bezae is arranged in quires of

four sheets (or eight leaves) each even throughout
1

,
the numeral

signatures of which are set pri/md manu so low down in the

margin at the foot of the last page of each, that they are mostly
cut off, in whole or partly, by the binder. Assuming that

it ended with the Acts of the Apostles, it originally consisted

of upwards of sixty-four (probably of sixty-seven) quires, of

which the first, forty-fourth, and sixty-fourth, have each lost

some leaves, the thirty-fourth is entire though containing but

six leaves, while those signed T (3), IA (14), KB (22), ME (45),

down to NB (52), NZ (57), and all after HA (64), are wholly

wanting. The result is that out of the 534 leaves it originally

contained, only 406 now survive, about twelve of them being
more or less mutilated. It is not easy to surmise what may
have been written on the sixty-seven leaves that intervened

between MA 5 and NF 1
;

the gap ends with 3 John ver. 1 1

1 Bradshaw (Prothero s Memoirs, p. 97) in a letter to the Guardian, Jan. 28,

1863, writes thus : I saw Cod. N at Leipsig per Tischendorf. I had been curious

to know whether it was written in even quaternions throughout, like the Cod.

Bezae, or in a series of fasciculi, each ending with a quire of varying size, like

the Cod. Alexandrinus, and I found the latter to be the case. This, by-the-bye,
is sufficient to prove why, is not quite clear that it cannot be the volume
which Dr. Simonides speaks of having written at Mount Athos.

VOL. I. K
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(Greek), but the space is apparently too great for the Catholic

Epistles alone, even though we suppose that Jude was inserted

(as appears in some catalogues) otherwise than in the last

place. The leaves added by later hands are nine in number.

The Greek portion of the supplement to St. John (xviii. 14 xx.

13) much resembles in text the style of the original manuscript,
and is often supported by Codd. NAB(C). The Latin of this

portion is taken from the Vulgate version.

The internal character of the Codex Bezae is a most difficult

and indeed an almost inexhaustible theme. No known manu

script contains so many bold and extensive interpolations (six

hundred, it is said, in the Acts alone), countenanced, where they
are not absolutely unsupported, chiefly by the Old Latin and the

Curetonian version : its own parallel Latin translation is too

servilely accommodated to the Greek text to be regarded as an

independent authority, save where the corresponding Greek

is lost.

This passage was penned by Dr. Scrivener before the pub
lication of the highly ingenious treatise by Mr. Rendel Harris,

entitled A Study of the Codex Bezae (1891), being the begin

ning of the second volume of the Cambridge Texts and Studies.

Mr. Harris from curious internal evidence, such as the existence

in the text of a vitiated rendering of a verse of Homer which

bears signs of having been retranslated from a Latin translation,

infers that the Greek has been made up from the Latin, and

traces the latter to the second century. He shows its affinity

with the text of Irenaeus, and discovers traces in it of Montanism.

He opens up many points of interest for any one who would

examine this singular Codex : but injustice must not be done

to the fertile author by supposing that in what is evidently
: a Study he concludes that he has settled all the numerous

questions which he broaches. No one however can really

investigate the Codex Bezae without studying this work, which

will be found both instructive in the highest degree and

amusing.
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CHAPTEK V.

UNCIAL MANUSCRIPTS OF THE GOSPELS.

AF the manuscripts hitherto described, Codd. NABC for their

^
presumed critical value, Cod. D for its numberless and strange

deviations from other authorities, and all five for their high

antiquity, demanded a full description. Of those which follow

many contain but a few fragments of the Gospels, and others

are so recent in date that they hardly exceed in importance
some of the best cursive copies (e.g. FGHS)

1
. None of these

need detain us long.

E. CODEX BASTLIENSIS (B vi. 21, now A. N. iii. 12) (/ce&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;.
r.,

Ke$., Am., Eus. at foot of the pages) contains the four Gospels,

excepting Luke iii. 4-15
;
xxiv. 4753, and was written about

the middle of the eighth century, unless (with Dean Burgon) we
refer it to the seventh. It measures 9 x 6| inches, and contains

318 folios. There are 247 folios verso, and 71 recto
2

. Three leaves

(160, 207, 214) on which are Luke i. 69 ii. 4; xii. 58 xiii. 12
;

xv. 8-20 are in a cursive and later hand, above the obliterated

fragments of a homily as old as the main body of the manu

script. There is a liber praedicatorum on the first folio. This

copy is one of the most notable of the later uncials, and might
well have been published at length. It was given to a religious

house in Basle by Cardinal John de Kagusio, who was sent on a

mission to the Greeks by the Council of Basle (1431), and probably

brought it from Constantinople. Erasmus much overlooked it

for later books when preparing his Greek Testament at Basle
;

indeed it was not brought into the Public Library there before

1559. A collation was sent to Mill by John Battier, Greek

Professor at Basle : Mill named it B. I, and truly declared it to

1 Yet 3&amp;gt; (Beratinus) and 2 (Rossanensis) contain St. Matthew and St. Mark, and

are probably a little older than D.
2 H. C. Hoskier, Collation of Cod. 604, &c. Appendix F. Mr. Hoskier saw

the MS. on May 18, 1886.

K a
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be probatae fidei et bonae notae. Bengel (who obtained a few

extracts from it) calls it Basil, a : but its first real collator was

Wetstein, whose native town it adorns. Since his time, Tisch-

endorf in 1843, Professor Miiller of Basle and Tregelles in

1846, have independently collated it throughout. Judging
from the specimen sent to him, Mill (N. T. Proleg. 1118)

thought the hand much like that of Cod. A
;
the uncial letters

(though not so regular or neat) are firm, round, and simple :

indeed the penmanship is exceedingly tasteful and delicate

throughout. The employment of green, blue, and vermilion in

the capitals I do not remember to have met with elsewhere

(Burgon, Guardian, Jan. 29, 1873). There is but one column of

about twenty-four lines on the page ;
it has breathings and accents

pretty uniformly, and not ill placed ; otherwise, from the shape of

most of the letters (e.g. pi, facsimile No. 27, lines 1, 3), it might
be judged of earlier date: observe, however, the oblong form

of omicron where the space is crowded in the last line of

the facsimile, when the older scribes would have retained

the circular shape and made the letter very small (see

facsimile No. 1 1 b. 1. 6) : delta also and xi betray a less ancient

scribe. The single stop in Cod. E, as was stated above (p. 48),

changes its place according to the variation of its power, as in

other copies of about the same age. The capitals at the be

ginning of sections stand out in the margin as in Codd. AC.

The lists of the larger ztfyaXaia together with the numbers of

the sections in the margin and the Eusebian canons beneath

them, as well as harmonizing references to the other Gospels at

the foot of the page, names of Feast days with their Proper

lessons, and other liturgical notices, have been inserted (as some

think, but erroneously in Burgon s judgement) by a later hand.

Under the text (Mark i. 5, 6) are placed the harmonizing refer

ences, in the order (varying in each Gospel) Mark, Luke, John,
Matthew. I&quot; (John) furnishes no parallel on this page. The

first section (a) of Mp (Mark i. 1, 2) corresponds to the seventieth

(o) of A (Luke vii. 27), and to the 103rd (py) of M (Matt. xi.

10). Again the second (/3)
of Mark

(i. 3) is parallel to the seventh

(C) of Luke
(iii. 3), and to the eighth (TJ)

of Matt. (iii. 3). The

passage given in our facsimile (No. 27) is part of the third (y) of

Mark
(i. 4-6), and answers to nothing in Luke, but to the ninth

(0) of Matt. (iii. 4-6). See p. 60, note 4. The value of this
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codex, as supplying materials for criticism, is considerable. It

approaches more nearly than some others of its date to the text

now commonly received, and is an excellent witness for it. The

asterisk is much used to indicate disputed passages: e.g. Matt.

xvi. 2, 3: Luke xxii. 43, 44; xxiii. 34: John viii. 2-11. (For
the fragments attached to this Codex, see Apoc. 15.)

F. CODEX BOREELI, now in the Public Library at Utrecht,

once belonged to John Boreel [d. 1629], Dutch ambassador at

the court of King James I. Wetstein obtained some readings
from it in 1730, as far as Luke xi, but stated that he knew not

where it then was. In 1830 Professor Heringa of Utrecht dis

covered it in private hands at Arnheim, and procured it for his

University Library, where in 1850 Tregelles found it, though
with some difficulty, the leaves being torn and all loose in a box,

and he then made a facsimile
;
Tischendorf had looked through

it in 1841. In 1843, after Heringa s death, H. E. Vinke pub-
lished that scholar s Disputatio de Codice Boreeliano, which

includes a full and exact collation of the text. Cod. F contains

the Four Gospels with many defects, some of which have been

caused since the collation was made which Wetstein published :

hence the codex must still sometimes be cited on his authority
as Fw . In fact there are but 204 leaves and a few fragments

remaining, written with two columns of about nineteen lines each

on the page, in a tall, oblong, upright form
;

it was referred by
Mr. H. Deane in 1876 to the eighth, by Tischendorf to the

ninth, by Tregelles to the tenth century. In St. Luke there

are no less than twenty-four gaps : in Wetstein s collation it

began at Matt. vii. 6, but now at Matt. ix. 1. Other hiatus

are Matt. xii. 1-44; xiii. 55 xiv. 9; xv. 20-31; xx. 18 xxi.

5 : Mark i. 43 ii. 8
;

ii. 23 iii. 5
;

xi. 6-26
;
xiv. 54 xv. 5

;

xv. 39 xvi. 19: John iii. 5-14; iv. 23-38; v. 18-38; vi. 39-

63
;
vii. 28 viii. 10

;
x. 32 xi. 3

;
xi. 40 xii. 3

;
xii. 14-25 :

it ends at John xiii. 34. Few manuscripts have fallen into

such unworthy hands. The Eusebian canons are wanting, the

sections standing without them in the margin. Thus in Mark
x. 13 (see facsimile No. 28) the section pg (106) has not under

it the proper canon /3 (2). The letters delta, epsilon, theta,

omicron, and especially the cross-like psi (see p. 40), are of the

most recent uncial form, phi is large and bevelled at both
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ends
;
the breathings and accents are fully and not incorrectly

given.

Fa
. CODEX COISLIN. I is that great copy of the Septuagint

Octateuch, the glory of the Coislin Library, first made known

by Montfaucon (Biblioth. Coislin., 1715), and illustrated by a

facsimile in Silvestre s Paldogr. Univ. No. 65. It contains 227

leaves in two columns, 13 inches by 9 : the fine massive uncials

of the sixth or seventh century are much like Cod. A s in general

appearance. In the margin primd manu Wetstein found Acts

ix. 24, 25, and so inserted this as Cod. F in his list of MSS. of the

Acts. In 1842 Tischendorf observed nineteen other passages of

the New Testament, which he published in his Monumenta sacra

inedita (1846, p. 400, &c.)with a facsimile. The texts are Matt.

v. 48
;

xii. 48
;
xxvii. 25 : Luke i. 42

;
ii. 24

;
xxiii. 21 : John v.

35
;

vi. 53, 55 : Acts iv. 33, 34
;
ix. 24, 25

;
x. 13, 15

; xxii. 22 :

1 Cor. vii. 39
;
xi. 29 : i Cor. iii. 13

;
ix. 7

;
xi. 33 : Gal. iv. 21,

22 : Col. ii. 16, 17
;
Heb. x. 26.

G. COD. HARLEIAN.
56841

These two copies were brought
or WOLFII A, [-from

the East by Andrew Eras-

H. COD. WOLFII B.
J
mus Seidel, purchased by La

Croze, and by him presented to J. C. Wolff, who published
loose extracts from them both in his Anecdota Graeca (vol. iii.

1723), and barbarously mutilated them in 1721 in order to send

pieces to Bentley, among whose papers in Trinity College Library

(B. xvii. 20) Tregelles found the fragments in 1845 (Account of

the Printed Text, p. 160). Subsequently Cod. G came with the

rest of the Harleian collection into the British Museum
;
Cod.

H, which had long been missing, was brought to light in the

Public Library of Hamburg, through Petersen the Librarian,
in 1838. Codd. GH have now been thoroughly collated both

by Tischendorf and Tregelles. Cod. G appears to be of the

tenth, Cod. H of the ninth century, and is stated to be of higher
critical value. Besides the mutilated fragments at Trinity
College (Matt. v. 29-31

;
39-43 of Cod. G

;
Luke i. 3-6

;
13-15

of Cod. H), many parts of both have perished: viz. in Cod.
G 372 verses

; Matt. i. 1 vi. 6
; vii. 25 viii. 9

;
viii. 23 ix.

2
; xxviii. 18 Mark i. 13

;
xiv. 19-25 : Luke i. 1-13

;
v. 4

vii. 3
; viii. 46 ix. 5

; xii. 27-41
;
xxiv. 41-53 : John xviii.
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5-19
;
xix. 4-27 (of which one later hand supplies Matt, xxviii.

18 Mark i. 8 : John xviii. 5-19
;
another Luke xii. 27-41) :

in Cod. H 679 verses
;
Matt. i. 1 xv. 30

;
xxv. 33 xxvi. 3

;

Mark i. 32 ii. 4
;
xv. 44 xvi. 14

;
Luke v. 18-32

;
vi. 8-22 ;

x. 2-19: John ix. 30 x. 25; xviii. 2-18; xx. 12-25. Cod. G
has some Church notes in the margin ;

Cod. H the sections

without the Eusebian canons
;
G however has both sections

and canons
;

its rtrAot and larger /ce^aAcua are in red (those of

St. John being lost), and the Church notes seem primd manu.
Each member of the genealogy in Luke iii forms a separate line.

Both G and H are written in a somewhat rude style, with

breathings and accents rather irregularly placed, as was the fashion

of their times
;
G in two columns of twenty-two lines each on

a page, H in one column of twenty-three lines. In each the latest

form of the uncial letters is very manifest (e.g. delta, tJieta), but G
is the neater of the two. In G the single point, in H a kind of

Maltese cross, are the prevailing marks of punctuation. Our
facsimiles (Nos. 29 of G, 31 of H) are due to Tregelles ;

that of

G he took from the fragment at Trinity College. Inasmuch as
X

beside Matt. v. 30, 31 in Cod. G AP (apx7
?)

ig conspicuous in

the margin, and T THC A (reAoy TTJS A.eecos) stands in the text

itself, good scholars may be excused for having mistaken it for

a scrap of some Evangelistarium.

I. COD. TISCHENDORFIAN. II at St. Petersburg, consists of

palimpsest fragments found by Tischendorf in 1853 in the

dust of an Eastern library, i. e. in the Convent of St. Saba near

the Red Sea, and published in his new series of Monumenta sacra

inedita, vol. i, 1855. On the twenty-eight vellum leaves (eight of

them on four double leaves) Georgian writing covers the partially

obliterated Greek, which is for the most part very hard to read.

They compose portions of no less than seven different manu

scripts ;
the first two, of the fifth century, are as old as Codd.

AC (the first having scarcely any capital letters and those

very slightly larger than the rest) ;
the third fragment seems of

the sixth century, nearly of the date of Cod. N (p. 139), about

as old as Cod. P (see p. 143) ;
the fourth scarcely less ancient :

all four, like other palimpsests, have the pseudo-Ammonian
sections without the Eusebian canons (see p. 61). Of the
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Gospels we have 190 verses : viz. (Frag. 1 or Ia) John xi. 50

xii. 9 ;
xv. 12 xvi. 2

;
xix. 11-24 : (Frag. 2 or Ib) Matt. xiv.

13-16 ;
19-23 ;

xxiv. 37 xxv. 1
;
xxv. 32-45

;
xxvi. 31-45 :

Mark ix. 14-22 ;
xiv. 58-70 : (Frag. 3 or I

c )
Matt. xvii. 22

xviii. 3; xviii. 11-19; xix. 5-14: Luke xviii. 14-25 : John iv.

52 v . 8; xx. 17-26: (Frag. 4 or Id ) Luke vii. 39-49; xxiv.

10-19. The fifth fragment (Ie
), containing portions of the Acts

and of St. Paul s Epistles (i Cor. xv. 53 xvi. 9 : Tit. i. 1-13 :

Acts xxviii. 8-17) is as old as the third, if not as the first. The

sixth and seventh fragments are of the seventh century: viz.

(Frag. 6 or If, of two leaves) Acts ii. 6-17
;
xxvi. 7-18 : (Frag. 7

or I
g, of one leaf) Acts xiii. 39-46. In all seven are 255 verses.

All except Frag. 6 are in two columns of from twenty-nine to

eighteen lines each, and unaccentuated ; Frag. 6 has but one

column on a page, with some accents. The first five fragments, so

far as they extend, must be placed in the highest rank as critical

authorities. The first, as cited in Tischendorf s eighth edition of

his Greek Testament, agrees with Cod. A thirty-four times, four

times with Cod. B, and twenty-three times with the two united
;

it stands alone eleven times. The text of the second and third is

more mixed though they incline more to favour Codd. NB
; not,

however, so decidedly as the first does Cod. A. Tischendorf gives
us six facsimiles of them in the Monumenta sacra inedita, Nova
Collect, vol. i (1885), a seventh in Anecdota sacra et profana, 1855.

From the same Armenian book, as Tischendorf thinks (and he

was very likely to know), are taken the three palimpsest leaves

of 2 and 3 Kings, and the six of Isaiah published by him in

the same volume of the Monumenta.

Ib . See Nb, below.

K. COD. CYPRIUS, or No. 63 of the Royal Library at

Paris, shares only with Codd. NBMSU the advantage of being
a complete uncial copy of the Four Gospels. It was brought
into the Colbert Library from Cyprus in 1673

;
Mill inserted

its readings from Simon
; it was re-examined by Scholz,

whose inaccuracies (especially those committed when collating
Cod. K for his Curae Criticae in Historiam textus Evangeliorum,
Heidelberg, 1820) have been strongly denounced by later editors,
and it must be feared with too good reason. The indepen-
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dent collations of Tischendorf and Tregelles have now done all

that can be needed for this copy. It is an oblong quarto, in

compressed uncials, of about the middle of the ninth century
at the latest, having one column of about twenty-one lines on

each page, but the handwriting is irregular and varies much in

size. A single point being often found where the sense does

not require it, this codex has been thought to have been copied
from an older one arranged in ariyoi ;

the ends of each OTIXO?

may have been indicated in this manner by the scribe. The

subscriptions, rtrAot, the sections, and indices of the /ce^aAata

of the last three Gospels are believed to be the work of a later

hand : the Eusebian canons are absent. The breathings and

accents are primd manu, but often omitted or incorrectly

placed. Itacisms and permutations of consonants are very

frequent, and the text is of an unusual and interesting cha

racter. Scholz regards the directions for the Church lessons,

even the ap\ai and reArj in the margin at the beginning and

end of lessons, as by the original scribe. He transcribes at

length the enXoydbiov roiy 6 evayyeAiorow and the fragments of

a menology prefixed to Cod. K (N. T. vol. i, pp. 455-493),
of which tables it affords the earliest specimen. The second

hand writes at the end Trpoo-Se ^rjTai avri]v [rrjv 8eAroi/] r] iravayia

OeoTOKos KOI 6 ayios evrvx^o?. The style of this copy will be

seen from our facsimile (No. 19) taken from John vi. 52, 53 :

the number of the section (? )
or 66 stands in the margin,

but the ordinary place of the Eusebian canon (t or 10) under

it is filled by a simple flourish. The stop in 1. 1 after Aeyoireo-

illustrates the unusual punctuation of this copy, as may that

after 6 10- in 1. 3.

L. COD. REGIUS, No. 62 in the Royal Library at Paris, is

by far the most remarkable document of its age and class. It

contains the Four Gospels, except the following passages,
Matt. iv. 22 v. 14; xxviii. 17-20: Mark x. 16-30; xv. 2-20:

John xxi. 15-25. It was written in about the eighth century
and consists of 257 leaves quarto, of thick vellum, 9 inches high

by 6J broad, with two columns of twenty-five lines each on a page,

regularly marked, as we so often see, by the stilus and ruler (p. 27).

This is doubtless Stephen s T/, though he cites it erroneously in

Acts xxiv. 7 bis; xxv. 14
-,

xxvii. 1; xxviii. 11: it was even
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then in the Royal Library, although Roberto Stephano is

marked in the volume. Wetstein collated Cod. L but loosely ;

Griesbach, who set a very high value on it, studied it with

peculiar care
;
Tischendorf published it in full in his Monumenta

sacra inedita, 1846. It is but carelessly written, and abounds

with errors of the ignorant scribe, who was more probably an

Egyptian than a native Greek. The breathings and accents are

often deficient, often added wrongly, and placed throughout
without rule or propriety. The apostrophus also is common, and

frequently out of place ;
the points for stops are quite irregular,

as we have elsewhere stated (p. 48). Capitals occur plentifully,

often painted and in questionable taste (see facsimile No. 21,

column 2), and there is a tendency throughout to inelegant

ornament. This codex is in bad condition through damp, the

ink brown or pale, the uncial letters of a debased oblong

shape : phi is enormously large and sometimes quite angular ;

other letters are such as might be looked for from its date, and

are neither neat nor remarkably clear. The lessons for Sundays,

festivals, &c. and the apxai and reAr; are marked everywhere in

the margin, especially in St. Matthew
;

there are also many
corrections and important critical notes (e. g. Mark xvi. 8) in the

text or margin, apparently primd manu. Our facsimile is taken

from a photograph of its most important page, Mark xvi. 8, 9,

with part of the note cited at length below. Before each Gospel
are indices of the Ke^dAata, now imperfect : we find also the rtrAot

at the head and occasionally at the foot of the several pages ;
the

numbers of the ntfyaXaia (usually pointed out by the sign of the

cross), the sections and Eusebian canons stand in the inner

margin \ often ill put, as if only half understood. The critical

weight of this copy may best be discussed hereafter; it will

here suffice barely to mention its strong resemblance to Cod. B
(less, however, in St. John s Gospel than elsewhere), to the

citations of Origen [186-253], and to the margin of the Har-
kleian Syriac version [A.D. 616]. Cod. L abounds in what are

termed Alexandrian forms, beyond any other copy of its date.

M. COD. CAMPIANUS, No. 48 in the Royal Library at Paris,

1 In our facsimile (No. 21), over against the beginning of Mark xvi. 8, is set
the number of the section (CAT or 233), above the corresponding Eusebian
canon (B or 2).
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contains the Four Gospels complete in a small quarto form, written

in very elegant and minute uncials of the end of the ninth

century, with two columns of twenty-four lines each on a page.
The Abbe Franfois de Camps gave it to Louis XIV, Jan. 1,

1707. This document is Kuster s 2 (1710) ;
it was collated by

Wetstein, Scholz, and Tregelles ;
transcribed in 1841 by Tisch-

endorf. Its synaxarion and menology have been published by
Scholz in the same place as those of Cod.

( K, and obviously
with great carelessness. Arayrwo-^ara, i. e. notes of the Church

Lessons, abound in the margin (Tischendorf thinks them privia

manu) in a very small hand, like in style to the Oxford Plato

(Clarke 39, above, p. 42). We find too Hippolytus Chronology
of the Gospels, Eusebius letter to Carpianus with his canons,

and some Arabic scrawl on the last leaf, of which the name
of Jerusalem alone has been read, a note in Slavonic, and
others in a contemporaneous cursive hand. Dean Burgon also

observed at the foot of the several pages the same kind of

harmony as we described for Cod. E. It has breathings, accents

pretty fairly given, and a musical notation in red, so frequent in

Church manuscripts of the age. Its readings are very good ;

itacisms and v e^eA/cuo-rtKoV are frequent. Tischendorf compares
the form of its uncials to those of Cod. V

; which, judging from

the facsimile given by Matthaei, we should deem somewhat
less beautiful. From our facsimile (No. 32) it will be seen that

the round letters are much narrowed, the later form of delta

and theta quite decided, while alpha and pi might look earlier.

Our specimen (John vii. 53 viii. 2) represents the celebrated

Pericope adulterae in one of its earliest forms.

N. CODEX PURPUREUS. Only twelve leaves of this beautiful

copy were till recently believed to survive, and some former

possessor must have divided them in order to obtain a better

price from several purchasers than from one. Four leaves are

now in the British Museum (Cotton, Titus C. xv), six in the

Vatican (No. 3785), two at Vienna (Lambec. 2), at the end of

a fragment of Genesis in a different hand. The London frag
ments (Matt, xxvi. 57-65

;
xxvii. 26-34 : John xiv. 2-10

;
xv.

15-22) were collated by Wetstein on his first visit to England in

1715, and marked in his Greek Testament by the letter J :

Scrivener transcribed them in 1845, and announced that they
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contained fifty-seven various readings, of which Wetstein had

given but five. The Vienna fragment (Luke xxiv. 13-21 ; 39-49)

had long been known by the descriptions of Lambecius : Wetstein

had called it N
;
Treschow in 1773 and Alter in 1787 had given

imperfect collations of it. Scholz first noticed the Vatican leaves

(Matt. xix. 6-13
;
xx. 6-22 ;

xx. 29 xxi. 19), denoted them by F,

and used some readings extracted by Gaetano Marini. It was

reserved for Tischendorf (Monumenta sacra inedita, 1846) to

publish them all in full, and to determine by actual inspection

that they were portions of the same manuscript, of the date of

about the end of the sixth century. Besides these twelve leaves

John Sakkelion the Librarian saw in or about 1864 at the

Monastery of St. John in Patmos thirty-three other leaves con

taining portions of St. Mark s Gospel (ch. vi. 53 xv. 23) *, whose

readings were communicated to Tischendorf, and are included in

his eighth edition of the N. T. The others were probably stolen

from the same place. This book is written on the thinnest

vellum (see pp. 23, 25), dyed purple, and the silver letters (which
have turned quite black) were impressed in some way upon it,

but are too varied in shape, and at the end of the lines in size,

to admit the supposition of moveable type being used, as some

have thought to be the case in the Codex Argenteus of the Gothic

Gospels. The abridgements 0U, XC, &c. are in gold ;
and some

changes have been made by an ancient second hand. The so-called

Ammonian sections and the Eusebian canons are faithfully given

(see p. 59), and the Vatican portion has the forty-first, forty-sixth,
and forty-seventh rtrAot of St. Matthew at the head of the pages.
Each page has two columns of sixteen lines, and the letters

(about ten or twelve in a line) are firm, uniform, bold, and

unornarnented, though not quite so much so as in a few older

documents
;
their lower extremities are bevelled. Their size is

at least four times that of the letters in Cod. A, the punctuation

quite as simple, being a single point (and that usually neglected)

level with the top of the letter (see our facsimile, Plate v, No. 14,

1 Dr. Hort more exactly reckons that these leaves apparently contain Mark
vi. 53 vii. 4

; vii. 21 viii. 32 ; ix. 1 x. 43
;

xi. 7 xii. 19
;

xiv. 25 xv. 22

(Addenda and Corrigenda to Tregelles s N. T., p. 1019), adding that Tischendorf had
access also to a few verses preserved in the collections of the Russian Bishop
Porphyry. They are published in Duchesne s Archives des Missions scientifiques
et litteraires (Paris, 1877), 3e ser. torn. iii. pp. 386-419.
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1. 3), and there is no space left between words even after stops.

A few letters stand out as capitals at the beginning of lines
;
of

the breathings and accents, if such they be, we have spoken
above (p. 47). Letters diminished at the end of a line do not

lose their ancient shape, as in many later books: compendia
scribendi are rare, yet M stands for N at the end of a line no

less than twenty-nine times in the London leaves alone, but \ for

at only once. I at the beginning of a syllable has two dots over

it, T but one. We have discussed above (pp. 32-39) the shape of

the alphabet in N (for by that single letter Tischendorf denotes

it), and compared it with others of nearly the same date
; alpha,

omega, lambda look more anciei?t than delta or xi (see Plate ii.

No.
4). It exhibits strong Alexandrian forms, e. g. TrapaATj/x^o/Lie,

fixotray (the latter condemned secundd manu), and not a few

such itacisms as the changes of t and t, at and e.

COD. Nb
(I

b of Tischendorfs N. T., eighth edition), MUSEI BRI-

TANNICI (Addit. 17136), is a 12mo volume containing the hymns
of Severus in Syriac, and is one of the books brought thither

from the Nitrian desert. It is a palimpsest, with a second Syriac
work written below the first, and, under both, four leaves (117,

118, 127, 128) contain fragments of seventeen verses of St. John

(xiii. 16
;
17 : 19

;
20

;
23

;
24

;
26

;
27

;
xvi. 7

;
8

; 9) although

only one word Tiepi is preserved; 12; 13; 15; 16; 18; 19).

These Tischendorf (and Tregelles about the same time) deciphered
with great difficulty, as every one who has examined the manu

script would anticipate, and published in the second volume of

his new collection of Monumenta sacra inedita. Each page
contained two columns. We meet with the sections without

the Eusebian canons, the earliest form of uncial characters, no

capital letters (see p. 51, note 2), and only the simplest kind of

punctuation, although one rough breathing is legible. Tiscben-

dorf hesitates whether he shall assign the fragment to the fourth

or fifth century. It agrees with Cod. A five or six times, with

Cod. B five, with the two together six, and is against them both

thrice.

O. No less than nine small fragments have borne this mark.

O of Wetstein was given by Anselmo Banduri to Montfaucon,

and contains only Luke xviii. 11-14: this Tischendorf dis-
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cards as taken from an Evangelistarium (of the tenth century,

as he judges from the writing) chiefly because it wants the

number of the section at ver. 14. In its room he puts for

Cod. O Moscow Synod. 120 (Matthaei, 15), a few leaves of about

the ninth century (containing the fifteen verses, John i. 1, 3, 4 ;
xx.

10-13
;
15-17

; 20-24, with some scholia), which had been used

for binding a copy of Chrysostom s Homilies on Genesis, brought

from the monastery of Dionysius at Mount Athos, and published

in Matthaei s Greek Testament with a facsimile (see ix. 257 &c.,

and facsimile in torn. xii). Further portions of this fragment

were seen at Athos in 1864 by Mr. Philip E. Pusey. Tregelles

has also appended it to his edition of Cod. E. In this frag

ment we find the cross-like psi, the interrogative ; (John xx.

13), and the comma (ib. ver. 12). Alford s Frag. Ath. b= Tisch.

We
p. 145 and Frag. Ath. a are probably parts of 0. The

next five comprise N. T. hymns.

COD. O. Magnificat and Benedictus in Greek uncials of the

eighth or ninth century, in a Latin book at Wolfenbiittel, is

published by Tischendorf, Anecdota sacr. et prof. 1855
;
as is

also Ob
,
which contains these two and Nunc Dimittis, of the

ninth century, and is at Oxford, Bodleian, Misc. Gr. 5, ff. 313-4 ^

O. Magnificat in the Verona Psalter of the sixth century (the

Greek being written in Latin letters), published by Bianchini

(Vindiciae Canon. Script. 1740). Od
, O, both contain the

three hymns, Od in the great purple and silver Zurich

Psalter of the seventh century (Tischendorf, Monum. sacra

inedita, torn, iv, 1869)
2

;
Oe of the ninth century at St. Gall

(Cod. 17), partly written in Greek, partly in Latin. O f
,
also of

the ninth century, is described by Tischendorf (N. T., eighth

edition) once as Noroff. Petrop., once as Mosquensis. O (IX)
in the Arsenal Library at Paris (MS. Gr. 2), containing, besides

the Psalms and Canticle of the Old Testament, the Magnificat,

Benedictus, and Nunc Dimittis, besides the Lord s Prayer, the

tianctus and other such pieces. Oh
. Taurinensis Reg. B. vii.

1 These songs, with thirteen others from the Old Testament and Apocrypha,
though partially written in uncial letters, are included in a volume of Psalms and

Hymns, whose prevailing character is early cursive.
2 From Tischendorfs copy of Od Dr. Caspar Kene Gregory has gathered readings

in Heb. v. 8 vi. 10, and sent them to Dr. Hort.
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30 (viii or ix), 5f x 4, if. 303 (20)
l

. Psalter with Luke i. 46-55 ;

ii. 29-31. See Gregory, Prolegomena, p. 441.

P. CODEX GUELPHERBYTANUS A.
|

These are two palim-

Q B. j psests, discovered by F. A.

Knittel, Archdeacon of Wolfenbiittel, in the Ducal Library of

that city, which (together with some fragments of Ulphilas
Gothic version) lie under the more modern writings of Isidore

of Seville. He published the whole in 176.2 2
, so far at least as

he could read them, though Tregelles believed more might, be

deciphered, and Tischendorf, with his unconquerable energy,

collating them both in 1854, was able to re-edit them more

accurately, Cod. Q in the third volume (1860) and Cod. P in

the sixth (1869) of his Monumenta sacra inedita. The volume

(called the Codex Carolinus) seems to have been once at Bobbio,

and has been traced from Weissenburg to Mayence and Prague,
till it was bought by a Duke of Brunswick in 1689. Codex P
contains, on forty-three or forty-four leaves, thirty-one fragments
of 518 verses, taken from all the four Evangelists

3
;
Codex Q,

on thirteen leaves, twelve fragments of 247 verses from SS. Luke
and John 4

;
but all can be traced only with great difficulty. A

few portions, once written in vermilion, have quite departed,
but Tischendorf has made material additions to Knittel s labours,

both in extent and accuracy. He assigns P to the sixth, Q to

the fifth century. Both are written in two columns, the

uncials being bold, round or square, those of Q not a little

the smaller. The letters in P, however, are sometimes com

pressed at the end of a line. The capitals in P are large and

frequent, and both have the sections without the canons of

1
I.e., twenty lines on a page, according to the form used in this edition.

2
They had been previously described in a tract Jac. Frid. Heusinger, de

quatuor Evan. Cod. Grace, quern antiqua manu membrana scriptum Guelferby-
tana bibliotheca servat. Guelf. 1752.

3 Codex P contains Matt. i. 11-21
;

iii. 13 iv. 19
;
x. 7-19 ;

x. 42 xi. 11
;

xiii. 40-50
; xiv. 15 xv. 3 ;

xv. 29-39 : Mark i. 1-11
;

iii. 5-17 ; xiv. 13-

24 ; 48-61
; xv. 12-37 ;

Luke i. 1-13 ;
ii. 9-20

; vi. 21-42
; vii. 32 viii. 2 ;

viii. 31-50
; ix. 26-36 ;

x. 36 xi. 4
;

xii. 34-45 ; xiv. 14-25
; xv. 13 xvi. 22

;

xviii. 13-39 ;
xx. 21 xxi. 3 ;

xxii. 3-16 ;
xxiii. 20-33 ; 45-56 ;

xxiv. 1, 14-

37 : John i. 29-41
;

ii. 13-25 ;
xxi. 1-11.

4 Codex Q contains Luke iv. 34 v. 4
;
vi. 10-26 ;

xii. 6-43 ; xv. 14-31
;

xvii. 34 xviii. 15 ;
xviii. 34 xix. 11

;
xix. 47 xx. 17 ;

xx. 34 xxi. 8 ; xxii. 27-

46; xxiii. 30-49 : John xii. 3-20; xiv. 3-22.
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Eusebius (see p. 59). The table of rirXoi found in the volume

is written in oblong uncials of a lower date, as Knittel thought,

possibly without good reason. Itacisms, what are termed Alex

andrian forms, and the usual contractions (1C, XC, KC, 0C,
, .

x

TC^ HBP, ONA, IAHM, ANOC, AAA, M) occur in both copies.

Breathings also are seen here and there in Q. From Tischen-

dorfs beautiful facsimiles of Codd. PQ we observe that while

delta is far more elaborate in P than in Q, the precise contrary

is the case with pi. Epsilon and sigma in P have strong

points at all the extremities ;
nu in each is of the ancient form

exhibited in Codd. NNR (see p. 37) ;
while in P alpha resembles

in shape that of our alphabet in Plate ii. No. 5, eta that in

Plate iii. No. 7. As regards their text we observe that in the

first hundred verses of St. Luke which are contained in both

copies, wherein P is cited for various readings 216 times,

and Q 182 times, P stands alone fourteen times, Q not once.

P agrees with other manuscripts against AB twenty-one

times, Q nineteen : P agrees with AB united fifty times, Q also

fifty: P sides with B against A twenty-nine times, Q thirty-

eight: but P accords with A against B in 102 places, Q in

seventy-five.

R. This letter, like some that precede, has been used to

represent different books by various editors, a practice the in

convenience of which is very manifest. (1) R of Griesbach and

Scholz is a fragment of one quarto leaf containing John i. 38-50,

at Tubingen, with musical notes, which from its thick vellum, from

the want of the sections and Eusebian canons, and the general

resemblance of its uncials to those of late Service Books,

Tischendorf pronounces to be an Evangelistarium, and puts in its

room (2) in his N.T. of 1849, fourteen leaves of a palimpsest in the

Royal Library of Naples (Borbon. ii. C. 15) of the eighth century,

under a Typicum (see Suicer, Thes. Eccles. torn. ii. p. 1335), or

Ritual of the Greek Church, of the fourteenth century. These

are fragments from the first three Evangelists, in oblong uncials,

leaning to the right. Tischendorf, by chemical applications, was

able in 1843 to read one page, in two columns of twenty-five lines

each (Mark xiv. 32-39) *, and saw the sections in the margin ;
the

Eusebian canons he thinks have been washed out (see p. 59) : but

1 Published in the Jahrbiicher (Vienna) d. Lit. 1847.
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in 1859 he calls this fragment Wb
, reserving the letter K for

(3) CODEX NITRIENSIS, Brit. Museum, Additional 17211, the

very important palimpsest containing on forty-eight (53)
leaves about 516 verses of St. Luke in twenty-five fragments

1
,

under the black, broad Syriac writing, being a treatise of

Severus of Antioch against Johannes Grammaticus, of the

eighth or ninth century. There are two columns of about

twenty-five lines each on a page ;
for their boldness and sim

plicity the letters may be referred to the end of the sixth

century ;
we have given a facsimile of the manuscript (which

cannot be read in parts but with the utmost difficulty), and

an alphabet collected from it (Nos. 5, 17). In size and shape
the letters are much like those of Codd. INP, only that they are

somewhat irregular and straggling: the punctuation is effected

by a single point almost level with the top of the letters, as

in Cod. N. The pseudo-Ammonian sections are there without

the Eusebian canons, and the first two leaves are devoted to the

TirAot of St. Luke. This most important palimpsest is one of

the 550 manuscripts brought to England, about 1847, from the

Syrian convent of S. Mary Deipara, in the Nitrian Desert, seventy
miles N.W. of Cairo. When examined at the British Museum

by the late Canon Cureton, then one of the Librarians, he

discovered in the same volume, and published in 1851 (with six

pages in facsimile), a palimpsest of 4000 lines of Homer s Iliad

not in the same hand as St. Luke, but quite as ancient. The

fragments of St. Luke were independently transcribed, with most

laudable patience, both by Tregelles in 1854, and by Tischendorf

in 1855, who afterwards re-examined the places wherein he

differed from Tregelles (e.g. chh. viii. 5
;

xviii. 7, 10), and dis

covered by the aid of Dr. Wright a few more fragments of chh.

vi-viii. Tischendorf published an edition of Cod. K, in his

Monumenta sacra inedita, vol. ii, with a facsimile : the amended

readings, together with the newly-discovered variations in chh.

vi. 31-36, 39, vii. 44, 46, 47, are inserted in the eighth edition of

his Greek Testament. In this palimpsest as at present bound

1 Codex R contains Luke i. 1-13
;

i. 69 ii. 4
; 16-27 ;

iv. 38 v. 5
;
v. 25 vi.

8; 18-36, 39; vi. 49 vii. 22; 44, 46, 47 ;
viii. 5-15; viii. 25 ix. 1; ix. 12-43

; x.

3-16
;
xi. 5-27 ;

xii. 4-15
;
40-52

;
xiii. 26 xiv. 1

;
xiv. 12 xv. 1

;
xv. 13 xvi. 16

;

xvii. 21 xviii. 10 ; xviii. 22 xx. 20
;
xx. 33-47 ;

xxi. 12 xxii. 15 ; 42-56 ; xxii. 71

xxiii. 11
; xxiii. 38-51. A second hand has supplied ch. xv. 19-21.

VOL. I. L
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up in the Museum the fragments of St. Luke end on f. 48,

and the rest of the Greek in the volume is in later, smaller,

eloping uncials, and contains propositions from the tenth and

thirteenth books of Euclid. On the critical character of the

readings of this precious fragment we shall make some com

ments below.

S. CODEX VATICANUS 354 contains the four Gospels entire,

and is amongst the earliest dated manuscripts of the Greek

Testament (p. 41, note 2).
This is a folio of 234 leaves, written in

large oblong or compressed uncials: the Epistle to Carpianus

and Eusebian canons are prefixed, and it contains many later

corrections (e.g. Luke viii. 15) and marginal notes (e.g. Matt,

xxvii. 16, 17). Luke xxii. 43, 44 ;
John v. 4

;
vii. 53 viii. 11 are

obelized. At the end we read eypdtyfi rj rifj-ia eAro? amr) 8ta

e/xou Mi)(a7)A. [j.ova\ov a/^aprooAou fj.r]vl /liapruo a. rj^epa e
,

r
,

erou? swf, t^. ( i- e. A.D. 949. Codicem bis dili-

genter contulimus, says Birch : but collators in his day

(1781-3) seldom noticed orthographical forms or stated where

the readings agree with the received text, so that a more

thorough examination was still required. Tregelles only in

spected it, but Tischendorf, when at Koine in 1866, carefully

re-examined it, and has inserted many of its readings in his

eighth edition and its supplementary leaves. He states that

Birch s facsimile (consisting of the obelized John v. 4) is

coarsely executed, while Bianchini s is too elegant ;
he made

another for himself.

T. CODEX BOKGIANUS I, now in the Propaganda at Home (see

below, Evan. 180), contains thirteen or more quarto leaves

of SS. Luke and John, with a Thebaic or Sahidic version

at their side, but on the opposite and left page. Each page
consists of two columns : a single point indicates a break in the

sense, but there are no other divisions. The fragment contains

Luke xxii. 20 xxiii. 20
;
John vi. 28-67

;
vii. 6 viii. 31 (179

verses, since John vii. 53 viii. 11 are wanting). The portion

containing St. John, both in Greek and Egyptian, was carefully
edited at Rome in 1789 by A. A. Giorgi, an Augustinian
Eremite

;
his facsimile, however (ch. vii. 35), seems somewhat

rough, though Tischendorf (who has inspected the codex) says
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that its uncials look as if written by a Copt, from their re

semblance to Coptic letters 1
: the shapes of alpha and iota are

specially noticeable. Birch had previously collated the Greek

text. Notwithstanding the occasional presence of the rough
and smooth breathing in this copy (p. 47)

2
, Giorgi refers it to

the fourth century, Tischendorf to the fifth. The Greek

fragment of St. Luke was first collated by Mr. Bradley H.

Alford, and inserted by his brother, Dean Alford, in the fourth

edition of his Greek Testament, vol. i (1859). Dr. Tregelles

had drawn Mr. Alford s attention to it, from a hint thrown out

by Zoega, in p. 184 of his Catalogus codd. Copt. MSS. qui in

Museo Borgiano Velitris adservantur. Romae, 1810.

T8 or Twoi is used by Tischendorf to indicate a few leaves in

Greek and Thebaic, which once belonged to Woide, and were

published with his other Thebaic fragments in Ford s Appendix
to the Codex Alexandrinus, Oxon. 1799. They contain Luke

xii. 15 xiii. 32
; John viii. 33-42 (eighty-five verses). From the

second fragment it plainly appears (what the similarity of the

facsimiles had suggested to Tregelles) that T and T8 are parts

of the same manuscript, for the page of T8 which contains John

viii. 33 in Greek exhibits on its reverse the Thebaic version of

John viii. 23-32, of which T affords us only the Greek text.

This fact was first noted by Tischendorf (N.T. 1859), who adds

that the Coptic scribe blundered much over the Greek: e.g.

/3a/3owa Luke xiii. 21
;

so SeKcu for 8eKa KCU, ver. 16. He
transcribed T and Twoi

(as well as Tb
,
Tc

,
Td

,
which we proceed

to describe), for publication in the ninth volume of his Monu-

menta sacra inedita (1870), but owing to his death they never

appeared. But Bp. Lightfoot gives reasons (see below, vol. ii.

1 For the Coptic style of the letters Tischendorf compares a double palimpsest
leaf in the British Museum, containing i Kings viii. 58 ix. 1, which he assigns to

the fifth century, although the capital letters stand out a little, and are slightly

larger than the rest (Monum. sacr. ined. vol. ii. Proleg. p. xliv). But both

Dr. Wright and Mr. E. Maunde Thompson, from their great experience in this

style of writing, have come to suspect that it is usually somewhat less ancient

than from other indications might be supposed.
2 Tischendorf found breathings also in the palimpsest Numbers (Monum. sac.

ined. ubi supra, p. xxv).

L 2
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c. 2) for thinking that this fragment was not originally a portion

ofT.

Tb at St. Petersburg much resembles the preceding in the

Coptic-like style of writing, but is not earlier than the sixth

century. It contains on six octavo leaves John i. 25-42
;

ii. 9

iv. 50, spaces left in the text answering the purpose of stops.

Tb has a harmony of the Gospels at the foot of the page.

T is a fragment of about twenty-one verses between Matt,

xiv. 19 and xv. 8, also of the sixth century, and at St. Peters

burg, in the collection of Bishop Porphyry. Its text in the

twenty-nine places cited by Tischendorf in his eighth edition

accords with Cod. N twenty-four times, with Cod. B twenty

times, with Codd. C and D sixteen times each, with Cod. 33

nine times. God. A is wanting here. Compared with these

primary authorities severally, it agrees with N alone once, with

33 alone twice, with NB united against the rest four times : so

that its critical character is very decided.

Td
is a fragment .of a Lectionary, Greek and Sahidic, of

about the seventh century, found by Tischendorf in 1866 among
the Borgian manuscripts at Home. It contains Matt. xvi.

13-20; Mark i. 3-8, xii. 35-37; John xix. 23-27; xx. 30-31:

twenty-four verses only. This fragment and the next have

been brought into this place, rather than inserted in the list of

Evangelistaria, because they both contained fragments of the

Thebaic version.

Te
is a fragment of St. Matthew at Cambridge (Univ. Libr.

Addit. 1875). Dr. Hort communicated its readings to Dr. C. R.

Gregory, for his Prolegomena to the eighth edition of Tischen-

dorf s N.T. It is a tiny morsel of an uncial Lectionary of

the sixth century, containing only Matt. iii. 13-16, the parallel

column probably in the Thebaic version having perished. It was

brought, among other Coptic fragments, from Upper Egypt by
Mr. Greville Chester. Dr. Hort kindly enables me to add to

his description of Te

(Addenda to Tregelles N. T. p. 1070) that

this tiny morsel is irregular in shape, frequently less than four
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inches in width and height, the uncial Greek letters being three-

eighths of an inch high. There seem to have been two columns of

either eight or more probably of twenty-four lines each on a page,
but no Coptic portions survive. If of twenty-four lines the

fragment might belong to the inner column of a bilingual MS.

with the two languages in parallel columns, or to the outer

column of a wholly Greek MS. or of a bilingual MS. with the

section in the two languages consecutively, as in Mr. Homer s

Graeco-Thebaic fragment (Evst. 299 : see p. 398). In the latter

case it might belong to the inner column of a wholly Greek MS.

or of a bilingual MS. with the section in two consecutive

languages. The size of the letters renders it improbable, however,
that the columns were of eight lines only. (Hort.)

Tf Homer. See below under Thebaic or Sahidic MSS. at

the end.

TS Cairo, Cod. Papadopulus Kerameus [vi or vii], 9| x 8, ff. 3

(27), two cols., written in letters Tike Coptic. Matt. xx. 3-32 ;
xxii.

4-16. Facsimile by the Abbate Cozza-Luzi in N. T. e Cod.

Vat. 1209 nativi textus Graeci primo omnium phototypice

representatum Danesio, Home, 1889. See Gregory, Prole

gomena, p. 450.

U. CODEX NANIANUS I, so called from a former possessor, is

now in the Library of St. Mark, Venice (I. viii). It contains

the four Gospels entire, carefully and luxuriously written in two

columns of twenty-one lines each on the quarto page, scarcely

before the tenth century, although the letters are in general

an imitation of those used before the introduction of com

pressed uncials
;
but they do not belong to the age when full

and round writing was customary or natural, so that the stiff

ness and want of ease is manifest (Tregelles Home, p. 202).

It has Carp., Eus. t., K$. t., riYA., &amp;lt;., pict., with much gold

ornament. Thus while the small o in 1. 1 of our facsimile (No.

22) is in the oldest style, the oblong omicrons creep in at the

end of lines 2 and 4. Miinter sent some extracts from this

copy to Birch, who used them for his edition, and states that

the book contains the Eusebian canons. Accordingly in Mark
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v. 18, B (in error for H) stands under the proper section ^ (48).

Tischendorf in 1843 and Tregelles in 1846 collated Cod. U
thoroughly and independently, and compared their work at

Leipsic for the purpose of mutual correction.

V. CODEX MOSQUENSIS, of the Holy Synod, is known almost 1

exclusively from Matthaei s Greek Testament : he states, no

doubt most truly, that he collated it bis diligentissime, and

gives a facsimile of it, assigning it to the eighth century. Judging
from Matthaei s plate, it is hard to say why others have dated

it in the ninth. It contained in 1779, when first collated,

the Four Gospels in 8vo with the sections and Eusebian canons,

in uncial letters down to John vii. 39, OUTTCO yap yv, and from

that point in cursive letters of the thirteenth century, Matt. v. 44

vi. 12; ix. 18 x. 1 being lost: when re-collated but four years
later Matt. xxii. 44 xxiii. 35

;
John xxi. 10-25 had disappeared.

Matthaei tells us that the manuscript is written in a kind of

stichometry by a diligent scribe : its resemblance to Cod. M has

been already mentioned. The cursive portion is Matthaei s V,

Scholz s Evan. 250.

Wa
. COD. REG. PARIS 314 consists of but two leaves at the

end of another book, containing Luke ix. 34-47; x. 12-22

(twenty-three verses). Its date is about the eighth century ;
the

uncial letters are firmly written, delta and theta being of the

ordinary oblong shape of that period. Accents and breathings
are usually put ;

all the stops are expressed by a single point,

whose position makes no difference in its power. This copy
was adapted to Church use, but is not an Evangelistarium,
inasmuch as it exhibits the sections and Eusebian canons 2

,
and

TirAoi twice at the head of the page. This fragment was brought
to light by Scholz, and published by Tischendorf, Monumenta
sacra inedita, 1846.

1 I say almost, for Bengel s description makes it plain that this is the Moscow

manuscript from which F. C. Gross sent him the extracts that Wetstein copied
and numbered Evan. 87. Bengel, however, states that the cursive portion from
John vii onwards bears the date of 6508 or A. D. 1000. Scholz was the first to

notice this identity (see Evan. 250).
2

Notwithstanding, the Eusebian canons have been washed out of Wb
,
a

strong confirmation of what was conjectured above, p. 61.
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Wb
. Tischendorf considers the fragment at Naples he had

formerly numbered R (2) as another portion of the same copy,
and therefore indicates it in his seventh edition of the N. T.

(1859) as Wb
. It has seventy-nine leaves, of which the fourteen

last are palimpsest, is written in two columns, with twenty-five
lines in each page ;

has the Ammonian sections and lections, and

contains Matt. xix. 14-28
;
xx. 23 xxi. 2

; xxvi. 52 xxvii. 1
;

Mark xiii. 21 xiv. 67
;
Luke iii. 1 iv. 20. (Prolegomena to

Tischendorf, p. 395.)

Wc
is assigned by Tischendorf to three leaves containing

Mark ii. 8-16
;
Luke i. 20-32

;
64-79 (thirty-five verses), which

have been washed to make a palimpsest, and the writing erased

in parts by a knife. There are also some traces of a Latin

version, but all these were used up to bind other books in

the library of St. Gall. They are of the eighth century, or the

ninth according to Tischendorf, edd. 7 and 8, and have appeared
in vol. iii of Monumenta sacra inedita, with a facsimile, whose

style closely resembles that of Cod. A, and its kindred FG of

St. Paul s Epistles.

Wd was discovered in 1857 by Mr. W. White, sub-librarian of

Trinity College, Cambridge, in the College Library, and was

afterwards observed and arranged by Mr. H. Bradshaw,

University Librarian, its slips (about twenty-seven in number)

having been worked into the binding of a volume of Gregory
Nazianzen : they are now carefully arranged under glass (B. viii.

5). They comprise portions of four leaves, severally containing
Mark vii. 3-4

;
6-8

;
30-36

;
36 viii. 4

;
4-10

;
11-16

;
ix. 2

;

7-9, in uncial letters of the ninth century, if not rather earlier,

slightly leaning to the right. The sections are set in the

margin without the Eusebian canons, with a table of harmony
at the foot of each page of twenty-four lines. The rirXoi are

in red at the top and bottom of the pages, their corresponding
numerals in the margin. The breathings and accents are

often very faint: lessons and musical notes, crosses, &c. are in

red, and sometimes cover the original stops. In text it much
resembles Codd. NBDLA : one reading (Mark vii. 33) appears to

be unique. Dr. Scrivener has included it in a volume of fresh

collations of manuscripts and editions which is shortly to appear
under the accomplished editorship of Mr. J. Rendel Harris.
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We is a fragment containing John iv. 7-14, in three leaves,

found by the Very Kev. G. W. Kitchin, Dean of Winchester, in

Christ Church Library, when Tischendorf was at Oxford in 1865.

It much resembles O at Moscow, and, like it, had a commen

tary annexed, to which there are numeral references set before

each verse.

Wf is a palimpsest fragment of St. Matt. xxv. 31-36, and

vi. 1-18 (containing the doxology in the Lord s Prayer), of about

the ninth century, underlying Wake 13 at Christ Church, Oxford

(Acts 192, Paul. 246), discovered by the late Mr. A. A. Vansittart

(Journal of Philology, vol. ii. no. 4, p. 241, note 1).

X. CODEX MONACENSTS, in the University Library at Munich

(No. ^V), is a valuable folio manuscript of the end of the ninth

or early in the tenth century, containing the Four Gospels

(in the order described above, with serious omissions 1
,
and

a commentary (chiefly from Chrysostom) surrounding and

interspersed with the text of all but St. Mark, in early cursive

letters, not unlike (in Tischendorfs judgement) the celebrated

Oxford Plato dated 895. The very elegant uncials of Cod. X
are small and upright; though some of them are compressed,

they seem as if they were partial imitations of those used in

very early copies (Tregelles Home, p. 195). Each page has

two columns of about forty-five lines each. There are no

divisions by /ce0aAcua or sections, nor notes to serve for ecclesi

astical use. From a memorandum we find that it came from

Rome to Ingoldstadt, as a present from Gerard Vossius [1577-

1649] ;
from Ingoldstadt it was taken to Landshut in 1803,

thence to Munich in 1827. WT
hen it was at Ingoldstadt Gries-

bach obtained some extracts from it through Dobrowsky ;
Scholz

first collated it, but in his usual unhappy way ;
Tischendorf in

1844, Tregelles in 1846. Dean Burgon examined it in 1872.

1 Codex X contains Matt. vi. 6, 10, 11
;

vii. 1 ix. 20 ;
ix. 84 xi. 24

; xii.

9 xvi. 28 ; xvii. 14 xviii. 25
; xix. 22 xxi. 13

;
28 xxii. 22 ;

xxiii. 27 xxiv.

2
; 23-35

; xxv. 1-30
; xxvi. 69 xxvii. 12

;
Mark vi. 47 Luke i. 37 ;

ii. 19

iii. 38
;

iv. 21 x. 37
;
xi. 1 xviii. 43

;
xx. 46 John ii. 22

;
vii. 1 xiii. 5

;
xiii.

20 xv. 25
; xvi. 23 xxi. 25. The hiatus in John ii. 22 vii. 1 is supplied on

paper in a hand of the twelfth century ;
Mark xiv. 61-64

;
xiv. 72 xv. 4

;
xv. 38

xvi. 6 are illegible in parts, and xvi. 6-8 have perished. Matt. v. 45 survives only
in the commentary.
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Y. CODEX BARBERINI 225 at Rome (in the Library founded

by Cardinal Barberini in the seventeenth century) contains on

six large leaves the 137 verses John xvi. 3 xix. 41, of about

the eighth century. Tischendorf obtained access to it in 1843

for a few hours, after some difficulty with the Prince Barberini,

and published it in his first instalment of Monumenta sacra

inedita, 1846. Scholz had first noticed, and loosely collated

it. A later hand has coarsely retraced the letters, but the

ancient writing is plain and good. Accents and breathings are

most often neglected or placed wrongly : K
}

ft n are frequent
at the end of lines. For punctuation one, two, three or

even four points are employed, the power of the single point

varying as in Codd. E a and B of the Apocalypse. The

pseudo-Ammonian sections are without the Eusebian canons:

and such forms as Ary^erat xvi. 14, ATj/x^ecr^e ver. 24 occur.

These few uncial leaves are prefixed to a cursive copy of the

Gospels with Theophylact s commentary (Evan. 392) : the text

is mixed, and lies about midway between that of Cod. A and

Cod. B.

Z. CODEX DUBLINENSIS RESCRIPTUS, one of the chief palimp
sests extant, contains 295 verses of St. Matthew s Gospel in

twenty-two fragments
1

. It is of a small quarto size, originally
10 1 inches by 8, now reduced to 8|- inches by 6, once containing
120 leaves arranged in quaternions, of which the first that

remains bears the signature 13 (IF): fourteen sheets or double

leaves and four single leaves being all that survive. It was

discovered in 1787 by Dr. John Barrett, Senior Fellow of Trinity

College, Dublin,.under some cursive writing of the tenth century
or later, consisting of Chrysostom de Sacerdotio, extracts from

Epiphanius, &c. In the same volume are portions of Isaiah

(eight leaves) and of Gregory Nazianzen, in erased uncial letters,

the latter not so ancient as the fragment of St. Matthew. All

the thirty-two leaves of this Gospel that remain were engraved
in copper-plate facsimile 2 at the expense of Trinity College, and

1 Codex Z contains Matt. i. 17 ii. 6 ;
ii. 13-20

;
iv. 4-13

;
v. 45 vi. 15

;

vii. 16 viii. 6
; x. 40 xi. 18 ;

xii. 43 xiii. 11
; 57 xiv. 19

;
xv. 13-23

;
xvii.

9-17 ; 26 xviii. 6
;
xix. 4-12

; 21-28 ; xx. 7 xxi. 8 ; 23-30 ; xxii. 16-25 ; 37

xxiii. 3
; 15-23

; xxiv. 15-25 ;
xxv. 1-11 ; xxvi. 21-29

; 62-71.
2 Not in moveable type, as a critic in the Saturday Review (Aug. 20, 1881) seems

to suppose.
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published by Barrett in 1801, furnished with Prolegomena, and

the contents of each facsimile plate in modern Greek characters,

on the opposite page. The facsimiles are not very accurate, and

the form of the letters is stated to be less free and symmetrical
than in the original : yet from these plates (for the want of

a better guide) our alphabet (No. 6) and specimen (No. 18) have

been taken. The Greek type on the opposite page was not

very well revised, and a comparison with the copper-plate will

occasionally convict it of errors, which have been animadverted

upon more severely than was quite necessary. The Prolegomena
were encumbered with a discussion of our Lord s genealogies

quite foreign to the subject, and the tone of scholarship is not

very high ;
but Barrett s judgement on the manuscript is correct

in the main, and his conclusion, that it is as old as the sixth

century, has been generally received. Tregelles in 1853 was

permitted to apply a chemical mixture to the vellum, which

was already miserably discoloured, apparently from the purple

dye : he was thus enabled to add a little (about 200 letters)

to what Barrett had read long since 1
,
but he found that in

most places which that editor had left blank, the vellum had

been cut away or lost: it would no doubt have been better

for Barrett to have stated, in each particular case, why he had

been unable to give the text of the passage. A far better

edition of the manuscript, including the fragment of Isaiah,

and a newly-discovered leaf of the Latin Codex Palatinus

(e), with Prolegomena and two plates of real facsimiles, was

published in 1880 by T. K. Abbott, B.D., Professor of Biblical

Greek in the University of Dublin. He has read 400 letters

hitherto deemed illegible, and is inclined to assign the fifth

century as the date of the Codex. Codex Z, like many others,

and for the same orthographical reasons, has been referred to

Alexandria as its native country. It is written with a single
column on each page of twenty-one or twenty-three lines

2
.

The so-named Ammonian sections are given, but not the

1 Mr. E. H. Hansell prints in red these additional readings thus fresh brought
to light in the Appendix to his Texts of the oldest existing manuscripts of the

New Testament, Oxford, 1864.
2 Barrett s edition shows that of the sixty-four pages of the MS. fifty had

originally twenty-one lines to the page, and fourteen had twenty-three. Dr.

Ezra Abbot.
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Eusebian canons : the rtrXoi are written at the top of the pages

by a later hand according to Porter and Abbott, though this

may be questioned (Gebhardt and Harnack s Texte, &c., I. iv.

p. xxiii ff., 1883), their numbers being set in the margin. The

writing is continuous, the single point either rarely found or

quite washed out : the abbreviations are very few, and there

are no breathings or accents. Like Cod. B, this manuscript
indicates citations by &amp;gt; in the margin, and it represents N
by ,

but only at the end of a word and line. A space,

proportionate to the occasion, is usually left when there is

a break in the sense, and capitals extend into the margin
when a new section begins. The letters are in a plain,

steady, beautiful hand : they yield in elegance to none, and are

never compressed at the end of a line. The shape of alpha

(which varies a good deal), and especially that of mu, is very

peculiar: phi is inordinately large: delta has an upper curve

which is not usual : the same curves appear also in zeta, lambda,
and chi. The characters are less in size than in N, about equal
to those in R, much greater than in AB. In regard to the text,

it agrees much with Codd. NBD : with Cod. A it has only

twenty-three verses in common : yet in them A and Z vary
fourteen times. Mr. Abbott adds that while NBZ stand together

ten times against other uncials, BZ are never alone, but NZ

against B often. It is freer than either of them from transcrip-

tural errors. Codd. NBCZ combine less often than NBDZ. On

examining Cod. Z throughout twenty-six pages, he finds it alone

thirteen times, differing from N thirty times, from B forty-four

times, from Stephen s text ninety-five times. Thus it approaches
nearer to N than to B.

r. CODEX TISCHENDOKFIAN. IV was brought by Tischendorf

from an eastern monastery (he usually describes the locality

of his manuscripts in such like general terms), and was bought
of him for the Bodleian Library (Misc. Gr. 313) in 1855. It

consists of 158 leaves, 12 inches x 9J, with one column (of

twenty-four not very straight or regular lines) on a page,

in uncials of the ninth century, leaning slightly back, but

otherwise much resembling Cod. K in style (facsimile No. 35).
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St. Luke s Gospel is complete ;
the last ten leaves are hurt

by damp, though still legible. In St. Mark only 105 verses

are wanting (iii.
35 vi. 20); about 531 verses of the other

Gospels survive l
. Tischendorf, and Tregelles by his leave, have

independently collated this copy, of which Tischendorf gives

a facsimile in his Anecdota sacra et profana/ 1855. Some of its

peculiar readings are very notable, and few uncials of its date

deserve that more careful study, which it has hardly yet

received. In 1859 Tischendorf, on his return from his third

Eastern journey, took to St. Petersburg ninety-nine additional

leaves of this self-same manuscript, doubtless procured from the

same place as he had obtained the Bodleian portion six years

before (Notitia Cod. Sinait. p. 53). This copy of the Gospels,

though unfortunately in two distant libraries, is now nearly

perfect
2

,
and at the end of St. John s Gospel, in the more

recently discovered portion, we find an inscription which seems

to fix the date : ereAetco^Tj 77 eAro? avrr] /ATJZH yoe/x/Sptco K ivb. ij,

rj^tpa e, copa /3. Tischendorf, by the aid of Ant. Pilgrami s

Calendarium chronologum medii potissimum aevi monumentis

accommodatum, Vienn. 1781, pp. vii, 11, 105, states that the

only year between A. D. 800 and 950, on which the Indiction was

eight, and Nov. 27 fell on a Thursday, was 844 3
. In the Oxford

sheets we find tables of Ke^dAcua before the Gospels of

SS. Matthew and Luke
;
the rirAot at the heading of the pages ;

their numbers rubro neatly set in the margin ; capitals in red at

the commencement of these chapters ;
the ap^al KOL reArj of

lections
;
the sections and Eusebian canons in their usual places,

and some liturgical directions. Over the original breathings and

accents some late scrawler has in many places put others, in

a very careless fashion.

A. CODEX SANGALLENSIS, was first inspected by Gerbert

(1773), named by Scholz (N. T. 1830), and made fully known

1 These are Matt. vi. 16-29
;

vii. 26 viii. 27 ;
xii. 18 xiv. 15

;
xx. 25 xxi.

19
; xxii. 25 xxiii. 13

; John vi. 14 viii. 3 ; xv. 24 xix. 6.
a In the St. Petersburg portion are all the rest of St. John, and Matt. i. 1 v.

31
; ix. 6 xii. 18

; xiv. 15 xx. 25
;

xxiii. 13 xxviii. 20 ;
or all St. Matthew

except 115 verses.
8 Dr. Gregory, Tisch. Prolegomena, p. 401, quotes Gardthausen, Griechische

Palaeogr., Lipsiae, 1879, pp. 159, 344, as assigning A. D. 979 as the date.
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to us by the admirable edition in lithographed facsimile of

every page, by H. Ch. M. Rettig [1799-1836], published at

Zurich, 1836 l
, with copious and satisfactory Prolegomena. It

is preserved and was probably transcribed a thousand years since

in the great monastery of St. Gall in the north-east of Switzer

land (Stifts bibliothek, 48). It is rudely written on 197 leaves

of coarse vellum quarto, 8|- inches by 7| in size, with from twenty
to twenty-six (usually twenty-one) lines on each page, in a very

peculiar hand, with an interlinear Latin version, and contains

the four Gospels complete except John xix. 17-35. Before

St. Matthew s Gospel are placed Prologues, Latin verses, the

Eusebian canons in Roman letters, tables of the xe^aAata both

in Greek and Latin, &c. Rettig thinks he has traced several

different scribes and inks employed on it, which might happen

easily enough in the Scriptorium of a monastery ; but, if so,

their style of writing is very nearly the same, and they doubtless

copied from the same archetype, about the same time. He has

produced more convincing arguments to show that Cod. A is

part of the same book as the Codex Boernerianus, G of St. Paul s

Epistles. Not only do they exactly resemble each other in their

whole arrangement and appearance, but marginal notes by the

first hand are found in each, of precisely the same character.

Thus the predestinarian doctrines of the heretic Godeschalk

[d. 866] are pointed out for refutation at the hard texts, Luke
xiii. 24

;
John xii. 40 in A, and six times in G 2

. St. Mark s

Gospel represents a text different from that of the other

1 The edition was posthumous, and has prefixed to it a touching Life of

two pages in length, by his brother and pupil, dwelling especially on Rettig s

happy change in his later days from rationalism to a higher and spiritual life.

2 Viz. Eom. iii. 5
;

i Cor. ii. 8 ;
i Tim. ii. 4 ; iv. 10

;
vi. 4

;
2 Tim. ii. 15.

Equally strong are the notices of Aganon, who is cited eight times in A, about

sixteen in G. This personage was Bishop of Chartres, and a severe disciplinarian,

who died A.D. 941
;
a fact which does not hinder our assigning Cod. A to the

ninth century, as Rettig states that all notices of him are by a later hand. There

is the less need of multiplying proofs of this kind, as Tregelles has observed,

a circumstance which demonstrates to a certainty the identity of Cod. A and G.

When he was at Dresden he found in Cod. Gr twelve leaves of later writing in

precisely the same hand as several that are lithographed by Rettig, because they
were attached to Cod. A. Thus. he says, these MSS. once formed ONE BOOK ;

and when separated, some of the superfluous leaves with additional writing
attached to the former part, and some to the latter (^Tregelles Home s Introd.

vol. iv. p. 197).
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Evangelists, and the Latin version (which is clearly primd

manu) seems a mixture of the Vulgate with the older Italic, so

altered and accommodated to the Greek as to be of little critical

value. The penmen seem to have known but little Greek, and

to have copied from a manuscript written continuously, for the

divisions between the words are sometimes absurdly wrong.
There are scarcely any breathings or accents, except about the

opening of St. Mark, and once an aspirate to e-nra
;
what we do

find are often falsely given ;
and a dot is set in most places

regularly at the end of every Greek word. The letters have

but little tendency to the oblong shape, but delta and theta are

decidedly of the latest uncial type. Here, as in Paul. Cod. G,

the mark &amp;gt; is much used to fill up vacant spaces. The

text from which A was copied seems to have been arranged
in OTIXOI, for almost every line has at least one Greek capital

letter, grotesquely ornamental in colours J
. We transcribe three

lines, taken almost at random, from pp. 80-1 (Matt. xx. 13-15),

in order to explain our meaning :

dixit uni eor amice non ijusto tibi nne

ovu a8tKa&amp;gt;
*
ere

exdenario convenisti mecu tolle tuu et vade

brjva.pi.ov crwec/&amp;gt;ta&amp;gt;zn7&amp;lt;ra&amp;lt;r /zoi Apov TO crov /cai VTraye

volo aute huie novissimo dare sicut et tibi anta non
8e Touro) rco eaaro) fiovvai coo- KCU croi H OUK

It will be observed that, while in Cod. A a line begins at any
place, even in the middle of a word

;
if the capital letters be

assumed to commence the lines, the text divides itself into

regular cmxcu. See above, pp. 52-54. Here are also the rirXoi,

the sections and canons. The letters N and IT, Z and H, T and

0, P and the Latin R are perpetually confounded. Facsimiles of

Luke i. 1-9 may be seen in Pal. Soc. xi. 179. As in the kindred

Codd. Augiensis and Boernerianus the Latin f is much like r.

Tregelles has noted t ascript in Cod. A, but this is rare. There
is no question that this document was written by Latin (most

probably by Irish) monks, in the west of Europe, during the

ninth century (or the tenth, Pal. Soc.). See below, Paul. Cod. G.

1 The portion of this manuscript contained in Paul. G was divided into
on the same principle by Hug (Introduction, vol. i. p. 283, Wait s translation).
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a
. CODEX TISCHENDORFIAN. I was brought from the East by

Tischendorf in 1845, published by him in his Monumenta sacra

inedita, 1846, with a few supplements in vol. ii of his new
collection (1857), and deposited in the University Library at

Leipsic. It consists of but four leaves (all imperfect) quarto, of

very thin vellum, almost too brittle to be touched, so that each leaf

is kept separately in glass. It contains about forty-two verses ;

viz. Matt. xii. 17-19
;
23-25

;
xiii. 46-55 (in mere shreds) ;

xiv.

8-29; xv. 4-14, with the greater /ce&amp;lt;aA.cua in red; the sections

and Eusebian canons stand in the inner margin. A few breath

ings are primd manu, and many accents by two later correctors.

The stops (which are rather numerous) resemble those of Cod.

Y, only that four points are not found in a
. Tischendorf

places its date towards the end of the seventh century, assigning
Mount Sinai or lower Egypt for its country. The uncials (es

pecially 60OC) are somewhat oblong, leaning to the right (see

p. 41 note), but the writing is elegant and uniform
;
delta keeps

its ancient shape, and the diameter of theta does not extend

beyond the curve. In regard to the text, it much resembles

NB, and stands alone with them in ch. xiv. 12 (O.VTOV).

Seven other small fragments, of which four and part of another

are from the manuscripts of Bishop Porphyry at St. Petersburg,
were intended to be included in Tischendorfs ninth volume of

Monumenta sacra inedita (1870), but owing to Tischendorf s

death they never appeared. That active critic had brought two

(0
b

,

d
)
and part of another (0

C

)
from the East, and deposited

them in the Library at St. Petersburg. They are described by
him as follows :

b
,
six leaves in large 8vo, of the sixth or seventh century,

torn piecemeal for binding and hard to decipher, contains Matt,

xxii. 16 xxiii. 13
;
Mark iv. 24-35

;
v. 14-23.

C
,
one folio leaf, of the sixth century, much like Cod. N,

contains Matt. xxi. 19-24. Another leaf contains John xviii.

29-35.

d
,
half a leaf in two columns, of the seventh or eighth

century, with accents by a later hand, contains Luke xi. 37-41
;

42-45.
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e
, containing fragments of Matt. xxvi. 2-4

;
7-9 :

f
,
of Matt,

xxvi. 59-70
;
xxvii. 44-56 ;

Mark i. 34 ii. 12 (not continuously

throughout) : @g
,
of John vi. 13, 14

; 22-24
; are all of about

the sixth century.

h
, consisting of three leaves, in Greek and Arabic of the ninth

or tenth centuries, contains imperfect portions of Matt. xiv. 6-

13
;
xxv. 9-16 ;

41 xxvi. 1.

A. CODEX TISCHENDOKFIAN. Ill l
,
whose history, so far as we

know it, exactly resembles that of Cod. T, and like it is now in

the Bodleian (Auct. T. Infra i. 1). It contains 157 leaves,

written in two columns of twenty-three lines each, in small,

oblong, clumsy, sloping uncials of the eighth or rather of the

ninth century (see p. 41, note 1, and facsimile No. 30). It has the

Gospels of St. Luke and St. John complete, with the subscription

to St. Mark, each Gospel being preceded by tables of Ke&amp;lt;dAcua,

with the TirAoi at the heads of the pages ;
the numbers of the

Ke&amp;lt;dAcua, of the sections, and of the Eusebian canons (these last

rubro) being set in the margin. There are also scholia inter

spersed, of some critical value
;

a portion being in uncial

characters. This copy also was described (with a facsimile) by
Tischendorf, Anecdota sacra et profana, 1855, and collated by
himself and Tregelles. Its text is said to vary greatly from

that common in the later uncials, and to be very like Scholz a

262 (Paris 53). For i ascriptum see p. 44, note 2.

Here again the history of this manuscript curiously coin

cides with that of Cod. F. In his Notitia Cod. Sinaitici, p. 58,

Tischendorf describes an early cursive copy of St. Matthew and

St. Mark (the subscription to the latter being wanting], which

he took to St. Petersburg in 1859, so exactly corresponding in

general appearance with Cod. A (although that be written in

uncial characters), as well as in the style and character of the

marginal scholia, which are often in small uncials, that he pro
nounces them part of the same codex. Very possibly he might
have added that he procured the two from the same source :

at any rate the subscription to St. Matthew at St. Petersburg

precisely resembles the other three subscriptions at Oxford, and

1 A (1) is really an Evangelistary. See Evst. 493.
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those in Paris 53 (Scholz s 262)
1

,
with which Tischendorf

had previously compared Cod. A (N. T. Proleg. p. clxxvii, seventh

edition). These cursive leaves are preceded by Eusebius Epistle

to Carpianus, his table of canons, and a table of the /cecpdXaia of

St. Matthew. The rtrAot in uncials head the pages, and their

numbers stand in the margin.
From the marginal scholia Tischendorf cites the following

notices of the Jewish Gospel, or that according to the Hebrews,

which certainly have their value as helping to inform us respecting

its nature : Matt. iv. 5 T touSat/coy OVK. e^et eis Trjv ayiav TTO\I.V aAA.

fv tAr;/z. xvi. 17 Bapico^a TO tou5at/coz&amp;gt; we uaavvov. xviii. 22 TO

lovbaiKov erj? e)(et /u,era TO e/SSo/xT/Korra/as eTrra* /cat yap ev rots Trpo-

&amp;lt;p7/Tat? juera TO \pi(r6r]vai. O.VTOVS fv TTVI aytco cvptcrKeTco (sic) tv

auTots Aoyos djuapTta? : an addition which Jerome (contra Pelag.

in) expressly cites from the Gospel of the Nazarenes. xxvi. 47

TO lovbaiKov /cat r]pvr](raTO /cat (o/xocrey /cat /caTT/pacraTo. It is plain

that this whole matter requires careful discussion, but at present

it would seem that the first half of Cod. A was written in cursive,

the second in uncial letters
;

if not by the same person, yet on

the same plan and at the same place.

H. CODEX ZACYNTHIUS is a palimpsest in the Library of the

British and Foreign Bible Society in London, which, under

a cursive Evangelistarium written on coarse vellum in or about

the thirteenth century, contains large portions (342 verses) of

St. Luke, down to ch. xi. 33 2
,
in full well-formed uncials, but

surrounded by and often interwoven with large extracts from

the Fathers, in a hand so cramped and, as regards the round

letters (60OC), so oblong, that it cannot be earlier than the

eighth century, although some such compressed forms occur in

Cod. P of the sixth (see p. 144). The general absence of accents

and breathings also would favour an earlier date. As the

1 The subscription to St. Matthew stands in both : tva-Y^(\iov Kara narGaiov.

typatpr) Kai avre0\r)6r} (K rcav [sic] itpoffo\Vfiois ira\atcav
ai&amp;gt;Tiypa&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;wv

rcav fv r&amp;lt;a aytca opti

anoKtififvetiv tv argots fltyiS- Ke(p&amp;lt;]&amp;gt;.
rvt. Very similar subscriptions occur in Codd.

20,215, 300, 376. 428, 573.
3 Cod. H contains Luke i. 1-9

;
19-23

; 27, 28
;
30-32

;
36-66

; 77 ii. 19 ;

21, 22
; 33-39 ;

iii. 5-8 ;
11-20

; iv. 1, 2
; 6-20 ; 32-43 ;

v. 17-36 ;
vi. 21

vii. 6
; 11-37 ; 39-47 ;

viii. 4-21
; 25-35 ; 43-50 ;

ix. 1-28 ; 32, 33 ; 35 ; 41 x. 18
;

21-40
; xi. 1, 2

; 3, 4
;
24-30

; 31 ; 32, 33.

VOL. I. M
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arrangement of the matter makes it certain that the commentary
is contemporaneous, Cod. H must be regarded as the earliest

known, indeed as the only uncial, copy furnished with

a catena. This volume, which once belonged to II Principe

ComutOj Zante, and is marked as MVIUJLOWVOV o-e/SaoTxaro? TOV

ITTTTCOS Ayramou Ko^ros 1820, was presented to the Bible

Society in 1821 by General Macaulay, who brought it from Zante.

Mr. Knolleke, one of the Secretaries, seems first to have noticed

the older writing, and on the discovery being communicated to

Tregelles in 1858 by Dr. Paul de Lagarde of Berlin, with

characteristic eagerness that critic examined, deciphered, and

published the Scripture text, together with the Moscow

fragment O, in 1861 : he doubted whether the small Patristic

writing could all be read without chemical restoration. Besides

the usual nVAot above the text and other notations of sections,

and numbers running up from 1 to 100 which refer to the catena,

this copy is remarkable for possessing also the division into

chapters, hitherto as has been stated deemed unique in Cod. B.

To this notation is commonly prefixed psi, formed like a cross,

in the fashion of the eighth century. The ancient volume must

have been a large folio (14 inches by 11), of which eighty-six
leaves and three half-leaves survive : of course very hard to

read. Of the ecclesiastical writers cited by name Chrysos-

tom, Origen, and Cyril are the best known. In text it

generally favours the B and N and their company. In the 564

places wherein Tischendorf cites it in his eighth edition, it

supports Cod. L in full three cases out of four, and those the

most characteristic. It stands alone only fourteen times, and with

Cod. L or others against the five great uncials only thirty times.

In regard to these five, Cod. H sides plainly with Cod. B in

preference to Cod. A, following B alone seven times, BL twenty-
four times, but N thirteen times, A fifteen times, C (which is

often defective) five times, D fourteen times, with none of these

unsupported except with N once. Their combinations in agree
ment with H are curious and complicated, but lead to the same
result. This copy is with NB six times, with NBL fifty-five ;

with NBC twenty, but with NBD as many as fifty-four times,

with NBCD thirty-eight times
;
with BCD thrice, with BC six

times, with BD thirteen. It combines with NA ten times, with
AC fifteen, with AD eleven, with NAG sixteen, with ACD twelve,
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with NAD six, with NACD twelve. Thus Cod. H favours
B against A 226 times, A against B ninety-seven. Combinations
of its readings opposed to both A and B are NC six, ND eight,CD two, NCD three. In the other passages it favours ABC
against ND eleven times, ABCD against N eight times, NABC
against D eighteen times, NABD against C, or where C is

defective, thirty-nine times, and is expressly cited twenty-seven
times as standing with NABCD against later copies. The
character of the variations of Cod. H from the Keceived text may
be judged of by the estimate made by some scholar, that forty-
seven of them are transpositions in the order of the words, 201
are substitutions of one word for another, 118 are omissions,
while the additions do not exceed twenty-four (Christian
Remembrancer, January, 1862). The cursive Evangelistarium
written over the uncial is noticed below, and bears the
mark 200*.

n. CODEX PETROPOLITANUS consists of 350 vellum leaves in
small quarto, and contains the Gospels complete except Matt. iii.

12 iv.18; xix.12 xx.3; John viii. 6-39
; seventy-seven verses.

A century since it belonged to Parodus, a noble Greek of Smyrna,
and its last possessor was persuaded by Tischendorf, in 1859, to

present it to the Emperor of Russia. Tischendorf states that it

is of the age of the later uncials (meaning the ninth century),
but of higher critical importance than most of them, and much
like Cod. K in its rarer readings. There are many marginal and
other corrections by a later hand, and John v. 4

; viii. 3-6 are
obelized. Jn the table of /ce^Acua before St. Mark, there is a
gap after Af: Mark xvi. 18-20

; John xxi. 22-25 are in a later
hand. At the end of St. Mark, the last section inserted is &amp;lt;^A8

by the side of &amp;lt;Wora? 8e ver. 9, with rj under it for the Eusebian
canon. Tischendorf first used its readings for his Synopsis
Evangelica 1864, then for the eighth edition of his Greek
Testament 1865, &c. This manuscript in the great majority of
instances sides with the later uncials (whether supported by
Cod. A or not) against Codd. NBCD united.

2. COD. ROSSANENSIS, like Cod. N described above, is a manu
script written on thin vellum leaves stained purple, in silver

letters, the first three lines of each Gospel being in gold. Like
M 2
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Cod. D it probably dates from the sixth century, if not a little

sooner, and is the earliest known copy of Scripture which is

adorned with miniatures in watercolours, seventeen in number,

very interesting and in good preservation. The illustrated

Dioscorides at Vienna bears about the same date. Attention

was called to the book by Cesare Malpica in 1846, but it was not

seen by any one who cared to use it before March, 1879, when

Oscar von Gebhardt of Gottingen and Adolf Harnack of Giessen,

in their search for codices of Hippolytus, of Dionysius of

Alexandria, and of Cyril of Jerusalem, described by Cardinal

Sirlet in 1582, found it in the Archbishop s Library at Rossano,

a small city in Calabria, and published an account of it in 1880

in a sumptuous form, far more satisfactory to the artist than to

the Biblical critic. Their volume is illustrated by two facsimile

leaves, of one of which a reduction may be seen in our Plate xiv,

No. 43. A copy of the manuscripts was published at Leipsic in

1883 with an Introduction by Oscar von Gebhardt, the Text being

edited by Adolf Harnack l
. The page we have exhibited gives

the earliest MS. authority, except &amp;lt;,
for the doxology in the

Lord s Prayer, Matt. vi. 13. The manuscript is in quarto,

13 inches high by 10 j broad, and now contains only the

Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Mark on 188 leaves of two

columns each, there being twenty lines in each column of very

regular writing, and from nine to twelve letters in each line. It

ends abruptly at Mark xvi. 14, and the last ten leaves have

suffered from damp ;
otherwise the writing (especially on the

inner or smooth side of the vellum) is in good preservation, and

the colours of the paintings wonderfully fresh. The binding is

of strong black leather, about 200 years old. As in Cod. B, the

sheets are ranged in quinions, the signatures in silver by
the original scribe standing at the lower border of each quire on

the right, and the pages being marked in the upper border in

modern black ink. In Cod. 2 there is no separation between

the words, it has no breathings or accents. Capital letters stand

outside the columns, being about twice the size of the rest, and

the smaller letters at the end of lines are not compressed, as we

1 Texte und Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur,
1. Bd. 4. Hft., 1883, Leipsig. Also see Church Quarterly, Jan. 1884. Prof. Sanday in

Studia Biblica, i. p. in. Would delight the heart of the Dean of Chichester.

Athenaeum, No. 302, Sept. 19, 1885.
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find them even in Cod. P (see pp. 144, 163). The letters are

round and square, and, as was abundantly seen above (pp. 33-40),

belong to the older type of writing. The punctuation is very

simple : the full stop occurs half up the letter. There are few

erasures, but transcriptural errors are mostly corrected in silver

letters by the original scribe. To St. Matthew s Gospel is pre
fixed Eusebius Epistle to Carpianus and his Tables of Canons,
both imperfect ;

also lists of the Ke^aAata majora and rirAot in the

upper margins of the several leaves, with a subscription to the

first Gospel (CuayyeAtoz; Kara ^arQaiov}. This supplementary matter

is written somewhat smaller, but (as the editors judge) by the

same hand as the text, although the letters are somewhat more

recent in general appearance, and i ascriptum occurs, as it never

does in the body of the manuscript : ^ also is only twice abridged
in the text, but often in the smaller writing. In the margin of the

Greek text the Ammonian sections stand in minute characters over

the numbers of the Eusebian canons. The text agrees but slightly

with N or B, and rather with the main body of uncials and cursives,

which it favours in about a proportion of three to one. With the

cognate purple manuscript Cod. N it accords so wonderfully, that

although one of them cannot have been copied directly from the

other, they must have been drawn directly or indirectly from the

same source. Strong proofs of the affinity between N and 2 are

Matt. xix. 7 rj^lv added to ereretAaro : xxi. 8 e/c (for OTTO) :

Mark vi. 53 exet added to
7rpocra&amp;gt;(o

in ^Jpijua-drjcrav : vii. 1 ol

prefixed to f\86vTes : ibid. 29 6 t&amp;lt;r added to fiirev avrfj
: viii. 3

(y\v9ri&amp;lt;TovTaL
: ibid. 13 KaraAtTrcoz; for

d&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;eis:
ibid. 18 OVTTCO yoeire for

Kal ov }ji.vriij.ovevT : ix. 3 \VKavai ovrias : x. 5 eTreTpe^ey for Hypa\}/fv:

xiv. 36 TtXriv before dAA : xv. 21 omit Trapd-yovra : in all which

places the two manuscripts are either virtually or entirely

alone. Generally speaking, the Codex Rossanensis follows the

Traditional Text, but not invariably. We find here the usual

itacisms, as ei for
t,

at for e, rj for et and i, ov for
o&amp;gt;,

and vice

versa
;
even o for

o&amp;gt;,
which is rarer in very ancient copies. The

so-called Alexandrian forms ?/A0are, eA0dra&amp;gt;, Iba^ev, tbav for verbs,

and VVKTO.V for nouns, eKaflepurtfrj, ATj/x^o/xat, SeKareWepey,

,
it has in common with all copies approaching it

in age.

T. CODEX BLENHEIMIUS. Brit. Mus. Additional 31919,
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formerly Blenheim 3. D. 13, purchased at Puttick s from the

Sunderland sale in April, 188.2. Under a Menaeum (see our

Evst. 282) for the twenty-eight days of February [A.D. 1431],

12| x 8
i&amp;gt; containing 108 leaves, Professors T. K. Abbott

and J. P. Mahaffy of Trinity College, Dublin, discovered at

Blenheim in May, 1881, palimpsest fragments of the Gospels of

the eighth century, being seventeen passages scattered over

thirty-three of the leaves : viz. Matt. i. 1-14
;
v. 3-19

;
xii. 27-41

;

xxiii. 5 xxv. 30
;
43 xxvi. 26

;
50 xxvii. 17. Mark i. 1-42

;

ii. 21 v. 1
;
29 vi. 22

;
x. 50 xi. 13. Luke xvi. 21 xvii. 3

;

19-37
;
xix. 15-31. John ii. 18 iii. 5

;
iv. 23-37

;
v. 35 vi. 2 :

in all 484 verses. In 1883, Dr. Gregory discovered two more

leaves, making thirty-six in all, with a reduction of the passages

to sixteen by filling up an hiatus, and giving a total of 497

verses. It is probable that writing lies under all the 108

leaves. It exhibits Am. (not Eus.) in gold, apxai and TCA?),

but is very hard to read, and has not yet been collated. Of

less account are palimpsest pieces of the eleventh century on

some of the leaves, containing Matt. xi. 13, &c.
;
Luke i. 64, &c.

;

ii. 25-34, and a later cursive patch (fol. 23) containing

Mark vi. 14-20.

&amp;lt;I&amp;gt;. CODEX BEEATINUS. This symbol was taken by Hen*

Oscar von Gebhardt to denote the imaginary parent of Cursives

13, 69, 124, 346, of which the similarity has been traced by the

late W. H. Ferrar and Dr. T. K. Abbott in A Collection of Four

Important MSS. (1877). But it is now permanently affixed to

an Uncial MS. seen by M. Pierre Batiffol on the instigation of

Prof. Duchesne in 1875 at Berat or Belgrade in Albania. This

manuscript had been previously described by Mgr. Anthymus
Alexoudi, Orthodox Metropolitan of Belgrade, in an account of

his diocese published in 1868 in Corfu. According to M. Batiffol,

it is a purple manuscript, written in silver letters on vellum,

an edition de grande luxe, and therefore open to the charge

brought by St. Jerome in his Prolegomena to Job against
the great adornment of manuscripts, as being far from con

stituting an index of accuracy. It contains 190 unpaged leaves

in quaternions, firmly sewn together, having two columns in

a page of seventeen lines each, and from eight to twelve words

in a line. The leaves are in size about 12j inches by 10|, and
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the columns measure 85 inches high by rather more than 4*

broad. The pages have the Ke^aAata marked at the top, and the

sections and canons in writing of the eighth century at the side.

The letters are in silver, very regular, and clearly written.

None are in gold, except the title and the first line in St. Mark,
and the words Harr/p, Irjo-oC?, and some others in the first six

folios. There is no ornamentation, but the first letters of

paragraphs are twice as large as the other letters. The letters

have no decoration, except a cross in the middle of the initial O s.

The writing is continuous in full line without stichometry.

Quotations from the Old Testament are marked with a kind of

inverted comma. There are no breathings, or accents. Punctua

tion is made only with the single comma or double comma,

consisting of a point slightly elongated much like a modern

written comma, and placed at about mid-height, or else with

a vacant space, or by passing to the next line. The apostrophe
is not always used to mark elisions, but is generally put after

P final. Abbreviations are of the most ancient kind. The

character of the letters may be seen in the specimen given above,

No. 43. Altogether, the Codex Beratinus
(4&amp;gt;) may probably be

placed at the end of the fifth century, a little before the

Dioscorides (506 A.
D.), and before the Codex Rossanensis.

As to the character of the text, it inclines to the large body
of Uncials and Cursives, and is rarely found with BN and Z of

St. Matthew or A of St. Mark. A specimen examination of fifty

passages at the beginning of St. Matthew gives forty-four

instances in which it agrees with the larger body of Uncials and

Cursives, six when it passes over to the other side, whilst in

thirty-eight it agrees with 2. In the same passages, 2 agrees

thirty-eight times with the larger body, and twelve times with

N or B. Like 2 it contains the doxology in Matt. vi. 13.

Codex 4&amp;gt; has gone through many vicissitudes. It has perhaps
been at Patmos, where it may have been mutilated by some

of the Crusaders, and at Antioch. It contains only St. Matthew

and St. Mark
;
a note says that the disappearance of St. Luke

and St. John is due to the Franks of Champagne. The first six

folios are in a bad state, so that the text as we have it does not

begin till St. Matt. vi. 3 77 apia-repa aov K.r.A. Hiatus occurs

Matt. vii. 26 viii. 7, in xviii. 23 xix. 3, and in Mark xiv. 62-

fin. So that Cod. 4&amp;gt; presents no direct evidence only the
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testimony to the general character of its companions derived

from its own character and general coincidence upon the last

twelve verses of St. Mark. Part of folio 112, at the end of

St. Matthew, is blank, and folios 113, 114, contain the Ke&amp;lt;dAcua

of St. Mark.

It was handsomely bound in 1805 in wood covered with

chased silver.

ty. In the Monastery of Laura at Mount Athos [viii or ix],

8J x 6, ff. 261 (31), Ke&amp;lt;. t., Am., Eus., led. Mark ix. 5-end
;

Luke, John, Acts, i, 2 Peter, James, i, 2, 3 John, Romans,

Hebrews viii. 13
;
ix. 19-end. Inserts the supplement of L to

St. Mark before the last twelve verses, and the lectionary reAos

after tyofiovvro yap. See Gregory, Prolegomena, p. 445.

il. In the Monastery of Dionysius at Athos [viii or ix],

8| x 64, ff. 289 (22), two columns. Whole four Gospels. Gregory,

p. 446.

3. In the Monastery of St. Andrew at Athos [ix or x],

8 x 6J, ff. 152 (37). The four Gospels. Gregory, p. 446.



CHAPTER VI.

UNCIAL MANUSCRIPTS OF THE ACTS AND CATHOLIC EPISTLES,

OF ST. PAUL S EPISTLES, AND OF THE APOCALYPSE.

I. Manuscripts of the Acts and Catholic Epistles.

N. COD. SINAITICUS. B. COD. VATICANUS.

A. COD. ALEXANDRINUS. C. COD. EPHRAEMI.

D. CODEX BEZAE.

E. CODEX LAUDIANUS 35 is one of the most precious treasures

preserved in the Bodleian at Oxford. It is a Latin-Greek copy,
with two columns on a page, the Latin version holding the post
of honour on the left, and is written in very short OTI^OI,

consisting of from one to three words each, the Latin words

always standing opposite to the corresponding Greek. This

peculiar arrangement points decisively to the West of Europe
as its country, notwithstanding the abundance of Alexandrian

forms has led some to refer it to Egypt. The very large, bold,

thick, rude uncials, without break in the words and without

accents, lead us up to the end of the sixth century as its date. The

Latin is not of Jerome s or the Vulgate version, but is made to

correspond closely with the Greek, even in its interpolations and

rarest various readings. The contrary supposition that the

Greek portion of this codex Latinised, or had been altered to

coincide with the Latin, is inconsistent with the facts of the case.

This manuscript contains only the Acts of the Apostles (from
ch. xxvi. 29 TrauXos to ch. xxviii. 26 Xtyov being lost), and

exhibits a remarkable modification of the text, of which we
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shall speak in Chapter VII. That the book was once in Sardinia,

appears from an edict of Flavius Pancratius, aw 0eco cnro t-napyj&v

8ou aapbivias, appended (as also is the Apostles Creed in Latin,

and some other foreign matter) in a later hand : Imperial

governors ruled in that island with the title of dux from theo

reign of Justinian, A.D. 534 to A.D. 749. It was probably among
the Greek volumes brought into England by the fellow-country

man of St. Paul, Theodore of Tarsus x
,

the grand old man as

he has been called by one of kindred spirit to his own (Dean

Hook, Lives of the Archbishops of Canterbury, vol. i. p. 150),

who came to England as Primate at the age of sixty-six, A.D. 668,

and died in 690. At all events, Mill (N. T. Proleg. 1022-6)
2

has rendered it all but certain, that the Venerable Bede [d. 735]
had this very codex before him when he wrote his Expositio
Retractata of the Acts 3

,
and Woide (Notitia Cod. Alex., p. 156,

&c.) has since alleged six additional instances of agreement
between them. The manuscript, however, must have been

complete when Bede used it, for he cites in the Latin ch. xxvii. 5;

xxviii. 2. Tischendorf (Proleg. p. xv) adds ch. xxvii. 1, 7, 14,

15, 16, 17: but these last instances are somewhat uncertain.

This manuscript, with many others, was presented to the

University of Oxford in the year 1636, by its munificent

Chancellor, Archbishop Laud. Thomas Hearne, the celebrated

antiquary, published a full edition of it in 1715, which is now

very scarce, and was long known to be far from accurate.

Sabatier in 1751 gave the Latin of it taken from Hearne.

Tischendorf has published a new edition, from two separate
collations made by himself in 1854 and 1865, in the ninth

volume by way of Appendix to his Monumenta sacra inedita,

1870. It is also found in vol. ii of Hansell s edition of the

Ancient Texts, published at the Clarendon Press in 1864. Cod. E

1 Dean Gywnn of Kaphoe is so good as to remind me that among the other

proper names enumerated by Wetstein and Semler as written on the reverse of the

last leaf of this manuscript, GeooAOpOC stands by itself in a hand which may
be as old as the seventh century. Common as the name is, the fact is interesting
and suggestive. For the orthography compare KwXovia Acts xvi. 12 in Cod. E.

2 It is probable that Mill got this from Nouvelles Observations sur le Texte
et les Versions du Nouveau Testament, par E. Simon, Paris, 1695.

3 I see no force in Tischendorf s objection, that if Theodore had brought Cod.
E to England, Bede would have used it before he came to write his Expositio
Eetractata.
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has been stated to have capital letters at the commencement of

each of the Euthalian sections, but as the capitals occur at other

places where the sense is broken but slightly (e.g. ch. xvii. 20),

this circumstance does not prove that those sections were known
to the scribe. It is in size 10 inches by 8J, and consists of 227

leaves of twenty-three, twenty-four, twenty-five, or twenty-six
lines each

;
about fifteen leaves are lost : the vellum is rather

coarse in quality, and the ink in many places very faint. There

seem to be no stops nor breathings, except an aspirate over

initial up-silon (v or v, sometimes v or
ij)

almost invariably. The

shape of xi is more complicated than usual (see our facsimile,

No. 25) ;
the other letters

(e. g. delta or psi) are such as were

common in the sixth or early in the seventh century. There

are also many changes by a later uncial hand. Mr. Hansell

(Ancient Texts, Oxford, 1864), as well as Tischendorf, exhibits

one whole page in zinco-photography.

Fa
. COD. COISLIN. I.

G. Tischendorf, in his eighth edition of the N. T., assigns

this letter (formerly appropriated to Cod. L) to one octavo leaf

of the seventh century, now at St. Petersburg, written in thick

uncials without accents, torn from the wooden cover of a Syriac

book, and containing Acts ii. 45 iii. 8. It has a few rare and

valuable readings. Dr. Hort (Supplement to Tregelles, p. 1021)
cites it as Ga

.

Gb
. VATICANUS ROMANUS 9671

w [iv?] fol., ff. 5 (22), palimpsest.

See Gregory, Prolegomena, p. 414.

H. COD. MUTINENSIS [cxcvi] ii. G. 3, of the Acts, in the

Grand Ducal Library at Modena, is an uncial copy of about the

ninth century, defective in Acts i. 1 v. 28
;
ix. 39 x. 19

;
xiii.

36 xiv. 3, all supplied by a cursive hand [h], in my judge
ment . . . scarcely later (Burgon), and in xxvii. 4 xxviii. 31

(written in uncials of about the eleventh century). The

Epistles are in cursive letters of the twelfth century, indicated

in the Catholic Epistles by h, in the Pauline by 179. Scholz

first collated it loosely, as usual; then Tischendorf in 1843,
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Tregelles in 1846, afterwards comparing their collations for

mutual correction.

I. COD. PETKOPOLIT. or TISCHENDORFIAN. II.

K. COD. MOSQUENSIS, S. Synodi No. 98, is Matthaei s g, and

came from the monastery of St. Dionysius on Mount Athos. It

contains the Catholic Epistles entire, but not the Acts
;
and the

Pauline Epistles are defective only in Rom. x. 18 i Cor. vi. 13
;

i Cor. viii. 7-11. Matthaei alone has collated this document,

and judging from his facsimile (Cath. Epp. 1782) it seems to

belong to the ninth century. This copy is Scholz s Act. 102,

Paul. 117. It is not so thoroughly known but that it is often

necessary to cite its readings ex silentio.

L (formerly G). COD. BIBLIOTH. ANGELICAE A. 2. 15, belong

ing to the Augustinian monks at Rome, formerly Cardinalis

Passionei, contains the Acts from ch. viii. 10, /uw TOV 0eov to the

end, the Catholic Epistles complete, and the Pauline down to

Heb. xiii. 10, OVK tyowiv, of a date not earlier than the middle of

the ninth century. It was collated in part by Bianchini and

Birch, in full by Scholz (1820, J. Paul) and by F. F. Fleck

(1833). Tischendorf in 1843, Tregelles in 1845, collated it

independently, and subsequently compared their papers, as they
have done in several other instances.

M of Gregory (G
b
), fol., ff. 5 (22), palimpsest, containing frag

ments of Acts xvi xviii of the eighth or ninth century, was

published by Cozza (Sacr. Bibl. Vetust. Frag, iii : Rome, 1877).

It was transferred to the Vatican (No. 9671) from the Greek con

vent of Grotta Ferrata.

P. COD. PORPHYRIANUS is a palimpsest containing the Acts,

all the Epistles, the Apocalypse, and a few fragments of 4 Mac

cabees, of the ninth century, found by Tischendorf in 1862 at St.

Petersburg in the possession of the Archimandrite (now Bishop)

Porphyry, who allowed him to take it to Leipsic to decipher.
He has published it at length in his Monumenta sacra inedita,

vol. v, vi, whence Tregelles derived its readings for the Pauline

Epistles and the Apocalypse. In the latter book it is especially

useful, and generally confirms Codd. AC, though it is often with
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Cod. N, sometimes against all the rest. It has the ap and re of

Church lessons in the margin, and is defective (besides a few

words or letters lost here and there) in Acts i. 1 ii. 15
;

T John iii. 20 v. 1
;
Jude 4-15

;
Rom. ii. 16 iii. 5

;
viii. 33

ix. 11
;
xi. 22 xii. 1; i Cor. vii. 16, 17

;
xii. 23 xiii. 5

;
xiv.

23-39; 2 Cor. ii. 14, 15
;
Col. iii. 16 iv. 8; i Thess. iii. 5 iv.

17
; Apoc. xvi. 13 xvii. 1

;
xx. 1-9

;
xxii. 6-21. Moreover

James ii. 12-21
; 2 Pet. i. 20 ii. 5 are barely legible. Mr.

Hammond (Outlines of Textual Criticism) has taken from

Tischendorf s fifth volume a neat facsimile of it in Acts iv. 10-15,

comprising uncials of the latest form, leaning to the right, lying
under cursive writing (Heb. vii. 17-25), some four centuries more

recent. Dr. Hort (Supplement to Tregelles, p. xxx) states that

in the Acts the text of Cod, P is almost exclusively of a very
late type, but that it contains a much larger though varying

proportion of various readings elsewhere, except in i Peter. The

upper or later writing in this manuscript is, for once, available

for critical purposes, since it consists of fragments of the labours

of Euthalius (see p. 64), and is cited by Tischendorf under the

notation of Euthal.cod -

S. From the monastery of Laura at Mount Athos [viii or ix],

11 x 8|, ff. 120 (30), Acts, Cath. Rom. i Cor. i. 1 v. 8; xiii.

8 xvi. 24; 2 Cor. i. 1 xi. 23; Eph. iv. 20 vi. 20. See

Gregory, p. 447.

2. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2061, formerly Basil 100, before Patiriensis

27 [v], palimpsest, ff. 21 out of 316. Fragments of Acts, Cath.,

and Paul. Came from the monastery of St. Mary of Patirium,

a suburb of Rossana in Calabria. Discovered by M. Pierre

Batiffol, the investigator of Cod. 4&amp;gt;. See Gregory, p. 447.

II. Manuscripts of the Pauline Epistles.

N. COD. SINAITICUS B. COD. VATICANUS.

A. COD. ALEXANDRINUS. C. COD. EPHRAEMI.

D. COD. CLAROMONTANUS, No. 107 of the Royal Library at

Paris, is a Greek-Latin copy of St. Paul s Epistles, one of the
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most ancient and important in existence. Like the Cod.

Ephraemi in the same Library it has been fortunate in such

an editor as Tischendorf, who published it in 1852 with

complete Prolegomena, and a facsimile traced by Tregelles.

This noble volume is in small quarto, written on 533 leaves

of the thinnest and finest vellum : indeed its extraordinary

delicacy has caused the writing at the back of every page to be

rather too visible on the other side. The words, both Greek

and Latin, are written continuously (except the Latin titles and

subscriptions), but in a stichometrical form (see p. 52) : the Greek,

as in Cod. Bezae, stands on the left or first page of the opened

book, not on the right, as in the Cod. Laudianus. Each page has

but one column of about twenty-one lines, so that in this copy, as

in the Codex Bezae, the Greek and Latin are in parallel lines, but

on separate pages. The ink is dark and clear, and otherwise the

book is in good condition. It contains all St. Paul s Epistles

(the Hebrews after Philemon), except Rom. i. 1-7
; 27-30, both

Greek and Latin : Rom. i. 24-27 in the Latin is supplied in

a later but very old hand, as also are Rom. i. 27-30 and i Cor.

xiv. 13-22 in the Greek: the Latin of i Cor. xiv. 8-18
;
Heb.

xiii. 21-23 is lost. The Epistle to the Hebrews has been

erroneously imputed by some to a later scribe, inasmuch as it is

not included in the list of the sacred books and in the number
of their OTIXOI or versus, which stand immediately before the

Hebrews in this codex *
: but the same list overlooks the Epistle

to the Philippians, which has never been doubted to be St.

Paul s : in this manuscript, however, the Epistle to the Colossians

precedes that to the Philippians. Our earliest notice of it is

derived from the Preface to Beza s third edition of the N. T.

(Feb. 20, 1582) : he there describes it as of equal antiquity with

his copy of the Gospels (D), and states that it had been found

in Claromontano apud Bellovacos coenobio, at Clermont near

Beauvais. Although Beza sometimes through inadvertence calls

his codex of the Gospels Claromontanus, there seems no reason

for disputing with Wetstein the correctness of his account (see

1 The names and order of the books of the New Testament in this most curious
and venerable list stand thus : Matthew, John, Mark, Luke, Romans, i, a

Corinth., Galat., E/es., i, 2 Tim., Tit., Colos., Filimon, i, 2 Pet., James, i, 2,

3 John, Jude, Barnabas Ep., John s Revelation, Act. Apost., Pastor [Hennas],
Actus Paul., Revelatio Petri.
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p. 125, note 2), though it throws no light on the manuscript s

early history. From Beza it passed into the possession of Claude

Dupuy, Councillor of Paris, probably on Beza s death [1605] :

thence to his sons Jacques and Pierre Dupuy : before the death

of Jacques (who was the King s Librarian) in 1656, it had been

bought by Louis XIV for the Royal Library at Paris. In

1707, John Aymont, an apostate priest, stole thirty-five leaves
;

one, which he disposed of in Holland, was restored in 1720 by
its possessor Stosch

;
the rest were sold to that great collector,

Harley, Earl of Oxford, but sent back in 1729 by his son, who
had learnt their shameful story. Beza made some, but not

a considerable, use of this document; it was amongst the

authorities consulted for Walton s Polyglott ;
Wetstein collated

it twice in early life (1715-16) ; Tregelles examined it in 1849,

and compared his results with the then unpublished transcript

of Tischendorf, which proved on its appearance (1852) the most

difficult, as well as one of the most important, of his critical

works ;
so hard it had been found at times to determine satis

factorily the original readings of a manuscript which had been

corrected by nine different hands, ancient and modern. The

date of the codex is doubtless the sixth century, in the middle

or towards the end of it. The Latin letters, especially d, are the

latest in form (facsimile No. 41, i Cor. xiii. 5-8), and are much
like those in the Cod. Bezae (No. 42), which in many points
Cod. Claromontanus strongly resembles. Leaves 162, 163 are

palimpsest, and contain part of the Phaethon, a lost play of

Euripides. We have already noticed many of its peculiarities

(pp. 33-40), and need not here repeat them. Delta and pi
look more ancient even than in Cod. A : the uncials are simple,

square, regular and beautiful, of about the size of those

in Codd. CD, and larger than in Cod. B. The stichometry
forbids our assigning it to a period earlier than the end of

the fifth century while other circumstances connected with

the Latin version tend to put it a little lower still. The

apostrophus is frequent, but there are few stops or abridge
ments ;

no breathings or accents are primd manu. Initial

letters, placed at the beginning of books or sections, are plain,

and not much larger than the rest. The comparative correctness

of the Greek text, and its Alexandrian forms, have caused certain

critics to refer us as usual to Egypt for its country : the Latin
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text is more faulty, and shows comparative ignorance of the

language : yet of what use a Latin version could be except in

Africa or western Europe it were hard to imagine. This Latin

is more independent of the Greek, and less altered from it than

in Codd. Bezae or Laudian., wherein it has little critical value:

that of Cod. Claromont. better represents the African type of

the Old Latin. Of the corrections, a few were made by the

original scribe when revising ;
a hand of the seventh cen

tury went through the whole (D**) ;
two others follow

;
then

in sharp black uncials of the ninth or tenth century another

made more than two thousand critical changes in the text,

and added stops and all the breathings and accents (D***) ;

another D^| (among other changes) added to the Latin sub

scriptions. Db
supplied Rom. i. 27-30 very early ; D, a later

hand, i Cor. xiv. 13-22. Tischendorf distinguishes several others

besides these.

E. COD. SANGEBMANENSIS is another Greek-Latin manuscript
and takes its name from the Abbey of St. Germain des Prez near

Paris. Towards the end of the last century the Abbey (which at

the Revolution had been turned into a saltpetre manufactory) was

burnt down, and many of its books were lost. In 1805 Matthaei

found this copy, as might almost have been anticipated, at

St. Petersburg, where it is now deposited. The volume is a large

quarto, the Latin and Greek in parallel columns on the same page,
the Greek standing on the left

;
its uncials are coarse, large, and

thick, not unlike those in Cod. E of the Acts, but of later shape,
with breathings and accents primd manu, of about the tenth, or

late in the ninth, century
1
. It was used for the Oxford New

Testament of 1675: Mill obtained some extracts from it, and
noted its obvious connexion with Cod. Claromontanus : Wetstein

thoroughly collated it; and not only he but Sabatier and
Griesbach perceived that it was, at least in the Greek, nothing
better than a mere transcript of Cod. Claromontanus, made by
some ignorant person later than the corrector indicated by D.
Muralt s endeavours to shake this conclusion have not satisfied

1 Facsimiles of this manuscript are given by Semler in his edition of

Wetstein s Prolegomena (1764, Nos. 8, 9). Bianchini s estimate of its age
(Evangeliarium Quadruplex, torn. ii. fol. 591, 2), as of the seventh century, is

certainly too high.
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better judges ;
indeed the facts are too numerous and too plain to

be resisted. Thus, while in Rom. iv. 25 Cod. D reads 8iKcua&amp;gt;crij;

(accentuated (k/cauoo-ty by D***), in which D*^ changes v into

vrjv, the writer of Cod. E adopts 8i/caiWiz&amp;gt;T]z&amp;gt;
with its monstrous

accent : in i Cor. xv. 5 Cod. D reads /mera raura rots e^Sexa, D***

etra rois SwSexa (again observe the accents), out of which Cod. E
makes up ju,era rauetra rot? SweySeKa. In Gal. iv. 31 Cod. D has

b 10, which is changed by D*** into apa : Cod. E mixes up the

two into 8tapao. Compare Tischendorf s notes on Eph. ii. 19
;

Heb. x. 17, 33, and Dr. Hort s longer specimen, Rom. xv. 31-3

(Introd. p. 254). The Latin version also is borrowed from Cod. D,

but is more mixed, and may be of some critical use : the Greek

is manifestly worthless, and should long since have been removed

from the list of authorities. This copy is defective, Rom. viii.

21-33
;
ix. 15-25

;
i Tim. i. 1 vi. 15

;
Heb. xii. 8 xiii. 25.

Fa
. COD. COISLIN. I.

F. COD. AUGIENSIS in the Library of Trinity College, Cam

bridge (B. xvii. 1), is another Greek-Latin manuscript on 136

leaves of good vellum 4to (the signatures proving that seven

more are lost, see p. 28), 9 inches by 7, with the two languages
in parallel columns of twenty-eight lines on each page, the Greek

being always inside, the Latin next the edge of the book. It is

called from the monastery of Augia Dives or Major (Reichenau,
or rich meadow), on a fertile island in the lower part of Lake

Constance, to which it long appertained, and where it may even

have been written, a thousand years since. By notices at the

beginning and end we can trace it through the hands of G. M.

Wepfer of Schaffhausen and of L. Ch. Mieg, who covered many
of its pages with Latin notes wretchedly scrawled, but allowed

Wetstein to examine it. In 1718 Bentley was induced by
Wetstein to buy it at Heidelberg for 250 Dutch florins, and

both he and Wetstein collated the Greek portion, the latter

carelessly, but Bentley somewhat more fully in the margin of

a Greek Testament (Oxon. 1675) still preserved in Trinity

College (B. xvii. 8). Tischendorf in 1842, Tregelles in 1845,

re-examined the book (which had been placed where it now is

on the death of Bentley s nephew in 1787), and drew attention

to the Latin version : in 1859 Scrivener published an edition of

the Codex in common type, with Prolegomena and a photograph
VOL. I. N
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of one page (i Tim. iii. 14 iv. 5)
l

. The Epistles of St. Paul

are defective in Rom. i. 1 iii. 19
;
and the Greek only in i Cor.

iii. 8-16; vi. 7-14; Col. ii. 1-8; Philem. 21-25
;
in which four

places the Latin stands in its own column with no Greek over

against it. In the Epistle to the Hebrews, the Greek being

quite lost, the Latin occupies both columns : this Epistle alone

has an Argument, almost verbatim the same as we read in the

great Cod. Amiatinus of the Vulgate. At the end of the Epistle,

and on the same page (fol. 139, verso&quot;),
commences a kind of

Postscript (having little connexion with the sacred text), the

larger portion of which is met with under the title of Dicta

Abbatis Pinophi, in the works of Rabanus Maurus, Archbishop
of Mayence, who died in A. D. 856

;
from which circumstance

the Cod. Augiensis has been referred to the ninth century.

Palaeographical arguments also would lead us to the same

conclusion. The Latin version (a modification of the Vulgate
in its purest form, though somewhat tampered with in parts to

make it suit the Greek text 2
)

is written in the cursive minus

cule character common in the age of Charlemagne. The Greek

must have been taken from an archetype with the words con

tinuously written
;
for not only are they miserably ill divided

by the unlearned German 3
scribe, but his design (not always

acted upon) was to put a single middle point at the end of each

word. The Latin is exquisitely written, the Greek uncials are

neat, but evidently the work of an unpractised hand, which

soon changes from weariness. The shapes of eta, theta, pi, and

other testing letters are such as we might have expected from

the date
; some others have an older look. Contrary to the

more ancient custom, capitals, small but numerous, occur in the

middle of the lines in both languages. Of the ordinary breath

ings
4 and accents there are no traces. Here and there we meet

with a straight line, inclined between the horizontal and the

acute accent, placed over an initial vowel, usually when it

should be aspirated, but not always (e. g. ibiov i Cor. vi. 18).

1 Facsimile of i Tim. vi. 192 Tim. i. 5 is given in Pal. Soc. Pt. ix (1879), PI. 127.
a So i Cor. xii. 2. For atyava, Vulg. muta, Cod. Aug. d(j.op(f&amp;gt;a.

Rom. viii. 26.

For aaOtveiats, Vulg. infirmitatem orationis nostrae, Cod. Aug. rfjs Serjaeais, cf. i Cor.

vii. 11. Infinitives for Imperatives.
3 He betrays his nationality by placing waltet prima manu over the first

tova(ia(i, i Cor. vii. 4.

4 In i Tim. iv. 2 the Latin h is inserted secundd manu before vnoKpurt.
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Over t and v double or single points, or a comma, are frequently

placed, especially if they begin a syllable ;
and occasionally

a large comma or kind of circumflex over i, ei, and some other

vowels and diphthongs. The arrangement of the Greek forbids

punctuation there
;
in the Latin we find the single middle point

as a colon or after an abridgement, the semicolon
(;) sometimes,

the note of interrogation (?) when needed. Besides the universal

forms of abridgement (see p. 49), ^ and 8 are frequent in the

Greek, but no others : in the Latin the abbreviations are

numerous, and some of them unusual : Scrivener (Cod. Augiensis

Proleg. pp. xxxi-ii) has drawn up a list of them. This copy
abounds as much as any with real variations from the common

text, and with numberless errors of the pen, itacisms of vowels,

and permutations of consonants. It exhibits many corrections,

a few primd manu, some unfortunately very recent, but by far

the greater number in a hand almost contemporary with the

manuscript, which has also inserted over the Greek, in 106 places,

Latin renderings differing from those in the parallel column, but

which in eighty-six of these 106 instances agree with the Latin

of the sister manuscript.

G. COD. BOERNERIANUS, so called from a former possessor, but

now in the Royal Library at Dresden. In the sixteenth century
it belonged to Paul Junius of Leyden : it was bought dear at the

book-sale of Peter Francius, Professor at Amsterdam, in 1705,

by C. F. Boerner, a Professor at Leipsic, who lent it to Kuster

to enrich his edition of Mill (1710), and subsequently to Bentley.
The latter so earnestly wished to purchase it as a companion to

Cod. F, that though he received it in 1719, it could not be

recovered from him for five years, during which he was constantly

offering high sums for it
1

: a copy, but not in Bentley s hand, had

been already made (Trin. Coll. B. xvii. 2). Cod. G was published
in full by Matthaei in 1791, in common type, with two facsimile

1 Boerner s son tells the tale thirty years afterwards with amusing querulousness
in his Catalogus Bibl. Boern. Lips. 1754, p. 6, cited by Matthaei Cod. Boern.

p. xviii. But there must have been some misunderstanding on both sides, for

it appears from a manuscript note in his copy of the Oxford N. T. of 1675 (Trin.

Coll. B. xvii. 8), that Bentley considered Cod. G his own property ;
since after

describing Cod. F before the Epistle to the Romans as his own, and as commenc

ing at Rom. iii. 19, he adds Variae lectiones ex altero nostro MSto, ejusdem
veteris exemplaris apographo.

N 2
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pages (i Cor. ii. 9 iii. 3; I Tim. i. 1-10), and his edition is

believed to be very accurate
; Anger, Tischendorf, Tregelles,

Bbttiger and others who have examined it have only expressly

indicated three errors 1
. Rettig has abundantly proved that, as

it is exactly of the same size, so it once formed part of the same

volume with Cod. A (see p. 157 and note) : they must date towards

the end of the ninth century, and may very possibly have been

written in the monastery of St. Gall (where A still remains) by
some of the Irish monks who flocked to those parts. That Cod.

G has been in such hands appears from some very curious Irish

lines at the foot of one of Matthaei s plates (fol. 23), which, after

having long perplexed learned men, have at length been translated

for Dr. Reeves, the eminent Celtic scholar 2
. All that we have

said respecting the form of Cod. A applies to this portion of it :

the Latin version (a specimen of the Old Latin, but as in Codd.

Bezae and Laudianus much changed to suit the Greek) is cursive

and interlinear
;
the Greek uncials coarse and peculiar ;

the

punctuation chiefly a stop at the end of the words, which have

no breathings nor accents. Its affinity to the Cod. Augiensishas
no parallel in this branch of literature. Scrivener has noted all

the differences between them at the foot of each page in his

1 viz. T^ias for vpas, Rom. xvi. 17 ; fifrpovs for /pouy, Eph. iv. 16 ; fffKOTiaufvos

for -/xevoi, iv. 18. Add to these arcana for aoipa, i Cor. ix. 27, as cited by Bentley

(Ellis, Critica Sacra, p. 36).
2
By John O Donovan, Editor of Irish Annals. I have been favoured with

corrections by the late Dr. Todd, of Trinity College, Dublin, and recently by the

Rev. Robert King of Ballymena, whose version I have ventured to adopt.
Teicht do roim [teicht do roim] To come to Rome, to come to Rome,
Mor saido becic torbai Much of trouble, little of profit,

Inri chondaigi hifoss The thing thou seekest here,
Manimbera latt ni fog bai If thou bring not with thee, thou

findest not.

Mor bais mor baile Great folly, great madness,
Mor coll ceille mor mire Great ruin of sense, great insanity,
Olais airchenn teicht doecaib Since thou hast set out for death,
Beith fo etoil maic Maire. That thou shouldest be in disobedi

ence to the Son of Mary.
The second stanza intimates that as the pilgrimage to Rome is at the risk of

life, it is folly not to be at peace with Christ before we set out. The opening
words To come to Rome imply that the verses were written there by some

disappointed pilgrim. Since the handwriting resembles that of the interlinear

Latin, Mr. King suggests that both may have been the work of the Scottish

Bishop Marcus, or of his nephew Moengal (Rettig, Cod. A, Prolegomena, p. xx),
who called at St. Gall on their return from Rome, whence Marcus went home
wards, leaving his books and Moengal behind him.
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edition of Cod. F : they amount to but 1,982 places, whereof 578

are mere blunders of the scribe, 967 changes of vowels or itacisms,

166 interchanges of consonants, seventy-one grammatical or ortho

graphical forms
;
the remaining 200 are real various readings,

thirty-two of them relating to the article. While in Cod. F

(whose first seven leaves are lost) the text commences at Rom.
iii. 19, juw Aeyei, this portion is found complete in Cod. G, except
Rom. i. 1-5

;
ii. 16-25. All the other lacunae of Cod. F occur

also in Cod. G, which ends at Philem. 20 tv
XP&quot;&amp;gt;

: there is no

Latin version to supply these gaps in Cod. G, but a blank space
is always left, sufficient to contain what is missing. At the end

ad laudicenses inciplt eplstola

of Philemon G writes Ylpoa- AaouSa/ojo-ao-
l

ap^rat ernaroAT}, but

neither that writing nor the Epistle to the Hebrews follows. It

seems tolerably plain that one of these manuscripts was not

copied immediately from the other, for while they often accord

even in the strangest errors of the pen that men unskilled in

Greek could fall into, their division of the Greek words, though

equally false and absurd, is often quite different: it results

therefore that they are independent transcripts of the same
venerable archetype (probably stichometrical and some cen

turies older than themselves) which was written without any
division between the words 2

. From the form of the letters

1 Here aov standing to represent au shows that the Greek is derived from the

Latin, not vice versa.

2 That Cod. G cannot have been taken from Cod. F appears both from matters

connected with their respective Latin versions, and because F contains no trace

of the vacant lines left in G at the end of Rom. xiv to receive ch. xvi. 25-27.

But Dr. Hort (Journal of Philology, vol. iii. No. 5, pp. 67, 68 note) has come
to think that F is a mere transcript of G, the scribe of the former being by far

the more ignorant of the two. He meets our argument to the contrary stated

above in the text, by alleging that in respect to the division of words F is free

from no outrageous portent found in G, while it has to answer for many of its

own. But (to take our examples from one open leaf) if the writer of F were so

helplessly ignorant as Dr. Hort represents, how could he have set right G s

error in i Tim. iv. 7, reading at
7paa&amp;gt;5e(s

for G s at aiypacuSds ? Again, if F had
before him an undivided manuscript, one can easily account for such monsters
as in i Tim. iv. 2 KOI navrtj piaa nfvow F (photographed page}, but no one could

possibly have so written with G s KtKavrr]pia&amp;lt;rp.(v(av before him. That the two

copies were compared together in after times seems evident from the fact stated

in p. 179, that Latin renderings from G stand in eighty-six places above the

Greek of F. It was at the same time perhaps that some ill-divided words in F
were corrected by means of a loop from the Greek of G : e.g. 2 Cor. i. 3 oucripucav

G, OIK G npfjuav F ;
ii. 14 Opia^tvovn G, dpia/j. o fitvovn F ;

iv. 9 (VKara\(^.-navvofj.(voi

G, CK KaraXtnirav o vop.tvoi. F j
ver. 15 ir\toi aaa.aa. G, irXeova o ffaffa F. Mr. Hort 8
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and other circumstances Cod. F may be deemed somewhat but

not much the older
;

its corrector secundd manu evidently had

both the Greek and the Latin of Cod. G before him, and Rabanus,

in whose works the Dicta Pinophi are preserved (p. 178), was

the great antagonist of Godeschalk, on whom the annotator of

Codd. AG bears so hard. Cod. G is in 4to, of ninety-nine leaves,

with twenty-one lines in each. The line indicating breathing (if

such be its use, see p. 178) and the mark &amp;gt; employed to fill up

spaces (p. 51), more frequent in it than in F.

Since Dr. Scrivener wrote the above, a very valuable little

treatise a specimen primum has been given to the learned

world by Herr P. Corssen l
,
and a most clear and carefully

argued paper has been sent to the editor by the Rev. Nicholas

Pocock of Clifton. Both Herr Corssen and Mr. Pocock agree in

showing that F was not derived from G, nor G from F, but that

they come from the same original. Both agree, again, that the

Greek version is derived, at least in large measure, from the

Latin, as in such instances as the following, which are supplied

by Mr. Pocock, who holds, and appears to prove, that F and
G were copied from an interlinear manuscript : ut sciatis, iva

otSarcu (F, G), i Thess. iii. 3
;
sicut cancer ut serpat, cos yayypa,

iva
vofj.r)i&amp;gt;&amp;lt;=i, (G), 2 Tim. ii. 17, F having the same reading, only

dividing the last word
; Gal. iv. 3 eramus autem servientes, rj^Oa

8e SovAco/xe^ot (F, G). Herr Corssen considers that a Latin was
the scribe of the original, that it was written in Italy, and that

it was better than the Claromontanus (D), to which it had

affinities, this last having an amended text with corrections from
the Greek. The original of all three he supposes to date from
not before the fifth century. But in some of these last supposi
tions we are getting upon the ocean of conjecture.

view, that F was copied directly from G (writes Bishop Lightfoot very gently,
Journal of Philology, vol. iii. No. 6, p. 210, note), deserves consideration, and
may prove true, though his arguments do not seem quite conclusive. Lightfoot
elsewhere pronounces that the divergent phenomena of the two Latin texts
seem unfavourable to Dr. Hort s hypothesis (Ep. to Coloss. p. 855, note 2). But
the latter still adheres to it with characteristic firmness : we believe F to be as

certainly in its Greek text a transcript of G [as E is of D] ;
if not, it is an inferior

copy of the same immediate exemplar (Introd. p. 150). Yet why inferior ?

Epistularum Paulinarum codd. Gr. et Lat. scriptas Augiensem Boernerianum
Claromontanum examinavit, &c. Petrus Corssen, H. Fienche Kiliensis, 1889.
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H. COD. COISLIN. 202 is a very precious fragment, of which

twelve leaves are in the Imperial Library at Paris
;

nine are

in the monastery or laura of St. Athanasius at Mount Athos,,

and have been edited by M. Duchesne in the Archives des

missions scientifiques et litteraires (1876) ;
two more are at

Moscow, and have been described by Matthaei (D. Pauli Epp. ad

Hebr. et Col. Riga, 1784, p. 58); some others are in the Antonian

Library of St. Petersburg (three) ;
some more in the Imperial

Library as described by Muralt (two), or in that of Bishop

Porphyry (one), or at Turin (two). The leaves at Paris contain

1 Cor. x. 22-29; xi. 9-16; i Tim. iii. 7-13
;
Tit. i. 1-3

;
15 ii.

5
;

iii. 13-15
;
Heb. ii. 11-16

;
iii. 13-18

;
iv. 12-15. At Mount

Athos are 2 Cor. x. 18 xi. 6
;

xi. 12 xii. 2
;
Gal. i. 1-4

;
ii.

4-17; iv. 30 v. 5. At Moscow, Heb. x. 1-7; 32-38. At
St. Petersburg, 2 Cor. iv. 2-7

;
i Thess. ii. 9-13

;
iv. 5-11 (Anto

nian
;

Gal. i. 4-10
;

ii. 9-14 (Imperial). In the Library of

Bishop Porphyry, Col. iii. 4-11
;
and at Turin, i Tim. vi. 9-13

;

2 Tim. ii. 1-9. They are in quarto, with large square uncials of

about sixteen lines on a page, and date from the sixth century.

Breathings and accents are added by a later hand, which

retouched this copy (see Silvestre, Paldographie Universelle,

Nos. 63, 64). These leaves, which comprise one of our best

authorities for stichometrical writing, were used in A.D. 1218

to bind some other manuscripts on Mount Athos, and thence

came into the library of Coislin, Bishop of Metz. Montfaucon

has published Cod. H in his Bibliotheca Coisliniana, but

Tischendorf, who transcribed it, projected a fuller and more

accurate edition. He observed at Paris in 1865 an additional

passage, 2 Cor. iv. 4-6 (Monum. sacr. ined. vol. ix. p. xiv, note),

and cites Cod. H in his eighth edition on i Tim. vi. 19
;
Heb. x.

1-6; 34-38. The subscriptions, which appear due to Euthalius

of Sulci *, written in vermilion, are not retouched, and conse

quently have neither breathings nor accents. Besides arguments
to the Epistles, we copy the following final subscription from

Tischendorf (N. T. 1859, p. clxxxix) : eypa\/m KO.I ffetfe/iTjy Kara

bvvafJLiv &amp;lt;TTti\T]pQv
ToSe TO T^v^os &quot;navkov TOV aTrooroAou irpos

tyypa.iLij.bv /cat ev/caraAjj/ATrroy avayvuxnv. r&v K.a.0 r/juas a6eA0&amp;lt;3/r

airavTtov roX/xrys (rvyyvta^rjv air&amp;lt;3. ev^ rrj inrep e/xaJy rr\v

1 See p. 63, note 1.
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(rvvTTpL(f)Opav KO^CO^VOS avrf^dr] Se 77 /3t/3Aos trpbs TO ev

o-apia avrfypa^ov rrjs pt,p\io8riKr]S rov ayiou Tra/^iAou xpl

jzeW avrov (see p. 55, note 1).
From this subscription we may

conclude with Dr. Field (Proleg. in Hexapla Origenis, p. xcix)

that the noble Library at Caesarea was still safe in the sixth

century, though it may have perished A.D. 638, when that city

was taken by the Saracens.

I COD. TISCHENDORFIAN. II, at St. Petersburg. Add also

two large leaves of the sixth century, elegantly written,

without breathings or accents, containing 2 Cor. i. 20 ii. 12.

Described by Tischendorf, Notitia Cod. Sin. Append, p. 50, cited

as O in his eighth edition of the N. T.

K. COD. MOSQUENSIS.

L. COD. ANGELICUS at Home.

M. CODEX KUBER is peculiar for the beautifully bright red

colour of the ink 1
i
the elegance of the small uncial characters,

and the excellency and critical value of the text. Two folio

leaves, containing Heb. i. 1 iv. 3
;

xii. 20 xiii. 25, once

belonged to Uffenbach, then to J. C. Wolff, who bequeathed them

to the Public Library (Johanneum) of Hamburg (see Cod. H
of the Gospels. To the same manuscript pertain fragments of

two leaves used in binding Cod. Harleian. 5613 in the British

Museum, and seen at once by Griesbach, who first collated

them (Symbol. Crit. vol. ii. p. 164, &c.), to be portions of the

Hamburg fragment
2

. Each page in both contains two columns,

of forty-five lines in the Hamburg, of thirty-eight in the London

leaves. The latter comprise i Cor. xv. 52 2 Cor. i. 15 ;
x. 13

xii. 5
; reckoning both fragments, 196 verses in all. Tischen

dorf has since found one leaf more. Henke in 1800 edited the

Hamburg portion, Tregelles collated it twice, and Tischendorf in

1855 published the text of both in full in his Anecdota Sacra

et Profana, but corrected in the second edition, 1861 (Praef. xvi),

1 Scholz describes Codd. 196, 362, 366 of the Gospels as also written in red

ink. See too Evan. 254.
a Dr. C. R. Gregory has read a few words more of this MS. Griesbach and

Scholz number the London part as 64, the Hamburg part as 53.
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five mistakes in his printed text. The letters are a little

unusual in form, perhaps about the tenth century in date
;
but

though sometimes joined in the same word, can hardly be called

semicursive. Our facsimile (Plate xii, No. 34) is from the

London fragment : the graceful, though peculiar, shapes both of

alpha and mu (see p. 37, ter) closely resemble those in some writing
of about the same age, added to the venerable Leyden Octateuch,

on a page published in facsimile by Tischendorf (Monum. sacr.

ined. vol.
iii).

Accents and breathings are given pretty cor

rectly and constantly : iota ascript occurs three times (2 Cor. i.

1
;
4

;
Heb. xiii. 21)

*
; only ten itacisms occur, and v e$eA/cwu/coV

(as it is called) is rare. The usual stop is the single point in its

three positions, with a change in power, as in Cod. E of the

Gospels. The interrogative (;)
occurs once (Heb. iii. 17), and &amp;gt;

is often repeated to fill up space, or, in a smaller size, to

mark quotations. After the name of each of the Epistles

(2 Cor. and Heb.) in their titles we read eKre0eiu-a a&amp;gt;s ev

juvaKi, which Tischendorf thus explains ;
that whereas it was

customary to prefix an argument to each Epistle, these words,

originally employed to introduce the argument, were retained

even when the argument was omitted. Henke s account of the

expression looks a little less forced, that this manuscript was set

forth o&amp;gt;9 v TTLVO.KI, that is, in vermilion, after the pattern of

Imperial letters patent.

N. (O
d
Hort.) Two leaves of the ninth century at St. Peters

burg, containing Gal. v. 14 vi. 2
;
Heb. v. 8 vi. 10.

O. (N
c

Tisch.) FRAGMENTA MOSQUENSIA used as early as

A.D. 975 in binding a volume of Gregory Nazianzen now at

Moscow (S. Synodi 61). Matthaei describes them on Heb. x. 1 :

they contain only the twelve verses Heb. x. 1-3
;
3-7

;
32-34

;

35-38. These very ancient leaves may possibly be as old as the

sixth century, for their letters resemble in shape those in Cod. H
1 Griesbach (Symbol. Critic, vol. ii. p. 166) says that in the Harleian fragment

Iota bis tantum aut ter subscribitur, semel postscribitur, plerumque omittitur,

overlooking the second ascript. Scrivener repeats this statement about i

subscript (Cod. Augiens. Introd. p. Ixxii), believing he had verified it : but Tisch

endorf cannot see the subscripts, nor can Scrivener on again consulting Harl.

5613 for the purpose. Tregelles too says, I have not seen a sw&scribed iota io

any uncial document (Printed Text, p. 158, note).
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which the later hand has so coarsely renewed ;
but they are

more probably a little later.

0. One unpublished double leaf brought by Tischendorf

to St. Petersburg from the East, of the sixth century, containing

2 Cor. i. 20 ii. 12.

Ob of the same date, at Moscow, contains Eph. iv. 1-18.

P. COD. POEPHYKIANUS.

Q. Tischendorf also discovered in 1862 at St. Petersburg five

or six leaves of St. Paul, written on papyrus of the fifth century.

From the extreme brittleness of the leaves onJy portions can be

read. He cites them at i Cor. vi. 13, 14; vii. 3, 13, 14. These

also Porphyry brought from the East. It contains i Cor. i. 17-

20; vi. 13-15; 16-18; vii. 3, 4, 10, 11, 12-14, with defects.

This is the only papyrus manuscript of the New Testament

written with uncials.

K. Cod. Cryptoferratensis Z.
j3. 1. is a palimpsest fragment

of the end of the seventh or the eighth century, cited by Caspar
Rene Gregory as first used by Tischendorf. It is one leaf, con

taining 2 Cor. xi. 9-19. Edited by Cozza, and published

amongst other old fragments at Rome in 1867 with facsimile

(Greg., p. 435).

S. From Laura of Athos.

T. Paris, Louvre, Egyptian Museum, 7332 [iv-vi], 5| x 4,

two small fragments, i Tim. vi. 3; iii. 15, 16. See Gregory,

p. 441, who, however, unconsciously classes it as an Evan.

1. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2061.

III. Manuscripts of the Apocalypse.

N. COD. SINAITICUS.

A. COD. ALEXANDRINUS.

B. COD. VATIOANUS 2066 (formerly 105 in the Library of the

Basilian monks in the city) was judiciously substituted by Wet-
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stein for the modern portion of the great Vatican MS., collated

by Mico, and published in 1796 by Ford in his Appendix
to Codex Alexandrinus, as also in 1868 by Vercellone and

Cozza 1
. It is an uncial copy of about the end of the eighth

century, and the volume also contains in the same hand

Homilies of Basil the Great and of Gregory of Nyssa, &c. It

was first known from a notice (by Vitali) and facsimile in Bian-

chini s Evangeliarium Quadruplex (1749), part i. vol. ii. p. 524

(facs. p. 505, tab. iv) : Wetstein was promised a collation of it

by Cardinal Quirini, who seems to have met with unexpected

hindrances, as the papers only arrived after the text of the New
Testament was printed, and then proved very loose and defec

tive. When Tischendorf was at Rome in 1843, though forbidden

to collate it afresh (in consequence, as we now know, of its

having been already printed in Mai s then unpublished volumes

of the Codex Vaticanus), he was permitted to make a facsimile

of a few verses, and while thus employed he so far contrived to

elude the watchful custodian, as to compare the whole manuscript
with a modern Greek Testament. The result was given in his

Monumenta sacra inedita (1846), pp. 407-432, with a good
facsimile

;
but (as was natural under the unpromising circum

stances arrepta potius quam lecta is his own confession)

Tregelles in 1845 was able to observe several points which he

had overlooked, and more have come to light since Mai s edition

has appeared. In 1866, however, Tischendorf was allowed to

transcribe this document at leisure, and re-published it in full in

his Appendix N. T. Vaticani, 1869, pp. 1-20.

This Codex is now known to contain the whole of the Apoca

lypse, a fact which the poor collation that Wetstein managed to

procure had rendered doubtful. It is rather an octavo than

a folio or quarto ;
the uncials being of a peculiar kind, simple

and unornamented, leaning a little to the right (see p. 41, note) :

they hold a sort of middle place between square and oblong
characters. The shape of beta is peculiar, the two loops to the

right nowhere touching each other, and psi has degenerated into

1
Tregelles, wishing to reserve the letter B for the great Codex Vaticanus 1209,

called this copy first L (N. T. Part iv. p. iii), and afterwards Q (N. T. Part vi. p. i).

Surely Mr. Vansittart was right (Journal of Philology, vol. ii. No. 3, p. 41) in

protesting against a change so needless and inconvenient ;
nor has Tischendorf

adopted it in his eighth edition of the N. T.
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the form of a cross (see Plate iii, No. 7) : delta, theta, xi are also

of the latest uncial fashion. The breathings and accents are

primd manu, and pretty correct ;
the rule of the grammarians

respecting the change of power of the single point in punctua

tion according to its change of position is now regularly

observed. The scarcity of old copies of the Apocalypse renders

this uncial of some importance, and it often confirms the readings

of the older codices NAC, though on the whole it resembles

them considerably less than does Cod. P, and agrees in preference

with the later or more ordinary cursives.

C. CODEX EPHRAEMI.

P. CODEX PORPHYRIANUS.

Note. Of the three large uncials which contain the Apocalypse, NA are

complete, but C has lost 171 verses out of 405. In the 286 places

wherein the three are available, and Lachmann, Tregelles, and Tischen-

dorf, one or all, depart from the Keceived text, NAG agree fifty-two

times, NA seventeen, J^C twenty-six, AC eighty-two, and this last com

bination supplies the best readings : N stands alone twenty-three times,

A fifty-nine, C twenty-seven. When C has failed us fr$A agree fifty-two

times and differ eighty-eight.



CHAPTER VII.

CURSIVE MANUSCRIPTS OP THE GOSPELS.

PART I.

later manuscripts of the Greek Testament, written in

cursive characters from the tenth down to the fifteenth

century or later, are too numerous to be minutely described in an

elementary work like the present. We shall therefore speak of

them with all possible brevity, dwelling only on a few which

present points of especial interest, and employing certain

abbreviations, a list of which we subjoin for the reader s con

venience 1
.

Abbreviations used in the following Catalogue.

Act. MS. of Acts and Catholic Epistles. &pxn and rt\os, see Lect.

Am. Ammonian Sections (so-called) in Aur. Written in gold letters, either

the margin of MSS. capitals (I. I.} or all.

Apoc. MS. of the Apocalypse. Carp. Epistle to Carpianus.

Apost. MS. of Apostolos. Chart. Written on paper.

Avayv. Avayvuxrpara or dvaivufffis, read- Chart, by itself = linen paper.

ings or lections : here marks of the Chart, b. = bombycina, or cotton paper,
lections in the margin or at the Cols. Columns. When the MS. is writ-

head or foot of pages, or the com- ten only in one, no notice is given,

putation of them at the end of the Coll. Collated,

book. Curs. Cursive MSS.

Argent. Written in silver letters, either Eus. Eusebian Canons standing in the

capitals or all. margin under Ammonian Sections.

1

Very many corrections have been made in the following Catalogue as well

from investigations of my own as from information kindly furnished to me by
Mr. H. Bradshaw, University Librarian at Cambridge, by Professor Hort, by
Mr. A. A. Vansittart, late Fellow of Trinity College there [d. 1882], by
Mr. W. Kelly, and especially by Dean Burgon, to whom the present edition is

more deeply indebted than it would be possible to acknowledge in detail. His
series of Letters addressed to me in the Guardian newspaper (1873) contains but

a part of the help he has afforded towards the preparation of this and the

second edition. Ed. iii.
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Eits. t. Tables of so-called Eusebian Men. A menology, or calendar, of Saints

Canons prefixed to the Gospels. Days at the beginning or end of a

Euthal. Kp. Euthalian Kpa.Kaia found book.

in Acts and Epistles. Mus. Musical notes, especially in Evan-

Evan. Evangelia. gelistaria.

Evst. Evangelistaria. Mut. That the copy is mutilated.

Ff. Folia, or leaves. The figures in Orn. Ornamented.

brackets immediately appended Paul. MS. of St. Paul s Epistles.

denote the number of lines on a Pict. Illuminated with pictures.

page. Prol. Contains a prologue or viroQeais.

Harm. Harmony, sometimes givenwith Pr/fji. Where the /5^/wxra, or phrases

/:(((&amp;gt;.
t. are numbered.

Insp. Inspected. Syn. Asynaxarion,or calendar, of daily

K((f&amp;gt;.
Letters in the margin denoting lessons also called eclogadion.

the Kf&amp;gt;d\aia majora. ^T1X- Where the arixoi, or lines, are

Ke&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;.

t. Tables of
KJ&amp;gt;. prefixed to each numbered.

book. Subscr. Subscriptions (uTroypatyai) at the

Lect. &quot;Notices ofproper lessons for feasts, end of books.

&c., in the margin, or above, or lir\. Titles of f&amp;lt;. at the head or foot

below, or interspersed with the of the pages.

text. Often marked with dpx 7
? an &amp;lt;J Years. Greek or Latin metrical verses at

Tt\os at beginning and end. beginning or end of books.

Membr. On vellum. Unc. Uncial MS.

The other Abbreviations will be evident upon perusing this work. Where
Chart, is not printed, the MS. is written on vellum. The Latin numeral within

square brackets denotes the date of the book, whether fixed by a subscription in

the book itself, or approximated by other means, e. g. [xiii] indicates a book of

the thirteenth century. The Arabic numerals within ordinary brackets denote

the number of lines on a page. Thus 297 (38) = 297 leaves and thirty-eight

lines in a page. The names within parentheses indicate the collators or

inspectors of each mamiscript, and if it has been satisfactorily examined, an
asterisk is prefixed to the number by which it is known. If the copy con

tain other portions of the New Testament, its notation in those portions
is always given. Measurements where given are in inches .

(1) Manuscripts of the Gospels.

*1. (Act. 1, Paul. 1.) Basiliensis A. N. iv. 2 at Basle [x, Burgon xii or

xiii], 7| x 4J, ff. 297 (38); prol., pict., TLT\., syn., dvayv. in Acts and

Epp. by later hand. Hebrews last in Paul. Gospels bound up last of all.

Among the illuminations were what have been said to be pictures
of the Emperor Leo the Wise [886-911] and his son Constantine

Porphyrogenitus, but all the beautiful miniatures were stolen prior
to 1860-2, except one before St. John s Gospel. Its later history
is the same as that of Cod. E of the Gospels : it was known to

Erasmus
;

it was borrowed by Reuchlin, a few extracts given by Bengel

1 For the Authorities chiefly consulted in the list of Cursive Manuscripts
given in this edition, see Appendix A to this volume ;

and for a list of

Facsimiles, see Appendix B.



ABBREVIATIONS. CODD. 18.

(Bas. -y),
collated by Wetstein, and recently in the Gospels by C. L. Roth

and Tregelles, who have compared their results. Our facsimile (No. 23)
gives an excellent notion of the elegant and minute style of writing,
which is fully furnished with breathings, accents, and i ascript. The
initial letters are gilt, and on the first page of each Gospel the full point
is a large gilt ball. In the Gospels the text adheres frequently to the
uncials Codd. NB, BL and such cursives as 118, 131, and especially 209
(Insp. by Burgon, Hoskier, Greg.).

2. Basil. A. N. iv. 1 [xv or
earlier], 7| x 6, ff. 248 (20), subscr., *f &amp;lt;.

t.,

Kf0.(not John),T/rX.,^m.,is the inferior manuscript chiefly used by Erasmus
for his first edition of the N. T. (1516), with press corrections by his hand,
and barbarously scored with red chalk to suit his pages. The monks at
Basle had bought it for two Rhenish florins (Bengel, Wetstein, BurtonTT 1

*
/^1 \

^
Hoskier, Greg.).

3. (Act. 3, Paul. 3.) Cod. Corsendonck. [xii], 4to, 9 x7, ff. 451 (24),
Carp., Eus. t., $. t., prol., pict., ee$., YX., Am., Eus., syn., once belonging
to a convent at Corsendonck near Turnhout, now in the Imperial Library
at Vienna (Forlos. 15, Kollar.

5).
It was lent to Erasmus for his second

edition in 1519, as he testifies on the first leaf (Alter). It had been
collated before Alter by J. Walker for Bentley, when in the Dominican
Library, Brussels. This collation is unpublished (Trin. Coll. B. xvii. 34) :

Ellis, Bentleii Critica Sacra, p. xxix (Greg.).

4. Cod. Regius 84
[xii], 7\ X 5f, ff. 212 (27), (. t., *., r/rX., Am.,

Eus., lect., syn., men., subscr., o-rt^., in the Royal Library at Paris

(designated RI by Tischendorf), was rightly recognized by Le Long as
Robert Stephen s y (see Chap. V). Mill notices its affinity to the Latin
versions and the Complutensian edition (N. T. Prol. 1161) ; mut. in
Matt. ii. 9-20

;
John i. 49 iii. 1 1

; forty-nine verses. It is clumsily
written and contains syn. from some Fathers (Scholz, Greg.).

5. (Act. 5, Paul. 5.) Paris, National (Library), Greek 106
[xii or

later],
is Stephen s B : 8 x 6^, ff. 348 (28), prob., *e$. t.,

Kf&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;., rtVX., Am.,
Eus. Carefully written and full of flourishes (Wetstein, Scholz, Greg.).

6. (Act. 6, Paul. 6.) Par. Nat. Gr. 112 [xi or later], is Stephen s e
;

in text it much resembles Codd. 4, 5, and 75. 12mo, 5| x4|, ff. 235,

prol., &amp;lt;(({&amp;gt;. t., &amp;lt;., TiVX., Am., syn. with St. Chrysostom s Liturgy, men.

(Wetstein, Griesbach, Scholz). This exquisite manuscript is written in

characters so small, that some pages require a glass to read them.
Scholz collated Matt., Mark i iv, John vii, viii (Greg.).

7. Par. Nat. Gr. 71
[xi],

is Stephen s ?. 8 x 6|, ff. 186 (29),^roZ.,

syn., Carp., Eus. t., pict., rir\. with metrical paraphrase, Am., Eus.,

men., very full lect. In style not unlike Cod. 4, but neater (Wetst.,

Scholz, Abbe Martin, Greg.).

8. Par. Nat. Gr. 49 [xi], Il|x8|, ff. 199 (22), two columns, proved
by Mr. Vansittart to be Stephen s f

1
: beautifully written in two columns

1
Stephen s margin cites eighty-four times in the Gospels, usually in com

pany with several others, but alone in Mark vi. 20
; xiv. 15

;
Luke i. 37. Since

Evan. 18 or Reg. 47 contains the whole N. T., and Stephen cites in the Acts
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on the page. Carp., Eus. t., prol., pict., $., TiVX., lect., men., Am., Eus.,

syn. (Wetst., Scholz, Greg.).

9. Par. Nat. Gr. 83 [A. D. 1167, when Manuel Porphyrogenitus was
ruler of Constantinople, Amauri of Jerusalem, William II of Sicily : this

note (derived from Wetstein) is now nearly obliterated], 9 x 6|,ff. 298(20),
is probably Stephen s i/3 . Carp., Eus. t.,pict., *e0., rtVX., Am., syn., mut.,

men., subscr., OTIX. (first leaf of St. John). It once belonged to Peter

Stella. The style is rather barbarous, and ornamentation peculiar

(Kuster s Paris 3, Scholz, Greg.).

10. Par. Nat. Gr. 91 [xiii or later], 7fcx5|, ff. 275 (24), given in

1439 to a library of Canons Regular at Verona by Dorotheus Archbishop
of Mitylene, when he came to the Council of Florence. Scholz tells us

that it was antea Joannis Huraultii Boistallerii. Griesbach mistook

this copy for Reg. 95, olim -
,
which is Kuster s Paris 1 and

O

Wetstein s Cod. 10, being Cod. 285 of Scholz and our own list (Burgon,

Guardian, Jan. 15, 1873). Carp., Eus. t., pict., &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;., riVX., Am., Eus.,

lect., syn., men. (Griesbach, Scholz, Greg.).

11. Par. Nat. Gr. 121-2 [xii
or earlier], in two small volumes,

6|X3g, neatly written, ff. 230 and 274 (16), Eus. t., $., nYX., Am.,
Eus. It also once belonged to Teller (Kuster s Paris 4, Scholz, Greg.).

12. Par. Nat. Gr. 230 [xi], io|x8J, 294 (21), prol, pict., Eus. t.,

KJ). t., &amp;lt;f&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;., TiYX., with a commentary, that on St. Mark being Victor s

of Antioch (Greg.).

13. Par. Nat. Gr. 50
[xii], 9J X 7 J, ff. 170 (29), $. t., ., nVX., Am.

lect., syn., men., subscr., ori^., is Kuster s Paris 6, who says that it

supplied him with more various readings than all the rest of his

Paris manuscripts put together. This, like Codd. 10, 11, once belonged
to Teller : it is not correctly written. Syn., mut. in Matt. i. 1 ii. 20

;

xxvi. 33-53
;
xxvii. 26 xxviii. 10

;
Mark i. 20-45

;
John xxi. 3-25 ;

163
verses (Kuster, Wetstein, Griesbach, Begtrup in 1797). This manuscript
was collated in 1868 by Professor W. H. Ferrar, Fellow of Trinity

College, Dublin [d. 1871], who regarded Codd. 13, 69, 124, 346 as

transcripts of one archetype, which he proposed to restore by comparing
the four copies together. His design was carried out by Professor T. K.

Abbott, Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College. For facsimiles of them

all, &c., see Collation of Four Important Manuscripts of the Gospels, &c.

Dublin, 1877 (Greg.).

14. Par. Nat. Gr. 70 [xii or xiii, Greg, x], 6| X 4g, ff. 392 (17), once

Cardinal Mazarin s
;
was Kuster s Paris 7. A facsimile of this beautiful

copy, with round conjoined minuscule letters, regular breathings and

once (ch. xvii. 5\ in the Catholic Epistles seven times, in the Pauline twenty-
seven, in the Apocalypse never; Reg. 47 has been suggested to have been

Stephen s
,
rather than Cod. 8 or Reg. 49. On testing the two with Steph.

*

in eight places, Mr. Vansittart found that they both agreed with it in five

I Matt. xx. 12
;
Mark vi. 20

; x. 52
;
Luke vi. 37 ;

John vi. 58), but that in the

remaining three tMark xii. 31 ;
Luke i. 37 ;

John x. 32) Reg. 49 agreed with f,
while Reg. 47 did not.
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accents, is given in the Paleographie Universello, No. 78, and in

Montfaucon, Pal. Gr., p. 282. Mut. Matt. i. 1-9; iii. 16 iv. 9. K f&amp;lt; .

t., pict., Paschal Canon, Carp., Eus. t., Kf(j). t., &$., nYX., Am., Eus.

(Kuster, Scholz).

15. Par. Nat. Gr. 64 [x], 7|x5g, ff. 225 (23), Carp., prol, *$. t.,

Kf)., TiVX., Am., lect., men., is Kuster s Paris 8. Eus. t., syn., pict. very
superb : the first three pages are written in gold, with exquisite miniatures,
four on p. 2, four on p. 3, Burgon. (Kuster, Scholz, Greg.)

16. Par. Nat. Gr. 54, formerly 1881 [xiv], 12| x 10, ff.?, 2 cols., Eus. t.

(Latin), jnct.,Kf^.,TLT\.,Am. (Matt, and Mark), lect., subscr.; once belonged to

the Medici
;
it has a Latin version in parts; mut. Mark xvi. 6-20. Eus. t.,

syn., pict. (Wetstein, Scholz). This gorgeous and right royal copy was
never quite finished, but is unique in respect of being written in four

colours, vermilion, lake, blue, and black, according to the character of

the contents (Burgon, Greg.).

17. Par. Nat. Gr. 55 [xvi], 11 J x 8|, ff. 353 (25), 2 cols., has

the Latin Vulgate version : it waa neatly written, not by George
Hermonymus the Spartan (but see Greg.), as Wetstein guesses, but by
a Western professional scribe, Burgon. It once belonged to Cardinal

Bourbon. Syn., pict. very elegant, lect. (Wetstein, Griesbach, Scholz).

18. (Act. 113, Paul. 132, Apoc. 51.) Par. Nat, Gr. 47, formerly 2241

[A.D. 1364], 11| x8|, ff. 444 (23), prol., Kf&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;. t., 0., lect., nvayv., subscr.,

VTIX-, syn., men.
; bought in 1687, and written at Constantinople. It is

one of the few copies of the whole New Testament (see p. 72, note), and
was given by Nicephorus Cannabetes to the monastery TOV fwoSorou

Xpicrrov ei&amp;gt; TO&amp;gt; TOV Mv(idpa (Misitra) TTJS Aaxtftuifjiovos KiicTrpco. Two syn.
between the Pauline Epistles and the Apocalypse, psalms, hymns (Scholz,

Greg., Keiche).

1 9. Par. Nat. Gr. 189, formerly 1880 [xii], 12| x 9, ff. 387, 0. t., &amp;lt;.,

TiVX., Am., Eus., subscr., Wetstein s 1869, once belonged to the Medici, pict.,

with Victor s commentary on St. Mark, a catena to St. John, and scholia to

the other Gospels. In marvellous condition, with much gold ornamenta

tion (Scholz, Greg.).

20. Par. Nat. Gr. 188, formerly 1883 [xii], 13x9, a splendid folio,

if. 274, Kffy. t., Kt(p., riVX., Am., Eus., lect., subscr., a-ri^. all by second hand

(Greg.), brought from the East in 1669. It is beautifully written, and
contains catenae, Victor s commentary on St. Mark, and other treatises

enumerated by Scholz, who collated most of it. At the end of SS. Mark,
Luke, and John dicitur etiam hoc evangelium ex accuratis codicibus esse

exscriptum, nee non collatum (Scholz). A second (or perhaps the

original) hand has been busy here to assimilate the text to that of

Codd. 215, 300, or to some common model. In Cod. 215 the foregoing

subscription is appended to all the Four Gospels, and the other contents

correspond exactly (Burgon, Last Twelve Verses of St. Mark, pp. 119,

279). See on Evann. A, 428. Collated by W. F. Rose.

21. Par. Nat. Gr. 68, formerly 2860 [x], 9 x 7|, ff. 203, 2 cols., pict.,

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;., TiYX., Am., men., with syn. on paper in a later hand (Scholz, Greg.).

. 22. Par. Nat. Gr. 72, once Colbert. 2467 [xi], 10^x7^ ff. 232 (22),

VOL. I. O
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contains remarkable readings. John xiv. 22 xvi. 27. Fully collated

by the Rev. W. F. Rose (see Evan. 563). It begins Matt. ii. 2,

six leaves containing Matt. v. 25 viii. 4 being misplaced before it.

Ke&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;. t., rtVX., Kf(f&amp;gt;., Am., Eus. partial, subscr. No lect., dp^., or mut.

Matt. iv. 20 v. 25 ;
reA. p. m. A beautiful copy, singularly free from

itacisms and errors from homceoteleuton, and very carefully accentuated,

with slight illuminated headings to the Gospels, which I recently had

the pleasure of inspecting (Wetstein, Scholz, Scriv., Greg.).

23. Par. Nat. Gr. 77, Colbert. 3947 [xi], 9 x 7|, 4 to, ff. 230, 0. .,

Kf(f)., riYX., Am., lect., with the Latin Vulgate version down to Luke iv. 18.

Mut. Matt. i. 1-17
;
Luke xxiv. 46 John ii. 20

;
xxi. 24, 25

; ninety-six
verses (Scholz).

24. Par. Nat. Gr. 178, Colbert. 4112 [xi, Greg, x], 10J x 5J, ff. 240,
with a commentary (Victor s on St. Mark), prol., Kf(p. t., &amp;lt;ce$., riVX., Am.,
Eus., and also syn., but in a later hand. Mut. Matt, xxvii. 20
Mark iv. 22

;
186 verses (Griesb., Scholz). See Burgon, ubi supra, p. 228.

Used in Cramer s Cat. on St. Mark, 1840 (Greg.).

25. Par. Nat. Gr. 191, Colbert. 2259 [x, Greg, xi], llf x9|, ff. 292,
with Victor s commentary on St. Mark, and scholia, *ec/&amp;gt;. t., $., nY
lect. (partial). Grandly written, but very imperfect, wanting about

715 verses, viz. Matt, xxiii. 1 xxv. 42
;
Mark i. 1 vii. 36

;
Luke viii.

31-41
;

ix. 44-54
; x. 39 xi. 4; John xiii. 191 xxi. 25 (Griesbach,

Scholz, Greg., Martin).

26. Par. Nat. Gr. 78, Colbert. 4078 [xi], 9 X 7\, ff. 179 (27), neatly
and correctly written by Paul a priest. Carp., Eus. t., *e$. t., rtYX., Am.,

lect., syn., men. (Wetstein, Scholz, Greg.).

27. Par. Nat. Gr. 115, Colbert. 6043 [xi, Greg, x], 6 x 4|, ff. 460 (19),
is Mill s Colb. 1. That critic procured Larroque s collation of Codd. 27
33 (a very imperfect one) for his edition of the New Testament. From
John xviii. 3 the text is supplied, cotton chart, [xiv]. *f&amp;lt;. t., pict.,

K

riYX., Am., Eus. (syn., men. later), syn., pict. Extensively altered by
a later hand (Wetstein, Scholz, Greg.).

28. Par. Nat. Gr. 379, Colbert. 4705 [xi], 9x7, ff. 292 (19), is

Mill s Colb. 2, most carelessly written by an ignorant scribe ;
it often

resembles Cod. D, but has many unique readings and interpolations, with

many relics of a very ancient text hereabouts (Hort on Mark vi. 43,
Introd. p. 242). K&amp;lt;$.

t. (inaccurate), $., rn-X., Am., Eus., subscr. (lect.

later), syn. Mut. in 334 verses, viz. Matt. vii. 17 ix. 12
;

xiv. 33
xvi. 10; xxvi. 70 xxvii. 48; Luke xx. 19 xxii. 46; John xii. 40
xiii. 1; xv. 24 xvi. 12; xviii. 16-28; xx. 20 xxi. 5; 18-25 (Scholz,

Greg.).

29. Par. Nat. Gr. 89, Colbert. 6066
[xii, Greg, x], 7 x 5J, ff. 169, is

Mill s Colb. 3, correctly written by a Latin scribe, with very many
peculiar corrections by a later hand. Lost leaves in the three later

Gospels are supplied [xv]. Scholia, Eus. t., prol., *&amp;lt;., r/rX., Am., Eus.,
subscr., syn., men. Mut. Matt, i xv. Mill compares its text with that
of Cod. 71 (Scholz, Greg.).

30. Par. Nat. Gr. 100, Colbert. 4444 [xvi, Greg, xv], 8| x5|, chart.,
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ff. 313 (18), Kf&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;. (Gr. and Lat.), -X., is Mill s Colb. 4, containing all the

Gospels, by the writer of Cod. 70. In text it much resembles Cod. 17

(Scholz, Greg.).

31. Par.Nat. Gr. 94, Colbert. 6083 [xiii], 7J x5|, ff. 188, pict. t
Ke&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;. t.,

Kt(f)., TiVX., is also Mill s Colb. 4, but contains all the Gospels with

prayers. This copy has many erasures (Scholz, Greg.).

32. Par. Nat. Gr. 116, Colbert. 6511
[xii], 5f x4j, ff. 244 (21). prol.,

$. t., Kt&amp;lt;p., nVX., Am. (lect. and dvayv. later), is Mill s Colb. 5. It begins
Matt. x. 22. Mut. Matt. xxiv. 15-30

;
Luke xxii. 35 John iv. 20

(Scholz). Mill misrepresented the contents of Codd. 30-32, through

supposing that they contained no more than the small portions which
were collated for his use.

*33. (Act. 13, Paul 17.) Par. Nat. Gr. 14, Colbert. 2844 [xi, Greg.
ix or x], fol., 14| x 9f ,

ff. 143 (52), *., nYA., is Mill s Colb. 8, containing
some of the Prophets and all the New Testament, except Mark ix. 31

xi. 11
;

xiii. 11 xiv. 60
;
Luke xxi. 38 xxiii. 26

;
and the Apocalypse.

In text it resembles Codd. BDL more than any other cursive manuscript.
After Larroque, Wetstein, Griesbach, Begtrup, and Scholz, it was
most laboriously collated by Tregelles in 1850. There are fifty-two

long lines in each page, in a fine round hand, the accents being
sometimes neglected, arid eta unusually like our English letter h.

The ends of the leaves are much damaged, and greatly misplaced

by the binder
;

so that the Gospels now stand last, though on

comparing the style of handwriting (which undergoes a gradual change

throughout the volume) at their beginning and end with that in the

Prophets which stand first, and that in the Epistles which should follow

them, it is plain that they originally occupied their usual place. The ink

too, by reason of the damp, has often left its proper page blank, so that

the writing can only be read set off on the opposite page, especially
in the Acts. Hence it is no wonder that Tregelles should say that of all

the manuscripts he has collated none has ever been so wearisome to the

eyes, and exhaustive of every faculty of attention. (Account of the

Printed Text, p. 162.)

The next eight copies, like Cod. H of St. Paul, belonged to that noble

collection made by the Chancellor Seguier, and on his death in 1672

bequeathed to Coislin, Bisliop of Metz. Montfaucon has described them
in his Bibliotheca Coisliniana, fol. 1715, and all were slightly collated

by Wetstein and Scholz.

34. Par. Nat. Coislin. 195, formerly 306 [xi, Greg, x], 11| x 7\, ff. 469

(22), Carp., Eus. t., prol., pict., &amp;lt;., TiVX., Am., subxcr., O-TIX- )
a grand

folio, splendidly written and in splendid condition (Burgon), from Mount
Athos, has a catena (Victor s commentary on St. Mark) resembling that

of Cod. 194. Fresh as from the artist s hand.

35. (Act. 14, Paul. 18, Apoc. 17.) Par. Nat. Coislin. 199, formerly
44

[xi], 7$ x 5|, ff. 328 (27), *e$. t., lect., avayv., syn., men., subscr.,

&amp;lt;mx., contains the whole New Testament (see p. 72, note), with many
corrections.

O 2
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36. Par. Nat, Coislin. 20, formerly 26 [xi, Greg, x], 11J x 8|, F. 509

(19), Carp., Ens. t., Kp. t., prol., pict., $., nVX., Am., Eus. t., prol., with

a commentary (Victor s on St. Mark), from the laura
[i.

e. convent,

Suicer, Thes. Eccles. torn. ii. 205] of St. Athanasius in Mount Athos,

veiy sumptuous.

37. Par. Nat. Coislin. 21, formerly 238 [xii],
12 x9j, ff. 357, Eus.t.,

K($. t., prol., pict., Kefy., TiYX., Am., Eus., with short scholia, Victor s com

mentary on St. Mark, Eus. t., syn., prol., pict. (Montfaucon).

38. (Act. 19, Paul. 23.) Par. Nat. Coislin. 200, formerly 500 [xiiij,

Gf-x of, ff 300 (30), copied for the Emperor Michael Palaeologus [1259-

1282], and by him sent to St. Louis [d. 1270], containing all the N. T.

except St. Paul s Epittles, has been rightly judged by Wetstein to be

Stephen s ff \ Pict., Kt(f&amp;gt;., nYX., Am. (not Eus.), mut. 143 verses; Matt.

xiv. 15 xv. 30 ; xx. 14 xxi. 27
;
Mark xii. 3 xiii. 4. A facsimile of

this beautiful book is given in the Paleographie Univers., No. 84

(collated by Wetstein). Burgon has also a photograph of it, and, like

Wetstein and Silvestre, notices that it was Ex Bibl. Pattr. Cadomensium

[Caen] Soc. Jesu, 1640.

39. Par. Nat. Coislin. 23, formerly 315 [xi], 13 X 10^ flF. 288, Kf&amp;gt;.
t.

(see Greg.), KJ)., nYX., Am., subscr., OTIX., written at Constantinople with

many abbreviations fls TO na.Tpiapxfl.ov, eVi Sfp-yiov [II] TOV irarptapxov, and

in 1218 conveyed to the convent of St. Athanasius on Mount Athos.

With a commentary (Victor s on St. Mark, from the same original as

that in Cod. 34). Not written by Sergius, as Scholz says (Burgon).

40. Par. Nat. Coislin. 22, formerly 375 [xi], llfxSi, ff. 312, Carp.,
Eus.

t., prol., Kt(f). t., &amp;lt;f(f)., TiYX., Am., Eus., once belonged to the monastery
of St. Nicholas aravpoviK^ras, with a commentary (Victor s on St. Mark)
and Eus. t. Ends at John xx. 25.

41. Par. Nat. Coislin. 24, formerly 241 [xi], 4to, 12 x 9|, ff. 224 (32),

Kf(j). t. (Mark), *e0., riYX., lect., subscr., cn-iy., contains SS. Matthew and
Mark with a commentary (Victor s on St. Mark).

42. Cod. Medicaeus exhibits many readings of the same class as

Codd. 1,13, 33, but its authority has the less weight, since it has dis

appeared under circumstances somewhat suspicious. Edward Bernard

communicated to Mill these readings, which he had found in the hand of

Peter Pithaeus, a former owner, in the margin of Stephen s N. T. of

1550: they professed to be extracted from an exemplar Kegium
Medicaeum (which may be supposed to mean that portion of the King s

Library which Catherine de Medici brought to France: above, p. 117,
note 3), and were inserted under the title of Med. in Mill s great woi k,

though he remarked their resemblance to the text of Cod. K (N. T.,

Proleg. 1462). The braggart Denis Amelotte [1606-78] professes to

1

Stephen includes his & among the copies that avrol -navraxoOfv awrj6poiaa/j.fv,
which might suit the case of Coislin. 200, as St. Louis would have brought or
sent it to France. Mr. Vansittart tested Cod. 38 in Matt. xxvi. 45

;
Luke

viii. 18 ; xix. 26
; James v. 5 ;

2 Pet. ii. 18, and found it agree in all with
Stephen s . What of dyytXta, i John i. 5 ? In Luke viii. 18 that most careless
editor misprints y3 when he means 6 . See above, p. 124, note 3.
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have used the manuscript about the middle of the seventeenth century,
and states that it was in a college at Troyes; but Scholz could find it

neither in that city nor elsewhere.

43. (Act. 54, Paul. 130.) Par. Biblioth. Armament. 8409, 8410,

formerly Gr. 4 [xi],
in two volumes

;
the first containing the Gospels with

Eus. t., the second the Acts and Epistles, 8&x6f, IF. 199 (23) arid 190

(25), Carp., Eus. t., prol., *e0. t., *?$., TIT\., Am., Eus., subscr. (lect. and

avayv. later, see Greg.). Perhaps written at Ephesus ; given by P. de

Berzi in 1661 to the Oratory of San Maglorian (Amelotte, Simon,

Scholz).

44. Lond. British Museum, Add. 4949 [xi], 12 x 9, ff. 259 (21), syn.,

men., pict., /ce&amp;lt;., rtYA., Am., Eus., lect. (dpx*) and reXos later), subscr. and
O-TIX. in John, brought from Mount Athos by Caesar de Missy [1703-75],
George Ill s French chaplain, who spent his life in collecting materials

for an edition of the N. T. His collation, most imperfectly given by
Wetstein, is still preserved with the manuscript (Bloomfield, 1860).

45. Oxford Bodleian Barocc. 31
[xii or xiii],

7 x 5|, ff. 399 (20), is

Mill s Bodl. 1, a very neat copy, with Eus. t., xetp. t., *., nYX. (occasional),

Am., Eus., lect. (here and there), subscr., O-T/X. Mul. Mark ii. 515
(Mill, Griesbach).

46. Oxf. Bodl. Barocc. 29 [xi],
Mill s Bodl. 2, 7{ x 5, ff. 342 (18), with

TO VO^IKOV and TO KvpiciKov rracr^a, Carp., Eus. t., K&amp;lt;p. t., pict., Kf0., riT\.,Am.,

Eus., lect., syn., men., vers., subscr., cm^., avayv. Preliminary matter in

later hand (Mill, Griesbach).

47. Oxf. Bodl. Gr. Misc. 9 [xv], 4f x 3f, ff. 554 (30), prol, &amp;lt;. t., &amp;lt;.,

nYX., subscr., OTIX. (Mark), vers. (Polyglott, Mill, Greg.), in a vile hand,

Kf(f). t., and much foreign matter, is Mill s Bodl. 6 and Bodl. 1 of Walton s

Polyglott (Polyglott, Mill).

48. Oxf. Bodl. Misc. Gr., formerly 2044 (Mill s Bodl. 5) [xii], 11$ x 8J,
ff. 145 (50), 2 cols., pict., Eus. t., *(., subscr., prjp., ori^., scholia in a

later hand (Mill).

49. Oxf. Bodl. Roe 1, formerly 247 [xi], 5| x 4*, ff. 223 (26), 11. rubr.,
is also Mill s Boe 1, brought by Sir T. lioe from Turkey about 1628

;

it has Eus. t., KJ). t., *&amp;lt;., TirX., Am., some Eus., lect., subscr., arix-

(Luke) (Mill).

50. Oxf. Bodl. Laud. Gr. 33, formerly D. 122
[xi],

1 1 x 8f ,
ff. 241, prol.

(Mark), *&amp;lt;. t., pict., &amp;lt;., TiYX., Am., some Eus., &amp;lt;rrix-,
is Mill s Laud. 1

(see p. 170), surrounded by a catena (Victor s or Cyril s of Alexandria in

St. Mark), and attended with other matter. Mut. Matt. i. 1 ix. 35;
xii. 3-23; xvii. 12-24; xxv. 20-32; John v. 29-end; and Mark xiv.

40 xvi. 20 is by a later hand. It contains many unusual readings (Mill,

Griesbach).

51. (Act. 32, Paul. 38.) Oxf. Bodl. Laud. Gr. 31, formerly C. 63 [xiii],

llf x 8f, ff. 325 (28), 2 cola., Mill s Laud. 2, whose resemblance to the

Complutensian text is pointed out by him (N. T., Proleg. 1437),

though, judging from his own collation of Cod. 51, his statement

per omnia pene respondet is rather too strong. Prol., f$. t., /cf0.,

rtVX., Am. (not Eus.), lect., syn., men., subscr. The present order of the
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contents (seey. 72) is Act., Paul., Cath., Evangelia (Mill, Griesbacb) : but

it ougbt to be collated afresh. Tbis is Bentley s y in the unpublished

margin of B. xvii. 5 at Trin. Coll., Cambridge. He calls it a quarto,
400 years old. Mut. 2 Pet. iii. 2-17; Matt, xviii. 12-35 ; Mark ii. 8

iii. 4 (see Codd. 54, 60, 113, 440, 507, 508, Acts 23, Apoc. 28, Evst. 5).

52. Oxf. Bodl. Laud. Gr. 3, formerly C. 28 [dated A.D. 1286], 6| x 5,

ff. 158 (27), elegant, written by VIKIJTUS 6 uavpwrjs, is Mill s Laud. 5, with

Pict., prol., Kefy. t., Kf(f&amp;gt;., TiYX., Am., Eus., lect., subscr., mut. in initio (Mill,

Griesbach).

53. Oxf. Bodl. Seld. supr. 28, formerly 3416 [xiv], 6 x 4f ,
ff. 140, is

Mill s Seld. 1, who pronounces it much like Stephen s y (Cod. 4), having

prol., Ke(p. t., Ktty., riYX., subscr., avayv., beautifully written (Mill, Gries

bach).

54. Oxf. Bodl. Seld. supr. 29 (Coxe 54), formerly 3417, Mill s Seld.

2
1

[dated A. D. 1338], 4to, 6f x 4f, ff. 230 (sic), Syn., men., Eus. t., *e$. t.,

TiYX.. Am., lect., vers. (Mill). This is Bentley s K
(see Cod. 51). See

under 58.

55. Oxf. Bodl. Seld. supr. 6 (Coxe 5), formerly 3394, Mill s Seld. 3

[xiii], 4to, 7\ x 5|, ff. 349 (21), containing also Judges vi. 1-24 (Grabe,
Prol. V. T., torn. i. cap. iii.

6), has prol. in Matt., &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;. t., pict., Kf(j)., lect.,

syn., men., avayv., subscr., ari^. (Mill).

56. Oxf. Lincoln Coll. II (Gr.) 18 [xv or xvi], 4to, 8x5f, ff. 232

(24), chart., was presented about 1502, by Edmund Audley, Bishop of

Salisbury: jrrul. (Mark, Luke), Kt(p. t., *e0., some nVX., avayv., vers.,

titles to Gospels, subscr., ortx. (John). Walton gives some various

readings, but confounds it with Act. 33, Paul. 39, speaking of them
as if one vetustissimuin exemplar. It has been inspected by Dobbin,
Scrivener, and Mill, but so loosely that the late Kev. K. C. Pascoe,
Fellow of Exeter College, detected thirty-four omissions for thirty-one
citations (one of them being an error) in four chapters.

57. (Act. 85, Paul. 41.) Oxf. Magdalen Coll., Greek 9
[xii, opening],

9x7^, ff. 291 (25), aur. beautiful, in a small and beautiful hand, with
abbreviations. Mut. Mark i. 1-11, and at end. Psalms and Hymns
follow the Epistles. It has

&amp;lt;ce0. t., Kf(f&amp;gt;.,
TtrX. (lect.

in red, vers. later).
Collated twice by Dr. Hammond, the great commentator, whose papers
seem to have been used for Walton s Polvglott (ATagd. 1) : also examined

by Dobbin (Mill).

58. Oxf. New Coll. 68 [xv], 7| x 5|, ff. 342 (20), is Walton and Mill s

N. 1. This, like Codd. 56-7, has been accurately examined by Dr.

Dobbin, for the purpose of his Collation of the Codex Montfortianus

(London, 1854), with whose readings Codd. 56, 58 have been com
pared in 1922 places. He has undoubtedly proved the close connexion

1 Textus ipse distinctus est in clausulas majores, seu Paragraphos ; ad
initium notatos singulos litera majuscula miniata, Mill &amp;lt;N. T. Proleg. 1445).
Yet since Burgon testifies that its text is not broken up into Paragraphs after

all, Mill can only intend to designate in a roundabout way the presence of the
larger chapters (p. 55) with their appropriate capitals.
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subsisting between the three manuscripts (which had been observed by
Mill, N. T. Proleg. 1388), though he may not have quite demonstrated

that they must be direct transcripts from each other. Prol., *e$. t., Kf(f&amp;gt;.

(partially), i-tYX., Am. (partial), avayv. (partial), syn., subscr. (Mark), vers.,

with scholia. The writing is very careless, and those are in error who
follow Walton in stating that it contains the Acts and Epistles (Walton s

Polyglott, Mill, Dobbin). Mr. C. Forster rightly asks for photographs
and a thorough re-collation of Codd. 56, 58, 61, to throw light upon
their direct relationship, or non-relationship to each other

(
A New

Plea for the Three Heavenly Witnesses, 1867, p. 139). Dr. C. R.

Gregory has expressed the opinion that Codd. 47, 56, 58 are in the same

hand, and one of them copied from Cod. 54.

*59. Cambridge, Gonville and Caius Coll. 403 [xii], 8 x 6, ff. 238 (23),

an important copy, textu notabili, as Tischendorf states (much like D,
61, 71), but carelessly written, and exhibiting no less than eighty-one
omissions by o/ioioi-eXevTOf (see p. 9). It was very poorly examined for

Walton s Polyglott, better though defectively by Mill, seen by Wetstein

in 1716, minutely collated by Scrivener in 1860. It once belonged to

the House of Friars Minor at Oxford, from whence Richard Brynkley
borrowed it and took it to the Grey Friars at Cambridge, whence it went
to Thomas Hatcher, who gave it to the College in 1867 (J. Rendel

Harris, The origin of the Leicester Codex, 1887). It has riVX., Kt&amp;lt;p.,

Am. (but not Eus.}, and exhibits (many and rare compendia scribendi.

60. (Apoc. 10.) Camb. University Library, Dd. ix. 69 [A.D. 1297], 8x6,
ff. 324= 293+1 + 30 (24), but the Apocalypse is later, and has a few
scholia from Arethas about it. This copy is Mill s Moore I

1
, and is still

badly known. Carp., Eus. t., K^&amp;gt;. t., pict., *&amp;lt;.,
nrA., lect. (later), Am.

without Eus., subscr., and it is an elegant copy (Mill). The Gospels

appear to have been written in the East, the Apocalypse in the West of

Europe. This is Bentley s f (see Cod. 51).

*61. (Act. 34, Paul. 40, Apoc. 92.) Codex Montfortianus at Trinity

College, Dublin, G. 97 [xv or xvij, 6| x 4f ,
ff. 445 (21), chart., so

celebrated in the controversy respecting i John v. 7. Its last collator,

Dr. Orlando Dobbin (see on Cod. 58), has discussed in his Introduction

every point of interest connected with it. It contains the whole New
Testament, apparently the work of three or four successive scribes, paper
leaves, only one of them that on which i John v. 7 stands being glazed

2
,

1 On the death of Dr. John Moore, Bishop of Ely (whose honesty as a book-
collector is impeached, on no fair grounds, by Tew in Bridge s Northampton
shire, vol. ii. p. 45, Oxon. 1791), in 1714, George I was induced to buy his books
and manuscripts for the Library at Cambridge, amounting to 30,000 volumes, in

acknowledgement of the attachment of the University to the House of Hanover.

Every one remembers the epigram which this royal gift provoked. See l

Cap
and Gown, p. 15.

2 We often hear, said a witty and most reverend Irish Prelate, that the
text of the Three Heavenly Witnesses is a gloss ; and any one that will go into

the College Library may see as much for himself. It was a little, bold in
Mr. Charles Forster ( A New Plea, &c., pp. 119, 120, 139), whose zeal in defence
of what he held to be the truth I heartily revere, to urge the authority of

Dr. Adam Clarke for assigning this manuscript to the thirteenth century, the
rather since almost in the same breath, he stigmatizes the Wesleyan minister
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as if to protect it from harm. This manuscript was first heard of between

the publication of Erasmus second (1519) and third (1522) editions of

his N. T., and alter he had publicly declared, in answer to objectors, that

if any Greek manuscript could be found containing the passage, he would
insert it in his revision of the text; a promise which he fulfilled in 1522.

Erasmus describes his authority as Codex Britannicus, apud Anglos

repertus, and there is the fullest reason to believe that the Cod. Mont-
fortianus is the copy referred to (see Vol. II. Chap. XI). Its earliest known
owner was Froy

1

,
a Franciscan friar, then Thomas Clement

[fl. 1569],
then William Chark

[fl. 1582], then Thomas Montfort, D.D. of Cambridge,
from whom it derives its name, then Archbishop Ussher, who caused the

collation to be made which appears in Walton s Polyglott (Matt. i. 1

Acts xxii. 29
;
Eom.

i),
and presented the manuscript to Trinity

College. Dr. Barrett appended to his edition of Cod. Z a full collation

of the parts left untouched by his predecessors ;
but since the work of

Ussher s friends was known to be very defective, Dobbin has re-collated

the whole of that portion which Barrett left unexamined. comparing the

readings throughout with Codd. 56, 58 of the Gospels, and Cod. 33 of the

Acts. This copy has prol., e&amp;lt;. t.
y /&amp;lt;., TiVX., Am., Eus., subscr., o&quot;ri^.,

besides which the division by the Latin chapters in St. Mark is employed,
a sure proof if any were needed of the modern date of the manuscript.
There are many corrections by a more recent hand, erasures by the

pen, &c. It has been supposed that the Gospels were first written
;
then

the Acts and Epistles (transcribed, in Dobbin s judgement, from Cod.

33, Acts); the Apocalypse last; having been added about 1580, as

Tregelles and Dr. Dobbin think, from Cod. 69, when they were both
in Chark s possession. The text, however, of the Apocalypse is not quite
the same in the two codices, nor would it be easy, without seeing them

together, to verify Dobbin s conjecture, that the titles to the sacred

books, in pale red ink, were added by the same person in both manu
scripts. In the margin of this copy, as of Cod. 69, are inserted many
readings in Chark s handwriting, even the misprint of Erasmus, e/ia y f 1%

ev alf, Apoc. ii. 13.

62. Walton s Goog., which was brought from the East, and once be

longed to Dr. Henry Googe, Fellow of Trinity College. The collations

of Codd. D, 59, 61, 62 made for the London Polyglott were given in 1667
to Emmanuel College, where they yet remain. Goog. was identified with
the Cambridge Kk. v. 35 by Bp. Marsh, who was a little careless in this

kind of work.

62 2
. Camb. Univ. Lib. Kk. v. 35 [xv], 9^ x 5f ,

ff. 403 (14), chart., (.,

(*e0. Lat.), TtYA., subscr., rers. Mr. Bradshaw has pointed out that Kk.
v. 35 is a mere transcript by George Hermonymus from Cod. 70 also

for a self-taught philomath (p. 122). Dr. Clarke tells us fairly the grounds on
which he arrived at his strange conclusion (Observations on the Text of the
Three Divine Witnesses, Manchester. 1&05, pp. 8-10), and marvellously unsound
they are. But what avails authority, quum res ipsa per se damat? The facsimile
made for Dr. Clarke nearly seventy years ago has been copied in Home s

Introduction and twenty other books, and leaves no sort of doubt about the date
of Codex Montfortianus.

1 This Froy or Roy is believed by Mr. Kendel Harris (Origin of Cod. Leic., p. 48)
to be the forger of Cod. 61.
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in his handwriting, and hastily copied from it, errors of the pen and all.

It has no men., lect., as Goog. had, but the ordinary KefaiXaia and Latin

chapters. Again, Goog., as Walton says, ex Oriente advectus est/ and
must have been in England before 1657

; whereas Bp. Moore got Kk. v.

35 from France in 1706. with other books from the collection of J. B.

Hantin, the numismatist.

63. Cod. Ussher 1, Trin. Coll. Dublin, A. i. 8, formerly D. 20 [x],
fol., with a commentary, 12f x 9J, ff. 237 (18-24), prol, Keep, t., pict.,

Kt&amp;lt;f)., riVX., Am., Eus.
(lect., later.], subset: Henry Dodwell made a few

extracts for Bishop Fell s N. T. of 1675; Richard Bulkeley loosely
collated it for Mill, Dr. Dobbin in 1855 examined St. Matthew, and
the Rev. John Twycross, of the Charter House, re-collated the whole

manuscript in 1858. The last leaf, containing John xxi. 25, is lost;
but (see Scrivener, Cod. Sin., Introd., p. lix, note, and an admirable paper
by Dr. Gwynn in Hermathena, xix, 1893, p. 368) it

originally contained
the verse and witnesses to it. Dr. C. R. Gregory has noticed in Cod. 63
a mutilated double leaf of an Evangelistarium in two columns [ix or x],

containing part of &pa y .

64. Bute, formerly TJssher 2. This MS. belonged, like the preceding,
to the illustrious Primate of Ireland, but has been missing from Trin.
Coll. Library in Dublin ever since 1742, or, as Dr. C. R. Gregory thinks
on the authority of Dr. T. K. Abbott, 1702. It was collated, like Cod.

63, by Dodwell for Fell, by Bulkeley for Mill. It once belonged to Dr.
Thomas Goad, and was very neatly, though incorrectly, written in octavo.

As the Emmanuel College copy of the Epistles (Act. 53, Paul. 30) never
contained the Gospels, for which it is perpetually cited in Walton s

Polyglott as Em., the strong resemblance subsisting between Usser. 2 and
Em. led Mill to suspect that they were in fact the same copy. The result
of an examination of Walton s with Mill s collations is that they are in

numberless instances cited together in support of readings, in company
with other manuscripts ;

often with a very few or even alone
(e. g. Matt.

vi. 22
;

viii. 11
;

xii. 41
;
Mark ii. 2; iv. 1

;
ix. 10

;
25

;
Luke iv. 32

;

viii. 27
;
John i. 21

;
iv. 24

;
v. 7

;
20 ; 36

;
vii. 10

;
xvi. 19

;
xxi. 1).

That Usser. 2 and Em. are sometimes alleged separately is easily
accounted for by the inveterate want of accuracy exhibited by all early
collators. But all doubt is at an end since Dean Burgon in 1880 found
this celebrated copy in the library of the Marquis of Bute, and has traced
the curious history of its rovings. From Dr. Goad (d. 1638) it came into
the keeping of Primate Ussher, by whose hand the modern chapters seem to
have been written in the margin. Then towards the end of the seventeenth

century (as his signature proves) it belonged to one John Jones : a later
hand puts in the date Saturday, May 25, 1728. It has also the book

plate of John Earl of Moira (d. 1793). Then we trace it to James
Verschoyle, afterwards Bishop of Killala from 1793 to 1834, thence to
the Earls of Huntingdon for two generations, when it was purchased at
the Donnington Park sale by Lord Bute. Without doubt this is the

long lost Cod. 64, the Usser. 2 and Em. of Mill : it was recognized
at once by the reading in John viii. 8. Dean Burgon describes it

as [xii or
xiii] now in two volumes, bound in red morocco about

150 years since. It has 440 leaves, 4f inches by 3f in size. Carp.,
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Eus. t., Kf&amp;lt;j). t., TIT\., *e&amp;lt;j).,
Am.

(gilt)&amp;gt;
EUS- (carmine), lect., dpxai and r/Xr;.

At the end are fourteen leaves of syn. Though beautifully written,

it has no pict. or elaborate headings. Previous collators had done their

work very poorly, as we have reason to know. Out of about sixty varia

tions in Mark i v, Mill has recorded only twenty- six. Over each

proper name of a person stands a little waved stroke : cf. Evau. 530.

(Collated for Burgon.)

G5. Lond. Brit. Mus. Harleian 5776
[xiii],

9 x 7, ff. 309 (22), is Mill s

Cov. 1, brought from the East in 1677 with four other manuscripts of

the Greek Testament by Dr. John Covell [1637-1722], once English

Chaplain at Constantinople, then Chaplain to Queen Mary at the

Hague, afterwards Master of Christ s College, Cambridge. Carp., Eus.

t., Kf(f&amp;gt;. t., Kp., rtYX., Am., Eus., (rrix-, subscr. (Mill). This book was

presented to Covell in 1674 by Daniel, Bishop of Proconnesus. The
last verse is supplied by a late hand, the concluding leaf being lost, as

in Cod. 63.

*66. Camb. Trin. Coll. 0. viii. 3, Cod. Galei Londinensis [xii], 8| x 6,

chart., ff. 282 (21), pict., syn., men., Carp, ten blank pages, $., no rtYX.,

lect., Am., Eus., subscr. (later), dvayv., *ce&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;. t., OTI^., once belonged to Th.

Gale [1636-1702], High Master of St. Paul s School, Dean of York

(1697), with some scholia in the margin by a recent hand, .and other

changes in the text by one much earlier. Known to (Mill), but for

a time lost sight of. Collated by Scrivener, 1862. Inserted in the

great printed Catalogue of Manuscripts, Oxford, 1697.

67. Oxf. Bodl. Misc. Gr. 76 [x or xi],
9 x 7, ff. 202 (20), 2 cols., is

Mill s Hunt. 2, brought from the East by Dr. Robert Huntington,

Chaplain at Aleppo, Provost of Trinity College, Dublin, and afterwards

Bishop of Raphoe [d. 1701]. Mid. John vi. 64 xxi. 25. Eus. t., pict.,

Kf(p. t., Ke(j)., rtVX., Am., E tis., lect., subscr. On f. 3, the Athanasian Creed
is on rect. on gold ground (Mill).

68. Oxf. Lincoln Coll. (Evst. 199) II. Gr. 17 [xii], 8 x 5, ff. 29 (23),

Carp., Eus. t., Kf0. t., orn., &amp;lt;$&amp;gt;.,

nVX. (gold), Am., lect., VTIX-, besides syn.,

men., and verses at the end of each Gospel by Theodulos Hieromonachus,
is Mill s Wheel. 1, brought from Zante in 1676, with two other copies,

by George Wheeler, Canon of Durham. Between the Gospels of SS.

Luke and John are small fragments of two leaves of a beautiful Evan-

gelistariurn [ix ?],
with red musical notes (Mill, Scr.).

*69. (Act. 31, Paul. 37, Apoc. 14.) Codex Leicestrensis [xiv Harris;
end of xv], 14xlO|, ff. 213 (38), like Codd. 206 and 233, and Brit.

Mus. Harl. 3161
; rapidly written on 83 leaves of vellum and 130 of

paper, the vellum being outside the quinion at beginning and end, and three

paper leaves within (see p. 24), apparently with a reed (see p. 27), is

now in the library of the Town Council of Leicester. It contains the

whole New Testament, except Matt. i. 1 xviii. 15; Acts x. 45 xiv.

17; Jude 7-25; Apoc. xviii. 7 xxii. 21, but with fragments down to

xix. 10. The original order was Paul., Acts, Cath. Epp., Apoc., Gospels
last and missing when the MS. came into Chark s hands. Written in

the strange hand which our facsimile exhibits (No. 40), epsilon being
recumbent and almost like alpha, and with accents placed over the
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succeeding consonant instead of the vowel 1
. The words

&amp;lt;/

XapKov at the top of the first page, in the same heautif ul hand that wrote

many (too many) marginal notes, prove that this codex once belonged to
the William Chark, mentioned under Cod. 61 (p. 201) who got it from

Brynkley, who probably got it like the Caius MS. (Evan. 59) from the
Convent of Grey Friars at Cambridge. In 1641 (Wetstein states 1669)
Thomas Hayne, M.A., of Trussington, in that county, gave this MS. with
his other books to the Leicester Library. Mill was permitted to use it at

Oxford, and collated it there in 1671. A collation also made by John
Jackson and William Tiffin was lent to Wetstein through Caesar de

Missy and Th. Gee, a Presbyterian minister of But Close, Leicester.

Tregelles re-collated it in 1852 for his edition of the Greek Testa

ment, and Scrivener very minutely in 1855; the latter published his

results, with a full description of the book itself, in the Appendix to his
Codex Augiensis. ]Vo manuscript of its age has a text so remarkable

as this, less however in the Acts than in the Gospels. Though none of
the ordinary divisions into sections, and scarcely any liturgical marks,
occur throughout, thei e is evidently a close connexion between Cod. 69
and the Church Service-books, as well in the interpolations of proper
names, particles of time, or whole passages (e.g. Luke xxii. 43, 44
placed after Matt. xxvi. 39) which are common to both, as especially in
the titles of the Gospels: (&amp;lt; roC Kara /juipxov dayytXiov (sic\ &c., beincr in
the very language of the Lectionaries -. Codd. 178, 443 have the same
peculiarity. Tables of KfQaXaia stand before the three later Gospels,
with very unusual variations

;
for which, as well as for the foreign

matter inserted and other peculiarities of Cod. 69, consult Scrivener s

Cod. Augiensis (Introd. pp. xl-xlvii). See also Mr. J. Kendel Harris,
Origin of the Leicester Codex, 1887.

70. Camb. Univ. Lib. LI. ii. 13 [xv], HJ-x7, ff. 186 (23), orn.,
TiVX. in margin, *$. Lat., vers., was written, like Codd. 30, 62 2

, 287, by
G. Hermonymus the Spartan (who settled at Paris, 1472, and became
the Greek teacher of Budaeus and Reuchlin), for William Bodet

;
there

are marginal corrections by Budaeus, from whose letter to Bp. Tonstall
we may fix the date about A. D. 1491-4. It once Belonged to Bunckle
of London, then to Bp. Moore. Like Cod. 62 2

it has the Latin chapters

(Mill).

*71. Lambeth 528 [A. D. 1100], 6 x 4|, ff. 265 (26), is Mill s Eph.
and Scrivener s g. This elegant copy, which once belonged to an

Archbishop of Ephesus, was brought to England in 1675 by Philip
Traheron, English Chaplain at Smyrna. Traheron made a careful

oollation of his manuscript, of which both the rough copy (B. M., Burney
24) and a fair one (Lambeth 528 b) survive. This last Scrivener in

1 Another facsimile (Luke xxi. 36 John viii. 6) is given by Abbott in his
Collation of Four Important Manuscripts (see Cod. 13). In all four the

pericope adulterae follows Luke xxi. 38.
3 See the style of the Evangelistaria, as cited above, pp. 80-83 ; Matthaei s

uncials BH and Birch s 178 of the Gospels, described below. So B.-C. ii. 13, to
be described hereafter, reads in St. Matthew only dpx f rov Kara /jtarGaiov dytov
(vayjf\iov. Compare also Codd. 211. 261, 357, and B.-C. iii. 5 in SS. Matthew
and Mark.
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1845 compared with the original, and revised, especially in regard to

later corrections, of which there are many. Mill used Traheron s colla

tion very carelessly. Carp., Eus. t., Kf(f&amp;gt;.
t. [xv], **$., rlr\., Am., Eus.,

led. This copy presents a text full of interest, and much superior to

that of the mass of manuscripts of its age. See Cod. 29.

72. Brit. Mus. Harleian. 5647 [xi], large 4to, 10 x 8, ff. 268 (22, 24),

an elegant copy, with a catena on St. Matthew, Kt(p. t.,pict., *e(/&amp;gt;., TtYX., lect.,

Am., Ens., subscr., cm^. (Mark), various readings in the ample margin.
Lent by T. Johnson to (Wetstein).

73. Christ Church, Oxford, Wake 26 [xi], 4 to, 9Jx8f, ff. 291, .

t., Eus. t., vers., &amp;lt;?(/&amp;gt;., Am., Eus., nVX., pict., few lect. It is marked Ex
dono Mauri Cordati Principis Hungaro-Walachiae, A 1724. This and

Cod. 74 were once Archbishop Wake s, and were collated for Wetstein

by (Jo. Walker, Wake MS. 35) \

74. Christ Church, Oxford, Wake 20 [xiii], 8x6, ff. 204, written

by Theodore (see p. 42, note 3). Mut. Matt. i. 1-14; v. 29 vi. i
;

thirty-two verses. It came in 1727 from the Monastery of naj/roKpdrcop, on

Mount Athos. Carp., Eus. t., K$. t., syn., men., &amp;lt;., nVX., Am., Eus.,

lect., subscr., vers.

75. Cod. Genevensis 19
[xi],

9 X 6, ff. 500 (19), Carp., Eus. t., prol.,

Kf(f). t., Am., nVX., Eus., lect., pict., men. In text it much resembles that of

Cod. 6. Seen in 1714 by Wetstein, examined by Scholz (collated Matt,

i vi, John vii, viii), collated (Matt, i xviii, Mark i v) by Cellerier,

a Professor at Geneva, whose collation (Matt, i xviii) is corrected

and supplemented with Matt, xix end by H. C. Hoskier, though his

visit to the MS. was unfortunately ?hort. The first diorthota made
corrections and additions as regards breathings and stops. Other cor

rections made not much later (Hoskier, Collation of 604, App. G).

76. (Act. 43, Paul. 49.) Cod. Caesar-Vindobonensis, Nes?el. 300,
Lambec. 28 [xi-xiii], 7^x5|, ff. 358 (27), prol., $. t., *f&amp;lt;., nYX., Am.,

lect., syn., men., pict. This copy (the only one known to read alrffs

with the Complutensian and other editions in Luke ii. 22) is erroneously
called an uncial by Mill (Gerhard a Mastricht 1690; Ashe 1691;
F. K. Alter 1786) (Greg.).

77. Caesar-Vindobon. Nessel. 114, Lambec. 29 [xi], 9*- x 8, ff. 300 (21),

very neat
;
with a commentary (Victor s on St. Mark), Carp., Eus. t., prol.,

Kf(f&amp;gt;. t., Kf(f&amp;gt;., riYX., Am., Eus. (lect. and syn. by a later hand). It once

belonged to Matthias Corvinus, the great king of Hungary (1458-90).
Collated in Tentamen descriptionis codicum/ &c. 1773 by (Treschow,
and also by Alter) (Greg.).

1 Of the 183 manuscript volumes bequeathed by William Wake, Archbishop
of Canterbury [1657-1737] to Christ Church (of which he had been a Canon),
no less than twenty-eight contain portions of the Greek Testament. They are
all described in this list from a comparison of Dean Gaisford s MS. Catalogue
(1837) with the books themselves, to which Bp. Jacobson s kindness gave me
access in 1861. Corrected by E. M., to whom similar kindness has been
shown. See also Account of some MSS. at Christ Church, Oxford, by the Rev.
Charles H. Hoole, Student.
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78. Cod. Nicolae Jancovich de Vadass, now in Hungary [xii], 9^ x 5f,
ff. 293 (22), Eus. t., Kf(p. t., riVX., Keep., lect., syn., pict. It was once in

the library of king Malthias Corvinus : on the sack of Buda by the

Turks in 1527, his noble collection of 50,000 volumes was scattered,

and about 1686 this book fell into the hands of S. B., then of J. G.,

Carpzov of Leipsic, at whose sale it was purchased and brought back to

its former country. A previous possessor, in the seventeenth century,
was Tfupyios 8rfio(f)v\at; NnuTrXiov. (Collated by C. F. Boerner for

Kuster, and in usuin of Scholz.)

79. Leyden, Bibl. Univ. 74 [xv], Latin version older, 6| x 4 ,
ff.

208 (26-28), 2 cols., $., lect., avayv. (all partial). Mut. Matt. i. 1 xiv.

13. Brought by Georg. Douze from Constantinople in 1597, consulted

by Gomar in 1644 (Greg.).

80. Paris, Lesoeuf [xii], 9^ x Gf, ff. 309 (23), prol, &amp;lt;. t., &amp;lt;. (also

Lat. cent, xv), nVX. This MS. belonged to J. G. Graevius, and was
collated by Bynaeus in 1691 : then it passed into the hands of J. Van
der Hagen, who showed it to Wetstein in 1739: afterwards it was

bought by Ambrose Didot at a sale, and sold to Mons. Lesoeuf, where

Dr. C. It. Gregory saw it. (See Proleg. to Tisch. ed. viii. p. 485.)

81. Oxf. Bocll. Misc. Gr. 323, Auct. T. Infr. i. 5
[xiii], 7x5, ff.

182.
Kec/&amp;gt;., TirX., some Am. Bought in 1883 from Mr. William Ward

who brought it from Ephesus. Contains Matt. xix. 15 xxi. 19;
31-41

;
xxii. 7 xxviii. 20; Mark i. 9 iii. 18; 35 xv. 15; 32 xvi.

14; Luke i. 18 ii. 19; iii. 7 iv. 40; v. 8 xxii. 5; 36 xxiii. 10;
John viii. 4 xxi. 18. This place has been hitherto occupied by Greek

MSS. cited in a Correctorium Bibliorum Latinorum of the thirteenth

century
1

. Dr. Hort appropriates this numeral to Muralt s 2Pe . (Evan.

473.)

82. Oxf. Bodl. MS. Bibl. Gr. e. 1. Some fragments : (1) John iii. 23
;

(2) 26, 27
; (3) 2 Cor. xi. 3 : Chart. (1, 2) [xiii], (3) [vi

or vii] uncials

and minuscules intermixed, and some Coptic and Arabic words.

In this place other fragments have been placed till now. Seven

unknown Greek manuscripts of St. John, three of St. Matthew and

(apparently) of the other Gospels, cited in Laurentius Valla s Anno-
tationes in N.T., ex diversorum utriusque linguae, Graecae et Latinae,

codicum collatione, written about 1440, edited by Erasmus, Paris 1505.

His copies seem modern, and have probably been used by later critics.

The whole subject, however, is very carefully examined in the Rev. A.

T. Russell s Memoirs of the life and works of Bp. Andrewes, pp.
282-310. Hort s Cod. 82 is Burgon s Venet. xii, to be described

hereafter.

1 These formal revisions of the Latin Bible were mainly two, one made by
the University of Paris with the sanction of the Archbishop of Sens about 1230,

and a rival one undertaken by the Mendicant Orders, through Cardinal Hugo
de St. Caro (see above, p. 69&quot;,

and adopted by their general Chapter held at Paris

in 1 256. A previous revision had been made by Cardinal Nicolaus and the

Cistercian Abbot Stephanus in 1150. A manuscript of that of 1256 was used by
Lucas Brugensis and Simon (Wetstein, N. T. Prol. vol. i. p. 85). Canon West-
cott calls attention to a Correctorium in the British Museum, King s Library,
1 A. viii.
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83. Cod. Monacensis 518 [xi], 8|x6, ff. 321 (20), beautifully

written, prol., Kf(f). t., Kp., lect., avayv., syn., men., subscr., O-TIX-, in the

Royal Library at Munich, whither it was brought from Augsburg

(Bengel s August. 1, Scholz, Greg.).

84. Monacensis 568 [xii], 6| x 5|-, ff. 65, Kp., T/rX., Am. (not Eus.}, lect.

both in the text and margin, contains SS. Matthew and Mark. Mut.

Matt. i. 18 xiii. 10; xiii. 27-42; xiv. 3 xviii. 25; xix. 9-21
;

xxii.

4 Mark vii. 13 (Burgon, Greg.).

85. Monacensis 569 [xiii], 5| x 3f ,
ff. 30, **$., lect. in vermilion, r/rX.,

Am. (not Eus?), contains only Matt. viii. 15 ix. 17; xvi. 12 xvii.

20; xxiv. 26-45; xxvi. 25-54; Mark vi. 13 ix. 45; Luke iii. 12

vi. 44; John ix. 11 xii. 5; xix. 6-24; xx. 23 xxi. 9 (Bengel s

August. 3, Scholz).

86. Posoniensis Lycaei Aug. [x], 9| x 7^, ff. 280, prol., Eus. t., pict.,

syn. Once at Buda, but it had been bought in 1183 at Constantinople
for the Emperor Alexius II Comnenus (Bengel, Endlicher). It was

brought by Kayger, a doctor of medicine, from Italy, where it had been

carried, to Pressburg, to his brother-in-law Gleichgross, who was a pastor
in that place, amongst whose books it was sold to the library of the

Lycaeum in Pressburg. (See Gregory, Proleg. p. 486.)

87. Trevirensis
[xii], fol., contains St. John s Gospel with a catena,

published at length by Cordier at Antwerp. It once belonged to the

eminent philosopher and mathematician, Cardinal Nicolas of Cuza, on the

Moselle, near Treves [1401-64: see Cod. 129 Evan., and Cod. 59 Acts] ;

previously at the monastery of Petra or of the Fore-runner of Constan

tinople
1

(Scholz). Wetstein s 87 is our 250.

88. Codex of the Gospels, 4to, on vellum, cited as ancient and correct

by Joachim Camerarius (who collated it) in his Annotations to the New
Testament, 1642. It resembles in text Codd. 63, 72, 80.

*89. Gottingensis Cod. Theol. 53 [1006], fol., ff. 172, Carp., Eus. t.,

K((J). t.. Kf0., Eust., lect., with corrections. Collated by A. G. Gehl in

1729 (?),
and by Matthaei (No. 20) in 1786-7.

90. (Act. 47, Paul. 14.) Cod. Jac. Fabri, a Dominican of Deventer,
now in the library of the church of the Remonstrants at Amster

dam, 186 [xvi, but copied from a manuscript written by Theodore
and dated 1293], 4to, chart., 2 vols., *ce&amp;lt;. (Lat.), lect., syn. The

Gospels stand John, Luke, Matthew, Mark (see p. 70) ;
the Pauline

Epistles precede the Acts
;
and Jude is written twice, from different

copies. This codex (which has belonged to Abr. Hinckelmann of Ham
burg, and to Wolff) was collated by Wetstein. Faber [1472 living in

1515] had also compared it with another very ancient vellum manu

script of the Gospels presented by Sixtus IV (1471-84) to Jo. AVessel of

Groningen, but which was then at Zvolle. As might be expected, this

1 On fol. 4 we read
f/ /3//3Aoy O.VTT) (r)5e 178) TTJS fj.ovfjs rov TIpoSpo^ov \ rrjs Kdufvrjs

eyyiara TTJS Ae r
ai~]Tt ot;

| apxaiKri 8% TTJ (J.OVTJ K\fjcns liirpa. Compare Cod. 178 and
Montfauc., Palaeogr. Graeca, pp. 39, 110, 305.
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copy much resembles Cod. 74. See Delitzsch, Handschr. Funde, ii.

pp. 54-57.

91. Perronianus [x], of which extracts were sent by Montfaucon to

Mill, had been Cardinal Perron s
[d. 1618], and before him had belonged

to S. Taurini monasterium Ebroicense (Evreux). Hort suggests, and

Gregory favours the suggestion, that this is the same as Evan. 299 (Cod.
Par. Reg. 177), which came from Evreux.

92. Faeschii 1 (Act. 49) [xiv or xv] ) The former, 10^x8, if. 141,
94. Faeschii 2 fxvi or xvii] j Kp. t., rt rX., pict., contains St.

Mark with Victor s commentary on vellum, and scholia on the Catholic

Epistles, with the authors names, Didymus, Origen, Cyril, &c., and is

referred by Gregory to the tenth century; the latter, 8^x5^, ff. 172

(22), SS. Mark and Luke, with Victor s commentary on St. Mark, that

of Titus of Bostra on St. Luke, on paper [xv or xvi, Greg.]. Both

belonged to Andrew Faesch, of Basle, and were collated by Wetstein.

Dean Burgon found them both at Basle (0. ii. 27 and O. ii. 23).

93. Graevii [1632-1703] of the Gospels, cited by Vossius on the

Genealogy, Luke iii, but not known (Cod. 80 1 Greg.).

95. Oxf. Lincoln Coll. II. Gr. 16
[xii

or earlier], 10 x 8, if. 110 (20),
is Mill s Wheeler 2

1
. It contains SS. Luke and John with commentary,

mut. Luke i. 1 xi. 2; John vii. 2-17; xx. 31 xxi. 10. With full

scholia neatly written in the margin, $., Am. (later), syn., men. (Mill,
Professor Nicoll).

96. Bodl. Misc Gr. 8 (Auct. D. 5. 1) [xv], 5|x3, if. 62 (18), chart.,

is Walton s and Mill s Trit., with many rare readings, containing St. John
with a commentary, beautifully written by Jo. Trithemius, Abbot of

Spanheim [d. 1516]. Received from Abraham Scultet by Geo. Hack-

well, 1607 (Walton s Polyglott, Mill, Griesbach).

97. Hirsaugiensis [1500, by Nicolas, a monk of Hirschau in Bavaria],

12mo, ff. 71, on vellum, containing St. John, seems but a copy of 96.

Collated by Maius, and the collation given in J. D. Michaelis, Orien-

talische und exegetische Bibliothek, ii. p. 243, &c. (Greg., Bengel
2
,

Maius. Schulz).

98. Oxf. Bodl. E. D. Clarke 5 [xii],
81 x 6, ff. 222 (25), pict., &amp;lt;. t.,

Kf$&amp;gt;.,
T/rX.. Am., lect., subscr., or/^., brought by Clarke from the East. It

was collated in a few places for Scholz, who substituted it here for Cod.

R (see p. 139) of Griesbach.

99. Lipsiensis, Bibliothec. Paul, [xvi], 8| x 7, ff. 22 (22, 23), Mat-
thaei s 18, contains Matt. iv. 8 v. 27; vi. 2 xv. 30; Luke i. 1-13;

Carp., Kf&amp;lt;^). t., Kp., TiYA., Am., Eus., lect., syn. (Matthaei, Greg.). Wetstein s

99 is our 155.

1 Noted Ex libris Georgii Wheleri Westmonasteriensis perigrinatione ejus

Constantinopolitana collect. Anno Domini 1676. See Evan. 68
;
Evst. 3.

2 Cod. 101 better suits Bengel s description of Uffen. 3 than 97 : they are
written on different materials, and the description of their respective texts will
not let us suspect them to be the same. Wetstein never cites Cod. 101, but the
addition of ruv 0t6v at the end of John viii. 27, the reading of the margin of
Uflen. 3, has been erroneously ascribed in the critical editions to 97, not to 101.
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100. Paul. L. B. de Eubeswald [x], 4to, 9^ x 7|, if. 374, &amp;lt;., TtVX.,

.4m., -#ws., Zec&amp;lt;. (syn., men., avayv. later), vellum, mut. John xxi. 25
; pict.,

K((f&amp;gt;. t., Ens. t., and in a later hand many corrections with scholia, cluart.

J. C. Wagenseil used it in Hungary for John viii. 6. Now in the Univer

sity of Pesth, but in the fifteenth century belonging to Bp. Jo. Pannonius.

Edited at Pesth in 1860 cum interpretatione Hungaria by S. Markfi.

101. Uffenbach. 3 [xvi], 12mo, chart., St. John tmxqpij?. So near the

Basle (that is, we suppose, Erasmus ) edition, that Bengel scarcely

ever cites it. With two others (Paul. M. and Acts 45) it was lent by
Z. C. Uffenbach, Consul of Frankfort-on-the-Main, to Wetstein in 1717,
and afterwards to Bengel. (Gregory would omit

it.)

102. Bibliothecae Meclicae, an unknown manuscript with many rare

readings, extracted by Wetstein at Amsterdam for Matt, xxiv Mark
viii. 1, from the margin of a copy of Plantin s N. T. 1591, in the library
of J. Le Long. Canon Westcott is convinced that the manuscript from

which these readings were derived is none other than Cod. B itself, and

Dr. Gregory agrees with him. In St. Matthew s Goepel he finds the two

authorities agree seventy times and differ only five times, always in

a manner to be easily accounted for: in St. Mark they agree in eighty-
four out of the eighty-five citations, the remaining one (ch. ii. 22)

being hardly an exception. &quot;Westcott, New Test., Smith s Dictionary
of the Bible. Hort s Cod. 102 is w scr

(Evan. 507), to be described

hereafter.

103. Regius 196 [xi], fol., once Cardinal Mazarin s, seems the same

manuscript as that from which Emericus Bigot gave extracts for Curcel-

laeus N. T. 1 658 (Scholz). Burgon supposes some mistake here, as he

finds Beg. 196 to be a copy of Theophylact s commentary on SS. Matthew
and Mark, written over an older manuscript [viii

or ix]. Perhaps the

same as 14 or 278 (Greg.).

104. Hieronymi Vignerii [x], from which also Bigot extracted read

ings, which Wetstein obtained through J. Drieberg in 1744, and pub
lished. Perhaps 697 (Greg.).

105. (Act. 48, Paul. 24.) Cod. Ebnerianus, Bodl. Misc. Gr. 136,
a beautiful copy [xii], 8x6[, ff. 426 (27), formerly belonging to

Jerome Ebner von Eschenbach of Nuremberg. Pict., Carp., Eus. t.,

Kp. t., nVX., Kf(j)., Am. (not Eus.), subscr., O-T/X., the Nicene Creed,
all in gold : with lect. throughout and syn., men. prefixed by Joasaph,
a calligraphist, A.D. 1391, who also added John viii. 3-11 at the end
of that Gospel. Facsimile in Home s Introduction, and in Tregelles

Home, p. 220 (Schoenleben 1738, Rev. H. O. Coxe, by whom the

collation was lent before 1845 to the Eev. R. J. F. Thomas, Vicar of

Yeovil [d. 1873], together with one of Canon. Grace. 110 of the Acts

and Epistles, both of which are mislaid).

106. Winchelsea [x], with many important readings, often resembling
the Harkleian Syriac : not now in the Earl of Winchelsea s Library

(Jackson collated it for Wetstein in 1748).

107. Bodl. E. D. Clarke 6 [xiv and later], 8} X 6|, ff. 351, . t.,
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Kf(f)., TtYA., containing the Gospels in different hands. (Like 98, 111, 112,

partially collated for Scholz.) Griesbach s 107 is also 201.

108. Yindobonensis Caesarei, Suppl. Gr. 2, formerly Kollar. 4 [xi],

12Jx9i, ff. 426, 2 vols. With a commentary (Victor s on St. Mark:

Burgon, Last Twelve Verses, &c., p. 288), Carp., Eus. t., prol., *e$. t.,

pict., Kf(f)., rtVX., Am., Eus., subscr., O-TIX. It seems to have been written

at Constantinople, and formerly belonged to Parrhasius, then to the

convent of St. John de Carbonaria at Naples (Treschow, Alter, Birch,

Scholz).

109. Brit. Mus. Addit. 5117 [A.D. 1326], 7x5f, ff. 225 (24-30), 11.

rubr., Carp., prol., K$. t., Eus. t., syn., men., led., Am., TtYA., subscr.,

OT/X., Mead. 1, then Askew (5115 is Act. 22, and 5116 is Paul. 75, these

two in the same hand
;

different from that employed in the Gospels).

110 . Brit, Mus. Addit. 19,386 [xiv], 11 x 8, ff. 267
(?), Carp., Eus. t.

(faded), *f$. t., prol., **$., TtYA., led., syn., with a dial of the year. Four

Gospels with commentary by Theophylact. Purchased from Constantino

Simonides in 1853. (Greg. 1260.)

111 2
. Bodl. Clarke 7 [xiij, 8^x6, ff. 181 (31), 0. t. (mut. Matt.),

1 Cod. RaviamiK, Bibl. Reg. Berolinensis [xvP, 4to, 2 vols., on parchment, once

belonging to Jo. Rave of Upsal, has been examined by Wetstein, Griesbach, and
by G. G. Pappelbaum in 17 - 6. It contains the whole New Testament, and has
attracted attention because it has the disputed words in i John v. 7, 8. It is now,
however, admitted by all to be a mere transcript of the N. T. in the Compluten-
sian Polyglott with variations from Erasmus or Stephen, and as such has no

independent authority.
a
(Wetstein.) THE VELESIAN READINGS. The Jesuit de la Cerda in his Adver

saria Sacra, cap. xci (Lyons, 1626), a collection of various readings, written in
vermilion in the margin of a Greek Testament (which from its misprint in
i Pet. iii. 11 we know to be R. Stephen s of 1550

s

! by Petro Faxardo, Marquis of

Velez, a Spaniard, who had taken them from sixteen manuscripts, eight of

which were in the king s library, in the Escurial. It is never stated what
codices or how many support each variation. De la Cerda had received the

readings from Mariana, the great Jesuit historian of Spain, then lately dead,
and appears to have inadvertently added to Mariana s account of their origin,
that the sixteen manuscripts were in Greek. These Velesian readings, though
suspected from the first even by Mariana by reason of their strange resemblance
to the Latin Vulgate and the manuscripts of the Old Latin, were repeated as

critical authorities in Walton s Polyglott, 1657, and (contrary to his own better

judgement) were retained by Mill in 1707. Wetstein, however (N. T. Proleg.
vol. i. pp. 59-61), and after him Michaelis and Bp. Marsh, have abundantly
proved that the various readings must have been collected by VeleE from Latin

manuscripts, and by him translated into Greek, very foolishly perhaps, but not
of necessity with a fraudulent design. Certainly, any little weight the Velesian

readings may have, must be referred to the Latin, not to the Greek text.

Among the various proofs of their Latin origin urged by Wetstein and others,
the following establish the fact beyond the possibility of doubt :
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&amp;lt;., TIT\., Am., vers., subscr., a-ri^. Mut. John xvi. 27 xvii. 15; xx.

25-end, and

112 l
. Bodl. Clarke 10 [xi], 5^x4|, ff. 167 (33), Carp., Eus. t., prol.,

pict., syn., men., *e&amp;lt;. t., &amp;lt;e(j)., TIT\., lect., with commencement and large

letters in gold, having both Am. and Eu$., in Matt, i Mark ii, in the

same line (a very rare arrangement; see Codd. 192, 198, 212, and Wake
21 below}, a very beautiful copy. These two, very partially collated for

Scholz, were substituted by him and Tischensdorf for collations whose

history is not a little curious.

113. Brit. Mus. Harleian. 1810 [xi], 8 x 7|, ff. 270 (26), prol., syn.

(later), Carp., Eus. t., Kf&amp;lt;f). t., pict., &amp;lt;f)., rir\., Am., Eus., lect. (Gries

bach, Blooinfield). Apparently this is Bentley s 6 membr. 4to GOO

annorum, collated by him in the margin of Trin. Coll. B. xvii. 5 (see

Cod. 51). Its readings are of more than usual interest, as are those of

114. Brit. Mus. Harl. 5540 [x], 5 x 4$, ff. 280 (20) (facsimile in

a Greek Testament, published in 1837 by Taylor, London), very elegant,
with more recent marginal notes and Matt, xxviii. 19 Mark i. 12 in

a later hand. Mut. Matt. xvii. 4-18 ; xxvi. 59-73 (Griesbach, Bloom-

field). Carp., rtrX., Kftp., Am. (not Eus.\ f0. t. (Luke, John). See

Canon Westcott s article, New Test./ in Smith s Dictionary of the

Bible.

115. Brit. Mus. Harl. 5559 [xii], 6| x 5f, ff. 271 (19), &amp;lt;.,
some

TirA., Am., frequently Kus?, once Bernard Mould s (Smyrna, 1724), with

an unusual text. Mut. Matt. i. 1 viii. 10; Mark v. 23-36; Luke
i. 78 ii. 9

;
vi. 4-15; John xi. 2 xxi. 25 (Griesbach, Bloomfield).

A few more words of John xi survive.

116. Brit. Mus. Harl. 5567 [xii], 6| x 5, ff. 300 (23), Syn., Eus. t.,

K(}). t., K{(fr., TtVX., Am., lect., subscr., avayv., crri^., men., of some value.

1

(Wetstein.) THE BARBERINI READINGS must also be banished from our list of
critical authorities, though for a different reason. The collection of various read

ings from twenty-two manuscripts (ten of the Gospels, eight of the Acts and
Epistles, and four of the Apocalypse), seen by Isaac Vossius in 1642 in the
Barberini Library at Rome, was made about 1625, and first published in 1673 by
Peter Possinus (.Poussines), a Jesuit, at the end of a catena of St. Mark. He
alleged that the collations were made by John M. Caryophilus [d. 1635], a Cretan,
while preparing an edition of the Greek Testament, under the patronage of Paul V
[d. 1621] and Urban VIII [ d. 1644]. As the Barberini readings often favour the
Latin version, they fell into the same suspicion as the Velesian : Wetstein

especially (N. T. Proleg. vol. i. pp. 61, 62&quot;,
after pressing against them some

objections more ingenious than solid, declares lis haec non aliter quam ipsis
libris Romae inventis et productis. quod nunquam credo

fief,,
solvi potest. The very

papers Wetstein thus called for were discovered by Birch (.Barberini Lib. 209)
more than thirty years later, and besides them Caryophilus petition for the
loan of six manuscripts from the Vatican (Codd. BS, 127, 129, 141, 144 \ which he
doubtless obtained and used. The good faith of the collator being thus happily
vindicated, we have only to identify his eleven

[

Cod. 141 of the Gospels being also

Act. 75, Paul. 86, Apoc. 40. Another of his manuscripts was Act. 73, Paul. 80]
remaining codices, most of them probably being in that very Library, and may
then dismiss the Barberini readings as having done their work, and been fairly

superseded.
* In Codd. 115 and 202 Eus. is usually, in Codd. 116, 117, 417, 422, and B. M.

Addit. 15,581 but rarely, written under Am. : these copies therefore were probably
never quite finished. See p. 62, and note 1.
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It belonged in 1649 to Athanasius a Greek monk, then to Bernard

j

Mould (Griesbach, Bloomfield).

117. (Apost. 6.) Brit. Mus. Harl. 5731 [xvj, 8 x 6, ff. 202 (28),

carelessly written, once belonged to Bentley. Mut. Matt. i. 1-18 :

I pict., prol., Eus. t., Kfifi. t., Kf(j)., riVX., lect., Am., syn., fragments of

a Lectionary on the last twenty leaves (Griesbach, Bloomfield).

*118. Oxf. Bodl. Misc. Gr. 13
[xiii], 7f x 5J, ff. 257, an important

|
palimpsest (with the Gospels uppermost) once the property of Archbishop

j

Marsh of Armagh [d. 1713]. Eus. t., *?$. t, TiVX., lect., Am., Eus., or/^.,

I prjfj,. (syn., men. later), and some of the Psalms on paper. Later hands

i

also supplied Matt. i. 1 vi. 2; Luke xiii. 35 xiv. 20; xviii. 8 xix.

9; John xvi. 25 xxi. 25. Well collated by (Griesbach).

119. Paris Nat. Gr. 85 [xii], 9 x 6|, ff. 237 (23), formerly Teller s

I of Eheims, is Kuster s Paris 5 (Griesbach, Gregory), prol., (/&amp;gt;. t., ;&amp;lt;.,

. nYX., Am., lect., subscr., OT/X., pict.

120. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 185 [xiii], 1\ X 5|, ff. 177, #., r(r\., Am.,
i formerly belonged to St. Victor s on the Walls, and seems to be Stephen s

! iS
,
whose text (1550) and Colinaeus (1534) it closely resembles. St.

Mark is wanting (Griesbach).

121. Par. St. Genevieve, A. 0. 34 [Sept. 1284, Indiction 12], 7| x 6,
1 ff. 241, Kp. t., Kf(f&amp;gt;., TiYX., Am., lect., syn., men. Mut. Matt. v. 21

\
viii. 24 (Griesbach).

122. (Act. 177, Paul. 219.) Lugdunensis-Batavorum Bibl. publ. Gr.

74 A
[xii],

7 x 5|, ff. 222, Eus. t., *($. t., &amp;lt;., rtVX., Am., Eus.,
i Ifcf., vers., cnix-, men., once Meerman s

* 116. Mut. Acts i. 114;
q xxi. 14 xxii. 28

;
i John iv. 20 Jude 25; Rom. i. 1 vii. 13; i Cor.

ii. 7 xiv. 23 (J. Dermout, Collectanea Critica in N. T., 1825). Gries-

i bach s 122 is also 97. See Cod. 435.

123. Vindobon. Caesar, Nessel. 240, formerly 30
[xi], 4to, 8| x 6,

ff. 328 (18), brought from Constantinople about 1562 by the Imperial
i Ambassador to the Porte, Ogier de Busbeck ; Carp., Eus. t., prol., *&amp;lt;. t.,

pict., Kt(J)., TiVX., Am., subscr., corrections by another hand (Treschow,
, Alter, Birch).

*124. Vind. Caes. Ness. 188, formerly 31
[xii], 4to, 8 x 7$, ff. 180

(25), Carp., Eus. t., harm., Kf(f). t., &amp;lt;(., nVX., Am., Eus., syn., men., an
: eclectic copy, with corrections by the first hand (Mark ii. 14; Luke iii.

1, &c.). This manuscript was written in Calabria, where it belonged to

t a certain Leo, and was brought to Vienna probably in 1564. It resembles

the Harkleian Sjriac, Old Latin, Codd. DL. i. 13, and especially 69

(Treschow, Alter, Birch). Collated by Dr. Em. Hoffmann for Professor

Ferrar where Alter and Birch disagree. See Cod. 1 3, for Abbott s recent

edition.

125. Vind. Caes. Suppl. G. 50, formerly Kollar. 6 [x], 8f x 6|,
ff. 306 (23), Kf(f). t., Kf(f)., TITX., Am., Eus., pict. (lect., subscr., O-TIX.,

vers. later), with many corrections in the margin and between the lines

(Treschow, Alter, Birch).

1 Meerman s other manuscript of the N. T., sold at his sale in 1824, is No. 562.

P 2
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126. Guelpherbytanus xvi. 6, Aug. Quarto [xi], 8| X 6|, ff. 219 (26),

carelessly written, Eus. t., Kefy. t., prol., pict., with lect., syn. in a later

hand, and some quite modern corrections. Matt, xxviii. 18-20 is cruci

form, capitals often occur in the middle of words, and the text is of an

unusual character. Inspected by (Heusinger 1752, Knittel, Tischen-

dorf).

N.B. Codd. 127-181, all at Rome, were inspected, and a few (127,

131, 157) really collated by Birch, about 1782. Of 153 Scholz collated

the greater part, and small portions of 138-44; 146-52; 154-57;
159-60; 162; 164-71; 173-75; 177-80.

127. Rom. Vatican. Gr. 349 [xi], 12f x 9|, ff. 370 (16), 11. rubr.,

Carp., Eus. t., prol., KJ). t., &amp;lt;., rir\., Am., lect., a neatly written and

important copy, with a few later corrections (e. g. Matt, xxvii. 49).

128. Rom. Vat. Gr. 356 [xi Birch, xiii or xiv Greg.], 12| x 9|, ff.

370 (18), 11. rubr., prol., /&amp;lt;. t. with harmony, *e(/&amp;gt;., nYX., subscr., O-TIX.

(p. 69, note).

129. Rom. Vat. Gr. 358 [xii], 11| x 8|, ff. 355, 11. rubr., Carp, (with

addition), Eus. t., prol., *e&amp;lt;. t., *ce0., nVX., Am., Eus., syn., men., pict., with

scholia, Victor s commentary on St. Mark, and a note on John vii. 53,

such as we read in Cod. 145 and others. Bought at Constantinople in

1438 by Nicolas de Cuza, Eastern Legate to the Council of Ferrara (see

Cod. 87).

130. Rom. Vat. Gr. 359 [xiii Birch, xv or xvi Greg.], 11| x S, chart.,

ff. 229 (26), 11. rubr., *f(. lat., a curious copy, with the Greek and
Latin in parallel columns, and the Latin chapters.

131. (Act. 70, Paul. 77.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 360 [xi Birch, xiv or xv Greg.],

9j x 7. ff. 233 (37), 2 cols., contains the whole New Testament except
the Apoc. (Birch), with many remarkable variations, and a text somewhat
like that of Aldus Greek Testament (1518). The manuscript was given
to Sixtus V [1585-90] for the Vatican by Aldus Manuccius Paulli F.

Aldi. The Epistle to the Hebrews stands before i Tim. Carp., Eus. t.,

Kp. t., of an unusual arrangement (viz. Matt. 74, Mark 46, Luke 57).

Am., syn., men., subscr., ort^. (lect. with init. later). This copy con

tains many itacisrns, and corrections primd manu.

132. Rom. Vat. Gr. 361 [xi Birch, xii or xiii Greg.], 10| x 6, ff. 289

(20), Eus. t., prol., Kfip. t., Kf&amp;lt;p., Am., Eus., subscr., pict. in aur., lect.

(later).

133. (Act, 71, Paul. 78.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 363 [xii], 7| x 6|, ff. 332

(29), prof., Kf(f). t., &amp;lt;(({)., TtYA., Am., lect., subscr., syn., men., pict., Euthalian

prologues.

134. Rom. Vat. Gr. 364 [xi or xii], 4to, elegant, 8J X 6|, ff. 297 (20),

Carp., Eus. t., xe0. t., $., riVX., Am., Eus., syn., men., pict., titles in

gold.

135. Rom. Vat. Gr. 365 [xii], 9| x 7, Kt(f&amp;gt;. t., pict. The first 26 of

its 174 leaves are later and chart.

136. Rom. Vat. Gr. 665 [xiii], 9| X 6f, ff. 235 (32), on cotton paper;
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contains SS. Matthew and Mark with Euthymius commentary. Mut.
Mark xv. 1-end.

137. Eom. Vat. Gr. 756 [xi or
xii], 11} x %\, ff. 300 (19), &amp;lt;. t.,

Kt(p., riYX., Am., syn., men., pict., with a commentary (Victor s on St.

Mark). At the end we read KO~ (ppayKiaKos axKiSas fvytvrjs ccoXao-o-eur . . .

p(op.rj riyayf TO irapov /Si^Xioi/ era OTTO adtip. (po [A. D. 1583], prjvi JovXtw,

ivd. in.

138. Rom. Vat. Gr. 757
[xii], llf x 9|-, ff. 380 (37), &amp;lt;. t., with

commentary from Origen, &c., and that of Victor on St. Mark, mixed up
with the text, both in a slovenly hand (Burgon). Comp. Cod. 374.

139. Rom. Vat. Gr. 758 [dated 1173 by a somewhat later hand

(Greg.)], 14 J x 10g, ff. 233, contains SS. Luke and John with a com

mentary.

140. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1158 [xii], 9| x 6J, ff. 408 (22), 2 cols., beauti

fully written, and given by the Queen of Cyprus to Innocent VII

(1404-6). Eus. t., Kt&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;., nYX., Am., Eus., pict. In Luke i. 64 it supports
the Compluteusian reading, *al

77 yXwo-o-a avrov di^pdpcodrj.

141. (Act. 75, Paul. 86, Apoc. 40.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 1160 [xiii], 2 vols.,

9j x 65, ff. 400 (26), prol., Keep, t., K((p., nYX., lect., avayv., syn., men.,

subscr., OTIX., pict., Eullwd., contains the whole New Testament, syn., pict.
The leaves are arranged in quaternions, but separately numbered for each

Volume (Birch).

142. (Act. 76, Paul. 87.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 1210 [xi], 4f x 3J, ff. 324

(30), very neat, Kf&amp;lt;p.
t. at end, Kf&amp;lt;p., nYX., subscr., pict., Euthal. (syn.,

men., A. D. 1447), containing also the Psalms. There are many marginal
readings in another ancient hand.

143. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1229 [xi], 12| x 9f, ff. 275 (24), &amp;lt;. t., 0.,

TtVX., Am., Eus., pict., with a marginal commentary (Victor s on St. Mark).
On the first leaf is read T^S opdrjs Triorewy TTIO-T-O)

oiKOVOp.cc&amp;gt;
Kai

&amp;lt;j)v\aKt
IlanXa)

TfTaprco [1555 59].

144. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1254 [xi], 6 x 4|, ff. 267, Eus. t., &amp;lt;. t., Ke0.,

TtYX., Am., lect.

145. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1548 [xi Greg., xiii Birch], 7 x 5|, ff. 161 (17),

prol., Kt&amp;lt;p. t., &amp;lt;e&amp;lt;p., TtYX., Am., Eus., lect., contains SS. Luke and John.
Mut. Luke iv. 15 v. 36; John i. 1-26. A later liand has written

Luke xvii xxi, and made many corrections.

146. Rom. Palatine-Vatican. 5
1

[xii], 12 x 9^, ff. 265 (13), 0. t.,

Mark, Am., Eus., contains SS. Matt, and Mark with a commentary
(Victor s on St. Mark

?).

147. Rom. Pal.-Vat. 89 [xi Birch, xiv Greg.], 6 x 5$, ff. 351 (20),

prol., Kt(p. t., K((f)., nYX., syn., men., subscr., O-TIX.

148. Rom. Pal.-Vat. 136 [xi Greg., xiii Birch], 7J x 4, ff. 153,
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;.

t., Ke(p., T&amp;lt;YX., Am., Eus., syn., with some scholia and unusual readings.

1 A collection presented to Urban VIII (1623-44) by Maximilian, Elector of

Bavaria, from the spoils of the unhappy Elector Palatine, titular king of
Bohemia.
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149. (Act. 77, Paul. 88, Apoc. 25.) Rom. Pal.-Vat. 171 [xiv or xv],

fol., ff. 179, prol. in Cath. and Paul., lect., contains the whole New
Testament (see p. 69, note).

150. Rom. Pal.-Vat. 189 [xi or
xii], 4J X 3|, ff. 331 (23), Eus. i.,prd.,

Kf(p. t., Am., Eus., lect., syn., men., subscr., OTIX-, pict.

151. Rom. Pal.-Vat. 220 [x or
xi], 9| x 7, ff. 224 (28), 11. black and

gold, Carp., Eus. t., &amp;lt;e(p. t., e$., riVX., Am., pict., scholia in the margin,
and some rare readings (e.g. John xix. 14). The sheets are in twenty-
one quaternions. After St. Matthew stands

&amp;lt;\oyr]
fi&amp;gt; o-uiro/ia) ex TCOJ&amp;gt; &amp;lt;rw-

TtQevTotv VJTO Evatpiov Trpos 2re(f)avov X.

152. Rom. Pal.-Vat. 227 [xiii], 8J X 6, ff. 308 (20), KJ&amp;gt;. t., &amp;lt;.,

TtrX., pict.

153. Rom. Pal.-Vat. 229 [xiii], 4to, 8 X 5f, ff. 266 (25), 11. rubr.,

chart., prol,, Kf(p. t., &amp;lt;e(p., rtVX., Am., lect., men., subscr. (full),
CTTIX.

154. Rom. Alexandrine-Vatican, vel Christinae 28 [dated April 14,

1442], written in Italy on cotton paper, 10 x 8, ff. 355 (40), 11. rubr.,

K((f)., Am. (lect., syn., men., and date later, true date xiii, Greg.), with

Theophylact s commentary. This and the two next were given by
Christina, Queen of Sweden, to Card. Azzolini, and bought from him by
Alexander VIII (1689-91).

155. Rom. Alex.-Vat. 79 [xi 1 Birch, xiv Scholz], 6 x 4f ,
ff. 306 (20),

K((J&amp;gt;., TtVA., Am., syn., subscr., ori^., with some lessons from St. Paul pre
fixed. Given by Andrew Rivet to Rutgersius, Swedish Ambassador to

the United Provinces. This copy is Wetstein s 99, the codex Rutgersii
cited by Dan. Heinsius in his Exercitat. sacr. in Evangel.

156. Rom. Alex.-Vat. 189 [xii], 4f x 4, ff. 244 (23), KJ&amp;gt;. t., &amp;lt;.,

TiYX., Am. ;
ex bibliotheca Goldasti is on the first page.

157. Rom. Urbino-Vat. 2 [xii], 7| X 5, ff. 325 (22), Carp.,

prol., Eus. t., K($&amp;gt;. t., Kt(p., TtVX., lect., subscr., pict. It belonged to

the Ducal Library at Urbino, and was brought to Rome by Clement
VII (1523-34). It is very beautifully written (Birch, N. T. 1788,

gives a facsimile), certain chronicles and rich ornaments in vermilion

and gold. On fol. 19 we read underneath two figures respectively

la&amp;gt;avvr]s
tv ^co TGO {9&amp;lt;u Trioroy jSuCTiAevs 7rop&amp;lt;pvpoyfvvr)Tos

KCII avrnKparaip pa&amp;gt;fj.aiav,
6

Ko/^i/or, and AAeio? ti&amp;gt; ^w TCO 6o&amp;gt; TTKTTOS ^no-tXevy nopcpvpoyfvvrjTOS 6 KOJJ.VTJVOS.

The Emperor John II the Handsome succeeded his father, the great

Alexius, A.D. 1118. This MS. is remarkable for its eclectic text, which
is said by Zahn to approach sometimes that of Marcion (Geschichte d.

N. T. Kanons, i. 456, note 2, and 457, note 1). It is often in agree
ment with Codd. BDL, 69, 106, and especially with 1.

158. Cod. Pii II, Rom. Vat. 55
[xi], 3^x3, ff. 235 (20), &amp;lt;. *., &amp;lt;.,

TtVX., Am., Eus., lect. (partial), and readings in the margin, primd manu.
This copy was given to the Library by Pius II (1458-64).

159. Rom. Barberinianus 464, formerly 8 [xi], 10|x 8^, ff. 203 (23),
2 cols., K((p. t., Kp., TiVX., Am., Eus., lect., subscr. (Carp., Eus. t.,

Kf(p. t. Matt., syn., men. xvi), in the Barberini Library, at Rome,
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founded above two centuries since by the Cardinal, Francis II, of

that name.

160. Rom. Barb. iv. 27, formerly 9 [dated 1123], 8jx7, ff. 216,

Ke&amp;lt;f). t., Kf&amp;lt;f)., TIT\., Am., lect., syn., men., subscr.

161. Rom. Barb. iii. 17, formerly 10 [x or xi], 8 x 6J, ff. 203 (24),

2 cols., &amp;lt;. t., $., nYX., .4m., Eus. (lect. later), ending at John xvi. 4.

This copy follows the Latin version both in its text (John iii. 6) and

marginal scholia (John vii. 29). Various readings are often thus noted in

its margin.

162. Rom. Barb. iv. 31, formerly 11 [dated May 13, 1153
($xu)&amp;gt;

Indict. 1], 9x6f, written by one Manuel : ff. 248 (23), Carp., Eus. t.,

&amp;lt;., nVX., Am., pict., subscr.

163. Rom. Barb. v. 16, formerly 12 [xi], 11^x8, ff. 173 (33),

2 cols., Eus. t., Kftf). t., K(J&amp;gt;., Am., Eus., lect., syn., men., subscr., pict.,

written in Syria. Scholz says it contains only the portions of the

Gospels read in Church-lessons, but Birch the four Gospels, with the

numbers of pjj/xai-u and ort^oi to the first three Gospels.

164. Rom. Barb. iii. 38, formerly 13 [dated Oct. 1039], 6| x 5f ,
ff. 214

(27), Carp., Eus. t., *e0. t., &amp;lt;., rtVX., Am., Eus., lect., subscr., pict. (syn.,

men. later), and the numbers of arix^. The subscription states that it

was written by Leo, a priest and calligrapher, and bought in 1168 by

Bartholomew, who compared it with ancient Jerusalem manuscripts on

the sacred mount.

165. Rom. Barb. v. 37, formerly 14 [dated 1291], Il|x8, ff. 215,

2 cols., Carp., Eus. t., K. t., $., nYX., Am., Eus., syn., with the Latin

Vulgate version. Written for one Archbishop Paul, and given to the

Library by Eugenia, daughter of Jo. Pontanus.

166. Rom. Barb. iii. 131, formerly 115 [xiii], 4to, 8| x6, ff. 75 (27),

$., TirX., Am., Eus., lect., containing only SS. Luke ix. 33 xxiv. 24

and John.

167. Rom. Barb. iii. 6, formerly 208 [xiii], 4| X 3|, ff. 264 (25), 0. t.,

Kf(f)., nVX., pict. (later).

168. Rom. Barb. vi. 9, formerly 211 [xiii], 13| x8|, ff. 217, 2 cols.,

Kf(p. t., *e$. , TtYX., Am., Eus. (Mark subscr., O-T/X.).

169. Rom. Vallicellianus B. 133 [xi], 4| x 4, ff. 249 (19), #roZ.,&amp;lt;. t.,

Kffj)., TtVX., Am., Eus., subscr., syn., men., pict., once the property of

Achilles Statius, as also was Cod. 171. This codex and the next three

are in the Library of St. Maria in Vallicella at Rome, and belong to the

Fathers of the Oratory of St. Philippo Neri.

170. Rom. Vallicell. C. 61 [xiii-xv], 8| x 6, ff. 277 (23), prol, &amp;lt;. t.

*&amp;lt;., TtVX., Am., Eus., lect., dvayv., subscr., O-TIX. (occasionally in later

hand). The end of St. Luke and most of St. John is in a later hand.

171. Rom. Vallicell. C. 73 [xiv,
Montfaucon xi], 5x4, ff. 253 (20),

prol., Ke$. t., K((J)., nYX., Am., Eus., lect., subscr.

172. Eora. Vallicell. F. 90 [xii], 4to, ff. 217, now only contains the
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Pentateuch, but from Bianchini, I. ii. pp. 529-30, we infer that the

Gospels were once there.

173. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1983, formerly Basil. 22, ending John xiii. 1,

seems to have been written in Asia Minor [xi Birch and Burgon, xii or

xiii Greg.], 7|x5J, ff. 155 (20), 2 cols., Carp., Eus. t., *0. t., *$.,

TiVA., Am., lect., men., subscr.
; prjfi., ari-^. as in Codd. 163, 164, 167.

This codex, and the next four, were brought from the Library of the

Basilian monks.

174. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2002, formerly Basil. 41 [dated second hour of

Sept. 7, A.D. 1052], 9f x 7\ t
ff. 132 (30), 2 cols., &amp;lt;. t., &amp;lt;., TtVX., Am.,

Eus., lect., subscr., ort^. Mut. Matt. i. 1 ii. 1
;
John i. 1-27 ; ending

John viii. 47. Written by the monk Constantine tabernis habitante,
cum praeesset praefecturae Georgilas dux Calabriae (Scholz).

175. (Act, 41, Paul. 194, Apoc. 20.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 2080, formerly
Basil. 119 [x-xii], 8 x 5f ,

ff. 247, subscr., contains the whole New
Testament, beginning M tt. iv. 17, with scholia to the Acts, between
which and the Catholic Epistles stands the Apocalypse. There
are some marginal corrections primd manu (e.g. Luke xxiv. 13).
The Pauline Epistles have Euthalius subscriptions. Also inspected

by Bianchini.

176. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2113, formerly Basil. 152 [x or xi], 81 x 5f, ff. 77,

11. coloured, John ii. 1, &amp;lt;., T&amp;lt;.YX., Am., lect. Begins Matt. x. 13, ends

John ii. 1.

177. Rom. Vat. Gr.? formerly Basil. 163 [xi], 8vo, mut. John i. 1-29.

Dr. Gregory thinks that it is 2115, his Evan. 870.

178. Rom. Angelicus A. 1. 5
[xii], 14|xll|, ff. 272 (23), 2 cols.,

Eus. t., *((})., TiYA. with harmony, Am., mut. Jo. xxi. 17-25. Arranged
in quaternions, and the titles to the Gospels resemble those in Cod. 69.

Codd. 1 78-9 belong to the Angelica convent of Augustinian Eremites at

Rome. It has on the first leaf the same subscription as we gave under
Cod. 87, and which Birch and Scholz misunderstand.

179. Rom. Angelic. A. 4. 11 [xii], 7f x 6J, ff. 248 (22), Eus. t.,
&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;.

t.,

Kf&amp;lt;f)., riVX., Am., Eus., lect. (syn., men., xv or xvi, chart.]. The last five

leaves (214-18) and two others (23, 30) are chart., and in a later hand.

180. (Act. 82, Paul. 92, Apoc. 44.) Rom. Propagandae L. vi. 19,

formerly 251, before Borgiae 2 [Gospels xi, Greg, xiv], 8gx5|-, ff. ?

Kf(f). t., KM])., rtVX., Am., Eus., lect. (syn., men., xv chart.] the Gospels
were written by one Andreas : the rest of the New Testament and some

apocryphal books by one John, November, 1284 x
. This manuscript,

with Cod. T and Evst. 37, belonged to the Velitrant Museum of

Praesul Steph. Borgia, Collegii Urbani de Propaganda Fide a secretis.

181. Cod. Francisci Xavier, Cardinal, de Zelada [xi], fol., ff. 596, with
scholia in the margin. This manuscript (from which Birch took

1 Or rather A. D. 1274. According to Engelbreth the letters stand
tf&amp;gt;Tifir0,

which can only mean A.M. 6782 (see p. 42, note 2).
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extracts) is now missing. Compare Birch, N. T., Proleg. p. Iviii
; Burgon,

Last Twelve Verses &c., pp. 284, 288.

Codd. 182-198, all in that noble Library at Florence, founded by
Cosmo de Medici [d. 1464], increased by his grandson Lorenzo [d. 1492],
were very slightly examined by Birch, and subsequently by Scholz.

Dean Burgon has described his own researches at Florence in the

Guardian for August 20 and 27, 1873, from which I have thankfully
corrected the statements made in my first edition respecting all the

manuscripts there. They have been examined since then more leisurely

by Dr. Gregory, from whose careful account some particulars have been

added in this edition (see Greg., Prolegomena (ii), pp. 505-509).

182. Flor. Laureniianus Plut. vi. 11 [xii], 10x7|, ff. 226 (24), &amp;lt;.

t., Kp., rn-X. to St. John only, subscr. (in Luke). The titles of the

Gospels in lake, forming a kind of imitation of ropework.

183. Flor. Laur. vi. 14 [xiv, xii Greg.], 6| x 5|, ff. 349 (19), Eus. t.,

K((J). t., Kf&amp;lt;p., TiYA., Am., Eus. in gold; and in a later hand, capp. Lat.,

avayv., lect., syn., men., at the end of which is T(\OS trvv 0fw d-yi
w TOV fir)vo-

\oyiov, durjv- aW, i.e. A.D. 1418. This mode of reckoning is very rare

(see p. 42, note 2), and tempted Scholz to read rvir[ of the Greek era, i.e.

A.D. 910.

184. Flor. Laur. vi. 15 [xiii], Ilx5j, ff. 72 (49), 2 cols., Carp.,

prol., *f&amp;lt;f). t., Am., Eus., lect. Left in an unfinished state.

185. Flor. Laur. vi. 16
[xii], 14x6f, ff. 341 (21), prol, &amp;lt;. t., 0.,

TiVX., Am., lect., avayv., subscr., O-T/X. The summary of the Synaxarion is

subscribed Uovos Bao-iXetou, /cat Qv Xoyov Xdyot (Burgon).

186. Flor. Laur. vi. 18 [xi], fol., ll|xS|, ff. 260 (20), Carp., Eus. t.,

prol., K((J). t., Kf&amp;lt;p., riVX., Am., Eus., syn., men., pict. (Matt.), commentary
(Victor s on St. Mark) ;

written by Leontius, a calligrapher. Burgon
cites Bandini s Catal. i. 130-3, where the elaborate syn. are given in

full.

187. Flor. Laur. vi. 23 [xii], 7^ x 6|, ff. 212 (25), pict. very rich and
numerous. Carp., Eus. t., K&amp;lt;p. t., nVX., Am. (not Eus.\ all in gold. A
peculiar kind of asterisk occurs very frequently in the text and margin,
the purpose of which is not clear.

188. Flor. Laur. vi. 25 [xi], 6 x 4J, ff. 228 (26), syn. and men. full

and beautiful. Prol., &amp;lt;*$&amp;gt;. t., &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;., r/rX., Am., Eus., lect., subscr., OTIX.

189. (Act, 141, Paul. 239.) Flor. Laur. vi. 27 [xii], 4J x 3|, ff. 452

(24), K((J). t., Kf&amp;lt;j)., lect., avayv., Euthal. in Cath. and Paul., minute and

beautifully written, mut. from John xix. 38.

190. Flor. Laur. vi. 28 [July, 1285, Ind. 13], 8vo, 5| X 4f, ff. 439

(17), prol., K(((&amp;gt;. t., KC(J)., nVX., Am., lect., pict.

191. Flor. Laur. vi. 29 [xiii], 5$ x 3f, ff. 180 (27), prol, 0. Lat.,

subscr., with ort^ot numbered : dvayvuxTpaTa marked in a more recent

hand.

192. Flor. Laur. vi. 30 [xiii],
4 X3J, ff. 200 (28), prol., &amp;lt;.

t., &amp;lt;.,
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rtrX., lect., subscr., Am. and Eus. in one line, the latter later (see Cod.

112) : dpxn of lect., never TtXoy.

193. Flor. Laur. vi. 32 [xi], 8vo, 6^x5, ff. 165 (27), Carp., Eus.
t.,

pict., K(f&amp;gt;.,
Am. (not Eus.}, (dvayv., lect. in later hand).

194. Flor. Laur. vi. 33 [xi], llf x 9f, ff. 263 (22), pict., and a marginal
catena (Victor s on St. Mark) resembling that of Cod. 34 : e.g. on Luke
xxiv. 13.

K.f&amp;lt;p.,
Am. (not Eus.), subscr., vrix., pict. Begins Matt. iii. 7.

195. Flor. Laur. vi. 34 [xi], 10|x8|, ff. 277 (25), once belonged to

the Cistercian convent of S. Salvator de Septimo. Prol. (the same as in

Cod. 186 but briefer, attributed to Eusebius), syn., arid a commentary
(Victor s on St. Mark). The date of the year is lost, but the month

(May) and indiction (8) remain. Ke$. t., Ke&amp;lt;p., riVX., Am., Eus., syn.,

men.

196. Flor. Laur. viii. 12
[xii], 9f x7|, ff. 369 (44), prol, &amp;lt;. t. (all

together at the beginning), Kp., nVX., the text in red letters (see p. 184,
note 1), pict., with a catena in black. Given by a son of Cosmo de

Medici in 1473 to the Convent of St. Mark at Florence.

197. (Act. 90.) Flor. Laur. viii. 14 [xi], fol., llf x9|, ff. 154 (29),

2)rol., Kf(f). t., &amp;lt;&amp;lt;}&amp;gt;., TiVX., contains the Epistle of St. James with
a marginal gloss : also portions of SS. Matthew and Mark, with Chry-
sostom s commentary on St. Matthew, and Victor s on St. Mark, all

imperfect.

198. Flor. Laur. ^Edil. 221 [xiii], 4to, 9fx6f, ff. 171 (29), chart.,

Carp., Eus.t., Kf&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;. t., Am., Eus., lect., subscr. : from the library Aedilium

Flor. Ecc. Here again Am. and Eus. are in the same line (see Cod. 112):
the avayvuxr^a-ra also are numbered.

Codd. 199-203 were inspected, rather than collated, by Birch at

Florence before 1788; the first two in the Benedictine library of St.

Maria
;
the others in that of St. Mark, belonging to the Dominican Friars.

Scholz could not find any of them, but 201 is Wetstein s 107, Scrivener s

m
;
202 is now in the British Museum, Addit. 14,774. The other two

Burgon found in the Laurentian Library, whither they came at the

suppression of monasteries in 1810. They were examined afterwards by
Gregory.

199. Flor. Laur. Conv. Sopp. 160, formerly Badia 99 or S. Mariae 67

[xii], 5| x 4f-,
ff. 229 (25), Eus. t., Kf&amp;lt;f).

t. with harm., Keep., rtVX., subscr.,

2nd., lect., with iambic verses and various scholia. The ort^ot are

numbered and, besides Am., Eus., there exists in parts a Harmony at the

foot of the pages, such as is described in p. 58, note 2.

200. Flor. Laur. Conv. Sopp. 159, formerly Badia 69 or S. Mariae 66

[x], 8f x6|, ff. 229 (25), pict., Carp., Eus. t., . t., Am., all in gold:
Eus. in red, $., riVX., with fragments of Gregory of Nyssa against the

Arians (syn. and men. xiv). There are many scholia in vermilion

scattered throughout the book. Codd. 199, 200 were presented to St.

Maria s by Antonia Corbinelli [d. 1423]: the latter from St. Justina s,

another Benedictine house.

*201. (Act. 91, Paul. 104, Apoc. 94.) Lond. Brit. Mus. Addit. 11,827,
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formerly Praedicator. S. Marci 701 [Oct. 7, 1357, Ind. 11], ISjxll,
ff. 492 (22), is m8 &quot;

1

. in the Gospels, p
scr. in Act., Paul., and bscr. in

Apoc. This splendid copy was purchased for the British Museum from
the heirs of Dr. Samuel Butler, Bishop of Lichfield. It contains the
whole New Testament; was first cited by Wetstein (107) from notices

by Jo. Lamy, in his de Eruditione Apostolorum, Florence, 1738;
glanced at by Birch, and stated by Scholz (N. T. vol. ii. pp. xii, xxviii)
to have been cursorily collated by himself: how that is possible can

hardly be understood, as he elsewhere professes his ignorance whither the

manuscript had gone (N. T. vol. i. p. Ixxii). Scrivener collated the
whole volume. There are many changes by a later hand, also syn., *$.
t., Kf)., rtVX., Am., some Eus., lect., prol., uvayv., subscr., ortx., vers., and
some foreign matter.

202. Brit. Mus. Add it, 14,774, formerly Praed. S. Marci 705 [xii],
10 x 8, ff. 278 (21), Kf&amp;lt;p.

t. (in red and gold), orn., Ke&amp;lt;., rn-A., Am., Eus.

(the last often omitted), lect., subscr., or/^., men., syn. This splendid
copy cost the Museum 84 (Bloomfield).

203. Flor. Bibl. Nat. Convent, i. 10, 7, formerly Praed. S. Marci 707

[xv], 8 1 x 5f, chart., is really in modern Greek. Birch cites it for John
vii. 53, but it ought to be expunged from the list.

204. (Act. 92, Paul. 105.) [xi or
xiii] Bologna, Bibl. Univ. 2775,

formerly Bononien sis Canonicor. Eegular. St. Salvador 640. After the

suppression of the house in 1867, it was moved to its present place.
7f- x 65, if. 443 (25). Syn., &amp;lt;!)., avayvaxrpara numbered (without Am.,
Carp.), lect., pict. (Birch, Scholz, corrected by Burgon). Also nYX., men.,
subscr., O-T-/X.

Codd. 205-215, 217 in the Ducal palace at Venice, were slightly
examined by Birch in 1783, carefully by Burgon in 1872, and by Gregory
in 1886.

205. (Act. 93, Paul. 106, Apoc. 88.) Venice, Mark 5 [xv], large fol.,
151 x 11( ff- 441

( 55&amp;gt;
5 Q) tproi m (Cath., Paul.), 0. .,0.(Gr. and Lat.),

TtYX., subscr., contains both Testaments, with many peculiar readings. It
was written for Cardinal Bessarion (apparently by John Rhosen his

librarian), the donor of all these books. This is Dean Holmes No. 68
in the Septuagint, and contains a note in the Cardinal s hand : TOKOS n.
H 6fia ypa(pf) TTaXaid re KOI vea iraaa KTrjfjLa Br]&amp;lt;rcrapicavos Kap8r)vd\ea&amp;gt;s ETTICTKO-

TTOV Oaftivav TOV
(sic) KOI Ni&amp;lt;caiay. By ronns pa Holmes understands the

class mark of the volume in Bessarion s Library. W. F. Rinck considers
it in the Gospels a copy of Cod. 209

( Lucubratio Critica in Act. Apost.
Epp. C. et P., Basileae, 1830). Burgon, who fully admits their wonderful

similarity in respect to the text, judges that Cod. 205, which is much more
modern than Cod. 209, was transcribed from the same uncial archetype.

206. (Act. 94, Paul. 107, Apoc. 101.) Ven. Mark 6 [xv or
xvi],

15 x lOf, ff. 431, like Codd. 69 and 233, is partly on parchment, partly
on paper. It contains both Testaments, but is not numbered for the

Apocalypse. A mere duplicate of Cod. 205, as Holmes saw clearly : it is
his No. 122.

207. Ven. Mark 8 [xi or
xii], log- X 8|, ff. 267 (22), 2 cols., Carp.,
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prol., pict., Kfffe. t., riVX., Kf(f)., Am. (not Eus.} in gold, syn., men., mut. in

Matt. i. 1-13
;
Mark i. 1-11, for the sake of the gorgeous illuminations.

Written in two columns. Once owned by A. F. R.

208. Yen. Mark 9 [xi or xii], 7 x 5, if. 239 (23), Carp., Eus. t.,

*e&amp;lt;.
t., K60., TiYX., Am., Eus., of some value.

209. (Act. 95, Paul. 108, Apoc. 46.) Yen. Mark 10
[xi,

xiv Greg.],

7f x 4f, ff. 411 (27), of the whole New Testament, once Bessarion s,

who had it with him at the Council of Florence, 1439. There are

numerous minute marginal notes in vermilion, obviously jwimd manu.
In its delicate style of writing this copy greatly resembles Cod. 1 (fac

simile No. 23). Kf(f). t., riYX., *?$., Am. (not Eus.\ also the modern

chapters in the margin. Prol. to Epistles, lect., but not much in the

Gospels, before each of which stands a blank leaf, as if for pict. A good
collation of Codd. 205 and 209 is needed

;
Birch did little, Engelbreth

gave him some readings, and Fleck has published part of a collation by
Heimbach. Rinck collated Apoc. i-iii. In the Gospels they are very
like Codd. B, 1. The Apocalypse is in a later hand, somewhat resembling
that of Cod. 205, and has prol. For the unusual order of the books, see

above, p. 72.

210. Ven. Mark 27 [xi or
xii],

a noble foL, 14 x Hg, ff. 372, with

a catena (Victor s commentary on St. Mark). Mut. Matt. i. 1 ii. 18,

from the same cause as in Cod. 207. Rich blue and gold illuminations,

and pictures of SS. Mark and Luke. TtVX., Kp., pict.

211. Ven. Mark 539 [xii], fol., 11| x 9J, ff. 280 (29-26), 2 cols., mut.

Luke i. 1 ii. 32; John i. 1 iv. 2, with an Arabic version in the right-
hand column of each page. Kf&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;. t., Am., Eus. (irregularly inserted),

lect., syn., men., subscr., prjp., vrix-

Burgon cites Zanetti, Graeca D. Marc. Bibl. Codd. MSS., Venet. 1740,

p. 291, for the enumeration of the five Patriarchates (see above, p. 67),
and other curious matter appended to St. John. The heading of the

second Gospel is tvayyt\tov (&amp;lt; TOV Kara Map/coi/.

212. Ven. Mark 540 [xi or xii], 6| X 5, ff. 273 (23), the first page in

gold, with pict. and most elaborate illuminations. Much mut., twenty
leaves being supplied in a modern hand. Carp., Eus. t., Kp., vers., nVX.,

lect., Am. with Eus. in a line with them (see Cod. 112), a little later,

carried only to the end of St. Mark.

213. Ven. Mark 542 [xi], 8vo, 8 x 6J, ff. 356 (18), mut. John xviii.

40 xxi. 25. Eus. t., nVX., e0. (Am., Eus. most irregularly inserted),
few dpx(ii and reXr;, dvayv., heroic verses as colophons to the Gospels.

Large full stops are found in impossible places.

214. Ven. Mark 543 [xiv], 8vo, 9f x 6]-, ff. 227 (27), chart., argent.,

prol., K0. t. with harm., K&amp;lt;p.,
Am. (not Eus.\ avayv., lect., syn., men.,

subscr., vers.

215. Ven. Mark 544 [xi], fol., 12f x 9J, ff. 271 (24), Carp., Eus. t.,

Ki(b. t. with harm., TtVX., Kf&amp;lt;p., Am., Eus., lect., syn., pict. (later).
This copy is a duplicate of Codd. 20, 300, as well in its text as in the

subscriptions and commentary, being without any of the later corrections
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seen in Cod. 20. The commentary on St. John is Chrysostom s, those on
the other Gospels the same as in Cod. 300 (Burgon).

216. Codex Canonici, brought by him from Corcyra, written in a small

character [no date assigned], never was at St. Mark s, as Scholz alleges :

Griesbach inserted it in his list through a misunderstanding of Birch s

meaning. It is probably one of those now at Oxford, to be described

hereafter (see
Codd. 489, 490).

217. Ven. Mark, Gr. i. 3, given in 1478 by Peter de Montagnana to

the monastery of St. John in Viridario, at Padua (viii. A.) [xii or
xiii],

8^ x 6,1, ff. 306 (21), in fine condition. Carp.,Eus. t., /(. t., TLT\., *$.,
Am. (not Eus.\ full syn., few led., prol., vers.

Codd. 218-225 are in the Imperial Library at Vienna. Alter and
Birch collated them about the same time, the latter but cursorily, and

Gregory examined them in 1887.

*218. (Act. 65, Paul. 57, Apoc. 33.) Vindobon. Caesar, Nessel. 23,

formerly 1 [xiii], fol., \2\ x 8f, ff. 623 (49, 50), 2 cols., 0. t., &amp;lt;.,

TiT\.,Am., subscr., Euthal. in Acts, Cath., Paul., contains both Testaments.
Mut. Apoc. xiii. 5 xiv. 8; xv. 7 xvii. 2; xviii. 10 xix. 15; ending
at xx. 7 XvdqdCTot. This important copy, containing many peculiar read

ings, was described by Treschow, and comprises the text of Alter s

inconvenient, though fairly accurate N. T. 1786-7, to be described in

Vol. II. Like Cod. 123 it was brought from Constantinople by De
Busbeck.

219. Vind. Caes. Ness. 321, formerly 32 [xiii], 6J- X 4, ff. 232(21),
K&amp;gt;. t, K((p., TtrX., Am., Ens., subscr.

220. Vind. Caes. Ness. 337, formerly 33 [xiv], 12mo, 3| x 2|, ff.

303 (22), in very small letters, K((j)., nVX., Am., lect., syn.

221. Vind. Caes. Ness. 117, formerly 38 [x or xi], 11 x 7g, ff. 251

(41-43), with commentaries (Chrysostom on Matt., John
;

Victor on

Mark, Titus of Bostra on Luke), to which the fragments of text here

given are accommodated.

222. Vind. Caes. Ness. 180, formerly 39 [xiv], 8 X 6, ff. 346 (32),
on cotton paper, mut. Contains fragments of the Gospels, with a com

mentary (Victor s on St. Mark). This and the last were brought from

Constantinople by De Busbeck.

223. Vind. Caes. 301, formerly 40 [xiv, Greg, x], 7 x 5J, ff. 115 (32),
contains fragments of SS. Matthew, Luke, and John, with a catena. Codd.

221-3 must be cited cautiously: Alter appears to have made no syste
matic use of them.

224. Vind. Caes. Suppl. Gr. 97, formerly Kollar. 8 [xii], 5| x 4|,
ff. 97 (19), Kf(j&amp;gt;. t., Kf(t&amp;gt;., TiYX., Am., lect., syn., men., subscr., only con

tains St. Matthew. This copy came from Naples.

225. Vind. Caes. Suppl. Gr. 102, formerly Kollar. 9 [dated r\// or

A. D. 1192], 5| x 3|, ff. 171 (29), pict., lect., avayv., syn., men.

Codd. 226-233 are in the Escurial, described by D. G. Moldenhawer,
who collated them about 1783, loosely enough, for Birch s edition. In

1870 the Librarian, Jose Fernandez Montana (in order to correct Haenel s
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errors) sent to Mr. Wm. Kelly, who obligingly communicated it to me,
a complete catalogue of the four copies of the Greek Bible, and of nine

teen of the New Testament neither more or less, then at the Escurial,

with their present class-marks. I do not recognize, either in his list or

in that subjoined, the Codex Aureus containing the Four Gospels in

letters of gold, a work of the early part of the eleventh century/ spoken
of in the Globe newspaper of Oct. 3, 1872, on occasion of the fire at the

Escurial on Oct. 2, which however did not touch the manuscripts. Per

haps that Codex is in Latin, unless it be Evst. 40. See also Emmanuel

Miller, Cat. des MSS. Gr. de la Bibl. de 1 Escurial, Paris, A.D. 1848.

226. (Act. 108, Paul. 228.) Cod. Escurialensis X - iv. 17 [xi], 8vo, ff. ?,

on the finest vellum, richly ornamented, in a small, round, very neat

hand. Eus. t., &amp;lt;. t., lect., pict., nVX., Kf&amp;lt;p., Am., Eus. Many corrections

were made by a later hand, but the original text is valuable, and the

readings sometimes unique. Fairly collated.

227. Escurial. x- - 15 [xiii], 4to, ff. 158, jrrol., *e(/&amp;gt;. t., Am., pict.

A later hand, which dates from 1308, has been very busy in making cor

rections.

228. (Act. 109, Paul. 229.) Escurial. x- iv. 12 [xiv, Montana xvi],

8vo, ff. 1, chart. Once belonged to Nicolas Nathanael of Crete, then to

Andreas Damarius of Epidaurus, a calligrapher. Eus. t., syn}-

229. Escurial. x- iv - 21 [dated 1140], 8vo, ff. 296, written by Basil

Argyropolus, a notary. Mut. Mark xvi. 15-20; John i. 1-11. Pict.,

lect. ;
the latter by a hand of about the fourteenth century, which

retraced much of the discoloured ink, and corrected in the margin (since
mutilated by the binder) very many important readings of the first hand,
which often resemble those of ADK. i. 72. This copy must be mislaid,

as it is not in Montana s list.

230. Escurial.
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt; (Montana ^).

2
iii. 5 [dated Oct. 29, 1013, with the

wrong Indiction, 11 for 12 : Montana s date is 1014, and tha error is

probably not his: see p. 42, note 2], 4to, ff. 218, written by Luke a monk
and priest, with double syn.

z
, Carp., Kf(j). t., subscr., ftp., crrix- see

p. 67, note. An interesting copy, deemed by Moldenhawer worthy of

closer examination.

231. Escurial.
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt; (Montana^).

2
iii. 6 [xii], 4to, ff. 181, lect., Eus. t.

torn, Kf(f). t., a picture quae Marcum mentitur/ subscr., orix-, syn., men.

There are some marginal glosses by a later hand (which obelizes John

vii. 53 seq.],
and a Latin version above parts of St. Matthew.

232. Escurial. &amp;lt; (Montana ^).
2

iii. 7 [xiii: dated 1292, Montana],
4to, ff. 288, very elegant but otherwise a poor copy. Double syn., riVXot

in the margin of SS. Matthew and Luke, but elsewhere kept apart.

233. Escurial. Y. ii. 8 [xi ?, Montana xiii],
ff. 279, like Codd. 69 and

206, is partly of parchment, partly paper, in bad condition, and once

1 Thus, at least, I understand Moldenhawer s description, Evangeliis et Actis
Xtffu subjiciuntur dudum in vulgus notae.

* Others F.
3 By double syn. Moldenhawer may be supposed to mean here and in Cod. 232

both syn. and men.
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belonged to Matthew Dandolo, a Venetian noble. It has a catena, and
by reason of ligatures, &c. (see p. 43), is hard to read. Prol., &$. t.,

Eus. t. (apart), vers., prjp,., ori^.

234. (Act. 57, Paul. 72.) Cod. Havniensis reg. theol. 1322, formerly 1

[dated 1278], 10 x 7g, ff. 315 (35), 2 cols., one of the several copies
written by Theodore (see p. 43, note 1). This copy and Cod. 235 are
now in the Royal Library at Copenhagen, but were bought at Venice by
F. Rostgaard in 1699. The order of the books in Cod. 234 is described

p. 73. Carp., Eus. t., lect., syn., men., with many corrections. (C. G.
Hensler, 1784.)

235. Havniens. reg. theol. 1323, formerly 2 [dated 1314], 4to, ff.

279, chart., written by the lfpo/j.6, aXns Philotheus, though very incorrectly ;

the text agrees much with Codd. DK. i. 33 and the Harkleian Svriac.

K.((j&amp;gt;. t., lect.
;
the words are often ill divided and the stops misplaced

(Hensler).

236 J
. London, J.Bevan Braithwaite 3

[xi],
61 x 4$, ff. 256 (20), 7 chart.,

syn., men., Eus. t., Am., Kffy., some WrA., some lect., 0. t. Mut. at

beginning and at end after John ix. 28. Beautifully written. Bought at
Athens in 1889. Collated by W. C. Braithwaite.

Codd. 237-259 are nearly all Moscow manuscripts, and were

thoroughly collated by C. F. Matthaei, for his N. T., to be described in
Vol. II. These Russian codices were for the most part brought from
the twenty-two monasteries of Mount Athos by the monk Arsenius,
on the suggestion of the Patriarch Nico, in the reign of Michael, son
of Alexius (1645-76), and placed in the Library of the Holy Synod, at

Moscow.

*237. Mosc. S. Synod 42 [x], fol., ff. 288, Matthaei s d, from Philotheus

(a monastery), pict., with scholia, and Victor s commentary on St. Mark.

_*238.
Mosc. Syn. 48 (Mt. e) [xi], fol., ff. 355, Eus. t. (mut.}, */&amp;gt;. t.,

pict., with a catena and scholia
;
contains only SS. Matthew and Mark,

but is of good quality. This copy formed the basis of Matthaei s edition
of Victor s commentary on St. Mark, 1775 (Burgon).

*239. Mosc. Syn. 47 (Mt. g) [xi], fol., ff. 277, Eus. t.,
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;.

t. (Luke,

John), contains Mark xvi. 2-8
; Luke; John to xxi. 23, with scholia.

*240. Mosc. Syn. 49 (Mt. i) [xiij.fol., ff. 410, &amp;lt;. t., once belonging to

Philotheus, then to Dionynius (monasteries) on Athos, with the com

mentary of Euthymius Zigabenus. Mut. Mark viii. 12-34; xiv. 17-54;
Luke xv. 32 xvi. 8.

*241. Mosc. (Act. 104, Paul. 120, Apoc. 47) Dresdensis Reg. A. 172

(Tregelles), once Matthaei s (k) [xi], 4to, 8| x 6f , ff. 356 (31), prol.,

K((p. t., *f$., rirX., syn ,
men. (Gregory) ; Epp. proL, &amp;lt;. t., the whole

N. T. (p. 69, note), beautifully written, with rare readings. Bought by
Alexius for fifty-two aspri at the siege of Constantinople (A.D. 1453j, after-

1

Readings extracted by Griesbach (Symb. Grit. i. pp. 247-304) from the margin
of a copy of Mill s Greek Testament in the Bodleian, in his own or Thomas
Hearne s handwriting, were placed here, but are omitted. Scrivener (Cod.
Augiensis, Introd. p. xxxvi) has shown that they were derived from Evan. 440.
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wards given by Fachonius to a monastery at Athos, and thence called

8o%iapiiiv.

*242. Mosc. (Act. 105, Paul. 121, Apoc. 48) Syn. 380 (Mt. 1) [xii],

8vo, ff. 510, the whole N. T., with Psalms, &amp;lt;6W, prol., pict., Am.

243. Mosc. Cod. Typographei S. Syn. 13 (Mt. m) [xiv], fol., chart.,

ff. 224, from the Iberian monastery on Athos, contains SS. Matthew and
Luke with Theophylact s commentary.

*244. Mosc. Typograph. 1 (Mt. n) [xii], fol., ff. 274, pict., with

Euthymius Zigabenus commentary.

*245. Mosc. Syn. 265, 278, formerly (Greg.) (Mt. o) [dated 1199], 4to,

ff. 246, from the famous monastery of Batopedion, written by John,
a priest.

*246. Mosc. Syn. 261 (Mt. p) [xiv], 4to, chart., ff. 189, syn., Kf&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;. t.,

with marginal various readings. Mut. Matt. xii. 41 xiii. 55
;

John xvii. 24 xviii. 20.

*247. Mosc. Syn. 373 (Mt. q) [xii], 8vo, ff. 223, syn., men., *f$. t., &amp;lt;.,

Am., Eus., lect., prol., from Philotheus.

*248. Mosc. Syn. 264 (Mt. r) [dated 1275], 4to, ff. 260 (8 chart. + 252),

Kt(p. t. (chart.), Eus., lect., written by Meletius a Beraean for Cyrus

Alypius, oiKovopos of St. George s monastery, in the reign of Michael

Palaeologus (1259-82).

*249. Mosc. Syn. 94 (Mt. s) [xi], fol.. ff. 809 (more likely 309 as

Greg.), from UavTOKparvp monastery (as Cod. 74). Contains St. John
with a catena.

*250. Mosc. Syn. in a box (Mt. v) [xiii],
small 8vo, ff. 225, Carp.,

Eus. t., Kp. t., Am., Eus., syn., is the cursive portion of Cod V (see

p. 144, and note), John vii. 39 xxi. 25. It is also Wetstein s Cod. 87.

*251. Mosc. Tabularii Caesarei (Mt. x) [xi], 4to, ff. 270, Carp., Eus.t.,

2jict., Am., presented to a monastery in A. D. 1400.

*252. Dresd. Eeg. A. 145 (Tregelles), once Matthaei s (z) [xi], 8g X 7,

ff. 123 (31), Ke(f). t., Kf(j)., TtVX., Am., Eus., lect., avayv. (Greg.), with

corrections and double readings (as from another copy), but primd manu.

*253. Mosc. of Nicephorus Archbishop of Cherson et Slabinii

(Slaviansk 1) \ formerly belonged to the monastery of St. Michael at

Jerusalem (Mt. 10) [xi], fol., ff. 248, prol., *?$. t., Am., Eus., with

scholia, Victor s commentary on St. Mark, and rare readings, much

resembling those of Cod. 259.

*254. Dresd. A. 100 (Matthaei 11) (Tregelles) [xi], Il|x9i,
ff. 247 (24), *f(. t., Ke&amp;lt;f)., Am., Eus., pict., from the monastery of St.

Athanasius. Contains SS. Luke and John with scholia.

1

Holmes, Praefatio ad Pentateuchum, describes his Cod. 32 as e Codicibus

Eugenii, olim Archiepiscopi Slabinii et Chersonis. Nicephorus also is named
by Holmes as the editor of a Catena on the Octateuch and the four books of

Kings from the Constantinopolitan manuscripts (Leipzig, 1772-3), and is

described as primo Hieromonachus, et postea Archiepiscopus Slabiniensis et

Chersonensis, sedem Astracani habens (ubi supra, cap. iv).
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*255. Mosc. Syn. 139 (Mt. 12) [xiii], fol., ff. 299 chart. +9, once

Dionysii monachi rhetoris et amicorum. Commentaries of Chrysostom
and others (ffryrjTtKal e/cXoyai), with fragments of the text interspersed.

^
*256. Mosc. Typogr. Syn. 3 (Mt, 14) [ix ?], fol., ff. 147, scholia on

SS. Mark and Luke, with portions of the text. The commentary on
St. Mark is ascribed to Victor, but in this copy and the preceding the
scholia are but few in number (Burgon).

*257. Mosc. Syn. 120 (Mt. 15) is Evan. 0, described above.

*258. Dresd. Reg. A. 123 (Tregelles), (Mt. 17) [xiii], 8jx6j, ff. 126,

barbarously written; pict., lect., syn.

*259. Mosc. Syn. 45 (Mt. a) [xi], fol., ff. 263, Carp., Eus. t., prol.,

Kf(j). t., Am., Eus., syn., men., from the Iberian monastery, with a com

mentary (Victor s on St. Mark). This is one of Matthaei s best manu
scripts. His other twenty-two copies contain portions of Chrysostom,
and therefore come under the head of Patristic Quotations.

Codd. 260-469 were added to the list by Scholz : the very few he

professes to have collated thoroughly will be distinguished by an
asterisk.

260. Paris National. Gr. 51
[xiii], 12 x 8f, ff. 241 (24),^roZ., argent.,

Kf(f&amp;gt;. t., Kf&amp;lt;p., TiYA., Am., Eus., pict., once (like Cod. 309) domini du
Fresne

; correctly written.

261. Par. Nat. Gr. 52 [xivl, 11 x 8|, ff. 175, *ec/&amp;gt;. t., -X., *., Am.,
lect., avayv. (subscr., O-TIX. later), once at the monastery of the Forerunner
at Constantinople. Mut. Luke xxiv. 39-53. Matt. i. 1 xi. 1 supplied

[xiv] chart.

*262. Par. Nat. Gr. 53 [x], 12f x9|, ff. 212 (27), 2 cols., w0. t., #.,

some T/rX. (Am., Eus., harm, at bottom of page, except in Luke, John,
where too Am. is later), subscr., with rare readings, like those of Evan. A
and Evann. 300, 376, 428.

263. (Act. 117, Paul. 137.) Par. Nat. Gr. 61 [xiii], 8x6|, ff. 294

(28, 29), ice(j). t., *$., TiVX., Am., lect., subscr., &amp;lt;mx. Probably from

Asia Minor. It once belonged to Jo. Hurault Boistaller, as did Codd.

301, 306, 314.

264. Par. Nat. Gr. 65 [xiii], 4to, 8x5|, ff. 287 (20), 0. t., r/rX.,

K((}&amp;gt;., Am., Eus., harm., subscr., a-rix., syn., with what have been called

Coptic-like letters, but brought from the East in 1718 by Paul Lucas.

The leaves are misplaced in binding, as are those of Cod. 272. At
the foot of every page is a harmony like those in Codd. E, Wd

. See

p. 58, note 2 (Burgon).

Of these copies, 265-270, Burgon states that the grand 4to Cod. 265
seems to contain an important text, 270 a peculiar text, though less

beautiful externally than 266, 267, 269. Cod. 268 in double columns
has Eus. t. very superb, but pict. of Evangelists only sketched in ink.

Cod. 269, once belonging to Henry IV (in which the last leaf of St. Luke
is missing), is in its ancient binding, and is full of very uncommon repre
sentations of Gospel incidents.

VOL. I. Q
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265. Par. Nat. Gr. 66 [x], 9fx7|, ff. 372, &amp;lt;. t., rtYX., *&amp;lt;.,

once beloned to Philibert de la Mare.

266. Par. &quot;Nat. Gr. 67 [x], 9J x 6|, ff. 282 (23), &amp;lt;. *., rn-X., &amp;lt;.,

.4m., 7ec., subscr., vers., syn., men.

267. Par. Nat. Gr. 69 [x], 8 x 6-^ ff. 396 (19), prol., &amp;lt;. t., Am..Eus.
in same line, lect., dvayv., subscr., OTIX. J/wf. Matt. i. 1-8

;
Mark i. 1-7;

Luke i. 1-8
;
xxiv. 50 John i. 12.

268. Par. Nat. Gr. 73 [xii], 9| x 7|, ff. 217 (25), 2 cols., Carp., Eus. t.,

Kf&amp;lt;p. t., K(p., rtVX., Am., Eus., lect., syn., men., pict.

269. Par. Nat. Gr. 74 [xi], 9^ x 7f,
ff. 215 (28), prol., *$. t., &amp;lt;.,

TtYX., ^im., i&amp;gt;ers., ^ c., ^ws. t. (later).

270. Par. Nat. Gr. 75 [xi], 7^x5^, ff. 346 (19), &amp;lt;., rir\., Am., Eus.,

pict., syn., men., with a mixed text.

271. Par. Nat. Gr. Suppl. Gr. 75 [xii], 8vo, 7f x 5, ff. 252(22),
2 cols., Carp., Eus. t., K((J&amp;gt;. t., rtVX., $., Am., Eus., pict.

272. Brit. Mus. Addit. 15,581 [xii], 5\ x 4f, ff. 218 (21), .., &amp;lt;.,

few TiYX., .4m., -*ws. (mostly omitted). Once Melchisedek Thevenot s.

Gregory traces it through the Paris Nat. Library and Th. Rodd to the

Brit. Museum, which purchased it.

273. Par. Nat. Gr. 79, 4to, 8|x6, ff. 201 (29-31), Carp., Eus. t.,

K(j). t. with harm., *e$., rtVX M Am., Eus., syn., men., subscr., vers., and

syn., men. again in the later hand, on vellum [xii],
but partly on cotton

paper [xiv], contains also some scholia, extracts from Severianus commen

tary, annals of the Gospels, a list of the Gospel parables, with a mixed
text.

274. Par. Nat. Gr. Suppl. Gr. 79 [x], 9| x6|, ff. 232 (26), &amp;lt;., -X.,

Am., lect., syn., men., once belonged to Maximus Panagiotes, protocanon
of the Church at Callipolis (there were many places of this name : but

see Evan. 346). Mut. (but supplied in a later hand) Mark i. 1-17; vi.

21-54; John i. 1-20; iii. 18 iv. 1; vii. 23-42; ix. 10-27; xviii.

12-29. Dean Burgon had a photograph of this manuscript, which he

regarded as a specimen of the transition period between uncial and cursive

writing. The subscription, resembling that of Cod. L, set in the margin
of Cod. 274, he judges to look as old as that of L : see Chapter IX, Mark
xvi. 9-20.

275. Par. Nat. Gr. 80 [xi], 10| x 8J, ff. 230 (24), prol., argent., /ce&amp;lt;.
t.,

Ke(f)., riVX., Am., Eus., antea Memmianus.

276. Par. Nat. Gr. 81 [A.D. 1092], 7|x5|, ff. 307, Eus. t., K^. t.,

K&amp;lt;p., riVX., Am., Eus., lect., pict., vers., written by Nicephorus of the

monastery Meletius.

277. Par. Nat. Gr. 81 A
[xi], 6f x 5f ,

ff. 261, Carp., Eus. t., *$. t.,

Kf&amp;lt;p., TtVX., lect., Am., Eus., subscr., or/^. (avayv., syn., men., pict. later).

278. Par. Nat. Gr. 82
[xii, Greg. A.D. 1072], 8 x

5J,
ff. 305 (21), Carp.,

Eus. t., Kf)., TiYX., lect., Am., Eus., syn., men., vers., pict., once Mazarin s,

with Armenian inscriptions. Mutt. xiii. 43 xvii. 5 is in a later

hand.
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279. Par. Nat. Gr. 86
[xii], 7x5|, ff. 250, Eus. t., &amp;lt;. t., 0., rtVX.,

lect., Am., Eus., syn. ;
this copy and Cod. 294 were brought from Patmos

and given to Louis XIV in 1686 by Joseph Georgirenus, Archbishop of
Samos.

280. Par. Nat, Gr. 87
[xii], 7f X 5J, ff. 177 (25, 26), &amp;lt;.

t., KC&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;., nVX.,
Am., Eus., syn., subscr., cm*. Mut. Mark viii. 3 xv. 36.

281. Par. Nat. Gr. 88
[xii], 8f x6i, ff. 249 (22, 23), Eus. t., *.,

TiYX., Am., subscr.
(lect. later). Mut. Matt, xxviii. 11-20; Luke i. 1-9.

Given to the Monastery Deiparae Hieracis by the eremite monk
Meletius.

282. Par. Nat. Gr. 90 [A.D. 1176], 7 x 5, ff. 150 (33), 2 cols., argent.,
ice(}). t., *(/&amp;gt;., TtVX., lect., subscr. (Am. later).

283. Par. Nat. Gr. 92
[xiv], 1\ x 5, ff. 159 (32), 0., rtVX.

284. Par. Nat. Gr. 93
[xiii], 7| x 5|, ff. 254 (22), Carp., Eus. t., argent.,

Kf4&amp;gt;. t., K(f)., riYX., some lect., Am., Eus., subscr., pict. Once Teller s of
Rheims and Peter Stella s.

O Q? K

285. Par. Nat. Gr. 95, olim - -
[xiv], 7x5|, ff. 246 (22), &amp;lt;. t.,O

K(f)., subscr., pict., once Teller s (58) : given by Augustin Justinian to

Jo. Maria of Catana. This codex is Raster s Paris 1 and &quot;Wetstein s 10.

See Evan. 10.

286. Par. Nat. Gr. 96 [April 12, 1432, Indiction 10], 8 x 5, by the
monk Calistus, with the Paschal canon for the years 1432-1502. Ff. 264

(21), chart., Carp., &$. t., *e&amp;lt;., nYX., Am., Eus.

287. Par. Nat. Gr. 98 [A.D. 1478], 9| x5j, chart., ff. 322 (18), .,

TtVX., Am., pict. Written by Hermonymus (see Evan. 70), with a most

interesting personal memorandum by its original owner D. Cham-
bellan, and a portrait of his betrothed, 1479. Burgon, Guardian, Jan.

22, 1873.

288. According to Dr. C. E. Gregory, the following three fragments
are parts of the same MS.

(1) Oxf. Bodl. Canon. Gr. 33 (Scriv. Ed. iii. Evan. 487), St. Matthew;
once belonged to Antony Dizomaeus.

(2) Par. Nat. Gr. 99, once German Brixius . St. Luke.

(3) Par. Institut. Ill in Quarto (Scriv. Ed. iii. Evan. 471), St. John.

On the first page is written C. Emmerei Sanguntiniani, emptus 40
assibus. M. Tardieu, the librarian, informed Dean Burgon that it came
from the City Library, to which it was bequeathed by M. Morrian,

procureur du roi et de la ville de Paris.

[xv], 9|x6-i-, chart., ff. 90 + 93 + 67 (18), . (Gr. et Lat.), TtVX.

(i(f(f).
Lat. only in Luke) : written by George Hermonymus. (F. Madan

from Omont, Bulletin de la societe de 1 histoire, Paris, tome xii, 1885,
and Gregory.)

289. Par. Nat. Gr. 100 A [A.D. Feb. 15, 1625], chart., ff. 336, capp.
Lat., written by Lucas dpxidvrrjs.

290. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 108 a
[xiii],

8 x 5|, chart., ff. 259 (22),

argent., *e$. t. with harm., Kf(f&amp;gt;., lect., avayv., syn., subscr., ari^., vers., from
the Sorbonne.
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291. Par. Nat. Gr. 1 1 3 [xii], 8| x 5, ff. 290 (20), prol, argent., &amp;lt;. t.,

Kf(f&amp;gt;., r/rX., lect., avayv., belonged to one Nicolas.

292. Par. Nat. Gr. 114 [xi], 7|x4, ff. 290, &amp;lt;., rir\., Am., Eus.,

lect., syn. (later), pict. Mut. Matt. i. 1 vii. 14
;
John xix. 14 xxi. 25.

293. Par. Nat. Gr. 117 [Nov. 1262], 5| x 3, ff. 340 (20), prol,

argent., *&amp;lt;?&amp;lt;. t., K((f&amp;gt;., TIT\., Am., syn., subscr., cm^., pict., written by Manuel
for Blasius a monk.

294. Par. Nat. Gr. 118 [A.D. 1291], ff. 238, 0., -X., Am., Eus.,

lect., pict. Mut. Matt. i. 18 xii. 25. See Evan. 279.

295. Par. Nat. Gr. 120 [xiii],
4 x2f, ff. 239, &amp;lt;e&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;. t., $., -X. Mut.

Matt. i. 1-11.

296. (Act. 124, Paul. 49, Apoc. 57.) Par. Nat. Gr. 123 and 124 [xvi],

4| x 3|, ff. 257 and 303 (20), capp. Lat., written by Angelus Vergecius

(see p. 44, note 1).

297. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 140 [xii], 5| x 3, ff. 196, *($. t., some Am.,
lect., syn., men.

298. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 175 [xii], 7\x5\, ff. 222 (27), . t., $.,

TiYX., Am., lect., avayv., syn., men., from the Jesuits Public Library,

Lyons.

*299. Par. Nat. Gr. 177
[xi], 10|x8i, ff. 328 (24), Carp., Eus. t.,

prol., Kf&amp;lt;p. t., KJ)., TiVX., Am., Eus., subscr., pict., an accurately written

copy with a mixed text, Victor s commentary on St. Mark, and scholia

which seem to have been written in Syria by a partisan of Theodore of

Mopsuestia : and other fragments.

*300. Par. Nat. Gr. 186 [xi], 13 x9*, ff. 209 (36), Eus. t., /&amp;lt;. t.,

Kt&amp;lt;J)., TtVX., Am., Eus., more roughly written than the sister-copy,
Evan. 20, olim Fonte-Blandensis (Fontainbleau), contains the first

three Gospels, with subscriptions like that of Cod. 262. Contains catena,

Trdpfp-ya de locis selectis, and in the outer margin commentaries in a

later hand, Chrysostom s on St. Matthew, Victor s or Cyril s of Alexandria

on St. Mark (Evann. 20, 300 mention both names), and that of Titus of

Bostra on St. Luke. See Evan. 428, and especially Evan. 215. Collated

by Scholz and &quot;W. F. Rose.

301. Par. Nat, Gr. 187
[xi], 13|xlOj, ff. 221 (22), 0. t., Am.,

subscr., O-T-IX., once Boistaller s, a mixed text with a catena (Victor on St.

Mark).

302. Par. Nat. Gr. 193 [xvij. chart., ff. 172, once Mazarin s : contains

fragments of SS. Matthew and Luke with a commentary. Poor.

303. Par. Nat. Gr. 194 A [xi], HJx9J, ff. 321 (33), syn. (later),
contains vellum fragments of John i-iv

;
and on cotton paper, dated

1255, Theophylact s commentary, and some iambic verses written by
Nicander, a monk.

304. Par. Nat. Gr. 194 [xiii], 10|x8,ff. 242 (31-33), once Teller s;

contains SS. Matthew and Mark with a catena, that of St. Mark possibly
a modification of Victor s (Burgon).
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305. Par. Nat. Gr. 195
[xiii], 12 x9, chart., ff. 261 (51, 54), 0. .

all together,
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;.,

rir\. (Am., lect. later), once Mazarin s. Burgon states
that this copy contains nothing but the commentary of Euthymius
Zigabenus.

306. Par. Nat. Gr. 197
[xii], 11 x 8, ff. 559 (25), mat. John xxi. 1-8,

24, 25, once Boistaller s, contains SS. Matthew and John with Theophy-
lact s commentary.

307. Par. Nat. Gr. 199 [xi], llf x 8f, ff. 306 (30), mut., contains only
Chrysostom s Homilies on SS. Matthew and John (Burgon).

308. Par. Nat. Gr. 200
[xii], 11 x8|, ff. 187 (27), once Mazarin s;

mut., contains the same as Cod. 307.

309. Par. Nat. Gr. 201 [x-xii], 10x 7, ff. 303 (37), very peculiar
in its style and beautifully written, jrict., once Du Fresne s, has SS.
Matthew and John with Chrysostom s commentary, Luke with that of
Titus of Bostra, Mark with Victor s. This is not properly a text of the

Gospel : but parts of the text (m/neiw) interwoven with the commentary
(ipiuptui) (Burgon, Last Twelve Verses, pp. 282, 287).

310. Par. Nat. Gr. 202 [xi], 12x8, ff. 378 (27), has St. Matthew
with a catena, once Colbert s (as also were Evann. 267, 273, 279, 281-3,
286-8, 291, 294, 296, 315, 318-9). Formerly given to St. Saba d

monastery by its Provost Arsenius.

311. Par. Nat. Gr. 203
[xii],

14 x 11 J, ff. 357 (28), once Mazarin s;
this also has St. Matthew with a catena.

312. Par. Nat. Gr. 206 [A.D. 1308], 10Jx8, ff. 87 (30), Victor s

commentary without the text, like that in Cod. 20, which (and Cod. 300)
it closely resembles (Burgon, ibid. p. 279, note).

313. Par. Nat. Gr. 208 [xiv or xv], 12 x 8J, chart., ff. 460, mut., once
Mazarin s

; contains St. Luke with a catena.

314. Par. Nat. Gr. 209 [x-xii], 1 1 x 8, ff. 349 (32), once Boistaller s,

contains St. John with a remarkable catena (quite different from that

published by Cramer), with the names of the several authors (Burgon).

315. Par. Nat. Gr. 210 [xiii], 10| x 7f, ff. 156, has the same contents
as Cod. 314. Mut. John i. 1-21

;
xiv. 25 xv. 16

;
xxi. 22-25.

316. Par. Nat. Gr. 211
[xii], 13| x8|, chart., ff. 129 (33), &amp;lt;.. rVX.,

brought from Constantinople. Contains SS. John and Luke with a

commentary.
317. Par. Nat, Gr. 212

[xii], 12fx9, ff. 352 (29), olim Medicaeus

(see p. 121, note 2), contains John x. 9 xxi. 25 with a catena.

318. Par. Nat. Gr. 213 [xiv], 13| x9|, ff. 16, 2 cols., has John vii. 1

xxi. 25 with a commentary.

319. Par. Nat. Gr. 231 [xii], 8J x 6, ff. 203 (33), with a commentary,
mut.

^
320. Par. Nat. Gr. 232 [xi], 9 x 7, ff. 392 (21), *. t., &amp;lt;., VX., has

St. Luke with a commentary.

321, 322 are Evst. 101 and 14 (Burgon, Greg.). Instead of these
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321. Brit. Mus. Addit. 34,107 [xi-xii], 5 x 4, ff. 213 (21-24), mut. at

beginning (five leaves) ; *e&amp;lt;., *e$. t., Am. Very minute. Purchased of

H. L. Dupuis, Esq., in 1891.

322. Brit. Mus. Addit, 34,108 [xiii], 8J x6j,ff. 175 (28), (148 membr.

+ 17 chart.}, Carp., Eus. t., prol., **&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;. t., Kt$., TIT\., lect., Am., Eus.,

subscr., a-rix; syn. Seventeen leaves of paper are added at the end

containing Luke iv. 3 viii. 19, syn., men. [xv]. The writing is clear

and firm, injured in part. Belonged to monastery of Pfi/S^ : purchased
of H. L. Dupuis in 1891.

323. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 118 [xv or xvi], 8Jx5f, chart., ff. 94,

contains Matt, vi, vii, and a Greek version of some Arabic fables.

324. (Evst. 97, Apost. 32.) Par. Nat, Gr. 376 [xiii or xiv], 7| x 5,

ff. 315 (29), Carp., Eus. t., $. t., Kf&amp;lt;p., rtVX., Am., Eus., lect. (syn., men.

later), once Mazarin s, together with lessons from the Acts, Epistle?, and

Gospels, contains also Gospels complete (on cotton paper), and a list of

Emperors from Constantine to Manuel Porphyrogenitus (A.D. 1143).

325. Instead of 325 (Ed. 3), which is Evst, 99
Brit. Mus. Addit. 32,341 [xi], 7f x 6, ff. 222 (23), prol., 0. t., 0.,

TiVX., lect., Am., Eus., subscr., syn. Mut. Matt. vi. 56 vii. 17
;
Luke xi.

1732
;
xxiv. 26 John i. 22

;
end of syn. worn and faded. Purchased

of the Bev. G. J. Chester in 1884.

326. Par. Nat. Gr. 378 [xiv], chart., ff. 255, contains commentaries

(ep[j.r]Vfia)
on certain ecclesiastical lessons or texts (TO Ktlptvov). This is

not a manuscript of the Gospels, properly so called.

327 and 328 are Evst. 99 and 100 (Burg. Greg.). Instead

327. London, J. Bevan Braithwaite 1
[xii],

8 x 7, ff. 98 (21), rtVX., $.,

Am., Eus., subscr., prol., &amp;lt;. t. Mut. beg. and end. Contains St. Mark
and St. Luke. Bought at Athens in 1884 with the next. (Collated, as

also the next, by W. C. Braithwaite.) (Greg. 531.)

328. J. Bevan Braithwaite 2 [xiii-xiv], 4| x 3, 2 vols., ff. 97+113=
210 (29), lect., nVX., $. Mut. Matt. i. 1-12. Well written. (Greg. 573.)

329. Par. Nat. Coisl. Gr. 19 [xi], 12f x 9J, ff. 321 (25), 0. t. (John),
subscr. (Luke), cmx. (Luke, John), with a commentary (Victor s on St.

Mark). Described (as is also Cod. 331) by Montfaucon.

330. (Act. 132, Paul. 131.) Formerly Petrop. Muralt. 101-xi. 1, 2,

330. (8 pe.) Coislin. 196 [xi], 9 x 7, ff. 289 (30), Eus. t.,prol. Kf&amp;gt;. t., *($.,

Am., Eus., men., subscr., Euthal., subscr. (Paul.), from Athanasius at Athos.

331. Par. Nat. Coisl. Gr. 197 [x-xii], 9J x 7, ff. 275 (20), Carp., Eus. t.,

prol., Kt(f).t., &amp;lt;$., TLT\.,Am., Eus., lect., once Hector D Ailli s, Bishop of Toul.

332. Taurinensis Univ. C. ii. 4 (20) [xi], at Turin, 12|x9, ff. 304

(33), *6&amp;lt;. t., K&amp;lt;p., T/rX., pict., with a commentary (Victor s on St. Mark).
Bound in A.D. 1258. Burgon cites Pasinus Catalogue, P. i. p. 91.

333. Taurin. B. i. 9 (4) [A.D. 1214], 13gxlO, ff. 377, chart., once

belonged to Arsenius, Abp. of Monembasia in the Morea, then to

Gabriel, metropolitan of Philadelphia; SS. Matthew and John with

Nicetas catena.
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334. Taurin. B. iii. 8 (43) [xiv], 11-^x8^, ff. 267, SS. Matthew and
Mark with a commentary ; prol., Kf&amp;lt;p. t., &amp;lt;&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;.,

riVA.

335. Taurin. B. iii. 2 (44) [xvi], chart., ll^xS*, ff. 110 (29), prol,

argent., crrt^. (Matt.).

336. Taurin. B. ii. 17 (101) [xvi], chart., llf x 8|, ff. 191 +, St. Luke
with a catena.

337. Taurin. B. iii. 25 (52) [xii], llj x8|, ff. 114 (28), 2 cols., parts
of St. Matthew with a commentary.

338. Taurin. B. vii. 33 (335) [xii], 5J x 4J-, ff. 362 (18), Carp., Eus. t.,

Ke(j). t., e(/&amp;gt;., TtVX., Am., Eus., pict.

339. (Act. 135, Paul. 170, Apoc. 83.) Taurin. B. v. 8 (302) [xiii],
8

x6^, ff. 200, 2 cols., Carp., Eus. t., Keep. t., $., rtrX., Am., Eus., syn.,

men., Euthal. (Act., Cath., Paul.), and other matter 1
.

340. Taurin. B. vii. 16 (344) [xiv], 5f x4J, ff. 243 (21), &amp;lt;. t.
(&amp;lt;.,

TiYX., Am., lect. later), with later corrections.

341. Taurin. B. vii. 14(350) [dated 1296], 6 x 4f ,
ff. 268 (24), Carp.,

Kp. t., lect. Written by Nicetas Alauron, a reader.

342. Taurin. B. v. 24 (149) [xiii], 8 x6, ff. 300 (21), Carp., Eus.t.,

Ke(f). t., Ke0., TiVX., Am., Eus., pict.

343. Mediolani Ambrosianus H. 13 Sup. [xi or
xii], 7 x 4f ,

ff. 263,

Carp., Eus. t., K(p. t., (., TiVX., Am., Eus., lect. (later), pict. Written by
Antony, a priest, on Sunday, Sept. 1, of the third Indiction, which in the

twelfth century, might be A.D. 1140 or 1185. Seen by Burgon.

344. Med. Ambros. G. 16 Sup. [x-xii], 6f x 4f,
ff. 327 (19), Carp.

(later), /&amp;lt;. t., (., rrrX., Am.
(lect., syn. later), subscr. Mut. John

xxi. 12-25. But Luke xiii. 21 xvi. 23; xxi. 12[?] ;
xxii. 12-23;

xxiii. 45 John xxi. 25 are [xiv] chart. First page of St. Matthew, and
several of the early pages of St. Luke, have been re-written over the

original text. (Burgon.)

345. Med. Ambros. 17 Sup. [xi or xii], 5f x4j, ff. 375 (15), 2 cols.,

K((p., nVX., Am., Eus., lect., subscr., pr^., OTIX., vers., pict. (John), (syn.,

men. later). Mut. Matt. i. 1-11.

*346. Med. Ambros. S. 23 Sup. [xii], 8f x 6J, ff. 168, &amp;lt;. t.,

Kf&amp;lt;p., TtVX., Am., lect., subscr., pf/fi., OTIX., syn., men., carelessly written, with

very unusual readings
2

. Mut. John iii. 26 vii. 52. Bought in 1606 at

Gallipoli. Collated by Ceriani for Professor Ferrar, by Burgon and Kose

from Luke xxi. 37 .... xxiv. 53. Last of Abbott s four (see Evan. 13).

He gives a facsimile of Luke xi. 4951.

347. Med. Ambros. 35 Sup. [xii], 9x6j, ff. 245 (15), 2 cols., Carp.,
1 Written in three several and minute hands (Hort) : A for the Gospels, the

Epistle of Pilate and its Answer, and a treatise on the genealogy of the Virgin ;

B for the Apocalypse and a Synaxarion ;
C the Acts, Cath. Paul. (Hebrews last),

and Lives of the Apostles, followed on the same page by the Psalter by B, so

that Apoc. and syn. probably stood last.
2 This manuscript appears to be the only Greek witness for the Old Latin and

Curetonian Syriac variation Matt. i. 16
leuar)&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;

ca nvrjarevOTJaa irap9(vos naptaft

iv TW \t~f6p.evov x&quot;
But then it was written in Italy, as Ceriani judges.
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*$. t., vers., Kf(j)., TiVX., Am., Eus., lect., correctly written by Constantino

Chrysographus.

348. Med. Ambros. B. 56 Sup. [Dec. 29, 1022], 7f x5|, ff. 187,

2 cols., Carp., Eus. t., prol., Kf(f&amp;gt;., nYX., Am., Eus., lect., syn., men., once

J. V. Pinelli. Citations from the O. T. are asterisked. Burgon had a

photograph.

349. Med. Ambros. F. 61 Sup. [1322], chart., 8|x5|, if. 399, &amp;lt;.,

TiVA., Am., subscr., syn., men., vers., bought at Corfu.

350. Med. Ambros. B. 62 Sup. [xi], 7f-x6*-, ff. 305 (21), *!&amp;gt;., nYX.,

Am., lect., pict. (syn., men. later). The first four leaves [xvi], cJiart.

Mut. John xxi. 9-25.

351. Med. Ambros. B. 70 Sup. [xi or xii], 8J x 6, ff. 268 (22), Carp.,
Eus. t., Kftf). t., Am., Eus., subscr., with a Latin version [xv] here and

there written above the text school-boy fashion. Burgon.

352. Med. Ambros. B. 93 Sup. [xii], 9f x 7-g-,
ff. 219 (20), &amp;lt;., nYX.,

Am. (later), brought from Calabria, 1607. Mut. Matt. i. 1-17 ;
Mark

i. 1-15; xvi. 13-20; Luke i. 1-7; xxiv. 43-53; John i. 1-10; xxi.

3-25. Lect. in margin, and the faded ink retouched [xiv].

353. Med. Ambros. M. 93 Sup. [xiii], 11^x61, if. 194 (23), .,

rtVX., Am., Eus., lect. (in latter parts, later), with the same commentary
as Evan. 181. Mut. John xxi. 24, 25.

354. Venetiis Marcianus 29 [xi],
ff. 9| x 6, if. 442 (22), Matt, with

Theophylact ;
ch. xxviii is wanting. Written in a very large hand, and

bought at Constantinople in 1419 (Burgon, Guardian, Oct. 29, 1873).

355. Ven. Marc. 541 [xi ?],
6 x 4|, ff. 410 (18), Carp., Eus. t., &amp;lt;. t.,

Kf&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;., TiYA., Am., Eus., lect. (later), syn. (later still), a sumptuous and

peculiar copy.

356. Ven. Marc. 545 [xvi], chart., 8| x 6, ff. 176 (21), with Titus of

Bostra s catena on St. Luke. A note runs thus : Ai/r&mou roil AyyeX/ov
KOI xPWfl Kat KTrja-fi, pro quo solvit librario qui descripserat HS. cxxvi.

1. A . 3.

357. Ven. Marc. 28 [xi], 12^x8$, ff. 281 (35), $. t. (rather later),

Kf(f)., nVX., lect., SS. Luke and John with a catena. The titles resemble

those of Evan. 69.

358. Mutinensis ii. A. 9 [xiv], 6x4f, if.?, $. t., 0., nYX., Am.,
Eus., lect. (later), subscr., at Modena, in a small hand with rude
illuminations.

359. Mutin. [242], iii. B. 16 [xiv], 7| x 4|, if.?, with slight decora

tions, on brownish paper, having scribe s name on last page. Carp.,
Eus. t., prol., Kf(j). t., Kf(f)., TiYX., Am., Eus. (later), lect., syn., men.

360. Parmae reg. 2319 [xi], 7| x 6*, ff. ?, *$. t., K^., nYA., Am., Eus.,
lect. (later), vers., pict. (syn., men. later still), with an unusual text, in

double columns, collated by De Eossi, who once possessed tins codex and

361. Parmae reg. 1821
[xiii], 4^x3^, ff. 1, &amp;lt;. t. with harm., Uct.,
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dvayv., subscr., OTIX., syn., men., faded. Mut. Luke viii. 14 xi. 20.

Fully described (as also Cod. 360) in De Rossi s printed Catalogue.

362. Florentiae Laurentianus Conv. Soppr. 176, formerly Cod. Bib-
lioth. S. MariaeNo. 74

[xiii], 13|x9,ff. 314 (32), Luke vi. 29 xii.10,
with a fuller catena than Cramer s, citing the names of Greek expositors.
Text in vermilion, commentary in black (Burgou). Described, like
Evann. 201, 370, by Jo. Lamy, De eruditione Apostolorum, Florent.

1738, p. 239.

363. (Act. 144, Paul. 180.) Flor. Laur. vi. 13
[xiii],

a beautiful small

4to, 8Jx5g, ff. 306 (32), argent., Ke$. t. with harm., lect., avayv., subscr.,
OTIX., vers.

;
Euthal. (Paul., Cath.).

364. Flor. Laur. vi. 24
[xiii, Greg, x], 8vo, 5$x4, ff. 224 (20), avayv.

(Kf(f)., TiYA., Am., Eus. only in Matt., lect. later), (syn., men. xv), the

style of the characters rather peculiar, without the usual breaks between
the Gospels; some leaves at the beginning and end

[xiv].

365. (Act. ^145,
Paul. 181.) Flor. Laur. vi. 36

[xiii], 4to, 7jx5|,
ff. 358 (33), Eus. t., (., nYA., Am., vers., pict., contains also the Psalms.
Scholz collated it in select passages. See Gregory, who saw it.

366. Flor. Laur. Conv. Soppr. 171 (St. Maria s No. 20), [xii], a

grand fol., Il|x8, ff. 323 (31), #., rir\., with harm., St. Matthew
in vermilion with catena in black. Mut. ch. i. 1 ii.16, with many later

marginal notes. Entirely dissimilar in style from Cod. 362.

367. (Act. 146, Paul. 182, Apoc. 23.) Flor. Laur. Conv. Soppr. 53 (St.
Maria s No. 6 [dated 26 Decembr. 1332], 4 to, chart., 9f x 7, ff. 349 (32),
prol., Kf$. t., K0., TirX., Am., lect., subscr., vers., vrix-, syn., men., written

by one Mark. Bought in 1482 for three aurei by the Benedictines of
St. Maria (Burgon).

368. (Act. 150, Apoc. 84.) Flor. Eiccardianus 84, in the Libreria

Eiccardi, olim Cosmae Oricellarii et amicorum (Evan. 255) [xv], 8vo,
chart., 6J-X4-J, ff. 124 (21), contains St. John s Gospel, the Apocalypse,
the Epistles and lessons from them, with Plato s Epistles, carelessly written.

369. Flor. Eicc. 90 [xii or xiv], 4to, 5-x4J, ff. 23 + (25), 0., nYA.,

Am., Eus., lect., contains Mark vi. 25 ix. 45
; x. 17 xvi. 9, with part

of a Greek Grammar and Avieni Fabulae. The text is much
rubricated.

370. Flor. Eicc. 5 [xiv], fol., chart., 10| x 7f ,
ff. 424, 0., rirA., Am.,

lect., with Theophylact s commentary. Mut. Matt. i. 1 iv. 17; John
xvi. 29 xxi. 25. Described by Lamy, see Evan. 362.

371. Eom. Vatican. Gr. 1159 [x], 4to, 8x6J, ff. 315 (21), Eus. t.,

K(f). t., Kf&amp;lt;p., TiVA., Am., Eus., pict.

372. Eom. Vat. Gr. 1161 [xv], 4to, 9|x6|, ff. 199 (30), capp. Lat.,
ends John iii. 1 . Beautifully written.

373. Eom. Vat. Gr. 1423 [xv], fol., chart., 16* x 11, ff. 221 (46), Am.,
subscr., OTIX., olim Cardinalis Sirleti, with a catena, mut. in fine.

G. Sirlet [1514-85] became Librarian of the Vatican 1573.
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374. Rom. Vat, Gr. 1445 [xii], fol., 11 x 8$, ff. 173 (45), pict. (&amp;lt;.

., *$., TiYX. later), with a commentary ascribed to Peter of Laodicea,
who is also named on the fly-leaf of Cod. 138. Burgon, however,

says, This is simply a mistake. No such work exists : and the com

mentary on the second Evangelist is that of Victor, ubi supra, p. 286.

In 1221 one John procured it from Theodosiopolis ;
there were at least

five cities of that name, three of them in Asia Minor.

375. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1533 [xii], 6f x 5J, ff. 199 (26), 2 cols., Eus. t.,

Kf(j). t., Ke(f)., TtVX., Am., Eus., pict.

376. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1539 [xi], 4 x 3, if. 185 (28), &amp;lt;. t., &amp;lt;., rtVX.,

Am., subscr., given by Francis Accidas. With subscriptions resembling
those of Codd. A, 262, 300 (see pp. 160, 161, and note).

377. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1618 [xv], chart., 12 x 8J, ff. 339 (30), St. Mat
thew with a catena, the other Gospels with questions and answers.

378. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1658 [xiv], 12 x 8g, ff. 1, portions from St.

Matthew with Chrysostom s Homilies, and from the prophets.

379. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1769 [xv], chart., ll(j x 8, ff. 437 (27), &amp;lt;. t.,

&amp;lt;., TiYX., with a commentary.

380. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2139 [xv], chart., 9 x 6, ff. 202 (23), Carp.,
Eus. t., prol., &amp;lt;f&amp;lt;j).

t. (caj)p. Lat.), Am., Eus., subscr.

381. Rom. Palatine- Vat, Gr. 20 [xiv], chart., 12 X 9|, ff. 226 (33),
St. Luke with a catena.

382. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2070 [xiii],
8 X 7\, ff. 167 (24), 2 cols., 0. t.,

Kf&amp;lt;f)., riYX., Am., lect., subscr., OTIX. ,
olim Basil., carelessly written, frag

ments of SS. John and Luke are placed by the binder before SS. Matthew
and Mark. Much is lost.

383. 384, 385 are all Collegii Romani [xvi], 4to, chart., with a commen

tary.

386. (Act, 151, Paul. 199, Apoc. 70 : see p. 72, note.) Rom. Vat, Otto-

bon. 66 [xv], ll x 8|, ff. 393 (24), Eus. t., 0. t., lect., avayv., subscr.,

OTIX., syn., men., Euthal. (Oath., Paul.), once Jo. Angeli ducis ab

Altamps/ as also Codd. 388, 389, 390, Paul. 202.

387. Rom. Vat. Ottob. 204 [xii], 8^ x 6, ff. 298 (21), lect., subscr.,

O-TIX.

388. Rom. Vat, Ottob, 212 [xii], 8^ X 6, ff. 315 (21), argent., $. t.,

nap., riYX., Am., Eus., lect., avayv., subscr., OTIX., pict., syn., men., once

belonged to Alexius and Theodora.

389. Rom. Vat, Ottob. 297
[xi], 6f x 5|, ff. 192 (23), Eus. t., *e&amp;lt;. t.,

Kt&amp;lt;p.,
TtVX. with harm., Am., Eus., subscr., O-TIX.

390. (Act. 164, Paul. 203.) Rom. Vat. Ottob. 381 [dated 1282], 4to,
8 1 x 6, ff. 336 (29), Carp., Eus. t., prol., *(/&amp;gt;. t., *$., nVX., Am., Eus.,

lect., subscr., .vers., syn., men. ; Euthal. (Paul.), with scholia, was in

a church at Scio A.D. 1359.

391. Rom. Vat. Ottob. 432 [xi, April 13, Indiction 8], 11 1 x 9, ff.
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232 (17), Carp., prol., *&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;. t., $., nVX., Am., Eus., with a commentary.
Given to Benedict XIII (1724-30) by Abachum Andriani, an abbot of
Athos. Matt. i. 1-8

;
Luke i

; John vii. 53 viii. 1 1 were written [xv].

392. Rom. Barberin. v. 17, formerly 225, is the cursive portion of
Evan. Y [xii], 11 x 8,ff. (391-8=) 383 (3G), 0., rn-A., with Theophy-
lact s commentary.

393. (Act. 167, Paul. 185.) Eom. Vallicell. E. 22 [xvi], chart.,

Wl x 6|, ff. 222 (34), Kt&amp;gt;.,
rir\.

(lect. later).

394. (Act. 170, Paul. 186.) Rom. Vallicell. F. 17 [July 4, 1330, Indict.

13], chart., 9|- x 6|-,ff. 344 (29), argent., &amp;lt;. t., lect., avayv., syn., men.,
written by Michael, a priest.

395. Rom. Casanatensis G. iv. 1
[xii], 11 x 8J, ff. 1, /&amp;lt;.

t., rn-A.,

Am., Eus.,pict., with marginal corrections, bought about 1765.

396. Rom. Chisianus R. iv. 6
[xii], 8f x 6J, ff. 115 (27), argent.,

Kp. t., Kfip., TtVA., Am., Eus., begins Matt, xxiii. 27.

397. Rom. Vallicell. E. 40 [xv], 9| x 8, ff. 295 (10), St. John with
a catena (described by Bianchini).

398. Taurin. Univ. C. ii. 5
[xiii,

or xvi in Pasinus Catalogue], select

passages with a catena, 12^ x 8|, chart., ff. 310 (30), 2 cols.

399. Taurin. C. ii. 14 [xv, or xvi in Pasinus Cat.], chart., llf x 8,
ff. 404 (22), prol., Ke(f). t., vers., commentary, sometimes without the text.

Found by Dr. Hort to contain SS. John, Luke (with Titus of Bostra s

commentary), Matthew, hoc ordine. See p. 73.

400. (Act. 181, Paul. 200.) Berolinensis Reg. A. Duodec. 10, Diezii

[xv], 5 x 3f, ff. 249 (14-16), EuthaL, mut., damaged by fire and water,
contains Matt. xii. 29 xiii. 2 : and the Acts and Epistles, except Acts
i. 11 ii. 11; Kom. i. 1-27; i Cor. xiv. 12 xv. 46; 2 Cor. i. 1-8;
v. 4-19

;
i Tim. iv. 1 Heb. i. 9. This copy belonged to Henry Benzil,

Archbishop of Upsal, then to Laurence Benzelstierna, Bishop of Arosen :

it was described by C. Aurivill (1802), collated by G. T. Pappelbaum
(1815).

401. Neapolit. Bibl. Nat. II. Aa. 3 [xi or
xii], 8 x 6, ff. 113 (23),

Kf&amp;lt;f). t., Kf(j)., nVA., Am., vers. (later), contains Matthew, Mark vi. 1

xvi. 20, Luke, John i. 1 xii. 1.

402. Neapol. Nat. II. Aa. 5 [xiv or xv], 6 x 4J, ff. 253 (24), 0. t.,

lect., avayv., SubsCT., O-TLX-

403. Neapol. Nat. II. Aa. 4 [xii or
xiii], chart., 7 x 4|, ff. 212 (22),

argent., $. t., Am., lect., men. Contains Matt. xii. 23 xix. 12
;
28

xxviii. 20; Mark; Luke i. 1 v. 21; 36 xxiv. 53; John i. 1

xviii. 36.

404. Neapol. Abbatis Scotti [xi], 8vo, prol. Not known.

The manuscripts once belonging to the Nani family, which include

Evan. U, were catalogued by J. A. Mingarelli ( Graeci codices manu
scripti apud Nanios Patricios Venetos asservati, Bononiae, 1784), and,

being now at St. Mark s, were inspected by Burgon.
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405. Venet. Marc. i. 10, olim Nan. 3, antea monasterii SS. Cosmae et

Damiani urbis Prusieus s, i.e. Brusa or Prusa [xi], 8|x 7, fF. 228 (22),

Carp., Eus. t., Ke(f&amp;gt;. t., TtYX., Kf(f)., Am., Eus., lect., subscr., the leaves utterly

disarranged by the binder. (Wiedmann and J. G. J. Braun collated

portions of 405-417 for Scholz.)

406. Yen. Marc. i. 10, Nan. 4 [xi], 6| x 5|, ff. 297 (18), $. t., $.,

TiYX., Am. (not Eus.}, few lect. Mut. Mark iv. 41 v. 14; Luke iii. 16

iv. 4.

407. Ven. Marc. i. 12, Nan. 5 [xi], 6 x 5J, ff. 87 (21), contains Luke
v. 30 John ix. 2. K.60. t., **&amp;lt;., rirX., Am., lect., pict., ori^oi /3c5 at the

end of St. Luke, subscr., vers.

408. Ven. Marc. i. 14, Nan. 7
[xii], 9J x 5, ff. 261 (22), once be

longed to St. John Chi ysostom s monastery, by the Jordan, as stated in

a note of the original scribe. Carp., Eus. t., xtff). t., $., nYX., Am., Eus.,
few lect., O-TI X., subscr., vers., pict., full stops very numerous in the text.

Matt. i. 1-13 and syn. later.

409. Ven. Marc. i. 15, Nan. 8 [xii or xiv], 8 x 5-J, ff. 210 (28), the

writing and pict. very rough, the stops being mostly red crosses. Carp.,
Eus. t., prol., K(^). t., nVX., KJ&amp;gt;.,

Am. (not Eus.}, lect., vers., subscr., OTIX.,

syn., men., foreign matter by Cosmas, &c. (see p. 66).

410. Ven. Marc. i. 17, Nan. 10 [xiii
or xiv], 9]- x 6f , chart., ff. 212,

written by one Joasaph a monk, Carp., Eus. t., prol. [xiii]
on parchment,

K((J). t. on paper. K0., nYX., Am. (not Eus.}, lect., prol., vers., subscr.,

OT/X., syn., men.

411. Ven. Marc. i. 18, Nan. 11 [x or xi], 6J x 4|, ff. 375 (20), very

beautifully written in upright characters. Carp., Eus. t., prol., matter

by Cosmas (see p. 66), &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;. t., nYX., Kt&amp;lt;p., Am., Eus., lect., syn., men., vers.

Pict. torn out.

412. Ven. Marc. i. 19, Nan. 12 [1301], 7 x 5, ff. 327 (22), written

by Theodore (see p. 43, note 1). Carp., Eus. t., prol., *e0. t.,Tir\., *e0.,

Am., Eus., lect., syn., men., O-TLX-, vers. In text it much resembles

Scrivener s q and r by the same hand, without being identical with

either.

413. Ven. Marc. i. 20, Nan. 13 [1302, Indiction 15], 8f- X 6f, ff. 270

(24), once belonged to St. Catherine s monastery on Sinai, where Cod. N
was found, and is elegantly written by one Theodosius paKfv^vrtjs. Carp.,
Eus. t., prol., Kf&amp;lt;p. t., rtrX., Kf&amp;lt;p., Am., Eus., rude pict., lect., subscr., ori^.,

syn., men.

414. Ven. Marc. i. 21, Nan. 14 [xiv], 9|- x 6J, ff. 225 (26), &amp;lt;., nYX.,

Am., lect., subscr., syn., men., written by Philip, a monk.

415. Ven. Marc. i. 22, Nan. 15 [dated January, 1356], 7 X 5, S.I,

syn., men., rude picl., *e&amp;lt;. t., Kf$., TiYX., avayv., subscr.

416. Ven. Marc. i. 24, Nan. 17 [xiv], 7f x 5|, ff. 225 (22), very

roughly written, begins Matt. xxv. 36, ends John xviii. 7. Mut. Matt.

xxvi. 17 xxvii. 17; 35 Mark ii. 27. Kf0. t. (*f0., nVX. later), Am.,
Eus., lect. (later), avayv, with changes by different hands.
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417. Yen. Marc. i. 25, Nan. 18 [xii-xiv], 9 x 5|, ff. 112 (27, 26),
begins Matt. v. 44, ends Luke vi. 9.

Ke&amp;lt;., nVX., ^m., .**., led. (later),
subscr.

418. Yen.
^

Marc. i. 28, Nan. 21 [xv], chart., 8| x 6, ff. 110 (17),
2 cols., contains SS. Matthew and Mark, down to ch. xiii. 32, unfinished,
in two columns. Kf0. . with harm., &amp;lt;., riVX., Jm. (not Eus.), lect.,

many red crosses for stops.

419. Ven. Marc. i. 60, formerly at St. Michael s, Venice, prope
Murianum, 241 [xi or xii], 7| x 6, ff. 260 (22), ends John xxi. 7

(described by J. B. Mittarelli, Venice, 1779). Mut. John viii. 44 xi. 32,

supplied by a later hand. K&amp;lt;. t., rtVX., /&amp;lt;., Am. (not Eus.), lect., with
red musical notes.

420. Messanensis Univ. 18 (Schulz s 237) [xiv], 6| x 4^, ff. 127 (22),

Carp., Eus. t., prol. (irpoypap.^), Kftp. t., Keep., nrX. with harm., also harm.
at bottom of the page, Am., Eus., subscr., OTIX., vers., pict., by different

hands, with readings from other copies (inspected by Munter, as was
Cod. 421).

421. (Act. 17G, Paul. 218.) Syracusanus (Schulz s 238) [xii]?, once
Landolini s

; prol., Eus. t. Dr. Gregory could not find it.

422. Monacensis Eeg. 210, at Munich [xi or
later], 9-J-

x 6, ff. 256

(28), 2 cols., Carp., prol., K((p. t., riVX., &amp;lt;e(p., Am., Eus. (partially), lect.

(later), subscr., ort^., syn., men., roughly written in two columns by the
monk Joseph, but St. John in a somewhat more recent hand

;
described

by Ignatius Hardt and Dean Burgon. It abounds with itacisms and

strange blunders, and other tokens of great ignorance on the part of the
scribe.

^
423. Mon. Reg. 36 [1556], chart., 13| x 9J, ff. 465 (30), contains

St. Matthew with Nicetas catena. Marked To/xos A and superbly bound,
as in Cod. 432. The same scribe wrote Codd. 424, 425, 432 (Burgou).

424. Mon. Reg. 83 [xvi], chart.. 13| x 8f ,
ff. 399, contains St. Luke

with the commentary of Titus of Bostra and others.

425. Mon. Reg. 37 [xvi] chart., 13| x 9, ff. 576 (30), second volume of

423, contains St. John with a very full catena of Nicetas. Marked
Tofjios B.

426. Mon. Reg. 473, once Augsburg 9 [xiv], 9| x 6f, chart., ff. 208

(26), Kf&amp;lt;p. t., contains Luke vi. 17 xi. 26 with Nicetas catena, the

second of four volumes
(8evrfpoi&amp;gt;

ruiv Tfaadptav rev^os rS)i&amp;gt; (Is TO Kara AOVKUV

ayiov evayyt\Miv KOTO.
(Tvvayu&amp;gt;yr)v e^rfyrjcreatv).

427. Mon. Reg. 465, Augsburg 10 [xii or xiii], 10 J x 8|, ff. 140

(34), Am., lect.
(pr)^., (TTLX. Luke), written by one Maurus, contains

SS. Luke and Mark with Theophylact s (and Victor s
1) commentary.

428. Mon. Reg. 381, Augsburg 11 [xiii], 12| x 9, chart., ff. 335

(33), with rude pictures of the Evangelists on a vellum leaf. Its sub

scriptions are like those of Evann. A, 262, &c. The commentary is

Theophylact s.

429. Mon. Reg. 208 [xii or xiii], a superb 4to, 10| x 9, ff. 234 (35),
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2 cols., written by John, a priest and exStKo? magnae ecclesiae, contains

Luke i. 1 ii. 39 with a catena, questions and answers from SS. Matthew
and John, with the text. Burgon declares that the date June 20,

A.D. 978, Indiction 6, which we took from Scholz (see above, p. 41,

note 2), is that of the manuscript this was copied from, not of Cod. 429

itself. In that case we have another early dated cursive the less.

Gregory, Prolegomena, p. 449, inclines to the placing of this MS. amongst
the uncials.

430. Mon. Keg. 437 [xi], llf x 8|, ff. 354 (24), contains John i-viii

with the catena of Nicetas, metropolitan of Heraclia Serrarum in Mace

donia, now Xevosna. Martin Crusius of Tubingen procured it from

Leontius, a Cyprian monk, in 1590, and sent it to the Library at Augs
burg.

431. (Act. 180, Paul. 238.) Molsheimensis
[xii],

Eus. t., prol. with

many unusual readings, was brought to Strasburg from the Jesuits

College at Molsheim in Alsace. Extracts were made from it by the

Jesuit Hermann Goldhagen (N. T. Mogunt. 1753), and it was collated by
Arendt, 1833. Periit a. 1870, Gregory.

432. Mon. Eeg. 99 [xvi], chart., 13| x 8& ff. 572 (30), contains

St. Mark with the commentary of Victor of Antioch, being the same

copy as Peltanus used for his Latin edition of that work, Ingolstad,
1580.

433. Berolinensis Reg. MS. 4to, 12 (kn) (Schulz s 239) [xi or xii],

8 x 5f ,
ff. 80 (24), Ke$. t., Kfty., riVX., Am., Eus., lect., brought from the

East by &quot;W. Ern. de Knobelsdorf, with a mixed text and many errors in

very minute letters. It contains Matt. i. 1-21
;

vi. 12-32
;

xxii. 25

xxviii. 20; Mark i. 1 v. 29; ix. 21- xiii. 12; Luke viii. 27 John
ix. 21

;
xx. 15 xxi. 25. (G. T. Pappelbaum, 1824.)

434. Vindobon. Caes. 71, formerly 42 [xiv], llf x 7f, ff. 424 (29),

contains St. Luke with a catena. Like Codd. 218, &c., bought at Con

stantinople by De Busbeck.

435. Lugd.-Bat. Bibl. Univ. Gronovii 137 (Schulz s 245) [x], 8| X 6,
ff. 284 (24), pict. Mut. Matt. i. 20 ii. 13

;
xxii. 4-9 (John x. 14 xxi.

25 in a rather later hand). It has a somewhat unusual text (collated,

as was also Evan. 122, by J. Dermout, Collectanea Critica in N. T.,

1825).

436. Meerman. 117 [A.D. 1322], ff. 277. Dr. Gregory has traced this

MS. to No. 54 in the library of the Jesuit College at Clermont, then to

Meerman, then to Payne a London bookseller, who bought it in 1824.

It is not known now. For the MS. once in Dean Burgon s possession but

in the Bodleian Library, see Evan. 562.

437. Petropol. Caes. [xi],
like Cod. E of the Pauline Epistles, one

leaf of the Colbert Pentateuch, and some other manuscripts, has found its

way from the Coislin library and the Abbey of St. Germain des Pres

near Paris, to St. Petersburg. It was written by Michael Cerularius,

Patriarch of Constantinople, and noticed by Matthaei (N. T. iii. p. 99,

2nd ed.). Not in Muralt s List.
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438. Brit Mus. Addit. 5111, 5112 (Askew 621) [A. D. 1189], 10 x 7,
ff. 211 and 241 (18), Carp., Eus. t., $. t., pict., *0., rn-A., Am., Eus.

(no subscr.}. It was written by Gregory a monk, and is in two volumes,
containing severally Matt, and Mark, Luke and John.

439. Brit. Mus. Addit. 5107 (Askew 622) [dated April, 1159, Ind. 7],
12 x 9J, ff. 219 (23), 2 cols., written by the monk Nepho, at Athos,
Carp., Eus. t., &amp;lt;. t., pict., YA., Act0., Am., Eus. (Bloomfield).

440. (Act. Ill, Paul. 221.) Camb.Univ. Libr. Mm. vi. 9
[xii], 7 x 5|,

ff. 288 (28), Eus. t., &amp;lt;., nYA., led., Am., syn. (later) ; prol. (C ath. and

Paul.), snbscr. (Paul.). From this copy Griesbach s readings in Cod. 236
were derived. Described below under Scrivener s v before Evan. 507.

441. 442, at Cambridge, must be removed from Scholz s list
; they

are printed, editions with manuscript notes. Cod. 441 is Act. 110, Paul.
222

;
Cod. 442 is Act. 152, Paul. 223.

443. Camb. Univ. Libr. JSTn. ii. 36, once Askew 624 [xii], 11 x 81,
ff. 235 (24), 2 cols

, Carp., Eus. t., *e0. t., riYA., Am., Eus., some lect.

(later), syn., men., prol. The Kf
&amp;lt;pd\aia proper are subdivided in this

copy, e.g. the 19th of St. Matthew, into no less than thirteen parts
(see p. 64, note 2). For the titles of the Gospels, see Evan. 69. Evan.
443 was bought for the University Library in 1775 for 20, at the
celebrated book-sale of Anthony Askew [1722-74], the learned physician
who projected an edition of Aeschylus. See Marsh on Michaelis, vol. ii.

pp. 661-2.

444. (Act. 153, Paul. 240.) Brit. Mus. Harl. 5796 [xv], 10Jx7fc, ff.

324 (2629), Ktty. t., TiYA., lect., ovayv., subscr., mix-, syn., men., neatly
written, sold in 1537 aspris 500 :

]

bought at Smyrna in 1722 by
Bernard Mould.

445. Brit. Mus. Harl. 5736 [A.D. 1506], chart., 8 x 6, ff. 194 (24),

Ke0., r/rA., Am., lect., in the hand Antonii cujusdam eparchi, once (like

Apoc. 31) in the Jesuits College, Agen, on the Garonne.

446. Brit. Mus. Harl. 5777 [xv], 9x6, ff. 228 or 231 (25), &amp;lt;., rn-A.,

Am., lect., Ke&amp;lt;j).
t. (not Matt.), subscr. (Luke), syn., men. Mut. Matt. i.

1-17
;
Mark i. 7-9

;
Luke i. 1-18

;
John i. 1-22, by a person who mis

chievously cut out the ornaments. It is clearly but unskilfully written,
and Covell states on the outer leaf that it seems a copy from his manu-

script, noted above as Evan. 65. This codex is Cov. 5 (Bloomfield).

447. Brit. Mus. Harl. 5784 [xv], 1\ x 5f, ff. 329 (21), Eus. t., prol,

Kf). t., orn., Kf(j&amp;gt;., TiVX., lect., subscr., OTI^., prol. (Paul.) ;
well written,

and much like

448. Brit. Mus. Harl. 5790 [dated Rome, April 25, 1478], 12^x81,
ff. 299 (22), Kt(p. t., pict., Kt(j)., TiYA. in margin, subscr., beautifully written

by John Rhosus of Crete a priest for Francis Gonzaga Cardinal of S. Maria
Nuova : belonged to Giovanni Pietro Arrivabene.

449. Brit. Mus. Addit. 4950-1 [xiii], 5x3^, 2 vols., ff. 146 and 171,

1 The asper or asprum was a mediaeval Greek silver coin (derived from aairpos,

albus) ; we may infer its value from a passage cited by Ducange from Vincentiua
Bellovac. xxx. 75 quindecim drachmas seu asperos.
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(23), proL, Kf(f). t., pict., Kerf)., TIT\., fact., Am., Eus., men., syn., clearly and

carefully written
;
once Caesar de Missy s (see Evan. 44).

Out of this whole mass of 190 manuscripts, Scholz collated five entire

(262, 299, 300, 301, 346), eleven in the greater part (260, 270, 271,

277, 284, 285, 298, 324, 353, 382, 428), many in a few places, and not

a few seem to have been left by him untouched. His list of Oriental

manuscripts (Evann. 450-469), as it is given in the first volume of his

Greek Testament (Proleg. pp. xcvi-xcvii)
1

,
has been withdrawn from the

catalogue of cursive copies of the Gospels, in deference to the wish of the

Dean of Chichester (Letter iii addressed to myself in the Guardian news

paper, July 5, 1882). It must be confessed indeed that Scholz s account

of what he had seen in the East about 1823 cannot be easily reconciled

with the description of the Rev. H. 0. Coxe of the Bodleian Library

thirty-five years later
( Report to Her Majesty s Government of the

Greek Manuscripts yet remaining in the Libraries of the Levant, 1858
);

that most of the books which Scholz catalogued at St. Saba on the Dead
Sea were removed before 1875, as Mr. F. W. Pennefather informs us, to

the Great Greek Convent of the Cross at Jerusalem
;
and that at least

four of them were brought to Parham in Sussex from St. Saba in 1834 by
the late Lord de la Zouche. Instead of Scholz s seven (450-6), Coxe saw
fourteen copies of the Gospels at Jerusalem

; twenty of the Gospels

(besides a noble palimpsest of the Orestes and Phoenissae) at St. Saba

after the four had been subtracted, instead of Scholz s ten (457-466) ;
at

Patmos five instead of Scholz s three (467-469). In spite of one s

respect for the memory of that zealous and worthy labourer, M. A. Scholz,

with whom I hud a personal conference regarding our common studies in

1845, I cannot help acquiescing in Dean Burgou s decision, though not,

perhaps, without some natural reluctance.

1 450. Great Gr. Monastery at Jerusalem 1 [July 1, 1043], 8vo, syn., Eus. t., first

three Gospels with an Arabic version, neatly written by a reader, Euphemius.
This appears to be Coxe s 6, 4to, St. Luke only.

451. Jerusalem 2 [xii], 8vo. 452. Jerusalem 3 [xiv], 8vo.

453. Jerusalem 4 [xiv], 8vo. 454. Jerusalem 5 [xiv], 8vo.

455. Jerusalem 6 [xiv], 4to, with a commentary.
456. Jerusalem 7 [xiii], 4to, St. Matthew with a commentary, neatly written.

Perhaps Coxe s 43 [xi], in gold wnciaZletters.

457. St. Saba 2 [xiii], 4to, syn., men., is Act. 186, Paul. 234.

458. St. Saba 3 [dated 1272, Indiction 15], 16mo.
459. St. Saba 7 [xii], 8vo. 460. St. Saba 8 [xii], 8vo.

461. See Evan. 481.

462. St. Saba 10 fxivl, 4to, is also Act. 187, Paul. 235, Apoc. 86.

463. St. Saba 11 [xiv], 4to, chart. 464. St. Saba 12 [xi], 4to.

465. St. Saba 19 [xiiil, Svo.

466. St. Saba 20 [xiii], Svo, is Act. 189, Paul. 237, Apoc. 862 or 89. Also from
a monastery in the island of Patmos.

467. [xi], 4to. 468. [xii], Svo, with a commentary. 469. [xiv], 4to.



CHAPTEE VIII.

CURSIVE MANUSCRIPTS OF THE GOSPELS.

PART II.

have already intimated that Tischendorf has chosen to

make no addition to the numerical list of cursive manu

scripts furnished by Scholz, preferring to indicate the fresh

materials which have since come to light by another notation,

derived from the names of the collators or the places where they
are deposited. As this plan has proved in practice very incon

venient, it is no wonder that Dean Burgon, after casting away
Scholz s numbers from 450 to 469, on account of their evident

inaccuracy, which has since then received definite proof, should

have assigned numerals to the cursives unknown to Scholz from

450 to 737, still excluding, as far as was then possible, those

whose location or character was uncertain. Burgon s method, as

laid down in his Letters in the Guardian for July 5, 12, 19, 26,

1882, having the priority of publication, and being arranged with

regard to the places where the manuscripts are deposited rather

than to their actual collators, may as well be adopted as any other

that might be made. The only important point to be secured is

that all scholars should employ the SAME NUMBERS when

speaking of the SAME MANUSCRIPTS.
It is greatly to be regretted that Dr. C. R. Gregory, even upon

advice tendered by other critics, if such was the case, should

have neglected the important principle laid down in the preced

ing sentence, and in Part II of his very valuable Prolegomena
to Tischendorf s eighth edition, published seven years after the

third edition of this work, should have helped to make confusion

worse confounded in this large and increasing field. But it is

not my object to assail one who has done this study very great

VOL. I. R
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service, but only to point out an inconvenience which I shall

endeavour to minimize as far as I can. It is clear that Dr.

Scrivener s order, being the first out, and having been followed

since then in quotations in books, and notably by the late

learned Abbe Martin, cannot be allowed to drop. I have there

fore followed it in the succeeding pages. But it has been my
object to bring together the two lists as soon as possible after the

close of Dr. Scrivener s, and the end of the supplementary lists

of Dean Burgon and the Abbe
7

Martin, and to follow, as far as the

case will admit, the lead of Dr. Gregory, where he has every

right to prescribe the series of numbers. Unfortunately, this

course is not always open, because when the time has arrived it

is found that some MSS. have been already forestalled, and

others are in arrear.

It should be added, that the number of the MSS. as standing
in Dr. Gregory s list, where it varies from the present, is given
at the end of the account of each manuscript; and reversely

a table is added at the end of this volume of the varying numbers

in this list which answer to the numbers in Dr. Gregory s list.

We begin with the following twenty Italian manuscripts,

added to our previous list of cursive copies of the Gospels by

Burgon in Letters addressed to Dr. Scrivener and inserted in

the Guardian of Jan. 29 and Feb. 5, 1873.

450. Ferrara, Univ. 119, NA. 4 [xiv], 8vo, ff. 1, KC&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;.

t. (Lat. later),

Am., lect., syn., men. (Lat. syn. later). (Greg. 581.)

451. (Act. 194, Paul. 222, Apoc. 102.) Ferr. Univ. 187, 188, NA. 7

[A. D. 1334], 6f x 4f, chart., ff. 1, capp. Lat., containing the whole New
Testament : the only divisions recognized are those of the modern

chapters in vermilion. (Greg. 582.)

452. Parma, Reg. 5 [xi or xii], 13|-x9i, ff. 284 (21), Carp., Eus. t.,

argent., *$. t., $., nYX., Am., Eus., lect., pict., syn., men., once belong

ing to the Bonvisi family, then transferred to the Public Library at

Lucca. As superb a copy as any known, the illuminations gorgeous, the

first page of the Gospel and other portions in gold, with a luxurious

prodigality of miniatures. (Greg. 583.)

453. Parma, Reg. 95 [xi, or older], 7f x 5^, ff. 318, Kf&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;. t., &amp;lt;($., riVX.,

Am., Eus., lect., subscr., very tastefully decorated. Mut. Matt. i. 1-20.

Lect. and marginal corrections by the first hand in vermilion. (Greg.

584.)

454. Modena, Bibl. Estensis ii. A. 1 [xi or xii], a beautiful copy, 1\ x

4|, ff. 1, syn. at beginning and end, 0. t., &amp;lt;*&amp;lt;}&amp;gt;.,
TtVX., Am., Eus., superb

pict., men., with slight marginal corrections of the text. (Greg. 585.)
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455. Mod. Bibl. Est. ii. A. 5 [xiv], 6 x 4f-, fF. 239 (20), argent., 0. .,

$., to., avayv., subscr., crrix-, verrf., syw., men., small and neat, without
f. or illuminations. (Greg. 586.)

Here also is a late copy of Victor of Antioch s commentary on St. Mark.

456. Milan, in the great Ambrosian Library, M. 48 sup., 8f x 7f,
ff. 183, prol., argent., K0. t., Kf)., nVX., Am., pict., beautifully written,

pict. almost obliterated. Am. (not Eus.}. The last leaf more recent.

(Greg. 587.)

457. Milan, Ambros. E. 63 sup. [May, 1321, Indiction 4], 8| x 5, ff.

221, Eus. t., prol., (/&amp;gt;. t., Kp., nYX., Am., Eus., lect., avayv., subscr., pict.
Mut. Luke xxiv. 5 John i. 8, and the early part of John v. Am. (not
Eus.}, lect., pict. (Greg. 588.)

458. 459, 460. For these Dr. Gregory inserts Milan, Ambr. A. 178

sup., Parmae Reg. 15, Rom. Corsin. 41. G. 16, but without explanation.
See below, Evann. 830, 831, 837.

458. Milan, Ambros. D. 161 inf. [xvi], transcribed from an original
in the Vatican, chart. St. Mark s Gospel with Victor of Antioch s

commentary.

459. Milan, Ambros. D. 282 inf., transcribed by John Sancta Maura,
a one-eyed Cyprian, aged 74, June 9, 1612 : chart., with a catena.

460. Milan, Ambros. D. 298 inf., transcribed by the same, fol., chart.

These two codices purport to be commentaries of Peter of Laodicea on
St. John and St. Mark respectively : but such titles are quite mislead

ing. See Burgon, Letter to Guardian, Feb. 5, 1873.

461. (Act. 197, Paul. 223.) Milan, Ambros. Z. 34 sup. [xiii or xiv],

chart., 6| x 4f ,
ff. 295 (31), Ke0. t., *f$., nYX., Am., syn., men., subscr.,

pro*., OTIX., vers., with pict. on vellum not belonging to it. The
order of its contents is Catholic Epp., Pauline Epp., syn., Gospels.

(Greg. 592.)

462. Venice, Ven. Marc. i. 58
[xiii], 9| x 7, ff. 153 (22), &amp;lt;. t., 0.,

TtrX., Am., lect.,; wrongly called an Evangelistarium in the Supplementary
Catalogue, contains only Mark i. 44 Luke xxiv. 53; John i. 15

xi. 13. (Greg. 593.)

463. Instead of Ven. i. xxxix. 8, 7, or Nan. 27, which appears to be a

commentary Ven. Marc. ii. 7 [xiv], 12f x 9|, ff. 430 (31), 0. t. (John),

Kf(f)., rtVX., with Euthymius Zigabenus commentary. (Greg. 600.)

464. Ven. Marc. i. 59 [xii, Greg, xiii], 6^ x 4|-, *(/&amp;gt;. t., *e$., nYX. (lect.,

subscr., O-T/X. later), with very remarkable readings. Burgon collated

sixteen chapters in the several Gospels. (Greg. 597.)

465. Ven. Marc. i. 57 [xi or xii], llfx 8J, ff. 228 (29), **&amp;lt;. t., **$.,

TtVX., ends Mark xii. 18, with Theophylact s commentary. (Greg. 596.)

466. Ven. Marc. 494 [xv, Greg, xiii], 16f xlli, chart., ff. 320 (50),
2 cols., full of various Patristic matter. (Greg. 598.)

467. Ven. Marc. 495 [xv], 16 X 11J, chart., ff. 437 (42), &amp;lt;. t., &amp;lt;.,

TtVX., Am., lect., vers., described by Zanetti, p. 259, with a commentary
(Victor s on St. Mark). (Greg. 599.)

B 2
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We do not include Ven. Marc. i. 61, which is a mere catena on Matt.

i ix, or an unnumbered catena of St. Luke in the same Library, or

Ven. M. 1, an uncial copy of the Old Testament [ix ?],
at the end of

which are found Carp., Eus. t. of unique fullness, as if the Gospels were

to follow.

468. Ven. Marc. 56 [xvi], fol., chart., llf x7|, ff.?, 0. t. (John),

capp. Lat., Am., lect., syn., wrongly set down by Scholz as Evst. 143,

contains the Gospels, beginning Matt. v. 44. It was once S. Michaelis

Venet. prope Murianum/ and is described in Mittarelli s Catalogue of

that Library, p. 1099. (Greg. 595.)

469. Quaritch i. [xi-xii], 10x7i, ff. 1 (19), prol., *}&amp;gt;. t., &amp;lt;., rir\.,

Am., Eus., headings. Mut. at beginning and at beginning of St. Luke and

end of St. John. Beautifully written in gold letters. (E. M., March 18,

1893.)

470. Ven. s. Lazarus 1531 [xiii, Greg, xiv], 10 x 7f, ff. 234 (?), 0. t.,

prol. (John), lect., avayv. (later), subscr., TTi\., is a fragment of the Gos

pels containing Matt. i. 22 Luke xxiii. 15
;
33-48. (Greg. 594.)

471. Quaritch ii. [xi], 5|x4|, ff. ? (25), Carp., Eus. t., *e$. t., &amp;lt;.,

TtVX., Am., Eus., lect., subscr., O-TIX., avayv. Mut. here and there : beauti

fully written, and otherwise complete. Belonged to the Hon. Frederic

North. (E. M., March 18, 1893.)

472. (Act, 235, Paul. 276, Apoc. 103.) Poictiers [xvi], small folio,

chart., of the whole New Testament, as described to Burgon by M. Dar-

tige, the librarian there. Two librarians named Cavou successfully robbed

the library, and probably sold miniatures and pictures. (H. C. Hoskier.)
G. Haenel (Catal. Librorum MSS. Lips. 1830) names this and another of

the whole N. T. at Arras [xv], 8vo, but of the latter the librarian,

M. Wicquot, knows nothing.

Edward de Muralt, in his N. T. ad fidem codicis principis Vatican!,
1848 (p. Ill), inserts a collation of eleven manuscripts (five of the Gos

pels, one Psalter with hymns, five Lectionaries), chiefly at St. Petersburg.
He also describes them in his Preface (pp. lv-lvii), and in the Catalogue
of Greek Manuscripts in the Imperial Library there. The copies of the

Gospels are

473. 2Pe, 81 Hort (Petrop. vi. 470) [ix-x Hort], 8| X o, ff. 405 (18,

19), Am., Eus. t., pict., Kf&amp;lt;f). t., Kf(p., rtVA. (in silver uncials), subscr., a

purple MS. with golden letters, very beautiful, said to have been written

by the Empress Theodora. Mut. John xi. 26-48
;

xiii. 2-23. St. Mark
of this MS. was edited by J. Belsheim with facsimile in 1885 (Jacob

Dybwad, Christiania). Highly valued by some critics. (Greg. 565.)

474. 4Pe, Petrop. 98. Formerly Pogodini 472 [xii or xiii],
ff. 194 (23,

24), Eus. t., Kt(f). t., Am., Eus., lect., pict. (Greg. 571.)

475. 7Pe, Petrop. ix. 3. 471 [A.D. 1062], 9f X 7, ff. 357 (12), Eus. t.,

Kt(f). t., Kf(j&amp;gt;., T[T\., a-rix; pict., lect., syn., men., with Victor s Commentary
on St. Mark. (Greg. 569.)

476. 8Pe, Petrop. Muralt. 105 [xii or
xiii], 7 X 4|, ff. 225 (27), Kt&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;. t.,

pict. Brought by Titoff from Turkey.
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477. UPC, Petrop. 118 (Q. v. I, 15) [xv], 7 x 5|, S. 384, Eus. t., pict.,

syn., men., written for Demetrius Palaeologus.

478 \ tisch.
1

Leipzig, Univ. Libr. Tisch. iv. [x], 6f x 5, ff. 360 (21),

Carp., Eus. t., prol, $., Am., Eus., lect., men., subscr., vers. Brought
by Tischendorf from the East (Tisch., Anecdota sacra et profana, pp. 20-
29). (Greg. 564.)

479. tisch.
2

Petrop. Muralt. 97 [xii], 7f x6l, ff. 191. Mut. Matt. i.

1-16; 30
;
John xvi. 20 xx. 25. (Tisch.. Notitia Cod. Sinait., p. 60.)

(Greg. 570.)

480. tisch.
3

Petrop. Muralt. 99 [xii], 7|x4|, ff. 19 (12), Matt. viii.

3 ix. 50. (Tisch., Notitia Cod. Sinait., p. 64.) (Greg. 572.)

481. Petrop. (Scholz s 461, St. Saba 9) [May 7, 835, Indiction 13],

63- X 3 1, ff. 344 (19), K((p., riVX., lect. The date, being the earliest known
of a Greek N. T. MS., is plainly visible in a photographed facsimile in

Exempla Codicum Graecorum literis minusculis scriptorum (fol.,

Heidelberg, 1878), Tab. 1, by &quot;Wattenbach and von Velsen. This

precious treasure was the property of Porphyry Uspensky, Bp. of Kiow,
but is now at St. Petersburg. (See Greg. 461.)

The five following are in the Bodleian Library, and for the most part
uncollated:

482. Oxf. Bodl. Cromwell 15
[xi], 8 X 6J, ff. 216 (24), exquisitely

written, with textual corrections in the margin. Carp., Eus. t., prol.,

Kp. t., TiYX., Kf(f&amp;gt;., Am., Eus., lect. (few in later hand). Mut. Mark xvi. 17

(raura)-end ;
John xix. 29 end. This copy and the next in order came

in 1727 from navroKparap on Athos. (Greg. 527.)

483. Oxf. Bodl. Crom. 16 [xi], 8 x 6, ff. 354 (20), fairly written. The

Gospels are followed by the Proper Lessons for the Holy Week. Pict.,

Carp., Eus. t., e0. t., Am., Eus., syn. (later), ap^ai and reX?/. Collated

in 1749 by Th. Mangey, Prebendary of Durham, the editor of Philo

[1684-1755]. It is well worth proper examination (E. B. Nicholson,

Bodley s Librarian). (Greg. 528.)

484. Oxf. Bodl. Misc. Gr. 17, Auct. D. Infra 2, 21 [xi], 5^x4, ff. 363

(20), prol., K((p. t., Keep., TtVX., Am., lect., subscr., syn., men., in text said to

resemble Cod. 71, once Humphrey Wanley s [1672-1726], bought in

1776 by Sam. Smalbroke, fifty-four years Canon Residentiary of Lich-

field, was presented by him on his eightieth birthday, June 4, 1800.

(Greg. 529.)

485. Oxf. Bodl. Misc. Gr. 141, Eawl. G. 3 [xi],
6 x 4J, ff. 303 (20),

with some foreign matter, has
Ke&amp;lt;p. t., Kf(f&amp;gt;., ru-X., Am., a few Eus., apxa &amp;lt;-

and Tf\r), subscr. Mut. John xxi. 3-24. (Greg. 430.)

486. Oxf. Bodl. Misc. Gr. 293, Auct. T. V. 34 [xii or xiii], 7 x 5J,
ff. 213 (27), orn., TtVX., &amp;lt;&amp;lt;., lect., Am., subscr. (except in Luke), avayv.,

IX., Kf(p. t. (Luke). Of a very unusual style. (Greg. 706.)

To this list we must add the five following copies from the collection

1 The Psalter 5?&quot; (Petrop. ix. 1) [994], containing the hymns, Luke i. 46-55;
-79 ;

ii. 29-32, is like our Evan. 612, which see.
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of the Abbot M. Aloy. Canonic!, purchased at Venice in 1817 for the

Bodleian Library by Dr. Bandinel, who secured 2045 out of the total

number of 3550 manuscripts.

487. Oxf. Bodl. Canon. Gr. 33. Part of Evan. 288, which see.

488. Oxf. Bodl. Canon. Gr. 34 (Act. 211, Paul. 249, Apoc. 98) [A.D.

1515, 1516], 9x6i, chart., ff. 319 (25), capp. Lat., written by Michael

Damascenus the Cretan for John Francis Picus of Mirandola, contains

the whole N. T., the Apocalypse alone being yet collated (k
scr

)
: mut.

Apoc. ii. 11-23. It has CEcumenius and Euthalius prol. (Greg. 522.)

489. Oxf. Bodl. Canon. Gr. 36 [xi], 10 x 7|, ff. 270 (22), **$. t., syn.,

men., pict., riVX., &amp;lt;., Am., Eus., lect., dvayv., Gospels : olim Georg.
Phlebaris. (Greg. 523.)

490. Oxf. Bodl. Canon. Gr. 112 [xii], 5-| X 4, ff. 186 (21 &c.), pict.,

Carp., K(f). t., Kf(f&amp;gt;., nVA., Am., Eus., lect., syn., men., Gospels well written.

(Greg. 524.)

491. Oxf. Bodl. Canon. Gr. 122 Cod. Sclavonicus [A.D. 1429], 12|x9,
ff. 312 (20), 2 cols., pict. , prol., syn., men., *e$. t., K($&amp;gt;., TiVX., lect., subscr.,

OTIX., Gospels in Sclavonian with a Greek version later, written in

Moldavia by Gabriel, a monk. (Greg. 525.)

*492. Oxf. Ch. Ch. Wake 1 12 (Act, 193, Paul. 277, Apoc. 26) Cod.

Dionysii (who wrote it) [xi],
12 x 9^, ff. 240 (36), 2 cols., was also noted

by Scholz, on Gaisford s information, Evangelistarium 181, Apostol. 57:

but this is an error, as the Gospels are contained at full length and in

their proper order, with unusually full liturgical matter, pict., Carp.,
Eus. t., prol., Kt&amp;lt;p. t., Kf(p., TiYX., Am., Eus., lect., OT/X., dvayv., vers. (syn.,

men. with synopsis). The Acts, Catholic and Pauline Epistles (CEcu
menius

1

prol., Ke(j)., scholia) follow them, and last of all comes the Apoca
lypse. Mut. Luke xvi. 26-30; xvii. 5-8; xxiv. 22-24

;
John i. 1 vii.

39; viii. 31 ix. 11
;

x. 10 xi. 54
;

xii. 36 xiii. 27; Acts i. 1 vii.

49; x. 19 xiv. 10; xv. 15 xvi. 11; xviii. 1 xxi. 25; xxiii. 18

James iii. 17; i Cor. xii. 11 xv. 12
;

xvi. 13-15
;

2 Cor. xiii. 4, 5 ;

Gal. v. 16 vi. 18 (partly) ;
2 Tim. iii. 10, 11

;
Tit. iii. 5-7

;
the illu

minations also being often wantonly cut out. This copy contains

much foreign matter besides
;

its contents were carefully tabulated by
J. Walker; it was thoroughly collated by Scrivener in 1864. (Greg.

606.)

493. Oxf. Ch. Ch. Wake 21 [xi], Ilx8, ff. 221 (26), 2 cols., Carp.

(later), Eus. t., prol. (later), xe0. t., nYX., *&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;.,
lect. (partly later), prj

O-T/X., syn., brought from navroKparap on Athos, 1727. The scribe s

name, Abraham Teudatus, a Patrician (Montfaucon, Palaeo. Gr., p. 46), is

written cruciform after Eus. t. (Greg. 507.)

494. Oxf. Ch. Ch. Wake 22 [xiii], 10x8, ff. 160 (24, 27), #. t.,

1 In addition to Evann. 73, 74, Gaisford in 1837 catalogued, and Scrivener in
1861 inspected, these fourteen copies of the Gospels in the collection of Arch
bishop Wake, now at Christ Church, Oxford. They were brought from Con
stantinople about 1731, and have now been described in the Rev. G. W. Kitchin s

Catalogue of the Manuscripts in Christ Church Library (4to, 1867).
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TiYX., Kp., led., subscr., dvayv., in a wretched hand and bad condition,

begins Matt. i. 23, ends John xix. 31. Also mut. Matt. v. 26 vi. 23 ;

Luke xxiv. 9-28
;
John iii. 14 iv. 1

;
xv. 9 xvi. 6. (Greg. 508.)

495. Oxf. Ch. Ch. Wake 24 [xi], llf x8f, ff. 229 (24), from Ilan-o-

Kpdrup in 1727. Eus. t., prol., K&amp;lt;p. t., pict., TIT\., Kf)., Am., Eus. in gold.
One leaf (John xix. 13-29), and another containing John xxi. 24, 25, are

in duplicate at the beginning, primO, manu. (Greg. 509.) This copy
(as Wake remarks) is in the same style, but less free than

496. Oxf. Ch. Ch. Wake 25 [x or xi], lOf x8J, if. 292 (22), $. t.,

pict., Kp., led., TtVX., some Eus., dvayv., subscr., &amp;lt;mx., syn., men., pict. (in
red ink, nearly faded). (Greg. 510.)

497. Oxf. Ch. Ch. Wake. 27, chart,
[xiii], 9x6, ff. 337 (20), pict.

(Matt.), K((f)., TiYX., lect., Ktrp. t., prol. (Luke), subscr. (Mark). Mut. at

beginning. Matt, xviii. 9 Mark xiv. 13
;
Luke vii. 4 John xxi. 13

are [xiii],
the rest supplied [xv]. (Greg. 511.)

498. Oxf. Ch. Ch. Wake 28 [xiii], 9x6f, ff. 210 (24), 0. t., some

TiYX., Kf(f&amp;gt;., syn., men., lect., much of this rubro, vers., subscr., OTIX., dvayv.

Subscribed u TO dapov /cm ypyyopiov novos. (Greg. 512.)

499. Oxf. Ch. Ch. Wake 29 fa
1 or A - D - H31, Indict. 9], ff X 6J,

ff. 162-4, chart, in later hand (25), /cf$. t., f0., r/rX., Am., Eus., lect.,

vers., subscr., O-T-/X. After some later fragments (Matt. i. 12 v. 3, and

other matter) on paper, the older copy begins Matt. v. 29. (Greg. 513.)

500. Oxf. Ch. Ch. Wake 30 [xii],
7 x 5J, ff. 226 (23), Eus. t., prol.,

Ke&amp;lt;p.
t. (almost illegible), Ke$., i-iVX., lect. in red, almost obliterated from

damp ; ending John xx. 1 8, neatly written, but in ill condition. (Greg.

514.)

501. Oxf. Ch. Ch. Wake 31 [xi], 7 x 5J, ff. 127 (34), small, in a very

elegant and minute hand. Pict., &amp;lt;($. t., some riVX. (in gold), $., Am.,

(no Eus.), lect. full, some O-TIX., mut. (Greg. 515.)

502. Oxf. Ch. Ch. Wake 32 [x or xi], 1\ X 5J, ff. 287 (23), small,

elegant, and with much gold ornament. Pict., Kt&amp;lt;p. t., xe0., some TiYX.,

Am., lect., some &amp;lt;mx- Mut. in places. (Greg. 516.)

*503 (Act. 190, Paul. 244, Apoc. 27.) Oxf. Ch. Ch. Wake 34 [xi or

xii], 10x8, ff. 201 (31, 29). This remarkable copy begins with the

vTTodfcris to 2 Peter, the second leaf contains Acts xvii. 24 xviii. 13 mis

placed, then follow the five later Catholic Epistles (mut. i John iii. 19

iv. 9) with vTroOfo-eis : then the Apocalypse on the same page as Jude

ends, and the vrrodta-is to the Eomans on the same page as the Apocalypse
ends, and then the Pauline Epistles (mut. Heb. vii. 26 ix. 28). All

the Epistles have prol., Kt(p. t., and Q^cumenius smaller (not the Eutha-

lian) Kt(p., with much lect. primd manu, and syn. later. Last, but

seemingly misplaced by an early binder, follow the Gospels, *$. t., Kt(p.,

rlr\.,Am., lect., subscr. Mut. Mark xvi. 2-17; Luke ii. 15-47; vi. 42

John xxi. 25, and in other places. This copy is Scholz s Act. 190, Paul.

1 The letter x is quite illegible, but the Indiction 9 belongs only to A. D. 831,

1131, 1431, while the style of the manuscript leaves no doubt which to choose.
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244, Apoc. 27, but unnumbered in the Gospels. Collated fully by
Scrivener in 1863. (Greg. 517.)

504. Oxf. Ch. Ch. Wake 36 [xii],
6 x 5, ff. 249-6 chart. (23), #. t.,

Kf(f)., nVX., Am., lect., prol. (Luke), pict. (Luke, John), syn., men. (Greg.

518.)

505. Oxf. Ch. Ch. Wake 39 [xiii], 5}x4, ff. 308 (17 &c.), #., some

TtVX., a poor copy, in several hands. (Greg. 567.)

506. Oxf. Ch. Ch. Wake. 40
[xii],

4 x 3-J, fF. 218 (22, 23), a beauti

ful little copy. Syn., men., KJ&amp;gt;. t., lect. in the faintest red, but no other

divisions. (Greg. 520.)
l

F. H. A. Scrivener has published the following in his Collation of

Greek Manuscripts of the Holy Gospels, 1853, and Codex Augiensis

(Appendix), 1859.

*vscr
)
or cantscr. of Tischendorf. See Evan. 440 (Act, 111, Paul. 221

of Scholz; Evan. 236, Act. and Paul. 61 of Griesbach
;
Act. and Paul.

oecr ), in a minute hand, with many unusual readings, especially in the

Epistles, from Bp. Moore s Library. Men. Yn-o^eo-fty Oecumenii to the

Catholic and first eight Pauline Epistles : beautifully written with many
contractions. This is Bentley s o (see Evan. 51).

*507. ws
&amp;lt;*. (Act. 224, Paul. 260.) Camb. Trin. Coll. B. x. 16 [dated

A.D. 1316], clutrt., 7^x5, ff. 363 (28, 29), was inelegantly written by
a monk James on Mount Sinai. Prol., Kf&amp;gt;. t., Am., Eus., Kp., lect.,

subscr., avayv., vers., syn., men. ; also inrodtcrds, lect., syn., men. to

Epistles ;
and much extraneous matter 2

. See Evan. 570. This is

Bentley s r (Evan. 51), and, like iscr which follows, came to him from

navToupdrap. Hort makes it his Cod. 102. (Greg. 489.)

*508. iscr . Camb. Trin. Coll. B. x. 17
[xiii], 8J X 6, ff. 317 (20), from

1 Of these manuscripts Thomas Mangey (Evan. 483) states on the fly-leaves
that he collated Nos. 12, 25, 28, 34 in 1749. Caspar Wetstein collated the

Apocalypse in Nos. 12 and 34 for his relative s great edition
;
while in the

margin of No. 35, a 4to Greek Testament printed at Geneva (1620), is inserted
a most laborious collation (preceded by a full description) of eight of the Wake
manuscripts with Wetstein s N. T. of 1711, having this title prefixed to them,
Hae Variae lectiones ex MSS. notatae sunt manu et opera Johannis Walkeri,

A. 1732. John Walker, most of whose labours seem never yet to have been

used, although they were known to Berriman in 1741 (Critical Dissertation on
i Tim. iii. 16, pp. 102-4), was Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, where so

many of his critical materials accumulated for the illustrious Eentley are

deposited. Walker d. 1741, Archdeacon of Hereford, after Bentley s will, six

months before him. The codd. in Trinity College were bought from Bentley s

heirs (not from Richard Bentley) when Wordsworth was Master (1820-41), and
so were not in Bentley s hands when Walker died. Old Latin Biblical Texts,
xxiv-vi. Of his eight codices, we find on investigation that Walker s C *

Wake 26
;
Walker s 1 is Wake 20 (collations of these two, sent by Walker to

Wetstein, comprise Codd. 73, 74, described above ^
;
Walker s B is Wake 21

;

Walker s D is Wake 24, both of Gospels ;
Walker s E is Wake 18, his H is Wake

19, both Evangelistaria ;
Walker s q is Wake 12, of which Caspar Wetstein

afterwards examined the Apocalypse i^Cod. 26) ;
Walker s W is Wake 38 of the

Acts and Epistles, or Scholz s Act. 191, Paul. 245.
2
Bentley specifies argumenta inedita Cosmae Indicopleustae in 4 Evangelia,

et versus iambici fortasse Jacobi Calligraphi : argumenta incerti ad Actus :

prologus ineditus et argumenta Oecumenii ad Epistolas omnes.
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Athos, bequeathed to Trinity College by Bentley. K$. t., nYX., *$.,
Am. (not Eus.), lect., and (on paper) are vTrofao-ts to St. Matthew and syn.
This is Bentley s 8, who dates it annorum 700

[xi], and adds nuper
in monasterio Pantocratoris in monte Atho, nunc meus! (Greg. 477.)

*jscr. Evan. N.

*509. ascr. London, Lambeth 1175 [xi], llf x9f, ff. 220, five leaves
bound up with it (23-35), 2 cols. (23, 24), 2 cols., $. t., &amp;lt;., nYX., Am.,
Eus., lect., subscr. Mut. Matt. i. 1-13; once at Constantinople, but

brought (together with the next five) from the Greek Archipelago by
J. D. Carlyle, Professor of Arabic at Cambridge [d. 1804]. (Greg. 470.)

*510. b s &amp;lt;* Lontl. Lamb. 1 1 76 [xii], yf x 6, ff. 209 (24), Carp., Eus. t.,

syn., pict., *(/&amp;gt;.
t. (chart.}, men., r/rX., *ce0., subscr., proll. at end, very

elegant. A copy eximiae notae/ but with many corrections by a later

hand, and some foreign matter. (Greg. 471.)

*511. cs &amp;lt;*. Lond. Lamb. 1177 [xi-xii], 7x5f, ff. 210 (17 &c.),

TiYX., Am., lect., &amp;lt;. t. (Luke, John), subscr., ori^., syn., for valuable read

ings by far the most important at Lambeth, shamefully ill written, torn
and much mutilated 1

. (Greg. 472.)

*512. dscr. Lond. Lamb. 1178 [xi or xiv], llf x 9}, ff. 302 (23), Syn.,
lect., nYX., Kp., Am., Eus., prol., xf&amp;lt;p. t., orn., subscr., men., in a fine hand,

splendidly illuminated, and with much curious matter in the subscrip
tions. Mut. Matt. i. 1-8. A noble-looking copy. (Greg. 473.)

*513. e9
&quot;. Lond. Lamb. 1179 [x or later], 8|x6f, ff. 176 (24),

2 cols., TiYX., K(J)., lect., Am., Eus., subscr., **&amp;lt;. t., neatly written but in

wretched condition, beginning Matt. xiii. 53, ending John xiii. 8. Also
mut. Matt. xvi. 28 xvii. 18

;
xxiv. 39 xxv. 9; xxvi. 71 xxvii. 14;

Mark viii. 32 ix. 9; John xi. 8-30. Carlyle brought it from Trinity

Monastery, Chalke. (Greg. 474.)

514. &amp;lt;y

scr
. Constantinople, Library of Patriarch of Jerusalem, restored

from Lambeth in 1817, where it was No. 1180 [xiv], ff. 246, chart., nYX.,

Am., Eus., lect., with important variations : collated by Dr. Charles

Burney in Mark i. 1 iv. 16; John vii. 53 viii. 11 (Lambeth 1223).

(Greg. 488.)

*515. fscr. Lond. Lamb. 1192 [xiii], 8x6|, ff. 472-6, chart. (22),

lect., rtVX., Kf(f)., Am., Eus., *e&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;. t.,pict. ,
from Syria, beautifully written,

but tampered with by a later hand. Mut. John xvi. 8-22, and a later

hand [xv] has supplied Mark iii. 6-21; Luke xii. 48 xiii. 2; John
xviii. 27 xxi. 25 ;

at the beginning stand some texts, -rrfpl avf^Kanlas.

Re-examined by Bloomfield. About Luke xix, xx its readings agree
much with those of Evan. A, and those of the oldest uncials. (Greg.

475.)

(g
scr is Lamb. 528 and Evan. 71, described above.)

516. uscr
. Constantin. Libr. Patr. of Jerus., C. 4 of Archdeacon

Todd s Lambeth Catalogue, was a copy of the Gospels, in the Carlyle

1 Matt. iv. 1 vii. 6 ;
xx. 21 xxi. 12

;
Luke iv. 29 v. 1

; 17-33 ;
xvi. 24

xvii. 13 ;
xx. 19-41

; John vi. 51 viii. 2
;

xii. 20-40 ;
xiv. 27 xv. 13

;
xvii. 6

xviii. 2
; 37 xix. 14.
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collection, restored with six others to the Patriarch of Jerusalem J
.

The collation of SS. Matthew and Mark by the Kev. G. Bennet is at

Lambeth (1255, No. 25). (Greg. 487.)

*517. ts &amp;lt;* Lond. Lamb. 1350 [xiv], 8 X 5f ,
ff. 51 (20), St. John on

paper, written with a reed, appended to a copy of John Damascene
De Fide Orthodoxa: has vTrodecris or prol., Kf(p., and a few rubrical

directions ; carelessly written, and inscribed T. Wagstaffe ex dono D.

Barthol. Cassano e sacerdotibus ecclesiae Graecae, Oct. 20, 1732. (Greg.

486.)

518. Lond. Sion College Library, A. 32. 1 (Ev. 1. (3)), [xi], Hx8f,
ff. 152 (24), a beautiful fragment, miserably injured by damp and past

neglect, consisting of 153 leaves preserved in a box, was given by Mr.

Edward Payne, a tenant in Sion College, as were also Evst. 227, 228,
and perhaps Evst. 229. The capitals, stops, and nYXoi are in gold, *0.,
Am. (no Bus.} in red. Full lect., dpxai and reXq in red. It begins at

Matt. x. 17, ends at John ix. 14. St. Mark s Gospel only has K&amp;lt;. t.

Mark i. 1-13; Luke i. 1-13; John i. 1-17 have been taken away for

the sake of the illuminations, and much of the text is illegible. (Greg.

559.)

519. Edinburgh, University Library, A. C. 25 [xi], 8vo, ff. 198, KJ&amp;gt;. t.,

*f$., rtrX., Am., Eus., lect., subscr., pict., in bad condition, presented in

1650 by Sir John Chiesley. (Greg. 563.)

520. Glasgow, Hunterian Museum, V. vii. 2 [xii], 4to, ff. 367, Carp.,
Eus. t., Kf(j). t., Kt(f&amp;gt;., TiYX., Am., Eus., syn., men., pict. (Greg. 560.)

521. Glasg. Hunt, Mus. Q. 7, 10 [xi], 4to, ff. 291, prol., K^. t., $.,

riVX., Am., subscr. Both these were once Caesar de Missy s (see Evan. 44).

(Greg. 561.)

522. Glasg. Hunt. Mus. S. 8, 141 [xv], 4to, ff. 78, *&amp;lt;r$.,
Lat. Codd.

519-22 were first announced by Haenel (see under Evan. 472). (Greg.

562.)

523. Lond., Mr. White, formerly Blenheim 3. B. 14 [xiii, Greg, xiv],

7| x 6J, ff. 170 (22), prol., **$. t., *&amp;lt;., TtVX., Am., Eus., lect., avayv., syn.,

men. : like Apost. 52, once belonging to the Metropolitan Church of

Heraclea on the Propontis, and presented in 1738 to Charles, Duke of

Marlborough, amoris et observantiae ergo by Thomas Payne, Archdeacon

of Brecon, once our Chaplain at Constantinople : a bright, clean copy,
written in very black ink, with vermilion ornamentation, and barbarous

pict. (Greg. 701.)

Mr. Bradshaw indicated in the Transactions of the Royal Society
of Literature, vol. ii. p. 355, two copies of the Gospels belonging to the

Earl of Leicester at Holkham, to be described with facsimiles in the

Catalogue of the Library there. They were examined by Dean Burgon,
who thus reported of them :

1 In Mr. Coxe s Report to Her Majesty s Government, we find an account

(which illness compelled him to give at second hand) of several copies of the

Gospels and one palimpsest Evangelistarium, all dated [xii], still remaining in
this Prelate s Library.
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524. Holkham 3 [xiii], 8x6, of 183 leaves, four being misplaced.
It is beautifully written in twenty-seven long lines on a page. Eus. t.,

TiYX., Am. (not Eus.), imperfectly given: no lect. ($., subscr., pict.).
Besides five pictures of the Evangelists and gorgeous headings to the

Gospels are seventeen representations of Scripture subjects, some damaged.
This superb MS. of extraordinary interest in the style of its writing
closely resembles Evan. 38. (Greg. 557.)

525. Holkham 4
[xiii or

earlier], 8 J X 6, ff. 352 (20), finely written,
but quite different in style from Cod. 524. TtYX. in gold, lect., ap^ai and
T(\TJ in vermilion, $., crrix- numbered.

(Kf&amp;lt;. t., Am., avayv., subscr., O-T/X.,

pict.) (Greg. 558.)

Eight copies of the Gospels, brought together by the late Sir Thomas
Phillipps, Bart., at Middle Hill, Worcestershire, are now the property
of Mr. Fitzroy Fenwick, and, with the rest of this unrivalled private
collection of manuscripts, are now at Thirlestaine House, Cheltenham,
where Burgon examined them in 1880, and Hoskier in 1886, who quotes
(Cod. 604, App. E), some of the readings. Scrivener had used some of

them at Middle Hill in 1856.

526. Phillipps 13,975 [xii], 12^x9^, ff. 196, once Lord Strangford s

464, a grand copy, the text being surrounded with a commentary (abound
ing, as usual, in contractions) in very minute letters. That on St. Mark
is Victor s. Pict. of SS. Mark and Luke, beautiful illuminations for

headings of the Gospels. K., nYX., Am., Eus. in gold, pict. (syn., men.
at end). (Greg. 556.)

527. Phillipps 1284 (Act. 200, Paul. 281) [xii], 7f X 5}, ff. 344 (28),
from the library of Mr. Lammens of Ghent, a rough specimen, contains
the Gospels, Acts, and Epistles, the Pauline preceding the Catholic.

Mut. Matt. ix. 36 x. 22
;
Mark i. 21-45, and the first page of St. John.

The writing varies
;
that from Acts to i Thess. is more delicate, and looks

older. No Am., Eus. Much lect. in vermilion, apxai and reXiy. TiVX.,

K&amp;lt;p. t., avayv., subscr., syn., and sparse men. (Greg. 676.)

528. Phillipps 2387 [xiii], 6x 4J, ff. 222 (25), bought of Thorpe for

thirty guineas : rough, but interesting. One leaf only of Eus. t. Wantonly
mut. in headings of the Gospels, and in Mark i. 1-19; Luke i. 1-18 ;

John i. 1-23. Ke0., TLT\., Am. (not Eus.), apxai and T(\TJ later, syn., men.

(xvii) at the beginning, and much marginal lect. by a modern hand.

529. Phillipps 3886 [xi or xii], \Q\ x 8-J, ff. 326 (20), a beautiful copy,

bought (as were Evann. 530, 532, 533) by Payne at Lord Guildford s sale.

Eus. t., Carp., pict., KC$. t., TiVX., Am., Eus. (lect., dpx-, T\T), avayv. later).

(Greg. 678.)

530. Phillipps 3887
[xii], 8 X 6, ff. 240 (25, 26), the first four lines

in SS. Matt., Mark, Luke being of gold, with pict. of the four Evangelists
and nineteen others, Eus. t., Am. incomplete and irregular (no Eus).
No lect., but marginal critical notes. As in Evan. 64, a line (~) is set

over Proper Names of persons in the Genealogies (see at end of Evan. 64).

(Greg. 679.)

531. (Acts 199, Paul. 231, Apoc. 104.) Phillipps 7682 [xi], 6|x5,
ff. 190 (41 or 50), 2 cols, (two scribes, Hoskier; several, Greg.), the hands
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so minute as to require a magnifying glass, contains the whole New
Testament, also from Lord Guildford s (871), being, like Evann. 532
and 583, to be described below, from the Hon. F. North s collection

(319). The ink is a dull brown, the ornaments in blue, vermilion, and
carmine. Carp., Eus. t., prol., 0. t., ice&amp;lt;. (Gr. andLat.), TLT\., Am., few

JEus., lect., subscr. There are many important corrections in the margin,
and 18| pages from Epiphanius at the end. This copy has every

appearance of having been made from a very ancient codex : observe the

arrangement of the Beatitudes in Matt, v in single lines, as also the

genealogy in Luke iii. (Greg. 680.)

532. Phillipps 7712, North 184 (see Evan. 529), [xiii], 7x5|, ff. ?,

in a large hand and very black ink, the first page being in gold, with

many gold balls for stops. There is much preliminary matter, Eus. t.

(two sets in different hands), pict. (Carp., prol. later), /ce0., nYX., Am.,
lect. (later), syn., men., subscr., O-T/X. The text is corrected throughout

by an ancient scribe, in a hand bright, clear, and small. (Greg. 681.)

533. Phillipps 7757 [xi], 6x4^, ff. 1, an exquisite little manuscript,
with accessories in lake, vermilion, and blue. See Evan. 529. Prol., Carp.,
Eus. t., Kf(p. t., Kf&amp;lt;p., TiVX., Am., Eus., subscr., vers.

Haenel is mistaken in supposing that a Greek Evangelistarium is

included in this grand and unique collection.

The Parham copies of the New Testament are described in a Catalogue
of materials for writing, early writings on tablets and stones, rolled and
other Manuscripts and Oriental Manuscript books in the library of

Robert Curzon (Lord de la Zoucheof Harynworth, 1870-73) at Parham,
fol., 1849. This accomplished person collected them in the course of his

visits to Eastern Monasteries from 1834 to 1837, and permitted me in

1855 to collate thoroughly three of them, and to inspect the rest. They
were all examined by Dean Burgon, to whom his son, the present Lord
de la Zouche, had given free access to them. The codices of the Gospels
are eight in number.

534. (Act. 215, Paul. 233.) Parham Ixxi. 6 [xi], 9x6, ff. 348 (41),
contains the Gospels, Acts, and Epistles, the Pauline preceding the

Catholic, and was brought in 1837 from Caracalla on Athos. Prol.,

Kf(f). t.,
TtrX., Am., lect. (apx. and reX.), avayv., subscr., O-T/X., vers., syn., men.

The usual arabesque ornaments are in red. (Greg. 547.)

535. Parh. Ixxi. 7 [xi, Greg, x], 6x4, ff. 167 (26), brought from

St. Saba in 1834. Pict., ce0. t., illuminated headings, T/rX., Am. (not

Eus.}. Nut. John xvi. 27 xix. 40. There is a musical notation on the

first four leaves, and the first nine lines of St. John are in gold.

(Greg. 548.)

536. Parh. Ixxiii. 8 [xi], 4to, 11x9, ff. 198, brought from Xenophon
on Athos 1837. The text is surrounded by a commentary, that on St.

Mark being Victor s. Prol., &amp;lt;e(p. t., K(p., TtVX., lect. (dpx- an(l
reX.&quot;), subscr.,

syn., men. (Greg. 549.)

537. Parh. Ixxiv. 9 [xi, Greg, xii], 10jx7f, ff. 219 (28), brought
from Caracalla 1837, in its old black binding. Carp., prol. (later), Kp. t.,

KJ)., riVX., Am., lect. (apx- and re
X.), subscr., ori^., syn., men. With

faded red arabesques (no pict) and lake headings to the Gospels, the
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writing being large and spread. There are marginal notes here and
there. (Greg. 550.)

538. Parh. Ixxv. 10 [xii], 4to, ff. 233 (22, 23), from Caracalla, also in

its old black binding. There are rude pict. of the four Evangelists, and
barbarous headings to the Gospels. Ke0. t., *&amp;lt;., TiVA., Am., few Eus.,

lect., subscr., O-T/^., vers. (syn., men. later). The number of Am., Kf(f&amp;gt;.

varies from what is usual. (Greg. 551.)

539. Parh. Ixxvi. 11 [xii], 4to, ff. 252 (27), w0. t. (Luke), &amp;lt;., nVX.,

Am., dpx- and re A., brought from St. Saba in 1834. Eough illuminations.

It contains some rare and even unique readings. (Greg. 552.)

540. Parh. Ixxvii. 12
[xiii], 8J x 6, ff. 304 (21), brought from St.

Saba in 1834. Externally uninteresting, with decorations in faded lake,

Kf(j). t., Kf(f)., TtVX., subscr., arrix. (Greg. 553.)

541. Parh. Ixxviii. 13 [A.D. 1272], 5f x 4J, ff. 230 (21). A facsimile

is given in the Catalogue. This singularly rough little object was

bought at St. Saba in 1834 for ten dollars. Kf0., YA., lect. (Greg.

554.)

*542. ISCT. (Act. 188, Paul. 258.) Wordsworth [xiii], 4to, ff. 231,
was bought in 1837 by Dr. Christopher Wordsworth, Bishop of Lincoln,
and bears a stamp Bibliotheca Suchtelen (Russian Ambassador at

Stockholm). Kt(f). t., TirA., Am., lect., syn., men., prol. or inro6eo-(is are pre
fixed to the Epistles, and scholia of Clirysostom, &c. set in the margin.

(Greg. 479.)

*543. q
scr

. (Act. 187, Paul. 257.) Theodori, from the name of the

scribe [A.D. 1295], 8vo, ff. 360, passed from Caesar de Missy into the

Duke of Sussex s library : in 1845 it belonged to the late Wm. Pickering,
the much-respected bookseller : its present locality is unknown. Syn.,

Carp., Eus. t., *e(f). t., *e0., Am., lect., vnodto-eis or prol., and syn. before

Act. and all Epp., Euthalius ntpi xP va)V
)
mew - after St. Jude; it has

many later changes made in the text. (Greg. 483.)

544. Ashburnham 204 [xiii], 4to, ff. 104, a piteous fragment/ brought
from Greece by the Earl of Aberdeen, and bought at his sale. It contains

only Matt. xxv. 32-5, 40, 41 xxviii. 20; Mark i. 4 xv. 47 (but
defective throughout) ;

Luke i. 1 xxiv. 48
;
John i. 1 ii. 4 : about Luke

vi a different hand was employed. There is no heading to St. Luke s

Gospel, but a blank space is left, so that perhaps the MS. was never

finished. Kj). t., Kfr., nrA., Am., Eus. (partially). (Greg. 671.)

The Baroness Burdett-Coutts imported in 1870-2 from Janina in

Epirus upwards of one hundred manuscripts, chiefly Greek and theological,

among which are sixteen copies of the Gospels or parts of them, three of

the Acts, two of the Catholic, and three of St. Paul s Epistles, one of the

Apocalypse, sixteen Evangelistaria and five Praxapostoli. Those marked
I and II are deposited in the Library of Sir Roger Cholmely s School,

Highgate ; those marked III are in the Baroness s possession. The

copies of the Gospels are

*545. B.-C. I. 3 [xii], 7 X 5|,ff. 1 Mut. Johnx. 1 xii. 10
;
xv. 24

xxi. 25. Carp., Eus. t., /$. t., nVA., Kp., Am., Eus., pict., lect., vers.

(Greg. 532.)
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*546. B.-C. I. 4 [xii], 6| x 5|, ff. 1, a fine copy. Mut. Matt. i. 1 ix. 13,

with gilded illuminations. Syn., Kf&amp;gt;. t., rtVX., Am. (not Eus.), led.,

iambic verses. (Greg. 533.)

*547. B.-C. I. 7 [xiii], 6x4, ff. 267 (22), chart. Mut. Luke. i. 26-42;
xx. 16 xxi. 24. Syn., men., pict., *e0. t., TiYX., lect. (not Am., Eus.}.
After the subscription to St. John follow the numerals 6 o ?r. It has

on the cover a curious metal tablet adorned with figures and a superscrip
tion. (Greg. 534.)

*548. B.-G. I. 9 [xii], 7 x 5, ff. 125 (18), SS. Matthew and Mark only.
Mut. Matt. xi. 28 xiii. 34

;
xviii. 13 xxi. 15

;
33 xxii. 10

;
xxiv. 46

xxv. 21; Mark iii. 11 v. 31; ix. 18 xii. 6; 34-44; ends with

Trajra^oO Mark xvi. 20. Syn., lect., Kf&amp;lt;j). } riVX., Am., Eus. (Greg. 535.)

*549. B.-C. II. 7 [xii or
xiii], 5x3, ff. 172 (26-31), a very curious

volume in ancient binding with two metal plates on the covers much

resembling that of B-C. I. 7, contains the Four Gospels and the Acts,

breaking off at ch. xxvi. 24 paivr) TraCXf
;
the writing being unusually full

of abbreviations, and the margin gradually contracting, as if vellum was

becoming scarce. The last five pages are in another, though contem

porary hand. Seven pages containing Gregory Nazianzen s heroic verses

on the Lord s genealogy, and others on His miracles and parables, partly
in red, precede *e$. t. to St. Matthew

;
other such verses of Gregory

precede SS. Mark and Luke, and follow St. John, and xe0. t. stand

before SS. Luke and John. There are riVX., (/&amp;gt;. (no lect.
;
and Am.,

Eus., only in the open leaf containing Luke xii) : in the Gospels there

is a prol., and no chapter divisions in the Acts, but a few capitals in red.

Pretty illuminations precede each book. (Greg. 536.)

*550. B.-C. II. 13 [xii], 7x5, ff. 143 (29), with poor arabesque
ornamentation, complete. Lect., a few rn-X. by a later hand, as is also

much of Am., Eus., which are only partially inserted. (Greg. 537.)

*551. B.-C.II. 16[xiii], 6ix4|,ff.? Mut. Matt. i. 1-1 7; Luke i. 1-17;
John i. 146. Lect., KJ). t. (defective), nVX., *?$., Am., Eus., pict.

(Greg. 539.)

*552. B.-C. II. 18
[xii], 6 x 4f ,

ff. 1, very neat. The first leaf forms part
of a Lectionary : on the second the Gospels begin with Matt. xiii. 7. Mut.
John i. 1-15.

Kf(f&amp;gt;. t., nrX., Kp., Am. (not Eus.}, men. at the end, lect. in

abundance, pict. of St. Mark washed out : arabesques at the head of each

book. (Greg. 538.)

*553 & *554. B.-C. II. 26 and 26 2 are two fragments of the Gospels,
whereof 26 1

comprises 27 leaves of St. Mark (19-21), covered with vile

modern scribbling (ch. iii. 21 iv. 13; 37 vii. 29; viii. 15-27; ix.

9 x. 5; 29 xii. 32) [xiii], 7| x 5^, neat, with nVX., Am., Eus., lect.;

and 26 2
consists of 48 leaves [xiv], 8| x 5^, containing Matt, xviii. 32

xxiv. 10; xxvi. 28 xxviii. 20; Mark i. 16 xiii. 9; xiv. 9-27, with

K((p. t., riYX., Am. (Eus. only partially), lect. There are many abridge
ments in the writing. Dated, perhaps by the first hand, A. D. 1323.

(Greg. 540, 541.)

*555. B.-C. III. 4 [xiii], 7 X 5, ff. 264 (24), prol., 0. t., rir\., &amp;lt;.,

Am., Eus., lect., pict. of the four Evangelists, syn. incomplete at the end.
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Some leaves are misplaced in St. Matthew. Mut. John xix. 25 xxi. 2.

(Greg. 542.)

*556. B.-C. III. 5 [xii], 11x8$, ff. 183 (26), 2 cols., 0. t., lect., syn.,

men., prol., *e&amp;lt;., rir\., ^.m., ^ws. J/w&amp;lt;. Matt. xii. 11 xiii. 10
;
Mark viii.

4-28; Luke xv. 20 xvi. 9
;
John ii. 22 iv. 6

;
53 v. 43; xi. 21-47,

one leaf lost in each case, and one (John i. 51 ii. 22) misplaced in

binding. This copy has John vii. 53 viii. 11 after Luke xxi. 38, like

.Ferrar s four, with which its text much agrees, and the titles to SS. Mat
thew and Mark only run

fi&amp;gt;ayyf\iov
TOV KOTO. M . . . (Greg. 543.)

*557. B.-C. III. 9 [xiii], 5| x 3|, ff. 256 (22), &amp;lt;. t. to the last three

Gospels, T/rX., &amp;lt;(f).,
Am. (not Eus.}, pict. of SS. Matthew, Mark, and John.

This copy is remarkably free from lect. Neatly written, but four con
siderable passages in St. Luke are omitted, the text running on uno
tenore. (Greg. 544.)

*558. B.-C. III. 10 [dated A. D. 1430], 8 x 5$, ff. 374 ( + 16 + 34) (16),
chart., pict. of the four Evangelists, of the Saviour, and of the Virgin and
Child. Carp., Eus. t., e0. t., prol., Am., Eus., lect., vers. The leaves are

much misplaced in binding. (Greg. 545.)

*559. B.-C. III. 41 [xii or xiii], 6|x4|, ff. 275 (22). Mut. at be

ginning and end (John xviii. 30-end) and about Matt. xii. 16. Ke&amp;lt;. t.,

rtVX., pict., in a bad condition. (Greg. 546.)

The next two were purchased in 1876 of Quaritch for .120 and 50

respectively by Mr. Jonathan Peckover, and now belong to Miss Algerina
Peckover, of Bank House, Wisbech. Burgon examined them, and J. R.
Harris since then.

560. (Act. 222, Paul. 278.) Algerina Peckover (1) [xi], small 4to,

ff. 239 (33), contains the Gospels, Acts, and Epistles in their usual

Greek order, an exquisite specimen, in a somewhat minute character.

It begins with a picture of St. Matthew, the lost preliminary matter

being prefixed chart, by a later hand. Pict., r/rX., *?&amp;lt;., Am., Eus.,
lect. (apx- and r/X.), subscr., OTIX., vers., syn., men. On the last leaf is

written in uncial letters : us r)8vs rols nXeova-iv 6 evftios Xi/jtrjv
|

ourwy KOL

rois
ypd(pov(ru&amp;gt;

6 ev^aros a-ri^ps. laawiKiov fj,ova^ov. (Greg. 712.)

561. Algerina Peckover (2), [xi or a little later], 7| x 5f ,
ff. 356 (16),

with 17 (3 + 14) uncial palimpsest leaves at the beginning and end,

containing Lessons from the Epistles to be described hereafter (Apost. 43).

Carj)., prol. (later), Kt&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;. t., pict., **&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;.,

TIT\., Am., Eus., lect. (npx~ and reX.),

subscr., syn., men. (later). Mut. Matt, xxvii. 43, 44
;
John vii. 53 viii.

11
;

x. 27 xi. 14 (2 ff.) ;
xi. 29-42 (1 f.). Marg. notes, Matt. v. 14;

xvi. 15. One of the Ferrar group. See J. R. Harris, Codex Algerina
Peckover (Journal of Exegetical Society). (Greg. 713.)

*562. Oxf. Bodl. MS. Bibl. Gr. L. 1. Mendham [xiv], 9^x7, ff. 270

[sic] (20), Kf(f&amp;gt;. t., Kf(f&amp;gt;., TiVX., lect., subscr., OT/^., dvayv., vers., syn., men.

Bohn became possessed of it, whether from Meerman or not is not known,
and sold it to the Rev. Theodore Williams, Vicar of Hendon, for 120.

The Rev. Joseph Mendham bought it of Payne for 70 in 1827. It was

given by Mr. Mendham s widow to Dean Burgon for his life, afterwards
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to go to the Bodleian Library, where the Kev. W. F. Rose brought it

upon the Dean s death. It is dated on the last leaf by a later hand, A. D.

1322. It is evenly written in pale brown ink with a reed-pen. The last

twenty leaves contain the Gospels for Maundy Thursday, for Good

Friday, and for St. John s Day. The ornamentation is as fresh and bright
as if done yesterday, and its text is of the ordinary type, like lmnscr

(Evann. 201, 542, 568). It is a very beautiful MS., and an excellent

specimen in all ways. (Greg. 521.)

Mr. James Woodhouse [d. I860], Treasurer-General of the Ionian

Islands, while resident fifty years at Corfu, formed a collection of manu

scripts from monasteries in the Levant, which was sold in London in

1869, 1872, 1875. Among them were three copies of the Gospels, two

Evangelistaria, one copy of the Acts and St. Paul.

*563. London, Brit. Mus. Egerton 2783
[xiii], of x3,ff. 337 (22), Carp.,

Eus. t., prol., Kt(f). t., pict., rtrX., Kt(p., lect. (dpxai and
r/Xr;), subscr., ort^.,

vers., syn., men. It was once fair, but has suffered from damp, and has

been sadly cropped by the Western binder. Mut. John xx. 17. The

headings of the Gospels are in lake. It abounds in curious and unique

liturgical notes, whereof Burgon gives specimens, and it has textual

corrections by the original scribe. Collated by Rose. Bought by Burgon,
then belonged to Hev. &quot;W. F. Rose, and bought for the Museum in 1893.

(Greg. 714.)

*564. Brit. Mus. Egerton 2785 [xiv], 10^x8, ff. 226 (27-29), 2 cols.,

syn., men., scholium on rlrXos a, prol., *e$. t., pict., Am., rtYX., Kt(j). (lect.

later), subscr., pfjn-, O-T/X. The ornamentation is in lake, and at the end
are extracts from Eulogius and Hesychius. Upon collation by Mr. Rose

it exhibits here and there suggestive discrepancies from the common text.

Evann. 563, 564 were respectively offered for sale in 1871 for 50 and
.40. Bought by Burgon, belonged to Rose, and purchased for Museum
in 1893. (Greg. 715.)

*565. Brit. Mus. Egerton 2784
[xii, Greg, xiv], 8f x 5f, ff. 213 (22-25),

K((J). t., TiVX., Kf(f)., Am., Eus., lect., dvayv., subscr., prjfj.., orix-, fragment of syn.

Apparently not from the Woodhouse collection. It is beautifully written

and of an uncommon type. Its older binding suggests a Levantine origin.
The readings are far more interesting than those of Cod. 564, some of

them being quite unique. Belonged to Burgon, then Rose, then to the

Museum in 1893. (Greg. 716.)

*566. h** Brit. Mus. Arund. 524 [xi], 6fx5i, ff. 218 (27), Carp.,
Eus. t., K(p. t., K((p., riYX., Am., Eus., lect., syn., men., was brought to

England (with xscr and many others) by the great Earl of Arundel in

1646. Henry Howard, Evelyn s Duke of Norfolk, presented them to the

Royal Society, from whose rooms at Somerset House they were transferred

to the Museum in 1831. (Greg. 476.)

567. Brit. Mus. Harl. 5538, described in the Harleian Catalogue as an

Evangelistarium, and numbered by Scholz Evst. 149, is a copy of the

Gospels [xiv, Greg, xii], 4f x 3|, ff. 226 (23), orn., lect., Am. (Greg. 505.)

*568. ngcr. (Paul. 259 or j
scr

.)
Brit. Mus., Burney 18 (purchased in

1818, with many other manuscripts, from the heirs of Dr. Charles
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Burney), contains the Gospels and two leaves of St. Paul (Hebr. xii.

17 xiii. 25), written by one Joasaph A. D. 1366, 12|x9, ff. 222 (23)
+ 9 blank, *e$. t., /&amp;lt;., lect., Am., Eus., dvayv., subscr., a-rix-, very superb
in gold letters. Codd. Imn (542, 201, 568) agree pretty closely. (Greg.

480.)

_*569. oscr. Brit. Mus. Burn. 19 [x], 8^x7, ff. 217 (22), pict. (Plate
iii, No. 8), in the Escurial as late as 1809, is singularly void of the usual

apparatus. (Greg. 481.)

*570. pscr. Brit. Mus. Burn. 20 [A.D. 1285, Indict, 13, altered into

985, whose indiction is the same], 7^x6, ff. 317 (22, 23), written by a
monk Theophilus : pict., Eus. t., *$. t., nVX., Am., Eus., lect., syn., men.,
the two last in a later hand, which has made many corrections : this

copy is quite equal in value to Cod. cscr (511), and often agrees closely
with ws &amp;lt;*

(507). (Greg. 482.)

*571. rscr . Brit. Mus. Burn. 21, by the same scribe as Cod. 543 [A. D.

1292], 13 x 10, ff. 258 (24), on cotton paper in a beautiful but formed
hand (see Plate vi, No. 15), syn., *e$. t., proL, orn., *e$., nYX., Am., lect.,

subscr., a-Tix-, men. A fine copy, much damaged. Codd. 543 and 571
differ only in 183 places. (Greg. 484.)

*572. ss &amp;lt;* Brit. Mus. Burn. 23
[xii], 7f x6, ff. 230 (23-25), boldly

but carelessly written, ends John viii. 14 : mut. Luke v. 22 ix. 32
;

xi.

31 xiii. 25
;

xvii. 24 xviii. 4. Syn., Carp., K/&amp;gt;. t., orn., &amp;lt;., TtYX.,

Am., lect., subscr., OTIX., with many later changes and weighty readings.

(Greg. 485.)

573. Brit. Mus. Add. 5468 [A. D. 1338], 8 x 6, ff. 226 (29), Carp., Eus.

t., K(p. t., riVX., &amp;lt;f)., Am., lect., subscr., &amp;lt;ni\., syn., men. It was John
Jackson s book, bought of Conant in Fleet Street, 1777, for five guineas.
Mut. Matt. i. 1 vi. 18, and the last leaf of St. Luke (xxiv. 47-53). This

copy has the subscriptions at the end of each of the Gospels of SS.

Matthew and Mark. There is a probable reference to them at the end of

St. John
(6/ioicoj).

It is coarsely written on thick vellum, with much
lect. in vermilion. The breathings and accents are remarkably incorrect.

(Greg. 686.)

574. Brit. Mus. Add. 7141, bought 1825, and once Claudius James
Rich s

[xiii, Greg, xi], 9f x 7J, ff. 192 (27), 2 cols., Carp., Eus. t., &amp;lt;. t.,

nVX., Am. (partial), Eus., lect. in red, subscr. (Greg. 490.)

*575 or ks&amp;lt;* Brit. Mus. Add. 11,300, Lebanon [xii], 6f X 4 J, ff. 268

(26), Carp., Eus. t., nety. t., Ke&amp;lt;., rtVX., Am., Eus., lect., subscr., most ele

gantly and correctly written, purchased in 1838, and said to come from
Caesarea Philippi at the foot of Lebanon. Contains scholia : the text is

broken up into paragraphs. (Re-examined by Bloomfield.) There is

a beautiful facsimile page in the new Catalogue of Ancient Manuscripts
in the British Museum (1881), Plate 16. (Greg. 478.)

576. (Act. 226, Paul. 268.) Brit. Mus. Add. 11,836, this and the next
two are from Bishop Butler s collection: [xi], 7^x5^, ff. 305 (34), Eus.
t. (blank), pict., nety. t., &amp;lt;., riVX., Am., subscr., *e&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;.

in Epistles, beautifully
written in a minute hand and adorned with gold letters, contains Evan.,

VOL. I. S
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Act., Cath., Paul., Psalms, &c. Mut. Mark i. 1-28
; Acts i. 1-23

;
vii. 8-

39 ; Ps. i. 1-3. Akin to Cod. 440 in St. Paul (Vansittart). (Greg. 491.)

577. Brit. Mus. Add. 11,83s
1

[A. D. 1326, Ind. 9], 9| x 6, S. 269 (24),

{syn., men. later), *f&amp;lt;p. t., pict. (lect.,
some avayv. later), TiVX., from Sinai,

most beautifully written by Constantine, a monk. (Greg. 492.)

578. Brit. Mus. Add. 11,839 [xv], 10$ X 8, chart., ff. 157 (27), lect.

(later, and in latter part), ill-written, with later marginal notes, and no

chapter divisions. Matt. iv. 13 xi. 27
;
Mark i. 1 vi. 1, are later.

(Greg. 493.)

579. Brit. Mus. Add. 11,868, from the Butler collection [xi], 9|x7,
ff. 7 (29), 2 cols, (now bound separately), containing Matt. x. 33 xi. 12

;

xiii. 44 xiv. 6; xv. 14-18; 20-22; 26-29; 30-32; 34 xvii. 10;
34 xvii. 10; 12-15; 18-20; 22-24; 25 (sic) xviii. 16, two half-

leaves being lost, beautifully written in two columns.
Ke&amp;lt;.,

TtVX. (mut.},

Am., Eus., later lect. (Greg. 687.)

580. See Evan. 272. Instead

Lord Herries [xiii], 8| X 6g, f. 1 (26), *?&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;., TiVX., Am. {lect., avayv.

later). (See Greg. 576.)

581. Brit. Mus. Add. 16,183 (sic) [xii], 6 x 5f, ff. 181 (28, 29), Carp,

(mut. at beg.), space for Eus. t., &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;.
t., Ke$., TtVX., lect., Am., Eus., syn.,

men., in a minute hand, bought (as was Cod. 582) of Captain C. K.
Macdonald in 1846. The two came probably from Sinai, where he once

saw Cod. N. (Greg. 495.)

582. (Act. 227, Paul. 279.) Brit. Mus. Add. 16,184 [xiiiorxiv], 7| x
5|, ff. 300 (33, 34), Carp., prol., Kf&amp;lt;j). t., lect., TtVX., /&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;., Am., Eus., subscr.,

OTIX., pict., syn., men., some later on paper. The whole New Testament,

except the Apocalypse, in the usual Greek order. This copy contains

many important various readings : e. g. it countenances Codd. NBL in

Luke xi. 2, 4. (Greg. 496.)

583. Brit. Mus. Add. 16,943 [xi], 6 x 4f ,
ff. 184 (22, 23), in a very

small hand, prol., cce&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;. t., lect., TiVX., *e&amp;lt;., Am., Eus., subscr., em^., pict.,

syn., men., from the collection made by the Hon. F. North for the

University of Corfu. See Evann. 531-2 ;
Act. 198. (Greg. 497.)

584. (Act. 228, Paul. 269, Apoc. 97 or j*.) Brit. Mus. Add. 17,469,
contains the whole N. T., bought of T. Rodd in 1848 [xiv], 10^x7,
ff. 187 (35) (very minute writing), with much other matter. Prol., vers.,

K(p. t., Kf&amp;lt;., TiVX., Am., lect., syn. Mut. Matt. i. 1 ii. 13
;
Mark v. 2 vi.

11
;
Acts i. 1 v. 2

;
James i. 1 v. 4

; 3 John
;
Jude

;
Rom. i. 1 iv. 9

;

2 Thess. ii. 13 i Tim. i. 13
;

vi. 19 2 Tim. ii. 19. In Acts TiVX., lect.

rubro. Prol. to every Epistle. Written by Gerasimus. (Greg. 498.)

585. Brit. Mus. Add. 17.470 [A.D. 1034], 8 x 6, ff. 287 (20), syn.,

men., pict., Kf(f&amp;gt;.
t. (with harm.), Kf&amp;lt;p.,

TtVX. (with harm.], Am., Eus., lect.,

with many marginal corrections of the text. Written by Synesiug,
a priest, bought of H. Rodd in 1848. A singularly genuine specimen.

(Greg. 504.)

1 For Add. 11,837, which is m cr
,
see Evan. *201.
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586. Brit. Mas. Add. 17,741 [xii], 9x6, ff. 216 (22), begins Matt,
xii. 21, ends John xvii. 13 : purchased in 1849. Am. (not Eus.], apxni

and Tf\rh lect. The genealogy in St. Luke is in three columns. (Greg. 499.)

587. Brit. Mus. Add. 17,982 [xiii], 8x6, ff. 244 (23), Carp., space
for Eus. t., Kf(f). t., Kf(f)., TIT\., Am., avayv., vers., syn., men., ending John
xix. 39 (eight leaves being lost, also leaf containing xviii. 1-21), and
believed to contain important readings. (Greg. 500.)

588. Brit. Mus. Add. 18,211 [xiii], 9| x 1\, ff. 157 (23), 12 chart.

[xv] to supply hiatus : KJ). t., /(., Am., some i-iVX., lect., came from
Patmos. F. V. J. Arundell, British Chaplain at Smyrna (1834), describes

this copy, given him by Mr. Borrell, and a Lectionary sold to him at the

same time, in his Discoveries in Asia Minor, vol. ii. p. 268. He there

compares it with the beautiful Cod. Ebnerianus (Evan. 105), which it

very slightly resembles, being larger and far less elegant. Mut. Matt. i.

1-19; Mark i. 1-16; Luke ix. 14 xvii. 4; xxi. 19 John iv. 5.

(Greg. 501.)

589. Brit, Mus. Add. 19,387 [xii], 8^x61, ff. 235 (22), &amp;lt;., nVX.,

Am., Eus., lect., prol., Kf(f&amp;gt;. t., subscr., syn., men., written by one Leo, and
found in a monastery of St. Maximus, begins Matt. viii. 6, and was pur
chased in 1853 from the well-known Constantine Simonides (Greg. 502)

as was also

590. Brit. Mus. Add. 19,389 [xiii], 4f x3, ff. 60 (26), &amp;lt;., Am.,
lect., St. John s Gospel only, elegantly written by Cosmas Vanaretus,

a monk. (Greg. 503.)

The foregoing Additional MSS. in the British Museum were examined

and collated (apparently only in select passages) by Dr. S. T. Bloomfield

for his Critical Annotations on the Sacred Text (1860), designed as

a Supplement to the ninth edition of his Greek Testament, and com

prising an opus supremum et ultimum, the last effort of a long and

honourable literary career. He has passed under review no less than

seventy manuscripts of the New Testament, twenty-three at Lambeth,
the rest in the British Museum. The following have been accumulated

since his time.

591. Brit. Mus. Add. 22,506 [A.D. 1305], 9| X 7, ff. 279 (22), . t.,

pict., Kt&amp;lt;j)., lect., rtrX., Am., subscr., O-TIX., avayv., written by Neophytus a monk
of Cj prus, was bought at Milos by H. O. Coxe of a Greek who had it from

a relative who had been fiyovpfvos of a Candian monastery. A facsimile

is given in the new Museum Catalogue. (Greg. 645.)

592. Brit. Mus. Add. 22,736 [June, A.D. 1179], 9J X 7|, ff. 226 (24),

2 cols., syn., prol., *e&amp;lt;. t., pict., /0., lect., nVX., Am., written by John

di/ayi/wo-TT/s, with peculiar, almost barbarous, illuminations. (Greg. 688.)

593. Brit. Mus. Add. 22,737 [xii], 8x6, ff. 313 (20), 0. t., .,

not nVX., lect., subscr., OTIX., syn., men., with decorations in very deep
lake. (Greg. 689.)

594. Brit. Mus. Add. 22,738 [xiii], 6f x4|, ff. 237 (23, 24), Carp.,

Eus. t., Kf(f). t., Kf(f&amp;gt;. (rtVX., lect., syn., men., by another hand^, Am.,

pict., rough and abounding with itacisms. Two rude pictures of Evan

gelists have been effaced. (Greg. 690.)

S 2
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595. Brit. Mus. Add. 22,739, has a rather modern look [xiv 1], 7| x 5f ,

ff. 275 (22), Carp., Eus. t., Ktfy.t., &amp;lt;., pict., TLT\., Am., lect., ari^., dvayv.,

with rough pictures and illuminations. (Greg. 691.)

596. Brit. Mus. Add. 22,740 [xii], 8x6, ff. 237 (23), prol, &amp;lt;. t.,

pict., Kf(p., TiVX., Am., Eus. (in blue), exquisitely written, said to greatly
resemble Cod. 71 (g

scr
)
in text, with illuminated headings to the Gospels.

Mut. Luke ii. 7-21, and after nVX. of St. John. This MS. with Evst.

269, 270, 271, 272, and Evaim. 592, 597, was bought of Sp. Lampros of

Athens in 1859. (Greg. 692.)

597. Brit. Mus. Add. 22,741 [xiv], 10 x 7|, ff. 208 (22), Eus. t., Carp.,

Kf0. t., K$., riYA., Am., subscr., orn., prol. (here called npoypd^fj.ara, a

term we have not noticed elsewhere). Mut. Mark i. 27-43; ii. 216.
John vii. 1 xxi. 25. (Greg. 693.)

598. Brit. Mus. Add. 24,112 [xv], llfcxSJ, chart., ff. 211 (33, 34),

(?T pages Gr. and Lat.), Kf0. t., e$., led., subscr., o-Ti\., dvayv., syn.,

men. Bought at Puttick s, 1861. (Greg. 694.)

599. Brit. Mus. Add. 24,373 [xiii], 9J x 7\, ff. 299 (22), syn., men.,

Carp., Eus. t., Kf(p. t., prol., pict., orn., e&amp;lt;., nVX., led., Am., Eus., subscr.,

very beautiful. Mut. Matt. i. 11 xv. 19. Long led., dpx- in marg.,
T&amp;lt;?A. in the text. Bought of H. S. Freeman, Consul at Janina, in 1862.

(Greg. 695.)

600. Brit. Mus. Add. 24,376 [xiv], lOf x 8, ff. 350 (19), 2 cols., &amp;lt;. t.,

pict., Kf(p. f led., dvayv., some Am., subscr., arix-, syn., men. Remarkable

pict. of the Annunciation and of the three later Evangelists, Gospel

headings left blank. See Evst. 273-7. (Greg. 696.)

601. Brit. Mus. Add. 26,103 [xiv], 8 x 6, ff. 242 (25), orn., $., WrX.,

Am. (in gold), pict. (John), was found in a village near Corinth, and

bought of C. L. Merlin, our Vice-Consul at Athens, in 1865. Beautifully
written in very black ink, the first page of each Gospel being in gold.

(Greg. 697.)

602. Brit. Mus. Add. 27,861 [xiv], 6J x 5, ff. 186 (19, 20, &c.), &amp;lt;. t.,

Kf(f)., TiVX., Am., led., subscr., syn., men., from Sir T. Gage s sale, 1868,

rough and dirty, with many marginal notes to supply omissions. St.

Matthew s Gospel is wholly lost. No pict., but ornamentation in faded

lake. (Greg. 698.)

603. (Act. 231, Paul. 266 and 271.) Brit. Mus. Add. 28,815 [x or

xi], 11^ x 8|, ff. 302 (30), &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;., TtVX., Am., Eus., led., pict., sumptuously
bound with silver-gilt plates. This noble fragment was bought (as

were Act. 232, Evst. 279, 280) of Sir Ivor B. Guest in 1871, and
contains the Gospels, Acts, Catholic Epistles, Romans, i, 2 Corinthians,

Galatians, the rest of the original volume being evidently torn out

of the book when already bound. In the same year 1871 the Baroness

Burdett-Coutts also imported from Janina in Epirus sixty-seven leaves

containing the rest of St. Paul s Epistles and the Apocalypse (B.-C.
II. 4, Paul. 266, Apoc. 89), which fragments were described in the

second edition of the present book. Mr. Edward A. Guy, of Miami

University, Oxford, Ohio, U.S.A., on examining the Museum fragment
in 1875 with my book in his hand, concluded that the two portions

originally formed one magnificent copy of the whole New Testament,
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and when I brought the two together, I saw that the illuminated

heading and initial capital on the first page of B.-C. II. 4 (Eph. i)
was worked off through damp on the verso of the last leaf (302)
of the Museum copy, and the red *e0. of Gal. vi on the top of
B.-C. II. 4, leaf one, recto. In the larger fragment we find two
pict. of St. Luke (one of them before the Acts), one of St. John, with
illuminated headings. Carp., Eus. t., &c. must have perished, as the
first page opens with Matt. i. 1. It has rir\. in gold letters on purple
vellum, a Harmony at the foot of fol. 17 b 18 b, and many brief

marginal scholia. See Paul. 266 (B.-C. II. 4), which is at present five

miles off, in the Library of Sir Roger Cholmeley s School, Highcrate.

(Greg. 699.)

604. Brit. Mus. Egerton 2610 [xii], 5f x 4, ff. 297 (19), about thirty
letters to a line), Carp., Eus. t., Kt&amp;lt;p.

t. (Matt., Mark, Luke), riYX., Am.,
Eus., pict. (beautifully executed). First noticed by Dean Burgon,
bought for the Museum in 1882, and collated by Mr. H. C. Hoskier,
Full Account, &c., D. ]S

T
utt, 1890. According to Mr. Hoskier s

analysis it contains no less than 270 quite unique readings, siding at

least twenty times alone with D, eleven with B, six with N, six with
Evan. 1, twenty-nine with Evan. 473. It has 2724 variations from T. R.
There are besides a vast number of almost unique readings, e. g. Luke
xi. 2, for which Greg. Nyss. is about the only authority (Hoskier).

(Greg. 700.)

605. (Act. 233, Paul. 243, Apoc. 106.) Zittaviensis A. 1 [xv], chart.,
ff. 775 (30), prol., Kt&amp;lt;p. t., Kp., riVA., subscr., OT/X., vers., given to the

Senate of Zittau (Lusatian Saxony) in 1620, contains the canonical

books of the Old Testament down to Esther, with i Esdras, 4 Maccabees,

Judith, Tobit, and the whole New Testament. Matthaei collated the

Old Testament portion for Dean Holmes s edition of the Septuagiut (Cod.

44), and saw its great critical value. It was examined, as so many others

have been, by Dr. C. R. Gregory. (Greg. 664.)

The next two were bought for the Bodleian in 1882 : they came from

Constantinople.

606. Oxf. Bodl. Gr. Misc. 305 [xi], 9| x 7|, ff. 149 (27), pict. (Matt.,

Mark), *$., Am., Eus., few lect. (later), subscr. (Matt.), orn. Mut. Mark
xvi. 19 (post KOI) 20. The passages Matt. xvi. 2, 3

;
John v. 4; vii. 53

viii. 11 are obelized in the margin. (Greg. 707.)

607. Oxf. Bodl. Gr. Misc. 306 [xi], 7 x 6, ff. 200 (32, &c.), Eus. t.,

Kp. t., pict., *((})., nVX., Am., Eus., much cropped in binding. Mut. (1), fol.

1 ; (2) tops of pages containing TiYXot; and (3) Quaternion of 8 ff., Matt.

xx. 15 xxiv. 22. (Greg. 708.)

608. Brit. Mus. Add. 11,859-60 (palimpsest) is a Typicum or Rituale

[xiv or xv], 10 x 7|, ff. 39 + 29 (uncertain), from the Butler collection, hav

ing written under it an earlier cursive text [xiii] containing, in 1 1,859, Matt,

xii. 33 xiii. 7
;

xvi. 21 xvii. 15; xx. 115; 15 xxi. 5
;
Mark x. 45

xi. 17: 198 verses; and in 11,860, only twenty-seven verses of the Catholic

Epistles, James 1-16; Jude 4-15. This is Act. 234. (Greg. 1274?)

609. Camb. Univ. Libr., Hh. 6. 12 [xv], 8 x 5f , chart., ff. 182 (20, &c.),
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Kf(f). t., prol., subscr. This must be Scholz s 1673 (N. T., vol. i. p. cxix),

but it contains the Gospels only, not the Acts, as he supposes. (Greg.

552.)

610. Oxf. Bodl. Barocc. 59 [xi], 8|x5|, ff. 6 (21), 1 chart., &amp;lt;ce$.
t.\

(John), K((f)., TtVX., Am., lect., containing Luke xxiii. 38-50
;
xxiv. 46-53 ;

John i. 30 iii. 5 in a book of other matter [xv], chart. (Greg. 526.)

611. Rom. Angel. D. 3. 8, olim Cardinalis Passionei [xi], 9fx6^,
ff. 442 (21), prol., &amp;lt;. t. St. Luke with Theophylact s commentary,
described with facsimile by Vitali in Bianchini s Evan. Quadr. vol. ii.

pt. 1, pp. 506-40, 563, 560. (Greg. 848.)

612. B.-C. I. 11 [xii], 3|x2, ff. 112 (25-28), is a very small and

beautiful ilSeioi/, containing the Magnificat and Benedictus, besides the
\

151 Psalms of the Septuagint version, and the Hymns of Moses (Ex. xv.

1-14; Deut. xxxii. 14-43), of Hannah (i Sam.
ii),

of Habakkuk (ch.,

iii),
Isaiah (ch. xxvi), Jonah (ch. ii), with that of the Three Holy

Children. Many such books are extant, of which this is inserted in our

list as a specimen. See 5Pe
,
note.

John Belsheim, editor of the Codex Aureus, found at Upsal in 1875,
and described to Burgon in 1882, together with Act. 68, three manu

scripts in the University Library there containing the Gospels only.

613. Upsala 4, Sparvenfeldt
l 45 [xi], 5 X 4, ff. 208 (25), Eus. t.,

Kf(j&amp;gt;. t., pict., last leaf later, bought at Venice in 1678. (Greg. 899.)

614. Upsala 9 [xiii], 9| x 7, ff 288 (22), pict., given by a Greek

priest in 1784 to A. F. Stiertzenbecker, who bequeathed it to the

University Library. (Greg. 900.)

615. Upsala 12, Bjornsthal 2 [xii], 6|x4|, ff. 328 (31), syn., men.,

contains the Gospels, Acts, and Epistles, being Act. 237, Paul. 274.

(Greg. 901.)

616. Upsala 13, Bjornsthal 3 [xii],
6 x 4f ,

ff. 230
(24),;&amp;gt;ro?., $. t.

(Greg. 902.)

These two last and Act. 236 were bequeathed by Professor J. Bjorn
sthal to the University Library.

617. Oxf. Oriel, MS. Ixxxiii [xi or xii], 7f x 5f ,
ff. 236 (22, 23),

2 cols., K&amp;lt;j). t., pict. (cut out), TiYX., lect., Am., Eus., syn., men., written in

gold letters. Mut. in many places. Brought in 1878 by Capt. J. Hext

from Corfu, and given by him to Mr. Daniel Parsons, who gave it to the

College as a joint gift. (Greg. 618.)

618. Camb. Add. 720 [xi], 5| x 4, ff. 278 (19, 20), Am., Eus., #..

TiVX. (fragments of &amp;lt;.

t.), lect., syn., men., pict. But Carp., Eus. t., K(&amp;gt;.
t,

of Matt., and perhaps prol. are apparently lost. Mut. Matt, xxviii. 1-20
;

Mark xv. 29 Luke iii. 33. In a later hand is Luke xxiv. 46-53. (Hort
and Bradshaw.) (Greg. 672.)

1 Belsheim (Cod. Aureus, Proleg. p. xvii and note 3) gives a short life of thai

noble Swede, John Gabriel Sparvenfeldt [1655-1727], who was sent over Europe
by his master, Charles XI, to procure manuscripts for the Royal Library, and

bought the Latin Codex Aureus at Madrid in 1690.
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619. Camb. Add. 1837 [xii or xiii], 8|x6|, ff. 164 (19), injured in

parts by damp. Kec/&amp;gt;., fragment of Kf(f). t., lect., avayv., subscr., cmx. No
Am., Eus., TiVX., prol. Mut. Matt. i. 1 x. 42

;
xiii. 3-16; xxvii. 24-37;

Mark xiv. 21 Luke iii. 16; iv. 35 v. 23; vii. 4-15. Ends Luke
xix. 33. (Hort and Bradshaw.) (Greg. 673.)

620. Camb. Add. 1879. 11 [xii], 9 x 6|, ff. 4 (26), containing Matt. x.

42 xii. 43. Am. (not Eus.}, /ce$., nVX. Lect. are in a later hand. (Hort
and Bradshaw.) (Greg. 674.) From Tischendorfs collection, as is also

621. Camb. Add. 1879. 24
[xiii xiv], 8|x5|, ff. 2 (25), containing

Matt. xxvi. 20-39 and virodeais and verses before St. Mark.
Ke&amp;lt;., nYX.,

lect. (Hort and Bradshaw.) (Greg. 675.)

The Rev. H. O. Coxe, late Bodley s Librarian, though quite unable to

purchase any of the literary treasures he was commissioned to inspect in

1857, added considerably by his research to our knowledge of manuscripts
in the East. A list of them was given in groups by Dr. Scrivener in the

third edition of this work: but for various reasons they will be found

separately placed amongst the ensuing MSS., to fill up gaps which have

been since discovered in the supplementary list of cursive manuscripts
that was bound up in the beginning of the last edition.

The Evann. 622-735 were reported to Dean Burgon from several

Libraries in reply to his sedulous enquiries. Upon subsequent examina

tion by Dr. C. R. Gregory on the spot, many ofthem were seen not to be

Evangelia, but instead of that commentaries of St. Chrysostom, or other

commentaries, or Evangelistaria, or MSS. containing other matter. Thus

including the list of the Abbe Martin, who extended Dean Burgon s

numeration up to 776 the following must be excised : 643-665, 667,

673, 677-679, 681, 682, 685, 686, 688, 689, 695, 700-702, 706, 711,

712, 715-722, 724-728 (including 726 which Dr. Scrivener noticed as

a duplication of 611), 731, 733, 734, 758, 760, 763, 771, 772, 775, 776.

Gregory, Prolegomena, pp. 794, 795. The editor has inserted other

MSS. in their places, being especially those found by the late Rev. H. O.

Coxe in his travels, and enumerated in his Report to Her Majesty s

Government.

622. (Act. 242, Paul. 290, Apoc. 110.) Crypta Ferrata, A. a. 1 [xiv],

llf x8i, ff. 386 (28), chart., &amp;lt;. t. with harm., Am., Eus. (rare), lect.,

avayv., subscr., or/*., vers., pict., syn., men., a beautiful codex of the entire

New Testament. Described by the custodian Rocchi (Codices Cryptenses,

&c., 1882, pp. 1, 2). (Greg. 824.)

623. Crypta Ferrata, A. a. 2 [xi, Greg, xiii], 9 X 6|, ff. 337 (21), prol.,

K&amp;lt;J). t., lect., avayv., subscr., pict., syn., men., a beautiful codex brought from

Corcyra in 1729. Described by Rocchi, pp. 2-4. (Greg. 825.)

*624. Crypta Ferrata, A. a. 3 [xi, Greg, xii], 8f X 6f, ff. 234 (26), in 2

cols., Kf(f&amp;gt;. t., Krf., rtrX., Am., Eus., lect., subscr., (rrix ., syn., men. Collated

by W. H. Simcox (Greg.), agrees with the Ferrar group. A beautiful

codex : written probably at Rhegium. (Greg. 826.)

625. Crypta Ferrata, A. a. 4 [xi, Greg, xiii], 8J X 6|, ff. 225 (24), 0.,

TtVX., Am., subscr., vers.; from St. John xix. 21 in a more recent hand.

No Pericope de adulterd. (Greg. 827.)
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626. Crypta Ferrata, A. a. 5 [xi, Greg, xii], lOf x?J, ff. 176 (27),
2 cols., Eus. t. (beautiful), *f$. t., *e0., nYX., Am., Eus., lect., subscr., pf^.,

OT/X., pict., syn., men.
;
with beautiful Eusebian tables. Described by

Rocchi, pp. 5, 6. (Greg. 828.)

627. Crypta Ferrata, A. a. 6 [xi, Greg, xii], 8| x 6f- ,
fF. 209 (26),

2 cols., Kf&amp;lt;p. t., Kfcf)., TiVX., Am., Eus., lect., OTIX., syn., men., subscr. to

St. Mark like A. Begins at St. Matt. xiii. 28. Described by Kocchi,

pp. 6, 7. (Greg. 829.)

628. Crypta Ferrata, A. a. 8 [xiii], 8| X 4f , ff. 118 (26), prol, Ke&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;. t.,

Ke$., TiYA., Am., Eus.
;

St. Luke and St. John mut. Described by Rocchi,

p. 8. (Greg. 830.)

629. Crypta Ferrata, A. a. 17 [xii, Greg, xi], 5| x 5, ff. 69 (23), *e$. t.,

K(cf)., Am., lect., subscr. A fragment only, beginning at St. Luke xix. 35.

The pericope de adultera is supplied at the end of the codex imperfect
after verse 6. (Greg. 831.)

630. Messina, University Library 88 (Evst. 361) [xiv], 10jx8|, ff.

260 (22), chart., pict., Eus. t. (exquisite), &amp;lt;., nYX., Am., Eus., syn., men.
All in good preservation. (Greg. 839.)

631. Messina, Univ. Libr. 100 [xiii], 10^ X 7j, ff. 125 (24), nYX. St.

Luke i to xxii with a commentary. (Greg. 840.)

632. Lond. Butler, formerly Hamilton 244
[xii], 9fx6|, ff. ? (22),

Carp., Eus. t.,pict., &amp;lt;($. t., &amp;lt;$&amp;gt;., nYX., Am., Eus. (in the same line); superbly
illuminated and adorned with effigies of St. Matthew and of the Virgin
and Child, on gold ground. The Eusebian Canons written in gold
between human figures standing on columns supporting arched arabesque
friezes finely painted in gold and colours. (Greg. 662.)

633. Par. Nat. Suppl. 227 [xvi or xvii], 9| X 7, ff. 212 (22), $., TiYX.,

Am.
;
a Western codex. (Greg. 745.)

634. Par. Nat. Suppl. 911 [A.
D. 1043], written by Euphemius

dvayvuxTTTjs, in black, blue, and red ink, 6^x5$, ff. 315 (18), 2 cols., Am.
St. Luke, Greek and Arabic. (Greg. 609.)

635. Berlin, Royal Gr. 4to, 39 [xii
or xi], 9f x 7|, ff. 313, Carp., Eus.

t., prol., Kf(j). t., Ke(f&amp;gt;., TiVX., Am., Eus., harm, at foot, lect., subscr., OTIX.,

pict. Note that the pericope de adultera is found in this Evan, as well

as in Evann. 636, 637, 638, 641, and 642. (Greg. 655.)

636. Berl. R. Gr. 4to, 47 [xiii or
xii], 9*- X 5f,

ff. 220, Carp., Eus. t.,

*f(f). t., Ke(j)., riVX., Am., Eus. in same line, lect., syn., men. (Greg. 658.)

637. Berl. R. Gr. 4to, 55 [xii], 8ix6, ff. 292, prol., &amp;lt;.

t., Am.
Eus., lect., subscr., pict. (Greg. 659.)

638. Berl. R. Gr. 4to, 66 [xii or xi], 8fx6^, ff. 139 (21), Eus. t.,

Kf&amp;lt;{). t., K(f)., nVX., Am., Eus., lect., pict. (Greg. 660.)

639. Berl. R. Gr. 4to, 67 [xi], 9Jx 7f, ff. 234 (23), *e$. t., &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;., TtVX.,

Am., Eus., pict. (Greg. 661.)

640. Berl. R. Gr. 8vo, 3 [A. D. 1077], 5^x4, ff. 266 (16), 0. t.,

nffj)., nVX., Am., Eus., lect., subscr., trn^. (Greg. 653.)
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641. Berl. E. Gr. 8vo, 4 [xi or
xii], 4f x3, ff. 178 (25), 0., rtVX.

w&amp;lt;. in places. Contains from St. Matt. ii. 15 to St. John xix. 32
(Greg. 654.)

642. (Act. 252, Paul 302.) Berl. E. Gr. 8vo, 9 [xi, Greg, xiv], 5f x 4,
ff. 140 (32), very minute writing, &amp;lt;($. t., KJ&., rir\., Am., Eus., lect.,

subscr., O-T-/X. ; probably once contained all the New Testament. It

begins now with St. Luke xxiv. 53 : mut. after i Thess. (Greg. 656.)

643. Cairo, Patriarchal Library 2
[xiii], Gospels, 4to. (Greg. 601.)

644. Cairo, Patr. Libr. 15
[xi]. Mut. Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 602.)

645. Cairo, Patr. Libr. 16
[xi], Gosp., 4to, syn., men., beautifully

written. (Greg. 603.)

646. Cairo, Patr. Libr. 17
[xi], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 604.)

647. Cairo, Patr. Libr. 68 [x], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 605.)

648. Cairo, Merotiaa of St. Katherine of Mount Sinai 7 [xvi], Synopsis
of Gospels with Psalter, fol., chart. (Greg. 606.)

649. Jerusalem, Holy Sepulchre (monastery of) 2 [x], Gosp., 4to,

beautifully written. (Greg. 607.)

650. Jerus. Holy Sepul. 5 [x], Gosp., 4to, beautifully written. (Greg.
608.)

651. Jerus. Holy Sepul. 6 (Scholz 450) [A. D. 1043], St. Luke (Gr. and

Arab.), 4to, by Euphemius. Beautifully written 1
. (Greg. 450.)

652. Jerus. Holy Sepul. 14 [xii], Gosp. with scholia, large 4to. (Greg.
610.)

653. Jerus. Holy Sepul. 17 [xi], Gosp. with few scholia, 4to. (Greg.

611.)

654. Jerus. Holy Sepul. 31 [xi], Gosp., 4to, very beautiful. (Greg. 612.)

655. Jerus. Holy Sepul. 32 [xi], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 613.)

656. Jerus. Holy Sepul. 33 [xii], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 614.)

657. (Act. 325, Paul. 152.) Jerus. Holy Sepul. 40 [xii],
N. T., except

Apoc., 4to. A fine copy. (Greg. 615.)

658. Jerus. Holy Sepul. 41 [xi], Gosp., 4to, beautiful. (Greg. 616.)

659. Jerus. Holy Sepul. 43 [xi], Gosp., fol., scholia (Matt. unc. in golden

letters). (Scholz 456?) (Greg. 617.)

660. Jerus. Holy Sepul. 44 [xiv], Gosp., fol. (Greg. 618.)

661. (Act. 260, Paul. 304.) Jerus. Holy Sepul. 45 [xii], Gosp., Paul.,

Cath., with \fgfis TU&amp;gt;V npdgetav, 4to. (Greg. 619.)

662. Jerus. Holy Sepul. 46
[xi], Gosp., small 4to. (Greg. 620.)

663. Jerus. Holy Cross, 3 [xi], Gosp., 4to, syn., men., K((J). (Greg. 621.)

664. St. Saba 27 [xii], Gosp., fol. (Greg. 622.)

665. (Act. 328, Paul. 230.) St. Saba 52 [xi], Gosp., Paul., Cath., 4to,

syn., men. (Greg. 623.)

1

Gregory considers this to be (not a duplicate but) the same as Cod. 634.
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666. Rom. Vat. Gr. 641 [A.D. 1287], 10x6f, ff. 467 (28),chart. The

Gospels, with Theophylact s commentary. (Greg. 854.)

667. (Act. 317, Paul. 316.) St. Saba 53 [xi], Gosp., Paul., Cath., 4to.

(Greg. 624.)

668. Rom. Vat. Gr. 643 [xii], 10J: x 8$, ff. 584 (36), pict. The Gospels,
with Theophylact s commentary. (Greg. 855.)

669. Rom. Vat. Gr. 644 [A.D. 1280], 13x9|, ff. 349 (44), 2 cols.,

chart., Am., written by order of Michael Palaeologus. Same contents as

the preceding. (Greg. 856.)

670. Rom. Vat. Gr. 645 [xii], 11 x 9, ff. 391 (28), prol, &amp;lt;. *., &amp;lt;.,

TtVX. St. Luke and St. John, with Theophylact s commentary. (Greg.

857.)

671. (Paul. 311.) Rom.Vat.Gr. 647 [xv or xiv],13|x9, ff. 338(48),
chart. Gospels and Epistles, with commentary of Theophylact. (Greg.

858.)

672. Rom. Vat, Gr. 759 [xv or xvi], 8|x 5f, ff. 261, chart. St. Luke,

with a commentary. (Greg. 859.)

673. (Act. 318, Paul. 317.) St. Saba 54 [xii], Gosp., Paul., Cath., 4to.

(Greg. 625.) (Vat. Gr. 1068 is Evst. 122. Greg.)

674. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1090 [xvi], lOf x 8, ff. 509 (40), chart. The

Gospels, with commentary of Peter of Laodicea. Part i and ii. (Greg. 861.)

675. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1191 [xii],
9 x 6f ,

ff. 402 (?),
written by one

Arsenius. St. John, with Theophylact s commentary. (Greg. 862.)

676. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1221 [xii
or xiii], 15^ X 10f, ff. 400

(41)^2
cols.,

Kf(f). t., KfQ., rtVX., lect., subscr. The Gospels, with Theophylact s com

mentary. (Greg. 863.)

No. 677 is a Catech., 678 is Evst. 551, 679 a commentary. (Greg.)

677. St. Saba 56 [x], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 626.)

678. St. Saba 57 [x], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 627.)

679. St. Saba 58 [x], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 628.)

680. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1895 [xv or xiv], 6| x 4|, ff. 223 (20), prol, &amp;lt;. t.,

with harm., Kf&amp;gt;., lect., avayv., subscr., cm^., vers. (Greg. 867.)

681. St. Saba 59 [x], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 629.)

682. St. Saba 60 [x], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 630.)

683. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1933 [xvii], ISfxlOf, ff. 624 (26), chart. St.

Luke, with a Catena. (Greg. 868.)

684. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1996 [xi or xii], 10^ X 8|, ff. 245 (25), &amp;lt;., rir\.,

with a commentary. (Greg. 869.)

685. St. Saba 61 a [xi], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 631.)

686. St. Saba 61 b [xi], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 632.)

687. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2117 [xi], 5jx 4f, ff. 164 (29), prol, KJ&amp;gt;. t., &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;.,

TtVX., subscr. (later) ;
a beautiful Evangelium. (Greg. 871.)

688. St. Saba 61 c [xi], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 633.)

689. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2165 [xi], 13f X 9|, ff. 289 (23), 2 cols., Carp.,
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Eus. t., Kt(f). t., Kf0., TiVX., Am., Eus., subscr., ftp., crri^., olim Columnensis
4. This was Evst. 391. (Greg. 873.)

690. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2160 [xi or xii], 8x6, ff. 180 (26), 2 cols.,

Carp., prol., *e$. t., *ce0., rirX., Am., Eus., lect., subscr., OTIX., vers., pict.
1 Venit e familia principe Rornana De Alteriis, cujus stemma argenteum
in tegmine habet. (Greg. 872.)

691. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2187 [xii or
xiii], Il|x7f, ff. 383 (27), olim

Columnensis 26. St. John, with Commentary of Theopbylact. (Greg.
874.)

692. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2247
[?], 7| x 5|, ff. 228 (23), Eus. t., prol. (John),

Kt(j). t., pict., Kt(j). } TiVX., Am., Eus., lect., syn.\ a fine codex. Column. 86.

(Greg. 875.)

693. Rom.Vat. Gr. 2275 [xvi], 13| X 9, ff. 2 + 17 (40),cAar., fragments
of SS. Matt, and John with comm. (Greg. 876.)

694. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2290 [A. D. 1197], 10jx8, ff. 218 (25), 2 cols.,

Car?;., Eus. t., prol., &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;. t., *e$., TiVX., Am., Eus., vers. A splendid codex.

It has been numbered 2161. (Greg. 877.)

695. St. Saba 61 d
[xi], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 634.)

696. Rom. Vat. Reg. Gr. 3
[xiii, Greg, xi], 13|-xlOi, ff. 256 (30),

St. Luke and St. John, with commentary of Chrys. ; begins Luke iii. 1.

(Greg. 884.)

697. Rom. Vat. Reg. Gr. 5 [xv], Il|x8f, ff. 439 (29), chart. St.

Matthew, with a commentary. (Greg. 885.)

698. (Act. 268, Paul. 324, Apoc. 117.) Rom. Vat. Reg. Gr. 6 [A. D.

1454], 13|- x 9
f&amp;gt;

ff- 336 (59), chart., K^. t. The Gospels, with commentary
of Nicetas of Naupactus ;

Acts and St. Paul, with commentary of

Theophylact ; Apoc., with the commentary of an anonymous writer.

(Greg. 886.)

699. Rom. Vat. Reg. Gr. 9 [xi], llf x9|, ff. 197 (38). St. John,
with a commentary. (Greg. 887.)

700. St. Saba 61 e [xi], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 635.)

701. St. Saba 62 a [xii], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 636.)

702. St. Saba 62 b
[xii], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 637.)

703. Rom. Vat. Ottob. 37 [xii],
13 x 18J, ff. 248 (46), Eus. t., $. t.,

$., TtrA., Am., Eus., lect., vers., with the commentary of Theophylact.
Pars i et ii. Olim Altemprianus. (Greg. 878.)

704. Rom. Vat. Ottob. 100 [xvi], ff. 105, chart., part of St. Luke, with

commentary. (Greg. 879.)

705. Rom. Vat. Ottob. 208 [xv], 8|x5f, ff 255 (17), chart., pict.,

Kp., rtVA., Am. A fine Evangelium, with pictures. (Greg. 880.)

706. St. Saba 62 c [xii], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 638.)

707.
)
Rom. Vat. Ottob. 453, 454, 456 [xiii, Greg, xv], 13f x9|, ff.

708. V 171 + 171 + 181 (31), chart. The Gospels, with Theophylact s

709. ) commentary. Dr. Gregory, having examined these three, pro
nounces them parts of the same MS. (Greg. 881.)
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710. St. Saba 62 d
[xii], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 639.) Dr. Gregory iden

tifies 710 with Evan. 146.

711. St. Saba 62 e [xii], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 640.)

712. St. Saba, Tower Library 45 [xi], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 641.)

713. Kom. Vat. Pal. 32 [xi or x], 14f x 10J, fF. 181, 2 cols. St. John,
with commentary of Chrys. (Greg. 882.)

714. Eom. Vat. Pal. 208 [xv], 8|x 5|, ff. 247 (24), chart. St. John,

with Theophylact s commentary. (Greg. 883.)

715. St. Saba, Tower Library 46 [xii], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 642.)

716. St. Saba, Tower Library 47 [xi], Gosp., 4to. (Greg. 643.)

717. Patmos, St. John 2 [xii], Gosp., scholia, 4to. (Greg. 467.)

718. Patmos, St. John 6 [x], Gosp., 4to, syn., men. (Greg. 468.)

719 l
. Patmos, St. John 21 [xii], Gosp., fol. (Greg. 469.)

720. Cyprus, Larnaca [xii], Gosp., 4to, syn. (Greg. 644.) Five more

were noted by Mr. Coxe, but he was unable through illness to see them.

They have been examined since then by Dr. Gregory.

721. Constantinople ayiov rdfyov 436 [xiii], 7^ X5j, ff. 1 (22), written

by several hands, Eus. t., Ke$. t., Am., Eus. (See Greg. 646.)

722. Constant, ay. rd$. 520 [xiii], 10x7f, ff. ? (24), 2 cols., Carp.,
Eus. t., prol., Kf&amp;lt;p. t., pict., Am., Eus., subscr., vers., syn., men. (See Greg.

647.)

723. Rom. Angelic. B. i. 5 [xii, Greg, xiv], Il$x8f, ff. 1 (33), &amp;lt;. t.,

subscr., OT/X., syn. Formerly belonged to Card. Passionei. Matt, and

Mark with catena. (Greg. 847.)

724. Constant, dy.rd^. 574 [xiv], 9^-X 7, ff. ? (23), *$. t., lect., subscr.

Mut. end of Mark, beg. and end of Luke, many places in John. (Greg.

648.)

725. Constant. TOV fXXrjviKov 0iXoAoyiKoC av\\6yov 1 [A. D. 1303?],

ll^X 8f, ff. 294 (44), cJmrt., 2 cols. Gospels with commentary much in

a later hand. Written by a certain George. (See Greg. 649.)

726. Constant, r. eXX. &amp;lt;tX. trvXXoy. 5 [xiii],
5 x 7, ff. ? (24), 0. t.,

Am., lect., subscr., OTIX., vers., syn., men. Mut. (See Greg. 650.)

727. 728, 731, 733. Chalke. Trinity Monastery, ten miles from Con

stantinople, seen by Dr. Millingen, and reported by Coxe, four Evang.,
with silver clasps, numbered by him 1, 2, 3, 4. These four MSS.

(727, 728, 731, and 733) seem to be the same as those which Dr. Gregory
has recorded as Chalcis monasterii Trinitatis 11 et 12, and Chalcis

scholae 8 and 27 (A. D. 1370, fol., e0. t., lect., dvayv., syn., men.), the

latter of which with two more (see below, 734, 735) he saw. Dr. Mil

lingen mentions eight ;
but Dr. Gregory records only six, which must

be taken to be the number. See Prolegomena 1144-49, p. 608.

729. Rom. Barberini iv. 86 (olim 228) [x, Greg, xii], Il|x8i, ff. 381

(35 1),
2 cols. St. John, with Cyril s commentary. (Greg. 850.)

1 For the other Evann. at Patmos, see No. 1160, &c.
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730. Rom. Barb. iv. 77 (ol. 210) [xvii], lOf x 8, ff. 152 (21), chart.
St. John, with Books v and vi of Cyril s commentary. (Greg. 849.)

732. Horn. Borgian. (Propag.) L. vi. 10 [A. D. 1300], 9Jx6|, ff. 165,
K((f)., rn-A., Am., syn., men. The Gospels, with Menologium. Birchius
eo usus est : but he makes no mention of it. (Greg. 852.)

734. Chalke&quot;, Chalcis scholae 95
[xiii], 4to, pict.

735. Chalke (Act. 288, Paul. 336), Chalcis scholae 133 [xiii], 4to.

736. Bought of Muller, the London bookseller, and collated by H. B.

Swete, D.D., Regius Professor of Divinity, Cambridge [xi or xii, Greg,
xiv], 7i-x6, ff. 254, in modern binding. After signature 28 seven
leaves [xiv f\ containing John xviii. 39, v^iv Iva to the end are supplied.

Syn., men., prol., vers., *e$. t., *&amp;lt;.,
Am. (Eus. later), lect., subscr. like A,

CTT/X. In the margin are textual corrections, some primd manu. The
readings are sometimes curious. (Greg. 718.)

737. Ox. Bodl. Misc. Gr. 314, found at Rhodes in 1882, and procured
through Mr. Edmund Calvert [xi], 7|x6, ff. 118 (21), 2 cols., 0. t.,

Kt(f&amp;gt;., riYA., Am., Eus., lect., subscr., OT/X., ftp. Mut. Matt. v. 40 xxi. 1
;

Luke xv. 4 xxii. 49; xxiv. 34-52; John iv. 14 ix. 11
;

xiii. 3 xv.

10; xvi. 21 xxi. 25 (some fresh leaves having been lately purchased).
It was apparently written by an Armenian scribe (F. Madan). A later

hand
[xiii] supplies Luke iii. 25 iv. 11

; vi. 25-42 in palimpsest, over

writing not much earlier than itself. (Greg. 709.)

The following MSS. (738-774) are from the late Abbe Martin s list

of MSS. at Paris (see Description Technique ),
and are numbered by him

as they are given here :

738. (Act. 262, Apoc. 123.) Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 159
[xiii, Greg, xiv],

15| x 11, ff. 406 (36), &amp;lt;. t., w0., TiVA., lect. (Greg. 743.)

739. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 919 [xiii, Greg, xv], 5x4, ff. 19 (47),
Eus. t., prol., syn., men. (remarkable), */)., Am., Eus., lect. Contains
Matt, ii. 13 ix. 17. (Greg. 751.)

740. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 611 [x, Greg, xi], 10x7f, ff. 396 (47),

Carp., Eus. t., Kf&amp;lt;p. t., /ce$., TtYA., Am., Eus., prol. Section of adultery

omitted, a leaf probably lost. (Greg. 746.)

741. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 612 [A. D. 1164], 9|x7l, ff. 376 (53),

Carp., Eus.
t., 0. t., nYA., pn-ol., Am., Eus., lect., pict. Commentary.

(Greg. 747.)

742. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 914 [xi-xii], llf x 8f ,
ff. 319 (20), 0.,

TiYA., Am., pict., subscr. (Greg. 750.)

743. Par. Nat. Gr. 97 [xiii], 8|x 6|, ff. 152 (28), ., TtVA., Am.,lect.,

Mut. John xx. 15-end. Has a double termination to St. Mark written

by George. (Greg. 579.)

744. Par. Nat. Gr. 119 [xi, Greg, xii or xiii], 6x4|, ff. 382 (25),

Greg. 388 (16), Carp., Eus. t., Ke$. t., $., YA., Am., syn., men., lect.

A beautiful MS. (Greg. 580.)

745. Par. Nat. Gr. 179 [xvi, Greg, xiv], 13x9|, ff 246 (50), 2 cols.,

Kf&amp;lt;j). t., KJ)., TtYA. Beautiful; Gospels with Theoph. (Greg. 727.)
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746. Par. Nat. Gr. 181 [xiii, Greg, xiv], llf X8|, ff. 230 (68), 2 cols.,

syn., pict., prol, Kcty. t., *e0., rtVX., Am., lect. Gospels with Theoph.

(Greg. 728.)

747. Par. Nat, Gr. 182
[xiii], llf X8i, ff. 341 (47), 2 cols., &amp;lt;. t.,

T/rX. Gospels with Theoph. (Greg. 729.)

748. Par. Nat. Gr. 183 [xiv], 9|x 6, ff. 331 (32), chart., prol, . t.,

Mut. John xvi. 4-end. Gospels with Theoph. (Greg. 730.)

749. Par. Nat. Gr. 184 [xiv], 9| X 5f ,
ff. 426 (40), chart., prol, &amp;lt;. t.,

riYX., Am., pict. Gospels with Theoph. (Greg. 731.)

750. Par. Nat. Gr. 185 [xiii
or xiv], ff. 271 (38), chart., syn., Eus. t.,

prol, Am., lect., K&amp;lt;.,
nVX. Gospels with Theoph. (Greg. 732.)

751. Par. Nat. Gr. 190 [xii], Il|x8|, ff. 347 (42), pro?., &amp;lt;. t., pict.

(Matt.), Ke(jf).,
TirX. (Greg. 733.)

752. Par. Nat. Gr. 192 [xiv or xv], Il|x8|, ff. 297 (39), (269-297

chart.). SS. John, Matt., Luke with Theoph. (Greg. 734.)

753. Par. Nat. Gr. 196 (xiii, Greg, xv), 9|x6, ff. 164 (50), latter

part a palimpsest. SS. Matt, and Luke with Theoph. Mut. Matt.

i. 1 vii. 16 (xii. 33, and other places, Greg.) (Greg. 735.)

754. Par. Nat. Gr. 198 [xi or xii], lOf x 7f ,
ff. 235 (34), &amp;lt;. t., &amp;lt;.,

nVX. Gospels with Theoph. (Greg. 736.)

755. Par. Nat. Gr. 204 [xiii], 10 x 8|, ff. 176 (30), Matt, with

Theoph. (Greg. 737.)

756. Par. Nat. Gr. 205 [A.D. 1327], 11| x 8|, ff. 80 (38), chart., Kf
(f&amp;gt;. t.,

K
((f).,

nVX. Matt, with Theoph. (Greg. 738.)

757. Par. Nat. Gr. 207 [xv], 13 J x 8|, ff. 48 (39). Luke with Theoph.

(Greg. 739.)

758. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 903 [xii], ?, ff. 278, &amp;lt;. t., ., TirX., Am.,

lect., subscr. Mut. in many places. (See Greg. 748, who also notes that

Nat. Gr. 214 is only a homily.)

759. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 219 [xii or xiii], 9|x8i, ff. 367 (27), nVX.

(Matt.), pict. (Luke). Gospels with Theoph. (Greg. 744.)

760. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 1035, frag, [viii ?]iF. 12; [xi or xii], 8x6,
ff. 182 (35), membr. and chart. (Am., lect. later). Matt, xxiii. 11-21.

(See Greg. 753.)

761. Par. Nat. Gr. 234 [xii or xiii, Greg, xiv or xv], 9f x 7, ff. 441

(36), (Greg. 444 (33, &c.)), chart., syn., &$., nVX., lect. Gospels with

Theoph. (Greg. 740.)

762. Par. Nat. Gr. 235 [xiv], 9|x 6J, ff. 362 (26-52), chart., nVX., lect.

Gospels with Theoph. (Greg. 741.)

763. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 1076 [xi], small fol., ff. 465, Carp. Brought
from Janina. (See Greg. 754.)

764. Par. Nat. Gr. 1775 [xv-xvi], 8x6, ff. 160, chart. St. John
with Theoph. (Greg. 742.)
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765. Par. Nat. Coislin. Gr. 128 [Mart, xi, xii, Greg, xiii], 12|x9|,
ff. 344 (40),jproZ., *e&amp;lt;. t., rVA. Gospels with Theoph. (Greg. 1261.)

766. Par. Nat. Coisl. Gr. 129 [xiii, xiv], 12|x 9J, ff. 317 (43), 2 cols.

Gospels with Theoph. (Greg. 1262.)

767. Par. Nat. Coisl. Gr. 198 [xiii, xiv], 9|x6i, ff. 434 (26), chart.,

K(J). t., TiYX., Am., Eus. Gospels with Theoph. (Greg. 1263.)

768. Par. Nat. Coisl. Gr. 203 [xii, xiii], 9f x 7f ,
ff. 435 (33), 0. t.,

pict., rtVX. Mut. in places. Gospels with commentary. (Greg. 1265.)

769. Par. Nat. Coisl. Gr. 206 [x or xi], 11x81, ff. 432 (25), syn.,
K
e(j). t., w0., riYX., lect. (2 vols., Greg.). (Greg. 1266.)

770. (Paul. 478.) Par. Nat. Coisl. Gr. 207 [xiv], 10f-x7f, ff. 295

(36), chart. St. John and Eom., 2 Cor., Gal. i. 1 ii. 15 with Theoph.

(Greg. 1267.)

771. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 1080 [xiv], 4to, chart., ff. 332. Brought
from Janina. (See Greg. 755.)

772. Par. Nat. Suppl. 1083
[xi], 4to, ff. 179. Mut. at end. Written

by Michaelis. (See Greg. 756.)

773. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 904 [xii or xiii],
13 x 9J, ff. 199 (40), proL,

K$., TiYX. Fragment of Gosp. with Theoph. (Greg. 749.)

774. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 927 [xii or xiii], 6x4fc, ff. 199 (26), (syn.,

men., chart.}, $., rtVX., Am., pict., lect. (later). (Greg. 572.)



CHAPTEE IX.

CURSIVE MANUSCRIPTS OF THE GOSPELS.

PART III.

TITE have now come to Dr. Gregory s list, where Dr. Scrivener s

and the Abbd Martin s have ceased, and shall follow it,

except in the case of MSS. which have been already recorded,

and which therefore must be replaced by other MSS. When

ever no independent information is at hand, the MS. will be

simply noted, and the reader is referred to Dr. Gregory s Pro

legomena under the same number. Information from other

sources than Dr. Gregory s book will in each case, where the

Editor has discovered it, be duly given. Whenever no reference

is made to Dr. Gregory s list, the numbers in both lists are the

same.

The particulars added to MSS. at Athens are taken from the

Catalogue by K. Alcibiades I. Sakkelion, obligingly lent me

with others by Mr. J. Rendel Harris
;
but the press-marks of the

MSS. have apparently been changed since Dr. Gregory examined

them, and I have not succeeded in obtaining information upon
this point. I have therefore identified the MSS. as best I could,

and have inserted queries when there seemed to be doubt. The

number in brackets is the present press-mark. The two measure

ments often differ ;
I have followed that of Sakkelion.

775. Athens, Nat. Sakkelion 3 (58) [xiii]/4f X 4, ff. 223. Belonged to

John Cantacuzenus.

776. Ath. Nat. Sakkel. 5 (76) [xii], 8x 5|, ff. 3S7,pict., prol

777. Ath. Nat. Sakkel. 6 (93) [xiv], 8|x5f-, ff. 185, pict.

778. Ath. Nat. Sakkel. 7 (80) [xiv], 9jx6|, ff. 195, pict.

779. Ath. Nat. 1 (127) [xiv], 7|x 5|, ff. 171, pict.

780. Ath. Nat. 5 (121) [xi], 8|x6f, ff. 241, scholia in red.

781. Ath. Nat. 14 (110 ?) jxv], 8|x 5, ff. 197.
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782. Ath. Nat. 16 (81 ?) [xiv], 9 x 7|, ff. 277.

783. Ath. Nat. 17 (71 ?) [xiv], Il|x8|, ff. 211, pict.

784. Ath. Nat. 20 (87??) [xiv], 8|x5|, ff. 161, cotton, pict. Mut.

beg., &amp;lt;f(}&amp;gt;.

785. Ath. Nat. 21 (118) [xi], 7ix5, ff. 230, pict.

786. Ath. Nat. 22 (125?) [xv], 7x4, ff. 280.

787. Ath. Nat, 23 (108 ?) [xiv], ff. 305.

788. Ath. Nat. 26 (74?) [x], 8|x6f, ff. 219, pict.

789. Ath. Nat. 27 (134?) [xii-xiv], 5$ X 4, ff. 250 (1-23 and 245-50,

chart.).

790. Ath. Nat. 39 (95 ?
?),

11 x 7|, ff. 163, mut. beg. (167 ff.) and end

[many). SS. John and Luke, with commentary of Titus of Bostra.

791. Ath. Nat. 60 (77) [xiv], 8|x 5|, ff. 229, pict.

792. (Apoc. 111.) Ath. Nat. 67 M (107) [xv], 3| X 2f, ff. 145. Beau

tifully written in very small letters.

793. Ath. Nat. 71 (75) [xiv], 6f x 5f, ff. 255, pict.

794. (Act. 269, Paul. 401.) Ath. Nat. 118 (122), 8x 5, ff. 269.

795. Ath. Nat. 150 (109??) [xv], 5|x4, ff. 324. (In Greg. 2 for

? : else how could syn., men., &c., occur in two leaves
?)

796. (Act. 321, Paul. 276.) Ath. Nat. 767 (160) [xi], 6|x4f, ff.323,
Eus. t., pict.

797. Ath. Nat. (Ill ?) [xv], 7^x5^, ff. 223.

798. Ath. Nat. (137?) [xiv], 6f x 4|, ff. 113, mut. ff. 2 at beg., and
from Mark viii. 3 to end of Gospels, pict.

799. Ath. Nat. 117 [xi], 7|x 5|, ff. 366.

800. Ath. Nat. 150 (65 ?) [xii], lOf x 7J.

801. (Act. 326, Paul. 313.) Ath. Nat. (130) [xv], 81 x 5, ff. 324.

802. Ath. Nat. (99) [xiv], 9| x 7|, ff. 24. St. Luke i. 1 vi. 13.

803. Ath. Nat. (88) [xvi], 8|x 5|, ff. 176. Gospels except St. John.

804. Ath. TTJS BoiAJj?. 805. Ath. rfjs BovX^y.

806. Ath. 1% BovXJjy. 807. Ath. TTJS BovX^y.

808. (Act. 265, Paul. 403, Apoc. 150.) Ath. Dom. Mamoukae.

809. Ath. Dom. Mamoukae. 810. Ath. Dom. OtWo/iou 6.

811. Ath. Soc. Archaeolog. Christ. 812. Corcyra, Abp. Eustathius.

813. Corcyra, Abp. Eustathius. 814. Corcyra, Abp. Eustathius.

815. Corcyra, Comes de Gonemus. 816. Corcyra.

817. Basle, A. N. iii. 15. 818. Escurial *. iii. 13.

819. Escurial *. iii. 14. 820. Escurial Q. i. 16.

821. Madrid, Reg. O. 10. 822. Madrid, Keg. O, 62.

823. (Act. 266, Paul. 404.) Berlin Reg. 8vo. 13.

824. Vienna, Imp. Gr. Theol. 19. (Greg. 719.)

VOL. I. T
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825. Vienna, Imp. Gr. Theol. 79, 80. (Greg. 720.)

826. Vienna, Imp. Gr. Theol. 90. (Greg. 721.)

827. Vienna, Imp. Gr. Theol. 95. (Greg. 722.)

828. Vienna, Imp. Gr. Theol. 122. (Greg. 723.)

829. Vienna, Imp. Priv. Bibl. 7972. (Greg. 724.)

830. Milan, Ambr. A. 178 supr. (Greg. 589.)

831. Parma, Eeg. 15. (Greg. 590.)

832. (Act. 143.) Florence, Laurentian Libr. vi. 5.

833. Florence, Laurent, vi. 26. 834. Flor. Laur. xi. 6.

835. Flor. Laur. xi. 8. 836. Flor. Laur. xi. 18.

837. Milan, Ambr. E. S. iv. 14. Ff. 34-66.

838. Formerly Milan, Hoeplii. 839. Messina, Univ. 88.

840. Messina, Univ. 100. 841. Modena, iii. F. 13.

842. Modena, G. 9. 843. Naples, Nat. Libr. II. AA. 3 7.

844. Padua, Univ. 695. 845. Pistoia, Fabron. Libr. 307.

846. Athens, Nat. Theol. (150, 12) [xv], Il|x8| (Act. 209, Paul.

399, Apoc. 146), ff. 414, syn., men., *e$., prol., pict. (Greg. 757.)

847. Athens, Nat. Theol. (151, 13) [xiv], 5^x4, ff. 301, &amp;lt;. t., K($.,

TtrX., pict., &c. (Greg. 758.)

848. Ath. Nat. Theol. (152, 14) [xiii], 8| x 5|, ff. 295, Carp., Eus. t.,

jrrol., Ktcj). t., prol. Theophyl., pict., *0., nVX., &c., vers., syn., men., avayv.

(Greg. 759.)

849. Ath. Nat. Theol. (153, 15) [xiv], 8| X 6|, ff. 283, Eus. t. (Greg.

760.)

850. Ath. Nat. Theol. (154, 16) [xiv], 8J x 6, ff. 281, syn., men., Carp.,
Eus. t., prol., Kf(f). t., K((J). (Greg. 761.)

851. Horn. Propag. L. vi. 9.

852. Ath. Nat. Theol. (155, 17) [xiv], 9 x 6f ,
ff. 332, syn. (Greg. 762.)

853. Rom. Casanatensis G. ii. 9.

854. Ath. Nat. Theol. (156, 18) [xv], 9|x6f, ff. 324 (4 chart.), pict.

(Greg. 763.)

855. Ath. Nat. Theol. (157, 19) [xii], llf X7, ff. 316, mut. at beg.
and end. (Greg. 764.)

856. Ath. Nat. Theol. (158, 20) [xiv], 7\ x 5f, ff. 229. (Greg. 765.)

857. Ath. Nat. Theol. (159, 21) [xiv], 7|x4f, ff. 316 (12 chart.).

(Greg. 766.)

858. (Act. 267, Paul. 400.) Ath. Nat. Theol. (160, 22) [xi], ff. 323,
Eus. t., pict. (Greg. 767.)

859. Ath. Nat. Theol. (161, 23) [xiv], 7|-x5|, ff. 222 (14 chart.}.

(Greg. 768.)

860. Rom. Vat. Gr. 774.

861. Ath. Nat. Theol. (162, 24) [xv], 9 x 6|, ff. 253. (Greg. 769.)
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862. Ath. Nat. Theol. (203, 66) [xi], 10fx7|, ff. 270, mut. beg.
and end. (Greg. 770.)

863. Ath. Nat. Theol. (204, 67) [x], 12| x 9, ff. 153, mut. middle and

end, vers. (Greg. 771.)

864. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1253. 865. Rom. Vat. Or. 1472.

866. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1882, ff. 10-16 (Apoc. 115).

867. Ath. Nat. Theol. (489, 216) [xvj, 10} X 7$, ff. 387 (21 chart.,

comm. of Theophylact). (Greg. 772.)

868. Ath. Nat. Sakkelion 1 (56) [x], 13f x 9|, ff. 285, pict., mut.,

Carp., Eus. t. (Greg. 773.)

869. Ath. Nat. Sakkel. 2 (57) [xi-xii], 10|x7|, ff. (368-3 plain= )

365, pict., Carp., Eus. t., vers. (Greg. 774.)

870. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2115, ff. 166-170.

871. Montpelier, Schol. Med. H. 446. (Greg. 577.)

872. Arras, 970. (Greg. 578.) 873. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2165.

874. Dessau. (Greg. 651.)

875. Munich, Reg. 594. (Greg. 652.)

876. Berlin, Reg. Gr. 4to, 12. (Greg. 657.)

877. Strasburg, Ed. Reuss. (Greg. 663.)

878. Petersburg, Imp. Muralt. 56 (vii). (Greg. 567.)

879. Petersburg, Imp. Muralt. 67. (Greg. 568.)

880. Petersburg, Imp. Muralt. 105. (Greg. 574.)

881. Brussels, Reg. 11,358. (Greg. 725.)

882. Brussels, Reg. 11,375. (Greg. 726.)

883. Rom. Corsin. 41 G. 16. (Greg. 591.)

884. London, Mr. White 2. (Greg. 702.)

885. Formerly London, Quaritch [1251]. (Greg. 703.)

886. Manchester, Rylands Library, formerly Quaritch [xiii], 4| x 3^,
ff. 324 (18), 2 cols., with Latin version to St. Matthew. (Greg. 704.)

887. Hackney, Lord Amherst, formerly Quaritch [xiii], 9| x 6f ,
ff.

253 (18), Kf
(j). t., pict. (Greg. 705.)

888. Venice, St. Mark 26. 889. Venice, St. Mark 30.

890. Venice, St. Mark 31. 891. Venice, St. Mark 32. (Paul. 325.)

892. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 33,277 [x], 6x4j, ff. 353 (20), chart.

at end and later, syn., men., **$. t., *ce$., lect., Am., Eus., vers., subscr.

Beautifully written in minute characters, but damaged and faded.

Bought from H. L. Dupuis in 1887. (Collated by J. R. Harris, Journal

of Biblical Literature, ix. 1890.)

893. Venice, St. Mark i. 61. 894. Venice, St. Mark ii. 144.

895. Cheltenham, 6899. (Greg. 665.)

896. Edinburgh, Mackellar.

T 2
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Edinburgh, Univ. David Laing 6.

Edinburgh, Univ. Laing, 667.

Massachusetts, Harvard. (Greg. 666.)

New Caesarea (U.S.A.), Madison, Drew 3. (Greg. 667.)

Tennessee (U.S.A.), Sewanee, Benton 2. (Greg. 670.)

Tennessee, Sewanee, Benton 3. (Greg. 669.)

Cairo, Patriarch. Alex. 421. 904. Cairo, Patriarch. Alex. 952.

897.

898.

899.

900.

901.

902.

903.

905.

907.

909.

911.

913.

915.

917.

919.

by one

920.

922.

923.

925.

927.

929.

931.

933.

935.

937.

939.

941.

943.

945.

947.

949.

951.

953.

955.

957.

959.

961.

963.

Athos, St. Andrew A .

Athos, St. Andrew H .

Athos, Vatopedi 206.

Athos, Vatopedi 211.

Athos, Vatopedi 213.

Athos, Vatopedi 215.

Athos, Vatopedi 217.

906. Athos, St. Andrew E .

908. Athos, St. Andrew e .

910. Athos, Vatopedi 207.

912. Athos, Vatopedi 212.

914. Athos, Vatopedi 214.

916. Athos, Vatopedi 216.

918. Athos, Vatopedi 218.

Athos, Vatopedi 219 [June, 1112, Greg. 1116], 16mo. Written

Constantino. (Greg. Constantius.)

Athos, Vatopedi 220. 921. Athos, Vatopedi 414.

Athos, Gregory 3. (Act. 270, Paul. 407, Apoc. 151.)

Athos, Gregory roO

Athos, Dionysius 5.

Athos, Dionysius 8.

Athos, Dionysius 12.

Athos, Dionysius 23.

Athos, Dionysius 25.

Athos, Dionysius 27.

Athos, Dionysius 29.

Athos, Dionysius 31.

Athos, Dionysius 33.

Athos, Dionysius 35.

Athos, Dionysius 37.

Athos, Dionysius 39.

Athos, Dionysius 64.

Athos, Dionysius 80.

Athos, Dionysius 311.

Athos, Dionysius 313.

Athos, Dionysius 315.

Athos, Dionysius 317.

Athos, Dionysius 319.

Athos, Dionysius 321.

924. Athos, Dionysius 4.

926. Athos, Dionysius 7.

928. Athos, Dionysius 9.

930. Athos, Dionysius 22.

932. Athos, Dionysius 24.

934. Athos, Dionysius 26.

936. Athos, Dionysius 28.

938. Athos, Dionysius 30.

940. Athos, Dionysius 32.

942. Athos, Dionysius 34.

944. Athos, Dionysius 36.

946. Athos, Dionysius 38.

948. Athos, Dionysius 40.

950. Athos, Dionysius 67.

952. Athos, Dionysius 310.

954. Athos, Dionysius 312.

956. Athos, Dionysius 314.

958. Athos, Dionysius 316.

960. Athos, Dionysius 318.

962. Athos, Dionysius 320.

964. Athos, Docheiariou 7.
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965. Athos, Docheiariou 21. 966. Athos, Docheiariou 22.

967. Athos, Docheiariou 30. 968. Athos, Docheiariou 35.

969. Athos, Docheiariou 39. 970. Athos, Docheiariou 42.

971. Athos, Docheiariou 46. 972. Athos, Docheiariou 49.

973. Athos, Docheiariou 51. 974. Athos, Docheiariou 52.

975. Athos, Docheiariou 55. 976. Athos, Docheiariou 56.

977. Athos, Docheiariou 59. 978. Athos, Docheiariou 76.

979. Athos, Docheiariou 142. 980. Athos, Esphigmenou 25.

981. Athos, Esphigmenou 26. 982. At!:os, Esphigmenou 27.

983. Athos, Esphigmenou 29. 984. Athos, Esphigmenou 30.

985. Athos, Esphigmenou 31. 986. Athos, Esphigmenou 186.

987. Athos, Zographou 4
[xii], 8vo, ff. 176. Repaired with paper

leaves at beginning and end.

988. Athos, Zographou 14 [1674], 8vo. Written by one Theocletus.

989. Athos, Iveron 2. 990. Athos, Iveron 5.

991. Athos, Iveron 7. 992. Athos, Iveron 9.

993. Athos, Iveron 18. 994. Athos, Iveron 19.

995. Athos, Iveron 21.

996. Athos, Iveron 28. (Act. 278, Paul. 431.)

997. Athos, Iveron 29. (Act. 279, Paul. 432.)

998. Athos, Iveron 30.

999. Athos, Iveron 31. (Act. 280, Paul. 433.)

1000. Athos, Iveron 32. 1001. Athos, Iveron 33.

1002. Athos, Iveron 51. 1003. Athos, Iveron 52.

1004. Athos, Iveron 53. 1005. Athos, Iveron 55.

1006. Athos, Iveron 56. 1007. Athos, Iveron 59.

1008. Athos, Iveron 61. 1009. Athos, Iveron 63.

1010. Athos, Iveron 66. 1011. Athos, Iveron 67.

1012. Athos, Iveron 68. 1013. Athos, Iveron 69.

1014. Athos, Iveron 72. 1015. Athos, Iveron 75.

1016. Athos, Iveron 371. 1017. Athos, Iveron 548.

1018. Athos, Iveron 549. 1019. Athos, Iveron 550.

1020. Athos, Iveron 562. 1021. Athos, Iveron 599.

1022. Athos, Iveron 607. 1023. Athos, Iveron 608.

1024. Athos, Iveron 610. 1025. Athos, Iveron 636.

1026. Athos, Iveron 641. 1027. Athos, Iveron 647.

1028. Athos, Iveron 665. 1029. Athos, Iveron 671.

1030. Athos, Iveron 809. 1031. Athos, Iveron 871.

1032. Athos, Caracalla 19. 1033. Athos, Caracalla 20.
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1034. Athos, Caracalla 31. 1035. Athos, Caracalla 34.

1036. Athos, Caracalla 35. 1037. Athos, Caracalla 36.

1038. Athos, Caracalla 37. 1039. Athos, Caracalla 111.

1040. Athos, Caracalla 121. 1041. Athos, Caracalla 128.

1042. Athos, Caracalla 198.

1043. Athos, Constamonitou 1. Theophylact on SS. Matt, and John?

1044. Athos, Constamonitou 61 [xvi], 8vo, chart., mut.

1045. Athos, Constamonitou 106
[xiii],

16mo. Begins with St. Luke.

1046. Athos, Coutloumoussi 67. 1047. Athos, Coutloumoussi 68.

1048. Athos, Coutloumoussi 69. 1049. Athos, Coutloumoussi 70.

1050. Athos, Coutloumoussi 71. 1051. Athos, Coutloumoussi 72.

1052. Athos, Coutloumoussi 73. 1053. Athos, Coutloumoussi 74.

1054. Athos, Coutloumoussi 75. 1055. Athos, Coutloumoussi 76.

1056. Athos, Coutloumoussi 77. 1057. Athos, Coutloumoussi 78.

1058. Athos, Coutloumoussi 90a . (Act. 283, Paul. 472.)

1059. Athos, Coutloumoussi 278. 1060. Athos, Coutloumoussi 281.

1061. Athos, Coutloumoussi 283. 1062. Athos, Coutloumoussi 284.

1063. Athos, Coutloumoussi 285. 1064. Athos, Coutloumoussi 286.

1065. Athos, Coutloumoussi 287. 1066. Athos, Coutloumoussi 288.

1067. Athos, Coutloumoussi 289. 1068. Athos, Coutloumoussi 290.

1069. Athos, Coutloumoussi 291. 1070. Athos, Coutloumoussi 293.

1071. Athos, Laura*.

1072. (Act. 284, Paul. 476, Apoc. 160.) Athos, Laura*.

1073. (Act. 285.) Athos, Laura*. 1074. Athos, Laura *.

1075. (Act. 286, Paul. 478, Apoc. 161.) Athos, Laura*.

1076. Athos, Laura *. 1077. Athos, Laura *.

1078. Athos, Laura *. 1079. Athos, Laura *.

1080. Athos, Laura*.

* Dr. Gregory has seen these ten MSS., but gives no press-mark.

1081. Athos, Xeropotamou 103. 1082. Athos, Xeropotamou 105.

1083. Athos, Xeropotamou 107. 1084. Athos, Xeropotamou 108.

1085. Athos, Xeropotamou 115. 1086. Athos, Xeropotamou 123.

1087. Athos, Xeropotamou 200. 1088. Athos, Xeropotamou 205.

1089. Athos, Xeropotamou 221. 1090. Athos, in Ecclesia.

1091. Athos, Panteleemon xxv. 1092. Athos, Panteleemon xxvi.

1093. Athos, Panteleemon xxviii.

1094. (Act. 287, Paul. 480, Apoc. 182.) Athos, Panteleemon xxix.

1095. Athos, Paul 4 [xiv], 8vo, pict., nVX., syn., men.
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1096. Athos, Paul 5
[xiii], 8vo. A leaf, 2 cols., of St. Matt, added at

the end.

1097. Athos, Protaton 41 [x], 8vo. With histories of the Evangelists.

1098. Athos, Simopetra 25.

1100. Athos, Simopetra 29.

1102. Athos, Simopetra 38.

1104. Athos, Simopetra 40.

1106. Athos, Simopetra 63.

1108. Athos, Simopetra 146.

1110. Athos, Stauroniketa 43.

1112. Athos, Stauroniketa 54.

1114. Athos, Stauroniketa 70.

1116. Athos, Stauroniketa 127.

1118. Athos, Philotheou 21.

1120. Athos, Philotheou 33.

1122. Athos, Philotheou 41.

1124. Athos, Philotheou 45.

1126. Athos, Philotheou 47.

1128. Athos, Philotheou 51.

1130. Athos, Philotheou 68.

1132. Athos, Philotheou 72.

1134. Athos, Philotheou 77.

1099. Athos, Simopetra 26.

1101. Athos, Simopetra (34?).

1103. Athos, Simopetra 39.

1105. Athos, Simopetra 41.

1107. Athos, Simopetra 145.

1109. Athos, Simopetra 147.

1111. Athos, Stauroniketa 53.

1113. Athos, Stauroniketa 56.

1115. Athos, Stauroniketa 97.

1117. Athos, Philotheou 5.

1119. Athos, Philotheou 22.

1121. Athos, Philotheou 39.

1123. Athos, Philotheou 44.

1125. Athos, Philotheou 46.

1127. Athos, Philotheou 48.

1129. Athos, Philotheou 53.

1131. Athos, Philotheou 71.

1133. Athos, Philotheou 74.

1135. Athos, Philotheou 78.

1137. Athos, Philotheou 86.1136. Athos, Philotheou 80.

1138. Athos, Chiliandari 5 [xii], 8vo, orn.

1139. Athos, Chiliandari 19 [xviii], 8vo, chart.

1140. Athos, Chiliandari 105 [xiv], 4to. Golden letters, very hand

some, 11 lines, 2 cols.

1141. Berat, Archbp. 1142. Berat, Mangalemine Church.

1143. Berat, Church roO fiay/fXio-^oi).

1144. New York, Syracuse. (Greg. 668.)

1145. Athens, Nat. Libr. 13 [xv], 5x4, ff. 299.

1146. Ath. Nat. Libr. 139 [xv], 6|x4f, ff. 444. Mut. at beg. and
end. With commentary. Two palimpsest leaves

[viiij.

1147. Ath. Nat. Libr. 347 [ix-x], 7f-x5|, ff. 131. Palimpsest. Other

writing. Hymns and Prayers [A. D. 1406].

1148. Jerusalem, Patriarchal Library 25 [xi], llf x9j, ff. 273 (17),

syn., xe(f). t., proll., OTI^., scholia. Mut. from fire and damp, Luke i. 1

25
;
John xxi. 17-end; ff. 127, 128 partially mutilated 1

.

1 For all these MSS. (Evann. 1148, 1149, 1261, 1262, 1263, 1265-1268, 1274-

1279), see
l/&amp;gt;o&amp;lt;To\o/xmK7) BiP\ioOT]KT), K.T.\., virb A. IIa7ra5oTrov\ou II. Kepaptcas. To/xos
Ef H(rpoviro\fi, 1891.
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1149. (Paul. 53.) Jerus.Patr.Libr.28
[xi],

11 x 9, if. 212(21),
., scholia. Brought in 1562 by Peter TOV

1150. Constantinople, St. Sepulchre 227.

1151. Constantinople, St. Sepulch. 417.

1152. Constantinople, St. Sepulch. 419.

1153. Constantinople, St. Sepulch. 435.

1154. Constantinople, St. Sepulch. 439.

1155. Constantinople, St. Sepulch. 441.

1156. Lesbos, Mon. rou Atificavos 356. Commentary of St. Chrysostom
on St. John, and commentary of Theophylact on St. Matt., perhaps with
St. Matt, [xiv], 12f x 10^, by the hand of Michael the monk, partly on
vellum (ff. 1-4, and 121-125, 2 cols.), chiefly on cotton

(ff. 116, 1 col.).

(Papadop. Kar. TLapdprr)p.a TOV IS&quot; To/iov. Constantinople, 1885.)

1157. Lesb. Mon. TOV
A&amp;gt;&amp;lt;BZ/.

67 [xi], 9x7|, ff. 395, Keep., subscr.

Latin between the lines of John i. 1-12.

1158. Lesb. Mon. TOV
A.eip.a&amp;gt;v.

97 chart, [xvj, 7|x 5f, with two vellum
leaves [xi].

1159. Lesb. Mon. TOV Aeipw. 99 [xiv, end], 9| x 6f , ?, $. t., pict., Luke
mut., John wanting.

1160. Patmos 58. 1161. Patmos 59 [x], 4to. Seen by Coxe.

1162. Patmos 60. 1163. Patmos 76. 1164. Patmos 80.

1165. Patmos 81. 1166. Patmos 82. 1167. Patmos 83.

1168. Patmos 84. 1169. Patmos 90. 1170. Patmos 92.

1171. Patmos 94. 1172. Patmos 95. 1173. Patmos 96.

1174. Patmos 97. 1175. Patmos 98. 1176. Patmos 100.

1177. Patmos 117. 1178. Patmos 203. 1179. Patmos 275.

1180. Patmos 333. 1181. Patmos 335.

1182. Thessalonica, e\\r]viKov yvp.vao-iov 6.

1183. Thess. eXXrjv. yv/arao-. 11.

1184. Thess., at the house of Ku. Snvpiov.

1185. Sinai, Mt. Catherine 148. 1186. Sinai, Mt. Catherine 149.

1187. Sinai, Mt, Cath. 150. 1188. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 151.

1189. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 152. 1190. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 153.

1191. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 154. 1192. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 155.

1193. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 156. 1194. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 157.

1195. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 158. 1196. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 159.

1197. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 160. 1198. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 161.

1199. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 162. 1200. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 163.

1201. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 164.

1202. (Act. 417.) Sinai, Mt. Cath. 165.

1203. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 166. 1204. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 167.
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1205. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 168. 1206. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 169.

1207. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 170. 1208. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 171.

1209. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 172. 1210. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 173.

1211. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 174. 1212. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 175.

1213. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 176. 1214. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 177.

1215. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 178. 1216. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 179.

1217. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 180. 1218. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 181.

1219. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 182. 1220. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 183.

1221. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 184. 1222. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 185.

1223. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 186. 1224. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 187.

1225. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 188. 1226. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 189.

1227. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 190. 1228. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 191.

1229. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 192. 1230. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 193.

1231. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 194. 1232. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 195.

1233. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 196. 1234. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 197.

1235. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 198. 1236. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 199.

1237. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 200. 1238. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 201.

1239. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 203. 1240. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 259.

1241. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 260. 1242. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 261.

1243. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 262. 1244. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 263.

1245. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 264. 1246. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 265.

1247. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 266. 1248. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 267.

1249. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 268. 1250. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 269.

1251. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 270. 1252. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 302.

1253. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 303. 1254. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 304.

1255. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 305. 1256. Sinai, Mt. Cath. 306.

1257. Smyrna, Schol. Evan. r. 1. 1258. Smyrn. Schol. Evan. r . 2.

1259. Smyrn. Schol. Evan. r . 5.

1260. Cortona, Bibl. Commun. 201.

1261. Jerusalem, Patriarch. Libr. 31 [xi], 10|x8, ff. 295 (20), Eus. t.,

prol., pict., Ace0. t. Brought from Tauronesus to Constantinople before 1683.

1262. (Act. 417, Paul. 57, Apoc. 153.) Jerus. Patr. Libr. 37 [xi],

9|x7, ff. 355 (31), KJ). t., proll., pict., carp., glossary, Ke&amp;lt;p.
Mut. end of

i Pet., Heb.-end. Has signature of Patriarch Sophronius, A.D. 1604-5.

According to another note Thomas and Georgilas and their relatives

offered it in 1589.

1263. Jerus. Patr. Libr. 41 [xij, 9^x6^, ff. 298 (21), of which three

are plain, rtVX., *&amp;lt;., pict. Fine letters.

1264. Paris, Nat. Coislin. Gr. 201.

1265. Jerns. Patr. Libr. 42 [xi], 9 x 7$, 248 (19), TiVX., $. (gold). Mut.
at beginning of each Evangelist, and several leaves cut off at the end.
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1266. Jerus. Patr. Libr. 46 [xii], 8| x 6|, ff. 278 (25), one leaf cut out

after f. 80, and ff. 15 and 16 palimpsest.

1267. (Act. 329, Paul. 380.) Jerus. Patr. Libr. 47 [xi], 8|x6, ff.

216 (40), 130-137 being cotton [xiii], vers., pict., syn. Very beautiful.

Brought from Cyprus.

1268. Jerus. Patr. Libr. 48
[xi],

8 x 6|, ff. 258 (7 being plain), 0. &amp;lt;.,

Carp., Eus. t., orn.

1269. Kom. Vat. Urb. 4. 1270. Cairo, Patriarch. Alex. 82.

1271. Cairo, Patriarch. Alex. 87. 1272. Athens, Nat. 111.

1273. Auckland (New Zealand), City Library.

1274. Jerus. Patr. Libr. 49
[xi, 1st quarter], 8x6f, ff. 306 (18),

8 being blank, *e&amp;lt;. t. (gold), Carp., Eus. t., pict., syn., men.

1275. Jerus. Patr. Libr. 56 [xi], 7\X 5, ff. 218 (23), Eus. t.
(&amp;lt;av6viov ?),

Kf(f&amp;gt;. t., pict., syn. Came from St. Saba.

1276. Jerus. Patr. Libr. 59
[xi], 5|x4, ff. 299 (23), 12 blank, Carp.,

Kf(f&amp;gt;. t., pict., lect. First page in vermilion, rest in gold. Written in

Palestine.

1277. Jerus. Patr. Libr. 60 [xi], 5f X4f, ff. 299 (23), 12 blank, w0. *.,

Carp., Eus. t. (KOVOVIOV), pict. First page in vermilion, rest in gold on

purple.

1278. Jerus. Patr. Libr. 62 [May 1, 1721], ?, ff. 385, 2 cols., chart. In

Greek and Turkish (written in Greek letters). Prol., pict.

1279. Jerus. Patr. Libr. 139 [xiv], llf x8, ff. 124 (34), chart.

1280. Lesbos, T. A
/x&amp;lt;oi&amp;gt;os ^ov^s 141 [xv], 8|x5|, ff. 1, chart. Mut.

beginning and end, and in other places.

1281. Lesbos, r. Aei^wi/os P.OVTJS 145 [xv], 8i-x5|. Chart.

1282. Lesbos, T. Acijuuiw IMOVJS 227
[xii], 6^ x 5*-, ff. 136. Mut. Matt.

i. 1 vii. 5
;
Mark i. 1-15; Luke xix. 32 John xxi. 25.

1283. Lesbos, Mai/ra^dSov, TaiapXoi KA
[xiii], 8f x 6i, ff. 288. Written

by one Macarius.

1284. Mitylene, Libr. of Gymnasion 9 [xii-xiii], 10^x7^, ff. 292 +
8 chart., 2 cols., pict.

1285. Mityl. Libr. Gym. 41 [x], 7|x 5|, ff. 258. Mut. at beginning,
&c. ff. 3 [xiii].

1286. Andros, Mow? dyial [11 56], size not given, ff. 342 (20), iteQ.t., pict.

1287. Andros, M. dy. 33 [xii-xiii]. One leaf mut.

1288. Andros, M. dy. 34 [1523], 6 ff. at end chart. Well written.

1289. Andros, M. ay. 35. Like the last, several perished folios have

been replaced by paper ones.

1290. Andros, M. dy. 37 [xii]. Sumptuous binding with precious
stones and silver tablets.

1291. Andros, M. dy. 38. Chart., vers.

1292. Andros, M. dy. 48 [1709]. Beautiful and perfect. Ke$. t., pict.
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1293. Andros, M. ay. 49 [1234]. Ke$. and other ornaments cut out.

Like 34.

1294. Andros, M. &y. 50 [xii-xiiij. Mut. at beginning and end, &c.

1295. Kosinitsa, Mon. Libr. 219 [1285].
1296. Kosinitsa, Mon. Libr. 58 [ix-x], 12x8, ff. 288. Pict., $. t.,

proll. (various), scholia. Written in early minuscules.

1297. (Act. 416, Paul. 377.) Kosinitsa, Mon.Libr. 216
[?], 7f X 5%,pict.

1298. Kosinitsa, Mon. Libr. 217, Carp., Eus. t., pict.

1299. Kosinitsa, Mon. Libr. 218, pict.

1300. Kosinitsa, Mon. Libr. 219. 1301. Kosinitsa, Mon. Libr. 220.

1302. Kosiuitsa, Mon. Libr. 222.

1303. Kosinitsa, Mon. Libr. 223 [1471], ?, ff. 201.

1304.. Kosinitsa, Mon. Libr. 198.

1305. Athos, Protaton 15 [xi], 2 cols.

1306. Athos, Prot. 44 [xiv], 2 cols., chart.

1307. Athos, Paul. 1 [xiv], 4to, ff. 50. Written by one Matthew. Mut.

1308. Athos, Chiliandari 6[xiii],8vo. Mut. at beginning and elsewhere.

1309. Athos, Constamonitou 99 [xiv]. Palimpsest over Latin Lives

and Martyrdom of Saints [xii].

1310. Athos, Xenophon 1 [1181], 4to, 2 cols. Written by John,
a reader from Buthrotus.

1311. Athos, Xenophon 3 [xiii], 8vo, 2 cols. Mut.

1312. Athos, Xenophon 58 [xvi], 8vo, chart.

1313. Athens, Nat. Libr. 72 [A.D. 1181], lOf X7f, ff. 191.

1314. Ath. Nat. Libr. 92 [xiv], 5|x4, ff. 277, Carp., Eus. t., *e#. t.,

with a peculiar description of the Eusebian Canons.

1315. Ath. Nat. Libr. 113 [xi], 7|x5f, ff. 232.

1316. Ath. Nat. Libr. 123 [A.D. 1145], 8J-X 5f, ff. 189, pict.

1317. Ath. Nat. Libr. 128
[xii], 6f x5J, ff. 181.

1318. Ath. Nat. Libr. 132 [x], 6f x4f, ff. 210.

1319. Ath. Nat. Libr. 135 [xv], 9x7|, ff. 150.

1320. Earl of Crawford 1 [xi], 8x6, ff. 239 (25), Carp., Eus. t.

(prol., K($., rtVA. in blue by another hand), lect. with apx- and reX. later),

Am., Eus., subscr., *&amp;lt;. t. Exquisitely written and ornamented.

Perfect, except that &amp;lt;ce&amp;lt;. t. in Matt, is torn out. Memorandum on last

leaf of the birth of Theodora [Oct. 2, 1320].

1321. Earl of Crawford 2 [xi-xii], 5x4, ff. 240 (21, 20), #. t.,

pict., Kf&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;., TtVX., Am., subscr., vers. (Luke), syn., men. Beautifully

written, though not equal to the last. Has suffered from age. Written

by Paul a monk. The third leaf in St. Luke lost : otherwise perfect.



CHAPTEK X.

CUESIVE MANUSCRIPTS OF THE ACTS AND CATHOLIC EPISTLES.

*1. (Evan. 1.)

2. (Paul. 2.) Basil. Univ. A. N. iv. 4 (formerly B. ix. 38) [xiii or xiv

Burgon], 5|x3|, ff. 216 (27), with short Introductions to the books,
once belonged to the Preaching Friars, then to Amerbach, a printer of

Basle. Erasmus grounded on this copy, in some passages with some
alterations of the MS., the text of his first edition (1516), and he calls it

exemplar mire castigatum/ His binder cut off a considerable part of

the margin (Hoskier). It is Mill s B, 2 (Battier, Wetstein).

3. (Evan. 3.)

4. (Paul. 4.) Basil. A. N. iv. 5 (formerly B. x. 20) [xv], 6 x 4f ,
ff. 287

(18), Mill s B. 3, badly written by several hands, and full of contrac

tions : the Pauline Epistles preceding the Catholic. Erasmus made
some use of this copy and of its marginal readings (e. g. Acts viii. 37

;

xv. 34 ;
xxiv. 6-8) for forming his text (Battier, Wetstein).

5. (Evan. 5.) 6. (Evan. 6.)

7. (Paul. 9.) Paris, Nat. Gr. 102 [x, Greg, xi, Omont
xii], 7jx5|,

ff. 390 (20), prol., &amp;lt;ce$. t., nYX., pict., seems to be Stephen s
, although t is

cited in error Luke v. 19; John ii. 17: it nearly resembles Cod. 5 and
the Latin version. In this copy, and in Paul. H, 12, 17, 20, 137,
Mr. Vansittart re-collated the beginning of the Epistle to the Hebrews.

8. (Paul. 10.) Stephen s to
,
now missing, cited about 400 times by

that editor, in 276 of which it supports the Latin versions (Mill, N. T.,

Proleg. 1171). Stephen cites ta (apparently in error) four times in the

Gospels, once in the Apocalypse (Matt. x. 8; 10
;

xii. 32; John ii. 17
;

Apoc. xiii. 4).

9. (Paul. 11.) Cambridge, Univ. Libr. Kk. 6. 4 [xi], 6|x4f, ff. 247

(22), lect. Mut. Acts iii. 6-17 ;
i Tim. iv. 122 Tim. iv. 3; Heb. vii.

20 xi. 10
;

xi. 23-end. Bp. Marsh has fully proved that this copy,
which once belonged to Stephen s friend Vatablus, Professor of Hebrew
at Paris, is his 17 . This copy also is twice quoted by Stephen in the

Gospels (Matt, xxvii. 64
;
John ii. 17), through mere oversight. Dr. Hort

states that it is rich in detached readings in Cath. Epp., not in Acts
or Paul.

10. (Paul. 12, Apoc. 2.) Par. Nat. Gr. 237, Stephen s te [x], 8|- x 6f ,

ff. 246 (28), prol., K&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;. t., TiVA., K&amp;lt;p., subscr., O-TIX., neatly written, with
scholia and other matter. Le Long identified this, and about five other
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of Stephen s manuscripts : its value in the Apocalypse is considerable

(Wetstein, Scholz).

11. (Paul. 140.) Par. Nat, Gr. 103 [x, Greg, xi], 8^x61, ff. 333 (18),

prol., with scholia. Mut. Acts ii. 20-31.

12. (Paul. 16, Apoc. 4.) Par. Nat. Gr. 219 [xi], 12f X 9J,ff. 313 (40),

prol., K(f&amp;gt;. t., Kf&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;., TtYA., syn., men., neat, with Arethas commentary on the

Apocalypse, and (Ecumenius on the other books. Like Evann. 16, 19,

317, it once belonged to the Medici : in 1518 it was given by the Greek
Janus Lascar to Petro Masieli of Constance, and was used by Donatus of
Verona for an edition of (Ecumenius (Wetstein, Scholz).

*13. (Evan. 33.) 14. (Evan. 35.)

15. Par. Nat. Coislin. 25 [xi], 12f x 9, ff. 254 (36),proL, 0. t., &amp;lt;.,

nVX., subscr., em^., described by Montfaucon (as were also Act. 16-18),
compared with Pamphilus revision, prol., and a commentary digested by
Andreas, a priest (Wetstein).

16. (Paul. 19.) Par. Nat. Coisl. 26
[xi, Greg, x], llf x 9, ff. 381 (40),

prol., with a commentary much like that of (Ecumenius, and a catena of

various Fathers : also a life of St. Longinus on two leaves [ix]. It once

belonged to the monastery of St. Athanasius on Athos, fiifi\iov T^S rerup^s
6e&amp;lt;7f(os (Wetstein).

17. (Paul. 21, Apoc. 19.) Par. Nat. Coisl. 205 [written by Anthony,
a monk, A. D. 1079, Indict. 2], 9| X 7, ff. 270 (27), prol, K

e(f&amp;gt;. t., #., nYX.,

lect., subscr., &amp;lt;mx., syn. Mut. i Cor. xvi. 17 2 Cor. i. 7; Heb. xiii.

15-25
;
with Apoc. i. 1 ii. 5 in a recent hand (Wetstein).

18. (Paul. 22, Apoc. 18.) Par. Nat. Coisl. 202, 2, ff. 1-26 [xi] on

vellum, the rest
[xiii] on cotton paper, 9|x 7-J-,

ff. 302 (22), with scholia

to the Acts and Catholic Epistles, Andreas commentary to the Apoca
lypse, prol. to St. Paul s Epistles (Wetstein).

19. (Evan. 38.)

20. (Paul. 25.) Brit. Mus. Royal MS. I. B. I, once Westminster 935

[xiv], 10 x 7f, ff. 144 (22), chart., Euthal., prol. in Cath. and Paul. Mut.
and in bad condition, almost illegible in parts (Wetstein). The Pauline

Epistles precede the Acts and Catholic Epistles. Casley notices one leaf

lost in the Hebrews (after cos viols vplv jrpos ch. xii. 7).

21. (Paul. 26.) Cambridge, Univ. Libr.Dd.xi. 90
[xiii], 6x5|,ff. 159

(24), .prol., lect., cm^. Mut. Acts i xii. 2 ;
xiv. 22 xv. 10; Rom. xv.

14-16; 24-26; xvi. 4-20; i Cor. i. 15 iii. 12; 2 Tim. i. 1 ii. 4
;

Tit. i. 9 ii. 15; Philem. ii-end of Hebrews. Prol. to Pauline Epistles

only, copy is Mill s Lu., but he forgot to name it in his Prolegomena.
It was re-discovered and collated by Wetstein, and is probably Bentley s

Q (Ellis, Bentleii Critica Sacra, p. xxix). John Berriman, in the

manuscript notes to his own copy of his Critical Dissertation on i Tim.
iii. 16 (1741), which he presented to the British Museum in 1761, tells

us that this codex [then Cant. 495] was identified by several collations

of many texts by different hands (Professor Francklin and others), and

by other circumstances to have been Professor Luke s (MS. note on

p. 104).
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22. (Paul. 75 in the same hand.) Brit. Mus. Add. 5115 and 5116, once

Dr. Mead s (Berriman), then Askew s [xii], 7| x 5|, ff. 127+174 (22),

&amp;lt;ce$. t., Kf(f&amp;gt;., yrroL, syn., lect. (later). Mut. Acts i. 1-11: (Acts i xx
collated by Paulus for Griesbach : Bloomfield) : Scholz s date [ix] is

an error.

23. (Paul. 28, Apoc. 6.) Oxf. Bodl. Barocc. 3 [xi], 5 x 4, ff. 297 (21),

2~&amp;gt;rol. (Euth.), Kf(f). t., a beautiful little book, written at Ephesus, beginning
Acts xi. 13, ending Apoc. xx. 1 : the opening chapters are supplied in a

late hand. Tregelles calls this a very obscure manuscript. With
scholia on the Epistles, and a full and unique commentary on the Apoca
lypse, edited by J. A. Cramer, 1840 (Mill, Caspar Wetstein, Griesbach).
This copy is Bentley s x in Trin. Coll. B. xvii. 5 (see Evan. 51).
Mut. Acts iii. 10 xi. 13; xiv. 6 xvii. 19; xx. 28 xxiv. 12; i Pet.

ii. 2-16; iii. 7-21
;

2 Cor. ix. 15 xi. 9
;
Gal. i. 1-18

; Eph. vi. 1-19
;

Phil. iv. 18-23; Kev. i. 10-17; ix. 12-18; xvii. 10 xviii. 8, and in

other places.

*24. (Paul. 29.) Camb. Christ s Coll. F. 1. 13 [xii], 8Jx6, ff. 303

(22). Mut. Acts i. 1-11
;

xviii. 20 xx. 14; James v. 14 i Pet. i. 4,

and some leaves of this fine copy are torn or decayed : there are also

many changes by a later hand (Mill s Cant. 2, Scrivener s 1) : unpub
lished collations were made by Bentley (Trin. Coll. Camb. B. xvii. 10, 11),
and by Jo. Wigley for Jackson (Jesus Coll. Camb. 0. 0.

1).

25. (Paul. 31, Apoc. 7.) Brit. Mus. Harl. 5537 [Pentecost, A. D. 1087,
Indict. 10], 4^x31, ff. 286 (23), (with a lexicon, chart.), prol, . t.,

*., some lect., subscr., orix-, an important copy, from the neighbourhood
of the Aegean. Mut. i John v. 14 2 John 6 (Mill, Griesbach, Bloom-

field, Scrivener s 1 in Apoc.)
x
.

26. (Paul. 32.) Brit. Mus. Harl. 5557 [xii], 7 x 6, ff. 293 (22), syn.,

men. (prol., *e0. t. Paul.), lect., some subscr. and OTIX. Mut. Acts i. 1-11
;

i Cor. xi. 7 xv. 56. This copy and the next bear Covell s emblem

Luceo, and the date Constantinople, 1675, but he got Act. 27 from

Adrianople. (Mill, Paulus in Acts i-iii Bloomfield.)

27. (Paul. 33.) Brit. Mus. Harl. 5620 [xv], 8 x 6, ff. 134 (22), chart.,

is of some weight : there are no chapter-divisions frrimd manu
;
the

writing is small and abbreviated (Mill, Griesbach, Bloomfield).

28. (Paul. 34, Apoc. 8.) Brit. Mus. Harl. 5778, is Covell s 5 or Sinai

manuscript
2

[xii], 8| x 6^, ff. 156 (30), &amp;lt;*$., nVX., lect., subscr., O-T/X., in

wretched condition, and often illegible. Mut. Acts i. 1-20
; Apoc. vi. 14

viii. 1
;

xxii. 19-21, perhaps elsewhere (Mill, Bloomfield for Act., Paul.,

Scrivener s d for Apoc.).

29. (Paul. 35.) Geneva, Libr. 20 [xi or xii], 5f x4, ff. 269 (18),

1 Mr. Ellis (Bentleii Critica Sacra, pp. xxviii, xxix) represents, among facts

which I am better able to verify, that Act. and Epp. 25, 26, and Epp. 15, were
collated by Wetstein, and his labours preserved at Trin. Coll. Cambridge (B. xvii.

10, 11). The manuscripts he indicates so ambiguously must be Paul. 25, 26, and
Act. 15, since Wetstein is not known to have worked at Act. 25, 26, or Paul. 15.

2 Covell once marked this codex 5, but afterwards gave it the name of the
Sinai MS. (little anticipating worthier claimants for that appellation), reserving
5 for Harl. 5777 or Evan. 446.
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brought from Greece, beautifully but carelessly written, without sub

scriptions; in text much like Act. 27 (readings sent to Mill, Scholz).

30. (Paul. 36, Apoc. 9.) Oxf. Bodleian Misc. Gr. 74 [xi], lOf x 7, ff.

333 (24), prol, *e$. t., some &amp;lt;., subscr., ori^., brought from the East

by Bp. Huntington, beginning Acts xv. 19, but 3 John, Jude, the

Apocalypse, and St. Paul s Epistles (which stand last) are in a some
what earlier hand than the rest. (Mill s Hunt. 1.)

*31. (Evan. 69.) 32. (Evan. 51.)

33. (Paul. 39.) Oxf. Lincoln Coll. Gr. 15 B. 82 [xii], 7|x6, ff. 206

(27), prol, pict., led., some r/rX., OTIX., syn., men., presented in 1483 by
Robert Flemmyng, Dean of Lincoln, a beautiful and interesting codex,
with pict., prol., lect., syn., men., and the numbers of the o-n^ot noted in

the subscriptions. Mut. 2 Pet, i. 1-15; Rom. i. 1-20 (Walton s Poly-
glott, Mill, Dobbin Cod. Montfort., who regards it as the manuscript
from which this portion of the latter was mainly copied). The Epistle
of Jude stands between James and i Peter. Vansittart notes its affinity
in text with Act. 13.

*34. (Evan. 61.) 35. (Evan. 57.)

36. Oxf. New College, 36 (58) [xii, end], 10x7f, ff. 245 (39), prol,

*$., rirX., valuable text, with a catena of Fathers, enumerated by Mill

(N. T., Proleg. 1390), and edited by Cramer, Oxford, 1838 (Walton s

Polyglott, Mill).

37. (Paul. 43.) Oxf. New Coll. 37 (59) [xiii], 9ix6f, ff. 298 (20),

prol., Kf(j&amp;gt;. t., riYX.. perhaps a little later than Cod. 36, erroneously
described by Walton, and after him by &quot;Wetstein, as part of Evan. 58,
a much later manuscript. Heb. xiii. 21-25 is supplied in a recent hand.

It is a beautiful copy, with marginal glosses (Walton s Polyglott, Mill,

Dobbin).

*38. (Paul. 44.) Lugduno-Batav. 77, Voss. Gr. Q. 2
[xiii], 7x5|,

ff. 215 (22), prol, lect., avayv., subscr., OT/X., syn., men., once belonging to

Petavius, a Councillor of Paris, given by Queen Christina to Is. Vossius

(Mill, Wetstein, Dermout 1825).

39. (Paul. 45, Apoc. 11.) Petavii 2, age and present locality not

stated. Mut. Acts i. 1 xviii. 22
;
James i. 1 v. 17; 3 John 9 Jude

25; i Cor. iii. 16 x. 13 (Extracts in Mill
;

J. Gachon).

40. (Paul. 46, Apoc. 12.) Vat. Reg. Gr. 179 [xi], 9| x 7J,
ff. 169 (27),

prol, Ke(f). t., *e0., TtVX., lect., subscr., ori^., men., with a mixed text and
the end of Titus (from ch. iii. 3), Philemon, and the Apocalypse in a later

hand. This copy, given by Christina to Alexander VIII (1689-91), is of

considerable importance, and, as containing all Euthalius labours on the

Acts and the Epistles, was largely used by Laur. Zacagni for his edition

of the Prologues, &c., of Euthalius (Extracts in Mill, Zacagni, Birch
;

Griesbach adds, Gagnaeus eundem sub Dionysiani nomine laudasse

creditur
).

41. (Evan. 175.)

*42. (Paul. 48, Apoc. 13, Evst. 287, Apost. 56.) Frankfort on the

Oder Gymnasium, once Seidel s [xi], 8|x5f, ff. 302 (23), *f$. t., $.,
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lect., carelessly written, with some rare readings. Mut, Acts ii. 3-34

(xxvii. 19-34 is in a later hand); 2 Pet. i. 1, 2; i John v. 11-21;

Apoc. xviii. 3-13 (N. Westermann, H. Middeldorpf). One leaf of a Lec-

tionary is added, containing Matt. xvii. 16-23; i Cor. ix. 2 12. This

copy often agrees closely with the Complutensian text and Laud. 81

(Evan. 51) jointly.

43. (Evan. 76.)

44. (Like Evan. 82, Paul. 51, Apoc. 5) certain manuscripts cited by
Laurentius Valla. Dr. Hort s Cod. 44 is B.-C. III. 37, which is our

Act. 221, Paul. 265.

45. (Paul. 52, Apoc. 16.) Hamburg, City Library, Cod. Gr. 1252 [xv],

7| X 5|, ff. 268 (22), chart., prol. With its companion Cod. M of

St. Paul s Epistles, it was lent to Wetstein in 1717 and to Bengel, by
Z. C. Uffenbach. It once belonged to Jo. Ciampini at Rome, is carelessly

written, but from a good text : plura genuina omittens, quam aliena

admiscens/ Bengel.

46. (Paul. 55.) Monacensis Reg. 375 [xi, Greg. x~],
12 x 9|, ff. 381

(40), O-TIX. (marked peculiarly in archaic fashion J. R. Harris e. g.

i Cor. HHHHHAA), is Bengel s Augustan. 6, with CEcumenius commen

tary and some rare readings (Bengel, Matthaei, Scholz). All the Augs
burg MSS. of the N. T. (see Evann. 83, 426-8, Paul. 54, 125, 126) were

removed to Munich in 1806.

47. (Evan. 90.) 48. (Evan. 105.) 49. (Evan. 92.)

50. (Paul. 8.) Stephen s is unknown, though it was once in the

Royal Library at Paris
;
that is, if Evan. 8, Reg. 49, is Stephen s fin the

Gospels, which Mr. Vansittart seems to have proved. Stephen seldom

cites C ,
or (as Mill puts the case) textus ipsius fere universus absorptus

est in hac editione (N. T., Proleg. 1167). See Evan. 8.

51. (Paul. 133, Apoc. 52.) Paris, Nat. Gr. 56, once Mazarin s
[xii],

10x6f, ff. 375 (23), prol, &amp;lt;., lect., subscr. Mut. Apoc. xxii. 17-21.

52. (Paul. 50.) Cod. Rhodiensis, some of whose readings Stunica,

the chief of the Complutensian editors, cites in controversy with

Erasmus : it may have been his own property, and cannot now be

identified. Whatever Mill states (on i John iii. 16), it is not now at

Alcala.

*53. (Paul. 30.) Camb. Emman. Coll. i. 4. 35 [xii], 3f x 3, ff. 214

(24), prol., Kf). t., TiVX., Kf(f)., the writing being among the minutest and
most elegant extant. It is Mill s Cant. 3, Scrivener s n (a facsimile is

given Plate xii. No. 33), and is in bad condition, in parts almost illegible.

It begins 2 Pet. ii. 4, and there is a hiatus from i John iii. 20 to the

middle of QEcumenius Prologue to the Romans : mut. also i Cor. xi. 7

xv. 56, and ends Heb. xi. 27. From i Tim. vi. 5 another and far less

careful hand begins : but the manuscript exhibits throughout many
abbreviations. Has some marginal notes pritnd manu. Given to the

College in Testimonium grati animi by Sam. Wright, a member of the

College, in 1598.

54. (Evan. 43.) Paris, Arsenal Libr. The second volume of this book
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(containing the Acts and all the Epistles on 189 leaves) is judged by the

present librarian to be a little more modern than the first volume.

They were both ex dono E. P. de Berzian (sic) to the Oratory of San

Maglorian.

55. Readings of a second copy of St. Jude contained in Cod. 47.

Tischendorf, in his eighth edition, cites this copy in Acts xvi. 6, appar
ently by mistake.

56. (Paul. 227.) Oxf. Bodl. E. D. Clarke 4 [xii], 9 X 6, ff. 220 (27),

prol. (names and miracles of Apostles, &c.), Kp. t., tcefp., lect., subscr., crri^.,

syn. (extracts, &c. by Dean Gaisford).

(This number was assigned by Wetstein and Griesbach to certain

readings of four Medicean manuscripts (only one in the Acts), which, like

those of No. 102 of the Gospels, were found by Wetstein in the margin
of Eapheleng s Plantin Greek Testament (1591). Identical with Act.

84, 87-89. Birch, Scholz.)

57. (Evan. 234.)

58. (Paul. 224.) Oxf. Bodl. Clarke 9 [xiii], 7 x 5, ff. 181 (26), lect.

Mut. Heb. xiii. 7-25 (Gaisford). (58 of Wetstein is the same codex as

22
;
Scholz substitutes the above.)

59. (Paul. 62.) Brit. Mus. Harl. 5588 [xiii], 10 x 6J, 132 (36), cotton

paper, prol., full lect., *., subscr., arix- On the first leaf we read liber

hospitalis de Cusa trevirencis dioc. Rmi
. . . See Evan. 87 (Griesbach,

Bloomfield).

60. (Paul. 63, Apoc. 29.) Brit. Mus. Harl. 5613 [May, A. D. 1407,
Indict. 15], 8ix5f, ff. 267 (26), prol., subscr., a-rix. Mut. Apoc. xxii.

2-18. (Griesbach collated fifty-five chapters of Acts and Epp., Gries

bach and Scrivener s e in Apocalypse.)

*61. Brit. Mus. Add. 20,003 [April 20, A. D. 1044, Indict. 12], 7 x 6 J,

ff. 57 (23), Kf(f). t. in St. James. This has been called the most important
cursive copy of the Acts [but is much overrated Ed.], was formerly
called loti (p

scr
),

discovered by Tischendorf in Egypt in 1853, and sold to

the Trustees of the British Museum in 1854, was written by one John,
a monk, with rubrical marks added in a later hand. Mut. ch. iv. 8

vii. 17; xvii. 28 xxiii. 9; 297 verses. Independent collations have

been made by Tischendorf (Anecd. sacra et prof., pp. 7, 8, 130-46), by
Tregelles, and by Scrivener (Cod. Augiensis, Introd., pp. Ixviii-lxx). Its

value is shown not so much by the readings in which it stands alone, as

by its agreement with the oldest uncial copies, where their testimonies

coincide. ((Paul. 61) comprised extracts made by Griesbach from the

margin of a copy of Mill s N. T. in the Bodleian (see Evan. 236), where

certain readings are cited under the notation Hal. These are now
known to be taken from Evan. 440, Act. Ill, Paul. 221, or Scrivener s

v of the Gospels, o of the Acts and Epistles Tischendorf, Tregelles.)

62. (Paul. 65.) Par. Nat. Gr. 60, once Colbert s [xiv], 14 x 9$, ff. 135

(35), chart., prol., *e&amp;lt;. t., *$., riVX., lect., subscr., cm^., syn., with scholia

i (Wetstein, Griesbach, Scholz).

63. (Paul. 68.) Vindobon. Caesar, Nessel. 313 [xiv], 7f x5f, ff. 157

(26),j)rol., $. t., lect., subscr., arix-, syn., scholia (Treschow, Alter, Birch).

VOL. I. U
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64. (Paul. 69.) Vind. Caes. Ness. 303 [xii], 7|x5f, if. 279 (22),

prol., K((J). t., lect., subscr., syn., men., carefully written by one John,

brought by Ogier de Busbeck from Constantinople, like Cod. 67 and

many others of this collection (Treschow, Alter, Birch).

*65. (Evan. 218.)

66. (Paul. 67, Apoc. 34.) Vind. Caes. Ness. 302 [xii, Greg, xi],

7\ x 5|, ff. 368 (22), prol., /&amp;lt;. t., pict., lect., subscr., O-T/X., vers., syn.,

men., scholia, and other matter : three several hands have made correc

tions, which Griesbach regarded as far more valuable than the text

(cited by him 66**). Mut. Apoc. xv. 6 xvii. 3; xviii. 10 xix. 9;
xx. 8 xxii. 21. It once belonged to Arsenius Archbishop of Monem-
basia (see Evan. 333, Evst. 113), then to Sebastian Tengnagel and

Jo. Sambuc (A. C. Hwiid 1785 for the Acts, Treschow, Alter, Birch).

67. (Paul. 70.) Vind. Caes. Ness. 221 [written by one Leo at Con

stantinople, December, 1331, Indict. 14], 8f x 7, ff. 174 (31), prol., *. t.,

lect., subscr., orlx-, syn., men., elegant but inaccurate (Treschow, Alter,

Birch).

68. (Paul. 73.) Upsal. Univ. Gr. 1, 9 x 6f ,
ff. 220 (38), is in fact two

separate manuscripts bound together, both of high value. The first part

[xii] contains the Acts (commencing ch.viii. 14), Rom., i Cor. to ch. xv.38 :

the second [xi] begins i Cor. xiii. 6, and extends through the Pauline

and Catholic Epistles, which follow them. In the text of St. Paul it

much resembles Paul. 17. A catena is annexed, which is an abridgement
of (Ecumenius, and the portion in duplicate (i Cor. xiii. 6 xv. 38) has

contradictory readings (P. F. Aurivill [Orville ?], 1786). It was bought
at Venice by Sparvenfeldt in 1678 (Belsheim).

69. (Paul. 74, Apoc. 30.) Guelpherbytanus xvi. 7, August., 8|x6
ff. 204 (29), chart., also in two hands : the first (Acts and Epistles) [xiii],

written by George a monk, the Apocalypse [xiv]. It exhibits a remark
able text, and has many marginal readings and prol. (Knittel, Matthaei).

All from 70 to 96 were slightly collated by Birch, and except 81,

93-6 by Scholz also.

70. (Evan. 131.) 71. (Evan. 133.)

72. (Paul. 79, Apoc. 37.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 366 [xiii, Greg.xv], 7f x 5|,
ff. 218 (24), chart., prol

73. (Paul. 80.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 367 [xi], 8|x6f, ff. 165 (30), an

excellent manuscript used by Caryophilus (see Evan. 112).

74. Rom. Vat. Gr. 760
[xii], 10| X 8, ff. 257 (24), contains only the

Acts with a catena.

75. (Evan. 141.) 76. (Evan. 142.) 77. (Evan. 149.)

78. (Paul. 89.) Rom. Alexandrino-Vat. Gr. 29 [xii, Greg, x],

10x7^, ff. 177 (21), a good copy, but mut. 2 Cor. xi. 15 xii. 1
; Eph.

i. 9 Heb. xiii. 25. Traced to Strasburg in the possession of H. Boeder,
and identified with 201 (Scr., 3rd ed.) by Dr. Gregory.

79. (Paul. 90.) Rom. Urbino-Vat, Gr. 3 [xi], 7| x 5^, ff. 161 (30).

80. (Paul. 91, Apoc. 42.) Rom. Pio-Vat. Gr. 50 [xii], 6| x 5|,ff. 327(21).
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81. Rom. Barberin. Gr. vi. 21
[xi, Greg, xiv], 13f x lOf, with a com

mentary (Birch). Scholz could not find this copy, which lias remarkable

readings : it contains but one chapter of the Acts and the Catholic

Epistles.

82. (Evan. 180.)

83. (Paul. 93.) Naples, Bibl. Nat, ii. Aa. 7 [x, Greg, xii], lOf X 7|,
ff. 123 (37), 2 cols., written by Evagrius and compared with Pamphilus
copy at Caesarea (see Act. 15) : ort^oi sometimes in the margin. See

below, Act. 173.

84. (Paul. 94.) Florence, Laurent, iv. 1 [x], 12f xlO|, ff. 244 (21),

has St. Chrysostom s commentary on the Acts, that of Nicetas of Heraclea

on all the Epistles.

85. (Paul. 95.) Flor. Laurent, iv. 1
[xiii], 121x10, ff. 288 (31),

chart., contains the Acts and Pauline Epistles with Theophylact s com

mentary.

86. (Paul. 96, Apoc. 75.) Flor. Laurent, iv. 30 [xi, Greg, x], 7| x 5f ,

ff. 377 (18), with a commentary. Tregelles states that this is the same

copy as Cod. 147, the press-mark 20 being put by Birch in error

for 30.

87. (Paul. 97.) Flor. Laurent, iv. 29 [x], 10| x 7f , ff. 294 (19), with

scliolia, prol., and a modern interlinear Latin version in the Epistles, for

the use of beginners.

88. (Paul. 98.) Flor. Laurent, iv. 31 [xi], 7x5|, ff. 276 (24), prol.

Nut. in fine Titi.

89. (Paul. 99, Apoc. 45.) Flor. Laurent, iv. 32, 5 x 3i, 276 (27),

written by John Tzutzuna, priest and monk, December, 1093, Indict. 1,

in the reign of Alexius Comnenus, Nicolas being Patriarch of Con

stantinople. Prol., syn., and a treatise of Dorotheus, Bishop of Tyre in

Julian s reign, on the seventy disciples and twelve Apostles, which is

found also in Act. 10, 179, Burdett-Coutts II. 4 (Paul. 266), in Eras

mus N. T. (1516), and partly in Stephen s of 1550. See Cave s Hist.

Lit., vol. i. pp. 164-172.

90. (Evan. 197.) 91. (Evan. 201.) 92. (Evan. 204.)

*93. (Evan. 205.) *94. (Evan. 206.) *95. (Evan. 209.)

*96. (Paul. 109.) Venet. Marc. 11 [xi, Greg, xiii or xiv], Il|x9i,
ff. 304

(?),
3 cols., an important copy, often resembling Act. 142, from the

monastery of St. Michael de Troyna in Sicily. It has both a Latin and
an Arabic version. Mut. Acts i. 1-12; xxv. 21 xxvi. 18; Philemon.

Act. 93-96 and Paul. 106-112 were collated by G. F. Rinck, Lucubratio

Critica in Act. Apost. Epp. Cath. et Paul. Basileae, 1830.

97. (Paul. 241.) Guelpherbyt. Biblioth. Gud. gr. 104. 2 [xii], 7$ x 5f,
ff. 226 (27), once belonging to Langer, librarian at Wolfenbiittel, who
sent a collation to Griesbach. Mut. Acts xvi. 39 xvii. 18 : it has mar

ginal scliolia from Chrysostom and CEcumenius, prayers and dialogues

subjoined. Deposited by one Theodoret in the Catechumens library of

the Laura (monastery) of St. Athanasius on Athos.

Act. 98-107 were accurately collated by Matthaei for his N. T.

U 2
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*98. (Paul. 113, Apost. 77.) Dresden, Reg. A. 104
[xi], Il|x8|,

ff. 186 (40), 2 cols., once belonged to Jeremias the patriarch of

the monastery of Stauroniketa on Athos. Matthaei professes that he

chiefly followed this manuscript, which is divided into three parts : viz.

a
x
Church Lessons from the Acts, so arranged that no verse is lost, with

various readings and scholia in the margin : a
2 (or simply a) the text

with marginal various readings and scholia : a
3
Church Lessons from the

Acts and Epistles. Identified by Gregory with Act. 107.

*99. (Paul. 114.) Mosq. Synod. 5 (Mt. c) [April, A. D. 1445, Greg.

1345], folio, ff. 464, chart., contains also the Life and Speeches of

Gregory Naz. and much other matter, from the Iberian or Iveron

monastery on Athos, carelessly written by Theognostus, Metropolitan of

Perga and Attalia : prol., syn., men., Euthal., and some Patristic

writings.

*100. (Paul. 115.) Mosq. Synod. 334 (Mt. d) [xi], 4to, ff. ?, with

a catena and scholia.

*101. (Paul. 116.) Mosq. Synod. 333 (Mt. f) [xiii], 4to, ff. 240, chart.

B., prol., syn., carefully written, with scholia to the Acts.

*102. [This is Cod. K of the Catholic and Pauline Epistles, cited

according to Matthaei s notation. Hort s 102 is kscr
.]

*103. (Paul. 118.) Mo?q. Synod. 193 (Mt. h) [xii], folio, ff. 236,
from the Iveron monastery on Athos, is a volume of scholia, with the

entire text in its margin for Acts i. 1 ix. 12; elsewhere only in frag
ments after the usual manner of scholia.

*104. (Evan. 241.) *105. (Evan. 242.)

*106. (Paul. 122.) Mosq. Synod. 328 (Mt. m) [xi], 4to, ff 228, prol.,

Ke0. t., lect., syn., carefully written, from the Vatopedi monastery on

Athos, has prol., syn., and the Psalms annexed.

107 \ (Paul. 491.) Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 22,734 [xi-xii], Il|x9|,
ff. 248 (13-25), 2&amp;gt;rol., $., subscr., CTTIX. With comm. of (Ecumenius. Mut.
Acts iv. 15-22 ;

xxiii. 15-30
; Rom. v. 13 vi. 21

;
vi. 22 end of Phil.

;

Col. iii. 15 iv. 11
;
Heb. xiii. 24-25 (pt.). Bears name of Jo. Card, de

Salviatis, and arms of Pius VI. Bought of Sp. P. Lampros of Athens
in 1853. (Greg. 204.)

108. (Evan. 226.) 109. (Evan. 228.)

Codd. 110-181 were first added to the list by Scholz, who states that

he collated entire 115, 133, 160; in the greater part 120-3, 126, 127,

131, 137, 161-3, 174
;
the rest slightly or not at all.

110. (Evan. 568.) (Greg. 247.)

Erase Evan. 441, being a printed edition (see p. 239). Hort s 110 is

B SCT
&amp;gt;

which is our 182.

*111. (Evan. 440.) This is Scrivener s o Act. and Paul.

112. Cantabrig. 2068 erase : it is the same as Cod. 9. Hort s 112 is

cscr
,
which is our 184. Instead of it Greg, inserts

1 See under 98.
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(Paul. 179.) Modena, Este ii. G. 3 [ix or x], 13 x 8, ff. 1 (30), prol,
Euthal, being part of uncial H in minuscules (see under H of Acts).

*113. (Evan. 18.)

Codd. 113, 114, 117, being 132, 134, 137 of St. Paul respectively,

together with Act. 127 and Paul. 139, 140, 153, have been collated by
J. G. Eeiche, in his Codicum aliquot Graecorum IS&quot;. T. Parisiensium
nova descriptio : praemissis quibusdam de neglect! MSS. N. T. studii

causa. Gott. 1847.

*114. (Paul. 134.) Par. Nat. Gr. 57 [xiii, Greg, xi], llfxSf, ff. 231

(24), 2 cols., Kffj)., syn., men., &c., a valuable copy, with some portions of

the Septuagint version, and prayers for the service of the Greek Church.

115. (Paul. 135.) Par. Nat. Gr. 58, once Colbert s (as were 118, 121,

122, 124, 128, 129) [xiii, Greg, xi], lOf x7f, ff. 174 (28), prol., K
f&amp;gt;. t.,

subscr., OTIX., begins Acts xiv. 27, ends 2 Tim.
;
no liturgical notes.

116. (Paul. 136, Apoc. 53.) Par. Nat. Gr. 59, once Teller s [xvi],
11 X 8, ff. 331 (21), chart., prol., and scholia to the Catholic Epistles.

*117. (Evan. 263, Paul. 137) of some value.

118. (Paul. 138, Apoc. 55.) Par. Nat. Gr. 101 [xiii], 9^x6|, ff. 200

(28), chart., prol., *e&amp;lt;. t., &amp;lt;., subscr., O-T/X- Mut. Acts xix. 18 xxii. 17.

119. (Paul. 139, Apoc. 56.) Par. Nat. Gr. 102 A
[x, but Apoc. xiii],

9J x 6f ,
ff. 229 (26, 25), prol., lect., subscr., OTIX., avayv., men. Mut. 2 Cor.

i. 8 ii. 4. Cath. follow Paul., as in Cod. 120.

120. (Paul. 141.) Par. Nat. Gr. 103 A
[xi, Greg, xiii], 9f x6|,

ff. 243 (22), Kf(j). t., lect., avayv., subscr., O-T/X., prol. beginning Acts xxi. 20

(v. 38 vi. 7
;

vii. 6-16
;
32 x. 25 chart, [xiii]). Mut. Acts xxviii. 23

Rom. ii. 26; Phil. i. 5 i Thess. iv. 1
;

v. 262 Thess. i. 11
;

i John
ii. 11 iii. 3; 24 v. 14; 2 John

; ending 3 John 11.

121. (Paul. 142.) Par. Nat. Gr. 104
[xiii],

7 x 5, ff. 257 (24), chart.,

prol., K$. t., r/rX., lect., subscr., OTIX., syn., August, de Thou s, then Colbert s.

122. (Paul. 143.) Par. Nat. Gr. 105 [xi or x], 8|x6i ff. 248 (17),

prol., K&amp;lt;p., rtVX., subscr., tmx., correctly written, but fragments, viz.

Acts xiii. 48 xv. 22; 29 xvi. 36; xvii. 4 xviii. 26; xx. 16 xxviii.

17; i Pet. ii. 20 iii. 2
;

i John iii. 5
;
21 v. 9; 2 John 8 3 John 10

;

Jude 7 Rom. iv. 16; 24 vii. 9; 18 i Cor. i. 28; ii. 13 viii. 1;
ix. 6 xiv. 2

;
10 Gal. i. 10

;
ii. 4 Eph. i. 18

;
i Tim. i. 14 v. 5.

123. (Paul. 144.) Par. Nat. Gr. 106 A [xiv], 8|x6|, ff. 276 (29),

prol., K(p. t., &amp;lt;([)., TLT\., lect., subscr., OT/X. Hymns. Mut. i Pet. i. 9

ii. 7.

124. (Paul. 149, Apoc. 57.) Par. Nat. Gr. 124 [xvi], 16mo, beautifully
written by Angelus Vergecius.

125. (Paul. 150.) Par. Nat. Gr. 125 [xiv], 6|x 7, ff. 394 (16), prol.,

lect., subscr., avayv., O-T/X., from Constantinople.

126. (Paul. 153.) Par. Nat. Gr. 216, from Medici collection [x],

12f x9|, ff. 333 (21), 2 cols., prol., 0. t., ee$., rir\., subscr., a-rlx .,

probably written at Constantinople, with catena, sometimes in uncial,

occasionally, esp. in Heb., as late as [xvi].
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*127. (Paul. 154.) Par. Nat. Gr. 217 [xi], 12| x 10|, ff. 373 (28-33),

prol., Kecj). t., subscr., O-TIX., carelessly written (Vansittart), collated by
Keiche. It has a catena. Act., scholia (Cath.), Theodoret s commentary

(Paul.).

128. (Paul. 155.) Par. Nat. Gr. 218 [xi], 12^X 10, if. 317 (37), with

a catena.

129. (Paul. 156.) Par. Nat. Gr. 220 [xiii, Greg, xiv], 1 l|x 8|, ff. 388

(41), 2 cols., a commentary, the text sometimes suppressed.

130. Par. Nat. Gr. 221 [xii], Ilx8|, ff. 177 (14), from the East,

with a catena. Hut. Acts xx. 38 xxii. 3 ;
2 Pet. i. 14 iii. 18

;
I John

iv. 11 Jude 8.

131. (Paul. 158.) Par. Nat.Gr. 223, once Boistaller s, contains Paul,

with prol. and catena, [A. D. 1045], Ilx8, ff. 273 (23), by Theo-

pemptus, a reader, followed by Act. and Cath.
[xii].

132. (Evan. 330.)

133. (Paul. 166.) Turin, Univ. C. vi. 19 [xiii, Greg, xii], 8 X 5-, ff. 295

(24), chart.,pict., prol. ,
in a clear large hand ;

Dr. Hort noticed remarkable

readings in the Catholic Epistles. The Epistle to the Hebrews precedes
i Timothy, as Pasinus notes in his Catalogue.

134. (Paul. 167.) Turin, Univ. B. v. 19 [xi, Greg, xii or xiii], 8| x 6,

ff. 370 (19), prol., mut. Acts i,ii. Pasinus notes that the Pauline precede
the Catholic Epistles.

135. (Evan. 339.)

136. (Paul. 169.) Turin, Univ. C. v. 1
[xii], 9x7, ff. 174 (27),

prol., K(J). t., lect., syn.. Mut. in Heb.

137. (Paul. 176.) Milan, Ambros. E. 97 sup. [xi, Greg, xiii], 10J- X 7|,

ff. 276 (23), prol., lect., avayv., subscr., on*-, bought at Corfu : so like

Codd. DEcscr (Act. 184) and the margin of the Harkleian Syriac in the

Acts, as to assist us when DE are mutilated, especially in additions :

e.g. Acts xxvii. 5; xxviii. 16; 19 (bis). See Scrivener s Cod. Bezae,

Introd., p. lix, note.

1 38. (Paul. 173.) Milan, Ambros. E. 1 02 sup. [xiv, Greg, xv], 9f X 6f ,

ff. 202 (19), chart., once J. V. Pirielli s; it contains the Epistles only.

139. (Paul. 174.) Milan, Ambros. H. 104 sup. [written March 20,

1434, Indict. 12, by one Athanasius], 11^ x 8|, ff. 164 (31), 2 cols., prol.,

subscr., a-rlx; chart., bought at Padua, 1603.

140. (Paul. 215, Apoc. 74.) Venice, 546 [partly xi on vellum, partly

xiii chart.], 11^ x 9|, ff. 268 (21),p-oZ., cm*. The Epistles have a catena,

the Apocalypse a commentary.

141. (Evan. 189.)

142. (Paul. 178.) Modena, iii. B. 17 [xii], 7|x5|, ff. 1, prol, subscr.,

., valuable, but with many errors ;
see however Act. 96.

143. (Evan. 832.) Contains the Catholic Epistles, but not the Acts.

144. (Evan. 363.) 145. (Evan. 365.) 146. (Evan. 367.)

147. Yen. St. Mark ii. 61.
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148. (Paul. 184.) Flor. Laurent. Convent. Soppr. 191 [written
A. D. 984, Indict. 12, by Theophylact, priest and doctor of law], 13 x 9^,

ff. 342, prol., once belonged to the Benedictine Library of St. Mary.

149. (Paul. 349, Apoc. 180.) Flor. Laurent. Conv. Soppr. 150 [xiii,

Greg, xii], 83- x 5$, ff. 144 (32), 2 cols., subscr., OTI\-., contains the Catholic

Epistles, with a Latin version.

150. (Evan. 368.) 151. (Evan. 386.)

152. (Evan. 1202.) 153. (Evan. 444.)

154. (Paul. 187.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 1270 [xv, Greg, xiv], 8| X 6J, ff. 164

(36), prol., Kf&amp;gt;. t., lect., contains the Acts, Catholic Epistles, Rom., i Cor.,

with a commentary.

155. (Paul. 188.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 1430 [xii], 14xll|, ff. 270 (20),

prol., with a commentary in another hand. It does not contain the Acts,

but all the Epistles.

156. (Paul. 190.) Rom. Vat, Gr. 1650 [Jan. 1037], 13J X 10f,ff. 187

(43), 2 cols., prol., Kf). t., *&amp;lt;=&amp;lt;., -riVX., lect., subscr., O-T/X., vers., Euthal,

written for Nicolas Archbishop of Calabria by the cleric Theodore. The

Pauline Epistles have a commentary : it begins Acts v. 4.

157. (Paul. 191.) Rom. Vat, Gr. 1714 [xii], SjxGf, ff. 46 (25), prol.,

Kf(f&amp;gt;. t., Kf&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;., TtVX., lect., dvayv., subscr., ori*., is a heap of disarranged frag

ments, containing Acts xviii. 14 xix. 9; xxiv. 11 xxvi. 23; James

iii. 1 v. 20; 3 John with *f$. and virndems to Jude
;
Rom. vi. 22

viii. 32 ;
xi. 31 xv. 23

;
i Cor. i. 1 iii. 12.

158. (Paul. 192.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 1761 [xi], 9^x7|, ff. 481 (21),

prol., Kf&amp;lt;f). t., Kf(p., TiVX. From this copy Mai supplied the lacunae of

Cod. B in the Pauline Epistles.

159. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1968, Basil. 7 [xi, Greg, x], 6 x 4|, ff. 84 (22), prol,

Kp. t., Kt&amp;lt;f)., TirA., lect., subscr., contains the Acts, James, and i Peter,

with scholia, whose authors names are given. Mut. Acts i. 1 v. 29 ;

vi. 14 vii. 11.

160. (Paul. 193, Apoc. 24.) Rom. Vat, Gr. 2062 [xi, Greg, x],

lOf X 8, ff. 287 (26), Kf&amp;lt;., riVA., subscr., OTIX., with copious echolia accom

panied by the authors names : it begins Acts xxviii. 19, ends Heb. ii. 1.

161. (Paul. 198, Apoc. 69.) Rom. Vat. Ottob. Gr. 258 [xiii, Greg,

xiv], 9|x7|, ff. 216 (32), 2 cols., chart., prol., subscr., with a Latin

version : it begins Acts ii. 27, and the last chapters of the Apocalypse are

lost. The latter part was written later [xiv].

162. (Paul. 200.) Rom. Vat. Ottob. Gr. 298 [xv, Greg, xiv], 6f x 4f ,

ff. 265 (27), 2 cols., with the Latin Vulgate version (with which Scholz

states that the Greek has been in many places made to harmonize) in

a parallel column, contains many transpositions of words, and unusual

readings introduced by a later hand J
.

1 Cod. 162 has attracted nrnch attention from the circumstance that it is the

only unsuspected witness among the Greek manuscripts for the celebrated text

i John v. 7, 8, whose authenticity will be discussed in Vol. II. Ch. XII. A fac

simile of the passage in question was traced in 1829 by Cardinal Wiseman for

Bishop Burgess, and published by Home in several editions of his Introduction,
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163. (Paul. 201.) Rom. Vat. Ottob. Gr. 325 [xiv], 7| x 4|, ff. 215
(26) chart., prol., K((J). t. Mut. Acts iv. 19 v. 1.

164. (Evan. 390.)

165. Rom. Vat. Ottob. Gr. 417 [xiv, Greg, xvij, 8| x 5f, ff. 339 (21),
chart., contains the Catholic Epistles, with works of St. Ephraem and
others.

166. (Paul. 204, Apoc. 22.) Rom. Vallicell. B. 86 [xii-xiv, Greg.],
7 x 4|, ff. 258 (26), i. e. ff. 1-103

[xiij, by George, son of Elias
; 104-191

[xiiil by Joachim, a monk; 192-228 [xii] also by George; 229-254
[xiv] ;

and four prefatory leaves, chart., were added later [xvi]. Prol.,
Kt(p., T-tYX., subscr., O-T-/X. Described with facsimile in Bianchini, Evan.
Quadr., vol. ii. pt. 1, pp. 535-8.

167. (Evan. 393.)

168. (Paul. 205.) Rom. Vallicell. F. 13 [xiv], 9 x 6f, ff. 204 (40),
chart., prol., avayv., subscr., crrix-

169. (Paul. 206.) Eom. Ghigian. R. v. 29 [June 12, 1394
],

11 J x 8|,
ff. 248 (21), prol.,

K((J&amp;gt;.,
lect., avayv., syn., men., subscr., OT/X., written by

Joasaph at Constantinople in the monastery T&amp;gt;V odrjyw. See Evange-
listarium 86.

170. (Evan. 394.)

171. 172 (Paul. 209, 210) are both Collegii Romani [xvi], fol., chart.
Dr. Gregory could not find them in 1886.

173. (Paul. 211.) Naples, Nat. Libr. ii. Aa. 8
[xi], 8f x 6|, ff. 245

(22), prol., Kf(f). t., Ke(f)., TLT\., led., avayv., subscr., crn^., and paprvpiat
cited from Scripture and profane writers. This codex has i John v.

7, 8 in the margin, by a recent hand. Tregelles suggests that this is

probably the same copy as Cod. 83, the readings ascribed to it being
extracted from the margin of that manuscript.

174. (Paul. 212.) Naples, Nat. Libr. ii. Aa. 9 [xv], 8|- x 5f, ff. 208

(27), chart., prol., Kf&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;. t., lect., subscr., OTIX.

175. (Paul. 216.) Messina, St. Basil 104
[xii], llf x8|, ff. 241 (25),

2 cols., prol., K60. t., lect., subscr., ort^., men.

176. (Evan. 421.) 177. (Evan. 122.)

178. (Paul. 242, Apoc. 87 or mscr.) Cheltenham, Phillipps 1461 [xi or

xii, Greg, xiv and xv], 9 x 6, ff. 229 (27), (Hoskier), bought at
Meerman s sale in 1824 by the late Sir T. Phillipps, Bart., of Middle
Hill, Worcestershire. The Pauline Epistles are written smaller than
the rest, but in the same clear hand. Lect., *$. t., prol., KJ&amp;gt;. (but not
in the Apocalypse), flourished rubric capitals. Scrivener in 1856 fully

as also by Tregelles (Home, vol. iv. p. 217). If the facsimile is at all faithful, this
is as rudely and indistinctly written as any manuscript in existence ; but the
illegible scrawl between the Latin column in the post of honour on the left, and
the Greek column on the right, has been ascertained by Mr. B. H. Alford (who
examined the codex at Tregelles request) to be merely a consequence of the
accidental shifting of the tracing paper, too servilely copied by the engraver.1 Scholz says 1344, and Tischendorf corrects but few of his gross errors in
these Catalogues : but A.M. 6902, which he cites from the manuscript, is A. D. 1394.
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collated Apoc. (whose text is valuable), the rest slightly. It is sadly

mutilated; it begins Acts iv. 24; mut. Acts v. 2-16; vi. 2 vii. 2;
16 viii. 10; 38 ix. 13; 26-39; x. 9-22; 43 xiii. 1; xxiii.

32 xxiv. 24; xxviii. 23 James i. 5; iii. 6 iv. 16; 2 Pet. iii.

10 i John i. 1; iii. 13 iv. 2; Jude 16-25; Rom. xiv. 23 (xvi.
25-27 was there placed) xv. 14; i Cor. iii. 15 xv. 23; 2 Cor. x.

14 xi. 19; xiii. 5-13; Eph. i. 1 ii. 14; v. 29 vi. 24; Col. i.

24-26; ii. 4-7
;

2 Thess. i. 1 iii. 5; Heb. ix. 3 x. 29
; Apoc. xiv.

4-14: ending Apoc. xxi. 12. The \nro6evfis and tables of $. before

each Epistle have suffered in like manner.

179. (Paul. 128, Apoc. 82.) Munich, Royal Libr. 211 [xi,
Delitzsch

xiii], lOf x 8f, ff. 227 (25), lect., prol., viroypa^ai, Dorotheus treatise (see

Act. 89), fragments of Eus. t., and (in a later hand) marginal scholia to

St. Paul. Belonged to Zomozerab, the Bohemian. The text is very near
that commonly received. The portion of this manuscript which contains

the Apocalypse is described by Delitzsch, Handschriftliche Funde,

Leipzig, 1862, pp. 45-48, with a facsimile of Apoc. viii. 12, 13.

180. (Evan. 431.) Important, but seems to have perished in 1870 at

Strasburg.

181. (Evan. 400
.)

The following codices also are described by Scrivener, Cod. Augiens.,
Introd. pp. Iv-lxiv, and their collations given in the Appendix.

*182. as
&amp;lt;*

(Paul. 252). Lond. Lambeth 1182 [xii, Greg, xiii], 10J x 6|,
ff. 397 (20), chart., brought (as were also 183-6) by Carlyle from

a Greek island. A later hand [xiv] supplied Acts i. 1 xii. 3
;

xiii.

5-15
; 2, 3 JohH, Jude. In this copy and 183 the Pauline Epistles

precede the Catholic). Lect., pict., *e&amp;lt;., prol., syn., men., dfrodrj^iai

vXov, di&amp;gt;ri(f)o&amp;gt;va
for Easter, and other foreign matter. The various

readings are interesting, and strongly resemble those of Cod. 69 of

the Acts, and Cod. 61 hardly less, especially in Acts xiii-xvii. This is

Hort s Cod. 1 1 0. (Greg. -2 1 4.)

*183. bscr (paul. 253). Lond. Lamb. 1183 [A.D. 1358], 10x7, ff. 236

(27), chart., mut. i Cor. xi. 7-27
;

I Tim. iv. 1 v. 8. Syn., prol., &amp;lt;. t.,

rir\., mut., Ke&amp;lt;j)., lect., in a beautiful hand, with many later corrections.

(Greg. 215.)

*184. cs(*
(Paul. 254). Lond. Lamb. 1184 [xv], 4to, chart., mut. Acts

vii. 52 viii. 25. Having been restored in 1817 (Evan. 516), its

readings (which, especially in the Acts and Catholic Epistles, are very

1 Here again we banish to the notes Scholz s list from Cod. 182 to Cod. 189,
for the reasons stated after Evan. 449.

182. (Paul. 243.) Library of St. John s monastery at Patmos [xii], 8vo, also

another [xiii] 8vo.

183. (Paul. 231.) Library of the Great Greek monastery at Jerusalem 8 [xiv],
8vo. This must be Coxe s No. 7 [x], 4to, beginning Acts xii. 6.

184. (Paul. 232, Apoc. 85.) Jerusalem 9 [xiii], 4to, with a commentary. This
is evidently Coxe s No. 15, though he dates it at the end of [x].

185. (Paul. 233.) St. Saba, Greek monastery, 1 [xi], 12mo.
186. (Evan. 457.) 187. (Evan. 462.)
188. (Paul. 236.) St. Saba 15 [xii], 4to. 189. (Evan. 466.)
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important) are taken from an excellent collation (Lamb. 1255, 10-14)
made for Carlyle about 1804 by the Eev. W. Sanderson of Morpeth.
The text much resembles that of Act. 61, and is almost identical with

that of B.-C. III. 37 (Act. 221) and of Act. 137. This is Hort s Cod.

112. (Greg. 216.)

*185. d&quot;cr (Paul. 255). Lond. Lamb. 1185 [xiv?], 8f X 5f, ff. 209

23-5), proL, *&amp;lt;. t., Kp., lect., subscr., men., ori^., chart., miserably
mutilated and ill-written. It must be regarded as a collection of

fragments in at least four different hands, pieced together by the most
recent scribe. Mui. Acts ii. 36 iii. 8; vii. 3-59; xii. 7-25; xiv.

8-27; xviii. 20 xix. 12; xxii. 7 xxiii. 11; i Cor. viii. 12 ix. 18;
2 Cor. i. 1-10

; Eph. iii. 2 Phil. i. 24; 2 Tim. iv. 12 Tit. i. 6; Heb.
vii. 19 ix. 12. We have i Cor. v. 11, 12; 2 Cor. x. 8-15, written by
two different persons. (Greg. 217.)

*186. escr (Paul. 321) seems to have been Lond. Lamb. 1181 [xiv],
4to of the Acts, Catholic and Pauline Epistles (as we learn from the

Lambeth Catalogue, but having been returned (see Evan. 516), we have

access only to a tolerable collation of Acts i. 1 xxvii. 12, made by the

Kev. John Fenton for Carlyle (Lamb. 1255, 27-33). In its text it

much resembles Cod. E. (Greg. 218.)

*187. f*w(Evan. 543). (Greg. 194.)

*188. g
scr

(Evan. 542). (Greg. 193.)

189. (Evan. 825.) (Greg. 258.) 190. (Evan. 503.)

191. (Paul. 245.) Oxf. Ch. Ch. Wake 38 [xi], 7x5|, ff. 306 (23),

jirol., Euthal., *e(. t., *e$., rn-X., subscr., syn., men., in small and neat

characters, from St. Saba (brought to England with the other Wake

manuscripts in 1731). contains a catena, and at the end the date 1312

(fTe\fiu&amp;gt;6r)
TO Trapiiv eV erei rwx )

in a later hand. Mut. Acts i. 111.

192. (Paul. 246.) Oxf. Ch. Ch. Wake 37 [xi], 8 x 6, ff. 237 (23), .,

vers. Mut. Acts xii. 4 xxiii. 32. The last leaf is a palimpsest, chart.

at end about 1490 A. D., the vellum being about 1070, mut. 6 leaves at

beginning and 16-24.

*193. (Evan. 492.) (Greg. 199.) 194. (Evan. 451.) (Greg. 206.)

195. Modena, Este ii. A. 13 [xiii, Greg, xv], 4 x 3, S.I, lect., syn.,

men. (See Greg. 238.)

196. Modena, Este ii. C. 4 [xi or xii], 9{j- X 8, ff. ? ProL anoxia
and papr. Paul., Kf(p., TiYX., subscr., OTIX., vers., syn. (See Greg. 239.)

197. (Evan. 461.) (Greg. 207.)

198. (Paul. 280.) Cheltenham, Phillipps 7681 [A. D. 1107], 12x8f,
ff. 268 (24), 2 cols., is a copy of the Acts and all the Epistles from the

Hon. F. North s collection. A grand folio in a very large hand (Hoskier).

(Greg. 225.)

199. Cheltenham, Phillipps 7682 (Evan. 531). (Greg. 255.)

200. Cheltenham, Phillipps 1284 (Evan. 527). (Greg. 254.)

201. (Paul. 396, Apoc. 86.) Athens, National Library (490, 217) [xiv,

Greg, xv], 10|x6f, ff. 453 (42), chart., prol.&amp;gt; *e$. t., $. mut. at
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beginning and end, with commentary of Theophylact, and Andreas

(alone) on Apocalypse. (Greg. 251. See Act. 78.)

Besides Evann. 226 and 228, entered above as Act. 108 and 109,
Montana sent to Mr. Kelly a list of eight more in the Escurial (Greg.

230-237, who inserts 2. i. 5 for 206).

202. Escurial p. iii. 4
[xiii]. 203. Escurial r. iii. 12 [xiii].

204. Escurial x- iii- 3
[xii]. 205. Escurial x- iii- 10 [xii].

206. Escurial x- iv. 2 [xiv]. 207. Escurial ^. iii. 6 [xi].

208. Escurial ^. iii. 18
[x]. 209. Escurial &&amp;gt;. iv. 22 [xv],

210. (Paul. 247.) Paris, St. Genevieve, A. 0. 35 [xiv, Greg, xv],

7x4f, ff. 132 (24), beautifully written and illuminated, contains the

Catholic and Pauline Epistles. Some name like AaaKapis stands on
fol. 1 in silver letters enclosed by a laurel-leaf. Described to Burgon
by the librarian, M. Piuelle. (Greg. 415.)

The next three are at Oxford :

211. (Evan. 488.) (Greg. 200.)

212. (Paul. 250.) Oxf. Bodl. Canon. Gr. 110 [x], 7|x 5|, ff. 380 (18),

pict., prol. (Euthal.), &amp;lt;. t., K., rn\., subscr., trrix- (Paul.), a beautiful

copy of the Acts and all the Epistles. For its collation, see Evan. 105.

It also contains one leaf from Cyril s Homilies, and two other later.

(Greg. 221.)

213. (Paul. 251.) Oxf. Bodl. Misc. Gr. 118 [xiii], 9 x 6$, ff. 149 (29),

syn., men., prol. Euthal. (Paul.), &amp;lt;. t., nVX., lect., subscr. Nut., also

contains the Acts and all the Epistles. (Greg. 222.)

214. (Evan. 846.) (Greg. 258.)

215. Parham 6 (Evan. 534). (Greg. 202.)

216. (Paul. 234.) Parham 79. 14 [1009], 10^x8, ff. ?, subscr., &amp;lt;m*.,

from St. Saba
;
a facsimile in Parham Catalogue. This copy and the

next two contain the Acts and all the Epistles. (Greg. 226.)

217. (Paul. 235.) Parham 80. 15 [xi, Greg, xii], lOf x8i, ff. ?, prol,

subscr., (Trix., from Caracalla, with a marginal commentary. (Greg. 227.)

218. (Paul. 236.) Parham 81. 16
[xiii], 13|x8f, ff. ?, prol, 0.,

TiVA., subscr., syn., men., from Simopetra on Athos. (Greg. 228.)

The Baroness Burdett-Coutts has three copies of the Acts, two of the

Catholic Epistles, viz. :

*219. B.-C. II. 7 (Evan. 549). (Greg. 201.)

*220. (Paul. 264.) B.-C. III. 1, Acts and all the Epistles, the Pauline

preceding the Catholic [xi or xii], Il|x8, ff. 375 (22), on fine vellum,
with broad margins. This is one of the most superb copies extant of

the latter part of the N. T., on which so much cost was seldom bestowed

as on the Gospels. The illuminations before each book, the golden

titles, subscriptions, and capitals, are very rich and fresh : the rubrical

directions are in bright red at the top and bottom of the pages. The

preliminary matter consists of syn. of the Apostolos, virodfo-is to the
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Acts, ~Evda\iov StaKoi/ou irtpi raiv
-)(p6va&amp;gt;v

roC KTjpvypaTos TOV ayiov TravXov, Kf(p.

t. of the Acts, in all twenty pages. There are no other tables of
Kf&amp;lt;pd-

Xaia, but their riVXoi and $. are given throughout the manuscript. To
each Epistle is prefixed the ordinary vnodfais or prol., vers., and to eight
of them Theodoret s also. Three leaves at the beginning of Epistles

(containing portions of prol. and 2 Cor. i. 13
; Eph. i. 1-4

;
Heb. i.

1-6) have been shamefully cut out for the sake of the illuminations.

A complete menology of eighteen pages closes the volume. At the end

of Jude we find in golden letters ic? tu xe vie TOV 6v e\ti]o-6v pe TOV TroXia-

pdpTijTov dvTcoviov ra^a Kal fj-ova^ov TOV p.a\fVKr]v. (Greg. 223.)

*221. (Paul. 265.) B.-C. III. 37 [xii], 6x4, 270 (20) + 6 membran.

[xiv or later], and chart, [xv] (beginning and end), men., led., subscr.,

contains the Acts, Catholic and Pauline Epistles complete. This copy
is full of instructive variations, being nearest akin to the Harkleian

Syriac cum asterisco and to cscr (184), then to ascr (182), 137, 100, 66**,

69, ds&amp;lt;* (185) next to 27, 29, 57**. (Greg. 224.)

222. (Evan. 560.) (Greg. 257.)

*223. (Paul. 262.) Brit. Mus. Egerton 2787 [xiv], 7f x 5$, ff. 244 (22),
mui. Jude 20-25, containing the Acts and all the Epistles, neatly written

and bound in the original oak boards. After being offered for 60 in

London from 1869 to 1875, it was bought by Dean Burgon, and, like

Evan. 563, passed to his nephew, the Rev. &quot;W. F. Rose, and was obtained

for the Museum in 1893. Prol., Kf(p. t., icefp., nVX., dp%. and reX., subscr.,

OT/X., syn., men., at the beginning, but it has been ill used, and the text

corrected by an unskilful hand. Its faded ornaments were executed in

lake. (Greg. 229.)

*224. (Evan. 507) w scr. Hort s Act. 102. (Greg. 195.)

Besides the British Museum copies already described (Act. 22, 25-8,

59, 91) we must add :

*225 or jscr. Lond. Brit. Mus. Burney 48 [xiv], 14f xlO|, end of

St. Chrysost. vol. ii, ff. (230-244) 15, chart., prol., Kf&amp;lt;p. t., Ke&amp;lt;., lect.,

riYX., subscr., OTIX., elegantly written, contains the Catholic Epistles

(except that of St. Jude), with important variations. (Greg. 219.)

226. (Evan. 576.) (Greg. 196.) 227. (Evan. 582.) (Greg. 197.)

228. (Evan. 584.) (Greg. 198.)

229. (Paul. 270.) Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 19,388 [xiii or xiv], 7| x 5f,
ff. 94 (21), prol., Kf(f&amp;gt;., subscr., nVX., lect., very neat, bought of Simonides

in 1853, contains only 2 Cor. xi. 25 i Pet. iii. 15, for which order see

Vol. I. p. 73. (Greg. 220.)

Act. 226-229 were also examined by Dr. Bloomfield.

230. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 19,392 [xi],
ff. 14 x 10 J, ff. (2 + 1 + 2 = )5,

(1) two leaves of wonderful beauty, containing James i. 1-23, the

heading illuminated, /$. at the tops of the pages, with a commentary
on three sides of the text in a very minute hand

; (2) one leaf of an
Evst. out of a volume which fell into the hands of General Menon, and
was presented by Mr. Harris of Alexandria to the Brit. Mus., con-
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taining Matt. vi. 13-18 (see Evst. 262) ; (3) two leaves containing Luke
xxiv. 25-35; John i. 35-51. (Greg. 203.)

231. (Evan. 603.) (Greg. 256.)

232. (Paul. 271, Apoc. 107.) Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 28,816 [A.D.
1111, Indict. 4], Hi x8J, ff. 149 (32), prol, &amp;lt;.

t., &amp;lt;.,
lect. (no nVX.),

subscr., papr., o-rix.,
a splendid copy, bought (see Evan. 603) of Sir Ivor

Guest in 1871. A facsimile is exhibited in the Palaeographical Society s

work, Plate 84. It begins with Euthalii CK&O-IS of the chapters of the
Acts. Euthalius Prologue also precedes the Pauline Epistles, and that
of Arethas (avvo^is O-XO\IK^ the Apocalypse, with a table of his seventy-two
Kf&amp;lt;pd\aia. Throughout the volume the numerals indicating the /c0dXma
of each book stand in the margin in red, and a list of the

*/&amp;gt;.
before

each. There are many marginal glosses in a very minute hand. Hut.
i Cor. xvi. 15 Prol. to 2 Cor., and one leaf (Eph. v. 3 vi. 16) is

supplied [xv] chart. There are ten leaves at the end containing foreign
matter, by the same hand, and in the colophon, besides the date, we
read that the monk Andreas wrote it els TO Spos TOV Trpa- KM a* pf\fTiov

rijs pvon6\ea&amp;gt;s fv Ty povrj TOV o-pa; adding of himself (as well he might)
TroXXa yap tKoirtcura ev rpuriv fTecriv KTifav avrrjv. The foreign matter
includes an exposition of the errors condemned by the seven general
councils

(ff. 143-5), resembling that in Evan. 69. (Greg. 205.)
233. (Evan. 605.) (Greg. 253.) 234. (Evan. 608.) (Greg. 417.)
235. (Evan. 472.)

Belsheim enables us to add

236. (Paul. 273, Apoc. 108.) Upsal, Univ. Gr. 11
[xii], 6jx4f,

ff. 182 (33), containing the Acts, Epistles, and Apocalypse. (Greg. 335.)
237. (Evan. 616, Paul. 274.) (Greg. 269.)

He also found

238. Linkoping, Benzel 35, once belonging to Eric Benzel [1675-1743],
Archbishop of Upsal [x], 4to, ff. 244, very beautiful, lect. at beginning
and end, contains the Acts and all the Epistles (Paul. 272), the Epistle
to the Hebrews preceding i Tim. Mut. 2 Thess. iii. 7 Heb. i 5.

(Greg. 334.)

239. Bom. Yat. Gr. 652 [xiv], 11 x 7\, ff. 105, chart., the Acts only
for all that appears, with Theophylact s commentary, as printed in full
in vol. iii (pp. 189-317, Praef. p. viii) of the Venice edition of

Theophylact, 1758. Lect., Ke&amp;lt;p.,
nrXot, dp%. and reXr) (Burgon). (Greg.

325.)

Fourteen copies were seen by Mr. Coxe in the East, which are
numbered below. Compare Scholz s list.

240. (Paul. 282, Apoc. 109.) Paris Nat. Armenien 9 [xi], 11 J x 9,
ff. 323 (36), 2 cols., prol., Ke&amp;lt;p. t., lect., subscr., OTIX. Greek and Armenian.
(Greg. 301.)

241. (Paul. 283.) Messina, Univ. 40 [xii, Greg, xiii], 13| x 10, ff. 224
(28), chart., prol., mut. Begins at Acts viii. 2, ends at Hebrews viii. 2.

Has a commentary. (Greg. 320.)
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242. (Evan. 622, Paul. 290, Apoc. 110.) Crypta Ferrata A , a . 1.

(Greg. 267.)

243. (Paul. 291.) Crypta Ferrata A. ft. 1 [x], 9 X 7$, ff. 139 (25),

2 cols., JEuth., prol., Kf&amp;gt;. t., Kt(f)., rtVX., led., subscr., OTIX. John (i, 2, 3),

Jude, Paul. (Heb., Tim.). Mut. 2 Tim. iv. 8 end. (Greg. 317.)

244. (Paul. 292.) Crypta Ferrata A. ft. 3 [xi or xii], 10 x 6f, ff. 172

(29), 2 cols., proL, lect., subscr., OTIX., syn., men. (Greg. 318.)

245. (Paul. 293.) Crypta Ferrata A. ft. 6 [xi], 9 x 6f, ff. 193 (26),

prol. (Paul.), lect., subscr., tmx., men., mut. at the end. (Greg. 319.)

246. (Paul. 294.) Kom. Vat. Gr. 1208, Ilx7, ff. 395 (19), pict.,

K0. t, Kf(f)., rtVX. Abbate Cozza-Luzi confirms Berriman s account (pp.

98, 99) of the splendour of this codex. It is written in gold letters

and is said to have belonged to Carlotta, Queen of Jerusalem, Cyprus,
and Armenia, who died at Eome, A. D. 1487, and probably gave this

book to pope Innocent VIII, whose arms are painted at the beginning.
It contains effigies of SS. Luke, James, Peter, John, Jude, Paul. (Greg.

326.)

247. (Paul. 295.) Eom. Pal.-Vat. Gr. 38 [xi], 8x6|, ff. 351 (24),

prol., K&amp;lt;f). t., ce$., nVX., subscr., ortx. (Greg. 330.)

248. (Paul. 298.) Berlin, Konigl. (Hamilton) 244 (625) [A.D. 1090?],
5

1-
X 4f ,

ff. 330 (22), prol., Kf$. t., subscr., ort\., syn., men. It contains

the Acts, Cath. and St. Paul, as Dr. C. de Boor informs us. (See

Greg. 303.)

249. (Paul. 299.) Berlin, Konigl. Gr. 4to, 40
[xiii, Greg, xi], lOf X 5f ,

ff. 222 (26), 2 cols., prol., &amp;lt;(j&amp;gt;. t., lect., subscr., O-T/X., same contents as

the preceding. (See Greg. 252.)

250. (Paul. 300.) Berlin, Konigl. Gr. 4to, 43 [xi, Greg, xiv], 9| X 7,

ff. 116 (39), prol., *e(., T/rX., lect., subscr., OTIX., syn., men., same con

tents as the preceding, but commences with the Psalms. (See Greg. 302.)

251. (Paul. 301.) Berlin, Konigl. Gr. 4to, 57 [xiv, Greg, xiii], 8|x6,
ff. ?, prol., Kffy. t., chart., same contents as Act. 248. (See Greg.

248.)

252. (Evan. 642, Paul. 302.) Berlin, Konigl. Gr. 8vo, 9. (Greg. 213.)

253. 254, 255, 257, 260 were discovered on the spot by Dr. Gregory
not to be Codd. Act.

253. (Paul. 248.) Cairo, Patriarch. Alex. Library 8 [xiv], 4to, chart.,

Cath. (Greg. 240.)

254. (Paul. 275.) Cair. Patr. Alex. Libr. 59 [xi], 4to, Acts and all

Epistles. (Greg. 241.)

255. (Paul. 296.) Cair. Patr. Alex. Libr. 88 [xi], fol, Acts and all

Epistles, after Psalms. (Greg. 242.)

256. (Paul. 322.) Eom. Vat. Gr. 2099 [x, Greg, xi], 7x6, ff. 125

(21), Euth., Kf(f)., TtYX., lect., subscr. Though numbered from Acts, it

contains only the Cath. Epp. (See Greg. 329.)

257. (Paul. 303.) Jerusalem, Holy Sepulchre 7 [x], 4to. Act., Cath.,

Paul., begins at Acts xii. 6. (Greg. 183 ?)
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258. (Paul. 306.) Jerus. Holy Sep. 15 [x, end], 4to, with rich scholia

(Greg. 184?)

259. (Evan. 657.) (Greg. 208.)

260. (Evan. 661.) (Greg. 209.)

261. (Paul. 336.) Horn. Casanatensis G. ii. 6 [xv or xvi], 12|x23,
ff.?, miser., vers., &amp;lt;mx., Catholic and Pauline Epistles with a catena
(See Greg. 321.)

The next three were added by the Abbe Martin.

262. (Evan. 738.) (Greg. 259.)
263. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 906 [xii-xiii], 8| X 5f ,

ff. 48 (20). Mut.
Acts xi. 5-22; xvi. 1-16; xxii. 10 xxviii. 31; James i 1 ii 18-
iv. 3 v. 20. Prol (Greg. 249.)

264. (Paul. 337.) Paris, Nat. Coislin. 224
[xi], 10x8, ff. 379 (20)

syn., Euth., Act., Oath., Paul. (Greg. 250.)
We now follow Dr. Gregory s order as far as is possible, and refer

students to his pages where Library Catalogues and other sources of
information do not supply particulars.

265. (Evan. 808.)

267. (Evan. 858.)

269. (Evan. 794.)

271. (Evan. 927.)

273. (Evan. 941.)

275. (Evan. 956.)

277. (Evan. 986.)

279. (Evan. 997.)

281. (Evan. 1003.)

283. (Evan. 1058.)

285. (Evan. 1073.)

287. (Evan. 1094.)

289. (Evan. 1240.)

291. (Evan. 1242.)

293. (Evan. 1244.)

295. (Evan. 1246.)

297. (Evan. 1248.)

299. (Evan. 1250.)

(Greg. 261.)

(Greg. 262.)

266. (Evan. 823.)

268. (Evan. 698.)

270. (Evan. 922.)

272. (Evan. 935.)

274. (Evan. 945.)

276. (Evan. 959.)

278. (Evan. 996.)

280. (Evan. 999.)

282. (Evan. 1040.)

284. (Evan. 1072.)

286. (Evan. 1075.)

288. (Evan. 1149.)

290. (Evan. 1241.)

292. (Evan. 1243.)

294. (Evan. 1245.)

296. (Evan. 1247.)

298. (Evan. 1249.)

300. (Evan. 1251.)
301. (Paul. 334, Apoc. 109.) St. Saba 20

[xi, beginning], 4to, Act.,
Cath. (Greg. 243.)

302. (Paul. 313.) St. Saba 35 [xi], 4to. (Greg. 244.)
303. (Apoc. 1 85.) Lesbos, r. Aciptavos /i&amp;lt;w&amp;gt;

132 [xv], 8^x5^, chart.,
mut. at beginning and end.

304. (Paul. 331.) Athens, Nat. Theol. (207, 70) [xiii], 6 1 x 4f ,
ff. 321.

Very beautiful. Written by Cosmas.
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305. (Paul. 332.) Ath. Nat. Theol. (208, 7) [xiv], 7\ X 5J-, ff. 273, with

CEcumenius.

306. (Paul. 333.) Ath. Nat. Theol. (209, 72) [A.
D. 1364], 8x5|,

ff. 250. Written by Constantino Alexopoulos. Restored by Nicolaus in

A.D. 1464.

307. (Paul. 469, Apoc. 111.) Ath. Nat. 43 (149?) [x], 8| x6f.

308. (Paul. 420.) Ath. Nat. (45).

309. (Paul. 300, Apoc. 124.) Ath. Nat. 64 (91) [x], 9 x 7|, ff. 327.

Apoc. ends at xviii. 22.

310. Ath. Nat. 66 (105) [x], 9| X 7\, ff. 293. Sixteen homilies of St.

Chrysostom on the Acts. Eight leaves at the beginning are of cent. xiv.

311. (Paul. 419.) Ath. Nat. 221 (129?) [xiii], 5|x4i, ff. 224.

312. (Paul. 421.) Ath. Nat. (119) [xii], 9| x5j, ff. 356, chart.

313. (Paul. 422.) Ath. Nat. 89 [xii], Il|x8i ff. 220. Mut. Acts

i. 1 vii. 35.

314. Zante. 315. (Paul. 474.) Petersburg, Imp. Porfirianus.

316. Madrid, Eoyal 0. 78.

317. (Evan. 667.) Coxe, St. Saba 53. (Greg. 211.)

318. (Evan. 673.) Coxe, St. Saba 54. (Greg. 212.)

319. (Paul. 318.) Patmos 27 [xii], fol, Act., Oath., Paul., with

marginal gloss. Coxe.

320. (Paul. 320.) Patmos 31 [ix], fol., Act., Oath., Paul. Coxe.

321. (Evan. 796.) (Greg. 263.) 322. Athos, Iveron 639.

323. (Paul. 429.) Lesb. r.
A&amp;gt;.

55. 324. Jerusalem, Holy Cross 1.

325. (Paul. 495, Apoc. 187.) Athens, Nat. Libr. 91 [x], 9 x 1\, ff. 327,

orn., mus., mut. Apoc. xviii. 22-end.

326. (Evan. 801.) (Greg. 264.) 327. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1227.

328. (Evan. 665.) (Greg. 210.) 329. (Evan. 1267.)

330. (Paul. 491.) Jerus. Patr. Libr. 462 [xiv] ?, 535 pages chart.,

ff. 60 (58 first and 2 last [xxi], Ke$. t., syn., jyroll.

331. (Paul. 145.) Contains also James, i Pet., 2 Pet. i. 1-3.

332. (Paul. 434.) Yen. Marc. ii. 114.

333. (Paul. 435.) Edinburgh, Mr. Mackellar.

334. (Paul. 319.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 1971 [x], 6f X 5, ff. 247 (31),

2 cols., Euth., proll., &amp;lt;*$. t., lect., dvayv., subscr., OTIX., men. (See Greg.

268.)

335. (Paul. 329.) Vindob. Caes. Gr. Theol. 141. (Greg. 245.)

336. Athos, Vatopedi 41. 337. Ath. Vat. 201.

338. Ath. Vat. 203. 339. Ath. Vat, 210.

340. Ath. Vat. 259. 341. Ath. Vat. 328.

342. Ath. Vat. 380. 343. Ath. Vat. 419.

344. Ath. Dionysius 68. 345. Ath. Dion. 75.
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346. Ath. Dion. 382.

348. Ath. Doch. 48.

350. Ath. Doch. 139.

352. Ath. Esphigmenou 63.

354. Ath. Esphig. 65.

356. Ath. Esphig. 67.

358. Ath. Iveron 24.

360. Ath. Iveron 37.

362. Ath. Iveron 60.

364. Ath. Iveron 643.

366. Ath. Constamonitou 108.

368. Ath. Coutloum. 57.

370. Ath. Coutloum. 81.

372. Ath. Coutloum. 83.

374. Ath. Paul 2.

376. Ath. Simopetra 42.

378. Ath. Philotheou 38.

380. Beratinus Archiepisc.

382. Chalcis, Mon. Trin. 16.

384. Chalcis, Schol. 26.

386. Chalcis, Schol. 96.

388. Patmos, St. John 15.

390. Patmos, St. John 263.

392. Thessalonica, Gr. Gymn. 15.

394. Sinaitic 274.

396. Sinaitic 276.

398. Sinaitic 278.

400. Sinaitic 280.

402. Sinaitic 282.

404. Sinaitic 284.

406. Sinaitic 287.

408. Sinaitic 289.

410. Sinaitic 291.

412. Sinaitic 293.

347. Ath. Docheiariou 38.

349. Ath. Doch. 136.

351. Ath. Doch. 147.

353. Ath. Esphig. 64.

355. Ath. Esphig. 66.

357. Ath. Esphig. 68.

359. Ath. Iveron 25.

361. Ath. Iveron 57.

363. Ath. Iveron 642.

365. Ath. Iveron 648.

367. Ath. Coutloumoussi 16.

369. Ath. Coutloum. 80.

371. Ath. Coutloum. 82.

373. Ath. Coutloum. 275.

375. Ath. Protaton 32.

377. Ath. Stauroniketa 52.

379. Ath. Philoth. 76.

381. Cairo, Patriarch. Alex. 942.

383. Chalcis, Schol. 9.

385. Chalcis, Schol. 33.

387. Patmos, St. John 14.

389. Patmos, St. John 16.

391. Thessalonica, Gr. Gymn. 12.

393. Thessalonica, Gr. Gymn. 16.

395. Sinaitic 275.

397. Sinaitic 277.

399. Sinaitic 279.

401. Sinaitic 281.

403. Sinaitic 283.

405. Sinaitic 285.

407. Sinaitic 288.

409. Sinaitic 290.

411. Sinaitic 292.

413. Sinaitic 300.

414. Sinaitic 301.

415. (Paul. 329.) Vindob. Caes. Gr. Theol. 150. (Greg. 246.)

From Ifpoo-o\vnmKf) Bi/SAio^wj, by Papadopoulos Kerameus.

416. (Paul. 58, Apoc. 181.) Jerusalem, Patriarch. Libr. 38 Txi beg]
x7i ff. 280

(i.e. 89 + 234), (syn. for July and August [xiii]),
VOL. I. x
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mut. Acts i. 1-1 1, Life of St. Paul. Heb. at end of Paul. &quot;Written

at Constantinople by Theophanes. Belonged to Matthew a monk, and

to monastery of St. Saba.

417. (Paul. 64.) Jerus. Patr. Libr. 43 [xii], 8|x6, ff. 138 (28).

ProL, mut. Acts i. 1 xii. 9. Epp. of Paul with Heb. at end follow

Acts. Came from St. Saba.

From *EK$f&amp;lt;rts
Tla\aioypa&amp;lt;piKa&amp;gt;v

KOI
$i\o\oyiK&amp;gt;v Epeui/o)!/ ev QpaKrj KOI

M.aKf8ovia, by Papadopoulos Kerameus.

418. (Paul. 492.) Cosinitsa, A.yia MOI/TJ, Mardaios iepevs 54 [A.
D. 1344],

Acts, Cath. Epp. Written by the aforenamed.

From KaraXoyo? rS&amp;gt;v ev rais Bi/3Aio$ijKms TOV Ayiou &quot;Opovs EX\rjviKu&amp;gt;v

K.o&amp;gt;8iK(av vnb &quot;Sirvpidwos II. Actywrpos 1888.

419. (Paul. 493, Apoc. 185.) Athos, Monastery of St. Paul 2 [A. D.

800 11], 4to, said to have been written by the Empress Mary, who had
been divorced by Constantino VI, and shut up in a convent in Cilicia.

At the end of the Apoc. it has the subscription, crravpe, (pvXarre j3ao-t-

Aicrcrai Mapiav. Some leaves in the beginning and middle cJiart. [xviii].

420. (Paul. 494.) Athens, Nat. Libr. 222 [xvii], 12x7g, ff. 246.

After the Kar^a-fis of Theodorus Studita, Act., Cath., Paul.



CHAPTEK XL

CURSIVE MANUSCRIPTS OF ST. PAUL S EPISTLES.

*1. (Evan. 1.) 2. (Act. 2.) 3. (Evan. 3.)

4. (Act. 4.) 5. (Evan. 5.) 6. (Evan. 6.)

7. Basil. A. N. iii. 11, ll^xS^, ff. 387 (11), prol., with notes and
la finely written marginal commentary, ends Heb. xii. 18. But Kom.,
I i, 2 Cor. are in a different hand. It is plain that Erasmus must have
Bused this copy, cf. Rom. v. 21; vi. 19; viii. 35; xv. 31; xvi. 22;
I i Cor. xi. 15

;
2 Cor. v. 4; ix. 8

;
12

;
Gal. i. 6; iii. 27; Phil. iii. 9;

[Col.
i. 6; iii. 17; i Thess. i. 7; Tit. iii. 8; Philem. 15; Heb. v. 4; vii.

I 5, in all which places it countenances peculiar readings of his first

II edition. It contained TO in Bom. iv. 4, but not KCU Tmo-^eWes in Heb.
.i xi. 13 (Wetstein, Hoskier).

8. (Act. 50.) 9. (Act. 7.) 10. (Act. 8.)

11. (Act. 9.) 12. (Act, 10.) See Act. 7.

13. Certain readings cited by J. le Fevre d Etaples, in his com-

Imentary on St. Paul s Epistles, Paris, 1512.

14. (Evan. 90.)

15. A manuscript cited by Erasmus, belonging to Amandus of Louvain.

16. (Act. 12.) *17. (Evan. 33.) See Act. 7.

18. (Evan. 35.) 19. (Act. 16.)

20. Par. Nat. Coislin. Gr. 27, described (as is Cod. 23) by Mont-
faucon [x], 13| x 10^, ff. 252 (39), in bad condition, with prol. and

iia catena, from Laura at Athos (Wetstein). See Act. 7.

21. (Act. 17.) 22. (Act. 18.)

23. Par. Nat, CoisJ. Gr. 28 [A.D. 1056], 14f x 10J, ff. 272 (17], prol,
,

&amp;lt;;&amp;lt;., TiVX., subscr., OTIX. (Wetstein, Scholz). From Laura.

24. (Evan. 105.) 25. (Act. 20.) 26. (Act. 21.)

27. Cambr. Univ. Libr. Ff. i. 30 [xii], Ilfx8, 8. 169 (varies),

prol., Kf&amp;lt;{). t., &amp;lt;., led., subscr., O-TIX., with CEcumenius commentary:
Rom. and i, 2 Cor. are wanting (Wetstein, 1716). Bradshaw found
ithat this manuscript, which came to Cambridge in 1574, is only the
second part of Paul. 42, the last quire of the latter being numbered KO.

,

I while the first in Cod. 27 is tf. Hort s Paul. 27 is kscr or Paul. 260.

28. (Act. 23.) *29. (Act. 24.) *30. (Act. 53.)

X 2
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31. (Act. 25.) 32. (Act. 26.) 33. (Act. 27.)

*34. (Act. 28.) 35. (Act. 29.) 36. (Act. 30.)

*37. (Evan. 69.) 38. (Evan. 51.) 39. (Act. 33.)

*40. (Evan. 61.) 41. (Evan. 57.)

42. Oxf. Magdalen Coll. Gr. 7 [xii],
11 J x 8i, ff. 170 (varies), prol.,

Kf(p., lect., contains Rom., i, 2 Cor. surrounded by CEcumenius com

mentary (Walton s Polyglott, Mill). First part of Paul. 27.

43. (Act. 37.) *44. (Act. 38.)

45. (Act. 39.) 46. (Act, 40.)

47. Oxf. Bodl. Roe 16 [xi], llf x8J, ff. 255 (15), prol, wiser., OT X.,

with a Patristic catena, in a small and beautiful hand, having a text

much resembling that of Cod. A, and Cod. B still more often when the

two stand alone : its history is the same as that of Evan. 49. The

Epistle to the Hebrews precedes i Tim. (Mill, Roe 2, Tregelles for

his edition of the N. T. : inspected by Vansittart.)

*48. (Act. 42.) 49. (Evan. 76.) 50. (Act. 52.)

51. (Evan. 82, Act. 44, Apoc. 5.) 52. (Act. 45.)

53 of Wetstein is now Paul. Cod. M, the portion containing the

Hebrews, or Bengal s Uffenbach 2 or 1. Instead

(Evan. 1149.) (Greg. 336.)

54. Monacensis Reg. Gr. 412
[xii], Il|x8f, ff. 358 (24), is Bengel a

August. 5
(&:&quot;

Act. 46), containing Rom. vii. 7 xvi. 24, with a catena

from twenty Greek authors (see Paul. 127), stated by Bengel to

resemble that in the Bodleian described by Mill (N. T., Proleg. 1448).

55. (Act. 46.)

56. This is worthless as being a transcript of Erasmus first edition,

then just published. Instead

(Evan. 1262.)

*57. (Evan. 218.)

58. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1650 J=Act. 156, Paul. 190. Instead

(Act. 416.)

59. Par. Nat. Coisl. Gr. 204 [xi], 11 x8|, ff. 312 (32). Mut. Rom.,
i Cor., 2 Cor. is in the 3rd of 3 vols. See Cramer s Catena. (Greg.)
Wetstein and Griesbach comprise readings of two Medicean manuscripts
of the Ephes. and Philipp., derived from the same source as Evan. 102,
Act. 56, Apoc. 23.

60. Codices cited in the Correctorium Bibliorum Latinorum.

*61. (Act. 61.) 62. (Act. 59.) 63. (Act. 60.)

64 of Griesbach is the portion of Evan. M. Instead

(Act. 417.)

65. (Act. 62.)

1 From the monastery of Grotta Ferrata, near Tusculum, Ubi degunt ab

antique tempore monachi, ordinia S. Basilii Magni, ritum Italo-Graecum obser-

vantes/ Holmes. Praef. ad Pentateuch, on his Cod. 12S, which came to the
Vatican from the same place. It is the traditional Villa Luculli.
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66. Lond. Brit. Mus. Harl. 5552 [xvi], 6 x 4J, ff. 233 (18). This
number included readings extracted by Griesbach from the margin of this

MS., which itself he considers but a transcript of Erasmus first edition

(Symb. Crit., p. 166).

67. (Act. 66.) 67** resembles Cod. B, yet is independent of it (Eph.
iii. 9, iv. 9, &c.). These marginal readings must have been derived
from a MS. having a text nearly akin to that of the fragmentary MS.
called M, though not from M itself (Hort, Introduction, p. 155).

68. (Act. 63.) 69. (Act. 64.) 70. (Act. 67.)

71. Vindobon. Caesar. Gr. 61
[xii, Greg, x or xi], 9J x 6, ff. 170 (29),

2 Cols., prol., Kf(f). t., K(f)., TirX., lect., p-apr., Subscr., dvayv., O-T(Y. Mut.
Horn. i. 1-4

;
ii. 3-8, &c. Titus

;
Philem.

;
with Hebrews before i Tim.

It includes a commentary and catechetical lectures of St. Cyril of

Jerusalem (Alter, Birch, Greg.).

72. (Evan. 234.) 73. (Act. 68.)

74. (Act. 69.)

75. (Brit. Mus. Add. 5116, see Act. 22.)

*76. Leipzig, Univ. Gr. 361 [xiii],
121 x9|, ff. Out of 327, 85 (35),

prol., Kf)., contains Rom., i Cor., Gal., and part of Eph., with Theophylact s

commentary, and other matter (Matthaei, Gregory).

Codd. 77-112 were cursorily collated by Birch, and nearly all by
Scholz.

77. (Evan. 131.) 78. (Evan. 133.)

79. (Act. 72.) 80. (Act. 73 V)

81. Rom. Vat. Gr. 761 [xii], 13| x 10, ff. 266, Euth., &amp;lt;., -X., subscr.,
OTIX.J with G^cumenius commentary. The Epistle to the Hebrews is

wanting.

82. Rom. Vat. Gr. 762
[xii], 12|x9, ff. 411, Euth., contains Rom.,

i, 2 Cor., with a catena.

83. Rom. Vat. Gr. 765 [xi], 14|xll|, ff. 177, Euth., with a com

mentary.

84. Eom. Vat. Gr. 766 [xii], 14f x llf, prol., *e&amp;lt;., nVX., with a com

mentary.

85. (Apoc. 39.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 1 136
[xiii, Greg, xiv], 10 x 6f ,

ff. 60 (46),
contains first the Apocalypse (beginning ch. iii. 8) with a Latin version,
then St. Paul s Epistles ending i Tim. vi. 5, with many unusual readings.

86. (Evan. 141.) 87. (Evan. 142.)

88. (Evan. 149.) 89. (Act. 78.)

90. (Act. 79.) 91. (Act. 80.)

92. (Evan. 180.) 93. (Act. 83.)

94. (Act. 84.) 95. (Act. 85.)

1 Birch shows the connexion of Caryophilus with this important copy (which
much resembles the Leicester manuscript, Evan. Cod. 69) from James v. 5, and
especially from .3 John 5 piaOov for marov, a lectio singularis. In this codex, as in
the others cited, Heb. stands before i Tim.
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96. (Act. 86.) The same copy as Paul. 183 in the last edition.

97. (Act. 87.) 98. (Act. 88.) 99. (Act. 89.)

100. Flor. Laurent, x. 4
[xii], 12ix9i, ff. 426 (28), with a commen

tary and additional scholia [xiv], from the Cistercian monastery of

S. Salvator de Septimo, in the diocese of Florence.

101. Flor. Laurent, x. 6 [xi, Greg, x], 13|-x 10|, ff. 285, prol, &amp;lt;*$. t.,

$., riYX., subscr., em^., with a catena supplying the authors names.

102. Flor. Laurent, x. 7 [xi], 13 x 9|, ff. 270, prol., *$., rtVX., subscr.,

OTIX., syn., men., a life of St. Paul, and catena with such names attached

as Theodoret, Chrysostom, (Ecumenius, Severianus, &c.

103. Flor. Laurent, x. 19 [xiii], 9f x 7f, ff. 260, prol., &amp;lt;. t., &amp;lt;., nYX.,

lect., subscr., OTIX., syn., men., with a catena. At the end is a date,

A.D. 1318, Ind. 1, Timotheus.

*104. (Evan. 201 or hcr.) Examined by Bloomfield.

105. (Evan. 204.) Dean Burgon has received a facsimile of i Tim.
iii. 16 from the librarian at Bologna.

106. (Evan. 205.) 107. (Evan. 206.)

108. (Evan. 209.) *109. (Act. 96.)

*110. Venet. Marc. 33
[xi], 15f X 12|, ff. 369, prol., with a catena, much

being taken from CEcumenius (Rink, as also 111, 112 : see Act. 96).

*111. Yen. Marc. 34 [xi], 13f X 10, ff. 332, prol., &amp;lt;. t., *ce0., Wr

vers., with a commentary.

*112. Yen. Marc. 35 [xi], 14x llf, ff. 159 (40), with a commentary,
a fragment beginning 2 Cor. i. 20, ending Heb. x. 25 ; mut. I Thess.

iv. 13 2 Thess. ii. 14.

Codd. 113-124 were collated by Matthaei.

* 113. (Act. 98.) *1 14. (Act. 99.)

*115. (Act. 100.) *116. (Act. 101.)

*117. (Act. 102.) *118. (Act. 103.)

*119. Mosc. Synod. 292 [x-xii], 4to, ff. 462, from the monastery of i

Pantocrator on Athos, contains i, 2 Corinth., with Theophylact s commen

tary. (Matthaei.)

*120. (Evan. 241.) *121. (Evan. 242.)

*122. (Act. 106.)

*123. Mosc. Syn. 99 [x or xi], fol., ff. 241, prol., KC$. t., with scholia,

from St. Athanasius monastery (Laura).

*124. Mosc. Syn. 250 (Mt. q) [xiv], 8vo, ff. 40 (i.e. 117-157), on

cotton paper, from the monastery of Vatopedi on Athos, contains Rom. i-

xiii, with Theophylact s commentary and other writings.

Codd. 125-230 were first catalogued by Scholz, who professes to have

collated entire Paul. 177-179, in the greater part Paul. 157, the rest

slightly or not at all.

125. Munich, Reg. Gr. 504 [dated Feb. 1, 1387, Indict. 10], 8| x 5, ff.

381 (33), prol., on cotton paper, with Theophylact s commentary in black
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ink, and the text (akin to it) in red. Bought by Nicetas primicerius

sceuophylactus for eight golden ducats of Rhodes \ Mut. Philemon.

126. Munich, Reg. Gr. 455, either a copy of, or derived from Cod. 125.

[dated Feb. 17, Indict. 12, probably A.D. 1389], 10ix8i, ff. 439(32),
chart., also mut. Philem.

;
with Theophylact s commentary, and some

homilies of Chrysostom. From internal reasons 125 is probably the older

of the two (J. Rendel Harris).

127. Munich, Reg. Gr. 110 [xvi], 13x8, ff. 112, chart., once at tho

Jesuits College, Munich, contains Rom. vii. 7 ix. 21, with a catena. It

was found by Scholz to be, what indeed it professes, a mere copy of part
of Cod. 54. (Greg. 54a

.)

128. (Act. 179.)

129. Munich, Reg. Gr. 35 [xvi], 13|x8J, ff. 488 (30), chart., with
catena.

130. (Evan. 43.) 131. (Evan. 330.)

*132. (Evan. 18: see Act. 113.) 133. (Act. 51.)

*134. (Act. 114.) 135. (Act. 115.)

136. (Act. 116.) *137. (Evan. 263.) See Act. 7.

138. (Act. 118.) *139. (Act. 119), Reiche, as also

*140. (Act. 11.) 141. (Act. 120.)

142. (Act. 121.) 143. (Act. 122.)

144. (Act. 123.)

145. Par. Nat. Gr. 108, 109, 110, 111 [xvi, Greg, xv], 7x4f,
ff. 308 (14), prol, K/&amp;gt;. t., *e$. Mut. Gal., Eph. (2 Cor. xiii. 1-13

later). Written by George Hermonymus. See Act. 331. (Gregory
under Act. 331.) Once Colbert s, as were 146, 147, 148.

146. 147, 148 included under 145.

149. (Act. 124.) 150. (Act. 125.)

151. Par. Nat. Gr. 126 [xvi], 4f x 3, ff. 168 (18), subscr., written (like

149) by Angelus Yergecius.

152. Instead of Par. Nat. Gr. 136a (omit Greg.)

(Evan. 657.) (Greg. 264.)

*153. (Act. 126) Reiche. 154. (Act. 127.)

155. (Act. 128.) 156. (Act. 129.)

157. Par. Nat. Gr. 222 [xi], 12|xlO|, ff. 227, pict., once Colbert s,

brought from Constantinople in 1676, with a commentary. Mut. Rom. i.

1-11; 21-29; iii. 26 iv. 8
;

ix. 11-22; i Cor. xv. 22-43 ;
Col. i. 1-16.

158. (Act. 131.)

159. (Apoc. 64.) Par. Nat. Gr. 224 [xi], llf x8|, ff. 274, prol., pict.,

K$. t., Kt(f&amp;gt;., TtVX., subscr., OTIX., very elegant. The Pauline Epistles have

a catena, the Apocalypse Arethas commentary.

1 The gold ducat coined for the Military Order of St. John at Rhodes (see

Ducange) was worth 9s. Gd. English money.
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160. Par. Nat. Gr. 225 [xvi], 12x8, ff. 401 (29), chart., a fragment

of St. Paul, with Theophylact s commentary.

161. Par. Nat. Gr. 226 [xvi], 12 x 8J, ff. 96 (34), chart., contains the

Romans, with a commentary.

162. Par. Nat. Gr 227 [xvi], 13^ X 9, ff. 213 (31), chart., once Bigot s,

contains a catena on i Cor. xvi.

163. Par. Nat. Gr. 238 [xiii], 7f X5J, ff. 391 (23), from Adrianople,

contains Heb. i viii, with a catena.

164. Par. Nat. Gr. 849 [xvi], 12|x9|, ff. 261 (30), chart., prol,

subscr., once a Medicean manuscript, contains Theodoret s commentary
with text.

165. Turin, Univ. C. vi. 29 [xvi], 8Jx 5|, ff. 71 (17), chart., contains

from i Thess. to Hebrews.

166. (Act. 133.) 167. (Act. 134.)

168. Turin, Univ. C. v. 10, 8|x6|, ff. 239 (29), prol, &amp;lt;. t., cm*.,

and a commentary : it begins Rom. iii. 1 9.

169. (Act. 136.) 170. (Evan. 339.)

171. Milan, Ambros. B. 6 inf. [xiii], 13|x 10, ff. 241, prol, . *.,

K(j)., riT\.
t subscr., (TTix., with a commentary : it ends Heb. iv. 7, and Rom. i.

1 2 Cor. v. 19 are later, on cotton paper.

172. Milan, Ambr. A. 51 sup. [xii], 8$x6f, ff. 175 (35), lect.,

subscr., with an abridgement of Chrysostom s commentary : bought at

Reggio in Calabria, 1606.

173. (Act. 138.) 174. (Act. 139.)

175. Milan, Ambr. F. 125 sup. [xv], 12& x 7fc, ff. 341 (30), chart., with

a continuous commentary : it was brought from Thessaly.

176. (Act. 137.)

*177. Modena, Este ii. A. 14 [xv], 16mo. Lost (Greg.).

*178. (Act. 142.)

*179. Modena, Este ii. G. 3, the minuscule part of Act. H. The

Pauline Epistles with a commentary are [xii].

180. (Evan. 363.) 181. (Evan. 643.)

182. (Evan. 367.) 183. (Act. 254.)

184. (Act. 148.) 185. (Evan. 393.)

186. (Evan. 394.) 187. (Act. 154.)

188. (Act. 155.)

189. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1649
[xiii], 12|xlO, ff. 137 (48), 2 co\s.,prol,

with Theodoret s commentary: Heb. precedes i Tim.

190. (Act. 156.) 191. (Act, 157.)

192. (Act. 158.) 193. (Act. 160.)

194. (Evan. 175.)

195. Rom. Vat. Ottob. 31 [x, Greg, xi], 14f x 10|, ff. 181, mut. Rom.
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and most of i Cor.
;
with a continuous commentary, and such names as

(Ecumenius, Theodoret, Methodius, occasionally mentioned.

196. Rom. Vat. Ottob. 61 [xv], 9fx6f, if. 198(48), chart., with
a commentary : here, as in Paul. 189, the Epistle to the Hebrews precedes
i Tim.

197. (Apoc. 78.) Rom. Vat. Ottob. 176 [xv], 8vo, chart.

198. (Act. 161.) 199. (Evan. 386.)

200. (Act. 162.) 201. (Act. 163.)

202. Rom. Vat. Ottob. 356 [xv], 9jx6|, ff. 144 (22), chart., olirn

Aug. ducis ab Altamps/ contains Rom. with a catena.

203. (Evan. 390.) 204. (Act. 166.)

205. (Act. 168.) 206. (Act. 169.)

_207.
Rom. Ghigian. R. v. 32 [A.D. 1394], 10 x 6|, 8. 279 (42), chart.,

with a commentary.

208. Rom. Ghigian. R. viii. 55 [xi], 14f xlOf, ff. 168, prol, KJ&amp;gt;. t.,

subscr., OT/X., with Theodoret s commentary.
209. (Act. 171.) 210. (Act. 172.)

211. (Act. 173.) 212. (Act. 174.)

213. Rom. Barberin. iv. 85 [A.D. 1338, Greg. 13301], 10fx8|,
ff. 267, prol., K(f)., riYA., subscr., on*., scholia. From the reading TOV 6eov
KOI naTpos TOV xpiorov Col. ii. 2 (see below, Vol. II. Chap. XII), this must
be one of the Barberini manuscripts described under Evan. 112.

214. Vindobon. Caesar, theol. 167 (166?) [xv, Greg, xiv], 9|x6|,
ff. 70 (40), on cotton paper, contains Rom. with a catena, i Cor. with

Chrysostom s and Theodoret s commentaries, which influence the readings
of the text.

215. (Act. 140.) 216. (Act. 175.)

217. Palermo, I. E. 11
[xii, Greg, x], 8|x6f, ff. 61 (23),prol., 0. t.,

subscr., oTt
x., begins 2 Cor. iv. 18; mut. 2 Tim. i. 8 ii. 14; ends

Heb. ii. 9.

218. (Evan. 421.) 219. (Evan. 122.)

220. (Evan. 400.) *221. (Evan. 440) is o**.

222. (Evan. 451.) (Greg. 462.) 223. (Evan. 461.) (Greg. 463.)

224. (Act. 58.)

Substitute for 225 (
= Cod. 11)

225. Milan, N. 272 sup. [xvi], 9|x6, chart., S. Pauli Epistolae,
cum notis marginalibus (Burgon). (See Greg. 478.)

Substitute for 226 (=Cod. 27)

226. Florence, Libreria Riccardi 85, rather modern, 8vo, Marsilii

Ficini Florentini.

227. (Act. 56 of Scholz.) 228. (Evan. 226.)

229. (Evan. 228.)
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230. (Instead of Evan. 368) (Evan. 665)
1
. (Greg. 266.)

231. (Evan. 531.) (Greg. 305.)

232. Escurial ^. iii. 2 [xv], Montana after Haenel, chart. (Greg. 472.)

233. Parham 6 (Evan. 534). (Greg. 258.)

234. (Act. 216.) (Greg. 281.) 235. (Act. 217.) (Greg. 282.)

236. (Act. 218.) (Greg. 283.) 237. (Act. 309.) (Greg. 300.)

238. (Evan. 431.) 239. (Evan. 189.)

240. (Evan. 444.) (Greg. 240.) 241. (Act. 97.)

242. (Act. 178.) (Greg. 242.) 243. (Evan. 605.) (Greg. 303.)

244. (Evan. 503.) 245. (Act. 191.)

246. (Act. 192.) 247. (Act. 210.)

248. (Instead of Act. 201= 89) (Act. 253). (Greg. 284.)

Next follow three at Oxford :

249. (Evan. 488.) (Greg. 247.) 250. (Act. 212.) (Greg. 276.)

251. (Act. 213.) (Greg. 277.)

The next ten are Scrivener s, collated in the Appendix to Codex

Augiensis :

*252. (Act. 182.) (Greg. 270.) *253. (Act. 183.) (Greg. 271.)

*254. (Act. 184.) (Greg. 272.) *255. (Act. 185.) (Greg. 273.)

*256. (Apoc. 93.) Lambeth 1186 or e* [xi], 4to, of which a facsimile

is given in the Catalogue of Manuscripts at Lambeth, 1812. It contains

the Pauline Epistles and the Apocalypse only. It begins Rom. xvi. 15

and ends Apoc. xix. 4. Mut. i Cor. iv. 19 vi. 1
;

x. 1-21 ;
Heb. iii.

14 ix. 19; Apoc. xiv. 16 xv. 7. Lect., prol., TiVX., &amp;lt;.,
to each

Epistle, and a few marginal glosses. (Greg. 290.)

*257. (Evan. 543.) (Greg. 251.) *258. (Evan. 542.) (Greg. 249.)

*259. (Evan. 568.) *[h* : see Act. 189.] (Greg. 250.)

*260. (Evan. 507.) This is Hort s Paul. 27. (Greg. 252.)

261. Petersburg, Muralt. 8 (Evan. 476). (Greg. 131.)

262. (Act. 223.) (Greg. 248.)

263. See Apoc. 91. Contains Heb. ix. 14 xiii. 25 [xv]. (Greg. 293.)

The Baroness Burdett-Coutts has three copies of the Pauline Epistles :

*264. (Act. 220.) (Greg. 278.) *265. (Act. 221.) (Greg. 279.)

*266. (Evan. 603, Apoc. 89.) Burdett-Coutts (Highgate) II. 4 [x or

xi], Hi X 84, ff. 67, orn., prolL, &amp;lt;. t., nVX. (not in Apocalypse). The

ten Pauline Epistles from the Ephesians onwards (that to the Hebrews

preceding i Timothy), and the Apocalypse complete. On three leaves at

the end is the (unfinished) tmypa^a of Dorotheus of Tyre described

1 Here again we set Scholz s codices in a note, substituting others in their

room. Scholz s run, 231. (Act. 183.) 232. (Act. 184.) 233. (Act. 185.) 234.

(Evan. 457.) 235. (Evan. 452.) 236. (Act. 188.) 237. (Evan. 466.) 243. (Act,

182), two separate codices.
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above, Act. 89. Citations from the Old Testament are specially marked,
and the margin contains some scholia and corrections, apparently by the
first hand. (Greg. 306.)

267. Brit. Mus. Add. 7142
[xiii],

1 If X 9, ff. 198, prol, Life of St. Paul,

Kf(f). t., Kt(f)., TiYX. (lect. mostly later), subscr., ori^., with commentary,
partly mut. (Greg. 291.)

268. (Evan. 576.) (Greg. 253.) 269. (Evan. 584.) (Greg. 255.)

270. (Act. 229.) (Greg. 275.) 271. (Evan. 603.) (Greg. 306.)

272. (Act. 238.) (Greg. 436.) 273. (Act. 236.) (Greg. 437.)

274. (Act. 237.) (Greg. 319.)

275. Instead of Basil, (only a comm., Greg.) (Act. 254.) (Greg. 285.)

276. (Act. 321.) (Greg. 312.) 277. (Evan. 492.) (Greg. 256.)

278. (Evan. 560.) (Greg. 307.) 279. (Evan. 582.) (Greg. 254.)

280. (Act. 198.) (Greg. 280.) 281. (Evan. 527.) (Greg. 304.)

282. (Act. 240, Apoc. 109.) (Greg. 259.)

283. (Act. 241.) (Greg. 426.) 284. (Act. 195), Eom. i. 1-5.

285. (Act. 196.) (Greg. 476.)

286. Milan, Ambr. E. 2 infra
[xiii], 13|xlOj, ff. 268 (32), chart.

Four leaves in vellum [xii], 2 cols. The catena of Nicetas textus

particulatim praemittit cominentariis. (See Greg. 393.)

287. Milan, Ambr. A. 241 inf. [xvi], 12|x8f, ff. 104 (20), copy of

the preceding. (See Greg. 393a
.)

Eat Catena ejusdem auctoris ex

initio, sed non complectitur totum opus.

288. Milan, Ambr. D. 541 inf. [xi], 15 X 12J, ff. 323, prol, 0., T/rX.,

subscr., ortx. Text and catena on all St. Paul s Epistles. Came from

Thessaly. (See Greg. 392.)

289. Milan, Ambr. C. 295 inf.
[xi],

14 x ll, ff. 190, proll, (/&amp;gt;., nYX.,

subscr., OT/X. With a catena. (See Greg. 391.)

290. (Evan. 622, Act. 242, Apoc. 110.) (Greg. 316.)

291. (Act. 243.) (Greg. 423.) 292. (Act. 244.) (Greg. 424.)

293. (Act. 245.) (Greg. 425.) 294. (Act. 246.) (Greg. 430.)

295. (Act. 247.) (Greg. 433.)

296. Already mentioned as 213 (Gregory): instead

(Act. 255.) (Greg. 286.)

297. Eom. Barberini vi. 13
[xi, Greg, xii], 13|xlO, ff. 195 (18),

with scholia, subscr., O-TIX., mut. (Cf. Greg. 396.)

298. (Act. 248.) (Greg. 261.) 299. (Act. 249.) (Greg. 302.)

300. (Act. 250.) (Greg. 260.) 301. (Act. 251.) (Greg. 298.)

302. (Evan. 642, Act. 252.) (Greg. 269.)

303. Already mentioned as 225 (Gregory) : instead

(Act. 2 5 7.) (Greg. 231.)

304. (Evan. 661.) (Greg. 265.)
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305. Rom. Vat. Gr. 549 [xii],
8 X 8J (?),

ff. 380 (29), with Theophy-
lact s commentary. (See Greg. 398.)

306. Only a commentary of St. Chrysostom, instead

(Act. 258.) (Greg. 232.)

307. Kom. Vat. Gr. 551 [x], ff. 283, some of St. Paul s Epistles, with

commentary of Chrysostom. (Greg, under 398.)

308. Rom. Vat. Gr. 552 [xi], ff. 155, Hebrews, with commentary of

Chrysostom. (Greg, under 398.)

Codd. 309, 316, 318, 320, 321, 329, 331-334 are only commentaries

of St. Chrysostom (Gregory). Other MSS. are inserted instead.

309. (Act. 301.) (Greg. 242.)

310. Rom. Vat, Gr. 646 [xiv, Greg, xiii], lOf x 7, ff. 250 ? (31), chart.,

with commentary of Euthymius, Pars, i et ii. (Greg. 399.)

311. (Evan. 671.) (Greg. 400.)

312. Rom. Vat. Gr. 648 [A.D. 1232], ff. 338, chart., written at

Jerusalem hy Simeon qui et Saba dicitur. (Greg. 401.)

313. (Act. 239.) (Greg, denies the Paul.
)

314. Eom. Vat. Gr. 692 [xii, Greg, xi], 13| x 10, ff. 93, 2 cols., mut.

Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, with commentary. (Greg. 402.)

315. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1222 [xvi], 12x8, ff. 437 (28), prol, . t.,

subscr., OTIX., Rom., Heb., i, 2 Cor., i, 2 Tim., Eph., with Theophylact s

commentary. (Greg. 403.)

316. (Evan. 667.) (Greg. 267.)

317. (Evan. 673.) (Greg. 268.)
- 318. (Act. 319.)

319. (Act, 334.) (Greg. 431.) 320. (Act. 320.)

321. (Act. 186.) (Greg. 274.)

322. (Act. 256.) (Greg. 432.)

323. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2180 [xv], llf x8, ff. 294 (36), chart., &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;. t.,

syn., men., with commentary of Theophylact. (See Greg. 454.)

324. Rom. Vat. Alex. 4 [x], 12| x lOf, ff. 256 (28), 2 cols., Romans

with commentary of Chrysostom. Fuit monasterii dicti. (See Greg. 480.)

325. (Evan. 698, Apoc. 117.) (Greg. 317.)

326. Rom. Vat. Ottob. 74 [xv], 12f x 9, ff. 291 (29)?, chart., Romans,

with Theodoret s commentary. (Greg. 476d
.)

327. Rom. Vat. Pal. Gr. 10 [x], 13|x9J, ff. 2GS,proll., 0., TtVX.,

subscr., a-Tix., with a Patristic commentary, Felkman adnotat. (Greg. 406.)

328. Rom. Vat. Pal. Gr. 204 [x], 13jx9|, ff. 181, with commentary
of (Ecumenius. (Greg. 407.)

329. (Act. 335.) (Greg. 289.)

330. Rom. Vat. Pal. Gr. 423 [xii], 1 If x 9, ff. 2, Coloss. and Thessalon.,

with commentary. (See Greg. 376e
.)

331. (Act, 304.) (Greg. 292.) 332. (Act. 305.) (Greg. 295.)

333. (Act. 306.) (Greg. 296.) 334. (Act. 301.) (Greg. 287.)
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335. A theological treatise (Greg.). Instead

(Act. 4 15.) (Greg. 297.)
336. (Act. 261.) (Greg. 427.)
Instead of Cod. 337. (Greg.)

337. (Act. 264.) (Greg. 299.)
The next four MSS. are from the Abbe Martin s list.

338. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 1001 [xiv], Il|x8|, ff. 12 (31). Frag
ments of Rom., 2 Tim., Col., Heb. (Greg. 376.)

339. Tar. Nat. Coisl. Gr. 95 [xi], 13| x 10, ff. 348 (28), prol, 0. t.,

Kt(f)., TiYA., sulscr., o-rtx. (Greg. 380.)

340. Par. Nat. Coisl. Gr. 217
[xiii],

11 x8|, ff. 227 (52),proU., K
t&amp;gt;. t.,

Ke(f)., nVX., subscr., rers., OT/X. (Greg. 381.)

341. (Evan. 38.) (Martin.) (Greg. 377.)

We now follow Dr. Gregory s order, only stating the MS. where there
is only his authority to rely upon, and referring students to his list for

the information which he has diligently gathered, often by personal
examination upon the spot.

342. (Evan. 1245.) 343. (Evan. 1246.)
344. (Evan. 1247.) 345. (Evan. 1248.)
346. (Evan. 1249.) 347. (Evan. 1250.)

348. (Evan. 1251.) 349. (Act. 149.)

350. Leyden, Univ. 66. 351. (Act. 307.)

352. (Act. 381.) 353. (Act. 382.)

354. (Act. 383.) 355. (Act. 384.)

356. (Act. 385.) 357. (Act. 386.)

358. (Act. 387.) 359. (Act. 388.)

360. (Act. 389.) 361. (Act. 390.)

362. (Act. 391.) 363. (Act. 392.)

364. (Act. 393.) 365. (Act. 394.)

366. (Act. 395.) 367. (Act. 399.)

368. (Act. 400.) 369. (Act. 403.)

370. (Act. 413.)

371. Madison, New Caesarea, America.

372. Lond. Brit. Mus. Arundel 534 [xiv], lOf X 7, ff. 418 (31). With
Theophylact.

373. Vindobon. Caes. Gr. Theol. 157.

374. Besangon, City Libr. 200. 375. Par. Nat. Gr. 224 A.

376. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 1035.

377. Escurial ^. ii. 20. (Greg. 376C
.)

378. Par. Nat. Coisl. Gr. 29. 379. Par. Nat, Coisl. Gr. 30.

380. (Evan. 1267.) 381. (Act. 330.)

382. Athens, Nat. 69 (100) [x], 10| x 7|, ff. 377. Mut. beg. and end,
with commentary of (Ecunieuius and others : ff. 44 at beg. [xv].
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383.

384.

386.

388.

390.

392.

394.

396.

398.

400.

402.

404.

406.

408.

410.

411.

412.

414.

416.

418.

420.

422.

424.

426.

428.

430.

432.

434.

436.

438.

440.

442.

444.

446.

448.

450.

452.

454.

456,

Ath. Nat. 100 (96) [xiii], 12Jx8f,

Escurial x- iv. 15.

Florence, Laur. vi. 8.

Flor. Laur. xi. 7.

Milan, Ambr. A. 62 inf.

Milan, Ambr. D. 541 inf.

Naples, Nat. II. B. 23.

(Act. 418.) (Greg. 301.)

(Evan. 825.) (Greg. 308.)

(Evan. 767.)

(Evan. 801.)

(Evan. 823.)

(Evan. 891.)

(Greg. 310.)

(Greg. 313.)

(Greg. 315.)

(Greg. 318.)

Venet. Marc. 36.

Ath. Coutloum. 129.

Constantinople, Holy Sepulchre 2.

385.

387.

389.

391.

393.

395.

397.

399.

401.

403.

405.

407.

409.

(Act. 308.)

(Act. 313.)

(Evan. 935.)

(Evan. 945.)

(Evan. 1267.)

(Evan. 986.)

(Evan. 997.)

(Act. 332.)

(Evan. 1003.)

(Act. 344.)

(Act. 347.)

(Act. 349.)

(Act. 351.)

(Act. 353.)

(Act. 355.)

(Act. 357.)

(Act. 359.)

(Act. 361.)

(Act. 366.)

ff. 319. First leaf perished.

Bologna, Univ. 2378.

Flor. Laur. x. 9.

Flor. Laur. Conv. Soppr. 21.

Milan, Ambr. C. (E ?) 295.

(Act. 309.) (Greg. 300.)

Naples, II. B. 24.

Rome, Casanatensis G. v. 7.

(Evan. 757.) (Greg. 309.)

(Evan. 794.) (Greg. 311.)

(Evan. 808.) (Greg. 314.)

Rom. Vat. Ottob. 17.

(Evan. 922.) (Greg. 320.)

Athos, Coutloumoussi 90b .

Patmos, St. John 61.

Patmos, St. John 63.

St. Saba, Tower 41.

(Act. 311.)

(Act. 312.)

(Evan. 927.) (Greg. 321.)

(Evan. 941.) (Greg. 323.)

(Evan. 959.) (Greg. 325.)

(Act. 323.) (Apoc. 127.)

(Evan. 996.) (Greg. 327.)

(Evan. 999.) (Greg. 329.)

(Act. 333.)

(Evan. 1040.) (Greg. 331.)

(Act. 346.)

(Act. 348.)

(Act, 350.)

(Act. 352.)

(Act. 354.)

(Act. 356.)

(Act. 358.)

(Act. 360.)

(Act. 362.)

(Act. 368.)
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458. (Act. 369.) 459. (Act. 370.)

460. (Act. 371.) 461. (Act. 372.)

462. (Act. 373.) 463. (Act. 374.)

464. (Act. 375.) 465. (Act. 376.)

466. (Act. 377.) 467. (Act. 378.)

468. (Act. 379.) 469. (Act. 307.)

470. Escurial T. iii. 17. 471. Athens, Nat. (259)?

472. (Evan. 1058.) (Greg. 332.) 473. (Act. 205.)

474. (Act. 315.) 475. (Act. 209.)

476. (Evan. 1072.) (Greg. 333.) 477. (Act. 232.)

478. (Evan. 1075.) (Greg. 334.) 479. (Act. 195.)

480. (Evan. 1094.) (Greg. 335.) 481. (Evan. 1240.) (Greg. 337.)

482. (Evan. 1241.) (Greg. 338.) 483. (Evan. 1242.) (Greg. 339.)

484. (Evan. 1243.) (Greg. 340.) 485. (Evan. 1244.) (Greg. 341.)

486. (Act. 303.) 487. (Act. 419.)

488. (Act. 420.) 489. (Act. 325.)

490. Dublin, Trin. Coll. D. i. 28 [xiv], 8J x 5J, ff. 8, Rom. viii. 23

(tavrnvs) . . . xiv. 10 Kpi \
vfis. Inked over in places by another hand

[xvi]. K$. Collated by Dr. T. K. Abbott (Hermathena, xviii. 233,

1892).

491. (Act. 107.)



CHAPTER XII.

CURSIVE MANUSCRIPTS OF THE APOCALYPSE.

1. Mayhingen, Oettingen-Wallerstein [xii], 9|x5j, ff. 90 (15 last

chart.], the only one used in 1516 by Erasmus (who calls it exemplar

vetustissimum )
and long lost, contains the commentary of Andreas of

Caesarea, in which the text is so completely imbedded that great care is

needed to separate the one from the other. Mut. ch. xxii. 16-21,

ending with roC SJS. This manuscript was happily re-discovered in

1861 by Professor F. Delitzsch at Mayhingen in Bavaria in the library

of the Prince of Oettingen-Wallerstein, and a critical account of it

published by him (illustrated by a facsimile) in the first part of his

Handschriftliche Funde (1861). Tregelles also, in the second part

of the same work, published an independent collation of his own (with

valuable Notes prefixed), which he had made at Erlangen in 1862.

The identity of Apoc. 1 with the recovered copy is manifest from such

monstra as eftdirruras ch. ii. 3, which is found in both; from the reading

avvdyu ch. xiii. 10, and from the clauses put
_
wrong by Erasmus, as

being lost in the commentary, e.g. ch. ii. 17
;

iii. 5, 12, 15 ;
vi. 11, 15.

Of this copy Dr. Hort says (Introd. p. 263) that it is by no means an

average cursive of the common sort. On the one hand it has many
individualisms and readings with small and evidently unimportant attes

tation : on the other it has a large and good ancient element, . . . and

ought certainly (with the somewhat similar 38) to stand high among

secondary documents.

2. (Act. 10, Stephen s
.)

3. Codex Stephani tr
, unknown; cited only 77 times throughout the

Apocalypse in Stephen s edition of 1550, and that very irregularly; only

once (ch. xx. 3) after ch. xvii. 8. It was not one of the copies in the

King s Library, and the four citations noticed by Mill (N. T., Prol. 1176)

from Luke xxii. 30
;
67

;
2 Cor. xii. 11

;
i Tim. iii. 3, are probably mere

errors of Stephen s press.

4. (Act. 12.)

5. Codices Laurentii Yallae (see Evan. 82) ;
the readings of which

Erasmus used.

Codd. 6, 26, 27, 28 were rather loosely collated for Wetstein by his

kinsman Caspar Wetstein, chaplain to Frederick, Prince of Wales.
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6. (Act. 23.) *?. (Act. 25, !*.)

*8. (Act. 28, dcr.) 9. (Act. 30.)

10. (Evan. 60.) 11. (Act. 39.)

12. (Act. 40.) *13. (Act. 42.)

*14. (Evan. 69, *.)

15. Fragments of ch. iii, iv, annexed to Cod. E Evan, in a later hand.

16. (Act. 45.) 17. (Evan. 35.)

18. (Act, 18.) 19. (Act. 17.)

20. (Evan. 175), a few extracts made by Bianchini : so Apoc. 24.

21, 22 of Wetstein were two unknown French codices, cited by Bentley
in his specimen of Apoc. xxii, and made Wetstein s 23 (Act. 56).
Scholz, discarding these three as doubtful, substitutes

21. Rom. Vallicell. D. 20 [xiv, Greg, xv], 12| x8J, ff. 93 (28), chart.

22. (Act. 166.) 23. (Evan. 367.)
2

24. (Act. 160.) 25. (Evan. 149.)

*26. (Evan. 492.) 27. (Evan. 503.)

*28. Oxf. Bodl. Bar. 48 [xv], 8 X 5, ff. 24 (22), chart., &amp;lt;., nVX.,
contains mixed matter by several hands, and is nscr of the Apocalypse,
muf. ch. xvii. 5 xxii. 21 (ch. v. 1-5 is repeated in the volume in a
different hand). This is an important copy, akin to Apocc. 7 and 96.

Bentley also named it K in his collation extant in the margin of Trin.

Coll. B. xvii. 5 (see Evan. 51).

*29. (Act. 60, e*.) 30. (Act. 69.)

*31. Lond. Brit. Mus. Harl. 5678 [xv], lljx 8, ff. 244 (24), chart.,

prol., is cscr
,
but ch. i-viii had been loosely collated for Griesbach by

Paulus. Like Evan. 445 it once belonged to the Jesuits College at Agen,
and is important for its readings. Has much miscellaneous matter.

32. Dresdensis, Reg. A. 124 [xv, Griesb. x], 7-J X 4f ,
ff. 16, belonged

to Loescher, then to Briihl, collated by Dassdorf and Matthaei (Mt. t).

The close resemblance in the text of Apocc. 29-32 is somewhat overstated

by Griesbach.

*33. (Evan. 218.) 34. (Act. 66.)

1 Mr. B. W. Newton superintended the publication of Tregelles last part of
his Greek New Testament under circumstances which disarm criticism, but

Tregelles could hardly have meant that in the Apocalypse much of Cod. 14

(Leicestrensis) has been supplied by a later hand from the Codex Montfortianus,
Apoc. 92 (Introductory Notice, p. 1). The original hand remains unchanged
in the Leicester copy, even on the last torn leaf containing portions of Apoc. xix,
but the converse supposition is very maintainable, though not quite certain,
that the Apocalypse in Cod. 92 was transcribed from Cod. 14.

2

Gregory has substituted this for Scholz s 23, which he finds does not contain

Apoc. Whatever readings he cites under these three numbers, are simply
copied from Wetstein (Kelly s Kevelation, Introd. p. xi, note). Dr. Gregory
has seen all the four.

VOL. I. Y
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35. Vindob. Caes. Gr. Theol. 307 [xiv], 7 x 5|, ff. 32 (20), with An
dreas commentary : brought from Constantinople by de Busbeck (Alter).

Described by Delitzsch, Handschriftliche Funde (part ii), p. 41 (1862).
In text it closely resembles Cod. 87.

36. Vindob. Caes. Suppl. Gr. 93 [xiv, Greg, xiii], 6| x4|, ff. 56 (36),

prol., Ke(f)., TiVX., ends ch. xix. 20, with Andreas commentary : the text

is in orixoi (Alter), having much in common with Codd. N, 7.

37. (Act. 72.)

*38. Rom. Vat. Gr. 579 [xiii, Greg, xv], 8| x 5, ff. 24 (30), on cotton

paper, in the midst of foreign matter. The text (together with some

marginal readings (primd manu) closely resembles that of Codd. AC,
and was collated by Birch, inspected by Scholz and Tregelles, and

subsequently recollated by B. H. Alford at the request of Tregelles (see

Evan. T).

39. (Paul. 85.) 40. (Evan. 141.)

41. Rom. Vat. Reg. Gr. 68 [xiv, Greg, xv], 9x6, ff. 70 (14), chart.,

proll., K0. t., with extracts from (Ecumenius and Andreas commentary
(Birch, Scholz : so Apoc. 43).

42. (Act. 80.)

43. Rom. Barberini iv. 56 [xiv], 9f x 7, ff. 5 (58) at end, 2 cols., contains

ch. xiv. 17 xviii. 20, with a commentary, together with portions of the

Septuagint.

44. (Evan. 180.) 45. (Act. 89.) 46. (Evan. 209.)

*47. (Evan. 241.) *48. (Evan. 242.)

*49. Moscow, Synod. 67 (Mt. o) [xv], fol., ff. 58, chart., with Andreas

commentary, and Gregory Nazianzen s Homilies.

*50. Mosc. Synod. 206 (Mt. p) [xv], fol. chart., ff. 35, like Evann. 69,

206, 233, is partly of parchment, partly paper, from the Iberian monas

tery on Athos
;

it also contains lives of the Saints.

*502
. Also from the Iberian monastery [x], is Matthaei s r, Tischen-

dorfs 90.

Apocc. 51-84 were added to the list by Scholz, of which he professes to

have collated Cod. 51 entirely, as Reiche has done after him; 68, 69, 82

nearly entire
; twenty-one others cursorily, the rest (apparently) not at

all. Our 87 is Scrivener s m, collated in the Apocalypse only.

*51. (Evan. 18.) 52. (Act. 51.) 53. (Act. 116.)

54. (Evan. 263.) 55. (Act. 118.) 56. (Act. 119.)

57. (Act. 124.)

58. Par. Nat. Gr. 19, once Colbert s [xvi], 7| x 5f ,
ff. 36 (22), chart.,

with Hiob et Justini cohort, ad Grace. Scholz.

59. Par. Nat, Suppl. Gr. 99a

[xvi], 8x5, ff. 83, chart., with a

commentary. Once Giles de Noailles .

60. Rom. Vat, Gr. 656 [xiii or xiv], 6f x 4f, ff. 207 (17), chart., with

Andreas . (See Gregory 79.)
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61. Par. Nat. Gr. 491, once Colbert s
[xiii], 9| x 6|, ff. 13, on cotton

paper, mut., with extracts from Basil, &c.

62. Par. Nat. Gr. 239 [A.D. 1422], 8|x5|, ff. 119 (26), chart., with
Andreas commentary.

63. Par. Nat. Gr. 241 [xvi], 8|x5|, ff. 294, chart., with Andreas

commentary. Once de Thou s, then Colbert s.

64. (Paul. 159.)

65. Moscow, Univ. Libr. 25 [xii], 4to, ff. 7 (once Coislin s 229),
contains ch. xvi. 20 xxii. 21.

66. (Act. 419.)

67. Eom. Vat. Gr. 1743 [dated December 5, 1302], 8| x 6J, ff.?,

$., TiVX., with Andreas commentary.

68. Horn. Vat. Gr. 1904, vol. 2 [xi], llx 8, ff. 19, contains ch. vii,

17 viii. 12
;

xx. 1 -xxii. 21, with Arethas commentary, and much
foreign matter. This fragment (as also Apoc. 72 according to Scholz,
who however never cites it) agrees much with Cod. A.

69. (Act. 161.) 70. (Evan. 386.)

71. Athens, Nat. Libr. 142 [xv], 5|x4|, ff. 233, with other matter.

*72. Rom. Ghigianus R. iv. 8 [xvi], 8| x 5^, ff. 1, chart., with Andreas

commentary. Collated hastily by the late W. H. Simcox.

73. Rom. Corsin. 41. E. 37 [xv or xvi], 7| x4|, ff. 97 (30), &amp;lt;.,
riVX.

(See Gregory.)

74. (Act. 140.) 75. (Act. 86.)

76. (Act. 421.)

77. Florence, Laur. vii. 9 [xv, Greg, xvi], 8| x 5, ff. 363 (25), chart.,

with Arethas commentary.

78. (Paul. 197.)

*79. Munich, Reg. Gr. 248 [xvi], 9^ X 6, ff. 84 (28), chart., prol, &amp;lt;.,

riVX.
;
once Sirlet s, the Apostolic chief notary (see Evan. 373 and Evst.

132), with Andreas commentary, whose text it follows. That excellent

and modest scholar Fred. Sylburg collated it for his edition of Andreas,

1596, one of the last labours of his diligent life. An excellent copy.

80. Monac.Reg.Gr. 544 (Bengel s Augustan. 7) [xii Sylburg, xiv Scholz,
who adds that it once belonged to the Emperor Manuel Palaeologus,
A.D. 1400], 8x5f, ff. 169 (20), prol, Kt&amp;lt;p., TiVX., on cotton paper, with

Andreas commentary.

81. Monac. Reg. Gr. 23 [xvi], 14 x 9, ff. 83 (30), cJiart., $., riVX., with

works of Gregory Nyssen, and Andreas commentary, used by Thcod.

Peltanus for his edition of Andreas, Ingoldstadt, 1547. Peltanus

.marginal notes from this copy were seen by Scholz.

82. (Act. 179.)

83. (Evan. 339) : much like Apoc. B.

* 2,
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84. (Evan. 368.)
l

85. Escurial ^. iii. 17 [xii], con commentarios Cl. Pablo (Haenel
and Montana).

86. (Act. 251.) (Greg. 122.)

*87. (Act. 178), m?cr. See Apoc. 35.

88. (Evan. 205.)

*89. (Paul. 266.) B.-C. II. 4. (Greg. 108.)

*90. Dresd. Reg. A. 95 [x Griesb., Scholz xv], 12^x9, ff. 16 (30),
2 cols. This is 50 2

Scholz (Mt. r).

*91. (Paul. 263.) Rom. Vat, Gr. 1209 [xv], 10|x lOf, ff. ?. Mico s

collation of the modern supplement to the great Cod. B, made for

Bentley, and published in Ford s Appendix to the Codex Alexandrinus,
1799. The whole supplement from Heb. ix. 14 piet TTJV a-weiS^a-iv

including the Apocalypse (but not the Pastoral Epistles) is printed at

full length in Vercellone and Cozza s edition of Cod. Vaticanus (1868).

92. (Evan. 61.) Published by Dr. Barrett, 1801, in his Appendix to

Evan. Z, but suspected to be a later addition. See Apoc. 14, note.

Wm. Kelly, The Revelation of John edited in Greek with a new

English Version, 1860, thus numbers Scrivener s collations of six copies
not included in the foregoing catalogue

*93. (Paul. 256 or escr
),

a8**. *94. (Evan. 201), bscr.

*95. Parham 82. 17, g
scr

[xii], 10|x7f, brought by the late Lord
de la Zouche in 1837 from Caracalla on Atlios : it contains an epitome of

the commentary of Arethas, in a cramped hand much less distinct than

the text, which ends at ch. xx. 11. There are no divisions into chapters.
This special treasure, as Tregelles calls it, was regarded by him and

Alford as one of the best cursive manuscripts of the Apocalypse :

l)r. Hort judges it inferior to none. It agrees with Cod. A alone or

nearly so in ch. xviii. 8, 10, (19), 23
;
xix. 14 : compare also its readings

in ch. xix. 6 (bis), 12.

*96. Parham 67
(?). 2, b.s&amp;lt;*

[
xiv], Hi x 7|, ff. 22 (28), *., on glazed

paper, very neat, also from Caracalla, complete and in excellent preser

vation, with very short scholia here and there. These two manuscripts
were collated by Scrivener in 1855, under the hospitable roof of their

owner.

*97. (Evan. 584.) Brit. Mus. Add. 17,469, jscr [xiv], collated only inj
Apoc.

*98. (Evan. 488.) Oxf. Bodl. Can. 34, kscr [dated in the Apocalypse

July 18, 1516]. The Pauline Epistles [dated Oct. 11, 1515] precede the

Acts. Collated only in Apoc.

99. (Act. 83 1) (See Greg.) Cited, like the next, by Tischendorf.

1 After this again we withdraw Scholz s copies, as virtually included in Coxe s,
j

putting others in their room. They are 85. (Act. 184.) 86. (Evan. 462),
thrice cited ineunte libro (Tischendorf;. 862 of Scholz, being 89 of Tischendori

(Evan. 466).
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100. Naples, Nat. II. Aa. 10 ? [xiv or xv], IQi x 7f . (See Greg.)
101. (Evan. 206.) 102. (Evan. 451.) (Greg. 103.)
103. Petersburg, Muralt. 129 [xv], 4to, ff. 25 (35), chart., prol
104. (Evan. 531.) (Greg. 107.) 105. (Act. 301.) (Greg. 104.)
106. (Evan. 605.) 107. (Act. 232.) (Greg. 181.)

108. (Act. 236.) 1 09 \ (Act. 240.) (Greg. 102.)
110. (Evan. 622.) (Greg. 113.) 111. (Act, 307.) (Greg. 105.)
112. Dresden, Eeg. 187 [xvi], 8x6, ff. 21 (26). With Andreas.

(See Greg. 182.)

113. Messina, Univ. 99
[xiii], 10x8$, ff. 138 (24), 2 cols., with

commentary. (See Greg. 146.)

114. Eom. Vat. Gr. 542
[A. D. 1331], llxSJ, ff. 105 (29). With

Andreas and Homm. of Chrysostom. (See Greg. 153.)

115. (Evan. 866.) (Greg. 114.)

116. Eom. Vat. Gr. 1976 [xvii, Greg, xvi], 8|x5|, ff. 114 (20),
chart., K((J&amp;gt;.,

rirX., with commentary of Andreas. (See Greg. 157.)
117. (Evan. 698, Paul. 324.) (Greg. 115.)

118. Eom. Vat. Ottob. Gr. 283 [A.D. 1574, a Jo. Euripiotol 8 8-x5
ff. 123 (22), chart., *., Andreas. (Greg. 160.)

119. Eom. Vat. Pal. Gr. 346 [xv], HfxlO, ff. 86 (30), prol., Kt&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;. t.,

&amp;lt;., TtYX., Andreas. (See Greg. 161.)

120. Eom. Angelic. A. 4. 1 [A. D. 1447], 8^x5^, ff. 86 (29), chart.,

$., riYX., Andreas. (See Greg. 149.)

121. Eom. Angelic. B. 5. 15 [xv], 8-| x 5f ,
ff. ?, chart., much litur

gical information. (See Greg. 150.)

122. Eom. Ghig. E. V. 33 [xiv], 10x7, ff. 28 (32), much theological
writing,

^

collated by W. H. Simcox, ff. 347, chart. Andreas and
CEcumenius. (See Greg. 151.)

123. (Evan. 738.) 124. (Act. 309.)

125. (Act. 207.) 126. (Act. 208.)

127. (Act. 323.) 128. (Act. 332.)

129. (Act. 238.) 130. (Act. 359.)

131. (Act. 362.) 132. (Act. 374.)

133. (Act. 384.) 134. (Act. 386.)

135. (Act. 399.) 136. Vindob. Caes. Gr.Theol. 69.

137. Vind. Caes. Theol. 163. 138. Vind. Caes. Gr. Theol. 220.

139. Par. Nat. Gr. 240. 140. Par. Nat. Coisl. Gr. 256.

141. Athens, bibl. rJJr BouXJ}?. 142. (Paul. 202.)

143. Escurial X - i&quot;. 6. 144. Madrid. O. 19 (7).

1 We cannot identify 109, Bentley s R (Regis Galliae, 1872) : cf. Ellis, Bentleii
Critica Sacra, Intr. p. xxix.
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145.

147.

149.

151.

153.

155.

156.

158.

159.

161.

163.

165.

167.

168.

170.

172.

174.

176.

178.

180.

182.

183.

184.

Florence, Laur. vii. 29.

Modena, Este iii. E. 1.

(Evan. 792.) (Greg. 111.)

(Evan. 922.) (Greg. 116.)

(Evan. 1262.)

Rom. Vat. Gr. 1426.

(Act. 159.)

146. (Evan. 75 7.) (Greg. 110.)

148. Modena, Este iii. F. 12.

150. (Evan. 808.) (Greg. 112.)

152. Rom. Vat. Gr. 370.

154. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1190.

(Act. 264.) (Greg. 121.)

157. (Evan. 986.) (Greg. 117.)

Rom. Vat. Gr. 2129. (Cf. Evst. 389.)

Rom. Vat. Ottob. Gr. 154. 160. (Evan. 1072.) (Greg. 118.)

(Evan. 1075.) (Greg. 119.) 162. Venice, Mark i. 40.

Ven. Mark ii. 54.

Athos, Vatopedi 90.

Athos, Dionysius 163.

Athos, Docheiariou 81.

Athos, Iveron 379.

Athos, Iveron 594.

Athos, Iveron 644.

Athos, Constamonitou 29.

Patmos, St. John 12.

(Act. 149.)

164. Athos, Anna 11.

166. Athos, Vatop. 90 (2).

(Cf. Evst. 642.)

169. Athos, Iveron 34.

171. Athos, Iveron 546.

173. Athos, Iveron 605.

175. Athos, Iveron 661.

177. Athos, Constam. 107.

179. Patmos, St. John 64.

181. (Act. 417.)

(Evan. 1094.) (Greg. 120.)

Thessalonica, E\\TJVIKOV Tvpvaviov 10. (Cf. Apost. 163.)

(Act. 422.)



CHAPTER XIII.

EVANGELISTARIES, OR MANUSCRIPT SERVICE-BOOKS OF THE

GOSPELS.

TTOWEVER grievously the great mass of cursive manuscripts
of the New Testament has been neglected by Biblical

critics, the Lectionaries of the Greek Church, partly for causes

previously stated, have received even less attention at their

hands. Yet no sound reason can be alleged for regarding the

testimony of these Service-books as of slighter value than that

of other witnesses of the same date and character. The neces

sary changes interpolated in the text at the commencement and

sometimes at the end of lessons are so simple and obvious that

the least experienced student can make allowance for them 1
:

and if the same passage is often given in a different form when

repeated in the same Lectionary, although the fact ought to be

recorded and borne in mind, this occasional inconsistency must
no more militate against the reception of the general evidence of

the copy that exhibits it, than it excludes from our roll of critical

authorities the works of Origen and other Fathers, in which the

selfsame variation is even more the rule than the exception.

Dividing, therefore, the Lectionaries that have been hitherto

catalogued (which form indeed but a small portion of those

known to exist in Eastern monasteries and Western libraries)

into Evangelistaria, or Evangeliaria, containing extracts from

the Gospels, and Praxapostoli or Apostoli comprising extracts

from the Acts and Epistles ;
we purpose to mark with an asterisk

the few that have been really collated, including them in the

same list with the majority which have been examined super

ficially, or not at all. Uncial copies (some as late as the eleventh

1 In the sixth lesson for the Holy Passions the prefatory clause to Mark xv.

16 is founded on an obvious misconception : To) /caipy ef tvo&amp;gt; ol arpartSjTai dirriyayov

TOV iv tis TI)V av\T)v TOV tcaicupa, o tari irpaiTwpioit. We remember no similar

instance of error.
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century) will be distinguished by f. The uncial codices of the

Gospels amount to one hundred and six, those of the Acts and

Epistles only to seven or eight, but probably to more in either

case, since all is not known about some of the Codd. recorded

here. Lectionaries are usually (yet see below, Evst. Ill, 142,

178, 244, 249, 255,256, 262, 266, 268, 275, Apost. 52, 69) written

with two columns on a page, like the Codex Alexandrinus, FGI

(1-6, 7) LMNbPQRTUX d
A, 8, 184, 207, 360, 418, 422, 463, 509

of the Gospels, and Cod. M of St. Paul s Epistles.

H. Par. Nat. Gr. 278 [x ? Omont xiv], 11 J x 9, Unc., ff. 265,
2 cols., mut. (Wetstein, Scholz).

t2. Par. Nat. Gr. 280
J&amp;gt;,

Greg, x], 11J x 8, Unc., ff. 257 (18),
2 cols., mus., mut. (Wetstein, Scholz).

t3. Oxf. Lincoln Coll. Gr. ii. 15 [x, Greg, xi], 11J x 9, Unc., ff. 282 (19),
mus. rubr., men., with coloured and gilt illuminations and capitals, and
red crosses for stops : three leaves are lost near the end (Mill).

4. Cambr. Univ. Libr. Dd. 8. 49, or Moore 2 [xi], lOf x 81, ff. 199

(24), 2 cols., mus. rubr. (Mill).

t5. Oxf. Bodl. Barocc. 202 [xj, 12x9, Unc., ff. 150 (19), 2 cols., mus.

rubr., ends at Matt, xxiii. 4, being the middle of the Lesson for Tuesday
in Holy Week (Burton). Mut. initio (Mill, Wetstein). This is Bentley s

a in Trin. Coll. B. xvii. 5 marg. (see Evan. 51).

*t6. (Apost. 1.) Leyden, Univ. Scaliger s 243 [xi ?], 7|x5|, Unc.,
ff. 278 (18), 2 cols., chart., with an Arabic version, contains the Prax-

apostolos, Psalms, and but a few Lessons from the Gospels (Wetstein,

Dermout).

7. Par. Nat. Gr. 301 [written by George, a priest, A.D. 1205], 12x9^,
ff. 316 (23), 2 cols. (Evst. 7-12, 14-17, were slightly collated by
Wetstein, Scholz.)

8. Par. Nat. Gr. 312 [xiv], 13jxll, ff. 309 (29), 2 cols., written by
Cosmas, a monk.

9. Par. Nat. Gr. 307 [xiii], llf x9, ff. 260 (24), 2 cols., mus.

10. Par. Nat. Gr. 287 [xi, Greg, xiii], 12| x 9|, ff. 142 (23), 2 cols., mut.

11. Par. Nat. Gr. 309 [xiii], llf x 9, ff. 142, 2 cols., mus., mut.

12. Par. Nat. Gr. 310 [xiii], 12 x 9, ff. 366 (24), 2 cols., mus., mut.

t!3. Par. Nat. Coisl. Gr. 31 [x, Greg, xi], 14| x 10^, Unc., ff. 283 (18),
2 cols., mus. aur., pict., most beautifully written, the first seven pages in

gold, the next fifteen in vermilion, the rest in black ink, described by

Mpntfaucon (Scholz). Wetstein s 13 (Colbert. 1241 or Beg. 1982) con
tains no Evangelistarium.

14. Par. Nat. Gr. 315 [xv, Greg, xvi], 10|x7i ff. 348 (22), 2 cols.,
chart. Wrongly set down as Evan. 322.

15. Par. Nat. Gr. 302
[xiii], 10 x

1\&amp;gt;
ff. 310 (22), 2 cols., mut.
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16. Par. Nat. Gr. 297
[xii], lOf x8, ff. 199 (19), 2 cols., much mut.

t!7. Par. Nat. Gr. 279
[xii, Greg, ix], 10ix7|, Unc., ff. 199 (19),

2 cols., mut. (Tischendorf seems to have confounded 13 and 17 in his

N. T., Proleg. p. ccxvi, 7th edition.)

18. Oxf. Bodl. Laud. Gr. 32 [xii], Il|x9, ff. 276 (22), 2 cols., much
mut., beginning John iv. 53. Codd. 18-22 were partially examined by
Griesbach after Mill.

19. Oxf. Bodl. Misc. Gr. 10 fxiii], 12x8f, ff. 332 (24), 2 cols., mus.

rubr., mut., given in 1661 by Parthenius, Patriarch of Constantinople,
to Heneage Finch, Earl of Winohelsea, our Ambassador there. This and
Cod. 18 are said by Mill to be much like Stephen s T

,
Evan. 7.

20. Oxf. Bodl. Laud. Gr. 34 [written by Onesimus, April, 1047,
ludiction 15], 11| x 9|, ff. 177 (22), 2 cols., orn., mus. rubr., mut. 1

21. Oxf. Bodl. Seld. B. 56 [xiv], 9i x 7|, ff. 59 (28), 2 cols., a fragment
containing Lessons in Lent till Easter, coarsely written.

22. Oxf. Bodl. Seld. B. 54 [xiv], 10$ x 8, ff. 63 (25), 2 cols., men.,
a fragment, with Patristic homilies

[xi].

f23. Unc., Mead s, then Askew s, then D Eon s, by whom it was sent

to France. Wetstein merely saw it. Not now known.

t24. Munich, Eeg. Gr. 383 [x], 12x9, ff. 265 (21), 2 cols., Unc.,
men., the Lessons for Saturdays and Sundays (a-a^aroKvptaKai : see Evst.

110, 157, 186, 221, 227, 283, 289), mut. (Bengal, Scholz). Is this Cod.

Kadzivil, with slightly sloping uncials
[viii],

of which Silvestre gives
a facsimile (Paleogr. Univ., ii. 61) ?

25. Lond. Brit. Mus. Harl. 5650
[xii], 9|x6, ff. 267 (22), a palim

psest, whose later writing is by Nicephorus the reader. The older writing,
now illegible, was partly uncial, mut.

25b represents a few Lessons in the same codex by a later, yet con

temporary hand (Bloomfield).

Evst. 25-30 were very partially collated by Griesbach.

|26. (Apost. 28.) Oxf. Bodl. Seld. supra (1) 2
[xiii], 8 x5|, ff. 180,

mut., a palimpsest, but the earlier uncial writing is illegible, and the

codex in a wretched state, the work of several hands.

t27. Oxf. Bodl. 3391, Seld. supra (2) 3, a palimpsest [ix uncial,
xiv later writing], 9 x 6|, ff. 150 (89-95 cursive), 2 cols., mut., in large
ill-formed characters.

Evst. 26, 27 were collated by Mangey, 1749, but his papers appear
to be lost.

28. Oxf. Bodl. Misc. Gr. 11
[xiii], 9f X 7, ff. 203 (21), 2 cols., orn.,

mut. at end and on June 14, in two careless hands.

1 Laud. Gr. 36, which in the Bodleian Catalogue is described as an Evangelis-
tarium, is a collection of Church Lessons from the Septuagint read in Lent and
the Holy Week, such as we described above. It has red musical notes, and
seems once to have borne the date A. D. 1028. It is Dean Holmes No. 61 (Praef.
ad Pentateuch).
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29. Oxf. Bodl. Misc. Gr. 12 [xii
or xiii], 10x8, ff. 156 (23), 2 cols.,

mus., mut. Elegantly written, but much worn.

30. (Apost. 265.) Oxf. Bodl. Cromw. 11 [the whole written in 1225

by Michael, a
x&amp;gt;P

lK s
*aXAiypa&amp;lt;of], 8x6, ff. 208. After Liturgies of

Chrys., Basil, Praesanctified, evayyeAia dvacrrda-i^a, Evst. (p. 290) and

Apost. (p. 149), i.e. lections from Epistles and Gospels for great feasts.

31. Norimberg. [xii], 4to, ff. 281 (Doederlein). Its readings are stated

by Michaelis to resemble those of Codd. D (e.g. Luke xxii. 4), L, 1, 69.

*32. Gotha, Ducal Libr. MS. 78 [xii, Greg, xi], 13 J X 9g, ff. 273 (20),

2 cols., carelessly written, but with important readings : see Luke xxii.

17, &c., Vol. II. Chap. XII. Edited by Matthaei, 1791.

t33. Card. Alex. Albani [xi], 4to, Unc., a menology edited by Steph.

Ant. Morcelli, Eome, 1788.

t34. Munich, Eeg. Gr. 329 [x, Greg, ix], 11 x 8, 3 vols., ff. 430 (18),

2 cols., Unc., in massive uncials, from Mannheim, the last three out

of four volumes, the menology suiting the custom of a monastery on

Athos (Rink, Scholz). Burgon refers to Hardt s Catalogue, iii. 314 seq.

Evst. 35-39 were inspected or collated by Birch, 40-43 by Molden-

hawer.

t35. Rom. Vat. Gr. 351 [x], 13x 9|, ff. 151 (11), Unc., contains only

the Lessons for holidays.

*t36. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1067 [ix], 13|xlO, ff. 368 (21), 2 cols., Unc.,

a valuable copy, completely collated.

37. (Apost. 7.) Rom. Propaganda, Borgian. L. xvi. 6 [xi, Greg, xii],

10f x8, ff. 160 (24), 2 cols., contains only thirteen Lessons from the

Gospels.

For the next two see 117, 118. Sort s 38= xscr
, 39=yscr

. (See Hort,

pp. 77 note, and 296-7.) Instead

38. Lond. Brit. Mus. 25,881 [xv, Greg, xiv], ff. 4 at end (24), 2 cols.,

Matt, xviii. 12-18
;

iv. 25 v. 30 ;
xviii. 18-20. (Greg. 328*.)

39. Lond. Brit, Mus. 34,059 [xii], 10x8^ ff. 238 (21), 2 cols., ends

with dvayvuvpaTCL and TO. Sta^opa. Bought of A. Carlenizza of Pola, in

1891.

t40. Escurial I [x], 4to, Unc., mus., kept with the reliques there as an

autograph of St. Chrysostom. It was given by Queen Maria of Hungary

(who obtained it from Jo. Diassorin) to Philip II. Moldenhawer col

lated fifteen Lessons. The text is of the common type, but in the oblong

shape of the letters, false breathings and accents, the red musical notes,

&c., it resembles Evst. 1, though its date is somewhat lower. Omitted

by Montana.

t41. Escurial X - iii- 12 [x, or xi with Montana], 4to, ff. 204, Unc., mus.,

very elegant : the menology (as also that of Evst. 43) suited to the use of

a Byzantine Church.

t42. Escurial x- iii- 13 [ix, or xi with Montana], 4to, ff. 227, Unc.,

mut. at the beginning. Two hands appear, the earlier leaning a little to

the right.
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43. Escurial x- &quot;i- 16 [xi, or xii with Montana], 4to, mut. at the

beginning, in large cursive letters
;
with full men.

44. (Apost. 8.) Havniens. Eeg. 1324 [xv, Greg, xii], 10 \ X 7j, ff. 195,
2 cols., mut., and much in a still later hand. Its history resembles that

of Evann. 234-5 (Hensler).

t45. Vindobon. Caesar. Jurid. 5
[x], 11 g X 7|, Unc., 2 cols., six leaves

from the binding of a law-book: the letters resemble the Tubingen
fragment, Griesbach s K (see p. 139) or Wetstein s 98 (Alter).

t46. Yind. Caesar. Suppl. Gr. 12 [ix], 6x5|, ff. 182 (9), Unc., on

purple vellum with gold and silver letters. There is a Latin version

(Biauchiui, Treschow, Alter). Silvestre has a facsimile, Paleogr. Univ.,
No. 69.

*f47. Moscow, S. Synod. 43 [viii], fol., ff. 246, 2 cols., abarbaro scriptus
est, sed ex praestantissimo exemplar!, Matthaei (B), whose codices extend
down to 57.

*48. Mosc. Syn. 44 (Mt. c) [by Peter, a monk, A.D. 1056], fol., ff. 250,
2 cols., from the Iberian monastery at Athos. In 1312 it belonged to

Nicephorus, Metropolitan of Crete.

*49. Mosc. Typograph. Syn. 11 (Mt. f) [xand xi], fol., ff. 437, 2 cols.,

pict. Superior in text to Cod. 48, but much in a later hand.

*t50. Mosc. Typ. Syn. 12 (Mt. H) [viii ?], fol., ff. 231, Unc. A very
valuable copy, whose date Matthaei seems to have placed unreasonably
high. [Greg, xiv.]

*51. Mosc. Typ. Syn. 9 (Mt, t) [xvi], 4to, ff. 42, chart.

*52. (Apost. 16.) Mosc. Syn. 266 (Mt. ) [xiv], 4to, ff. 229, contains

a Euchology and aTrooroXoeuayyeAia, as also do 53, 54, 55.

*53. (Apost. 17.) Mosc. Syn. 267 (Alt. *) [xiv or xv], 4to, ff. 333,

chart., from the monastery of Simenus on Athos.

*54. (Apost. 18.) Mosc. Syn. 268 (Mt. ^) [written A.D. 1470, by
Dometius, a monk], 4to, ff. 344, chart., from the Vatopedion monastery on
Athos.

*55. (Apost. 19.) Mosc. Typ. Syn. 47 (Mt. o&amp;gt;) [the Apost. copied at

Venice, 1602], 4to, ff. 586, chart., wretchedly written.

*56. (Apost. 20.) Mosc. Typ. Syn. 9 (Mt. 16) [xv or xvi], 16mo,
ff. 42, chart., fragments of little value.

*57. Dresdensis Keg. A. 151 (Mt. 19) [xv], 8^x6*, ff. 408 (20),

chart., came from Italy, and, like Apoc. 32, once belonged to Loescher,
then to the Count de Briihl. It is a Euchology, or Greek Service Book

(Suicer, Thesaur. Ecclesiast, i. p. 1287), described in Matthaei, Appendix
to St. John s Gospel, p. 378.

Evst, 58-157 were added to the list by Scholz, who professes to have
collated entire 60

;
in the greater part 81, 86.

58. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 50 [xv], 11 X 8, ff. 49 (11), chart., brought
from some church in Greece.
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59. Instead of what was really Evan. 289

Lond. Egerton 2163 [xii-xiii], 12|x8, ff. 207 (26, 25), hand

some, titles in gold, initials in gold and colours, mus. rubr., y&amp;gt;ict.,
mut.

(Greg. 339.)

*60. (Apost, 12.) Par. Nat. Gr. 375, once Colbert s, formerly De
Thou s [A.D. 1022], 9^x6|, ff. 195 (28); it contains many valuable

readings (akin to those of Codd. ADE), but numerous errors. Written

by Helias, a priest and monk, in castro de Colonia, for the use of the

French monastery of St. Deuys.

t61. (Evan. 747.) Par. Nat, Gr. 182 [x], 4to, a fragment.

62. Instead of what was really Evan. 303
Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 29,713 [late xi, Greg, xiv], 13 x 10, ff. 296

(25), very handsome, illuminated head-pieces and initial letters, some in

gold. (Greg. 332.)

t63. Par. Nat. Gr. 277 [ix], 11| x 8, ff. 158 (22), 2 cols., TJnc., mut.

at the beginning and end.

t64. Par. Nat. Gr. 281
[ix], 10^x8, ff. 210 (22), 2 cols., Unc., from

Constantinople ; many leaves are torn.

t65. Par. Nat, Gr. 282 [ix], Ilfx9i ff. 213 (20), 2 cols., Unc., a

palimpsest, with a Church-service in later writing [xiii].

t66. Par. Nat. Gr. 283 [ix], HjxSj, ff. 275 (19), 2 cols., Unc., also

a palimpsest, with the older writing of course misplaced ; the later (mut.
in fine) a Church-service [xiii].

t67. Par. Nat, Gr. 284 [xi, Greg, xii], 11 J x 9, ff. 270 (18), 2 cols.,

Unc., mus., pict., optimae notae.

68. Par. Nat. Gr. 285, once Colbert s [xi, Greg, xii], 12fx9|, ff. 357

(23), 2 cols., mut., initio et fine.

69. Par. Nat. Gr. 286 [xi, Greg, xii], 12x9|, ff. 257 (25), 2 cols.,

mut., in fine.

70. Par. Nat. Gr. 288 [xi, Greg, xii], 13| x 10J, ff. 313 (25), 2 cols.,

brought from the East in 1669. A few leaves at the beginning and end

later, chart.

71. Par. Nat. Gr. 289, once Colbert s [July, A.D. 1066], 12f x8,
ff. 159 (26), 2 cols., mut. Written by John, a priest, for George, a monk,

partly on vellum, partly on cotton paper.

72. Par. Nat. Gr. 290 [A.D. 1257], 9|x7|, ff. 190, 2 cols. Written

by Nicolas. To this codex is appended

t72b ,
three uncial leaves [ix], mus., containing John v. 1-11 ;

vi. 61-

69; vii. 1-15.

73. Par. Nat. Gr. 291 [xii], lOf x8|, ff. 34 (25), 2 cols., mus., mut.

74. Par. Nat. Gr. 292, once Mazarin s [xii], 9|x8, ff. 274 (18),

2 cols.

75. Par. Nat. Gr. 293, from the East [xii],
11 x8|, ff 250 (29),

2 cols.
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76. Par. Nat. Gr. 295, once Colbert s [xii], 12|x9|, ff. 182 (28),
2 cols., mus., tnut.

77. Par. Nat. Gr. 29G
[xii], lOjxSJ, ff. 258 (20), 2 cols., from

Constantinople.

78. Par. Nat. Gr. 298, once Colbert s [xii], 10 x 7\, ff. 95 (28), 2 cols.,

mus., mut. Some hiatus are supplied later on cotton paper.

79. Par. Nat. Gr. 299
[xii, Greg, xiv], 12Jx9|, ff 120 (26), 2 cols.,

mut. initio et fine.

80. Par. Nat. Gr. 300 [xii], lOjxSi ff. 128, 2 cols.

81. Par. Nat. Gr. 305 [xiii, Greg, xiv], llf x 9j, ff. 197 (22), 2 cols.,

mut., perhaps written in Egypt. Some passages supplied [xv] on cotton

paper.

82. (Apost. 31.) Par. Nat. Gr. 276 [xv, Greg, xiv], 9fx6, ff. 150

(27), mut., chart., with Lessons from the Prophets.

83. (Apost. 21.) Par. Nat. Gr. 294
[xi, Greg, xii], Ilx8, ff. 245

(26), 2 cols.

84. (Apost. 9.) Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 32 a [xii, Greg, xiii],
12 x 8|,

ff. 212 (66), 2 cols., and

85. (Apost. 10.) Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 33 [xii], Il|x8|, ff. 248,
2 cols., have Lessons from the Old and New Testament.

86. Par. Nat. Gr. 311 [July, 1336, Indict. 4], 13|xlO, ff. 382 (20),
2 cols. Written by Charito, given by the monk Ignatius to the

monastery rS&amp;gt;v
68r/yo&amp;gt;i/

or QOTOKOV at Constantinople (see Act. 169):
afterwards it was Boistaller s, and is described by Montfaucon. John
vii. 53 viii. 11 is at the end, obelized, and not appointed for any day,
since the names of Pelagia or Theodora are not in the menology of this

copy.

87. Par. Nat. Gr. 313 [xiv], 10x7f, ff. 121, 2 cols., once Colbert s

(as were 88-91; 99-101).

88. Par. Nat-. Gr. 314 [xiv], 12fx7i, ff. 190, 2 cols. Many verses

are omitted, and the arrangement of the Lessons is a little unusual.

89. Par. Nat. Gr. 316 [xiv], 10| x 6f ,
ff. 208 (25), on cotton paper,

mut. in fine.

90. Par. Nat, Gr. 317 [A.D. 1533, Indict. 6], Il|x7|, ff. 223(25),
2 cols., mus. rubr., chart. Written by Stephen, a reader.

91. Par. Nat. Gr. 318 [xi, Greg, xiv], 10J X 7f, ff. 322, 2 cols., a sub

scription, &c., written in Cyprus by the monk Leontius, 1553 (Montfauc.,

Palaeogr. Grace., p. 89).

92. (Apost. 35.) Par. Nat. Gr. 324
[xiii, Greg, xiv], 8| x 5f, ff. 212

(21), on cotton paper, with fragments of the Liturgies of SS. Basil,

Chrysostom, and the Praesanctified.

93. (Apost. 36.) Par. Nat. Gr. 326 [xiv, Greg, xvi], 8| x 5|, ff. 144,

chart., with the Liturgies of SS. Chrysostom and Basil.

94. (Apost. 29.) Par. Nat, Gr. 330 [xiii, Greg, xiij, 7x 5|, ff. 176,
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mut., with a Euchology and part of a Church-service in a later

Land [xv].

95. Par. Nat. Gr. 374 [xiv], 9x7, ff. 114 (32), 2 cols., from

Constantinople.

96. (Apost. 262.) Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 115
[xii, Greg, xvi], 8\ X5f,

ff. 171 (25), chart., mut., initio et fine.

97. (Evan. 324, Apost. 32.) Par. Nat. Gr. 376, only the eiayytXia T&amp;gt;V

TraQuv (see Evan. 324).

98. Par. Nat. Gr. 377 [xiii, Greg, xv], 9x6|, ff. 196 (21). Once
Mazarin s; portions are palimpsest, and the older writing seems to

belong to an Evangelistarium.

99. Par. Nat. Gr. 380 [xv, Greg, xvij, 8|x5|, ff. 243 (22), chart.

&quot;Wrongly
set down as Evan. 327.

100. Par. Nat. Gr. 381 [A.D. 1550], 8|x5, ff. 306 (20), chart.

Written at Iconium by Michael Maurice. Wrongly set down as Evan.

328.

101. Par. Nat. Gr. 303 [xiii, Greg, xiv], 11 x 7f, ff. 279 (25), 2 cols.,

grandly written. Wrongly set down as Evan. 321.

102. Milan, Ambros. S. 62 sup. [Sept. A.D. 1370], 11 x8, ff. 120

(35), chart. Written by Stephen, a priest (but with two leaves of parch
ment at the beginning, two at the end), bought at Taranto, 1606, with

commentarii incerti auctoris in omnia Evangelia quae per annum in

Ecclesia Graeca leguntur, according to Burgon.

103. Milan, Ambr. D. 67 sup. [xiii], 11| x 8, ff. 138 (31), 2 cols., pict. ;

bought 1606, Corneliani in Saleritinis. See Apost. 46.

104. (Apost. 47.) Milan, Ambr. D. 72 sup. [xii], 11 J x8f, ff. 128 (23),
2 cols., mut. initio et fine : brought from Calabria, 1607.

105. Milan, Ambr. M. 81 sup. [xiii], 10x7^, ff. 157 (20), 2 cols.,

carefully written, but the first 19 leaves [xvi] chart.

106. Milan, Ambr. C. 91 sup. [xiii], llf x9, ff. 355 (20), 2 cols.,

mut., splendidly written in a large cursive hand. Corcyrae emptus.

107. Venice, St. Mark 548 [xi, Greg, xii], 12x9, ff. 265 (20), 2

cols., pict.

108. Yen. St. Mark 549 [xi], 12|x9|, ff. 292 (23), 2 cols., mug.

rubr., a grand and gorgeous fol., mut. in fine.

109. Yen. St. Mark 550 [xi, Greg, xiv], 11| x8, ff. 206 (28), 2 cols.,

mut. (Burgon), pict., chart.

110. Ven. St. Mark 551 [xi, Greg, xiii], 13f x 10|, ff. 278 (22),

2 cols., mut., a glorious codex, containing only the cra^aroKvpiaKai (see

Evst. 24) : the last few leaves are ancient, although supplied on paper.

till. Modena, Este ii. C. 6 [x], 9f x 6|, ff. 1, Unc., mus. rubr., small

thick folio in one column on a page. Montfaucon assigns it to the eighth

century, and Burgon admits that he might have done so too, but that it

contains in the meuology (Dec. 16) the name of Queen Theophano, who
died A.D. 892.
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112. (Apost. 41.) Flor. Laurent. Conv. Soppr. 24 [xi], 7| x 5|,

ff. 145 (22), mut. initio.

113. Flor. Laur. vi. 2
[ff. 1-213, xii; the rest written by one

George, xiv], 14|xllf, ff. 341 (19), 2 cols. Prefixed are verses of

Arsenius, Archbishop of Monembasia (see
Evan. 333), addressed to

Clement VII (1523-34).

114. Flor. Laur. vi. 7 [xii, Greg, xiv], 13| X 10|, ff. 180 (18), 2 cols.,

magnificently illuminated.

t!15. Flor. Laur. vi. 21
[xi, Greg, x], 9jx7| ,

ff. 2G1 (20), 2 cols.,

Unc., mus. rubr., elegantly written.

tll6. Flor. Laur. vi. 31 [x], 12x9, ff. 226 (20), 2 cols., Unc., mus.

rubr., elegant.

117. Flor. Laur. 244 [xii], 13$xlO|, ff. 119 (10), 2 cols., most

beautifully written in golden cursive letters, pict., once kept among the

choicest Kfi/^Xta of the Grand Ducal Palace. See above, Evst. 38, 39.

til 8. Flor. Laur. 243, kept in a chest for special preservation [xi,

Greg, xiv], 15x11^, ff. 368 (20), 2 cols., most elegant. Evst. 113-18
were described by Canon Angelo Bandini, 1787.

119. Eom. Vat. Gr. 1155 [xiii], 13f x 10|, ff. 268 (25), 2 cols.

120. Eom. Vat. Gr. 1256 [xiii],
14 x 10|-, ff. 344 (20), 2 cols.

121. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1156 [xiii, Greg, xi], 14f x 10, ff. 419 (22), very

splendid.

122. Eom. Vat. Gr. 1168 [August, 1175], 10|x7|, ff. 194 (24), 2

cols., mus. rubr., written by the monk Germanus for the monk Theodoret.

f!23. Eom. Vat. Gr. 1522 [x], Ilx8f, ff. 197 (11), 2 cols., Unc.,

vers., pict., very correctly written, without points.

124. Eom. Vat. Gr. 1988
[xii], 7f x5, ff. 162 (24), 2 cols., mut.

initio et fine.

125. Eom. Vat. Gr. 2017 [xi or xii], 8| x 6J, ff. 123 (23), 2 cols., mut.,
with a subscription dated 1346, and a memorandum of the death (Oct. 12,

1345) and burial of one Constantia.

126. Eom. Vat. Gr. 2041 [xii], 12 x 8|, ff. 337 (23), 2 cols., written

by one George; 8ta a-w8po[j.TJs yf&i&amp;gt;ylov,
whatever o-wSpop.!] may mean.

t!27. Eom. Vat. Gr. 2063 [ix], 10fx7|, ff. 178 (20), 2 cols., mus.

rubr., Unc., mut. initio et fine. The first two leaves of the Festival

Lessons [xiv]. Two not contemporaneous hands have been engaged upon
this copy.

128. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2133 [xiv], Iljx8|, ff. 393 (13).

129. Rom. Vat. Regin. Gr. 12
[xiii, Greg, xii], 10x8J, ff. 339 (24),

2 cols. Ff. 1-40 appear to have been written in France, and have an
unusual text: ff. 41-220 [xiii] are by another hand: the other 71

leaves to the end [xv].

t!30. Rom. Vat. Ottob. 2 [ix], 13x9|, ff. 343 (20), 2 vols., 2 cols.,

Unc., very beautiful.
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131. Rom. Vat. Ottob. 175 [xiv], 9J X 7|, ff. 70 (12), a fragment.

132. Rom. Vat. Ottob. 326 [xv, Greg, xiv], 6f x5|, ff. ?, in silver

letters. Procured at Rome, Sept. 11, 1590, a Francisco et Accida of

Messina, and given to Cardinal Sirlet (see Evan. 373, Apoc. 79).

133. (Apost. 39.) Rom. Vat. Ottob. 416 [xiv], 8| x 5$, ff. 296 (29),

1 and 2 cols., chart.

134. Rom. Barberin. vi. 4 [xiii], 13| X 11^, ff. 343 (21), 2 cols., the first

eight and last three leaves being paper.

t!35. Rom. Barb. iv. 54, a palimpsest [vi Scholz, Greg, viii], 9x7,
ff. 165 (23), is Tischendorfs barbev

,
and by him referred to the middle

of the seventh century, which is a somewhat earlier date than has hitherto

been assigned to Lectionaries. He has given specimens of its readings

in Monum. sacr. ined./ vol. i. pp. 207-210 (Matt. xxiv. 34 xxv. 16
;

John xix. 1 1-25).

136. Rom. Barb. iv. 54 [xii],
the later writing of the palimpsest Evst.

135.

137. Rom. Vallicell. D. 63, once Peter Polidore s [xii], 9 X 7|, ff. 105

(20), 2 cols., mut. initio.

138. Naples, I. B. 14 [xv], 10J x 8$, ff. 255 (22), 2 cols., chart., given

by Christopher Palaeologus, May 7, 1584, to the Church of SS. Peter

and Paul at Naples.

t!39. Venice, St. Mark 12 [x], 12^x9|, ff. 219 (17),
2 cols., mut.

initio, with many erasures.

140. Instead of one which has no existence

(Apost. 242.) Cairo, Patriarch. Alex. 18 [xv], 4to, chart., 2um-

ya&amp;gt;yr)
\e(a&amp;gt;v CK TrnAcua? ical veas (Coxe). (Greg. 759.)

141. Ven. St. Mark i. 9 [xi], llf x 9|, ff. 268 (15), 2 cols., Monasterii

Divae Catharinae Sinaitarum quod extat Zacynthi.

142. Ven. St. Mark i. 23 [xiv], 6^x4^, ff. 45 (15), mut., only 45

pages, with one column on a page.

143. Instead of Evan. 468

Jerusalem, Holy Sepulchre 12 [xi end], fol. (Coxe). (Greg. 158.)

t!44. Biblio. Malatestianae of Cesena xxvii. 4, now at Rome [xii], fol.,

mus. rubr., Unc., very splendid.

145. Bibl. Cesen. Malatest. xxix. 2
[xii],

fol.

146. Cambr. Univ. Libr. Dd. viii. 23 [xi], 15^x11^, ff. 212 (29),

2 cols., syn., men., mut. at end, neatly written for a church at Constanti

nople.

Evst. 147, 148 are in Latin, and 149 is Evan. 567. Instead

147. St. Saba 17 [xii],
4to (Coxe). (Greg. 165.)

148. St. Saba 23 [xii],
fol. (Coxe). (Greg. 168.)

149. St. Saba 24 [xi],
fol. (Coxe). (Greg. 169.)

*t!50. Lond. Brit. Mus. Harl. 5598 [May 27, A.D. 995, Indict. 8],

13^X10^, ff. 374 (21), 2 cols., Unc., mus. rubr., orn., written by
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Constantino, a priest, is Scrivener s H (Cod. Augiensis, Introd. pp. xlvii

-1),
for an alphabet formed from it see our Plate iii. No. 7. It was

wrought from Constantinople by Dr. John Covell, in 1677 (Evan. 65),
and by him shown to Mill (N. T., Proleg. 1426); from Covell it seems

;o have been purchased (together with his other copies) by Harley, Earl

of Oxford. It is a most splendid specimen of the uncial class of Evan-

gelistaria, and its text presents many instructive variations. At the end

jare
several Lessons for special occasions, which are not often met with.

(Collated also by (Bloomfield), and facsimiles given by the Palaeographical

Society, Plates 26, 27.

151. Lond. Brit. Mus. Harl. 5785 [xii], 12J x9|, if. 359 (18), 2 cols.,

mus. rubr., orn., a splendid copy, in large, bold, cursive letters. At the

lend is a note, written at Rome in 1699, by L. A. Zacagni, certifying that

the volume was then more than 700 years old. The date assigned above

jis
more likely (Bloomfield).

t!52. Lond. Brit. Mus. Earl. 5787 [x], 12^x9, ff. 224 (24), 2 cols.,

Rjnc., orn., the uncials leaning to the right, a fine copy, with small uncial

motes, well meriting collation. Called Codex Prusensis [Prusa, near

imount Olympus: Scholz s 171] in a MS. note of H. Wanley. It begins
(John xx. 20, and is mut. in some other parts. For a facsimile page see

fche new Catalogue of Ancient MSS. in the British Museum (1881),
Hate 17.

153. Meerman 117 [xi], see Evan. 436 ?, bought at Meerman s sale

by Payne, the bookseller, for 200. Its present owner is unknown.

|(Compare Evan. 562.)

154. Munich, Reg. Gr. 326 [xiii], 12f x9|, ff. 49 (21), 2 cols., a fine

fol , written very small and neatly, containing the Lessons from the season

lof Lent to the month of December in the menology, once at Mannheim.

jit
seems adapted to the Constantinopolitan use.

t!55. Vindobon. Caes. Gr. Theol. 209 [x], 8jx6J, ff. 143 (27), mus.

\rubr., pict., Unc., a palimpsest, over which is written a commentary on

jSt.
Matthew [xiv].

156. Rom. Vallicell. D. 4. 1 [xi], fol., ff. 380, 2 cols., described by
iBianchini, Evan. Quadr., vol. ii. pt. i. p. 537

;
now missing. It must

jhave
been a superb specimen of ancient art : about thirty of its pictures

iare enumerated.

157. Oxf. Bodl., Clarke 8 [A.D. 1253], 8 x 6f ,
ff. 198 (23), 2 cols.,

|2 gatherings destroyed, and one leaf torn out. Written by Demetrius

SBrizopoulos, &amp;lt;ra/3/3aroKu/jia/cai (see Evst. 24)
:

. (Greg.)

I

l As with the MSS. of the Gospels, and for the reasons assigned above, we
remove to the foot of the page, and do not reckon in our numbering, the twenty-
ione copies seen by Scholz in Eastern Libraries.

158. Library of the Great Greek Monastery at Jerusalem, No. 10 [xiv], fol.

159. Biblioth. monasterii virginum rr/s fj.eya\r]s iravayias a S. Melana erect.

i[xiii], fol., very neat
(
non sec. viii ut monachi putant, Scholz).

I

160. (Apost. 33.) St. Saba 4, written there by one Antony [xiv], 8vo.

161. St. Saba 5 [xvl, 8vo, chart. 162. St. Saba 6 [xv], 16mo, chart.

163. St. Saba 13 [xiii], 4to, chail., adapted (as also those that follow) to the use
of Palestine. 164. St. Saba [xiv], 4to.

VOL. I. Z
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To Dean Burgon s care and industry we owe Codd. 158-178;
181-187.

158. Par. Suppl. Gr. 27 [xi, Greg, xii], 13 x 10|, ff. 207 (24), 2 cols.,

mus. rubr., pict., beautifully illuminated : Present de Mr. Desalleurs,

ambassadeur pour le roy en 1753, remis par ordre de Mr. leCte. d Argen-
son le 7 Juillet, 1753. (Greg. 261.)

159. Par. Suppl. Gr. 242 [xv, Greg, xvii], IGJxlOf, ff. 265 (27),

2 cols., chart., peculiarly bound, with oriental pictures. (Greg. 262.)

160. Bologna, Univ. 3638 [xiv], llf x 9f, if. 233 (27), 2 cols., written

by one Anthimus. This is No. xviii in Talman s and J. S. Assemani s

manuscript Catalogue, No. 25 in Mezzofanti s Index. (Greg. 281.)

161. Parma, Reg. 14 [xiv], llf x9f, ?, 2 cols., mus. rubr., mut.

Contains the Gospel for St. Pelagia s day. (Greg. 282.)

162. Siena, TJniv. X. iv. 1 [xi or xii], 14f x llf, ff. 313 (23), 2 cols.,

mus. rubr., pict., one of the most splendid Service-books in the world, the

first five columns in gold, the covers enriched with sumptuous silver

enamels and graceful scroll-work. Bought at Venice in 1359 by Andrea

di Grazia for the Hospital of S. Maria della Scala, of P. di Giunta Tor-

regiani, a Florentine merchant, who a little before had bought it at

Constantinople of the agent of the Emperor John Cantacuzenus [1341

55]. (Greg. 283.)

163. Milan, tAmbr. Q. 79 sup. [x], 11| X8, a single uncial page of

a Lectionary. (Greg. 284.)

164. Milan, Ambr. E. S. v. 14
[xii], 10x8, ff. 37 (22), 2 cols., two

separate fragments, one being fol., in two columns, roughly written.

(Greg. 285a
.)

165. Milan, Ambr. ol. E. S. v. 13, now bound up with 164 [xiv], at

f. 67, 11^X81, f. 1, 2 cols. (See Greg. 285.)

166. (Apost. 181.) Milan, Ambr. D. 108 sup. [xiii], llf x8, ff. 204

(29), 2 cols. (See Greg. 287.)

167. Milan, Ambr. A. 150 sup. [xiii], llf x9|, ff. 124 (24), 2 cols.,

mut. (ff. 1-9, 104-123, chart.). (See Greg. 288.)

168. Milan, Ambr. C. 160 inf. [xiv], 12f xlO, ff. 156 (27), 2 cols.

mut. (See Greg. 289.)

169. Milan, Ambr. P. 274 sup. [xiv or xv], 10$ X 7\, ff. 198 (23), mut.

in disorder. (See Greg. 290.)

165. St. Saba 17 [xv], 4to, chart. 166. St. Saba 21 [xiii], fol.

167. St. Saba 22 [xiv], fol. 168. St. Saba 23 [xiii], fol.

169. St. Saba 24 [xiiil, fol. 170. St. Saba 25 [xiii], fol.

171. (Apost. 52.) St~ Saba (unnumbered) [written July, 1059, in the monas

tery of OfOTOKOJ, by Sergius, a monk of Olympus in Bithynia], 8vo.

fl?2. Library of St. Jobn s monastery at Patmos [ iv Scholz, obviously ;

misprint!, fol. ^173. Patmos [ix], 4to. f!74. Patm. [x!, 4to.

f!75. Patm. [x], 4to. 176. Patm. [xii], 4to. 177. Patm. [xiii], 4to.,

178. Patm. [xiv &quot;I, 4to, in the same Library, but not numbered.
Some of these MSS. have been removed to Europe since Scholz made hi

reckoning, e. g. Parham No. 20 (Evst. 236).
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Besides examining the eight Evangelistaria at St. Mark s, Venice,
described in the preceding catalogue (Evst. 107-10; 139-42), Burgon
found, exclusive of Evst. 175, eight more: viz.

170. Venice, St. Mark i. 4 [A.D. 1381], 8x5, ff. 209 (22), chart.,
rather barbarously written by the priest John. (See Greg. 264.)

t!71. Ven. St. Mark i. 45 [x], 13f x!0, ff. 78 (20), 2 cols., Unc.,
mut. initio. (Greg. 265.)

172. Ven. St. Mark i. 46 [xii ?], 10^x8, ff. 50 (22), 2 cols., mus.

rubr., mut. coarse. (See Greg. 266.)

173. Ven. St. Mark.i. 47 [A.D. 1046
], 13|x lOf, ff. 350 (24), 2 cols.,

a grand cursive folio, sumptuously adorned. (See Greg. 267.)

174. Ven. St. Mark i. 48 [xii], lOf x8j, ff. 281 (20), 2 cols., mus.

\rubr., with unusual contents. (See Greg. 268.)

*tl 75. venev . Ven. St. Mark i. 49 [vii or viii], 9J X 8, Unc., three nearly

illegible palimpsest leaves (edited by Tischendorf in Monum. sacr. ined.,
vol. i. pp. 199, &c.), (see Evst. 135), containing Matt. viii. 32 ix. 1

;
9-

(13; John ii. 15-22; iii. 22-26; vi. 16-26; or twenty-seven verses.

176. Ven. St. Mark i. 50 [xiv or xv], llf x7|, ff. 403 (22), 2 cols.,

\chart. (See Greg. 270.)

177. Ven. St. Mark i. 51 [xv, Greg, xvii], 8x5|, chart., eleven poor
[leaves. (Greg. 271.)

178. Ven. St. Mark i. 52 [xvi], 10|x7i, ff. 276 (26), mus. rubr.,

\chart., from Corfu. (See Greg. 272.)

*t!79. (Apost. 55.) Treves, Cath. Libr. 143. F [x or xi], 10*-x 7f,
ff. 202 (24), Unc., called St. Simeon s, and brought by him from Syria in

ithe eleventh century, consists chiefly of Lessons from the Old Testament,
lit contains many itacisms and some unusual readings. Edited in 1834 by
B. M. Steiuinger in his Codex S. Simeonis exhibens lect. eccl. gr. DCCC

rpnn.
vetustate insigne/ (Greg. 179.)

tl80. Vindob. Caes. 209 [ix, Greg, x], 8x6, ff. 143 (27), Unc. and

Minusc., mus. rubr., pict., a palimpsest, with many itacisms (Scholz, End-

licher). Readings are given by Scholz (N.T., vol.ii.pp. Iv-lxiii). (Greg. 155.)

In the Treasury of the Church of St. Mark at Venice Burgon found,
besides those just named, three others, nearly ruined by the damp of the

place where they are kept.

181. Ven. St. Mark, Thesaur. i. 53 [xiii, Greg, xii], llf x 8|, ff. ?,

n2 cols., splendidly illuminated and bound in silver and enamel. Sub-
:stitute this for Wake 12 (

= Evan. 492), inserted in error as Evst. 181.

1 At the end in small gold uncials the following very curious colophon was
ieciphered by Dean Burgon and the learned sub-librarian Signer Veludo jointly:
VlTji/i fjuitca Ii/5. IA. Tovs

r&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;v5
. TrpoffrjvexQt) Ttapd @affi\eiov jtovaxov irpeafivTfpov Kal

jyovfjLtvov rrjs fff{3acr/j.ias /J.OVTJS TTJS Koi/jrjfffQJS TTJS OKOV els Trjv avri^v povty /3i/3A./a

Ttaaapa. TO avro fvayy(\iov, dn6aTO\os, Trpo&amp;lt;prjT(ia,
Kal dvayfoffriKov, 6 /3/oy rov dfiov.

mi ecTTvxr)Ta.i diScaaOat vntp rfjs avrrjs irpofffVf^atois tvl eKaaTca \povoj dirb rov Soxtiov
ir^s avTrjs fiovTjs inrtp U.VT\\JO]&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

avr v6fjuff/J.a tv fjfjuaov, /j.tx[pi yap TOV^TOV TO, ruv ^picr7ia-
Jwv [av^viararac irfpi((&amp;gt;v\dTTfTai

5e Kal
fj ayia ftovr) avrr) \v yap TW TVTTIKOJ rf/s fj.ovrjs

ttpl TOV KariSovs (sic) TWV avrrjs fiifiKiajv, Kal rrepl TTJS Siavo/Jijjs TOV tvos rjpJiaov vop.ia[M-

Z 2
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182. Yen. St. Mark, Thes. i. 54 [xii, Greg, xiii],
10 X 8|, ff. t ,

2 cols.,

once a fine codex, now tied up in a parcel by itself. (Greg. 276.)

183. Yen. St. Mark, Thes. i. 55 [A.D. 1439], 13x101, ff. 1, 2 cols.,

chart., written by Sophronius at Ferrara, poor enough inside, but kept in

a glass case for the sake of its gorgeous silver cover, which came from

St. Sophia s at Constantinople. (Greg. 277.)

The next three are bound in red velvet, and in excellent preservation.

184. Ven. S. Giorgio di Greco Ar

[xiv, Greg, xii], 12x 10, ff. 413

(21), 2 cols., is very splendidly illuminated, and was once used for the

Greek service of this church. (Greg. 279.)

185. Ven. S. Giorgio di Greco r [xiv], 9fx7j, ff._240 (28).

Professes to be written by NtucoXao? 6 MaAa&amp;gt;
T
P, 7rpa)rec8t/co9 TVS ttyicorarrjs

/HjrpoiroXews AaiceSat/iow. It seems to have been brought hither A.D. 1422.

(Greg. 280.)

186. Ven. S. Giorgio di Greco B
[xiii], ll^xSj, ff. 223 (21), 2 cols.,

is the largest, but contains only vafifiaTOKvpianai (see Evst. 24). (Greg.

278.)

187. Flor. Laurent. S. Marci 706 [xi or xii], 9jx7f, ff. 181 (21), 2

cols., mus. rubr., cursive, much used. (Greg. 291.)

188. Rom. Vat. Pii II. Gr. 33 [x or xi], 8x 6, ff. 158 (26), 2 cols., a

fine specimen. (Greg. 570.)

t!89. carpet Carpentras, Bibl. Urb. 11 [ix, Greg, x], 14 x 10f, ff. 277

(24), 2 cols., Unc., mus. rubr., examined by Tischendorf in 1843. Extracts

are given in his Anecd. sacr. et prof./ pp. 151, &c.

t!90. tischev. Leipzig, Univ. Libr. Tisch. V [viii
or ix], lOf X B\, ff. 89

(20), 2 cols., mus. rubr., a palimpsest, described Anecd. sacr. et prof./

pp. 29, &c. (Greg. 293.)

f!91. (Apost. 178.) Petropev. Petrop. Caes. Muralt. 44 [ix], 4to, ff. 69,

ill written, but with a remarkable text
;
the date being tolerably fixed by

Arabic matter decidedly more modern, written 401 and 425 of the

Hegira (i.e. about A.D. 1011 and 1035) respecting the birth and baptism

of the two Holy infants. There are but ten Lessons from St. Matthew, and

nineteen from other parts of the New Testament, enumerated by Tischendorl

in Notitia. Cod. Sinaitici/ p. 54. This copy contains the two leaves on cottot

paper, with writing by the first hand, mentioned above, p. 23, note 2

(Greg. 249.)

tl92. (Apost. 73.) Petropev.
2

. Petrop. Caes. Muralt. 90 [xii],
8vo.

ff. 93 (21), a fragment. Tischendorf, Notitia Cod. Sinaitici, p. 63. (Greg

256.)

193. Besancon, Bibl. Urb. 44
[?], llf X 7|, ff. 210 (22), 2 cols., mat]

rubr. (letter from M. Castan, the Librarian, to Burgon). (Greg. 263.)

t!94. ipe. Petrop. Caes. Muralt. iv. 13 [ix], fol., ff. 2 (21), 2 cols., Unc

Matt, viii. 10-13; xxvii. 1-9; Mark vi. 14-18; Luke iv. 33-36

(Greg. 246.)

195. 3pe. Petrop. Caes. Muralt. (56) vii. 179 [x], fol., ff. 251 (26),
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cols., and (Apost. 54) Praxapostolos (Petrop. viii. 80), cum Codice G
[Angelico] consentiens exc. Act. xxvii. 29; xxviii. 2. (Greg. 251.)

196. 6Pe. Petrop. Caes. Muralt. (71) x. 180 [dated Salernum, 1022],
4to, ff. 170 (20), 2 cols., mut. throughout. (Greg. 253.)

197. 9pe. Petrop. Caes. Muralt. xi. 3. 181 [xiii], 4to, ff. 3 (20), 2 cols.,

fragments: Matt, xxviii. 12-18; Luke iv. 16-22
;
John x. 9-14; xix.

6, 9-11
; 14-19, 20; 25-28 : 30-35. (Greg. 258.)

198. 10Pe . Panticapaeense [ofKertch?], Palaeologi, collated at Odessa,
and the collation sent to Muralt. (Greg. 260.)

199. Fragments of two leaves [ix, Greg, xiii], llx7J, ff. 176 (34),
bound up in Evan. 68. (Evan. 68.)

200. The cursive Lessons which overlie the uncial fragment of St. Luke

(E). (Greg. 299.)

t201. Oxf. Bodl. Barocc. 197 [x], llf x 7J, ff. 5 (2), 2 cols., mus. rubr.,
uncial palimpsest leaves, used for binding. (Greg. 205.)

t202. Oxf. Bodl. Canonici Gr. 85 [ix], 13x9J, ff. 259 (18), 2 cols.,

mus. rubr., passages and directions in later cursive hand, much mut. The
uncials lean a little to the left. (Greg. 194.)

t203. Oxf. Bodl. Can. Gr. 92 [x], 15| x 12, ff. 483 (14), 2 cols., mus.

rubr., large folio, very splendid, with gilt initial letters. (Greg. 195.)

204. Oxf. Bodl. Can. Gr. 119 [xv], ll|x 7f,ff 155 (26), chart., belong

ing in 1626 to Nicolas, a priest. (Greg. 196.)

205. Oxf. Bodl. Can. Gr. 126, 9J x 8, ff. 8 (20), chart. (Greg. 197.)

206. Oxf. Bodl. Clarke 45
[xii], 11^x9, ff. 276 (24), 2 cols., mus.

rubr., orn. bound up in disorder (Burgon), splendid but spoiled by damp.
(Greg. 198.)

207. Oxf. Bodl. Clarke 46
[xiii], 11x9, ff. 252 (21), 2 cols., mut.

initio et fine. A fine ruin, miserably cropped by the modern binder :

the writing is very dissimilar in parts (Burgon). (Greg. 199.)

208. Oxf. Bodl. Clarke 47
[xii], 10jx8, ff. 292 (23), 2 cols., mus.

rubr., much like Evst. 206. (Greg. 200.)

209. Oxf. Bodl. Clarke 48
[xiii], 10x7f, ff. 187 (27), 2 cols., care

lessly and ill written: mut. initio. (Greg. 201.)

210. Oxf. Bodl. Cromw. 27 [xi], Il|x8f, ff. 315 (22), 2 cols., men.,
from Athos 1727, once Irene s. (Greg. 202.)

211. Oxf. Bodl. Misc. Gr. 119 [A.D. 1067], 11 x 8, ff. 300 (22), mus.

rubr., containing two parts, (i) Evst., (2) Men. The first two leaves and
the last two were evidently written and inserted later in place of two

damaged leaves, and bear the date A.D. 1067, probably copied from the

vanished leaf. (MS. note in Bodl. Cat. by Mr. E. B. Nicholson.)

t This Evst. was formerly preceded by one uncial palimpsest leaf,

containing parts of Bom. xiv, Heb. i. 1-11, which are now bound up in

a separate volume. The whole volume was bought of Payne and Foss,

London, in 1820. (Greg. 203.)
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212. Oxf. Bodl. Misc. 140 [xi], 9x7, ff. 305 (10), mus.
rut&amp;gt;r.,

not in

regular order, but in order of holy days, a very beautiful copy, one

volume only out of a set of four. (Greg. 204.)

t213. Oxf. Christ Church, Wake 13, 12x9, ff. 261, contains three

uncial leaves
[ixj,

Matt. xxv. 31-36
;

vi. 1-18 (doxy, in Lord s Prayer),
the rest cursive [xi], mus. rubr., orn., in a very large, bold, peculiar hand.

Two palimpsest leaves at the end cursive in later [xv], John xx. 19

xxi. 25. (Greg. 206.)

214. Ch. Ch. Wake 14 [xii], Ilx9, ff. 243 (20), 2 cols., mus. rubr.,

miniatures on pp. 108, 174, 182, ends at Matt, xxviii. 4. Has one leaf

chart., and two leaves at the beginning and end from the Old Testament,
1 Kings xvii. 12, &c. (Greg. 207.)

215. Ch. Ch. Wake 15 [A.D. 1068], 9 x 7f, ff. 217, 2 cols., mus. rubr.,

and 2 ff. of Old Testament (first and last) being earlier. Written by
Leontius of St. Clement s (Bryennios). (Greg. 208.)

216. Ch. Ch. Wake 16
[xiii], 9Jx 7J, ff. 217 (21), 2 cols., mus. rubr.,

mut. initio et fine. (Greg. 209.)

217. Ch. Ch. Wake 17 [xiii
or xiv], 9ix7, ff. 227(21), 2 cols., 15 ff.

(213-227) by a later hand, mut. in fine. (Greg. 210.)

218. Ch. Ch. Wake 18 [palimpsest xiv over xi], 12Jx 8|, ff. 218 (29),

2 cols., orn., men., ill written. The first leaf contains the history of St.

Varus and six martyrs. (Greg. 211.) This is Walker s E : his H is

219. Ch. Ch. Wake 19 [xi], 11 x8, ff. 248 (20), 2 cols., orn., mus.

rubr. Of this codex the ninth leaf is wanting. (Greg. 212.)

220. Ch. Ch. Wake 23 [xi], llf x 9|, ff. 256 (25), 2 cols., mus. rubr.,

men., an elegant copy. The last page has Mark xvi. 9-20. (Greg. 213.)

*221. Camb. Trin. Coll. 0. iv. 22
[xii],

12* x 9, ff. 249 (18), 2 cols.,

mus. rubr., orn., once Dean Gale s (see Evan. 66), in a bold hand, with

illuminations and red musical notes. There are daily Lessons from Easter

to Pentecost, but afterwards only aapftaTOKvpiaKai (see Evst. 24), with full

Saints Day Lessons. (See Scrivener, Critica Sacra, p. xiv.) (Greg.

186.)

*222 or zscr. Camb. Christ s Coll. F. 1. 8 [xi], llf x9, ff. 436 (30),

orn., syn., is much fuller than most Lectionaries, and contains many
minute variations

J
: it exhibits a subscription dated 1261, Indict. 4, much

later than the codex, and a note stating that Francis Tayler, Preacher at

Christ s Church, Canterbury [the Cathedral], gave it to the College in

1654. There are also four Lessons from the prophets, and four from

St. Paul (Apost. 53). A facsimile is given, Cod. Augiens. Introd., p. li.

This is Hort s 59. (Greg. 185.)

The next four were collated by Dr. Bloomfield for his Critical

Annotations on the Sacred Text.

1 Thus 222, with only two other Evangelistaria (6, 13) and Evan. 59 by the!

first hand, supports Cod. N and Eusebius in the significant omission of viov.

Papaxiov, Matt, xxiii. 35.
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223. Lond. Lambeth Archiepiscopal Library 1187
[xiii], 10jx7f, ff.

177 (26), 2 cols., mus. rubr. (Greg. 229.)

224. Lond. Lamb. 1188
[xiii], Iljx8|, ff. 318 (22-4), 2 cols., mus.

rubr., judged by Bloomfield to be the fullest and most accurate here, or at

the British Museum. (Greg. 230.)

225. Lond. Lamb. 1189
[xiii], 8f x7\, ff. 160 (27), 4 cotton (later),

nVX. (Greg. 231.)

226. Lond. Lamb. 1193, 9^x6f, ff. 153 (26), mus. rubr., mut. at the
end. Bloomfield assigns this to [ix], but Archdeacon Todd, in his

(undated) Account of Greek Manuscripts, &c., at Lambeth, sets it

down as [xiii]. (Greg. 232.)

227. Lond. Sion College A. 32. 1, Ev. 1 (2) [xii], lOf x 8, ff. 246 (19),
2 cols., mus. rubr., orn., 194 leaves of a-a&paTOKvpuiKai, a noble copy, one
leaf (149) being much mutilated, one leaf in later writing [xvi], and

perhaps one leaf lost at the end : otherwise complete, with fair illumi

nations and red musical notes. (Greg. 234.) For its history see Evan.

518, as also that of

228. Lond. Sion Coll. A. 32. 1, Ev. 1 (2) [xiv], 10J x 7|, ff. 142 (23-25),
2 cols., mus. rubr., mut. beginning and end. It begins at the Lesson for the

third day of the second week (John iii. 19) and ends at Mark vi. 19, in.

the Lesson for Aug. 29. Two leaves are on paper, not much later than
the rest. There is a Lesson for Aug. 1, not very common, T&amp;lt;WI&amp;gt;

&yi&amp;lt;av

HaKKafiaivv, Matt. x. 16, &c. (Greg. 235.)

229. Lond. Sion Coll. A. 32. 1, Ev. 1 (4) [xiv, Greg, xiii], 10x9|,
ff. 217 (19, 20), 2 cols., mus. rubr., mut. at end, is complete up to the

Lesson for July 20 (Elijah), Luke iv. 22, broken off at ovdtls avr&v ver. 27.

On the fly-leaf we read To Trapbv flvov KCU iepov fvayyeXtov VTrdpxi KTrjfjLa TOV

617011 KCU ctyiov vaov TOV ayiov UTroorcoXou KOI evayyeXtorou pdpKov Kal ft TTJS ano-

evoi avTo (&amp;lt; TOV vaov e^airo TCO
eirtri(Ui\-ie&amp;gt; 1j

TO&amp;gt;V ay. TT/JOIV, with the date of

n/Xi0(1619). (Greg. 236.)

230. Glasgow, Hunterian Museum V. 5. 10 [A.D. 1259], 10|x7|,
ff. 112, 2 cols., mut. Belonged to Caesar de Missy. (See Greg. 239.)

231. Glasg. Hunt. Mus. V. 3. 3 [xii or xiii], 10x8J, ff. 251, 2 cols.

From the monastery of n/jdSpo/ioy, given by Nicetas. (See Greg. 240.)

232. (Apost. 44.) Glasg. Hunt. Mus. V. 4. 3, perhaps [A.D. 1199],

lOf x8i, ff. 176 (26), 2 cols.. Belonged once, like the two last, to De
Missy. (See Greg. 241.)

The next two were collated by Scrivener

*t233. P2 S(*. Parham 66. 1 [ix], lOix 7|, three folio leaves from the

monastery of Docheiariou on Athos, containing the thirty-three verses,

Matt. i. 1-11
;
11-22

;
vii. 7, 8

;
Mark ix. 41

;
xi. 22-26 ;

Luke ix. 1-4.

(Greg. 182.)

*t234. ?* (or pascr.) Parham 83. 18 [June, A.D. 980], 12|x8f,
ff. 222 (22), 2 cols., belonged to the late Lord de la Zouche, who brought
it from Caracalla on Athos in 1837, beautifully written at Ciscissa, in

Cappadocia Prima; a note dated 1049 is subjoined by a reviser, who
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perhaps made the numerous changes in the text, and added two Lessons

in cursive letters. See Plate xiii, No. 36. Also Cod. Augiens./ Introd.,

pp. 1-1v. (Greg. 181.)

235. Parham 84. 19 [xi], 14xll$, ff. 188 (25), the right royal

codex/ partly written in gold, perhaps by the Emperor Alexius Comnenus

(1081-1118). (Greg. 233.)

236. Parham 85. 20 [xii], 13f X 9|, mus. rubr., brought from St. Saba

in 1834, must be on Scholz s list. (Greg. 344.)

237. Ashburnham 205 [xii], lOf x7, ff. 127, mus., mut., roughly
executed and apparently made up of several copies : seen by Coxe and

Burgon. (Greg. 237.) Loose in the book is

t238. Ashburnham 208* [xiii], lOf X 8|, ff. 9, Unc., palimpsest, the

fragment of a menology for November and December. These were

purchased by the late Earl of Ashburnham at the sale of the library of

Athenian Aberdeen, who brought them from Greece. (Greg. 237a
.)

239. Burdett-Coutts I. 2. A fragment of 173 leaves [xiii], lOf x 8|-,

one being on paper [xv] and 30 leaves palimpsest ; having under the

Church Lessons, in leaning uncials of two columns [viii
or ix], fragments

of legends relating to Saints in the menology, including the Apocryphal
diroSrjfjiia of Barnabas. Pict., capitals in red ink. (Greg. 2 1 4.)

240. B.-C. I. 8 [xiii], 9f x 7f ,
is also a palimpsest, with uncial writing

in two columns (almost illegible) under the later Church Lessons on the

last leaf and the third, fourth, fifth, and seventh leaves from the end :

mut. at the thirteenth Sunday of St. Matthew, and ends in the tenth

fvayyf\iov dvaa-racri.fj.6v John xxi. 3
(ci&amp;gt;fj3t](rav). (Greg. 215.)

241. B.-C. I. 23 [xiii], 9jx7^, a poor copy, with illuminations, the

last leaf only being lost. (Greg. 217.)

242. B.-C. I. 24 [xiv], 12|x 10J-, chart., complete, but the first leaf in

a later hand. (Greg. 218.)

243. B.-C. II. 5 [xi or
xii],

11 x 8f, a fine copy, with headings, &c., in

gold, and red musical or tone notes. Begins John i. 17, thence complete
to the Lesson tls fjnviKia /Sao-iXeeov. At the end are nine later leaves.

(Greg. 219.)

244. B.-C. II. 16
[xiii], 8^x6|, a palimpsest, with only one column

on a page. Ends Luke ii. 59. (Greg. 220.)

245. B.-C. II. 30 [xiv], llf x7^, on glazed paper, complete. Titles

and capitals in red. Syn. on a leaf of the binding. (Greg. 221.)

246. B.-C. III. 21
[xiii], pict., mut., with illuminations. Ends in the

Lesson for Aug. 29, Mark vi. 22. (Greg. 222.)

247. B.-C. III. 34 [xiii], 10|x7f, neat and complete. A colophon
states the scribe to be Komanus, a priest. (Greg. 224.)

248. B.-C. III. 43 [April 28, 1437, Ind. 15], Il|x8f, ff. 206, chart.

(Greg. 225.)

[B.-C. III. 44 is Evst. 289, described below, Apost. 78.]
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249. B.-C. III. 46 [xlv], 8|- x 7, ff. 220, mut. in the beginning of the

Saints Day Lessons : fifteen leaves are palimpsest, over writing full two
centuries earlier, containing in double columns Lessons of the Septuagint
from Genesis, Proverbs, and Isaiah. The other 205 leaves have only one
column on a page. (Greg. 226.)

250. B.-C. III. 52
[xiii, Greg, xiv], 9x 7f, chart., is but a fragment.

(Greg. 227.)

The following are Euchologies (see Evst. 57), and are repeated among
the Lectionaries of the Apostolos :

251. (Apost. 64.) B.-C. I. 10 [xii or
xiii], 7|x4f, ff. 60 (17), orn.,

wherein to the ordinary contents of a Euchology, and the Liturgies of

SS. Chrysostom, Basil, and Presanctified, are annexed Church Lessons in

a cramped and apparently later hand. (See Scrivener, Critica Sacra.)

(Greg. 216.)

252. (Apost. 66.) B.-C. III. 29 [xiv or xv], 8^x6, ff. 172, men.

Liturgies as in last, and other matter, on coarse paper, Lessons both from
the Gospels arid Epistles. (See Scrivener, Critica Sacra.) (Greg. 223.)

253. (Apost. 67.) B.-C. III. 42 [xiv], 6 x 4, ff. 310 (22), on stout glazed

paper, with the Liturgies as in Evst. 251, and much matter in various

hands, has fifteen Lessons from the Gospels, Acts, and Epistles, and three

from Isaiah, Ixvi-lxviii. (See Scrivener, Critica Sacra.) (Greg. 315.)

253 2
. (Apost. 68.) B.-C. III. 53 [xv], 8|x5f, ff. 177 (26), 2 cols.,

chart., men., mut., rudely written with capitals in red. (Greg. 228.)

254. Coniston, John Ruskin [xiii or xiv, Greg, xi or xii], 12f xlOj,
ff. 144 (21), 2 cols., nius. rubr., mut., but well repaired. (Greg. 238.)

255. London, Brit. Mus. Egerton 2786 [xiii], 8|x6, ff. 157 (20-27),
a palimpsest, mut. at the beginning (thirty-two leaves) and end, rather

rudely written in single columns, on coarse parchment, with vermilion

ornamentation. It abounds in uncouth itacisms. After Mr. Woodhouse s

death it belonged to Alderman Bragge from 1869 to 1876, then to

Dean Burgon, then to Bev. W. F. Rose. Bought in 1893. (Greg. 346.)

256. Lond. Brit. Mus. Arundel 536 [xiii], 9 X 6, ff. 217 (25), besides

3 at beginning, chart., mus. rubr., with Lections from the Epistles. (Greg.

187.)

*t257. Lond. Brit. Mus. Arundel 547, is xcr
[i
x
],

11* x 9, ff. 329 (22),
2 cols., Unc., mus. rubr., pict., mut. at the end, but followed by a leaf

in a rather later hand, containing John viii. 12-19; 2123. See our

facsimile, Plate vi. No. 16. A collation by Bentley is preserved at

Trinity College (B. xvii. 8). This is Hort s Cod. 38. (Greg. 183.)

258. (Apost. 53.) Lond. Brit. Mus. Harl. 5561 [xiv], 7jx 5, ff. 276

(194 veil. + 82 [xv] chart.}, is a Euchology (see Evst. 57), containing

many short Lessons from the Gospels, Acts, and Epistles. (Greg. 340.)

259. Lond. Brit, Mus. Burney 22, is y*cr [
A.D. 1319], ll|x 8|, ff. 248

(27), 2 cols, (see facsimile, Plate xiii, No. 37), remarkable for its wide

departures from the received text, and for that reason often cited by
Tischendorf and Alford on the Gospels. See also Westcott, in Smith s
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Dictionary of the Bible, New Testament/ Part of the first leaf

(John i. 11-13) is on paper and later: Evst. 257, 259 are described
in Scrivener s Collations of the Holy Gospels, Introd. pp. lix-lxiii.

Like Evst. 23 it was once D Eon s. This is Hort s Cod. 39. (Greg.

184.)

260. Lond. Brit, Mus. Add. 5153 [A.D. 1032], 10x 7|, 2 vols., ff. 141
and 133 (20), 2 cols., chart., mus. rubr., first five ff. vol. i. mut. and

damaged. (Greg. 188.)

261. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 11,840 [xii],
11 x 8, ff. 236 (22), 2 cols.,

mus. rubr., mut., from Bp. Butler s collection, a very fine specimen.

(Greg. 189.)

262. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 17,370 [xi], 12| X 9J, three leaves : one in

double columns (Matt. vi. 14-21), two in single columns [xiii ?]
Luke

xxiv. 25-35; John i. 35-51. Sir F. Madden s note on the first fragment
is Presented by Mr. Harris of Alexandria, June 28, 1848. A leaf of a

Greek Lectionary taken [by the Arabs deleted] out of a volume which
afterwards fell into the hands of Gen. Menou. See Act. 230. (Greg.

190.)

263. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 18,212 [xii], 11x8}, ff. 297 (21), 2 cols.,

mus. rubr.
}
much mut. at the end, and an older leaf from the Old Testa

ment prefixed (Bloomfield). (Greg. 191.)

264. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 19,460 [xiii], 9x 7J, ff. 104 (31), 2 cols.,

mut. at the beginning and end, in coarse and very unusual black writing

(Bloomfield). (Greg. 192.)

265. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 19,737 [xiii], 12f x 10, ff. 279 (23), 2 cols.,

mus. rubr., bought at Sotheby s, 1854. Mut. at the end, with illumina

tions, and frequent and beautiful gilt letters. (Greg. 318.)

266. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 19,993 [A.D. 1335], 9| X 7, ff. 281 (23),
in a bold hand and peculiar style. At the beginning is an Advertisement,

signed G. Alefson, which ends literally thus : Je 1 ai achete seulement

pour le sauver des mains barbares qui allait le destruire intieremeut au

prix de sch. 15 a Chypre, A.D. 1851. (Bloomfield.) (Greg. 193.)

267. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 21,260 [xiii], 12 x 10, ff. 360 (20), 2 cols.,

mus. rubr., orn., purchased of Messrs. Boone in 1856. Mut. at the end.

The first iorty leaves of this splendid copy are injured by damp. (Greg.

319.)

268. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 21,261 [xiii], S\ x 5f, ff. 196 (19), written

by various hands. Purchased of Mr. H. Stevens, 1856. (Greg. 320.)

269. Lond. Brit, Mus. Add. 22,735 [xiii], \2\ x 9J, ff. 304 (sic),

(23), 2 cols., mus. rubr., a fine, complete and interesting codex, bought

(like Evann. 596, 597) of Sp. P. Lampros of Athens in 1859 : as were

also Evst. 270, 271, 272. Seven leaves of Patristic matter are bound up
with it at the end. (Greg. 321.)

270. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 22,742 [xiii],
11 J x 8f, ff. 79 (24), 2 cols.,

mus. rubr. (later), rather old and much mutilated throughout. (Greg.

322.)
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271. Lend. Brit. Mus. Add. 22,743 [xii 1], 14x9, ff. 213 (18),
2 cols., caps, and mus. rubr. in dull brown ink, somewhat roughly
executed, apparently written with a reed pen. Mut. The last leaf is

a fragment of Chrysostom, Horn, xlv, on Genesis. (Greg. 323.)

Evst. 265, 269, 271 sometimes agree with each other in departing
from the ordinary week-day Church Lessons, and suggest, as Dean

Burgon observes, some local fashion which is well worth investigating for

textual purposes. The student will have noticed, in our Table of Lessons

appended to Chap. Ill, how often two other codices, Apost. 64, or

B.-C. III. 24 and Evst. 253, or B.-C. III. 42, depart from the common
use of Church Lesson books, but only for the middle days of the week :

not, it would seem, for Saturdays and Sundays.

272. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 22,744 [xiii], 11 x8},ff. 189 (23), 2 cols.,

a beautiful copy, mut. at the beginning (to Sat. of third week), the end,
and elsewhere, with red musical notes. See Evst. 269. (Greg. 324.)

273. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 24,374 [xiii], 11^x9, ff. 90 (18), 2 cols.,

mus. rubr., mut. (Greg. 325.)

274. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 24,377 [xiv and xii], 12 x 8f ,
ff. 350

(21), 2 cols., mus. rubr., the first and some other leaves being lost; fol.

180, which is later, has palimpsest cursive writing under it. (Greg.

326.)

275. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 24,378 [xiii], 13 X 8, ff. 270, 2 cols., part
of a Menaeum, in a small hand, written in a single column : imperfect
and damaged in places. (Greg. 927.)

276. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 24,379 [xiv], 14} x 11, ff. 178 (28), 2 cols.,

much mut. throughout, with liturgical headings and some crosses in red
for stops. (Greg. 327.)

277. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 24,380 [xiv], 11 x 9, ff. 126, 2 cols., mus.

rubr., mut. at beginning (to sixth day of seventh week) and end. (Greg.

328.)

Evst. 273-277 were purchased of H. Stanhope Freeman in 1862, as

was also Evan. 600.

278. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 27,860 [xi or xii], 8x5, ff. 115 (28),
2 cols., belonged to Sir F. Gage. (Greg. 329.)

279. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 28,817 [June 9, 1185], Ilx8f, ff. 306

(21), 2 cols. Mut. throughout, clear, in fine condition and peculiar style.

(Greg. 330.) Like Evan. 603, bought in 1871 of Sir Ivor B. Guest, as

was

280. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 28,818 [July, 1272], 9|x7, ff. 118 (27),
2 cols., chart., begins John xvii. 20. The subscription states that it was
Written 8ia %(ipbs fp,ov TOV djuapruXov roA/iia&amp;gt;

tlrrelv TOV
i(pf(t&amp;gt;s

TOV pfTa^dpr).

(Greg. 331.)

*281. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 31,208 [xiii], 12ix9|, ff. 272 (21),
2 cols., mus. rubr., bought of a dealer at Constantinople, cruelly mutilated

(eighty-four leaves being missing), but once very fine. Collated by the

Rev. W. F. Rose, who found it much to resemble Evst. 259 (y
scr

).
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Burgon gives a French version of an Armenian note, dated 908 of the

Armenian era, or A.D. 1460, of no special interest. (Greg. 333.)

282. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 31,919 [A.D. 1431], 12f-xlO, ff. 108,

formerly Blenheim 3. D. 13, the uncial eighth century palimpsest of the

Gospels we have designated as Y, contains Lessons from the Gospels,
written by Ignatius, Metropolitan of Selymbria in Thrace, being the

February portion of a Menaeum. (Greg. 334.)

283. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 31,920 [xi], 9|x8, ff. 226 (21), 2 cols.,

formerly Blenheim 3. C. 14, containing only o-a/3/3uroKvpiaKcu (see Evst.

24), singularly unadorned, but very interesting and genuine. (Greg.

335.)

284. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 31,921 [xiii], 10x8, ff. 178 (24), 2 cols.,

mus. rubr., mut., formerly Blenheim 3. C. 13, with Church Lessons for

every day of the week. Several pages in a recent hand stand at the

beginning: the first hand commences Matt. vi. 31. (Greg. 336.)

285. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 31,949 [xiii],
11 x 8, ff. 103 (27), 2 cols.,

much dilapidated and mut., was a gift to the Museum. (Greg. 337.)

t286. Sinai, St. Catharine s, Golden Evst. [ix-xi], 1 1 X 8| x 3^, ff. abt.

200 (16), 2 cols., pict., written in large and beautiful golden uncials,

divided into verses like the modern, has breathings and accents. For

specimen of writing, &c., see Burgon, Aug. 9, 1882. It was seen in

1862 by Burgon, in 1864 by the Eev. E. M. Young, and Mr. Jo. Dury
Geden (Athenaeum, Nov. 12 and 19, 1864). It is said to be deteriorate!

by the promiscuous handling of strangers, although E. A. Sophocles tells

us that local tradition absurdly assigns it to the Emperor Theodosius

[d. 395] as the actual scribe; unless, as Mr. Geden suggests, Theodosius III

(A.D. 716) be meant. The volume opens with the Gospels for the first

five days of Easter week, which are followed by about sixty-five more
from other parts of the yearly services. (Greg. 300.)

*287. (Act, 42, Apost. 56) contains only Matt. xvii. 16-23. (Greg.

923.)

288. Oxf. Bodl. Misc. Gr. 307 [xii], 12x9, ff. 335 (22), 2
cols.,^c*.,

mus. rubr., men., very beautiful. Mr. Madan of the Bodleian transcribed

a note on the last leaf, showing that it once belonged to the Palaeologi.

(Greg. 341.)

289. Oxf. Bodl. Misc. Gr. 308, from Constantinople [xii or xiii],

11^ X 9^, ff. 217 (21), 2 cols., mus. rubr., men. Initial letters of Byzan
tine character, aapftciTOKvptaKai (see Evst. 24), has lost a very few lines at

the end. (Greg. 342.)

290. (Apost. 78.) (Greg. 476.)

291. Camb. Univ. Libr. Add. 679. 1
[xii], 10x8i ff. 170 (18), being

a companion book to Apost. 79, containing only the week-day Lessons,

except that two sets belong to Saturday and Sunday. Begins Matt. vii.

10, being on the sixth day of the first week of that Evangelist. Mut.

elsewhere, but the end complete with a colophon, and fragments of two

additional leaves. Initial capitals in red. (Greg. 305.)
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292. (Apost. 80.) Camb. Univ. Libr. Add. 1836 [xiii], 6^x5^ ff.

(185 54= ) 131(17), mus. rubr. Sunday and two Saturday Lessons only
for Epistles and Gospels. Mut. first fifty and four other leaves. Begins
second Sunday in St. Matthew (iv. 23). Men. full, followed by two

Epistles and Gospels as a.Ko\ov6ia ds oa-iovs. Additional Lessons in another

hand are inserted about the season of Epiphany. (Greg. 306.)

293. Camb. Univ. Libr. Add. 1839 [xii or
xiii], 10 x 7,ff. (192-88= )

104 (17), 2 cols.: aa@daTOKvpiaKai only (see Evst. 24). Mut. first seventy-
seven and ten other leaves. Begins sixth Sunday of St. Luke

(viii. 39).
Men. ending Dec. 26. (Greg. 307.)

294. Camb. Univ. Libr. Add. 1840 [xi or xii], ll\xS\, ff. 112 (31),

2 cols., mus. rubr. From the eleventh Sunday of St. Luke downwards
the week-day Lessons are omitted. Men. followed by Gospels for

several occasions. The arrangement of the week-day Lessons in the

Gospels of St. Matthew, St. Mark, and St. Luke differs much from that

usually found, though fundamentally akin to it. Mut. at the end and

many other leaves. (Greg. 308.)

t295. Camb. Univ. Libr. Add. 1879. 2 [x], llf x7|, ff. 8 (22), 2 cols.,

Unc., orn., mus. rubr. Sa/S/SaroKt-piaKa/ from eleventh Sunday in St. Luke

(xiv. 20) to Sunday of the Publican (xviii. 14). Evst. 295-7 are from

Tischendorf s collection. (Greg. 309.)

296. Camb. Univ. Libr. Add. 1879. 12 [xi or
xii], 9^x6^, ff. 4 (25),

2 cols., mus., containing from sixth Saturday in Lent (John xi. 41) to

Liturgy for Palm Sunday (John xii. 11), and part of Matins (from Matt,

xxi. 36) and Vespers (to Matt. xxiv. 26) for Monday in Holy Week.

(Greg. 310.)

297. Camb. Univ. Libr. Add. 1879. 13 [xii], 10x8|, ff. 4, mut.,

2 cols., Greek and Arabic, being only the upper part of four leaves of

(ra@paTOKvpiaKai in fifth and sixth Sundays of St. Luke (ch. xvi. 24 f.
;
28-

30; viii. 16-18; 21; 27; 29 f.
; 32-34; 38

f.). (Greg. 311.)

298. Oxf.KebleColl. [xiii],9f X 6|,ff. 151(25),2cols.,somemMs.rw6r.,

syn.,men., orn., presented in 1882 by Mr. Greville Chester, beginning
with the Lesson for the second day of the fifth week after Easter, and

ending with the Lesson for St. Helena s day, May 21. (Greg. 343.)

t299. Par. Nat, Gr. 975. B [x], 12|x9, ff. 55 (22), 2 cols., mus.

rubr., Unc., palimpsest, frag, of St. Luke, men. ff. 33, 34, 39, 40 [ix],

Chrys. and Zosimus. (See Greg. 363.)

300. Messina, Univ. 65 [xii], 13f X 10|, ff. 318 (25), 2 cols., mus.

rubr. (Greg. 513.)

t.301. Mess. Univ. 66 [ix], 13|x9|, ff. 256 (28), 2 cols., Unc., mus.

rubr., mut. (Greg. 514.)

302. Mess. Univ. 75 [xiii], 12|x9i, ff. 136 (22), 2 cols., mus. rubr.,

mut. at beginning and end. (Greg. 516.)

303. Mess. Univ. 96 [xii], 10x7j, ff. 298 (24), 2 cols., mus. rubr.

(Greg. 519.)
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304. Mess. Umv. 98 [A.D. 1148], lOf x 8J, ff. 275 (24), 2 cols. (Greg.

520.)

305. Mess. Univ. 73 [xii], 12jx9|, ff. 223 (28), 2 cols., written at

Messina by Nilus the monk in the monastery of St. Salvador : he records

(at p. 26^) the earthquake which happened Sept. 26, 1173, Codex

Graeco-Siculus. (Greg. 515.)

306. Mess. Univ. 58
[xiv, Greg, xv or xvi], 11^x81, ff. 236 (17),

chart., written by three different calligraphers. (Greg. 512.)

307. Mess. Univ. 94 [xii], 10jx7f, ff. 184 (21), 2 cols., mus. rubr.,

mut. at beginning, breaking off at Sept. 24 in the menology. (Greg.

517.)

308. Mess. Univ. Ill [xii], 9| X 8, ff. 119 (23), 2 cols., mut. at begin

ning and end. (Greg. 521.)

309. Mess. Univ. 112 [xii], 9|x7, ff. 146 (21), 2 cols., mus. rubr.,

mut. at beginning and end. (Greg. 522.)

310. Mess. Univ. 170 [xii], 8| x 6J, ff. 187 (20), 2 cols., mut. at begin

ning and end. (Greg. 524.)

311. Mess. Univ. 95 [xiii], Iljx8|,ff. 186 (23), 2 cols., mus. rubr.,

mut. from pp. 42-75. (Greg. 518.)

312. (Apost. 112.) Mess. Univ. 150 [xii
or xiii], 6 X 5J, ff. 60 (22).

A fragment. (See Greg. 523.)

313. Crypta Ferrata, A. a. 7 [xii], 9| x 7|, ff. 45 (25), 2 cols., mus.

niyr., o-afipaTOKvpiaKai mutilated. (Greg. 463.)

314. Crypt. Ferr. A. a. 9 [xii], 13|x9|, ff. 292 (25), 2 cols., mus.

rubr., mut., a beautiful codex, and very full in its Lections. (Greg.

464.)

315. Crypt. Ferr. A. a. 10 [xi], 121x101, ff. 246 (22), 2 cols., mus.

rubr., much foreign matter, a very beautiful codex. (Greg. 465.)

316. Crypt. Ferr. A. a. 11 [xv], 6x4|, ff. 181 (14), mut. vappaTonvp.

(Greg. 466.)

317. Crypt. Ferr. A. a. 12 [xiv, Greg, x or xi], 6|x4f, ff. 97 (22),

mut. (Greg. 467.)

318. Crypt. Ferr. A. a. 13 [xv], 6f x 4|, ff. 62 (18), partly palimpsest,

mut. (Greg. 468.)

319. Crypt. Ferr. A. a. 14 [xii], 9x6f, ff. 73 (23), 2 cols., mut. at

beginning and end. (See Greg. 469.)

320. Crypt. Ferr. A. a. 15 [xi], 7| X 5g, ff. 69 (23). Closely resembles

Evst. 33. (Greg. 470.)

321. Crypt. Ferr. A. a. 16 [xi], 7| x 5^, ff. 55 (26), 2 cols., a fragment

from St. John. (Greg. 471.)

322. (Apost. 90.) Crypt. Ferr. A. p. 2 [xi], 5|x4, ff. 259
(ff.

159-

213), with many excerpts from Fathers. (Greg. 478.)

323. (Apost. 90.) Crypt. Ferr. A. 8. 2 [x], 5^ X 4f, ff. 155, much from

Old Testament, mut. (Greg. 473.)
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t324. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 805, ff. 1-7 [ix], Il|x8i, ff. 7(19),

Unc., palimpsest, mus. rubr., fragm. (See Greg. 370.)

325. (Apost. 92.) Crypt. Ferr. A. 8. 4
[xiii], 9| X 71, ff. 257. Written

by Johannes Rossanensis. Contains Lections from Old and New Testa

ments. (Greg. 475.)

326. St. Saba 25 [xi], fol. Coxe. (Greg. 170.)

327. St. Saba 26 [xi], fol. Coxe.

328. St. Saba 40 [xii], fol. In Greek and Arabic. Coxe.

329. St. Saba 44
[xii],

4to. Coxe.

330. Crypt. Ferr. A. . 11 [three fragments] :

(1) [xi], 9x7j, ff. 2(22), 2 cols.;

(2) [xii], 6^x41, ff. 2(23);

(3) [xiii], 8| x 6, ff. 4 (22), 2 cols., mus. rubr. (See Greg. 472.)

331. Crypt. Ferr. A. 8. 16 [x], 9 x 7|, ff. 234 (25), 2 cols., palimpsest.

(Greg. 480.)

t332. Crypt. Ferr. A. 8. 17 [x], 7|x5|, ff. 25 (27), Unc., palimpsest,

fragm. (Greg. 481.)

t333. Crypt. Ferr. A. 8. 19 [x], 7x5l, ff. 39 (24), 2 cols., Unc.,

palimpsest, mut. (Greg. 482.)

334. (Apost. 95.) Crypt. Ferr. A. 8. 20
[xii, Greg, x or xi], 9 X 6f ,

ff. 21 (22), 2 cols., mut. (Greg. 483.)

335. Crypt. Ferr. A. 8. 21 [x], 13x9, ff. 97 (31), palimpsest, mut.

(Greg. 484.)

336. Crypt, Ferr. A. 8. 22 [x or xi], 6f x5, ff. 113, 2 cols., palim

psest, mut. (Greg. 485.)

t337. (Apost. 96.) Crypt. Ferr. A. 8. 24 [four fragments]:

(1) Also called z . a . 2
[xiii], 9f x 6f, ff. 2 (28), 2 cols.

;

(2) Also B . a . 23 [viii
or ix], 7| x 5f, palimpsest, Unc., ff. 2

(27), 2 cols. ;

(3) Also Z . a . 24 (R paul.) ;

(4) Also r. B . 3 [xi], 7f x 5|. See also 340. (Greg. 486a
~d.)

338. Crypt. Ferr. r. a. 18 [xviij, 10|-x7|, ff. 170, Evangelia eo&amp;gt;0u&amp;gt;a.

! (Greg. 487.)

339. (Apost. 97.) Crypt. Ferr. r. /3. 2 [xi], 6| x 5|-, ff. 151, a

; Euchology, contains only a few Lections. (Greg. 488.)

340. (Apost. 98.) Crypt. Ferr. r. fr 3 [xiv], 7f x5|, ff. 201 (19),
: Euchology. Contains only a few Lessons. (Greg. 486d2

.)

341. (Apost. 99.) Crypt. Ferr. r. /3. 6
[xiii

or xiv], 7J x4f, ff. 101

(21). Contains only a few Lections. (Greg. 489.)

342. Crypt. Ferr. r. . 7 [ix or x], 6f x 5|, ff. 173 (17), Euchology.
! Contains only a few Lections. (Greg. 490.)

343. Crypt. Ferr. r. /3. 8 [Greg, xiii], ff. 8 palimpsest at end of ff. 145
:

[xii]. (See Greg. 491.)
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344. (Apost, 100.) Crypt. Ferr. r. ft. 9 [xvi], 4x 3|, ff. 95, Eucho-

logy. Contains only a few Lections. (Greg. 492.)

345. Crypt, Ferr. r. ft. 11 [xii], 5^x 4f, ff. 20, Euchology. Contains

only a few Lections. (Greg. 493.)

346. (Apost. 101.) Crypt. Ferr. r. ft. 12 [xiv], 5|- X 4f ,
ff. 98, Eucho

logy. Contains only a few Lections. (Greg. 494.)

347. (Apost. 102.) Crypt. Ferr. r. ft. 13 [xiii], 9x6}, ff. 118 (18),

Euchology. Written by Johannes Rossanensis. (Greg. 495.)

348. Crypt. Ferr. r. ft. 14 [xiii], 7|x5|, ff. 54 (23). Euchologium
with a few Lections. (Greg. 496.)

349. (Apost. 103.) Crypt. Ferr. r. ft. 15 [xi-xiii], 7|x5, ff. 41

(22), Euchology. Contains only a few Lections. (See Greg. 497.)

350. (Apost, 104.) Crypt. Ferr. r. ft. 17 [A.D. 1565], 8x 5|, ff. 269

(21), chart. The Saturday and Sunday Lessons begin at fol. 121. (See

Greg. 498.)

351. (Apost. 105.) Crypt. Ferr. r. ft. 18 [xiv], St. Saba 55 [xii], 4to.

Coxe. Contains very few Lections.

352. (Apost. 106.) Crypt. Ferr. r. ft. 19 [xvi], llf X 8J, ff. 145 (28),

chart. The Apostolo-Evangeliarium begins at fol. 16. (See Greg. 500.)

353. (Apost. 107.) Crypt. Ferr. r. ft. 23 [A.D. 1641], 12|x 8|, ff. 75.

It is a Euchologium with a few Lections. (See Greg. 501.)

354. (Apost. 108.) Crypt. Ferr. r. ft. 24 [xvi], 12ix9, ff. 302 (28),
chart. Liturgical information. (See Greg. 502.)

355. Crypt. Ferr. r. ft. 35 [xiii], 7|x 5, ff. 83 (21), liturgical. Con
tains only a few Lections. (See Greg. 503.)

356. (Apost. 109.) Crypt. Ferr. r. ft. 38 [xvii], llf X 8|, ff. 91. Con
tains only a few Lections. (See Greg. 504.)

357. (Apost. 110.) Crypt. Ferr. r. ft. 13 [xvi], 10}x7i, ff. 344,

chart., liturgical. (Greg. 505.)

358. (Apost. 111.) Crypt. Ferr. A. ft. 22 [xviii], 15f X 10|, ff. 77

(27), chart. Contains only a few Lections. (Greg. 506.)

359. Crypt. Ferr. A. y. 26 [xiv], 4x 3|, ff. 115 (19). The Evangelia

[e 0iwi]. (Greg. 507.)

360. Crypt. Ferr. A. 8. 6 [xviii], 16xlO|, ff. ?, palimpsest. Frag
ments. (See Greg. 508.)

361. St. Saba, Tower Library 12 [xi], 4to. Coxe.

362. Syracuse Seminario 3 [A. D. 1125], 8| x 5|, ff. 255 (25), 2 cols.

(Greg. 574.)

363. Lond. Lambeth 1194 [xiii, Greg, xi], 7ix5|, ff. 218(17), fifty-

one Lessons from Gospels forty-eight from Acts and Epistles, mus.

rubr., mut. Menaeum ending in June. (Greg. 477.)
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364. St. Saba, Tower 16
[xii], 4to, with Lections from Old Testament.

Coxe.

365. St. Saba, Tower 52
[xi], 4to, mus. Coxe.

366. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 74 [xiv or xv, Greg, xii], 7 x 5|, ff. 72,
2 cols., mus. rubr. Formerly Huet s, who gave it to the Jesuits.
Contains the Evangelia ew&wi. It is rather a Euchologium, and is of
little value. (Greg. 366.)

t367. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 567 [xv], 13 x 10, ff. 173 (14), 2 cols., Unc.,
apparently modern. Given by the same to the library. Saturday and
Sunday Lections. (Greg. 367.)

368. Berlin, Reg. Gr. Hamilton 245 [x, Greg, xii], 12x 9J, ff. 378
(21), 2 cols., pict. A magnificent specimen. (Greg. 381.)

369. Berlin, Reg. Gr. Hamilton 246
[xiii], 1 3* x 10|, ff. ?, 2 cols.

At the beginning of the volume is a fragment of a more ancient Evan-
gelium, not extending beyond the Eusebian tables of Canons superbly
illuminated. (Greg. 382.)

370. Berlin, Reg. Gr. 51 fol.
[xiii, Greg, xii], 12 X 9!, ff. 214 (26),

j

2 cols. (See Greg. 375.)

371. Berlin, Reg. Gr. 52 fol.
[xii], Il|x9, mus. rubr. (Greg. 376.)

372. Berlin, Reg. Gr. 53 fol.
[xii, Greg, xi], llfxSf, ff. 248 (21),

2 cols., mus. rubr. (See Greg. 377.)

373. Berlin, Reg. Gr. 4to, 46
[xiii, Greg, xii], lOf x 8, ff. 46, 2 cols.,

mus. rubr., ends with the Saturday of Pentecost. (Greg. 378.)

374. Berlin, Reg. Gr. 4to, 61
[xiii], Ilix8|, mus. rubr., begins with

the Saturday after Pentecost, and contains the Menoloecium. (Greg.

379)

375. Berlin, Reg. Gr. 4to, 64
[xii, xiii], 10|x8, mut. at the com

mencement. (Greg. 380.)

376. Rom. Vat, Gr. 352 [xi, Greg, xiii or xvi], 12|x 9f, ff. 244 (23),
2 cols., with Menology. (Greg. 540.)

t377. Rom. Vat. Gr. 353 [x], ll-*-x8J-, ff. 237 (20), 2 cols., Unc.

Gospel Lections. (Greg. 541.)

t378. Rom. Vat. Gr. 355 [x], 13xlOf, ff. 315 (19), 2 cols., Unc.

(Greg. 542.)

t379. Rom. Vat. Gr. 357 [x], 15|xl2f, ff. 322(15), 2 cols., mus.
rubr. (Greg. 543.)

380. Rom. Vat. Gr. 362 [x, Greg, xi], 7x5, ff. 200 (23). (Greg.
544.)

381. Rcm. Vat. Gr. 540 [x], fol., ff. 4 (20), 2 cols., mus. rubr., a fragment
prefixed to St. Chrysostom on St. John. (See Greg. 545.)

382. Rom. Vat. Gr. 781
[xii, Greg, x or xi], 9x7i ff. 152 (27),

cols., fuit Blasii praep. Cryptae Ferratae. (Greg. 546.)

383. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1534 [xiii
or xiv], 13x 10$, ff. 223 (25), 2 cols.

^Greg. 549.)
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384. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1601 [xiii, Greg, xii], 9f X 7}, ff. 193 (22),
2 cols.

(Greg. 550.)^

385. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1813 [xiii], 7JX51, oat of 266 -3 (19).
Evan-

gelia ew&va. (Greg. 552.)

386. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1886 [xiii],
10 x 7f, ff. 110 (29), 2 cols. (Greg.

553 &quot;)

387. (Apost. 118.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 2012 [xv],
ff. 211. Contains only

a few Gospel Lections. (Greg. 556.)

388. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2100 [xiv],
7 x 5J, ff. 79 (19),

with a commentary.

(Greg. 560.)

389. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2129 [xv, Greg, xiv], chart., ff. 5 out

Lections during Lent. (Greg. 561.)

t390. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2144 [viii], 8J x 5f ,
ff. 193 (22), 2 cols., Unc.

Brought from Constantinople. (Greg. 563.)

1-391. Patmos 4 [xi], 4to, Unc. Coxe. (Greg.?)

392. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2167 [xiii], 12^x9, ff. 361 (21), 2 cols., pict.

Olim Columnensie. (Greg. 564.)

+393. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2251 [viii t], 8Jx6* ff. V^M^Grel
Olim Columnensis. At the beginning and end of a larger IV

565.)

394. Rom. Vat. Alex. Gr. 44 [xvii], 8^x5*. ff. 355 (20), chart., by

different hands, with a commentary. (Greg. 571.)

395 (Apost 121.) Rom. Vat. Alex. Gr. 59 [xii],
11 X 7f, ff. 137 (47).

Gospeis ltd Epistles for Holy Week. Lections from Old and New Test.

Rom. Vat. Ottob. Gr. 444 A, B [ix] 10x7f, ff. 2 (22),
2 cols,

Unc with fragments of Gospels. (Greg. 566.)

t397. Rom. Vat. Palat. Gr. 1. A [ix
or x], 10^x75, ff. 2 (23), 2 cols.

Unc. A mere fragment. (Greg. 567.)

398 Rom. Vat. Palat. Gr. 221 [xiii, Greg, xv], 9| x 4* (1),
* 397

(32&amp;gt;

chart., with the commentary of Xiphilinus. (Greg. 5

399. Rom. Vat, Palat. Gr. 239 [xv, Greg, xvi], 8f X 5f ,
ff. 122(1

(23), chart., with a commentary. (Greg. 569.)

t400. Patmos 10 [xi], 4to, Unc. Coxe. (Greg. 1)

t401. Patinos 22 [xi], fol., Unc. Coxe. (Greg. 1)

t402. Patmos 81 [viii], 4to, Unc. Coxe. (Greg. 1)

403 Rom. Barberini iv. 43 [xii, Greg, xiii or xiv] 9| X 7j ff. 22

(23) 2 cols, mus. rubr., pict., beautifully illuminated.

404. Rom. Barb. iv. 30 [xii],
9 x 7, ff. 223 (22),

2 cols. (Greg. 534

405. Rom. Barb. iv. 53 [xiii, Greg, xi or xii], 9f * 7|, ff. 161 (22,

2 cols., mus. rubr., mut., chart. (Greg. 536.)

406. Rom. Barb. iv. 13 [xii],
ff. 143. Contains only a few Lect

(Greg. 531.)
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407. Eom. Barb. iv. 25 [xiv, Greg, xi or xii], 9 X 5f , ff. 159. Contains

only certain Lections. (Greg. 532.)

408. (Apost. 218.) Rom. Barb. iv. 1 [xiv-xvi], ff. 323, chart. Con
tains only a few Lections. (Greg. 530.)

409. Rom. Barb. iii. 22 [xv], ff. 254, chart. Contains only a few
Lections. (Greg. 528.)

410. (Apost. 124.) Rom. Barb. iii. 129 [xiv],ff. 189. (Greg. 529.)

411. Rom. Barb. vi. 18
[xii], 12f xlOf, mut., but beautifully illu

minated with Menology. (Greg. 537.)

412. Milos [xii], fol., a fragment. Coxe. (Greg. 804.)

413. Constantinople, Patriarch of Jerusalem 10 [xii], 4to, a palimpsest
written over a geometrical treatise

[xi]. Coxe.

t414. Rom. Ghig. R. vii. 52 [ix, Greg, x or xi], llf x9f, ff. 227 (12),
2 cols., mus. rubr., cod. nobilissimus, charact. uncialibus : habet titulum

Hebdomadae magnae Officium Graecorum : e CP. advectus est ad Conven-

tum Collis Paradisi, et hinc ad Bibliothecam Chisianam. (Greg. 538.)

415. (Apost. 256.) Par. Nat. 13 [xii-xiii, Greg, xi or xii], 15 X llf,
ff. 478 (68), 2 cols. See Martin, p. 165. (Greg. 935.)

416. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 24
[xiii], 13 X 9, ff. 339 (22), 2 cols., mus.

rubr. See Martin, p. 165. (Greg. 364.)

417. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 29
[xii], 9f x 7|, ff. 198 (20), 2 cols., mus.

rubr., mut. See Martin, p. 165. (Greg. 365.)

418. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 179, 180
[xiii], 9x5f, f. 1 (26). See

Martin, p. 166. (Greg. 928.)

419. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 1096 [xiii-xiv], 7x5j, ff. 33 (26), men.

(Greg. 374.)

420. Auckland, City Library. (Greg. 474.)

t421. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 686 [xi, Greg, ix], llf x 9, ff. 2 (21), 2 cols.,

us. rubr. Martin, p. 167. (Greg. 368.)

422. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 687 [xii], 13x 10|, ff. 2 (20), 2 cols., mus.

Martin, p. 167. (Greg. 499.)

423. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 758 [xii],
11 x 8$, ff. Ill (28), 2 cols., orn.,

us. rubr. Martin, p. 167. (Greg. 369.)

424. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 834 [xiii], 11| x 9, ff. 90 (27), 2 cols., mus.

Martin, p. 168. (Greg. 371.)

425. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 905 [A.D. 1055?], llf x9f, ff. 254 (20),

cols., pict., men. Martin, p. 168. (Greg. 372.)

426. Par. Nat. Gr. 235 [xii], 12-f x 10, ff. 235 (24), 2 cols., mus. rubr.,

.., greatly mut. Martin, p. 168. (Greg. 361.)

t427. Par. Nat. Gr. 228, Greg. 928 [ix],
1 1| x 8i ff. 240 (20), 2 cols.,

&quot;impsest with meuaeum [xii-xiii] written over, 2 ff. at beginning, and
1 after p. 48, chart, and later, Am., Unc. Martin, p. 169. (Greg. 362.)

428. (Apost. 257.) Par. Nat. Gr. 263 [xiii], 15x10*, ff. 200 (62),

A a a
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2 cols., mut. at end. Came from Mon. of Panteleemon at Athos. Martin,

p. 170. (Greg. 936.)

For the rest, see Gregory, pp. 744, &a The press-marks
in t

Athenian MSB. have been changed since Dr. Gregory examined them.

I have had great difficulty in identifying them, and am in doubt as to

many where a (1)
is inserted. The figures in brackets are the present

press-marks.
Dr. Gregory s are given first.

429. Athens, Nat. Libr. 12 (661) [xi], Ilfx9|, ff. 196.

430. Ath. Nat. 13 (701) [A.D. 1350], 12* X 9, F. 199, pict.

431. Ath. Nat. 13 (1461) [xv],
11 x9|, f. 174, chart.

432. Ath. Nat. 15 (64 1), 13f X 9|, ff. 287, mut. at end.

433. Ath. Nat. 17 (82) [xii],
9 x 7|, if. 139, mut. at end.

434. Ath. Nat. 18 (68 1) [xii],
11 X 9, ff. 220, pict.,

mut. at end.

435. Ath. Nat. 19 (79) [xiv], 8| X 7|, ff. 191.

436. Ath. Nat. 19 (73) [A.D. 1545], 12|x8l, ff. 314 (1251 + 63

later).

437. Ath. Nat, 24 (67 1) [x],
11 x 9, ff. 260, mus.

438. Ath. Nat. 25 (1121) [xv], 7|x5|, ff. 119.

439. (Apost. 193.) Ath. Nat. 66 (670 1) [xii], 8J x 5|, ff. 132, Eucho-

logy followed by Apostoloeuaggelia.

440. (Apost. 194.) Ath. Nat. 112 (126) [A.D. 1504], 8J X 51, ff. 276.

441. Ath. Nat. (69) [xii], llf X 8f, ff. 200, the last three blank.

442. Ath. Nat. (63 1) [x end], llf X 9\, ff. 294.

443. (Apost. 195.) Ath. Nat. 86. I cannot find this, which a

a menaeum, or the two next.

+444*. Ath. Nat.? 444*. Ath. Nat. 1

445. Ath. Nat. (841) [xiv], llfxSf, ff 148.

446. (Apost. 196.) Ath. Nat. (661 1) [xv], 7| x 6f, ff. 138. Liturgi

cal matter followed by Apostoloeuaggelia.

447. Ath. Nat. (85 1) [xiv],
11 X 7|, ff 102.

448. Ath. Nat. 124 [xii], 10| X 8|, ff. 174, mus.

449. Ath. Nat. (62 1) [xii], llf X 9, ff. 329, mus.

450. Ath. TV BovX^. 451. Ath. M. Bournias.

452*. Ath. M. Bournias. 452*. Ath. M. Bournias.

453. Ath. M. Varouccas.

454. Dublin, Trin. Coll. A. i. 8, fol. 1.

455. Toledo, Conv. Canon, arm. 31, no. 31.

456. Corcyra, Abp. Eustathius. 457. Corcyra, Abp. Eustathius.

458 Corcyra, Abp. Eustathius. 459. Corcyra, M. Eleutherius.

460. Corcyra, M. Eleutherius. 461. Corcyra, M. Eleutherius.

462. Corcyra, M. Arist. St. Varouccas.
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463. Andover, Mass. U. S. A., Theol. Seminary 1 [xv or xiv], 81 x 6,
ff. 194 (24), (26(1) chart.), part palimpsest. Hoskier. (Greg. 180.)

464. Athos, Simopetra 148. (Greg. 479.)

t465. Moscow, Syn. 313
(ol. 300). (Greg. 242.)

t466. Petersburg, Caes. Muralt. 21 (69). (Greg. 243.)

t467. Petersburg, Caes. Mur. 35. (Greg. 244.)

t468. Petersburg, Caes. Mur. 36. (Greg. 245a
.)

t469. Petersburg, Caes. Mur. 37. (Greg. 245b
.)

470. Petersburg, Caes. Mur. 40. (Greg. 247.)

471. Petersburg, Caes. Mur. 43. (Greg. 248.)

472. Petersburg, Caes. Mur. 55. (Greg. 250.)

473. Petersburg, Caes. Mur. 69. (Greg. 252.)

474. Petersburg, Caes. Mur. 80. (Greg. 254.)

475. Petersburg, Caes. Mur. 84. (Greg. 255.)

476. Petersburg, Caes. Mur. 37a . (Greg. 257.)

477. Petersburg, Caes. Mur. 112. (Greg. 259.)

478. Venice, St. Mark ii. 17. (Greg. 273.)

479. Venice, St. Mark ii. 143. (Greg. 274.)

480. Milan, Ambr. E. 101 sup. (Greg. 286.)

481. Tubingen, Univ. 2. (Greg. 294.)

482. Bandur. ev. Formerly Montfaucon s. (Greg. 295.)

483. Cambridge, Mass. U.S.A., Harvard Univ. lh (Dr. 69) [ix], 12-J x
8, ff. 6 (19), 2 cols. See Hoskier, MS. 604, App. ii. (Greg. 296.)

484. Camb. Mass. U.S.A., Harv. Univ. 2^
[xii], 10x8, ff. 230

(23), 2 cols., men.
(ff. 171-230), accompanied by an Apost. Hoskier.

(Greg. 297.)

485. Camb. Mass. U.S.A., Harv. Univ. 3^ (A. R. G. 1. 3) [xiii],
12i x 9|, ff. 202 (25), 2 cols., twelve leaves or parts of leaves later, mut.,
mus. rubr., men. Hoskier. (Greg. 298.)

486. Madison,New Caesarea, Theol. Seminary, Drew MS.2. (Greg.301.)

487. Sewickley, Pennsylvania, Mr. R. A. Benton. (Greg. 302a
.)

488. Cambridge, Clare College [xiv], 8J- x 6, ff. 163 (21), mut. at end.

Brought from Constantinople, and presented by Mr. J. Rendel Harris,
Fellow of the College.

489. Sewickley, Pennsylvania, Mr. R. A. Benton. (Greg. 302b
.)

490. Sewanee, Tennessee, Mr. A. A. Benton. (Greg. 302&amp;lt;&amp;gt;.)

491. Princetown, New Caesarea, Theol. Seminary. (Greg. 303.)

492. Woolwich
(?),

Mr. Ch. C. G. Bate. (Greg. 304.)

493. Sinaiticus (A. 1, see under Evan. A). (Greg. 312.)

494. Lond. Highgate, Burdett-Coutts II. 5. (Greg. 313.)

495. Lond. Highgate, B.-C. II. 14. (Greg. 314.)
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t496. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 14,637 [vii], Il|x7|, ff. 23, 2 cols.,

Unc., fragments. Palimpsest [x] in Syriac. (Greg. 316.)

t497. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 14,638 [viii, Greg, ix], 6| x 4|,

ff. (26 8=) 18 (20). Fragments. Palimpsest under Syriac. (Greg. 317.)

498. (Apost. 288.) Jerus. Patr. Libr. 105 [A. D. 1762, May 11],

12f x 9, ff. 228, pict., vers. Written by Athanasius, lfpvs 2apacrtVos.

(Kerameus.)

H99. London, Brit. Mus. Burney 408 [x], 8 X 6|, ff. 163 (22), 2 cols.

Palimpsest, hardly legible, Unc., latter part, as Greg, has discovered, in

early minuscules. Bought in 1872. (Greg. 338.)

500. Wisbech, Peckover 70. (Greg. 345.)

501. Vindob. Caes. Gr. Theol. 160. (Greg. 347.)

502. Vindob. Archduke Rainer (1). (Greg. 348.)

503. Vindob. Archd. Rainer (2). (Greg. 349.)

504. Montpelier, School of Medicine H. 405. (Greg. 350.)

505. Late Henri Bordier. (Greg. 351.)

506. Paris, late Emman. Miller 4. (Greg. 352.)

t507. Paris, late Emman. Miller 5. (Greg. 353.)

to08. Paris, late Emman. Miller 6. (Greg. 354.)

t509. Paris, late Emman. Miller 7. (Greg. 355.)

510. Florence, Laurent. Gaddianus 124.

511. Flor. Riccardi 69, ff. 111.

t512. Paris, late Emman. Miller 8. (Greg. 356.)

t513. Paris, late Emman. Miller 9. (Greg. 357.)

t514. Paris, late Emman. Miller 10. (Greg. 358.)

t515. Paris, late Emman. Miller 11. (Greg. 359.)

t516. Paris, late Emman. Miller 12. (Greg. 360.)

t517. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 1081. (Greg. 373.)

518. (Apost. 259.) Athens, Nat. Theol. 25 (163) [xii], 12f x 9|, ff. 327,

mut. at beg. Beautiful and decorated, mus. rubr., pict., vers. (Greg. 383.)

519. Ath. Nat. Theol. 26 (164) [xii], ISfxlOj, ff. 291, mus.

(Greg. 384.)

520. Ath. Nat. Theol. 27 (165) [xiv], 1 If X 9, ff. 162, mus. (Greg. 385.)

521. Ath. Nat. Theol. 28 (166) [xiv], 12|x8|, ff. 236, mut. at beg.

mus. (Greg. 386.)

522. Ath. Nat. Theol. 29 (167) [xiv], 12|x9, ff. 243, mus.

(Greg. 387.)

523. Ath. Nat. Theol. 30 (168) [xv], 12|x8i, ff. 217, presented to

the Church of Christ rot) Wavirpi in A.D. 1527. (Greg. 388.)

524. Ath. Nat. Theol. 31 (169) [xiv]. 12|x9, ff. 212, mus.

(Greg. 389.)

525. Messina, Univ. 175. 526. Pistoia, Fabronianus.
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527. Rom. Angelicas D. ii. 27.

528. Athens, Nat. Theol. 32 (170) [xiv], 12f X 8f, ff. 144. (Greg. 390.)

529. Ath. Nat, Theol. 33 (171) [xvi], 12|x8, ff. 355. (Greg. 391.)

530. Ath. Nat. Theol. 34 (172) [xiv], 12-J x9, ff. 212, mut. at beg.
and end, mus. (Greg. 392.)

531. Ath. Nat. Theol. 35 (173) [xiv], llf x 9, ff. 248, mut. at beg
and end, vers., written by one Michael. (Greg. 393.)

532. Ath. Nat. Theol. 36 (174) [xiv], llf x9|, ff. 305, mut. at end,

vers. Very much ornamented
; very beautiful and valuable. (Greg. 394.)

533. Rom. Barb. iv. 28.

534. Ath. Nat. Theol. 37 (175) [xiv], llfx 8|, ff. 180 last 18 chart.

(Greg. 395.)

535. Ath. Nat. 38 (176) [A. D. 1328], HJxSJ, ff. 222. Written by
Hilarion of Beroea. (Greg. 396.)

536. Ath. Nat. 39 ? (Greg. 397.)

537. Ath. Nat. 40 (177) [xiv], Ilx8, ff. 79, mut. at beg. Matt,

and Luke. Palimpsest. Under-writing [viii].
Written by Joseph.

(Greg. 398*,
*&amp;gt;.)

t538. Ath. Nat. 41 (178) [A.D. 1311], 11 x8|, ff. 266. Written by
Leon. (Greg. 399a

,

b
.)

539. Rom. Vat. Gr. 350.

540. Athos, Dionysius 23. (Greg. 400.)

541. Athens, Nat. Theol. 42 (179) [A.D. 1311], Ilx8, ff. 266, mus.
Written by Leon. (Greg. 401.)

542. Ath. Nat. Theol. 43 (180) [A.D. 1089], lOf x8J, ff 204, mus.

Written by Andreas. (Greg. 402.)

543. Ath. Nat. Theol. 44 (181) [xiv], 9| x 7$, ff. 257, mus. (Greg. 403.)

544. Ath. Nat. Theol. 45 (182) [xii], 11x9, ff. 156, mut. at beg.
and end, mus. (Greg. 404.)

545. Rom. Vallicell. C. 7.

546. Ath. Nat. Theol. 46 (183) [xiv], 10| x 8*, ff. 151. (Greg. 405.)

547. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1217.

548. (Apost. 229.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 1228.

549. Ath. Nat. Theol. 47 (184) [xv], llf x 8|, ff. 242. (Greg. 406.)

550. Ath. Nat. Theol. 48 (185) [xii],
11 x8J,ff. 260, mus. (Greg. 407.)

551. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1625.

552. Ath. Nat. Theol. 49 (186) [xii], ll|x 9, ff. 167, mus. (Greg. 408.)

553. Ath. Nat. Theol. 50 (187) [xii], llf x8, ff. 270, mut. at beg.,

mus. Written by George. (Greg. 409.)

554. (Apost. 221.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 1973.

555. (Apost. 222.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 1978.
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556. Ath. Nat. Theol. 51 (188) [xi], 8J x 5, ff. 302, mus. (Greg. 410.)

557. (Apost. 224.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 2051.

558. (Apost. 225.) Rom. Vat. Gr. 2052.

559. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2061.

560. Ath. Nat. Theol. 52 (189) [xv], 8 x 5f ,
ff. 156, mus. (Greg. 411.)

561. Ath. Nat. Theol. 53 (190) [xii], 9| x 8|, ff. 255, mus. (Greg. 412.)

562. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2138.

563. Ath. Nat. Theol. 54 (191) [xii], Ilfx9, ff. 158, mut. at beg.

and end, mus. (Greg. 413.)

564. Ath. Nat. Theol. 55 (192) [xv], 6f x 5i, ff. 239. Palimpsest, mut.

at beg. and end. (Greg. 414.)

t565. Ath. Nat. Theol. 56 (193) [xv], 9x6|,ff. 215, much chart. The

two last leaves are palimpsest [ix], Unc. (Greg. 415.)

566. Ath. Nat. Theol. 57 (194) [xv], 11 x 8 J, ff. 395, pict. Note of

date, about A. D. 1450, at end. (Greg. 416.)

567. Ath. Nat. Theol. 58 (195) [A.D. 1536], 10x8J, ff. 396, chart.

Beautifully written by John. (Greg. 417.)

568. Ath. Nat. Theol. 59 (196) [xv], lOjx 8|, ff. 206, chart., mut. at

end. (Greg. 418.)

569. Ath. Nat. Theol. 60 (197) [xv], 7| x 5|, ff. 341, chart. (Greg. 419.)

570. Ath. Nat. Theol. 61 (198) [xv], 9 x 6f ,
ff. 342, chart. (Greg. 420.)

571. (Apost. 188.) Ath. Nat. Theol. 62 (199) [xiv], 9x 7|, ff. 292,

mus. (Greg. 421.)

572. (Apost. 189.) Ath. Nat. Theol. 63 (200) [xv], 11 X 8, ff. 340, mut.

at beg. and end, and in other places. Michael of Damascus was the

diorthote, or possessor. (Greg. 422.)

573. (Apost. 190.) Ath. Nat. Theol. 64 (201) [A.D. 1732], 8jx5|,
ff. 32. Written by Nicephorus. (Greg. 423.)

574. Ath. Nat. Theol. 65 (202) [xii], llfxSf, ff. 68. Separate

fragments (four, Greg.), mus. (Greg. 424.)

575. (Apost. 113.) Syracuse, Seminary 4.

576. Venice, St. Lazarus 1631. 577. Athos, Dionysius 378.

578. Edinburgh, Univ. Laing 9. 579. Athos, St. Andrew I*.

580. Athos, St. Andrew A . 581. Athos, St. Andrew s
t

.

582. Athos, St. Andrew Z. 583. Athos, Vatopedi 48.

584. Athos, Vatopedi 192. 585. Athos, Vatopedi 193.

586. Athos, Vatopedi 194. 587. Athos, Vatopedi 195.

588. Athos, Vatopedi 196. 589. Athos, Vatopedi 197.

590. Athos, Vatopedi 198. 591. Athos, Vatopedi 200.

592. Athos, Vatopedi 202. 593. Athos, Vatopedi 204.

594. Athos, Vatopedi 205. 595. Athos, Vatopedi 208.
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596. Athos, Vatopedi 209.

598. Athos, Vatopedi 221.

600. Athos, Vatopedi 224.

602. Athos, Vatopedi (226).

604. Athos, Vatopedi 228.

606. Athos, Vatopedi 230.

608. Athos, Vatopedi 232.

610. Athos, Vatopedi 234.

612. Athos, Vatopedi 236.

614. Athos, Vatopedi 238.

616. Athos, Vatopedi 240.

618. Athos, Vatopedi 242.

620. Athos, Vatopedi 253.

622. Athos, Vatopedi 255.

624. Athos, Vatopedi 257.

626. Athos, Vatopedi 291.

628. Athos, Dionysius 2.

630. Athos, Dionysius 6.

632. Athos, Dionysius 13.

634. Athos, Dionysius 15.

636. Athos, Dionysius 17.

638. Athos, Dionysius 19.

640. Athos, Dionysius 21.

642. Athos, Dionysius 163.

644. Athos, Diouysius 303.

646. Athos, Dionysius 305.

648. Athos, Dionysius 307.

650. Athos, Dionysius 309.

652. Athos, Docheiariou 10.

654. Athos, Docheiariou 14.

656. Athos, Docheiariou 19.

658. Athos, Docheiariou 24.

660. Athos, Docheiariou 58.

662. Athos, Esphigmenou 19.

664. Athos, Esphigmenou 21.

666. Athos, Esphigmenou 23.

668. Athos, Esphigmenou 27.

670. Athos, Esphigmenou 35.

672. Athos, Iveron 1.

597. Athos, Vatopedi 220.

599. Athos, Vatopedi 223.

601. Athos, Vatopedi (225).

603. Athos, Vatopedi (227).

605. Athos, Vatopedi 229.

607. Athos, Vatopedi 231.

609. Athos, Vatopedi 233.

611. Athos, Vatopedi 235.

613. Athos, Vatopedi 237.

615. Athos, Vatopedi 239.

617. Athos, Vatopedi 241.

619. Athos, Vatopedi 243.

621. Athos, Vatopedi 254.

623. Athos, Vatopedi 256.

625. Athos, Vatopedi 271.

627. Atbos, Dionysius 1.

629. Athos, Dionysius 3.

631. Athos, Dionysius 11.

633. Athos, Dionysius 14.

635. Athos, Dionysius 16.

637. Athos, Dionysius 18.

639. Athos, Dionysius 20.

641. Athos, Dionysius 85.

643. Athos, Dionysius 302.

645. Athos, Dionysius 304.

647. Athos, Dionysius 306.

649. Athos, Dionysius 308.

651. Athos, Docheiariou 1.

653. Athos, Docheiariou 13.

655. Athos, Docheiariou 15.

657. Athos, Docheiariou 23.

659. Athos, Docheiariou 36.

661. Athos, Docheiariou 137.

663. Athos, Esphigmenou 20.

665. Athos, Esphigmenou 22.

667. Athos, Esphigmenou 24.

669. Athos, Esphigmenou 28.

671. Athos, Esphigmenou 60.

673. Athos, Iveron 3.
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674. Athos, Iveron 4. 675. Athos, Iveron 6.

676. Athos, Iveron 20. 677. Athos, Iveron 23.

678. Athos, Iveron 35. 679. Athos, Iveron 36.

680. (Apost. 229.) Athos, Iveron 39.

681. Athos, Iveron 635. 682. Athos, Iveron 637.

683. Athos, Iveron 638. 684. Athos, Iveron 639.

685. Athos, Iveron 640. 686. Athos, Iveron 825.

687. Athos, Iveron 826. 688. Athos, Caracalla 3.

689. Athos, Caracalla 11. 690. Athos, Caracalla 15.

691. Athos, Caracalla 16. 692. Athos, Caracalla 17.

693. Athos, Constamonitou 6. 694. Athos, Constamonitou 98.

695. Athos, Constamonitou 100 [xii],
2 cols., men.

_

Omitted

by Gregory, who has erroneously inserted the Evan. 99 instead (see

Spyridon P. Lampros).

696. Athos, Coutloumoussi 60. 697. Athos, Coutloumoussi 61.

698. Athos, Coutloumoussi 62. 699. Athos, Coutloumoussi 63.

700. Athos, Coutloumoussi 64. 701. Athos, Coutloumoussi 65.

702. Athos, Coutloumoussi 66. 703. Athos, Coutloumoussi 86.

t704. Athos, Coutloumoussi 90. 705. Athos, Coutloumoussi 279.

706. Athos, Coutloumoussi 280.

707. (Apost. 233.) Athos, Coutloumoussi 282.

708. Athos, Coutloumoussi 292.

709. (Apost. 234.) Athos, Coutloumoussi 356.

710. Athos, Xenophon 1. 711. Athos, Xenophon 58.

712. Athos, Xenophon 59.

713. Athos, Xenophon 68. (Greg. 71.)

714. Athos, Xeropotamou 110. 715. Athos, Xeropotamou 112.

716. Athos, Xeropotamou 118. 717. Athos, Xeropotamou 122.

718. Athos, Xeropotamou 125. 719. Athos, Xeropotamou 126.

720. Athos, Xeropotamou 234. 721. Athos, Xeropotamou 247.

722. Athos, Panteleemon L. 723. Athos, PanteleemonIV. vi. 4.

724. Athos, Panteleemon IX. v. 3.

725. Athos, Panteleemon XXVII. vi. 2.

726. Athos, Panteleemon XXVII. vi. 3.

727. Athos, Panteleemon XXVIII. i. 1.

728. Athos, Paul 1. 729. Athos, Protaton 11.

730. Athos, Protaton 14. 731. Athos, Protaton 15.

732. Athos, Protaton 44. 733. Athos, Protaton 56.

734. Athos, Simopetra 17. 735. Athos, Simopetra 19.
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737. Athos, Simopetra 21.

739. Athos, Simopetra 27.

736. Athos, Simopetra 20.

738. Athos, Simopetra 24.

740. Athos, Simopetra 28.

741. (Apost. 237.) Athos, Simopetra 30.

742. Athos, Simopetra 33.

743. (Apost. 238.) Athos, Simopetra 70.

744. Athos, Stauroniketa 1. 745. Athos, Stauroniketa 27.

746. Athos, Stauroniketa 42. 747. Athos, Stauroniketa 102.

748. Athos, Philotheou 1. 749. Athos, Philotheou 2.

750. Athos, Philotheou 3.

751. (Apost. 239.) Athos, Philotheou 6.

752. Athos, Philotheou 18. 753. Athos, Philotheou 25.

754. Athos, Philotheou 61.

755. (Apost. 240.) Athos, Philotheou 213.

756. Athos, Chiliandari 6. 757. Athos, Chiliandari 15.

758. Beratinus, in a Church.

759. Athens, Nat. Sakkelion 4. (Greg. 425.)

760. Cairo, Patr. Alex. 927.

762. Cairo, Patr. Alex. 943.

764. Cairo, Patr. Alex. 945.

766. Cairo, Patr. Alex. 948.

768. Cairo, Patr. Alex. 951.

770. Chalcis, Mon. Trinity 1.

772. Chalcis, Mon. Trinity 3.

774. Chalcis, Mon. Trinity 5.

776. Chalcis, Mon. Trinity 7.

778. Chalcis, Mon. Trinity 9.

780. Chalcis, School 1.

782. Chalcis, School 3.

784. Chalcis, School 5.

786. Chalcis, School 7.

788. Chalcis, School 74 (75 ?).

790. Constantinople, St. George s Church.

791. Constantinople, St. George s. 792. Constantinople, dyiov

793. Constantinople, dyiov rd^ov.

794. Constantinople, dyiov rd(pov 426.

795. Constantinople, dyiov rdtyov 432.

796. Constantinople, T. eXhrjvtKov (J)i\o\oyiicov onXXoyov.

797. (Apost. 243.) Jerusalem, Coll. St. Cross 6.

761. Cairo, Patr. Alex. 929.

763. Cairo, Patr. Alex. 944.

765. Cairo, Patr. Alex. 946.

767. Cairo, Patr. Alex. 950.

769. Cairo, Patr. Alex. 953.

771. Chalcis, Mon. Trinity 2.

773. Chalcis, Mon. Trinity 4.

775. Chalcis, Mon. Trinity 6.

777. Chalcis, Mon. Trinity 8.

779. Chalcis, Mon. Trinity 10.

781. Chalcis, School 2.

783. Chalcis, School 4.

785. Chalcis, School 6.

787. Chalcis, School 12.

789. Chalcis, School 84.
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798. Lesbos, T. hd^vos porfs 1 [ix or x], llf x 9|, ff. 79 (20), 2 cols.,

TrepiKOTrai fi-om the Evangelists John, Matt., Luke, Mark, KOTO, navv^a,

men. (Keraineus.)

799. Lesbos, T. Aeipwos porfs 37 [x-xi], llf x 9, ff. 288, 2 cols., wms.

(Kerameus.)

800. Lesbos, r.
A&amp;gt;. pov. 38 [xi], llf x9i ff. 208, 2 cols., wm*.

(Keraineus.)

801. Lesbos, r.
A&amp;gt;. pov. 40 [xiv], 12f x 8, c/iart. (Kerameus.)

802. Lesbos, T. A*f/z. j*oi&amp;gt;.
41 [xii-xiii], 12|x9, ff. 221, 2 cols., orro.

(Kerameus.)

803. Lesbos, T. A&amp;gt;. /ww. 66 [xii-xiii], 9f x6f, ff. 428, the last chart.

written on in A. D. 1558. Mus. (Kerameus.)

804. (Apost. 191.) Athens, Nat. 3 (685) [xv], 6| X 4,ff. 187, mut. at

beg. Apostoloeuaggelia for the Feasts of the whole year after Liturgical

matter. (Greg. 426.)

805. Patmos 68. 806. Patmos 69.

807. Patmos 70. 808. Patmos 71.

809. Patmos 72. 810. Patmos 73.

811. Patmos 74. 812. Patmos 75.

813. Patmos 77. 814. Patmos 78.

815. Patmos 79. 816. Patmos 85.

817. Patmos 86. 818. Patmos 87.

819. Patmos 88. 820. Patmos 89.

821. Patmos 91. 822. Patmos 93.

823. Patmos 99. 824. Patmos 101.

825. Patmos 330. 826. Patmos 331.

827. Patmos 332.

828. (Apost. 192.) Athens, Nat. r ? (Greg. 427.)

829. Athens, Nat. 10] (Greg. 428.)

830. Thessalonica, EXX^K. yvfj.va&amp;lt;riov
A .

831. Thess. EXXjyi/. yvpvaaiov B . 832. Thess. EXXqi/. yvnvacriov F*.

833. Thess. E\\r)v. yvpvaaiov A . 834. Thess. E\\r)v. yvfJLvacrtov E .

835. Thess. EXXqi/. yvpvacrlov Z . 836. Thess. E\\rjv. yvfjivaa-iov 9 .

837. Thess. EXX^i/. yvpvuaiov IA . 838. Thess. M. Znvpios.

839. Sinai 205. 840. Sinai 206.

841. Sinai 207. 842. Sinai 208.

843. Sinai 209. t844. Sinai 210.

i845. Sinai 211. 846. Sinai 212.

t847. Sinai 213. f848. Sinai 214.

1-849. Sinai 215. 850. Sinai 216.
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851. Sinai 2 17.

853. Sinai 219.

855. Sinai 221.

857. Sinai 223.

859. Sinai 225.

861. Sinai 227.

863. Sinai 229.

865. Sinai 231.

867. Sinai 233.

869. Sinai 235.

871. Sinai 237.

873. Sinai 239.

875. Sinai 241.

877. Sinai 243.

879. Sinai 245.

881. Sinai 247.

883. Sinai 249.

885. Sinai 251.

887. Sinai 253.

889. Sinai 255.

891. Sinai 257.

893. Sinai 271.

895. (Apost. 261.)

897. Sinai 659.

899. Sinai 738.

901. Sinai 754.

903. Sinai 775.

905. Sinai 797.

907. Sinai 929.

909. Sinai 957.

911. (Apost. 249.)

Sinai 273.

Sinai 961.

852. Sinai 218.

854. Sinai 220.

856. Sinai 222.

858. Sinai 224.

860. Sinai 226.

862. Sinai 228.

864. Sinai 230.

866. Sinai 232.

868. Sinai 234.

870. Sinai 236.

872. Sinai 238.

874. Sinai 240.

876. Sinai 242.

878. Sinai 244.

880. Sinai 246.

882. Sinai 248.

884. Sinai 250.

886. Sinai 252.

888. Sinai 254.

890. Sinai 256.

892. Sinai 258.

894. (Apost. 260.) Sinai 272.

896. Sinai 550.

898. Sinai 720.

900. (Apost. 247.) Sinai 748.

902. Sinai 756.

904. Sinai 796.

906. Sinai 800.

908. (Apost. 248.) Sinai 943.

910. Sinai 960.

912. Sinai 962.

914. Sinai 968.

916. (Apost. 251.) Sinai 973.

918. Sinai 981.

920. Sinai 986.

913. Sinai 965.

915. (Apost. 258.) Sinai 972.

917. (Apost. 252.) Sinai 977.

919. Sinai 982.

921. Sinai 1042.

922. Oxf. Bodl. Clarke 9. (See Act. 58.)

923. Jerusalem, Patriarchal Library 33 [end of x or beg. of xi],

10|-x8i, ff. 335 (221252= 32) [xiii], mus. rubr., syn., orn. (Papa-
dopoulos Kerameus.)
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924. (Apost. 253.) Kom. Vat. Reg. 54.

925. Venice, St. Mark 188.

926. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 10,068 [?], 9x7, ff. 124, 2 cols.,

palimpsest, illegible and will not repay investigation.

927. Jerus. Patr. Libr. 161 [xvii], Iljx8^, chart., collections of bits

of Evst. (Kerameus.)

928. Jerus. Patr. Libr. 526 [A. D. 1502], 12|x8|,ff. 108,2 cols., syn.,
with many directions. (Kerameus.)

929. New York, Seminary of Theol. Univ.

930. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 19,459 [xii, Greg, xiii], 11^x9}, ff. 230

(24-8), 2 cols.
(ff.

22 inserted later), mus. rubr., mut. beg. and end, &c.

931. (Apost. 126.) Venice, St. Mark ii. 130.

932. Jerus. Patr. Libr. 530, chart., Turkish in Greek letters.

(Kerameus.)

933. Petersburg, Caes. Muralt. 64 (ix. 1).

934. St. Saba 55 [xii], 4to. Coxe.

935. Quaritch 8 [about A. D. 1200], ff. 346 (26), 2 cols., mut., letters

in red, green, blue, yellow, bound in red morocco case. (Catalogue,
Dec. 1893.)

936. Lesb. T. Afifi. pov. 100. Anoa-ToXofvayyeXia in the midst of the
four Liturgies and other matter. (Kerameus.)

937. Lesb. T. Aet /i. ftov. 146 [A. D. 1562-66], 7f x5f. Begins with
St. Matt. (Kerameus.)

938. Lesb. tv
/xoi/j; A-ytou Ivdvvov TOV GeoXoyov 11

[xii], 9J X 7, ff. 157

(2, 5, and 6 being chart., one is of the eleventh century). (Kerameus.)

939. Lesb. Ay. laww. 12, 8| x 7, ff. 110. (Kerameus.)

940. Lesb. Benjamin Library at Potamos AA [A. D. 1565], 121 x8|,
ff. 378. (Kerameus.)

941. Athos, Constamonitou 98 [xiv], 2 cols., mus., men. (Sp.
P. Lampros.)

942. Athos, Constam. 100.

t943. Athens, Nat. Libr. 60
[ix], 13f X 5|?, ff. 87, Unc., mus.

944. Ath. Nat. Libr. 78 [x], ISfxlOJ, ff. 143. Palimpsest under
fifteenth century writing. Mus.

945. Ath. Nat. Libr. 83 [xv], 11 X 7|, ff. 324, chart., mut. at end.

946. Ath. Nat. Libr. 97 [xii], 12|-x8|, ff. 136, mut. at beg. and end,
mus.

947. (Apost. 227.) Ath. Nat. Libr. 126 [A.D. 1504], 8Jx5|, ff. 276,
written by Euthymius.

948. Ath. Nat. Libr. 143 [A. D. 1522], 7x5, ff. 242. A few
leaves wanting at beginning.
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949. Ath. Nat. Libr. 147 [xii beg.], 9x6f, ff. 255 first eight

injured. Mus.

950. Ath. Nat. Libr. 148 [xv end], 7|x5|, ff. 104, mut. at beg.
and end.

The following thirteen MSS. in the National Library at Athens
contain portions of Apostoloeuaggelia :

951. (Apost. 277.) 668, 7|x 5$, ff. 282.

952. (Apost. 278.) 685, 5x4f, ff. 187.

953. (Apost. 279.) 700, 5|- x 4, ff. 326.

954. (Apost. 280.) 707, 6x4f, ff. 131.

955. (Apost. 281.) 750, 8|x 6, ff. 117.

956. (Apost. 282.) 757, 8x5^, ff. 120.

957. (Apost. 283.) 759, 8ix6, ff. 129.

958. (Apost. 284.) 760, 7| x 5|, ff. 262.

959. (Apost. 285.) 766, 8x 5|, ff. 134.

960. (Apost. 286.) 769, 5|x4, ff. 175.

961. (Apost. 287.) 784, 5x4f, ff. 36.

962. (Apost. 288.) 786, 5|x4, ff. 48.

963. (Apost. 289.) 795, 7fx5, ff. 495 \

1
fEvan. Td and Te and A (1) should also properly be classed as Lectionaries.

Apost. 15, and perhaps Apost. 24, also contains Lessons from the Gospels. The
two copies of the Gospels, Lowes formerly Askew, membr. 4to, mentioned by
Scholz (N. T., vol. i. p. cxix), and stated by Marsh on Michaelis, vol. ii. p. 662,
to have been bought at Askew s sale by Mr. Lowes, the bookseller, are shown by
the sale catalogue to have Evangelistaria. They have not yet been traced. (Ed. 3.)



CHAPTEE XIV.

LECTIONARIES CONTAINING THE APOSTOLOS OR PRAXAPOSTOLOS.

*tl. (Evst. 6.)

2. Lond. Brit. Mus. Cotton. Vesp. B. xviii [xi], 11 x 8J, ff. 230 (16),
2 cols., mus. rubr., mut. initio et fine (Casley) . In a fine bold hand.

The Museum Catalogue is wrong in stating that it contains Lessons from

the Gospels. They exactly correspond with those in our list, five of the

Saints Day Lessons being from the Catholic Epistles.

3. Readings sent to Mill (N. T., Proleg. 1470) by John Batteley, D.D.,
as taken from a codex, now missing, in Trinity Hall, Cambridge. The
extracts were from i Peter and John. Griesbach s Paul. 3 is Bodl. 5

(Evst. 19), cited by Mill only at Hebr. x. 22, 23.

4. (Evst. 112.)

*5. Gottingen, Univ. MS. Theol. 54 [xv], lOf x 7J, ff. 50 (28), 2 cols.,

formerly of the monastery Constamonitou on Athos, afterwards De Missy s

(Matthaei s v). (Paul. 5 of Griesbach=Evst. 30.)

6. (Evan. 117, ff. 183-202.) 7. (Evst. 37.)

8. (Evst. 44.) 9. (Evst. 84.)

10. (Evst. 85.)

11. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 104
[xii, Greg, xiiij, 9f X 7-|, ff. 139 (24),

well written in some monastery of Palestine : with marginal notes

in Arabic.

*12. (Evst. 60.)

*13. Moscow, Synod. 4 (Mt. b) [x], fol., ff. 313, 2 cols., important:
once belonged to the Iveron monastery ;

renovated by Joakim, a monk,
A. D. 1525. Cited by Tregelles as Frag. Mosq.

*14. Mosc. Synod. 291 (Mt. e) [xii], 4to, ff. 276, well written, from

the monastery Esphigmenou on Athos.

*15. Mosc. Typogr. Syn. 31 (Mt. tz) [A.
D. 1116], fol., ff. 200, a few

Lections from i John at the end of Lections from Old Testament.

*16. (Evst. 52.) *17. (Evst. 53.)

*18. (Evst. 54.) *19. (Evst. 55.)

*20. (Evst. 56.)

1 In 1721. See Monk s Life of Bentley, vol. ii. p. 149. This is Bentley s 0,
John Walker s collation of which is preserved at Tiin. Coll. ^B. xvii. 34). Ellis,

Bentleii Critica Sacra, Introd. pp. xxix, xxx.
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Apost. 21-48 comprise Scholz s additions to the list, of which he
describes none as collated entire or in the greater part. He seems, how
ever, to have collated Cod. 12 entire.

21. (Evst. 83.)

22. Par. Nat, Gr. 304
[xiii, Greg, xiv], 13|x 10f, ff. 302 (22), 2 cols.,

brought from Constantinople : mut. in fine.

23. Par. Nat. Gr. 306 [xii], 13 x 10$, ff. 187 (28), 2 cols., mut. initio

et fine.

24. Par. Nat. Gr. 308 [xiii], ff. 201, mut., contains six Lections from

I John and i Pet., more from the Old Testament.

25. Par. Nat. Gr. 319 [xi, Greg, xii], 12x8, ff. 274 (22), ill

written, with a Latin version over some portions of the text. Once
Colbert s.

26. Par. Nat. Gr. 320 [xii], 9|x7f, ff. 208 (21), 2 cols., mus.

rubr., mut.

27. Par. Nat. Gr. 321, once Colbert s [xiii, Greg, xiv], Ilfx8,
ff. 237 (23), mut., and illegible in parts.

28. (Evst. 26.) 29. (Evst. 94.)

30. Par. Nat. Gr. 373 [xiii, Greg, xiv], 8f x6f, ff. 118 (21), mut.

\

initio et fine : with some cotton-paper leaves at the end.

31. (Evst. 82.) 32. (Evan. 324, Evst. 97.)

33. Par. Nat. Gr. 382 [xiii, Greg, x], 9|x 7$, 271 (22), 2 cols., mus.

rubr. Once Colbert s.

34. Par. Nat. Gr. 383, once Colbert s [xv, Greg, xvi], 8f x5j,
ff. 206 (31), chart. In readings it is much with Apost. 12.

35. (Evst. 92.) 36. (Evst. 93.)

37. Ath. Nat. Libr. 103 [xv], 9x 6, ff. 199.

38. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1528 [xv], 8x6, ff. 235 (26), chart., written by
the monk Eucholius.

39. (Evst. 133.)

40. Rom. Barberini 18 [x], 4to, a palimpsest (probably uncial, though

^iot so stated by Scholz), correctly written, but mostly become illegible.

The later writing [xiv] contains Lessons from the Old Testament, with

la few from the Catholic Epistles at the end.

41. Rom. Barb., unnumbered [xi], 4to, mut. ff. 1-114.

i
42. Rom. Vallicell. C. 46 [xvi], 8| x 6J, ff. 115 (24), chart., with other

natter.

t43. (Evan. 561.) The palimpsest [viii or ix], written over the Gospels
nd table of Lessons, and containing Rom. xv. 30-33 ;

i Cor. iv. 9-13 ;

v. 42-5 ;
2 Cor. ix. 6, 7.

44. (Evst. 232.)

45. Glasgow, Hunt. Mus. V. 3. 4 [A. D. 1199], 11x7^, ff. 239 (22),

cols., mus. rubr. Written by order of Luke of Antioch. Belonged to

Jaesar de Missy.

VOL. I. B b
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46. Milan, Ambr. C. 63 sup. [xiv], 9Jx5f, ff. 153 (27), mut., bought
(like Evst. 103) in 1606, Corneliani in lapygia.

47. (Evst. 104.) 48. (Evst. 222.)
l

(Greg. 59.)

49. Eom. Vat. Gr. 2068 [xi], 9f x 7J, ff. 232 (24), 2 cols., pict., mut.
at end, formerly Basil 107, described with a facsimile by Bianchini,
Evan. Quadr., vol. ii. pt. 1, p. 523 and Plate iv : fK\oyd8iov roC an-oo-ToXou.

(Greg. 120.)

50. Modena, Este Libr. ii. D. 3 [xv], llf X 7|-, chart., seen by Burgon.

(Greg. 89.)

51. Besancon, Public Libr. 41
[xii], 9|x6f, ff. 141 (21), 2 cols.

(M. Castan: see Evst. 193). (Greg. 86.)

52. Lond. Brit. Mus. 32,051 [xi, xii, Greg, xiii], 10|x7f, ff. 192 (29),
2 cols., mut. at end, raws, rubr., got from Heraclea by Archd. Payne for

the Duke of Marlborough, A. D. 1738. Formerly Blenheim 3. C. 12.

(Greg. 65.)

53. (Evst. 258.) (Greg. 186.) 54. (Evst. 195.) (Greg. 73.)

*55. (Evst. 179.) (Greg. 55.)

*56. (Act. 42, Evst. 287) contains only i Cor. ix. 2-12. (Greg. 56.)

57. Lond. Lamb. 1190 [xiii, Greg, xi], 10x7, ff. 130 (25), 2 cols.,

neatly written, with many letters gilded, mut. at the beginning and end,

and uninjured. Archdeacon Todd in the Lambeth Catalogue, p. 50,

mistakes this for a copy of the Acts and all the Epistles. Bloomfield

examined Apost. 57, 59-62. (Greg. 60.)

58. Oxf., Ch. Ch. Wake 33 [A.D. 1172], 11 x8, ff. 266, mus., men.,

the ink having quite gone in parts. (Greg. 58.)

59. Lambeth 1191 [xiii], 8 x 6^, ff. 75 (19), much injured, mut. at

the beginning and end. (Greg. 61.)

60. Lamb. 1194 [xiii], 8|x7|, ff. 109 (17), chart., mut. at the end,
the writing very neat, the letters often gilded. (Greg. 62.)

61. Lamb. 1195 [xiii, Greg, xv], 10 x 7J, ff. 75 (17), chart., mut. at

the beginning. (Greg. 63.)

62. Lamb. 1196 [xiii, Greg, xii], lOf x 8, ff. 219 (23), 2 cols., mut. at

the end. (Greg. 64.)

63. Instead of this, which is Act. 315 (Greg.)

Oxford, Lincoln Coll. 4
[xii], 8x6, ff. 107 (?), mus. rubr.,

mut. beginning and end.

*64. B.-C. I. 10 (Evst. 251). (Greg. 66.)

*65. B.-C. III. 24 [xii or
xiii], 4to. (Greg. 68.)

*66. B.-C. III. 29 (Evst. 252). (Greg. 67.)

*67. B.-C. III. 42 (Evst. 253). (Greg. 184.)

1 As in our preceding lists, we remove to this foot-note Scholz s six copies
seen at St. Saba, and occupy their numbers by other manuscripts. They are

Apost. 49. St. Saba 16 [xiv], 4to, chart. 50. St. Saba 18 [xv], 8vo. 51. St. Saba 26

[xiv], fol. 52. (Evst. 171.) 53. (Evst. 160.) 54. St. Saba (unnumbered)
[xiii], 4to.
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*68. B.-C. III. 53 (Evst. 253 2

). (Greg. 263.)

69. Brit. Mus. Add. 29,714 [A. D. 1306], lOf x 8$, ff. 178 (28), written

by one Ignatius ; syn., was bought of Nicolas Parassoh in 1874. (Greg.
81.)

70. Bentley s Q=Apost. 52. (See Ellis, Bentleii Crit. Sacr. xxx
;

Berriman, Crit. Dissertation on i Tim. iii. 16, p. 105.) Instead

Cambridge, Mass. U.S.A., Harvard Univ. 2 (A. R. g. 3. 10) [xii],

Il|x8|, ff. 281 (23), 2 cols., orn.
(f. 202 mut.}, men., apparently by

the same hand as Evst. 484, but more beautiful. Hoskier, App. H,
pp. 3, 4. (Greg. 75.)

*t71. Leipzig, Univ. Libr. Tisch. vi. f. [ix or x], 9f x 7, Unc., f. 1 (24),
2 cols., containing Heb. i. 3-12, published in Anecd. sacr. et profan.,

p. 73, &c. (Greg. 80.)

*t72. Petrop. Caes. Muralt. 38, 49 [ix], 8vo, one leaf of a double

palimpsest, now at St. Petersburg, the oldest writing containing Acts
xiii. 10; 2 Cor. xi. 21-23, cited by Tischendorf (N. T., Proleg.,

p. ccxxvi, 7th edition). (Greg. 70.)

t73. (Evst. 192.) (Greg. 180.)

t74. Oxf. Bodl. Arch. Seld. 9 supr., palimpsest, containing under the
Christmas sermons of Proclus, Patriarch of Constantinople, almost

illegible Lessons from the Septuagint, with one or two from the Epistles
of SS. Peter and John. (Greg. 84.)

75. Lond. Brit. Mus. Add. 11,841 [xii or xiii, Greg, xi], 8 v 5|, ff. 86

(22), 2 cols., mut. Amidst Old Test. Lections are (1) ff. 52-54, i John iii.

21-24, 26
;

iv. 9-19
;
20-25

;
v

; (2) f. 78 (which should precede f. 74)
IS a Lesson for June 28

(KTJ}
T&amp;gt;V

ayia&amp;gt;t&amp;gt;

uTroaroXiov nerpov Kai TravXov, avd-

n y, containing i Pet. i. 3-19; ii. 11-24
((rjcrofjav). (Greg. 79.)

76. Oxf. Bodl. Misc. Gr. 319 [xiii],
11 x 8, ff. 14 (22), 2 cols., mus.

i rubr., four leaves being biblical, written by Symeon a reader, dytoo-v/iew-

: the date, if once extant in the red letters of the colophon, being
I now rubbed away. There are nine avayv^iiara. The book is either

a Euchology or a Typicum, more probably the former. The first Lesson
is 2 Tim. iii. 2-9. The remainder are numbered as Lessons for the

1

8fKarjfi(pov, or Twelve days from Christmas to Epiphany : they run thus,
a Rom. v. 18-21 : ff viii. 3-9 : y ix. 29-33 : 2 Cor. v. 15-21 : e Gal.

iii. 28 iv. 5 : T Col. i. 18-22: f Phil. iii. 3-9 : i/ Rom. viii. 8-14.

Found in a drawer by Mr. E. B. Nicholson, Bodley s Librarian. (Greg.

83.)

77. (Act. 98, portions marked as a^ and 3 .) (Greg. 82.)

78. (Evst. 290.) Lond. B.-C. III. 44 [xiv], 4to, chart., of 339 sur

viving leaves, is a Typicum in two separate hands, and contains twenty-
Lessons : viz. eleven from the Old Testament, six from the Apocryphn,

two from the Gospels (Matt. xi. 27-30; Mark viii. 34 ix. 1), ten from
&quot;3t. Paul s Epistles. (Greg. 78.)

79. Camb. Univ. Libr. Add. 679. 2 [xii
or

xiii], 10 x 8J, ff. 102 (18),

sing the companion volume to Evst. 291, contains week-day Epistles

B b 2
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from St. Paul. The first quire is in a different hand. Mut. six leaves.

Ends sixth day of thirty-third week (2 Thess. ii. 1). (Greg. 77.)

80. (Evst. 292.) (Greg. 183.)

81. =Apost. 52. Instead

Milan, Ambros. C. 16 inf.
[xiii], 9 x 7\, ff. 29 (34), 2 cols. (Greg.

112.)

Scholz says of Evst. 161, and to the same effect Coxe of Evst. Cairo

18, continet lect. et pericop. ;
which may possibly mean that these

copies should be reckoned for the Apostolos also.

82. Messina, Univ. 93 [xii or
xiii], 9|x7|, ff. 331 (22), 2 cols.,

perfect. (See Greg. 113.)

83. Crypta Ferrata, A. /3. 4 [x], 5 x 4
,

ff. 139 (19), mut., Praxapo-
stolos. (See Greg. 103.)

84. Crypta Ferrata, A. /3. 5 [xi], 7|x6J, ff. 245 (20), 2 cols., mus.

rubr., a most beautiful codex. (See Greg. 104.)

85. Crypta Ferrata, A. /3. 7
[xi], 5|-x4,-ff. 64 (27), mut., Praxapo-

stolos. (See Greg. 105.)

86. Crypta Ferrata, A. 0. 8 [xii or xiii, Greg, xiv], 6 x 4f , ff. 27 (16),

carelessly written, and injured by damp, fragments, Praxapostolos. (See

Greg. 106.)

87. Crypta Ferrata, A. /3. 9
[xii], 5|x4, ff. 104 (22), Praxapostolos.

(See Greg. 107.)

88. Crypta Ferrata, A./3. 10 [xiii], 6x5^, ff. 16 (22), mut., fragmen

tary, with unusual Saints days. (See Greg. 108.)

89. Crypta Ferrata, A. ft. 11 [xi], llfxSf, ff. 191 (25), 2 cols., mus.

rubr., mut. (See Greg. 109.)

90. (Evst. 322.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 102.)

91. (Evst. 323.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 197.)

92. (Evst. 325.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 198.)

93. (Evst. 327.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 172.)

94. (Evst. 328.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 173.)

95. (Evst. 334.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 201.)

96. (Evst. 337.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 200.)

97. (Evst. 339.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 201.)

98. Venice, St. Mark ii. 115 [xi or xii], 12f x9|, ff. 277 (21-23),
2 cols., mus. rubr. (See Greg. 124.)

99. (Evst. 341.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 202.)

100. (Evst, 344.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 203.)

101. (Evst. 346.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 204.)

102. (Evst. 347.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 205.)

103. (Evst. 349.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 206.)

104. (Evst. 350.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 207.)
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105. (Evst. 351.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 169.)
106. (Evst. 352.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 208.)
107. (Evst. 353.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 209.)
108. (Evst. 354.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 210.)
109. (Evst. 356.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 211.)

110. (Evst. 357.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 212.)

111. (Evst. 358.) Crypta Ferrata. (Greg. 213.)

112. (Evst. 312.) Messina, fragra. (Greg. 214.)
113. (Evst. 575.) Syracuse, Seminario 4, chart., ff. 219, mut., given

by the Card. Landolina. (Greg. 228.)

114. Venice, St. Mark ii. 128 [xiv], 8^x6, ff. 361 (19), mut. (See
Greg. 125.)

115. (Evst. 931.) Ven. St. Mark ii. 130. (Greg. 126.)

116. Rom. Vat. Gr. 368
[xiii], 10 x 7f, ff. 136 (26), 2 cols., Old Test.

Lections at end. (Greg. 1 1 8.)

117. (Evst. 381) Vat. (Greg. 264.)

118. (Evst. 387) Vat. (Greg. 223.)

119. Rom. Vat, Gr. 2116
[xiii], 7x5, ff. Ill (21), mut. (See

Greg. 121.)

120. Rom. Vat. Alex. Gr. 11 [xiv, Greg, xiii 11x71-, ff. 169 (24),
mut. (Greg. 123.)

121. (Evst. 395.) Rom. Vat. Alex. 59. (Greg. 227.)

122. Rom. Vat. Alex. Gr. 70 [A. D. 1544], 7|x5, ff. 18, in fronte

pronunciatio Graeca Latinis literis descripta. (Greg. 255.)

123. Rom. Vat. Pal. 241 [xv], 8fx7f, ff. 149 (21), chart. (Greg.
1 _ .

)

124. (Evst. 410.) Rom. Barb. (Greg. 216.)

125. Rom. Barb. iv. 11
[A. D. 1566], 8f x 6, ff. 158 (19), chart., mut.

(Greg. 114.)

126. Rom. Barb. iv. 60
[xi, Greg, xii], 9| x 7f ,

ff. 322 (22), mus. rubr.,
a fine codex with menoloyium. (Greg. 115.)

127. Rom. Barb. iv. 84
[xiii, Greg, xii], 11 x7|, ff. 189 (24), 2 cols.,

with men., mut. (Greg. 116.)

128. (Evst. 415.) Martin. (Greg. 256.)

129. (Evst. 96.) Martin. (Greg. 262.)

130. Par. Nat Suppl. Gr. 800 [xiv], 8|x 5|, ff. 115 (23), chart., mut.
at end. Martin, p. 174. (Greg. 88.)

131. Athos, Docheiariou 20. 132. Athos, Docheiariou 27.

133. Athos, Docheiariou 141. 134. Athos, Docheiariou 146.

135. Athos, Iveron 831. 136. Athos, Caracalla 10.

137. Athos, Caracalla 156.
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138. Athos, Constamonitou 21 [xvii], 8vo, chart., mut.

139. Athos, Constamonitou 22 [xiv], 8vo, cotton.

140. Athos, Constamonitou 23 [xv], 8vo, chart. (STT.

141. Athos,Coutloumoussi277. 142. Athos, Coutloumoussi 344.

143. Athos, Coutloumoussi 355. 144. Athos, Protaton 54.

145. Athos, Simopetra 6. 146. Athos, Simopetra 10.

147. (Evst. 479.) Athos, Simopetra 148.

148. Athos, Simopetra 149. 149. Athos, Simopetra 150.

150. Athos, Simopetra 151. 151. Athos, Stauroniketa 129.

152. Athos, Philotheou 17. 153. Beratinus, Abp.

154. Chalcis, Mon. Holy Trinity 13.

155. Clialcis, Mon. Holy Trin. 14.

156. Chalcis, Mon. Holy Trin. 15.

157. Chalcis, School 59. 158. Chalcis, School 74.

159. Chalcis, School 88. 160. Patmos 11.

161. Patmos 12. 162. Thessalonica, EXXjjv. Tv^v. 8.

163. Thess. EAA^. Tv^v. 10. 164. Thess. EXX^. Tvp.v. 13.

165. Sinai 296. 166. Sinai 297.

167. Sinai 298. 168. Sinai 299.

169. Athos, Dionysius 386. (Greg. 127.)

170. (Evst. 642.)

171. Petersburg, Caes. Muralt. 38. (Greg. 70a
.)

172. Petersburg, Caes. Muralt. 49. (Greg. 70b
.)

173. Petersburg, Caes. Muralt. 40a. (Greg. 71.)

174. Sinai 294. 175. (Evst. 261.)

176. (Evst, 240.) 177. (Evst. 232.)

178. (Evst. 191.) (Greg, twice, 69 and 178.)

179. (Evst. 472.)

180. Athos, Dionysius 387. (Greg. 128.)

181. (Evst. 166.) 182. (Evst. 169.)

183. Petersburg, Caes. Muralt. 45a . (Greg. 72.)

184. Athos, Dionysius 392. (Greg. 129.)

185. (Evst, 275.) 186. Docheiariou 17. (Greg. 130.)

187. (Evst. 420.) 188. (Evst. 571.)

189. (Evst. 572.) 190. (Evst. 573.)

191. (Evst. 804.) 192. (Evst. 828.)

193. (Evst. 439.) 194. (Evst. 440.)

195. (Evst. 443.) 196. (Evst. 446.)

197. Petersburg, Caes. Mur. 110. (Greg. 74.)
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198. New York, Astor s Library. (Greg. 76.)

199. (Evst. 290.)

200. Vienna, Caes. Gr. Theol. 308. (Greg. 85.)

201. Par. Nat. Gr. 922, fol. A. (Greg. 87a
.)

202. Par. Nat. Suppl. Gr. 804, if. 88 and 89. (Greg. 87b
.)

t203. Wisbech, Peckover, Unc., palimpsest. (Greg. 90.)

204. Athens, Nat. 68 (203) [xiii], 10| x 8|, ff. 218, mus. (Greg. 91.)

205. Athens, Nat, 69 (206), [xv], 8| x 5, ff. 347, mut. (Greg. 92.)

206. (Evst. 393.) Athens, Nat. (35) 1 (Greg. 93.)

207. (Evst. 422.) Athens, Nat. (63). (Greg. 94).

208. (Evst. 423.) Athens, Nat. (64) sic. (Greg. 95.)

209. Ath. Nat. 95 (115) [A. D. 1576], 8|x5|, ff. 192, mut. at beg.

(Greg. 96.)

210. Athens, Nat. 1 (Greg. 97 ?)

211. Athens, Nat.? (116?) [xv], 8| x 5f, ff. 141. (Greg. 98.)

212. Athens, Nat.? (114) [xvii], 8x 6|, ff. 190. (Greg. 99.)

213. Sinai 295. (Greg. 117.)

214. Escurial X. iv. 9. (Greg. 100.)

215. (Evst. 410.) 216. Escurial *. iii. 9. (Greg. 101.)

217. (Evst. 408.) 218. (Evst. 407.)

219. (Evst. 533.) 220. (Evst. 548.)

221. (Evst. 554.) 222. (Evst. 555.)

223. Florence, Laurent. St. Mark 704. (Greg. 111.)

224. (Evst. 557.) 225. (Evst. 558.)

226. (Evst. 572.)

227. Lesbos, T. Afip.(ovos ^ovrjs 55, Act., Paul., Cath., Apoc., syn.,

men., proll., mus. rubr. (Kerameus.)

228. Lesb. T. Aeiju. /noi/. 137 [xv], 8^ x4|, chart. (Kerameus.)

229. (Evst. 680.) 230. (Evst. 686.)

231. (Evst. 687.) 232. (Evst. 693.)

233. (Evst. 707.) 234. (Evst. 709.)

235. (Evst. 712.) 236. (Evst. 721.)

237. (Evst. 741.) 238. (Evst. 743.)

239. (Evst. 751.) 240. (Evst. 755.)

241. (Evst. 757.) 242. (Evst. 759.)

243. (Evst. 797.) 244. (Evst. 829.)

245. (Evst. 837.) 246. (Evst. 893.)

247. (Evst. 900.) 248. (Evst. 908.)

249. (Evst. 911.) 250. (Evst. 915.)
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251. (Evst. 916.) 252. (Evst. 917.)

253. (Evst. 924.) 254. (Evst. 929.)

255. Andros, Movy Ayia 2, ff. 140. Injured, but well written.
( Ai/r.

256. Andros, Movf) Ayia 3, chart., moth-eaten.
( Ai/ro&amp;gt;i/to?

257. (Evst. 428.) 258. (Evst. 272.)

259. (Evst. 518.) 260. (Evst. 894.)

261. (Evst. 895.)

262. Athos, Protaton 32, 4to, amidst other matter, Kf&amp;lt;b. t., syn., men.
\

y

263. Crypta Ferrata, A . 8 . 24. (Greg. 110.)

254. (Evst. 952.) 265. (Evst. 30.)

266. Athos, Gregory 60 [xvi], 16mo, chart., mut.

267. Kosinitsa, Ayia Moi/iJ, iwdwy? 6 neptvTfarjs (?) 198 [A. D. 1503],
written by the aforenamed.

268. Kos. Ay. Mov., N/KoXXor 55 [xi], written by the aforenamed.

269. Kos. Ay. Mov., -SvfjLt^v Aourftpff 195 [A. D. 1505], written by the
aforenamed.

270. Ath. Nat. Libr. 101 [xiv], 9 x 7$, ff. 169, mut. at beginning and
end.

271. Ath. Nat. Libr. 102 [xvii], 8| x6, ff. 229.

272. Ath. Nat. Libr. 106 [xiv-xv], 9x 7|, ff. 243, mut. at beginning
and end.

273. Ath. Nat. Libr. 133 [xiv], 8|x5|, ff. 348, jrict.

274. Ath. Nat. Libr. 144 [xv], 8x 5|, ff. 76, mut. at beginning and
end.

275. (Evst. 956.) 276. (Evst. 957.)

277. (Evst, 958.) 278. (Evst. 959.)

279. (Evst. 960.) 280. (Evst. 961.)

281. (Evst. 962.) 282. (Evst, 963.)

283. (Evst. 964.) 284. (Evst. 965.)

285. (Evst. 966.) 286. (Evst. 967.)

287. (Evst. 968.) 288. (Evst. 498.)
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3. At Kosinitsa, Ayla Movf, 124
[x], 10 J x 7, ff. 339, Evan., Act., Oath.,

Apoc., Paul.
(sic). Written by Sabbas, a monk, in tenth century, with

i marginal writing [xiii].

T At Kosinitsa, Ay. Mov. 375 [ix-x], 7* x 13, ff. 301 (16, 19, or 21).
I The two first gatherings are mice-eaten. TtVXoi in vermilion, avayv^^ara,

. t., subscr., Evan. Mut. Matt. i. 1 ix. 1.

H. a. Athos, Protaton 13
[vi], 4to, ff. 2, appended to Homilies of

Chrysostom, and containing fragments of the Evangelists.

b. Athos, Protaton 14
[vi], ff. 3, with fragments of St. John appended

at beginning and end to Lives of Saints.

c. Athos, Protaton 20
[vi],

2 cols.

d. Athos, Protaton 56
[vi],

ff. 10, 2 cols., at beginning and end of a

hortatory discourse [xiv], containing fragments of the Evangelists.

TOTAL NUMBER OF GREEK MANUSCRIPTS
AS RECKONED IN THE SIX CLASSES

UNCIALS :

Evangelia . . . 71

Acts and Catholic Epistles 19

St. Paul s Epistles . . 27

Apocalypse ... 7

Total . .
- 124

CUBSIVES :

Evangelia . . .1321
Acts and Catholic Epistles 420
St. Paul s Epistles . . 491

Apocalypse . . . 184

Evangelistaria . . .963
Apostolos. . . .288

Total . 3667

Grand Total . . .3791
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CHIEF AUTHORITIES.

THE chief authorities used in corrections and additions in this Edition
jj

have been as follows :

1. MS. Notes and other remains of Dr. Scrivener, such as Adversaria

Critica Sacra, just being published.

2. My own examination of the MSS. in London, Oxford, and Cambridge,
with obliging help as to those in the British Museum from Mr. G. F.

Warner, of the MSS. Department.

3. Burgon s Letters to the Guardian, 1873-74, 1882, and 1884.

4. As to Parisian MSS., the Abbe&quot; Martin s Description technique des

MSS. Grecs relatifs au N. Test., conserves dans les Bibliotheques de

Paris, Paris, 1884. And Omont s Facsimiles des MSS. Grecs dates de

la Bibliotheque Nationale du ix et du xiv/

5. KardXoyo? Tcav Xfipoypdfpw rr/s EdviKrjs EiftXiodfjKrjs TTJS &quot;E\\a8os vno

Iwairvav SaK/ceXuovoj nal AX/a/3id8ou I. 2aKKfXuoi&amp;gt;oy. Ei&amp;gt; AdtyVOif, 1892.

6. lfpocrd\vp.iTiKri Bi/SXio^ijKr;, fjroi KaraXoyoy TU&amp;gt;V fv TOLS Bip\io0T]Ka.is TOV

ayicordrou dnocrrdXiKov re /cat xadoXiKov 6pdo86ov narpiap^iKov dpovov TO&amp;gt;V \fpocro-

Xfjucoi Kai TrcKrys HaXaKTTiVTjs aTTOKfijJi(vu&amp;gt;v E\\TfviKO)v KcoSixcoj/, K.T.X. ; virb IlaTra-

AC.T.X. *El/ IlT3O7roXet, 1891.

7. Ev Kwi/OTairifovTroXei EXXr/ftKof ^tXoXoyiKOf SiiXXoyos. MaupoyopSdreios

liapapr^ara rov IE TO/AOU (1884), TOV If To/xou (1885), roC IZ

(1886), roC IH To/xou (1888). Ei KuyoravrtvovtrdXct.

8. YTro/ii/^ara f](piypa(f)iKa TOV KwAcXdScov Nijo coJ/ Kara fj.pos into AVTOIVIOV

MrfXiapaKT], *Av8pos, Kecuj, UTTO A. IIuTraSoTrovXou TOV
K(pap.fu&amp;gt;s.

Ev A.df)vais,

1880.

9. *Ei(fl((rts HaXaioypa&amp;lt;piKS)v Kai
&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;iXoXoyiKa&amp;gt;i/ Epfvvcav fv QpaKrj KCU MaKfdovia .

vno A. IlaTraSoTrovXou
Kfpa/j.fa&amp;gt;s.

Ev Ktovo-TavTivovrroXei, 1886.

10. KaraXoyor
VTTO STrviScofoy II.

11. Catalogus Codicum Bibliotheca Imperialis Publicae Gr. et Lat.

Edvardus de Muralto. Petropoli, 1840.

12. And especially the learned Prolegomena to Tischendorf, 8th

edition, drawn up and issued by Dr. C. R. Gregory, who has with the

greatest diligence examined a vast number of MSS. on the spot. I have

had a difficult task in steering between my duty to the learned public in
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the short time allowed me for the preparation of this edition, and the

desire of Dr. Gregory that I should not take more of the information

supplied in his work than I could help. What I have chiefly clone has

been to insert his measurements, where I could obtain no others, trans

lating them into inches, and some other particulars upon such MSS. as

had been already described in the third edition. In the case of the newly-
discovered MSS., which have been first recorded by Dr. Gregory, I have

only mentioned them, with a general reference to Dr. Gregory s book,

except where information from other sources has come to hand. I have

the pleasure of paying a tribute in the case of MSS. which I have
examined upon his track to the great skill and accuracy of his

examinations.

APPENDIX B.

ON FACSIMILES.

SINCE the application of photography in its more perfect forms to

manuscripts for the purpose of representing their character accurately to

scholars who have no oppoitunity of examining the manuscripts for them

selves, the older facsimiles have in greater measure lost their value. It

seems, therefore, hardly worth while to refer to the collections of fac

similes made by Montfaucon, or Bianchini, or Silvestre, or Westwood,
other representations when they are to be had being so much more
faithful and instructive.

The following are some of the most valuable of recent collections :

1. Palaeographical Society, Facsimiles of MSS. and Inscriptions, ed.

E. A. Bond, E. M. Thompson, and G. F. Warner, first series, 3 vols.,

London, 1873-1883
;
second series, 1884, &c., in progress, fol.

This collection contains the following Gr. Test. MSS. :

SERIES I.

B, Plate 104. N, Plate 105.

A, Plate 106. D, 14, 15.

D, Clarom. 63, 64. E, Laudianus, 80.

Evst., Parham, 83. Brit. Mus. Harl. 5598, 26, 27.

Brit. Mus. Add. 17,470, 202. Rom. Vat. Gr. 1208, 131.

Brit, Mus. Add. 28,816, 843. Brit. Mus. Add. 28,818, 204.

Brit. Mus. Add. 22,506, 205. Brit. Mus. Add. 19,993, 206.

Camb. Trin. Coll. B. 17. 1, 127. A, Sangallensis, semi-uncial, 179.

Codex Argenteus (Gothic), 118.

SERIES II.

Oxf. Bodl. Misc. Gr. 313, 7. Rom. Vat. Gr. 2138, 87.

2. A considerable selection from the large assemblage of MSS. at Paris

has been issued in facsimile by M. Omont, in his three volumes, pub-
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lished in 1887, 1890, and 1892 respectively, viz. Facsimiles des Manuscrit^
Grecs des xv et xiv siecles, reproduits en photolithographic d apres les]

originaux de la Bibliotheque Nationals, Paris, 4to.

Facsimiles des Manuscrits Grecs dates de la Bibliotheque Natiouale diu

ixe au xive siecle, Paris, fol.

Facsimiles des plus anciens Manuscrits Grecs en onciale et en miriusculei

de la Bibliotheque Nationale du ive au xiie siecle, Paris, fol.

3. For Spain, Martin (A.), Facsimiles des Manuscrits d Espagne, graves
d apres les photographies de Charles Graux, 2 vols., Paris, 1891, 8vo

and atlas.

4. Wattenbach (W.) and Velsen (A. von), Exempla Codicum Graecorum
literis minusculis scriptorum, Heidelberg, 1878, fol.

APPENDIX C.

ON DATING BY INDICTION.

SOME account of the old way of dating Greek MSS. by indiction has!

been already given (p. 42, n. 2), but it may be convenient to our readers

to have a fuller description to refer to. Such a description may be found
in Mr. Maunde Thompson s admirable Manual on Greek and Latin

Palaeography, pp. 322-3, which, by the kind permission of the author, &amp;lt;

is reproduced here.

Mediaeval Greek MSS. are dated sometimes by the year of the

indiction, sometimes by the year of the world according to the era of

Constantinople, sometimes by both indiction and year of the world.

The Indiction was a cycle of fifteen years, which are severally styled]
Indiction 1, Indiction 2, &c., up to Indiction 15, when the series begins
afresh. The introduction of this system is attributed to Constantiue the

Great. From the circumstance of the commencement of the indiction;

being reckoned variously from different days, four kinds of indictions have

been recognized, viz. :

i. The Indiction of Constantinople, calculated from the 1st of September,
A.D. 312.

ii. The Imperial or Caesarian Indiction (commonly used in England
aud France), beginning on the 24th of September, A.D. 312.

iii. The Roman or Pontifical Indiction (commonly used in dating papal
bulls from the ninth to the fourteenth century), beginning on the 1st of

January (or the 25th of December, when that day was reckoned as the

first day of the year), A.D. 313.

iv. The Indiction used in the register of the parliament of Paris,

beginning in October.
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The Greeks made use of the Indiction of Constantinople
l
.

, To find the indiction of a year of the Christian era, add 3 to the year
^because A. D. 1= Indiction 4), and divide the sum by 15: if nothing
i.-emains, the indiction will be 15

;
if there is a remainder, it will be the

aumber of the indiction. But it must not be forgotten that the Indiction
bf Constantinople begins on the first of September, and consequently that

the last four months of a year of the Christian era belong to the next
indiction year.
The year of the Creation of the World was calculated, according to

the era of Constantinople, to be B. c. 5508. The first day of the year was
the 1st of September.

To reduce the Mundane era of Constantinople to the Christian era,
deduct 5508 from the former for the months of January to August; and
,5509 for September to December.
A chronological table, showing the corresponding years of the Mundane

,era, the Christian era, and the Indiction, from A. D. 800 to A. D. 1599,
will be found in Gardthausen s

&quot; Griechische Palaeographie,&quot; pp. 450-459.

Mr. Thompson also refers to an article by Mr. Kenyon in The Classical

Review, March, 1893, p. 110, where the Egyptian puzzle is noticed, to

:one by Wilcken in Hermes, xxviii. p. 230, and one by Viereck in

Philologus, lii. p. 219, and generally to the interesting and valuable

(Introduction to the British Museum upon Greek Papyri.

APPENDIX D.

ON THE PHMATA.

THE following ingenious and probably sound explanation of what has

been long a crux to Textual Critics, comes from a Lecture by Mr. Rendel

Harris, On the Origin of the Ferrar Group/ delivered at Mansfield

College, Oxford, on Nov. 6, 1893, and since published (C. J. Clay and

Sons), and courteously sent to the editor by the accomplished author.

The explanation is given in Mr. Harris own words (pp. 7-10): but the

whole of his pamphlet should be consulted by those who are interested in

this study.
In Scrivener s Introduction to the New Testament (ed. 3, p. 65) we

are told that &quot; besides the division of the text into o-n^ot or lines, we find

in the Gospels alone another division into p^/xara or prjo-fis, sentences,

differing but little from the ort^oi in number. Of these last the precise

1 An independent mode of reckoning the commencement of the indiction was
followed in Egypt under the later Roman Empire. The indiction there began
normally in the latter half of the month Pauni, which corresponds to about the

middle of June
; but the actual day of commencement appears to have been

variable and to have depended upon the exact period of the rising of the Nile.

Catalogue of Greek Papyri in the British Museum, pp. 197, 198.
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numbers vary in different copies, though not considerably, &c.&quot; And on

p. 66 we find the following statistical statement :

Matthew has 2522
Mark 1675
Luke 3803
John 1938

These figures are derived from MSS. of the Gospels, in which we
frequently find the attestation given both of the p^ara and the

e.g. Cod. Ev. 173 gives for

Matthew &amp;lt;K

while the corresponding figures for Mark and Luke are

Mark ax f ) and Luke
,y&amp;lt;y

)

QYO ! j3ufj/ I

No explanation, as far as I know, has ever been given of these curiously
numbered prj^aTa. The word is, certainly, a peculiar one to use, if short

sentences are intended, such as are commonly known by the terms &quot;

cola

and commata.&quot;

It has occurred to me that perhaps the explanation might lie in the

fact that pfifj-n was here a literal translation of the Syriac word Joo.^js.3.
Let us then see whether Joo^ls^ is the proper word to describe a verse,
either a fixed verse, like a hexameter, or a sense-line. A reference to

Payne Smith s Lexicon will show that it may be used in either of these

senses, for example, we are told that it is not only used generally of the

verses of Scripture, but that it may stand for
&quot;

comma, membrum versus,

sententia brevior quam versus, cm^o?, Schol. ad Hex. Job. ix. 33 ;

5_v&amp;gt; JL^^KS, Tit. ib. Ps. ix; 5 J^aW Joei^J^3, ib. Ex. xxx. 22

marg. : insunt in Geneseos libro jc^i^Ks MMMMDIX, coloph. ad Gen., it.

C.S.B. 2 et sic ad fin. cuiusque libri
;

in libris poeticis sententia est

hemistichio minor, e. g. in Ps. i. insunt versus sex sed * 2&amp;gt;

;
in

Ps. ii. versus duodecim, sed ^^ fis^.&quot;

It seems, therefore, to be used in Syriac much in the same way as

trrlxos in Greek.

Now there is in one of the Syriac MSS. on Mount Sinai (Cod. Sin. Syr.)
a table of the Canonical books of the Old and New Testaments with their

measured verses. We will give some extracts from this table
;
but first,

notice that the Gospels are numbered as follows :

Matthew has 2522
Mark 1675
Luke 3083
John 1737

and the whole of the four Evangelists 9218, which differs slightly from
the total formed by addition, which, as the figures stand, is 9017.
On comparing the table with the numbers given by Scrivener from

Greek MSS., viz.
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Matt.= 2522
Mark=1675
Luke = 3803
John = 1938

we see at a glance that we are dealing with the same system; Luke
should evidently have 3083, the Greek number being evidently an ex
cessive one; and if we assume that John should be 1938 the total
amounts exactly to the 9218 given for the four Gospels.

This is very curious, and since the p^ara are now proved to be rightly
equated to

Jj*i^2&amp;gt;,
and this latter word is a proper word to describe

a verse or ort^oy, the p^ara appear to be a translation of a Syriac table.

Perhaps we may get some further idea about the character of the
verses in question by turning to the Sinai list, which is not confined
to the Gospels, but ranges through the whole of the Old and New
Testaments.

The Stichometry in question follows the list of the names of the

seventy disciples, which list is here assigned to Irenaeus, bishop of

Lugdunum. After which we have

ool

.

i.e. Genesis has 4516 verses

followed by
Exodus
Leviticus

Numbers

Deuteronomy
Total for the Law
Joshua

Judges
&c.

When we come to the New Testament, it seems at first sight as if the

verses which are there reckoned cannot be the Greek equivalent hexa

meters : for we are told that Philemon contains 53 verses, and the

Epistle to Titus 116, numbers which are in excess of the Euthalian

reckoning, 38 and 97 verses respectively, and similarly in other cases.

The suggestion arises that the lines here reckoned are sense lines, and
this is therefore the meaning to be attached to the fujfiara of the MSS.
But upon this point we must not speak too hastily.
The interest of the Sinai stichometry is not limited to this single

point : its list of New Testament books is peculiar in order and contents.

There seem to be no Catholic Epistles, and amongst the Pauline Epistles,
Galatians stands first

;
note also the curious order Hebrews, Colossians,

Ephesians, Philippians.
*

I do not think there can be the slightest doubt that our explanation
of the origin of the p^ara is correct ****.
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II. Acts and Catholic Epistles.

III. Paul.
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VI. Apostolos.





INDEX I.

OF GKEEK MANUSCRIPTS.

Index of Greek Manuscripts of the New Testament, arranged according to the

countries where they are and the owners to whom they belong.

(N.B. The Reference is always made to the MSS., whieh are described in their

proper places.)

BRITISH EMPIRE.
ENGLAND. Total

MSS.

Amherst, Lord Evan. 887... 1

Ashburnham, Earl of 3

204 Evan. 544
205 E vst. 237

205* Evst. 238

Braithwaite, J. B 3

i Evan. 327
2 Evan. 328
3 Evan. 236

(British and ForeignBible Soc.,
London) . . .Evan. 3 & Evst. 200 2

Burdett-Coutts, Baroness 19

B.-C.L i Evan. 612
II. 16, 18 Evann. 551-2
III. 4, 5, 9, 10 Evann. 555-8
III. 21 Evst. 246
III. 24 Apost. 65
III. 29 Evst. 252
III. 34 Evst. 247
III. 37 Act. 221

III. 41 Evan. 559
111.42 Evst. 253

111.43,46,52, 53 Evst. 248, 249,

25, 253

111.44 Apost. 78

(Cambridge)
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 25

Dd. 8. 23 Evst. 146
Dd. 8. 49 Evst. 4
Dd. 9. 69 Evan. 60
Dd. ii. 90 Act. 21

Ff. i. 30 Paul. 27
Hh. 6. 12 Evan. 609

Total
MSS.

Kk. v. 35 Evan. 62

Kk. 6. 4 Act. 9
LI. 2. 13 Evan. 70
Mm. 6. 9 Evan. 440
Nn. 2. 36 Evan. 443
Nn. 2. 41 (Bezae) Evan. I)

Add.679.i Evst. 291

679. 2 Apost. 79
720 Evan. 618

1836 Evst. 292

1837 Evan. 619
1839 Evst. 293
1840 Evst. 294
1875 Evan.T6

1879. 2 Evst. 295

1879. ii Evan. 620

1879. 12 Evst. 296

1879. 13 Evst. 297

1879. 24 Evan. 621

CHRIST S COLLEGE 2

F. i. 8 Evst. 222

F. i. 13 Act. 24

CLARE COLLEGE ...Evst. 488 ... 1

EMMANUEL COLLEGE 1

I. 4- 35 Act - 53

GONVILLE AND CAIUS COLLEGE... 1

403 Evan. 59

TRINITY COLLEGE t&amp;gt;

B. viii. 5 Evan. Wd

B. x. 16 Evan. 507
B. x. 17 Evan. 508
B. xvii. i (Augiens.)...Paul. F
0. iv. 22 Evst. 221

0. viii. 3 Evan-66
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(Cheltenham)

FENWICK, Middle Hill 10

1284 Evan. 527
1461 Act. 178
2387 Evan. 528
3886 Evan. 529
3887 Evan. 530
7681 Act. 198
7682 Evan. 531

77 12 Evan. 532
7757 Evan. 533
13975 Evan. 526

Coniston, Ruskin Evst. 254 ... 1

Crawford, Earl of ...Evann. 1320,

1321 ... 2

Herries, Lord Evan. 580... 1

(Holkham)
EARL OP LEICESTER 2

3 Evan. 524
4 Evan. 525

(Lambeth Palace) 25
Cod. 528 Evan. 71

H75 Evan. 509
1176 Evan. 510
1177 Evan. 511
1178 Evan. 512
H79 Evan. 513
1180 Evan. 514
1 181? (or 1255). ..Act. 186
1182 Act. 182

1183 Act. 183
1184 Act. 184
1185 Act. 185
1186 Paul. 256
1187, 1188, 1189 Evst. 223-5
1190,1191 Apost.59,6o
1192 Evan. 515
1193 Evst. 2*26

&quot;94 Evst. 363
1195,1196 Apost. 61-2

1255 or C. 4 Evan. 516
135 Evan. 517

(Leicester) Evan. 69 .. 1

(London)
BRITISH MUSEUM 136

Codex Alexandrinus
Arundel 524 Evan. 566

534 Paul. 372
536 Evst. 256
547 Evst. 257

Burney 18 Evan. 568
19 Evan. 569
20 Evan. 570
21 Evan. 571
22 Evst. 259

Burney 23 Evan. 572
48 Act. 225

408 Evst. 499
Cotton, Vesp. B.xviii. Apost. 2

Titus C. xv ...Evan. N
Egerton2i63 Evst. 59

2610 Evan. 604
2783 Evan. 563

2784 Evan. 565
2785 Evan. 564
2786 Evst. 255

2787 Act. 223
Harleian 1810 Evan. 113

5537 Act- 25

5538 Evan. 567
554 Evan. 114
5552 Paul. 66

5557 Act. 26

5559 Evan. 115

5561 Evst. 258

5567 Evan. 116

5588 Act. 59
5598 Evst. 150
_,..

j
Paul. M

5613
i
Act. 60

5620 Act. 27
5647 Evan. 72

5650 Evst. 25, 2

5678 Apoc. 31

5684 Evan. G
5731 Evan. 117
5736 Evan. 445
5776 Evan. 65
5777 Evan. 446
5778 Act. 28

5784 Evan. 447
5785 Evst. 151

578 7 Evst. 152

5790 Evan. 448
5796 Evan. 444

Eoyal MS. I. B.T. ...Act. 20

Additional Manuscripts
4949 Evan. 44
495, 495 J Evan. 449
5!7 Evan. 439
5111, 5112 Evan. 438
5115, 5116 Act. 22

5117 Evan. 109
5153 Evst. 260

5468 Evan. 573
7H 1 Evan. 574
7142 Paul. 267

10068 Evst . 926
11300 Evan. 575
11836 Evan. 576
11837 Evan. 201

11838 Evan. 577
11839 Evan. 578
11840 Evst. 261

11841 Apost. 75
11859-60 Evan. 608
11868 Evan. 579
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Add. MSS. (cont.}

14637,14638 Evst. 496-7
H744 Evan. 202

15581 Ev;m. 580
16183 Evan. 581
16184 Evan. 582
16943 Evan. 583
I7J3& Evan. Nb

I72U Evan. R
1737 Evst. 262

17469 Evan. 584
I 747 Evan. 585
I/74 1 Evan. 586
I798 2 Evan. 587
18211 Evan. 588
18212 Evst. 263
J9386 Evan, no
19387 Evan. 589
19388 Act. 229
^389 Evan. 590
19392 Act. 230
*9459 Evst. 930
1946 Evst. 264
J 9737 Evst. 265
19993 Evst. 266
20003 Act. 61
21260 Evst. 267
21261 Evst. 268

22506 Evan. 591
22734 Act. 107
22735 Evst. 269
22736 Evan. 592
22 737 Evan. 593
22738 Evan. 594
22739 Evan. 595
22740 Evan. 596
22741 Evan. 597
22742 Evst. 270
22743 Evst. 271
22744 Evst. 272
24112 Evan. 598
24373 Evan. 599
24374 Evst. 273
24376 Evan. 600
24377 Evst. 274
24378 Evst. 275
24379 Evst. 276
24380 Evst. 277
25881 Evst. 38
26103 Evan. 601

27860 Evst. 278
27861 Evan. 602

28815 Evan. 603
28816 Act. 232
28817 Evst. 279
28818 Evst. 280

29713 Evst. 62

29714 A post. 69
31208 Evst. 281

31919 Evst. 282

Evan. T
31920 Evst. 283
31921 Evst. 284

Add. MSS. (con*.) SwsJ

31949 Evst. 285
32051 Apost. 52
32277 Evan. 892
3 2 34 T Evan. 325
34059 Evst. 39
34107 Evan. 321
34108 Evan. 322

Butler Evan. 632 ... 1

Highgate, Burdett-Coutts 20
I. 2 Evst. 239
! 3, 4. 7 Evann. 545-7
I. 8 Evst. 240
I. 9 Evan. 548
I. 10 Evst. 251
I. 23, 24 Evst. 241-2
II. 4 Evan. 603
II. 5 Evst. 243
II. 5 (?), II. 14 Evst. 494-5
II. 7, 13 Evann.549-5o
II. 23 Evst. 244
II. 26 1

, 262 Evann. 553-4
II. 30 Evst. 245
III. I Act. 220

Sion College 4

A. 32. i (i) Evst. 227
A. 32. i (2) Evst. 228
A. 32. i (3) Evan. 518
A. 32. i (4) Evst. 229

(Manchester) 1

Rylands Libr Evan. 886

(Oxford)

BODLEIAN 78

Barocc. 3 Act. 23

29 Evan. 46
31 Evan. 45
48 Apoc. 28

59 Evan. 610

197 Evst. 201

202 Evst. 5
Canon. Gr. 33 Evan. 288

34 Evan. 488
36 Evan. 489
85 Evst. 202

92 Evst. 203
no Act. 212

112 Evan. 490
119 Evst. 204
122 Evan. 491
126 Evst. 205

E. D. Clarke 4 Act. 56
5 Evan. 98
6 Evan. 107
7 Evan, in
8 Evst. 157
9 Act. 58

10 Evan. 112

45 Evst. 206
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E.D.Clarke 46 Evst. 207
47 Evst. 208

48 Evst. 209
Cromwell n Evst. 30

15 Evan. 482
16 Evan. 483
27 Evst. 210

Laud 3 Evan. 52

31 Evan. 51

32 Evst. 18

33 Evan. 50
34 Evst. 20

35 .Act. E
Misc. Gr. I Evan. 48

5 Evan. Ob

8 Evan. 96
9 Evan. 47
10 Evst. 19
II Evst. 28
12 Evst. 29
13 Evan. 118

17 Evan. 484
74 Act. 30
76 Evan. 67
118 Act. 213
119 Evst. 211

136 Evan. 105
I4O Evst. 212

141.. Evan. 485
293 Evan. 486
305 Evan. 606

306 Evan. 607
307 Evst. 288

308 Evst. 289
310 Evan. A
313 Evan. T

3H Evan. 737
319 Apost. 76
323 Evan. 81

MS. Bibl. Gr. d. i Evan. 562
e. i Evan. 82

Roe i Evan. 49
16 Paul. 47

Selden supra (i) 2 ...Evst. 26

(2) 3 ...Evst. 27
(6) 5 ...Evan. 55

(28) 53. ..Evan. 53
(29) 54. ..Evan. 54

B. 54(47) Evst. 22

B. 56 (49) Evst. 21

Arch. 9 Apost. 74
MS. Gr. Lit. c. i Tf

MS. Clar. Pr. b. 2 T&quot;
&quot;

CHRIST CHURCH 29

Wake 13 Evan. We

12 Evan. 492
13 Evst. 213
14 Evst. 214
15 Evst. 215
16 Evst. 216

17 Evst. 217
iS .. ...Evst. 218

Wake 19 Evst. 219
20 Evan. 74
21 Evan. 493
22 Evan. 494
23 Evst. 220

24 Evan. 495
25 Evan. 496
26 Evan. 73
27 Evan. 497
28 Evan. 498
29 Evan. 499
30 Evan. 500
31 Evan. 501

32 Evan. 502

33 Apost. 58

34 Evan. 503
36 Evan. 504

37 Evan. W f &
Act. 192

38 Act. 191

39 Evan. 505

40 Evan. 506

KEBLE COLLEGE ...Evst. 298 ... 1

LINCOLN COLLEGE 6

4 Evst. 63

15 Evst. 3
16 Evan. 95

17 Evan. 68 &
Evst. 199

18 Evan. 56
82 Act. 33

7 Paul. 42

9 Evan. 57

NEW COLLEGE 3

58 Act. 36

59 Act - 37
68 Evan. 58

(Parham Park, Sussex) 17

LORD DE LA ZOUCHE.

66. i Evst. 233

67. 2 Apoc. 96
71. 6 Evan. 534
72. 7 Evan. 535

73. 8 Evan. 5. ,6

74- 9 Evan. 537

75. 10 Evan. 538

76. ii Evan. 539

77. 12 Evan. 540

78.13 Evan. 541

79. 14 Act. 216

80. 15 Act. 217
Si. 16 Act. 218

82. 17 Apoc. 95
83. 18 Evst. 234

84.19 Evst. 235

85.20 Evst. 236
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Quaritch i Evan. 469 .

ii Evan. 471
viii Evst. 935
Formerly ...Evan. 885

Ruskin, John Evst. 254 .

Swete, H. B., Dr Evan. 736 .

Evan. 737

White,Mr Evan. 523 .

&quot;Winch elsea, Earl of Evan. 106 .

(Wisbech)
PECKOVEB .

Total
MSS.

,
4

i Evan. 560
2 Evan. 561

Apost. 43
70 Evst. 500

Apost. 203

Woolwich ?, Bate Evst. 492 ..

Wordsworth, Bp. ...Evan. 542 ..

IRELAND.

(Dublin)

TRINITY COLLEGE

Evan. Z
D. i. 28 Paul. 490
A. i. 2, fol. i Evst. 454

SCOTLAND.

Bute Evan. 64 ... 1

(Edinburgh) 5

Libr. A. c. 25 Evan. 519
Mackellar Evan. 896

Act. 333
Univ. D. Laing 6, 667 Evann. 897-8
Univ. Laing Evst. 578

(Glasgow)
HUNTER MUSEUM 7

V. 3.3 Evst. 231
V. 3. 4 Apost. 45
V. 4. 3 Evst. 232
V. 5. 10 Evst. 230
V. 7. 2 Evan. 520
Q. 7. 10 Evan. 521
S. 8. 141 Evan. 522

Duke of Hamilton s collection.

NEW ZEALAND.

Auckland Evan. 1273 2

Evst. 420

FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
BELGIUM.

Brussels

Reg. 11358, 11375 ...Evann. 881-2

DENMARK.

Copenhagen
Havniensis 1322 Evan. 234

1323 Evan. 235

1324 Evst. 44

EGYPT.

Cairo 2

Cod. P. Kerameus Evan. Tg

Patr. Alex. 2, 15, 16,

17,68 Evann. 643-7

421,952 Evann. 903-4
82,87 Evann. 1270-1
8, 59, 88 Act. 253-5

942 Act. 381
18 Evst. 140

927, 929, 943,

944. 945. 946 &amp;gt;

94s . 95&amp;gt; 95 1
.

953 Evst. 760-9
MeroiKia of St. Cath. 7 Evan. 648

FRANCE.

Arras 970 Evan. 872... 1

Besancon 41 Apost. 51 ... 2

44 Evst. 193

Bordier, Henri Evst. 505 ... 1

Carpentras ii Evst. 189... 1

Dessau Evan. 874... 2

200 Paul. 374

Montpelier.Sch.M. 446 Evan. 871... 2

405 Evst. 504

Paris

NATIONAL LIBRARY 298

&quot;Nat. Gr. Rig C
13 Evst. 415
14 Evan. 33

19 Apoc. 58
47 Evan. 18

48 Evan. M
49 Evan. 8

50 Evan. 13

51 Evan. 260

52 Evan. 261

53 Evan. 262

54 Evan. 16

55 Evan. 17

56 Act. 51

57 Act. 114
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Nat. Gr. (cowf.)

58 Act. 115

59 Act. 116
60 Act. 62

61 Evan. 263
62 Evan. L
63 Evan. K
64 Evan. 15

65 Evan. 264
66 Evan. 265
67 Evan. 266
68 Evan. 21

69 Evan. 267
70 Evan. 14

71 Evan. 7

72 Evan. 22

73 Evan. 268

74 Evan. 269
75 Evan. 270
76 Evan. 272

77 Evan. 23

78 Evan. 26

79 Evan. 273
80 Evan. 275
81 Evan. 276
8ia Evan. 277
82 Evan. 278
83 Evan. 9
84 Evan. 4
85 Evan. 119
86 Evan. 279
87 Evan. 280
88 Evan. 281

89 Evan. 29

90 Evan. 282

91 Evan. 10

92 Evan. 283
93 Evan. 284
94 Evan. 31

95 Evan. 285

96 Evan. 286

97 Evan. 743
98 Evan. 287
99 Evan. 288
100 Evan. 30
looa Evan. 289
101 Act. 118
102 Act. 7
I02a Act. 119
103 Act. ii

iO3a Act. 120

104 Act. 121

105 Act. 122

106 Evan. 5
io6a Act. 123
107 Paul. D
108 Paul. 145
109 Paul. 146
no Paul. 147
in Paul. 148
112 Evan. 106

113 Evan. 291
114 Evan. 292

Nat. Gr. (con*.)
T
Ml!

115 Evan. 27
116 Evan. 32

117 Evan. 293
118 Evan. 294
119 Evan. 744
120 Evan. 295
121, 122 Evan, n
123 Evan. 296
124 Act. 124

125 Act. 125
126 Paul. 151

177 Evan. 299

178 Evan. 24
179 Evan - 745
181 Evan. 746
182 Evan. 747 and

Evst. 61

183 Evan. 748
184 Evan. 749
185 Evan. 750
1 86 Evan. 300
187 Evan. 301
188 Evan. 20

189 Evan. 19

190 Evan. 751

191 Evan. 25

192 Evan. 752
193 Evan. 302

194 Evan. 304

I94a Evan. 303

195 Evan - 35
196? Evan. 103

196 Evan. 753
197 Evan. 306

198 Evan. 754
199 Evan. 307
200 Evan. 308
201 Evan. 309
202 Evan. 310
203 Evan. 311

204 Evan. 755
205 Evan. 756
206 Evan. 312

207 Evan. 757
208 Evan. 313

209 Evan. 314
210 Evan. 315
211 Evan. 316
212 Evan. 317

213 Evan. 318
216 Act. 126

217 Act. 127
218 Act. 128

219 Act. 12

22O Act. 129
221 Act. 130
222 Paul. 157

223 Act. 131

224 Paul. 159

224a Paul. 375

225 Paul. 160

226... ...Paul. 161
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Nat. Gr. (cont.}

227 Paul. 162

228, 263 Evst. 427-8
230 Evan. 12

231 Evan. 319
232 Evan. 320
234 Evan. 761

235 Evan. 762 and
Evst. 426

237 Act. 10

238 Paul. 163
239 A[)oc. 62

240 Apoc. 139
241 Apoc. 63
276 Evst. 82

277 Evst. 63
278 Evst. i

279 Evst. 17
280 Evst. 2

281 Evst. 64
282 Evst. 65
283 Evst. 66

284 Evst. 67
285 Evst. 68
286 Evst. 69
287 Evst. 10
288 Evst. 70
289 Evst. 71

290 Evst-72, 72
b

291 Evst. 73
292 Evst. 74
393 Evst. 75
294 Evst. 83
295 Evst. 76
296 Evst. 77
297 Evst. 16

398 Evst. 78
299 Evst. 79
300 Evst. 80

301 Evst. 7

302 Evst. 15

303 Evst. loi

304 Apost. 22

305 Evst. 81

306 Apost. 23
307 Evst. 9
308 Apost. 24
309 Evst. ii

310 Evst. 12

311 Evst. 86

312 Evst. 8

313 Evst. 87
314 Evst. 88 and

Evan.Wfl

3*5 Evst. 14
316 Evst. 89
317 Evst. 90
318 Evst. 91
319 Apost. 25
320 Apost. 26

321 Apost. 27
324 Evst. 92
326 Evst. 93

Nat. Gr. (cont.)-
T
M||!

33 Evst. 94
373 Apost. 30
374 Evst. 95
375 Evst. 60

376 Evan. 324
377 Evst. 98
378 Evan. 326
379 Evan. 28

380 Evst. 99
381 Evst. 100

382 Apost. 33
383 Apost. 34
491 Apoc. 61

849 Paul. 164
922, fol. A Apost. 201

975 Evst. 299
J 775 Evan. 764

Nat. Suppl. Gr.

24, 29 Evst.4i6~7
27 Evst. 158
32 Evst. 84
33 Evst. 85
50 Evst. 58
74 Evst. 366
75 Evan. 271
79 Evan. 274
99 Apoc. 59
104 Apost. ii

108 Evan. 290
115 Evst. 96
118 Evan. 323
140 Evan. 297
159 Evan. 738
175 Evan. 298
185 Evan. 120

219 Evan. 759
227 Evan. 633
242 Evst. 159
567 Evst. 367
611, 612 Evann. 740-1
686, 687, 758. . .Evst. 42 1-3
800 Apost. 130
804 Apost. 202

805 Evst. 324
834 Evst. 424
903 Evan. 758
94 Evan. 773
95 Evst. 425
906 Act. 263
911 Evan. 634
914 Evan. 742
919 Evan. 739

looi Paul. 338
1035 Evan. 760
1076 Evan. 763
1080 Evan. 771
1081 Evst. 517
1083 Evan. 772
1096 Evst. 419

Nat. Coisl. i Evan. Fa

19 Evan. 329
20 Evan. 36
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VT L n 1 t j.\ Total
Nat. Coisl. (cone.) uss.

21 Evan. 37
22 Evan. 40
23 Evan. 39

24 Evan. 41

25 Act. 15
26 Act. 16

27 Paul. 20

28 Paul. 23

31 Evst. 13

95 Paul - 339
128 Evan. 765

129 Evan. 766

195 Evan. 34

196 Evan. 330

197 Evan - 33 1

198 Evan. 767

199 Evan. 35
200 Evan. 38
201 Evan. 1264
202 Paul. H
202, 2 Act. 18

203 Evan. 768

204 Paul. 59

205 Act. 17
206 Evan. 769

207 Evan. 770

217 Paul. 340

224 Act. 264

95,217 Paul. 339-40
29&amp;gt;3,95&amp;gt;

2I 7 Paul-37 8-81

ARSENAL OF PARIS 1

(Gr.)4 Evan. 43

LOUVRE, EGYPT. Mus. Paul. T ... 1

MILLER, EMMAN., 4, 5 9

6, 7 Evst. 506-9
8, 9, 10, ii, 12 Evst. 512-16

PAR. BIBL. ARM. 8409 Evan. 43 ... 1

PAR. NAT. ARMx.9...Act. 240 ... 1

KOYAL INSTITUTE AT
PARIS 3 Evan. 288... 1

ST.GENEVIEVE A.O. 34 Evan. 121... 2

A. O. 35 Act. 210

Poictiers Evan. 472... 1

GERMANY.
Berlin 24

Kon. Gr. 4to, 39, 47,

55, 66, 67 ; 8vo, 3,

4, 9 Evann. 635-42
13 Evan. 823
12 Evan. 876
5 J

&amp;gt; 5 2
. 53; 4*, 46 &amp;gt;

61,64 Evst. 370-5
410,40,43,57; 8vo,

9 Act. 249-52
Hamilton 244 Act. 248

245,246 Evst. 368-9
I2mo, 10 Evan. 400

Total
MSS.

. 10Dresden
Boerner Paul. G
Reg. A. 95 Apoc.9o

loo Evan. 254

104 Act. 98
123 Evan. 258

124 Apoc. 32

145 Evan. 252

172 Evan. 241

187 Apoc. 112

151 Evst - 57

Frankfort-on-Oder Act. 42 ... 1

Giessen Evan. 97 ... 1

Gottingen Evan. 89 ... 2

Gottingen 2 Apost. 5

Q-roningen 1

Univ. A. C. I Paul. 418

Hamburg 3

Wolf. B Evan. H
City Libr Paul. M or 53

City Libr. 1252 Act. 45

Leipzig 6

Matt. 18 Evan. 99
Matt, s Paul. 76
Tischendorf i Evan. a

Tischendorf iv Evan. 478
Tischendorf v Evst. 190
Tischendorf vi Apost. 71

Munich
UNIV. LIBR. ^ Evan. X ... 1

ROYAL LIBRARY 27

23 Apoc. 81

35 Paul. 129

36 Evan. 423

37 Evan. 425

83 Evan. 424
99 Evan. 432
no Paul. 127
208 Evan. 429
210 Evan. 422
211 Act. 179

248 Apoc. 79

326 Evst. 154

329 Evst - 34

375 Act. 46
381 Evan. 428
383 Evst. 24

412 Paul. 54

437 Evan. 430
455 Paul. 126

465 Evan. 427

473 Evan. 426
504 Paul. 125

518 Evan. 83

544 Apoc. 80

568 Evan. 84

569 Evan. 85

594 Evan - 8 75
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__ .. JIIDB.

Nuremburg Evst. 31 ... 1

Oettingen-Wallerstein, Prince
of Apoc. i ... 1

Pesth 2

Eubeswald Evan. loo
Jancovich Evan. 78

Posen 1

Lycaei Aug Evan. 86

Saxe-Gotha 1

Ducal, MS. 78 Evst. 32

[Strasburg 3

From Molsheim (de

stroyed) Evan. 431]
Ed. Reuss Evan. 877

Troves 2

Cuzan Evan. 87
Cath. Libr. 143 Evst. 179

Tubingen Evst. R ... 2
2 Evst. 481

Vienna

IMPERIAL LIBRARY

Vind. Caes. Ness.
1

2 .,

15
28

29
3

32

33
34
35

36

37
38

39
40

42

46
248

Vind. Caes. Suppl. Gr
4

9
10

26

Imp. Priv. Libr. 7972
Imp. Gr. Theol. 19

79-80, 90, 95, 122

157

.Evan. 218

.Evan. N

.Evst. 45

.Evan. 76

.Evan. 77

.Evan. 123

.Evan. 124

.Evan. 219

.Evan. 220

.Act. 66

.Act. 63

.Act. 64

.Act. 67

.Evan. 221

.Evan. 222

.Evan. 223

.Evst. 155

.Evan. 434

.Paul. 214

.Apoc. 35

Evan. 108
.Evan. 3
.Evan. 125
.Evst. 46
.Evan. 224
.Evan. 225
.Paul. 71

.Apoc. 36
Evan. 829

Evann. 824-
Act. 335
.Act. 415
.Paul. 373

Imp. Gr. Theol. (cont.}~
* 1

69, 163, 220 Apoc. 136-8
Eainer i, Rainer

2 Evst. 502-3
209 Evst. 1 80

38 A post. 200

Wolfenbiittel Evan. Oa
... 6

Carolin. A, B Evann. P, Q
xvi. 7 Act. 69
xvi. 16 Evan. 126
Gud. gr. 104. 2 Act. 97

Zittau Evan. 605 ... 1

GREECE.

Athens 135

Nat. 3 Evst. 804
5 Evst. 828
10? Evst. 829

Nat.Sakkel.s8, 76, 93,
80, 127,121, 110,81,

71,87,118,125,108,
74, 134, 95, 77, io7
75, 122, 109, 160,

&quot; 137. &quot;7,
6S ,

^o, 99, 88 Evann. 775-
803

150 (12), 151 (13),

52 (14), 153 (15).

154 (10) Evann. 846-
5

155 (17) Evan. 852
156 (18), 157 (19),

158 (20), I 59 (21),
160 (22), 161 (23). ..Evann. 854-9
162 (24), 203 (i 6)...Evann. 862-3
489 (216), 56, 57 ...Evann. 867-9
r 3. 139- 347 Evann. 1145-7
in Evan. 1272
72,92, 113,123,128,
132, 135 Evann. 1313-9
207 (70), 208 (71),
2 9 (7 2 ). 43 (H9 ?),

45. 64(9!), 66 (105),
221 (129), II 9, 89 Act. 304-13
(490, 217) Act. 201

69 (100), ioo (96). ..Paul. 382-3
259 Paul. 471

Nat. Libr. 163, 164,

165, 166, 167, 168,

169 Evst. 518-24
170, 171, 172, 173,
174 Evst. 528-32
175,176,?, 177. 178 Evst. 534-8
179, 180, 181, 182. ..Evst. 541-4
183 Evst. 546
184, 185 Evst. 549-50
1 86, 187 Evst. 552-3
1 88 Evst. 556
189, 190 Evst. 560-1
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Nat. Libr. (con*.) MSS!

191, 192, 193, 194,

195, 196, 197, 198,

199, 200, 201, 202...EvSt. 563-74
66?, 70?, 146?, 64?,

82, 68?, 79, 73, 67?,
112 ?, 670 ?, 126, 69,

63 ?, 86, ?, ?, 84 ?,

661 ?, 85 ?, 124, 62 ? Evst. 429-49
4 Evst. 759
60, 78, 83, 97, 126,

143, *47&amp;gt; 48
&amp;gt;

668

685, 700, 707, 750,

757. 759. 7 6 - 7 66,

769, 784, 786, 795... Evst. 943-63
203, 206 Apost. 204-5

115, and 3 others ...Apost. 209-12
ioi, 102, 106, 133,

144 Apost. 270-4
103 Apost. 37

Irjs Bov\fjs Evann. 804-7
Evst. 450
Apoc. 141

Mamoukae Evann. 808-9
OlKovopov 6 Evan. 8 1 o

Soc. Archaeol. Christ. Evan. 811

M. Bournias Evst. 45i-2
b

M. Varouccas Evst. 453
Evst. 462

Corfu 11

Corfu Evann. 812-
16

Abp. Eustathius Evst. 466-8
M. Eleutherius Evst. 459-6 1

Zante Act. 314 ... 1

HOLLAND.

Leyden 66 Paul. 350... 6

74 Evan. 79

77 Act. 38

74 A Evan. 122

Gronovii 131 Evan. 435
Scaligeri 243 Evst. 6

Utrecht . ...Evan. F . 1

ITALY.

Bologna
KOYAL LIBRARY 2

Bibl. Univ. 2775 Evan. 204
3638 Evst. 160

Cortona 301 Evan. 1260 1

Ferrara

MUNICIPAL LIBRARY 2

119, N. A. 4 Evan. 450
187, N. A. 7 Evan. 451

Florence

GRAND DUCAL LIBRARY 55

Laurent, iv. i Act. 84
iv. 5 Act. 85
iv. 20 Act. 86
iv. 29 Act. 87
iv. 30 Act. 147
iv. 31 Act. 88
iv. 32 Act. 89
vi. 2 Evst. 113
vi. 5 Evan. 832
vi. 7 Evst. 114
vi. ii Evan. 182

vi. 13 Evan. 363
vi. 14 Evan. 183
vi. 15 Evan. 184
vi. 16 Evan. 185
vi. 18 Evan. 186
vi. 21 Evst. 115
vi. 23 Evan. 187
vi. 24 Evan. 364
vi. 25 Evan. 188
vi. 26 Evan. 833
vi. 27 Evan. 189
vi. 28 Evan. 190
vi. 29 Evan. 191
vi. 30 Evan. 192
vi. 31 Evst. 116
vi. 32 Evan. 193
vi. 33 Evan. 194
vi-34 Evan. 195
vi. 36 Evan. 365

vii. 9 Apoc. 77
vii. 29 Apoc. 145
viii. 12 Evan. 196
viii. 14 Evan. 197

x. 4 Paul. 100
x. 6 Paul, ioi

x. 7 Paul. 102

x. 19 Paul. 103
xi. 6 Evan. 834
xi. 8 Evan. 835
xi. 18 Evan. 836

AediL 221 Evan. 198
Med. Pal. 243 Evst. 118

244 Evst. 117

Laurent. Conv. Soppr.

24 Apost. 4
53 Evan. 367
150 Act. 149

159 Evan. 200
160 Evan. 199
171 Evan. 366

176 Evan. 362

191 Act. 148

Laurent. Gaddianus

124 ... Evst. 510

Laurent. St. Mark
704 Apost. 223

706 Evst. 187
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T -^ 1103.

LlBRERIA RlCCARDI 5

5 Evan. 370
69 Evst. 511
84 Evan. 368
85 Paul. 226

90 Evan. 369
Messina 21

Univ. Libr. 18 Evan. 420
40 Act. 241
88, 100 Evann. 630-1
93 Apost. 82

99 Apoc. 113
65,66,75,96,98,

73, 58, 94,&quot; i,

112, 170, 95,

150 Evst. 300-12
175 Evst. 525

St. Basil 104 Act. 175

Milan
AMBROSIAN LIBRARY 46

A. 51 sup. or 15 Paul. 172
A. 62 inf Paul. 390
A. 152 sup Evst. 167
A. 241 inf. Paul. 287
B.6inf. Paul. 171
6.56 Evan. 348
B. 62 Evan. 350
B. 70 sup Evan. 351
B. 93 Evan. 352
C. 16 Evst. 81
C. 63 sup Apost. 46
C. 91 sup Evst. 106
C. 160 sup Evst. 168
C. 295 inf. Paul. 289
D. 67 sup Evst. 103
D. 72 sup Evst. 104
D. io8sup Evst. 1 66
D. 161 inf Evan. 458
D. 282 inf. Evan. 459
D. 298 inf. Evan. 460
D. 541 inf. Paul. 288
E. 2 inf. Paul. 286
E. 63 sup Evan. 457
E. 97 sup Act. 137
E. 101 sup Evst. 480
E. 102 sup Act. 138
E. 295 Paul. 391
F. 61 sup Evan. 349
F. 125 sup Paul. 175
G. i6sup Evan. 344
H. 13 sup Evan. 343
H. 104 sup Act. 139
L. 79 sup Evst. 163
M. 48 sup Evan. 456
M. 81 sup Evst. 105M-93 Evan. 353
N. 272 sup Paul. 225
P. 274 sup Evst. 169
8.23 sup Evan. 346
S. 62 sup Evst. 102

Z. 34sup Evan. 461
E. S. Hi. 13 Evst. 165
E. S. iv. 14 Evst. 164, and

Evan. 837
17 Evan. 345
35 Evan. 347

Formerly Hoeplii Evan. 838

Modena 16

Este ii. A. I Evan. 454
ii. A. 5 Evan. 455
ii. A. 9 Evan. 358
ii. A. 13 Act. 195
ii. A. 14 Paul. 177
iii. B. 17 Act. 142
ii. C. 4 Act. 196
ii.C.6 Evst. in
ii. D. 3 Apost. 50
ii.G.3 Act.H

Also Act. 112
iii. B. 1 6 Evan. 359
iii. B. 17 Act. 142
iii. F. 13 Evan. 839
G. 9 Evan. 842
iii. E. i Apoc. 147
iii. F. 12 Apoc. 148

Naples 12

I. B. 14 Evst. 138
II. AA. 3 Evan. 401

4 Evan. 403
5 Evan. 402
7 Act. 83
8 Act. 173
9 Act. 174

37 Evan. 843
II. B. 23, 24 Paul. 394-5
II. C. 15 Evan.RorWb

Scotti Evan. 404

Padua, Univ. 695 Evan. 844... 1

Palermo, I. E. ii Paul. 217 ... 1

Parma 6

Reg. 5 Evan. 452
14 Evst. 161

15 Evan. 831
95 Evan. 453

1821 Evan. 361
2319 Evan. 360

Pistoia, Fabr. Libr. 307 Evan. 845. . . 2

Evst. 526
Rome

VATICAN 213

Vat. Gr. 54 Evst. 924
163 Evan. 177
165 Paul. 58
349 Evan. 127
35 Evst. 539
35 1 Evst. 35
352, 353 Evst. 376-7
354 Evan. S

VOL. I. Dd
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-T , f~&amp;lt; / \ Total
Vat. Gr. (cont.) MSS.

355 Evst. 378

356 Evan. 128

357^- Evst 379

358 Evan. 129

359 Evan. 130

360 Evan. 131

361 Evan. 132

362 Evst. 380

363 Evan. 133

364 Evan. 134

365 Evan. 135

366 Act. 72

367 Act - 73

368 Apost. no
370 Apoc. 152

540 Evst. 381

542 AP C - IJ 4

549 Paul. 305

551 Paul. 307

552 Paul. 308

579 AP C - 38

643, 644, 645 Evann. 668-70

646 Paul. 310

647 Evan. 671

648 Paul. 312

652 Act. 239

665 Evan. 136

692 Paul. 314

756 Evan. 137

757 Evan. 138

758 Evan. 139

760 Act. 74

761 Paul. 81

762 Paul. 82

765 Paul. 83

766 Paul. 84

774 Evan. 860

781 Evst. 382

1067 Evst. 36

1090 Evan. 674
1136 Paul. 85

1155 Evst. 119

1156
l Evst. 120

1157 Evst. 121

1158 Evan. 140

1159 Evan. 371
1160 Evan. 141
1161 Evan. 372
1168 Evst. 122

1190 Apoc. 154

1191 Evan. 675
1208 Act. 246

1209 B
1210 Evan. 142

1217 Evst. 547
1221 Evan. 676
1222 Paul. 315
1228 Evst. 548

l So Scholz s index, and we may suppose cor

rectly, but in his Catalogue of Evangelistaria he

numbers it 1256.

Total
MSS.Vat. Gr. (cont.}

1229 Evan. 143

1253 Evan. 864

1254 Evan. 144

1270 Act. 154

1423 Evan. 373

1426 Act. 264

1430 Act. 155

1445 Evan. 374

1472 Evan. 865

1522 Evst. 123

1528 Apost. 38

1533 Evan - 375

1534 Evst - 383

1539 Evan - 376

1548 Evan. 145
1618 Evan. 377

1625 Evst. 551

1641 Evst. 384

1649 Paul. 189

1650 Act. 156

1658 Evan. 378

1670 Paul, M
1714 Act. 157

1743 Apoc. 67

1761 Act. 158

1769 Evan. 379

1813 Evst. 385
1882 Evan. 866

1886 Evst. 386

1895 Evan. 680

1904 Apoc. 68

1933 Evan. 683

1968 Act. 159

1971 Act. 334

1976 Apoc. 116

*973, J 97 8 ...Evst. 554-5

1983 Evan. 173

1988 Evst. 124

1996 Evan. 684
2002 Evan. 174
2012 Evst. 387

2017 Evst. 125

2041 Evst. 126

2051, 2052 ...Evst. 557-8
2061 Act. 1,

Paul. 3, and Evst. 559
2062 Act. 160

2063 Evst. 127
2066 Apoc. B
2068 Apost. 49

2070 Evan. 382
2080 Evan. 175

2099 Act. 256
2100 Evst. 388

2113 Evan. 176

2115 Evan. 870
2116 Apost. 119

2117 Evan. 687

2129 Apoc. 158 and
Evst. 389

2133 Evst. 128

2138 Evst. 562
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Vat. Gr.

2139 Evan. 380
2144 Evst. 390
2160 Evan. 690
2165 Evan. 689
2167 Evat. 392
2180 Paul. 323
2187 Evan. 691
2247 Evan. 692
2251 Evst. 393
2275 Evan. 693
2290 Evan. 694
3785 Evan. N

Vat. Alex. Gr.

3 Evan. 696
4 Paul. 324
5 Evan. 697
9 Evan. 699

11 Apost. 1 20
12 Evst. 129
28 Evan. 154
29 Act. 78
33 Evst. 188

44, 59 Evst. 394-5
68 Apoc. 41
70 Apost. 122

79 Evan. 155
179 Act. 40
189 Evan. 156

Vat. Ottob. Gr.
2 Evst. 130

17 Paul. 405
31 Paul. 195
37 Evan. 703
61 Paul. 196
66 Evan. 386
74 Paul. 326

loo Evan. 704
154 Apoc. 159
175 Evst. 131
176 Paul. 197
204 Evan. 387
208 Evan. 705
212 Evan. 388
258 Act. 161

283 Apoc. 118

297 Evan. 389
298 Act. 162

325 Act. 163
326 Evst. 132
356 Paul. 202

381 Evan. 390
416 Evst. 133
417 Act. 165
43 2 Evan. 391
444 Evst. 396
453, 454, 456 Evann. 707-0

Vat. Palat. Gr.

5 Evan. 146
10 Paul. 327
20 Evan. 381
32 i Evan. 713
38 Act. 247

D d 2

Vat. Palat. Gr. (cant.} ||

89 Evan. 147
136 Evan. 148
171 Evan. 149
189 Evan. 150
204 Paul. 328
208 Evan. 714
220 Evan. 151

227 Evan. 152

229 Evan. 153
i. A, 221, 239 Evst. 397-9
241 Apost. 123
346 Apoc. 119
423 Paul. 330

Pio-Vat. Gr. 50 Act. 80

55 Evan. 158
Vat. Urb. 2 Evan. 157

3 Act. 79
4 Evan. 1269

ROM. ANGELICA 8

A. i. 5 Evan. 178
A. 2. 15 Act. L
A. 4. i Apoc. 1 20
A. 4. ii Evan. 179
B. i. 5 Evan. 723
B. 5 15 Apoc. 121
D.ii. 27 Evst. 527
D. 3. 8 .Evan. 611

ROM. BAEBERINI 34

iii. 6 Evan. 167
iii. 17 Evan. 161
iii. 38 Evan. 164
iii. 45 Apost. 40
iii. 131 Evan. 166
iv. ii, iv. 60, iv. 84 ...Apost. 125-7
iv. 27 Evan. 160
iv. 28 Evst. 533
iv. 31 Evan. 162
iv. 43, iv. 3, iv. 53,

iv. 13, iv. 25, iv. i,

iii. 22, iii. 129, vi.

18 Evst. 403-11
iv. 54 Evst. 135-6
iv. 56 Apoc. 43
iv. 64 Evan. 159
iv. 85 Paul. 213
iv. 86, 77 Evann. 729-30
v. 16 Evan. 163
v. 17 Evann.Y&392
v. 37 Evan. 165
vi. 4 Evst. 134
vi. 9 Evan. 168
vi. 13 Paul. 297
vi. 21 Act. 81

No mark Apost. 41

ROM. PROPAGANDA 6

? Evann. TTd

L. vi. 6 Evst. 37
9 Evan. 851
10 Evan. 732

19 Evan. 180
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ROM. CASANATENSIS 4

G. ii. 6 Act. 261

G. ii. 9 Evan. 853
G. iv. i Evan. 395
G. v. 7 Paul. 397

COLLEGII ROMANI 5

Evann. 383-5
Act. 171-2.

ROM. CORSIKI 2

41 G. 16 Evan. 883

41 E-37 Apoc. 73

ROM. CRYPTA FEKRATA 64

A. a. 1-6 Evann. 622-7
A. a. 8, 17 Evann. 628-9
A , a . I, A. 0. i, A. 0.

3, A. 0. 6 Act. 242-5
A. a. 7, A. a. 9, A. a.

IO, A. a. II, A. a. 12,

A. a. 13, A. a. 14, A.

a. 15, A. a. 16, A. 0.

2. A.. 8. 2 Evst. 313-23
A. 5. 4 Evst. 325
A. 5. ii, A. 5. 16, A. 5.

17, A. 5. 19, A. 8. 20,

A. 5. 21, A. 5. 22, A.

8. 24 (q. v.), T. a. 18,
r. n. 2, r./3. 3, r. 0.

6, r. 0. 7, r. 0. 8, r.

0. 9, r. 0. ii, r. 0.

i2,r.0. 13, r. 0. 14,

r. 0. 15, r. 0. 17, r.

0. 18, r. 0. 19, r. 0.

23, T.0. 24,r.0. 35,

r. 0. 38, r. 0. 13, A.

0. 22, A. 7. 26, A.

8. 6 Evst. 330-60
A. 0. 4. A. 0. 5, A. 0. 7,

A. 0. 8, A./3. 9, A. /3.

10, A. /3. ii Apost. 83-9
A. 8. 24 Apost. 263

Fragment Paul. R, Evst.

ROM. GHIGIAN 7

R. iv. 6 Evan. 396
R. iv. 8 Apoc. 72
R. v. 29 Act. 169
R. v. 32 Paul. 207
R. v. 33 Apoc. 122

R. vii. 52 Evst. 414
R. viii. 55 Paul. 208

ROM. MALATESTIAN 2

xxvii. 4 Evst. 144
xxix. 2 Evst. 145

ROM. VALLICELL 14

B. 86 Act. 166

B. 133 Evan. 169
C. 4 Evan. 397
C. 7 Evst. 545

C. 46 Apost. 42
C. 61 Evan. 170
C. 73 Evan. 171
D. 20 Apoc. 21

[(missing) D. 4. i Evst. 156]
D. 63 Evst. 137
E. 22 Evan. 393
E. 40 Evan. 617
F. 13 Act. 168
F. 17 Evan. 394

Rossano Evan. 2 ... 1

Siena 1

Univ. X. iv. i Evst. 162

Syracuse Evan. 421... 5

Evan. 1144
Seminario ...Evst. 362

Evst. 486
Apost. 113

Turin 18

Univ. B. 1.9 Evan. 333
B. ii. 17 Evan. 336
B. iii. 2 Evan. 335
B. iii. 8 Evan. 334
B. iii. 25 Evan. 337
B. v. 4 Evan. 342
B. v. 8 Evan. 339
B. v. 19 Act. 134
B.vii.6 Evan. 340
B. vii. 14 Evan. 341
B. vii. 33 Evan. 338
C. ii. 4 Evan. 332
C. ii. 5 Evan. 398
C.ii. 14 Evan. 399
C. v. i Act. 136
C. v. 10 Paul. 168

C. vi. 19 Act. 133
C. vi. 29 Paul. 165

Venice .. ..89

St. Lazarus 1531 ...

1631 ...

Ven. Marc. i. 40 ...

i. 57-.
i. 58...
i. 59...
ii. 7..

. 54
ii. 61 ..

ii. 114
ii. 17
ii. 143
ii. 188

ii. 130
ii. 115
ii. 128

S. Marc. 5 ,

6 ...

9
10

...Evan. 470
...Evst. 576
...Apoc. 162

...Evan. 465

...Evan. 462

...Evan. 464

...Evan. 463

...Apoc. 163

...Act. 147
....Act. 332

...Evst. 478-9

....Evst. 498

....Evst. 931

....Apost. 198

Apost. 114
,...Evan. 205
....Evan. 206

....Evan. 207

....Evan. 208

....Evan. 209
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S. Marc, (cont.}
Tot*1

11 Act. 96
12 Evst. 139
26 Evan. 888

27 Evan. 210
28 Evan. 357
29 Evan. 354
3; 3 1

, 3 2 Evann.

889-91
33 Paul, no
34 Paul, in
35 Paul. 112

36 Paul. 408
6l, 144 Evann.

893-4
494 Evan. 466
495 Evan. 467
539 Evan. 211

540 Evan. 212

54 1 Evan. 355
542 Evan. 213
543 Evan. 214
544 Evan. 215
545 Evan. 356
546 Act. 140
548 Evst. 107
549 Evst. 108

550 Evst. 109
551 Evst. no

Nanian. 1.8 Evan. U
i. 9 Evst. 141
I. 10 Evan. 405
I. 1 1 Evan. 406
I. 12 Evan. 407
I. 14 Evan. 408
I. 15 Evan. 409
1.17 Evan. 410
I. 18 Evan. 411
I. 19 Evan. 412
I. 20 Evan. 413
I. 21 Evan..4i4
1.22 Evan. 415
i. 23 Evst. 142
i. 24 Evan. 416
i. 25 Evan. 417
i. 28 Evan. 418
i. 34 Evan. 463
i. 45 Evst. 171
]. 46 Evst. 172
i- 47 Evst. 173
i. 48 Evst. 174
i. 49 Evst. 175
i. 50 Evst. 176
i. 51 Evst. 177
i. 52 Evst. 178

Ven. Mark Gr.

i. 3 Evan. 217
i. 4 Evst. 170
I. 56 Evan. 468
i. 57 Evan. 465
i. 58 Evan. 462
i. 59 Evan. 464
i. 60 Evan. 419

TREASURY OF ST. MARK S CHURCH.

Ven. Thesaur. i. 53 ...Evst. 181
i. 54 ...Evst. 182
i. 55 ...Evst. 183

CHURCH OF S. GIORGIO DI
GRECO.

A Evst. 184
r Evst. 185
B Evst. 186

Total
MSS.

Verona
Psalter ...Evan. Oc

PALESTINE.

Jerusalem 4-2

Holy Cross I Act. 324
6 Evst. 797
46 Evan. 663

Holy Sepulc. 2, 5, 6, 14,

!7, 31,32, 33. 4;4 I
&amp;gt;

43 , 44. 45. 46 Evann.

649-62
7. 15 Act. 257-8
12 Evst. 143

Patr. Libr. 28 Evan. 1149
3i, 37- 4 1 Evann.

1261-3
42, 46, 47, 48 Evann.

1265-8
38, 43 Act. 416-7
49. 56, 59. 6o &amp;gt; 62, 139 Evann.

1274-9
33 Evst. 923
105 Evst. 925
161, 526 Evst. 927-8
462 Act. 330
53 Evst. 932

St. Saba 27,52 Evann. ... 34

664-5
54 Evan.673
56,5758 ...Evann. 677-9
59, 60 Evann. 681-2
61 a and b ...Evann. 685-6
61 c Evan. 688
61 (J Evan. 695
616,62 a, 62 b Evann. 700-2
62 c Evan. 706
62^7,626 ...Evann. 710-1

Tower Libr. 12 Evst. 361
16, 52 Evst. 364-5
17,23, 24 ...Evst. 147-9
20, 35 Act. 301-2
25, 26, 40,44 Evst. 326-9
41 Paul. 417
45 Evan. 712
46, 47 Evann. 715-6
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Sinai 184

148, 149,150, 151, 152,

153, 154, J 55, 156,

157, 158, 159, 160,

161, 162, 163, 164,

165, 166, 167, 168,

169, 170, 171, 172,

173, *74, J 75, i?6

177, 178, 179, 180,

181, 182, 183, 184,

185, i 86, 187, 188,

189, 190, 191, 192,

193, 194, J 95, !96 &amp;gt;

197, 198, 199, 200,

2OI, 2O3, 259, 260,

261, 262, 263, 264,

265, 266, 267, 268,

269, 270, 302, 303,

34 35, 3 6 Evann.

1185-1256

274,275, 276, 277,278,

279, 280, 281, 282,

283, 284, 285, 287,

288, 289, 290, 291,

292, 293, 300, 301 Act. 394-
414

Golden Evst. 286

Sinaiticus, A. i Evst. 493

205, 206, 207, 208, 209,

2IO, 211, 212, 213,

214, 215, 216, 217,

2l8, 219, 22O, 221,

222, 223, 224, 225,

226, 227, 228, 229,

230, 231, 232, 233,

234. 235, 236 ,
2 37,

238, 239, 240, 241,

242, 243, 244, 245,

246, 247, 248, 249,

250, 251, 252, 253,

254. 2
55&amp;gt;

2 56 ,
2 57

258. 271, 272, 273,

550, 659, 720, 738,

748, 754&amp;gt; 756, 775,

796, 797, 800, 929,

943, 95 7 96o &amp;gt; 96l &amp;gt;

962, 965, 968, 972,

973, 977, 98l 982 ,

986, 1042 Evst. 839-
921

296, 297, 298, 299 ...Apost. 165-8

294 Apost. 174

295 Apost. 213

KUSSIA.

Moscow 45

Syn. 4 Apost. 13

5 Act. 99
42 Evan. 237

43 Evst. 47

Total
nag.

Syn. 44 Evst. 48

45 Evan. 259

47 Evan. 239

48 Evan. 238

49 Evan. 240
61 Paul. Nc or

67 Apoc. 49

94 Evan. 249

98 Act. Kandi02

99 Paul. 123
120 Evan. and

2 57

139 Evan. 255

193 Act. 103
206 .....Apoc. 50

250 Paul. 124
261 Evan. 246

264 Evan. 248

265 Evan. 245
266 Evst. 52

267 Evst. 53
268 Evst. 54

291 Apost. 14

292 Paul. 119

313 Evst. 465

328 Act. 106

333 Act - I01

334 Act - I0

373 Evan - 2 47

380 Evan. 242
cista Evan. V and

250

Fragments Paul. Ob

Typ. Syn. I Evan. 244

3 Evan. 256

9 Evst. 5 1 and

56
11 Evst. 49
12 Evst. 50

13 Evan. 243

31 Apost. 15

47 Evst. 55

University 25 Apoc. 65
Tabul. Imp Evan. 251

St. Petersburg 59

Petropolitanus Sinaiticus. . .Cod. X
Evan. Of

Evan, n
Porphyrianus Act. P and

Apost. 63

Sangermanensis Paul. E
Tischendorf. II Evan. I

Porphyry, Bp Evan. Tb
,
Tc

Act. 315
Paul. N
Paul. Oa

Evann. b
,

C
,

d
, 0&quot;,

f

,
@e

,
6h

21, 35, 36 &amp;gt; 37&amp;gt; 4,
43, 55, 69, 8

,
84,

37&quot;,
112 Evst. 466-77

Act. G
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Porphyry, Bp. (cont.} MSS!

St. Paul (Q) papyrus
St. Paul (palimpsest)

Olim Coislin Evan. 437

Petropol. (Kiow) Evan. 481

98 Evan. 474
iv. 13 Evst. 194
vi. 470 Evan. 473
vii. 179 Evst. 195
viii. 80 Apost. 54
ix. 3. 471 ...Evan. 475
x. 180 Evst. 196
xi. 3. 181 ...Evst. 197

Muralt. ioPe Evst. 198

38 Apost. 72

38,49,40* ...Apost. 171-3
44 Evst. 191

45&quot; Apost. 183

56,67,105 ...Evann. 878-80
64 Evst. 933
90 Evst. 192

97 Evan. 479
99 Evan. 480
105 Evan. 476
no Apost. 197
118 Evan. 477

129 Apoc. 103

SPAIN.

Evst. 40 ... 29

....Act. 202

Act. 203
....Paul. 470
....Evan. 233
....Evan. 230
....Evan. 231
....Evan. 232

Act. 204
....Apoc. 143
....Act. 205

Evst. 41
....Evst. 42
....Evan. 227

Evst. 43
Act. 206

Apost. 214
Evan. 228

Paul. 384
Evan. 226

Evan. 229
Paul. 232
Act. 207

14 Evann. 818-9
Apoc. 85
Act. 208

Evan. 820
Act. 209

62 Evann. 821-2 4

....Act. 316

....Apoc. 144

Toledo Evst. 455... 1

Escurial i

P. iii. 4 ..

T. iii. 12..

T. iii. 17..
T. ii. 8 ..

&amp;lt;*&amp;gt;. iii. 5 ..

4&amp;gt;. iii. 6 ..

*. iii. 7 ..

X. iii. 3 ..

X. iii. 6 ..

X. iii. 10. .

X. iii. 12..

X. iii. 13..

X. iii. 15..
X. iii. 1 6 .

X. iv. 2 .,

X. iv. 9 ..

X. iv. 12 .,

X. iv. 15.
X. iv. 17.
X. iv. 21 .

. iii. 2 .

V. iii. 6 .

V. iii. 13,
V. iii. 17 .

V. iii. 18.

Madrid, Reg. 0. 10,

O. 78

SWEDEN.

Linkoping 1

Benzel 35 Act. 238

TJpsal 6

Univ. Gr. i Act. 68

4 Evan. 613

9 Evan. 614
n Act. 236
12 Evan. 616

13 Evan. 615

SWITZERLAND.

Basle, A. N. iii. n Paul. 7 ... !&amp;gt;

A. N. iii. 12 Evan. E and

Apoc. 15
A. N. iii. 15 Evan. 817
A. N. iv. i Evan. 2

A. N. iv. 2 Evan. I

A. N. iv. 4 Act. 2

A. N. iv. 5 Act. 4
O. ii. 23 Evan. 94
0. ii. 27 Evan. 92

Genevai9 Evan. 75 ... 2

20 Act. 29

St.Gall Evan. A ... 3

17 Evan. O6

Evan. W&amp;lt;=

Zurich .Evan. Od
... 1

TURKEY.
ORIENTAL MONASTEKIES.

Albania 7

Beratinus Evan. *

Berat, Abp Evann. 1141
Act. 380
Apost. 153

In churches Evann. 1142-
43

Evst. 758

Andros i, 33, 34, 35, 37, n
38, 48, 49, 50 Evann.

1286-94
2, 3 Apost. 255-6

Chalcis 37

Mon. Trin. i, 2, 3,4 ...Evann. 727,
-28, -31, -32

Schol. 95, 133 Evann. 734-5
Trin. 16; Schol. 9, 26,

33, 96 Act. 382-6
Trin. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

8, 9, 10
;
Schol. i, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6
, 7, I2

, 74,

84 Evst. 770-89
Trin. 13, 14, 15 ;

School

59, 74, 88 Apost. 154-9
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Total
MSS.

. 21Constantinople ............. ,

A7.ra0.436, 520 ...... Evann. 721-2
574 ..................... Evan - 7 24

EAA.
&amp;lt;/A.

av\\. I, 5 ...Evann. 725-6
Patriarch of Jeru salem s

Librai-y 10 ............ Evst. 413
St. George I, 2

; ay. T&amp;lt;Z&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;.

i, 2, 426, 432 ;
EA\.

&amp;lt;]&amp;gt;i\.

ffv\\............. Evst. 790-6
St. Sepulchre 227, 417,

4i9&amp;gt; 435. 439, 44 1 ...Evann.

2, 3 ..................... Paul. 411-12

Kosinitsa 124, 275 ...... j, -j, p. 377... 15

219, 58, 216, 217, 218,

219, 220, 222, 223,

198 ..................... Evann. 1295-
1304

3 MSS......................Apost. 267-9

Lesbos .................................... 23

Mon. 356, 67, 97, 99 ...Evann.

1156-9
141, 145, 227,Ta|&amp;lt;a/&amp;gt;xo{ Evann.

1280-3
I3 2 ........................Act. 303
55 ........................... Act. 323
T.Af&amp;lt;&amp;gt;wosi, 37,38,40,

41, 66 ............... Evst. 798-803
100, 146 ............... Evst. 936-7
55. 37 .................. Apost. 227-8

lojavvov II, 12 ......... Evst. 938-9
Benjamin Library at

Potamos ............... Evst. 940

Milos ........................ Evst. 412... 1

Mitylene 9, 41 ............ Evann. ... 2

1284-5

Patmos .................................... 66

St. John 2, 6, 21 ...... Evann. 717-9
58, 59, 60, 76, 80, 81,

82, 83, 84, 90, 92, 94,

95. 96 &amp;gt; 97, 98 &amp;gt;

I0
,

117, 203, 275, 333,

335 ..................... Evann.
1160-81

27, 31 ..................... Act. 319-20
14,15,16,263 ......... Act. 387-90
61,62,63,116 ......... Paul.4i3-6
12, 64 .....................Apoc. 178-9
4 ........................... Evst. 391
10, 22,81 .................. Evst. 400-2
68,69,70,71,72,73,74,

75, 77, 78,79-85,86,
87,88,89,91,93,99,
IOI 330, 33 1

, 332 ...Evst. 805-27
u, 12 .....................Apost. 160- 1

Smyrna r i, 2, 5 ...... Evann. ... 3

1257-9

Thessalonica iy

E\\rjv. Fvfj.vaffiov

6, ii Evann.

1182-3
A.B.T, A,E, Z, 0, IA Evst. 830-7
12, 15, 16 Act. 391-3
10 Apoc. 183
8,10,13 Apost. 162-4

M. ^nvpios i Evan. 1184
2 Evst. 838

Athos 519

Anna 11 Apoc. 164
C;iracalla 19, 20, 31, 34,

35. 36, 37, i&quot;,

121,128,198 Evann. 1032-
42

3, n, 15, 16, 17 Evst.688-92
10, 156 Apost. 136-7

Constaiuonitou i, 61,
106 Evann. 1043-5

99 Evan. 1 309
108 Act. 366
29, 1 07 Apoc. 1 76-7
6, 98, 100 Evst. 693-5
98, 100 Evst. 941-2
21, 22, 23 ApOSt. 138-40

Chiliandari 5, 19, 105. ..Evann.

1138-40
6 Evan. 1308
6,15 Evst. 756-7

Coutloumoussi 67, 68,
69, 7, 7 1

, 7 2
, 73, 74,

75, 7 6, 77, 78, 9
a

&amp;gt;

278, 281, 283, 284,

285, 286, 287, 288,

289, 290, 291, 293...Evann. 1046-
70

16, 57, So, 81, 82, 83,

275 -Act. 367-73
9O

b
, 129 Paul. 409-10

60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65,

66,86,90, 279,280,
282, 292, 356 Evst. 696-709

.

2 77, 344, 355 Apost. 141-3
Dionysius Evan. H

4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 22,

23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,

29, 30,3i,3 2,33,34,
35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40,

64, 67, 80, 310, 311,

3*2, 313, 3*4, 3 1 E

316, 317, 318, 319,
320, 321 Evann. 924-

63
68, 75, 382 Act. 344-6
163 Apoc. 167
i, 2, 3, 6, 11, 13, 14,

15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,

21, 85, 163,302,303,
304, 305, 306, 307,

308, 309 Evst. 627-50
23 Evst. 540
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Dionysius (contC) &quot;MS!.

378 Evst. 577
386 Apost. 169

387 Apost. 180

392 Apost. 184
Docheiariou 7, 21, 22,

3. 35, 39. 4 2
&amp;gt; 46,

49. 5 1
, 5 2

&amp;gt; 55. 56,

59, 76. 142 Evann. 964-79
38] 48, 136, 139, 147 Act. 347-5 1

81 Apoc. 168

i, 10, 13, 14, 15, 19,

23, 24,36,58,137. ..Evst. 651-61

20, 27, 141, 146 Apost. 131-4

Esphigmenou 25,26,27,

29, 30, 31, 186 Evann. 980-6
63, 64^ 65, 66, 67, 68 Act. 352-7

19, 2O, 21, 22, 23, 24,

27, 28, 35, 60 Evst. 662-71

Gregory 3, arid r. iftov-

pevov Evann. 922-3
In Ecclesia Evan. 1090

Iveron 2, 5, 7, 9, 18, 19,

21, 28, 29,30, 31,32,

33, 5 I
&amp;gt;5

2 .53, 55. 56,

59,61, 63,66,67,68,
69, 7 2

. 75&amp;gt; 37 1
. 548.

549. 55. 562 . 599.

607, 608, 610, 636,

641, 647, 665, 671,

809, 871 Evann. 989-
1031

639 Act. 322
2 4. 2 5.37. 57.60,642,

643,648 Act. 358-65

34.379.546,594.605,
644, 661 Apoc. 169-75

i, 3, 4. 6, 20, 23, 35,

36, 39. 635, 637,

638,639,640,825,
826 Evst. 672-87

831 Apost. 135,

Laura Evan.
Evann. 1071-

80
Act. S
Paul. S

Panteleemon25, 26, 28,

29 Evann. 1091-4
L, IV. vi. 4, IX. v.

3, XXVII. vi. 2,

XXVII. vi. 3,

XXVIII. i. i Evst. 722-7
Paul 4, 5 Evann.

1095-6
1 Evan. 1307
2 Act. 374
i Evst. 728

Philotheou 5, 21, 22,

33. 39. 4 1
. 44&amp;gt;45.46,

47. 48,5 . 53- 68, 71,

72, 74, 77, 78, 80, 86, Evann.

IH7-37

Philotheou (cont.*) MSS.

38, 76 Act. 378-9

i, 2, 3, 6, 18, 25, 61,

213 Evst. 748-55

17 Apost. 152
Protaton 41 Evan. 1097

15. 44 Evann.

I305-6

3 2 Act - 375

n, 14, 15, 44, 56 ...Evst. 729-33

54 Apost. 1 44

32 Apost. 262

Sirnopetra 25, 26, 29,

34. 38, 39. 4. 4 1
.

63, 145, 146, 147. ..Evann.

1098-1109

42 Act. 376

148 Evst. 464

17, 19, 20, 21, 24, 27,

28, 30, 33, 70 Evst. 734-43

6, 10, 148, 149, 150,

151 Apost.
H5-5

St. Andrew Evan. 2
A

,
E

,
H

,
Evann. 905-8

T
,
A , r, Z Evst. 579-82

Stauroniketa 43, 53, 54,

56, 70,97, 127 Evann.
ino-6

52 Act. 377

i, 27, 42, 102 Evst. 744-7

129 Apost. 151

Vatopedi 206, 207,211,

212, 213, 214, 215,

216, 217, 218, 219,

220, 414 Evann. 909-
21

41, 201, 203,210,259,

328, 380, 419 Act. 336-43

90, 90 (2) Apoc. 165-6

48,192,193,194,195,
196, 197, 19&quot;*, 200,

2O2, 204, 205, 2O8,

209, 22O, 221, 223,

224, 225, 226, 227,

228, 229, 230, 231,

23 2
, 233, 234, 235,

236, 237, 238, 239,

240, 241, 242, 243,

253, 2
54&amp;gt;

2 55, 256,

257, 271, 291 Evst. 583-
626

Xenophon I, 3, 58 Evann.

1310-2

1,58,59,68 Evst. 710-13

Xeropotamou 103, 105,

107, 108, 115, 123,
200. 205, 221 Evann. 1081-

89

IIO, 112, Il8, 122,

125, 126, 234, 247 Evst. 714-21

Zographou 4, 14 Evaun. 987-8
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UNITED STATES.

Massachusetts

CAMBRIDGE, HARVARD

Greg. 466 Evan. 899
i
h

,
2 h, 3

h Evst. 483-1
J. i Apost. 74

ANDOVER Evst. 463. . .

New Caesarea

MADISON
Drew 3 Evan. 900

? Paul. 371
2 Evst. 486

PRINCETOWN Evst. 491...

New York
Seminary, Theol. Univ. Evst. 929
Astor s Library Apost. 198

Pennsylvania

SEWICKLEY Evst. 487,4

Tennessee

SEWANEE...

Benton 2, 3 Evann. 901-
Evst. 490

Total
MSd.

Manuscripts whose present location
is unknown 30

Evst. Banduri...Evst.482 (see Evan. 0)
Evan. TS
Evan. 42
Evan. 88, 91, 93
Evan. 101 (Utfenbach 3)
Evan. 102

Evan. 104 (Vigner)
Evan. 181 (Xavier)
Evan. 216

Evan. 253
Evan. 436
Evan. 543 (Theodori)
Act. 8

Act. 39
Act. 44
Act. 50
Act. 52
Act. 55, i. e. Evan. 90
Act. 171
Act. 172
Paul. 13
Paul. 15
Paul. 60

Apoc. 3

Apoc. 5
Evst. 23
Evst. 33
Evst. 153
Evst. 156

Apost. 3 (Batteley)

TOTAL NUMBER OF GREEK MSS., ARRANGED ACCORDING
TO COUNTRIES.

British Empire 438

Belgium (2), Denmark (3), Holland

(7), Sweden (7) 19

Egypt 26
France 324

Germany 140
Greece 197

Italy 644

Carried forward ...1788

Brought forward 1788
Palestine 260
Russia 104

Spain 34
Switzerland 15

Turkey (Oriental Monasteries) 724
United States 17
Places unknown 30

Total... ../29T2
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E (Evan.), A (Acts and Cath. Epp.), P (Paul\ Apoc. (Apocalypse), Evst.

(Evangelistarium), Apost. (Apostolos).

Abbott, T. K Z (E)
490 (E)

Aberdeen, Earl of ... 544 (E)
Accida 132 (Evst.)

Accidas, F 376 (E)
Adrianople 163 (P)
yEdilium, Lib 198 (E)
Agen 445 (E),3i (Apoc.)
Ailli, H 331 (E)
Aldi 131 (E)
Alefson, G 266 (Evst.)
Alex. II N, p. 91
Alex. II, Comnenus...86 (E), 235 (Evst.)
Alex. VIII, Pope ...40 (A)
Alexius 241, 388 (E)
Alexopoulos, Const. ...306 (A)
Alford, B. H T (E)

38 (Apoc.)
Alford, Dean B, p. 114
Altaraps, Duke of ...202 (P)

Altemprianus 703 (E)
Alter N(E)

3, 77, 124, 218-

225 (E)
Alypius, C 248 (E)
Ainerbach 2 (A)
Andreas, monk 232 (A)

,
scribe 180 (E),542 (Evst.)

Andriani, A 391 (E)
Angelus, J 386 (E)
An thimus 160 (Evst.)
Antonius 220 (A)

445 (E)
Antony, priest 343 (E)

p. 337 note

Archipelago, Gk. ...509 (E)
Arendt 431 (E)
Argenson 158 (Evst.)

Argyropolus 229 (E)
Arrivabene 448 (E)

Arsenius, Abp 333 (E), 66 (A)
675 (E)

,
Provost 310 (E)

Arundel, Earl of 566 (E)
Arundell, F. V. J. ...588 (E)

Askew, Ant 444 (E)
22 (A)

23 (Apoc.)
Athanasius, Convent

of St 36,39(E)
, Monastery of St. 254, 330 (E)

1 6, 97 (A)
123 (P)

,
Gk. monk 116 (E)

, priest 498 (Evst.)

,
scribe 139 (A)

Athenian Aberdeen 238 (Evst.)

Audley, Bp 56 (E)

Augia, Dives F (P)

Aymont D (P)

Azzolini, Card 154-156 (E)

Banduri, A (E)
Barrett 61 (E)
Bartholomew 164 (E)
Bartolocci B, p. no
Basilian Monks Lib. 173-177 (E)
Batiffol, P * (E)

Batteley 3 (Apost.)

Battier, J E (E)

Begtrup 33 (E)

Bengel, J E (E), 2 (E)

Bennet, G 516 (E)

Bentley, R A, p. 103 n

B, p. no
D(E)
G, H (E)

113. n?. 57&amp;gt; 5 s

(E)

24 (A)
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Bentley, K.............F (P)
28 (Apoc.)

257 (Evst.)
. 1 ................... B, p. no

Benzel, E. ............ 238 (A)
Benzelstierna ......... 400 (E)
Benzil .................. 400 (E)
Berzi, P. de ............43 (E)
Berzian, de ............ 54 (A)
Bessarion, Card....... B, p. 105

205-215, 217 (E)
Bey, Dr. H. B.......... N, p. 91
Beza, Theodore.........D (E, A)
Bianchini ...............L (A)
Bigot .................. ...162 (P)
Birch ..................... B, p. no

S, T (E), L (A)
124, 127, 131, 157,

209, 218-225 (E)
70-96 (A)
77-112 (P)
38 (Apoc.)

35-39 (Evst.)
Bjornsthal ............... 615, 616 (E), 236

(A)
Blasius .................. 293 (E)

382 (Evst.)
Blenheim, Sunderland

Lib................T(E)
523 (E)

282-284 (Evst.)

52 (Apost.)
Bloomfield, S. T....... 573-590 (E)

22 (A), 104 (P)

150, 223-6 (Evst.)
Bodet, W ................ 70 (E)
Boeder, H ............. 78 (A)
Boener, C. F..........G (P)

78 (E)
Bohn ..................... 562 (E)
Boistaller ............... 263, 301, 306, 314

(E), 131 (A), 86

(Evst.)
Boivin .................. C, p. 122
Bonvisi family .........452 (E)
Boone .................... 267 (Evst.)
Boreel, J ................F (E)
Borrell .................. 588 (E)
Bourbon, Card....... 17 (E)
Bragge, Alderman ...255 (Evst.)Brun

405
Bnxius .................. 228 (E)
Brizopoulos ............ 157 (Evst.)
Briihl ..................... 32 (Apoc.)

57 (Evst.)
Brunswick, Duke of...P, Q (E)
Brussels, Dom. Lib____ 3 (E)
Brynkley ............... 69 (E)
Bulkeley ............... 63, 64 (E)
Bunckle .................. 70 ^\
Burdett-Coutts ...... . . . 545-553 (E)
Burgon, Dean ......... B, p. 114

X(E)

Burgon, Dean 2, 346, 464, 562-
565 (E)

223 (A)
35 (Apoc.)

255 (Evst.)

Burney, Ch 514, 568 (E)
Busbeck, 0. de 123, 218, 221, 222,

434 (E)

64 (A), 67 (A)
Butler, S., Bp 201, 576-579, 608

(E)
261 (Evst.)

Bynaeus 80 (E)

Caesarea H (P)-
PLilippi 575 (E)

Calistus 286 (E)
Calvert, E 737 (E)
Camerarius 88 (E)
Camps, de, F M (E)
Cannabetes, N 1 8 ( E)
Canonici 216, 488-491 (E)
Cantacuzenus 775 VE),:62 ^Evst.)
Caracalla 534 (E), 234

(Evst.), 95, 96
(Apoc.)

217 (A), 537, 538
(E)

Carlenizza 39 (Evst.)
Carlotta, Q 246 (A)
Carlyle, J. D 509 (E)

182 (A)
Carpzov, S. B. & J. G. 78 (E)
Cassan 517 (E)
Catharine, St., Sinai, see Sinai
Celle&amp;gt;ier 75 (E)
Ceriani 346 (E)
Cerularius 437 (E)
Chalke,Trinity Monas-

tfry 513 (E)
Chambellan 287 (E)
Charito 86 (Evst.)
Chark, W 61, 69 (E)
Charles I, king A, pp. 97, 98
Chester, Rev. G. J 325 (E)

, Greville T/(E), 298 (Evst.)
Chiesley, Sir J 519 (E)
Chisiana, Lib 414 (Evst.)
Christina, Q 154-156 (E), 38,

40 (A)
Chrysographus 347 (E)
Chrysostom, Monas

tery of St 408 (E)
Ciampini 45 (A)
Cisissa 234 (Evst.)
Claromontanus D (P)
Clement 61 (E)
Clermont, Jesuit Coll.

at 436 (E)
Coislin, Bp H (P)

34-41, 437 (E), 69
(Apoc.)
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Colbert 267, 273, 279, 281-

283, 286-288,

291, 294, 296,

310, 315, a* 8
.

319 (E)
62, 115, I2T (A)
I45-H8. 157 (P)

58, 61, 63 (Apoc.)
60, 68, 71, 76, 78,

87-91, 99-101
(Evst.)

2 5, 27. 33, 34
(Apost.)

C olumnensis 689 (E), 392, 393
(Evst.)

Comuto, Prince 3 (E)
Conant 573 (E)
Constamoniton, Mon. 5 (Apost.)

Constantine, Emp. ...118 n 2

,
monk 174, 577, 919 (E)

, priest 150 (Evst.)

Constantinople 509, 606, 607,
1261 (E)

1 25 (A), 157 (P)
64, 77, 95, 281,

289, 390 (Evst. ;

22 (Apost.)
Corbinelli 200 (E)

Corcyra 62 3 ( K), 106 (Evst.)
Cordatus 73 (E)
Corfu, Univ. of. 583 (E)
Cornelian us 103 (Evst.), 46

(Apost.)
Corsendonck, Convent

at 3 (A, P)
Corvenus 77, 78 (E)
Cosmas, monk 590 (E), 304 (A),

8 (Evst.)- Oiicell 368 (E)
Vanaretus 590 (E)

Covell, Dr 65 (E),a6, 27 (A),

150 (Evst.)

Cowper, B. H A, p. 104
Coxe 105, 591 (E), 212

(A)
Cozza B, p. 117
Croze, La G, H (E)
Crusius 430 (E)
Cure B, p. 114
Cureton, Canon R (E)
Curzon, R. (Lord de la

Zouche) 534-54 1
(
E

)

95 (Apoc.)

234 (Evst.)

Cusa, de Hosp 59 (A)
Cuza, N. de 87, 129 (E)
Cyprus, Q. of 140 (E)

Cyril Lucar A, pp. 97, 98

Damariua .228 (E)
Damascenus 488 (E)
Daudolo 233 (E)

Daniel, Bp. of Procon-
nesus 65 (E)

Dassdorf 32 (Apoc.)
Denys, St 60 (Evst.)
D Eon 23 (Apoc.), 259

(Evst.)
Dermout 122, 435 (E), 6

(Evst.)
De Rossi 360, 361 (E)
Desalleurs 158 (Evst.)
Diassorin 40 (Evst.)

Dickinson, J D, p. 126
Didot 80 (E)

Dionysius, Monast. of O (E), K (A), 240
(E)

,
monk 255 (E)

Dizomaeus 288 (E)
Dobbin, Dr 58, 61 (E)
Docheiariou 233 (Evst.)
Dodwell 64 (E)
Dometius 54 (Evst.)

Dupuis 321, 322, 892 (E)

Dupuy, C., J., and P. D (P)

Engelbreth 209 (E)
Ephesus, Abp. of 71 (E)
Eschenbach, von 105 (E)
Escurial 569 (E)
Esphigmenou, Monast. 14 (Apost.)
Eucholius 38 (Apost.)

Eugenia 165 (E)
Euphemius 634,651 (E)

Euthyrnius 947 (Evst.)

Evagrius 83 (A)

Faber 90 (E)
Fasch, A 92, 94 (E)
Fenton, Jo 186 (A)
Finch 19 (Evst.)
Fleck L(A)
Flemyng, Dean 33 (A)
Florence, Grand Ducal

Palace at 117 (Evst.)

,
St. Maria, Lib. at 199, 200 (E)

,St. Mark, at 201-203 (E)

Forerunner,Monast.of 261 (E),23i (Evst.)
Foss 211 (Evst.)
Franciscus 132 (Evst.)
Francius G (P)

Francklin, Prof. 21 (A)
Freeman, H. S 599 (E), 273-277

(Evst.)

Fresne, Du 260, 309 (E)
Friars, Grey (Catnb.) 591 (E)

,
Minor (Oxf.) ... 59 (E)

.Preaching 2 (A)
Froy, F 61 (E)

Gabriel (Met. of Phila

delphia) 333 (E)

,
monk 491 (E)

Gage, F 278 (Evst.)
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Gage,T 602 (E)
Gale, T 66 (E), 221 (Evst.)
Gehl 89 (E)
George, monk 69 (A), 71 (Evst.)

, scribe 725, 743 (E), 166

(A), 113, 126,

553 (Evst.)

,
son of Elias 166 (A)

Georgilas 1262 (E)
Georgios 78 (E)

Georgirenus 279 (E)
Gerbert A (E)
Germain, St., des Pre&quot;s E (P), 437 (E)
Germanus 122 (Evst.)

Giorgi T(E)
Gleichgross 86 (E)
Goad, T 64 (E)
Gonzaga 448 (E)
Googe 62 (E)
Graeirus 80 (E)
Grazia, di 162 (Evst.)

Gregory, monk 438 (E)
Griesbach L (E), M (P)

33, 1 18, 2 36,440 (E)
60 (A)
18-22, 25-30

(Evst.)

5 (Apost.;
Gross V (E)
Grotta Ferrata M of Gregory (A)
Guest, J. 232 (A)

&amp;gt;J-B 603 (E), 232 (A),

279, 280 (Evst.)
Guildford, Lord 529, 531 (E)

Hacket, Bp p. 89 note
Hackwell 96 (E)

Hagen, J. van der 80 (E)
Hamilton 632 (E), 368, 369

(Evst.)

Hammond, Dr 57 (E)
Hantin 62&quot; (E)
Harley, Earl of Oxford D (P), 150 (Evst.)
Harnack 2 (E)
Harris (of Alex.) 23o(A),262(Evst.)

, J. R 892 (E),488(Evst.)
Hatcher 59 (E)

Hayne 69 (E)
Heimbach 209 (E)
Helias, priest 60 (Evst.)

Henry IV, king 269 (E)
Heraclea, Ch. of 523(E),52(Apost.)
Heringa F (E)

Hermonymus 30, 62 2
, 70, 287.

288 (E)
145 (P)

Herries, Lord 580 (E)
Hext, Capt. J 617 (E)
Hieracis Deiparae,

Monast 281 (E)
Hilarion 535 (Evst.)
Hincklemann 90 (E)
Hoffmann 124 (E)

Hort, Dr................Te
(E)

Hoskier .................. 75 , 604 (E)
Huet ..................... 366 (Evst.)

Hug ..................... B, p. 105
Huish ..................A, p. 103
Huntingdon, Earl of...64 (E)
Huntington, Bp.......67 (E), 30 (A)

Iberian Monastery ...243, 259 (E)

99, 103 (A)
50, so

2

(Apoc.)
48 (Evst.)

13 (Apost.)
Ignatius (Metrop.) ...282 (Evst.)- ,inonk ............ 86 (Evst.)

.scribe ............69 (Apost.)
Innocent VIII ......... 246 (A)
Irene ..................... 210 (Evst.)
Iveron, see Iberian

Jackson .................. 69, 106,573 (E)
James, monk ......... 507 (E)
Janina .................. 763, 771 (E), 266

(P), 89 (Apoc.)
Jeremias, Patr....... 98 (A)
Jerusalem, Lib....... 416 (A)
Joachim, monk ......... 1 66 (A), 13 (Apost.)
Joasaph ............ ...... 410, 561 (B), 169

John 267374 (E),

(Apost.)-
, monk ............56o(E),6i(A)-
, priest ............ 245, 429 (E), 71,

170 (Evst.)-
, reader ............ 592, 1311 (E)- Rossan ............ 325, 347 (Evst.)-
, scribe ............ 180 (E), 64 (A),

567 (Evst.)
Johnson, T............. 72 (E)
Jones, J ................64 (E)
Joseph, monk .........4 22 (E)&amp;gt;537(Evst.)

Junius, P................G (P)

Justinas, St............. 200 (E)
Justinian, Aug....... 285 (E)

Knobelsdorf, W.E.de 433 (E)
Kuster .................. C, p. 122

Lambeth, Lib.......... 514, 516 (E), 186

(A)
Lammens ............... 527 (E)

Lampros, Sp. P....... 269-272 (E), 592,
596, 597 (E)

107 (A\ 418 (A),

269 (Evst.)
Landolina ............... 113 (Apost.)
Landolini ...............421 (E)
Lunger ..................97 (A)
Larroque ............... 2 7~33 (E)
Lascar, J ................ 12 (A)
Lascaris .................. 210 (A)
Laud, Abp.............E (A)
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Laura, Monast....... S (A), 20, 23 (P)
Leo (of Calabria) ...... 1 24 (E)

,
scribe ............ 164,589 (E),67 (A)

Leon ..................... 538, 541 (Evst.)
Leontius ............... 186, 430 (E), 91,

215 (Evst.)
Lesoeuf .................. 80 (E)
Loescher ............... 32 (Apoc.), 57

(Evst.)

Louis, St................ 38 (E)
Louis XIV ............M (E), 279 (E)
Lucas, P................ 264 (E)
Lucas ..................... 289 (E)
Lucca, Lib .............452 (E)
Luke, monk ............ 230 (E)-

, Prof. ............ 21 (A)
Lyons, Jesuits Pub.

Lib................ 298 (E)-
,
Monast. of St.

Iren ................ D, p. 125

Macarius ............... 1283 (E)
Macdonald ............ 581,582 (E)

Maglorian, San, Ora

tory of ............ 54 (A)
Mai, Card.............B, p. 112

Maius .................. 97 (E)

Mangey, Th.......... 483, 492, 496,498,
503 (E)

26, 27 (Evst.)
Manuel .................. 162, 293 (E)
Mare, P. de la ......... 265 (E)
Maria, Jo................ 285 (E)-

, Q................40 (Evst.)- ,St................ 367 (E)
Marini ..................N (E)
Marsh, Abp.......... 118 (E)

Mary, St., Ben. Lib. ...148 (A)-- Deipara, St.,Con
vent ...............R (E)-
, empress ......... 419 (A)
,St., of Patirium 3 (A, P)

Masieli, P............. 12 (A)
Matthaei ...............V (E), K (A)

98-107 (A)
76, 1 1 3-1 24 (P)
32 (Apoc.)

47 (Evst.)

5 (Apost.)

Matthew, monk ......4 J 6, 418 (A)
, scribe ............ 1307 (E)

Maura .................. 459, 460 (E)
Maurice.................. 100 (Evst.)
Mauron .................. 341 (E)
Maurus ..................427 (E)
Maximilian ............ p. 213 note

146 (E)

Mazarin,Card.......... 103, 278, 302, 305,

38, 3&quot;, 313.

324 (E)

5i(A),74,98(Evst.)
Mead, Dr................ 22 (A), 23 (Apoc.)

Medici 16, 19, 121, 196, C
(E), 317 (E)

!2,i26(A),i64(P)
Meerman 122, 436, 562 (E),

178 (A), 153
(Evst.)

Meletius 248, 281 (E)
Mendham 562 (E)
Menon 230 (A) ,

262 (Evst.)
Merlin 601 (E)
Michael 30 (Apoc.), 531

(Evst.)

, St., Monast. ...253 (E)
,
monk S (E)

n 56(E)-
priest 394 (E)

Michaelis 772 (E)
Mico B, p. no

91 (Apoc.)
Middeldorpf 42 (A)
Mieg F (P)
Mill D, p. 126

K (E), E (P), 51,

59, 69 (E), 18-
22 (Evst.)

Missy, Caesar de 44, 449, 520, 521,

543 (E), 230,231

(Evst.)

5, 45 (Apost.)
Moira, John, Earl of. . .64 (E)
Moldenhawer 226-233 (E), 35-

40 (Evst.)

Molsheim, Jes. Coll 431 (E)

Montagnana, P. de ...217 (E)
Montfaucon (E), 482 (Evst.)
Montfort, Dr 61 (E)
Moore, Bp 60, 62 2

, 70 (E)
Morrian 288 (E)
Mould 116,444 (E)
M filler, Prof. E (E)
Muller 736 (E)
Munich, Jes. Coll. ...127 (P)
Miinter IT (E)
Muralt B, p. no

473-477 (E)

Nanianus U (E)
Nani family 405-418 (E)

Naples, Conv. of St.

Jo. de Carbon.... 108 (E)

Napoleon I B, p. 105
Nathanael, N 228 (E)

Neophytus 591 (E)

Nepho 439 (E)

Nicephorus 276 (E), 25,48, 573
(Evst.)

Nicetas 126 (P), 231 (Evst.)

Nicholas, St., Monast. 40 (E)
Nicolas 291 (E), 72 (Evst.)

,Abp 156 (A)
, Card 87 (E)
,monk 97 (E)

.priest 204 (Evst.)
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Nicolas, scribe ......... 268 (Apost.)
Nicolaus ............... 306 (A) ,185 (Evst.)
Nilus ..................... 305 (Evst.)

Noailles, G. de ......... 59 (Apoc.)
Norfolk, Duke of ...... 566 (E)
North, Hon. F.......... 471, 531, 532, 583

(E), 198 (A)

v, Tan/, Monast. 86 (Evst.)
Odessa .................. 198 (Evst.)
Onesimus ............... 20 (Evst.)

Pachonius ............... 241 (E)
Padua .................. 139 (A)
--

, St.John inVirid.,

Monast.......... 217 (E)
Palaeologus, Chr....... 138, 288 (Evst.)

, Emp.............80 (Apoc.)
Palatine, Elector s Lib. p. 213 note

146 (E)

Panagiotes, M....... 274 (E)
Pannonius............... 100 (E)
Panteleemon,.Monast. 428 (Evst.)
Pantocrator, Monast. 74, 482, 493, 495,

507, 508 (E),

119 (P), 211

(Evst.)

Pappelbaum ............400 (E)
Paradisi, Collis ......... 414 (Evst.)
Parassoh ............... 69 (Apost.)
Paris, City Lib....... 288 (E)

,
Nat. Lib....... 272 (E)

, Sorbonne ......... 290 (E)
Parodus of Smyrna ...n (E)
Parrhasius............... 108 (E)
Parsons, D............. 617 (E)
Parthenius, Patr. ...19 (Evst.)
Passionei, Card.......L (A)

6n(E),72 3 (E)
Patmos .................. 466 (E), 588 (E)
Patriarchal Chamber A, p. 98
Paul, Abp............. 165 (E)

, priest ............ 26 (E)
Paulus .................. 22 (A), 32 (Apoc.)

Payne ..................... 436, 562 (E)-,E................ 518,529 (E), 153,

227-229 (Evst.)- ,T. (Archd.) ...... 523(1) ,5 2 (Apost.)
Peckover, J ............. 560, 561 (E)
Perron, Card.......... 91 (E)
Petavius ............... 38 (A)
Peter, monk ............ 48 (Evst.)
Peter rev Ka/xx;iavfrovi 149 (E)
Petra, Monast.......... 87 (E)

Philip, monk ............414 (E)

Phillipps, SirT....... 526-533 (E)

(A)
Philotheus ............... 2 35 (E)
Philotheou, Monast. ...237, 240, 247 (E)
Phlebaris ...............489 (E)

Pickering ............... 543 (E)
Picus .................... 488 (E)

348 (E), 138 (A)

178

Pithaeus 42 (E)
Pius II 158 (E)
Polidore 137 (Evst.)

Porphyry K, p. 91

Q(P)
Pressburg, Lib. of the

Lycaeum 86 (E)
Prusa, SS. Cosm. and

Dainian.,Monast. 405 (E)
Puttick 598 (E)

Quaritch 560, 561, 885-887
(E)

Quirini B, p. 187

E., A. F 207 (E)
Eagusio, J. de E (E)

Eeggio 172 (P)
Eeiche, J. G 113, 114, 117, 127

(A)
139, 140, 153 (P),

54 (Apoc.)
Eettig A (E)

PtvSrjVT], Monast. ...322 (E)
Ehodes 737 (E), 125 (P)
Ehosen 205 (E)
Ehosus 448 (E)
Eich, C. J 574 (E)
Eidolphi, Card C, p. 121

Einck 209 (E), 96 (A)
Eink 110-112 (P)
Rivet 155 (E)
Eocchi B, p.n8
Eodd, H 585 (E)
-,T 272, 5&amp;lt;?4 (E)

Eoe, SirT 49 (E)
Eomana De Alteriis...69O (E)
Eomanus, priest 247 (Evst.)

Eome, Barberini Lib. 1 59 (E)
Eose, W. F 20, 22, 300, 346,

563, 564, 565

(E), 223 (A)
255, 281 (Evst.)

Eostgaard 234, 235 (E)
Eoth I (E)

Eoyal Society 566 ( E)
Eulotta B, p. no
Eutgersius 155 (E)

Saba, St., Couv I (E), I6 (A P) ,

I (A)
,
Monast 310, 535, 539-541,

1275 (E)

191, 216, 416, 417
(AX 236 (Evst.)

Sakkelion N (E)
Salernium 196 (Evst.)
Salvador, St 204 (E)
Salvator, S., de Sept.,

Conv. of 195 (E), 100 (P)
Salviati, Card, de 107 (A)
Sambuc 66 (A)



OF WRITERS, PAST OWNERS, AND COLLATORS.

Sanderson, W.......... 184 (A)
Sanguntinianus ......... 288 (E)
Scala, S. Maria della 162 (Evst.)
Schoenleben ............ 105 (E)
Scholz .................. B, p. noWa

,K,M,X,Y(E)
H, L(A)
6, 20, 33-41, 75,

138-144, 146-
!57&amp;gt;

J
59&amp;gt;

l6o
&amp;gt;

162, 164-171,
I73~ I 75. J 77~
180, 201, 260,

262, 270, 271,

277, 284, 285,

298-3OI &amp;gt; 3 2 4.

346, 352, 365,

382, 428 (E)

70-80, 82-92,
115, 120-123,
126, 127, 131,

133, 137, 160-

163, 174 (A)
77-112 P (nearly),

51, 68, 69, 82

(Apoc.)

7, 60, 8 1, 86 (Evst.)
12 (Apost.)

Scio ..................... 390 (E)
Scrivener ...............N,Wd

(E) ,
G (P)

59,66, 69, 71, 201,
2

99&amp;gt; 3&amp;gt; 44&amp;gt;

49 2 503. 507-
5*7, 545-559
566 (E)

61,178, i82-i88(A)
252-261 (P)

87, 93-98 (Apoc.)

22i,233,234(Evst.)
Scultet, A............. 96 (E)
Seguier .................. 34~4i (E)
Seidel, A.E.............G, H (E), 42 (A)
Sepulveda ............... B, p. 109
Sergius .................. B, p. 118

Simcox, W. H..........624 (E), 72 (Apoc.)
Simenus, Monast. ...53 (Evst.)
Simeon .................. 312 (P),l79(Evst.)
Simon.....................K (E)
Sirnonides, Const. ...no, 589 (E), 229

(A)
Simopetra ............... 218 (A)
Sinai, St. Cath., Mon. N, p. 90 ; 141, 413,

577,581,582 (E)
Sirlet, Card............. 373(E),79(Apoc.),

132 (Evst.)

Smalbroke, S..........484 (E)

Smyrna .................. 444 (E)
Sophonius ............... 1262 (E)
Sophronius .......... ..183 (Evst.)

Sotheby........ .......... 265 (Evst.)

Sparvenfeldt ............613 (E), 68 (A)
Statius, A............. 69, 171 (E)

Steininger ............... 179 (Evst.)

Stella, P................ 284 (E)

Stephen, priest ......... 102 (Evst.)

,
K................D, p. 122

L (E)-
,
reader ............90 (Evst.)

Stevens .................. 268 (Evst.)

Stierzienbecher, A. F. 614 (E)
Stosch .............. ....D (P), p. 175

Strangford............... 526 (E)

Strasburg ............... 180 (A)
Stunica .................. 52 (A)
Suclitelen ............... 542 (E)
Sussex, Duke of ...... 543 (E)

Swete, H. B.......... 736 (E)

Sylburg, F............. 79 (Apoc.)

Symeon .................. 76, 269 (Apost.)

Synesius ............... 585 (E)

Syria ..................... 515 (E)

Taurinus,St.,Monast. 91 (E)
Tauronesus ............ 1261 (E)

Tayler, F................ 222 (Evst.)
Teller of Rheims ...... 119, 284,285,304

(E)

Tengnagel, S.......... 66 (A)
Teudatus ...............493 (E)
Thecla .................. A, p. 98
Theocletus ............ 988 (E)
Theodora ............... 388, 473 (E)
Theodore, Abp.......E (A)

74, 233, 412, 543,

57 ! CE )

J 56 (A)
Theodoret ...............97 (A), 122 (Evst.)
Theodosius ............ 413 (E)

Theognostus ............ 99 (A)
Theopemptus ......... 131 (A)

Theophanes ............ 416 (A)
Theophilus ............ 570 (E)

Theophylact, priest ... 148 (A )

Thessaly ............... 175, 288 (P)
Thevenot ............... 272 (E)
Thomas .................. 1262 (E)

Thorpe .................. 5 2 8i,E)

Thou, de, Aug.......... i2i(A),63(Apoc.),
60 (Evst.)

Tiffin, W ................69 (E)
Timothens ............... 103 (P)
Tischendorf ............ N, p. 90

B.P.IIS
r,e,eBd,e,A(E)
Oa

(P)
C, p. 122

E, Fa
, G, H, I, K,

L,P,Q,R,S,T,
Tc

,TJ,X,E,n(E)
E, H, L (A), D,

F, R (P)
620, 621 (E), 61

(A), 175, 295-
297 (Evst.), 72

(Apost.)
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INDEX II.

Titoff 476 (E)
Torregiani 162 (Evst.)

Traheron, P 71 (E)
Tregelles E, G, H, K, M, R

U, X, T, A, A, H
(E)

H, L, P (A), D, F,
M (P)

i, 33, 69, 241 (E),
6 1 (A), i(Apoc.)

Treschow N (E), 77, I34(E)
Trithemius, Jo 96 (E)

Troyna,St. Michael de 96 (A)
Twycross 63 (E)
Tzutzuna 89 (A)

Ubaldi B, p. 118
Uffenbach M (P)

45 (A)
Urbino, Ducal Lib. ...157 (E)

Uspensky, P 481 (E)
Ussher, Abp D, p. 1 26

61,63,64 (E)

Vatablus 9 (A)
Vatopedi Monast. ...245 (E), 106 (A),

124 (P)

54 (Evst.)
Velitrant Museum ...180 (E)
Venice 613 (E)

, St. Michael s ...419, 468 (E)
Vercellone B, p. 117
Vergecius 296 (E), 124 (A),

149, 151 (P)
Verschoyle, Bp 64 (E)
Victor, St., on the

Walls 120 (E)
Voscius, Gerard X (E)
-,Is 38 (A)

Wagstaff 517 (E)

Wake, Abp 73, 74 (E). See
Index I, Christ

Church, Oxford

Walker, F 422, 423, 495 (E)
191 (A), 218, 219

(Apoc.)
&amp;gt;

J 3, 73, 74 (E), 2

(Apost.)
Walton 64 (E)
Wanley 484 (E)
Ward 81 (E)
Wepfer F (P)
Werner B, p. 109
Westermann 42 (A)
Westminster 20 (A)
Wetstein, C 492, 503 (E), 6,

26-28 (Apoc.)
,
F C, p. 122

E,F,Fa
,L,M,N(E)

D,E, F(P)
i&amp;gt; a, 33, 41,90,92,
94 (E)

15, 21 (A), 25, 26

(P), 6, 7 (Evst.)
Wheeler 68 (E)
Wiedmann 405 (E)
Wigley 24 (A)
Williams 562 (E)
Winchelsea, Earl of...io6 (E)
Woide Ts or Two1

(E)
Wolff G, H (E), M (P),

90 (E)
Woodhouse

5*&amp;gt;3-5(E),

255 (Evst.)
Wordsworth, Bp. Chr. 542 (E)
Wright R (E)

53 (A)

Xenophon (Athos) ...536 (E)

Zacagni 151 (Evst.)
Zittau, Senate of 605 (E)
Zomozerab 179 (A)

END OF VOL. I.
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